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Preface

The papers comprising Vol. I and Vol. II were prepared for and presented at the
International Conference on Information Networking 2002 (ICOIN 2002), which was
held from January 30 to February 1, 2002 at Cheju Island, Korea. It was organized by
the KISS (Korean Information Science Society) SIGIN in Korea, IPSJ SIG-DPE
(Distributed Processing Systems) in Japan, the ITRI (Industrial Technology Research
Institute), and National Taiwan University in Taiwan. The papers were selected
through two steps, refereeing and presentation review.

We selected for the theme of the conference the motto “One World of Information
Networking”. We did this because we believe that networking will transform the
world into one zone, in spite of different ages, countries and societies. Networking is
in the main stream of everyday life and affects directly millions of people around the
world. We are in an era of tremendous excitement for professionals working in many
aspects of the converging networking, information retailing, entertainment, and
publishing companies. Ubiquitous communication and computing technologies are
changing the world. Online communities, e-commerce, e-service, and distance
learning are a few of the consequences of these technologies, and advanced
networking will develop new applications and technologies with global impact. The
goal is the creation of a world-wide distributed computing system that connects
people and appliances through wireless and high-bandwidth wired channels with a
backbone of computers that serve as databases and object servers.

Thus, Vol. I includes the following subjects related to information networking based
on wired communications and management:

- New Networking and Applications
- Switching and Routing
- Optical Networks
- Network Performance Issues
- Quality of Service
- Home Networking and Local Access Protocols
- Network Management

And Vol. II includes the following subjects related to wireless communications
technologies and network applications:

- Wireless and Mobile Internet
- 4G Mobile Systems
- Satellite Communications Systems
- Network Security
- Multimedia Applications
- Distributed Systems

With great pleasure we take this opportunity to express our gratitude and appreciation
to Prof. Chung-Ming Huang, who acted as PC vice-chair of ICOIN 2002, for
reviewing and encouraging paper submission in Taiwan and other locations, to Prof.
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Leonard Barolli, who acted as PC vice-chair of ICOIN 2002, for organizing paper
reviewing in Japan, and to Prof. Changjin Suh, Prof. Sungchang Lee and Prof.
Kyungsik Lim, who did excellent reviewing, editing and assembling of contributions
for this book.

We are confident that this book series will prove rewarding for all computer scientists
working in the area of information networking.

June 2002   Ilyoung Chong
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an agent-based personalized dis-
tance learning system for delivering appropriate studying materials to
learners by judging learners degree of understanding. The main elements
of our proposed system are the agents, which play the role of teacher and
based on the learning history they analyze the understanding degree of
learners. To evaluate the proposed distance learning system, we carried
out three experiments and a questionnaire investigation. The evaluation
results show that by making grouping of learners the agents can decide
what kind of materials should be given to learners. We show that by
adding new features such as mental action of color and the competition
with other learners, the learners will increase furthermore the learning
efficiency.

1 Introduction

During last years a lot of research is going on for distance learning systems [1,
2] and many large projects such as CALAT [3], CALsurf [4], WebCAI [5], The
University of The Air [6], and WIDE University [7,8] have been established.

Recently, some distance learning systems which consider learner’s capability
and understanding have been proposed [9,10]. In Ref.[9], an evaluation system of
historical data based on learning environment supported by educational software
record is proposed, and reappearance and analysis are carried out for historical
learning data. The analysis from the history can be performed, but in order
to get the learner’s learning condition, the historical data are needed. Thus, the
analysis can not be done in real time. In Ref.[10], a multimedia assisted education
system is proposed. The system is able to make the teacher operating cost small
and offers fine education by the cooperation of CAI and teacher. The system is
able to recognize the learner who needs the assistance, but its main purpose is
to support the teacher and not the learner.

I. Chong (Ed.): ICOIN 2002, LNCS 2343, pp. 3–16, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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In order to offer a suitable and efficient study for learners, in this paper,
we propose an adaptive personalized distance learning system using cooperative
agents. The main purpose of our system is to deliver appropriate studying mate-
rials by judging the learner’s degree of understanding. The main elements of the
proposed system are the agents, which play the teacher’s role and based on the
learning history they analyze the understanding degree of learners. But, it should
be noted that only understanding degree is not enough to get the learner’s study-
ing conditions. Therefore, the agent makes a dialog with the learner and more
accurate learner’s condition can be grasped. This information is used to adapt
the individual learning. To evaluate the proposed system, we carried out three
experiments and a questionnaire investigation. The evaluation show that our
system can achieve a good delivery of studying materials for different learners.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 is introduced the system
design. In Section 3, we deal with data handling. In Section 4, we discuss the
experimental results. In Section 5, we treat system improvements and future
work. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 6.

2 System Design

The learners can access the system in any place where they can be connected to a
network. To build the proposed system, we use World Wide Web (WWW) tech-
nology which is very suitable for building distance learning systems. However,
the present web browsers have different functions and implementation exten-
sions, so the system is subject to restriction on using different functions. But,
if we use only text and image, almost all web browsers can meet the require-
ments of the proposed distance learning system. In order to have a wide range of
applications, we use only standard functions. So, the system can be used easily
without depending on computer environment.

2.1 System Structure

The system is built on WWW and the agent is established on the web server.
The learners can access the server to refer to the studying materials from a client
as shown in Fig.1.

The agent can grasp the learner’s information and the relevance of the ma-
terials to each learner by checking the learner’s network access. The agent also
manages the studying materials. The studying materials are prepared on the
same server where the agent is established, but they can be distributed in dif-
ferent servers and can be accessed when are needed. After the learning session,
a confirmation test is performed to check the learner’s degree of understanding.
The confirmation test is carried out by using choice-type forms and description-
type forms.

The collection of learner’s information is necessary to provide appropriate
studying materials to each learner. In order to make a right judgment about the
appropriate degree of delivered materials, we try to collect a large amount of
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Judgment Material

Interface

Learner

Learner’s
Information

Teaching
Materials

Agent

Fig. 1. System structure

information about the learner and then analyze the collected information. From
this point of view, a direct test on learner’s information and how to combine
the test result with indirect information such as learning personal history are
important elements on the system design.

2.2 Studying Materials

In this research, we use “network programming” studying materials. They consist
of HTML text, GIF and JPEG images. The system treats one page of studying
materials as an item and manages the access information item by item. In order
to avoid the dependency on computer environment, we do not use materials such
as moving picture, voice, etc.

In the page of studying materials, the buttons such as “NEXT”, ”DETAIL”,
”SEARCH”, and ”EXIT” are prepared as shown in Fig.2. The “NEXT” button
sends a request to proceed the next studying material. The “DETAIL” button
requires more details about studying materials. The “SEARCH” button searches
the words and phrases in the studying materials. The “EXIT” button stops
learning. When learning is stopped, total learning time is calculated.

The studying materials are prepared to cope with various learners. The sys-
tem chooses a studying material which is appropriate for each learner and pro-
vides the studying material to them.

2.3 Agents

The agents are the main part of the proposed distance learning system. The
agents deal with following procedures:
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Fig. 2. Screen shot

– collection of learner’s information;
– management;
– information analysis;
– learners’ understanding judgment;
– studying materials handling;
– communication with learners.

The agents are shown in Fig.3 and they are explained in following.

– Register Agent (RA)
This agent carries out the learner’s authentication and gets the record of the
learner’s first time access.

– Learner Information Agent (LIA)
This agent gets the physical information of the reference time of studying
materials, the number of reference, and test results from the learner, and
changes this information into parameters in order to make the analysis.

– Learner Communication Agent (LCA)
This agent makes a dialog with the learner. First, the agent asks the learner
and after getting the answer uses this information as historical data and
makes the analysis.
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– Judgment Agent (JA)
Based on the data from LIA and LCA, this agent makes various judgments
and gives orders to other agents.

– Teaching Material Agent (TMA)
This agent carries out the management of studying materials. The studying
materials suitable for the learner are offered by JA order.

– Test Agent (TA)
This agent manages the test. It offers the test to the learner and marks the
test then evaluates the learner by grades. The grades are used to decide
whether the learner passed or not the test.

– Question Agent (QA)
This agent receives the questions from the learner. It records the question
history and gives the reply to the learner. When a question does not exist
in the question history, an order is given to the following TIA to ask the
teacher.

– Teacher Interface Agent (TIA)
This agent manages the teacher’s interface. When the teacher accesses the
learner’s information and history, this agent supports the teacher.

The agent is implemented with Perl language and the Common Gateway
Interface (CGI) technology is used for agent organization.

The Perl language is adopted for the following reasons.

– Perl language is very good for text processing, therefore will have good pro-
cessing results for studying materials in HTML format.

– Perl is a script language, so the compilation is easy.

When CGI technology is used to build a system on WWW, the agent can
not keep conditions in the program. To solve this problem, the agent must put
all necessary information in a file and then read the learner’s information when
it is necessary.

2.4 Processing Flow

The processing flow is showing in following.

– First, a learner accesses the system and tries the authentication.
– Next, the learner requires a studying material.
– The agent receives the learner’s requirement.
– The agent reads the information of the learner who has a request.
– A studying material provided for the learner is judged from the learner’s

information.
– A decision for the next studying material is made and the learner can access

the studying material.
– Get the studying material and send to learner.
– Renewal of information.
– The learner starts studying.
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Fig. 4. Processing flow

The processing procedure is shown in Fig.4. The proposed system has five
modes which are given in following.

– Registration Mode
– Study Mode
– Test Mode
– Question Mode
– Inquiry Mode (for the teacher)

Registration Mode. First, the learner accesses the system and makes the
registration by inputing his name and e-mail address. After that, the learner
replies to a questionnaire. RA collects the learner’s information based on the
knowledge of the studying material contents. Next, the learner goes to the Study
Mode.
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Study Mode. The learner starts to study appropriate studying materials. JA
judges the information of RA and determines the studying materials for first
delivery. The learner receives and learns the studying material. In the meantime,
LIA collects and analyzes the learning history. LCA starts a dialog with the
learner and grasps the learning conditions. JA processes the information from
LIA and LCA, and judges the item for the next studying material and sends the
studying material to the learner. This procedure is repeated for all items. When
the learner has a question, he can shift to the Question Mode.

Test Mode. After learning the studying materials, the learner takes the test.
TA sets the problems for each item and the learner gives the answers. TA marks
the test and gives the grades then decides whether the learner passed the test or
not. If the learner passes the test, the procedure is finished. When the learner
did not pass the test, the questions which were not understood are given once
again. If the learner passes, then the test is finished. Otherwise, if the learner
did not pass again, TA gives an order to return the studying materials to the
learner and the system goes to the Study Mode and the learner starts to study
the studying materials again. After learning the studying materials, the learner
takes the test again. The repetition procedure is carried out the same as in the
Study Mode, when the learner has a question, he can shift to the Question Mode.

Question Mode. When there are contents which the learner cannot under-
stand, the learner can shift to the Question Mode by a self-declaration method.
QA manages the contents of questions and answers of each learner by using a
Question Database (QD). Some of the answers can be sent to learner by using
the past examples in QD. When the answer is not in QD, then QA asks the
teacher. When the teacher has accessed the system, the teacher and learner can
contact each other by using the Question Chat (QC). In the case when teacher
has not accessed the system, the learner sends an e-mail and asks him for help.

Inquiry Mode. By using this mode, the teacher can access the system in order
to know the learner’s information. Thus, the teacher can grasp the learner’s
study situation. The teacher can also process the learner’s questions.

2.5 Judgment Algorithm

Judgment algorithm is as follows.

– Check the progress and learning time and compare with the standard time.
– If the learning time exceeds the standard time, a confirmation test is per-

formed.
– Otherwise, check re-learning item whether exists or not.
– If re-learning item exists, then this item is decided, if not, go to the next

item.
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– Based on the decision, a studying material is decided and the agent can
access the studying material.

– Read the object file from server and provide to the learner.
– Get the reference time of the item, the number of reference, reference time

of previous item, learning processing time.
– Calculate the average of reference time and total learning time.
– Examine the learner’s information. Make question list of a confirmation test.
– Renew the information and finish the procedure.

The test for a learner is carried out as following.

– A question decided from the question list is sent to the learner.
– The learner answers the question.
– Return the result to the system.
– Marking and recording of results.
– Examination of the learner’s information.
– Send the next question.
– If the question list is empty, test is finished. Return to provide studying

materials.

3 Data Handling

As learner’s information, the agent collects the system access information and
after that the information analysis is carried out. By using CGI technology,
the referred time of studying material, the host name which a learner uses, the
browser, and the last page referred information can be obtained. The reference
time of a studying material, the number of reference, and the referred sequence
information is known from the previous access information. The agent analyzes
the above information to know learner’s knowledge and judges the studying
material which is appropriate for each learner.

We use the following information as learner’s information.

– Learning Progress — The progress of learning.
– Total Learning Time — The total learning time on the system.
– Average of Reference Time — The average of the reference time for each

item.
– Tested Time — The time until the test finished. After the test is finished

this value is registered.

For each item we use the following information.

– Referred time — The time when the agent delivered a studying material.
– Reference time — The time until a request for the next studying material is

sent.
– Number of Reference — The frequency that a studying material was referred

to.
– Testing Time — The time when a learner answers the test.
– Test Result — The result of the test.
– Re-learning Item — The item which learner did not understand.
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Table 1. RT and NR

Item RT(min) NR
1 2 1
2 3 2
3 1 1
4 4 1
5 1 1
6 1 1
7 2 1
8 1 2
9 6 4
10 2 1
11 1 2
12 1 1
13 1 1
14 1 1
15 1 1
16 1 1
17 2 1
18 3 3
19 3 1
20 1 2
21 1 2
22 2 1
23 1 1

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Experiment 1

We examined the user’s learning behavior by experiment 1. In this experiment,
the learner is a 1-st year undergraduate student. Therefore, he has a few pre-
liminary knowledge. In Table 1 are shown the data collected by agents while the
student was using the system. Based on the data of Reference Time (RT) and
Number of Reference (NR), the learner’s understanding is judged.

When an item has a long RT and a big NR, it is presumed that the studying
material has been difficult for understanding. For example, in this experiment,
the item 9 was referred for 6 minutes and the NR is 4. This means, this item
was more difficult to understand comparing with the other items.

4.2 Experiment 2

In this experiment 5 learners used the system. The system recorded the RT
of learners for the studying material and then tested the learner understanding.
The Average Reference Time (ART) and Average Score (AS) are shown in Table
2.
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Table 2. ART and AS

Item ART(s) AS
1 10 100
2 12 80
3 36 100
4 24 100
5 60 100
6 48 50
7 30 60
8 36 50
9 36 80
10 96 40
11 24 40
12 12 100
13 24 100
14 12 100
15 84 20
16 12 100
17 24 75
18 24 100
19 12 100
20 72 75
21 36 50
22 15 100
23 84 66

From Table 2, we see that learners which refer the studying material for a
long time have a low score. The learner access time for studying material is
different, this is because of reading speed, interest on the material, preliminary
knowledge and study desire. Therefore, it is important to consider for material
delivery not only the learner’s degree of understanding but also the personal
differences between the students.

4.3 Experiment 3

In experiment 3, 15 learners used the system and we collected the following data:
Test Result (TR), RT of studing materials, and NR of each item. The Average
Value (AV) and Standard Deviation (SD) for each parameter are calculated by
using formulas (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (6), respectively. The deviation values of
TR (TRD) are decided based on formula (7), the deviation values of RT (RTD)
are decided by formula (8), the deviation values of NR (NRD) are calculated
using formula (9), and the Reference Efficiency (RE) values are calculated by
formula (10). In these formulas, xi, yi, and zi are the data for each user in TR,
RT , and NR columns, as shown in Table 3.
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The learners grouping is carried out based on TRD and RE. In order to verify
the experimental results, after the experiment, we carried out and investigation
for each learner using a questionnaire and compared the experimental results
with questionnaire results.

AVTR =
1
N

N∑
i=1

xi (1)

AVRT =
1
N

N∑
i=1

yi (2)

AVNR =
1
N

N∑
i=1

zi (3)

SDTR =

√√√√ 1
N

N∑
i=1

x2
i − AV 2

TR (4)

SDRT =

√√√√ 1
N

N∑
i=1

y2
i − AV 2

RT (5)

SDNR =

√√√√ 1
N

N∑
i=1

z2
i − AV 2

NR (6)

TRDi =
xi − AVTR

SDTR
× 10 (7)

RTDi =
AVRT − yi

SDRT
× 10 (8)

NRDi =
AVNR − zi

SDNR
× 10 (9)

REi =
RTDi + NRDi

2
(10)

The experiment 3 results are shown in Table 3 and the grouping of learners
is shown in Fig.5.

The group I has a good RE value, but TRD is not so good. The learners in
this group have a low degree of understanding. According to the questionnaire
investigation after the experiment, it was proved that degree of understanding
was low, because there were many careless mistakes. Therefore, the agent should
inform these learners to be more careful during the study.

The group II has good RE and TRD. The learners belonging to this group
have high degree of understanding. In the questionnaire, C and J said that
content of studying materials was very easy. Therefore, the agents should give
more difficult exercises in following learning steps.

The group III has bad RE and TRD. According to questionnaire investi-
gation, the learners in this group wanted more easy materials. Therefore, it is
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Table 3. Experiment 3 results

Learner TR[%] TRD RT[s] RTD NR NRD RE
A 65 -20.1 285 6.9 25 4.9 5.9
B 70 -15.1 364 4.4 24 6.9 5.7
C 85 4.7 542 -1.5 24 6.9 5.4
D 70 -10.2 160 10.9 24 6.9 8.9
E 75 -5.2 321 5.7 24 6.9 6.3
F 75 -5.2 680 -6.0 44 -32.7 -19.4
G 90 9.6 700 -6.7 27 0.9 -2.9
H 75 -5.2 223 8.9 24 6.9 7.9
I 70 -10.2 636 -4.4 29 -3.1 -3.8
J 100 19.5 373 4.1 25 4.9 4.5
K 95 14.6 698 -6.3 28 -1.1 -3.7
L 90 9.6 672 -5.7 27 0.9 -2.4
M 80 -0.3 922 -13.8 31 -7.0 -10.4
N 100 19.5 862 -11.9 25 4.9 -3.5
O 75 -5.2 658 -5.0 31 -7.0 -6.0

necessary to give more illustrated examples such as animations or images in
order to get a better understanding.

The group IV has a good TRD, but a bad RE. The learners of this group are
considered to be careful learners. From the questionnaire investigation resulted
that three persons among 4 learners said that they looked very carefully to the
studying materials. Therefore, the agent should inform the learners to make more
questions about the items they did not understand. Thus, they can increase the
study efficiency.

5 Improvements and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed an agent based distance learning system which can
provide appropriate studying materials for learners by collecting information of
learners and checking their degree of understanding. However, the proposed sys-
tem has a passive learning style because does not stimulate the learners volition.
It should be noted that keeping and stimulating learners volition is an effective
method to increase the learners understanding degree for a studying material.

We are improving now the system by stimulating the learners volition and by
making them to be more interested for studying materials. We are adding new
features such as mental action of color and the competition with other learners
in order to increase the learning efficiency. The performance evaluation of the
improved prototype system is for future work.
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Fig. 5. Grouping of learners

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an adaptive personalized distance learning system
using cooperative agents. The system is able to deliver appropriate materials to
learners by collecting and evaluating the learner’s information.

In order to evaluate the system performance, we carried out three experi-
ments. From learning behavior results, we conclude: the learners which refer the
studying material for a long time have a low score; the learners which progressed
to the next item understood all item contents or a part of item contents; the
learner’s access time for studying material is different, this is because of reading
speed, interest on the material, preliminary knowledge and study desire.

The test results show: the learner degree of understanding can be judged; for
study materials delivery not only the learner degree of understanding but also
the personal differences between the students should be considered; when the
learner’s study desire is low, the agent should provide an interesting material
such as animations or images.

We verified the experimental results by investigating the learners using a
questionnaire and compared the experimental results with questionnaire results.
The evaluation results show that by making the grouping of learners the agents
can decide what kind of materials should be given to learners.

We are improving now the system by adding new features such as mental
action of color and the competition with other learners in order to increase
the learning efficiency. The performance evaluation of the improved prototype
system is for future work.
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Abstract. In the rate-based congestion control, three distinct schemes - Explicit
Forward Congestion Indication (EFCI), Backward Explicit Congestion Notifi-
cation (BECN), and Explicit rate based scheme - are mixed within the ATM Fo-
rum. With respect to implementation complexity, the EFCI or BECN are better
than the explicit rate based scheme. In this paper, we propose an Enhanced
BECN scheme to support max-min fairness problem and a method to determine
the optimal source recovery time and filter period in order to minimize the
maximum queue length and improve the link utilization. Especially the minimi-
zation of queue length fluctuation gives better performance over cell delay
variation, end-to-end delay, and so on. Moreover the max-min fairness can be
guaranteed with simple use of Resource Management (RM) cells containing
Current Cell Rate generated by Source-End-Systems without increasing imple-
mentation complexity of the switch.

1. Introduction

Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) is originally a networking protocol with the po-
tential to support Wide Area Networks (WANs) for the public carriers. Unlike the
Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and the Variable Bit Rate (VBR) services which are com-
mon in the WANs for circuit emulation and video service, respectively, data traffic in
the LANs often requires no firm guarantee of bandwidth, but instead can be sent at
whatever rate if convenient for the network. So ATM Forum had defined new service
classes for such data applications known as the Available Bit Rate Service(ABR) and
Unspecified Bit Rate(UBR). To support ABR traffic, the network requires a feedback
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mechanism in order to tell each source how much data to send because no pre-
allocated bandwidth can be reserved to circumvent the congestion in the intermediate
network nodes. In the rate-based congestion control, three distinct schemes – Explicit
Forward Congestion Indication(EFCI), Backward Explicit Congestion Notifica-
tion(BECN), and Explicit rate based scheme - are mixed within the ATM Forum.

The choice among various congestion management mechanisms influences an im-
plementation in a significant way. Because ATM is meant to be scalable to much
higher speeds, a significant part of the congestion management algorithm needs to be
implemented in hardware, both in switches and in the end systems. As a matter of fact,
minimum implementation complexity added to switch design is desired to support
ABR service because ATM adopts originally the end-to-end transport protocol taking
advantage of the high-speed and reliable networking. One-bit feedback rate-based
congestion control schemes like BECN or EFCI schemes may be very promising can-
didates because of their moderate implementation complexity regardless of different
perspectives of the switch designers and of those implementing the end system. Hence
the EFCI or BECN are better than the explicit rate based scheme in which the switch
adjusts the explicit rate field in the Resource Management(RM) cells and allocates
bandwidth fairly to all the VCs.

In this paper, we proposed an Enhanced version(EBECN) of BECN scheme, which
is originally proposed in the ATM Forum by Newman [1, 2]. Our scheme supports the
max-min fairness, and provides a method to find optimal source recovery time and
filter period to minimize the queue length fluctuation and high link utilization in the
steady state. Since the maximum queue length and the variation of the queue length
fluctuation affect the memory size in the switches, cell delay variation(CDV), and
maximum end-to-end delay, it is important to find the optimal source recovery time
and the filter period. Even if it is little practical to assume the transmission delay and
current cell rate of each virtual channel(VC), EBECN scheme provides a simple traf-
fic management mechanism for the ABR traffic with low cost. Note that most existing
schemes make use of the same assumption as above.

2. EBECN Scheme

2.1 Basic Operation

The model of the EBECN scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1. For ABR data calls, the
Source End System(SES) generates packets that are queued for segmentation process
corresponding to a particular virtual connection in the ATM Adaptation Layer(AAL)
within the ATM adapter. The transmission delay between each ATM adapter trans-
mitting data or RM cells and the congested node represents the combination of the
propagation delay and the cell switching time within the intermediate switches. For
simplicity all SESs are assumed to experience the same transmission delay although
this assumption might be inadequate to the WANs.
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Fig. 1.  The EBECN Scheme

If a switch detects the congestion state, the congested switch node will generate a
BECN cell, which is a sort of RM cell but we refer to as BECN cell to differentiate it
from the RM cell generated by the SES, and send it to the corresponding SES imme-
diately without waiting for the delivery of the received cells in the queue through the
up-stream path. When the switch generates the BECN cell, it just tags a single Con-
gestion Indication(CI) bit so that it requires the least complexity for the switch behav-
ior. Hence we can classify EBECN scheme into single bit feedback rate-based
scheme. The selection of the measure of resource congestion has not yet been suffi-
ciently investigated in the literature. The simple and most common approach is based
on observing the instantaneous length of the queue of cells waiting to be transmitted
out of a switch port. Hence in this paper we also use the buffer threshold for the de-
tection of the congestion.

From [1], we know that the employing of BECN cell filter at the RM cell generator
is necessary to reduce the amount of feedback information getting back to the SES.
The proposed EBECN scheme adopts ‘A Per Virtual Channel Filter’ which transmits
only a single BECN cell to each active source during each filter period if the queue is
past threshold and ‘Max-min Flow Control’ which only permits VC to generate a
BECN cell whose current cell rate (CCR) is greater than or equal to the other VCs’
CCRs. This ‘Max-min Flow Control’ reduces the number of BECN cells in the case of
asymmetric peak cell rates (PCRs) of sources and guarantees the max-min fairness. If
the filter permits the generation of a BECN cell, after which no further BECN cell be
generated until filter period TFIL cell times have passed.

When a SES receives a BECN cell it will reduce its cell transmission rate to one
half of the current rate. If further BECN cells are received it will ignore them until it
has transmitted at least one cell in the forward direction. A transmission rate recovery
mechanism is built into each SES. If no BECN cells are received within the source
recovery time period TREV , the current transmission rate for that SES will be restored
to the previous level, once each recovery time period, until the transmission restored
to its original peak value. Upon receiving the BECN cell, the SES would reflect the
RM cell containing its updated CCR back to the every switch along with the corre-
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sponding VC down stream path to inform the changed CCR. And then the switches
update their CCR table for ‘Max-min Flow Control’. Whenever a SES restores its
current rate, it also generates a RM cell for the same purpose.

2.2 Optimal Source Recovery Time and Filter Period in the Steady-State

In the steady-state EBECN scheme causes each SES to center at some transmission
rates that are the rates above and the rates below the output link transmission rate of
the congested node during successive filter periods as the queue length oscillates dur-
ing a congestion event [8, 9]. But the number of states of each SES’s transmission rate
in the steady-state depends on the source recovery time and filter period. In other
words, as we choose time value for them less than the optimal one, the number of
states must be increased. Accordingly the maximum queue size and queue empty
period might be increased. For example, each SES attempts to transmit at a peak rate
of 100%, where the peak transmission rate is expressed as a percentage and normal-
ized to the output cell rate of the output link of the congested node. When 20 SESs are
connected to the congested node, the overall arriving cell rate changes its state as
shown in Fig. 2. We expect the overall arriving cell rate alternates between only two
states ROL (over-load arrival cell rate) and RUL (under-load arrival cell rate) in the
steady-state, and we call this situation an optimal condition with respect to the queue
length distribution. Because the upper states more than ROL increase the maximum
queue size and the lower states less than RUL decrease the link utilization due to in-
creasing the empty period of the queue. ROL and RUL should be determined as follows;
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where N denotes the number of connections and CCRi denotes the current cell rate
of SESi.

Fig. 2.  Rate transit diagram under the congestion control

To bound the states of the arriving cell rate at ROL and RUL in the steady-state, the
filter period and recovery time should be determined in the proper manner. A simple
“fluid flow" approximation is useful to determine them [7, 8]. Accordingly, the cell
flow is considered as a continuous variable as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Optimal filter and recovery period

In order to prevent the overall arrival rate from transition upper state over ROL the
recovery period TREV should be determined such that another source recovery must be
prohibited after transition to the rate state ROL until all of SESs receive at least one
BECN cell from the congested node. If we choose shorter TREV than this, the maximum
queue length must be increased exponentially. Unfortunately since the fluid-flow
approximation can not reveal the cell level fluctuation, we have to consider the worst
case cell level fluctuation as illustrated in Fig. 4. In the worst case, transmission cell
rates of all SESs are same and each cell arrives at the congested queue simultaneously.
Hence the queue threshold BTH can not guarantee to generate the BECN cells of the
incoming data cells in some cases.

Fig. 4. Worst case condition of recovery period

Finally TREV should be determined as follows,
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max/1 CCRBB THOL +=
and TD denotes the transmission delay between SES and congested node and note

that we use BOL instead of BTH.
Therefore we can easily calculate the maximum queue length Qmax as follows;
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where, ( ) NiCCRCCR iUL K,1,maxmax, ==  when overall arrival cell rate is RUL,

and QCAP  denotes the given queue capacity.
On the contrary to the source recovery period, we have to prevent the overall arri-

val rate from transition lower state under RUL in order to reduce the empty period of
queue. For this purpose the filter period TFIL has to last until the buffer occupancy level
drops under BUL instead of BTH as shown in Fig. 3. If we choose shorter TFIL than this,
the state of the overall arrival rate drops down under the RUL. Accordingly the empty
queue period increases and then the link utilization drops significantly. As noticed in
the case of the source recovery we have to consider cell level fluctuation for the deci-
sion of filter period as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Worst case condition of filter period

In the worst case all the incoming cells arrive simultaneously, BTH can not guarantee
to prevent the congested node from generating a BECN cell. Hence filter period
should be determined as follows;
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where, NBB THUL −= .

Finally if the TFIL is greater than the TREV , TREV has to be modified based on the TFIL

as follows,

( )FILREVREV TTT ,max= (6)
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Using these expressions, we obtain the BECN cell frequency as follows,

DREVFIL TTT −+
=Ω

1 (7)

2.3 Max-Min Fairness Problem

One of the most difficult aspects of congestion control is that of treating all users
fairly when it is necessary to turn traffic ways from the network. While fairness can be
defined in a number of different ways, the ATM Forum has recently converged toward
a particular definition called max-min fairness of which any user is entitled to as much
as network use as any other user [3, 4]. In [3] max-min fairness leads to the idea of
maximizing the allocation of each user i subject to the constraint that an incremental
increase in i’s allocation does not cause a decrease of some other user’s allocation that
is already as small as i’s or smaller.

To achieve the max-min fairness, the EBECN scheme enables the BECN cell to be
generated only if the CCR of the arriving data cell is greater than or equal to the any
other CCRs of VCs. Although this simple idea guarantees the max-min fairness easily
but every switch keep on tracing the CCRs of VC connections on them. While there
are also many methods to let the switches know the CCRs of VC connections, the
approach adopted in this paper emphasizes the role of SES because it is difficult for
the switches to know them by themselves. So each SES sends RM cell containing its
updated CCR to the every switches along with the VC down stream path to inform the
changed CCR whenever it changes its transmission cell rate according to the source
recovery procedure as well as the reception of BECN cells. Especially upon receipt a
BECN cell from the congested node, SES sends RM cell according the above rule and
this RM cell also can be used for the acknowledged information for the BECN cell of
the congested node. Even if this approach increases the total amount of RM cell traf-
fic, but it is about 0.16% per active SES and ‘Max-min Flow Control’ reduces the
number of BECN cell traffic in case of asymmetric PCRs of sources inhibiting of
BECN cell generation of the lower CCR of VC.

2.4 SES and Switch Behavior

We summarize the SES behavior as follows;

1. The SES shall send an RM cell for every Allowed Cell Rate(ACR) transitions.
Hence upon receiving an BECN cell from the congested node, it encodes its ACR
to the CCR in a RM cell and send it along with the VC down stream path.

2. When any BECN cell is received, the SES decreases its ACR to one half of the
current ACR.

3. If no BECN cells are received within the SES recovery time period, the ACR for
that SES will be restored to the previous level.
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4. The value of ACR is allowed between Peak Cell Rate(PCR) and Minimum Cell
Rate(MCR).

The switch behavior is as follows;

1. The switch manages the table containing CCRs for all of the VCs. Hence at the call
set up stage the switch keeps the PCR of each VC. And it also handles the RM cells
to update the CCR of each VC from the SESs.

2. If the length of the switch queue exceeds a threshold, the switch may generate
BECN cells corresponding incoming data cells. But if ijCCRCCR ji ≠∀< , or

within the filter period of the VC, the switch would not generate a BECN cell for
the VC although the switch queue exceeds a threshold.

3. Simulation Result

The simulation model is illustrated in Fig. 1. We assume that each SES generates
traffic at saturation such that cell stream of each VC is stream-like traffic not bursty.
This assumption is too tight to apply in some special cases but in the most cases under
the congestion state this assumption might be reasonable. In other words, in the con-
gestion state in the ATM-LAN, the traffic of each VC may be regulated or shaped
during Segmentation and Reassembly(SAR) process in AAL within ATM adapter. So
the traffic characteristic of the congested VC might be stream-like bursty having very
high burstiness and very long mean burst duration even if its original is bursty.

From BECN scheme [1], the optimal design of filter is one that transmits only a
single BECN cell to each active SES during each filter time period if the queue con-
gested, and the optimal filter period is of the same order of magnitude as the maxi-
mum propagation delay for which the system is designed. But as a matter of fact, in
order to reduce maximum queue length and increase the link utilization we have to
concentrate on the decision of source recovery time and filter period as we mentioned
earlier.

In the following simulations the performance of a EBECN scheme is investigated
and all the simulation are performed using SIMSCRIPT II.5. And in order to compare
with the performance result of the BECN scheme, refer to the study [1].

The BECN traffic and maximum and average queue length against transmission
delay are given in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively. For the per virtual channel filter with
up 80 sources each attempting to transmit at a peak rate of 100%. The filter and recov-
ery time periods and maximum queue sizes in terms of the number of sources and
propagation delay are shown in Table 1. And the queue threshold is 250 cells.

As we can notice that in case of N=50 in Table 1, TREV is equal to TFIL independent
upon the transmission delay because the value of TFIL is greater than that of the calcu-
lated TREV.

Curves of BECN cell traffic is given in Fig. 6. But note that the total amount of ex-
cess traffic including BECN cell and RM cell is about 2.5 times than that of Fig. 6.
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But if the PCRs of each of VCs are different to each other, the BECN cell traffic is
reduced compared with that of BECN scheme with guaranteeing the max-min fairness
as we will show late. The amount of BECN traffic is about 0.07% per active SES but
the total amount of BECN traffic is increased proportional to the number of active
SESs. As we can notice that Eq. 7, the frequency of BECN traffic depends on the TREV

and TFIL.
The mean and maximum queue length against transmission delay are shown in Fig.

7 up to 80 SESs. As we can expect from Eq. 4 maximum queue length is bounded and
it should not be fluctuated like to the previous study in [1]. Especially it dose not de-
pend on the number of SESs but the states of steady-state transmission rate. The
bounded maximum queue length minimize the CDV and average queueing delay
which are affect seriously the Quality of Service(QoS).

Table 1. T
REV

, Q
max

, and T
FIL

 against transmission delay for number of sources with a per VC
BECN cell filter and divided-by-two rate throttling

N Delay TREV Qmax TFIL

20 50 1180 295 306
100 1280 320 472
150 1380 345 639
200 1480 370 806

50 50 1046 393 1046
100 1398 449 1398
150 1754 504 1754
200 2114 561 2114

80 50 1420 387 897
100 1520 412 974
150 1620 437 1140
200 1720 462 1307

Table 2. BECN versus EBECN in the case of asymmetric PCR

Qmax Qavg
Utilization %BECN cell traffic

BECN 443 106 0.66 0.09
EBECN 305 120 0.88 0.07

Now we consider two different SES groups attempting to transmit at a peak rate of
100% for one SESs group and at a peak rate of 50% for the other SESs group. The
performance results are shown in Table 2. The reason of improvement of utilization
and decreasing BECN cell traffic is that the EBECN scheme guarantees the max-min
fairness such that the states of cell transmission rate of the SESs are bounded opti-
mally.
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4. Conclusions

The choice among different congestion control mechanisms for ABR service in ATM-
LAN influences the implementations of the switch and source-end-system in a signifi-
cant way. As a matter of fact, minimum implementation complexity added to design
switch is desired to support ABR service because ATM adopts originally the end-to-
end transport protocol taking advantage of the high-speed and reliable networking.
According to the above reasoning, in this paper we proposed the Enhanced BECN
scheme to support ABR service guaranteeing max-min fairness. Moreover we formu-
late a method to determine the optimal source recovery time and filter period.

Fig. 6. BECN traffic against transmission delay for number of sources

Fig. 7. mean and maximum queue length against transmission delay for number of sources
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Even if the assumptions to know the transmission delay and current cell rate of
each VC are a little hard constraints, EBECN scheme provides a simple traffic man-
agement mechanism for ABR traffic with cost effective. Especially the reduction of
queue length fluctuation minimizes the cell delay variation and end-to-end delay.
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Abstract. Owing to the change of various services requirement and the
change of communication paradime as the development of new tran-
sit network technology: ATM, MPLS and DWDM, the latest PSTN is
evolving into the next generation network, which have the very high
speed integrated packet network of open-type structure. But in the next
generation network, the existing voice service is being researched for the
continuous technology development as the important service from the
viewpoint of communication business. This paper suggests the method
of efficient bandwidth management in the media gateway that can ac-
commodate the various new services as well as the existing voice services
by appling to the next generation network.

1 Introduction

The communication service that can at a time offer the wireless mobile com-
munication service of internet increasing recently as well as the voice service
and intelligente network service with the existing circuits network or N-ISDN
is required. Up to the present, because these function are separated and offered
into each different transport networks: circuit network, N-ISDN, wireless net-
work and IP network, the user must access the different networks to use these
services. And from the viewpoint of communication business, in order to accom-
modate the new service requirements: the next high-speed and large capacity
multimedia internet service and the IMT-2000 wireless service economically and
rapidly, the necessity to integrate the each transit networks into one very high
speed communication network was beginning to make its appearance. But in
the present switching system structure, the control system, switch system and
integration module like the existing circuit switching system are tightly coupled,
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and has been developing into the system for only target service network. Because
this structure can support only the specific service, in order to accommodate the
new service requirement, it has the problem that the development period of high
expense and long term must be spent. But at present, the open-type switching
system, which the development is being progressed, separates the control system
and switch system like the softswitch structure, and the integration module is
replaced with media gateway by the service that the system must accommodate,
thus the interface among each modules can use the commercial products of third
party application by using the standardization protocol. In case that there is the
service required in the switching system newly, because such open-type system
module can easily add the related media gateway and control module, it has the
advantage that can rapidly cope with the various service requirements.

Between MG(Media Gateway) replacing the integration module and the gen-
eral idea model of MGC(Media gateway Controller) taking charge of its control,
the main purpose of media gateway is to transmit to the destination via high-
speed packet core network by changing the voice and data information inputted
from the inter-connection network in media port into the packet of IP or ATM.
For the sake of that, MG must perform the integration function to accommodate
the various types of input traffic such as circuit network, N-ISDN, FR network,
wireless network etc and the transformation function that can transform these
into the packets.

This paper suggests the method of the bandwidth management in the media
gateway that can accommodate the various new services as well as the existing
voice service by appling to the next generation communication network. Section
2 explains the concept and the sort of the media gateway, and section 3 describes
VoIP, VToA and VoDSL researched to accommodate the voice service at present,
and section 4 suggests the method of bandwidth management with the media
gateway, and section 5 describes the conclusion.

2 Media Gateway

As the key function device of next generation open-type communication network,
the main purpose of MG(Media Gateway) is to transmit to the destination via
the high-speed packet core network by transforming the voice and data informa-
tion inputted from the interconnection network via media port into the packet
of IP or ATM. For the sake of that, MG must perform the integration function
to accommodate the various types of input traffic such as circuit network, N-
ISDN, FR network, wireless network etc and the transformation function that
can transform these into the packets.

The general idea model of MG and MGC is shown in Fig. 1. MG is composed
of the media port module to perform the integration with interconnection net-
work and the transformation function of data format, the bearer control module
to manage the bearer connection of packet network, the packet port module to
perform the integration function with packet network, the virtual switch function
module to perform the switch function between the media port module and the
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packet port module. And MGC needs the signaling gateway control module to
use the existing SS7 signal network or to perform the interconnection function,
the media port control and service call control module to perform the manage-
ment of interconnection network and packet network resources and the process
of signal protocol. Meanwhile, the interface protocol standardized between MG
and MGC is used the H.248/MEGACO(Media Gateway Control) protocol.

The media gateway function provides a phase to evolve into the next genera-
tion communication network naturally by integrating the transit networks such
as the existing circuit network, N-ISDN and FR network into the high-speed
packet network. The gateway function of next generation switch network system
can separate into the residential gateway, access gateway and trunking gateway
by the service required in the interconnection network.

Fig. 1. The general idea model of MG/MGC

As the gateway that can accommodate the PSTN/ N-ISDN and xDSL sub-
scriber of telephone or PC directly by connecting to the subscriber network, the
residential gateway performs the function to interconnect the voice service of
subscriber or VoIP service into the packet network directly by dealing with the
various sort of subscriber interface. The access gateway that can accommodate
the integrated subscriber access devices such as the existing access node: PBX
or FLC, performs the PRI interface process function. The trunking gateway that
can interconnect with the junction line of PSTN or N-ISDN connected to the
local switch to replace the existing toll/tandem switch, performs the process of
junction line signal protocol and the AALl/AAL2 trunking function for VToA
service. Because this was equipped first in the evolutional stage of the existing
network, it provides the function that can accommodate the existing PSTN or
N-ISDN into the next generation switch network.

3 Support Technology of Voice Service

The packet voice technology is the technology that delivers the existing cir-
cuit switch-type voice and voice-band fax and modern data traffic via the
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Fig. 2. The sort of gateway

packet switching network. The technology, which supports the fregmenta-
tion/incapsulation and real-time voice service quality to transport into the voice
signal coding/compression and packet forms, and the integration between direc-
tory service and number system to grasp the situation of user and the additional
service provided in the existing PSTN, is required. By improving the trans-
mission efficiency about ten times than the offering method of existing circuit
switch-type service, the packet voice technology with the voice compression of
high efficiency and the silence process can reduce the transmission expense, but
has the problem that weak than the existing circuit switching method from the
viewpoint of the real-time traffic transport quality’ support. Because of integrat-
ing and delivering the voice traffic in the data service-centered packet network,
from the viewpoint of subscriber, the packet voice technology is achieved the
voice service cheaply, and from the view-point of network business, guarantees
the security of competitiveness facilities for the reduction of network construc-
tion/application expense, the improvement of network resources use efficiency,
the intensification of service offer ability.

As the alternative of packet voice technology, VoIP(Voice over Internet proto-
col) technology via internet, VToA(Voice and Telephony over ATM) technology
via ATM network, and VoDSL(Voice over Digital subscriber Line): the service
type that the existing xDSL equipment manufacturing industries suggest the
next generation communication network are a great interest.

3.1 VoIP

The VoIP technology that transports the voice traffic via IP network began at the
gateway/gatekeeper with H.323 in the computer network, and at the early days,
didn’t come into notice because of the problem of service quality, but recently,
VoIP market is being developed rapidly by the diffusion of internet user, the
reduction of communication expense, the development of related technology, the
additional service development of UMS.

At present, the VoIP has developed up to the type of pc-to-pc or pc-to-
phone, and in case of developing into the next generation IP-based commu-
nication network, will be served as the type of phone-to-phone. Meanwhile,
the protocol for VoIP: the SIP/SAP/SDP for the service control and signaling,
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Fig. 3. The data/voice integrated network with VoIP technology

RTP/RTCP/RTSP for the media delivery, MEGACO for the gateway control,
SCTP protocol is being standardized.

By appling the residential gateway connected in the subscriber network di-
rectly as Fig. 3, the VoIP service must perform the function that changes voice
into IP packet, the subscriber signal terminal and call control function, the sub-
scriber call and IP address interconnection function.

Fig. 4. The application of VToA technology

3.2 VToA

As the technology that the ATM Forum-centered standardization is being pro-
gressed, VToA is the method that delivers the voice traffic via ATM network.
The trunking method using AALl, the non-switched/switched trunking method
using AAL2, the loop emulation service method are suggested. Meanwhile, the
media gateway for VToA use the access gateway interconnected to the enterprise
network or access network, the trunk gateway interconnected to the PSTN net-
work and junction line as Fig. 4, and the function that changes the TDM voice
data into AAL1 or AAL2, the ATM trunking signaling function, the PSTN/N-
ISDN signaling message terminal and call control function must be progressed.

3.3 VoDSL

The VoDSL is the method that transports the voice traffic inputted via the DSL
circuit of subscriber network to the PSTN via the very high-speed packet network
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Fig. 5. The architecture of VoDSL service network

with VToA or VoIP. The VoDSL is composed of IAD(Integrated Access Device),
DSLAM and MG interconnected to the PSTN as Fig. 5. This VoDSL is the
service type suggested into the next generation communication network by the
existing xDSL equipment manufacturing industries, and at present, the VoDSL
service plan that apply the ATM-based packet network to the SOHO subscribers,
is being published. From the viewpoint of media gateway, this VoDSL has no the
function to add newly, and must provide the trunking or access gateway function
according to the interconnection type with PSTN.

4 Performance Analysis

4.1 The Presentation of Multiplex Traffic Model

To evaluate the three alternatives of CBR, rt-VBR and UBR, the following model
is used. In this model, we assume that there are Ns sources for each VC or cell-
assembly device. A talkspurt from each source is transformed if need, additional
information is added, and the talkspurts are assembled into CPS packets in the
base station. When n sources are active in a talkspurt,n/Rp CPS packets are
assumed to arrive at the cell-assembly advice in the corresponding time slot.
Here, Rp is the time interval for generating a CPS packet at each source. Silence
periods are assumed not to be transmitted. Talkspurts and silence periods are
assumed to be geometrically distributed with means of 1/α and l/β.

The CPS packets from the individual sources arrive at the cell-assembly
device, which assembles them into a cell on an FCFS basis. A cell is assumed to
be completed immediately after enough packets to make a cell have arrived at
assembly device. Here, the number of packets needed to fill a cell is assumed to
be fixed at L to simplify the notation.

The cell-assembly device uses a timer to ensure that the cell-assembly delay
is less than a certain level. If the timer expires, a partially filled cell is generated.
That is, the CPS packets in the assembly device are placed in the cell payload
and the remaining payload is filled with padding when the timer expires.

The assembled cells are immediately placed in the transmission queue to
await transmission. When CBR or rt-VBR VCs are used, each VC is assumed
to have a dedicated transmission queue. When UBR VCs in a CBR VP are
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used, one transmission queue is shared by the VCs in each VP. The transmission
queue has a finite-sized buffer. Let K be the buffer size, including the cell that
is currently being transmitted. Cells in the transmission queue are transmitted
at the fixed PCR of each VC(CBR VC and rt-VBR VC) or each VP(UBR VC
in a CBR VP).

We assumed the time axis to be discrete with units equal to the transmission
time of a cell via a VC(CBR VC and rt-VBR VC) or via a VP(UBR VC in a
CBR VP) like figure 6. At the beginning of a time slot, CPS packets arrive at the
cell-assembly device, and a cell is assembled on an FCFS basis as soon as enough
CPS packets have arrived. Partially filled cells may also be generated due to a
timeout at the beginning of a time slot. The assembled cells are immediately
placed in the transmission queue. A single cell is transmitted on an FCFS basis
at the end of a time slot to the VP multiplexing buffer when CBR or rt-VBR
is used, or to the next network entity when UBR is used. (Let K’ be the size of
the VP multiplexing buffer. Cells in the VP multiplexing buffer are scheduled
to be sent to the next network entity at the PCR of the VP.) The timer for cell
assembly starts at zero, then increments by one just after the beginning of each
time slot. If a cell is assembled in the time slot, the timer is updated afterwards.
A partially filled cell is generated if the timer is T-1 at the boundary between the
time slot and the previous time slot and not enough CPS packets have arrived
at the time slot. Here, T is the timeout of cell assembly.

Fig. 6. Discrete time model

4.2 The Analysis of Bandwidth Management

In the following numerical examples, L is 2 and T is 4 ms for all of the three
alternatives: CBR, rt-VBR, and UBR. For CBR and rt-VBR, the buffer size K
of the transmission queue is 3 ms, the buffer size K’ of the VP multiplexing
queue is 2ms, and the CLR objectives are 0.5× 10−4 in both the transmission
and VP multiplexing queues. Thus, the total buffer size is 5 m s and the total
CLR objective for these buffers is almost 10−4. For UBR, K is 5 ms and the CLR
objective in the transmission queue is 10−4. Based on Yatsuzuka’s analysis, it
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is assumed that the mean talkspurt is 169.7 ms and the mean silence period is
123.9 ms. Considering recent low-bit-rate coding methods, such as CS-ACELP,
the voice coding rate in a talkspurt is assumed to be 8 kb/s.

Fig. 7 plots the bandwidth needed to accommodate various numbers of VCs
under a fixed total amount of offered voice traffic and a fixed CLR objective.
Thus, as the number of VCs increases, the traffic in each VC becomes small.
As shown in the figure, the CBR VCs request much more bandwidth than the
UBR ones do. Bandwidth usage is thus inefficient under CBR VCs, particularly
when the VC bandwidth is narrow. Note that even under CBR VCs, a statistical
multiplexing gain is achieved among AAL2 connections or the traffic increases,
the necessary bandwidth decreases.

The rt-VBR is more effective than CBR, but the effectiveness is limited
when the number of VCs is larger than ten. Even when the rt-VBR becomes
effective, UBR greatly outperforms rt-VBR. For any of the three alternatives, if
there are many VCs, then more VP bandwidth may be required. The increase
in VP bandwidth under UBR is, however, much smaller than that under CBR
or rt-VBR.

Fig. 7. VP bandwidth for fixed total offered load

The equivalent bandwidth for the fixed offered load in each VC is plotted in
Fig. 8. The equivalent bandwidth in this paper is defined by dividing the VP
bandwidth by the maximum number of AAL2 connections that can be accom-
modated in the VP while still satisfying the objectives. For CBR, the equivalent
bandwidth is kept constant. This is because the traffic for each VC is fixed and,
as a result, the bandwidth for each VC is fixed. For rt-VBR, the equivalent band-
width decreases when the number of VCs is larger than about 10. This is because
the difference in the statistical multiplexing gain between rt-VBR and CBR is
the gain among VCs, and also because the gain among VCs is achieved when the
number of VCs is larger than 10. For UBR, the equivalent bandwidth decreases
sharply even when the number of VCs is less than 10. This is because a statistical
multiplexing gain among AAL2 connections in different VCs is achieved under
the UBR alternative.
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The number of AAL2 connections in a VC is more than 50 for a 250-kb/s
voice signal and more than 20 for a l00-kb/s voice signal. Therefore, the statistical
multiplexing gain in the case of two VCs is equivalent to the gain of more than
100 or 40 AAL2 connections, respectively. On the other hand, the statistical
multiplexing gain under the rt-VBR alternative is separated into two Parts: the
gain among AAL2 connections in a single VC and the gain among VCs. Thus, the
gain using the rt-VBR is less than that using UBR. The difference in equivalent
bandwidth between 250 kb/s and 100 kb/s under CBR is the difference in the
statistical multiplexing gain among AAL2 connections within a VC, and this
gain is achieved for each of the three alternatives, including the CBR one. When
the number of VCs is 1, the equivalent bandwidth for each AAL2 connection
is less with 250 kb/s in a VC than it is with 100 kb/s in a VC under every
alternative. This is because the statistical multiplexing gain for 250-kb/s traffic
in a VC is larger than that for l00-kb/s traffic in a VC.

Fig. 8. Bandwidth for each source with a fixed offered load in a VC

The reason that the curve plotting the equivalent bandwidth under rt-VBR
has a steeper decrease with 100 kb/s than with 250 kb/s that the PCR of t he
VC with 100 kb/s is lower than that with 250 kb/s. Due to the property that low
PCR VCs achieve high statistical multiplexing gain, the statistical multiplexing
among VCs under rt-VBR gains more for 100 kb/s than for 250 kb/s. (However,
the statistical multiplexing within a VC is larger for 250 kb/s than for 100 kb/s.
The total statistical multiplexing effect is larger for 250 kb/s than for 100 kb/s
under rt-VBR, so the equivalent bandwidth under rt-VBR is smaller for 250
kb/s than for 100 kb/s.)

There are two reasons why the equivalent bandwidth can be larger than (the
voice coding rate (8 kb/s) + AAL2 overhead): the existence of partially-filled
cells and the unused VC/VP bandwidth. Unused VC bandwidth can arise as
follows: Many CPS packets can arrive in a short time from different sources.
During this short time, the cell rate can be larger than the voice coding rate
plus the overhead. For example, consider the situation that there are ten voice
sources and each cell includes two CPS packets. If these ten sources generates
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CPS packets in a short time, five cells are assembled in this short time. The cell
rate during this short time is higher than the voice coding rate plus the overhead.
The buffer in the transmission queue may lose some of these assembled cells in
this short time due to buffer overflow because the buffer size is very limited
in order to reduce the delay due to the buffer waiting time. To limit the CLR
below a certain level under this situation, the VC bandwidth must increase and
can result in bandwidth larger than the voice coding rate (plus overhead). In
particular, a small-bandwidth VC is likely to provide a small buffer, and the effect
of this cannot be neglected. Traffic aggregation and large VC/VP bandwidth are
important for efficient AAL2 transport.

One method of aggregating traffic is to use an AAL2 switching node. Its
introduction is especially efficient in a mobile network for the following reason:
In a mobile network on an ATM backbone, each pair of base stations is connected
via a VC connection. Different traffic streams whose originating and destination
AAL2 end Points are in the same pair of base stations can be multiplexed in the
VC. Unfortunately, however, the load of such traffic is normally too small to use
a single VC efficiently. Since AAL2 switching nodes terminate ATM connections,
however, they tan aggregate traffic streams that, for example, have originating
AAL2 end points in the same base station, but destination AAL2 end points in
different base stations.

Fig. 9. AAL2 switching node.

This paper focuses on a single VP and compares its bandwidth when the
termination point oft he VP connection is located in an AAL2 switching node
or in a VCH. An AAL2 switching node is shown in Fig. 9.

The three alternatives tan be applied to a network that introduces the AAL2
switching node, and they affect the VP bandwidth. Fig. 10 plots the VP band-
width with and without an AAL2 switching node for each of the three alterna-
tives. Since an AAL2 switching node causes cell assembly delay, the allocated
timeout and buffer size are reduced when an AAL2 switching node is used. Un-
der the UBR alternative, the impact of introducing an AAL2 switching node is
very small for any number of sources in a VC and for any total number of VCs.

This is because a large statistical multiplexing gain has already been achieved
under the UBR alternative even without AAL2 switching nodes. Under the CBR
alternative, the effectiveness of introducing an AAL2 switching node is signifi-
cant. The reduction in VP bandwidth is very large, particularly when the number
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Fig. 10. Effectiveness of AAL2 switching nodes.

of sources in a VC is small. It is almost the same as but slightly larger than that
under the rt-VBR alternative. Under the rt-VBR alternative, introducing an
AAL2 switching node is also effective, but not as effective as under the CBR
alternative, because the statistical multiplexing effect among VCs can reduce
the bandwidth when the number of sources in a VC is small.

5 Conclusion

In the next generation telecommunications network, we described the voice over
packet related technologies to support voice service required the continued tech-
nology development as the important service, and described the function of me-
dia gateway. and we considered the three alternatives: CBR, rt-VBR, UBR in
the bandwidth management of media gateway.

From the viewpoint of bandwidth efficiency, the alternative using UBR VCs
is the best. In this alternative, admission of AAL2 connections is judged based
on whether AAL2 connections can be accommodated in a VP. This requires
VCH’s to have an admission control function for AAL2 connections, whereas
the other alternatives do not need VCH’s to have that control function. The
alternative using rt-VBR is better than CBR, but the advantage is limited when
the number of VCs is larger than 10. The admission control for UBR VCscan be
implemented easily because it is unnecessary to take account of the differences
among VCs. Introducing AAL2 switching nodes is effective for the CBR and rt-
VBR-alternatives. In particular, the effectiveness is significant when the rt-VBR
alternative with a small number of VCs or the CBR alternative is used.
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Abstract. There has been few location-aware system which have two-
way system. The playing tag is a very popular game in Japan. This
game has a two-way communication in a sense. We have developed an
electronic playing tag support system for cooperative game, named E-
ONIGOCO. The system consists of a PDA, a GPS and a mobile phone.
We performed five types of experiments at two universities 24 times. Four
types are the electronic playing tags and the remainder is a conventional
playing tag. The results of experiments were showed below. (1) The de-
vised services based on the electronic playing tag support groupware were
better estimation than that of the conventional playing tag. The mutual
positioning information using a GPS was effective for the playing tags.
(2) If the accuracy of a GPS decrease, we spend a little more time to
catch. But the time did not exceed the playing time of the conventional
play tag. (3) We can realize the electronic playing tag between remote
universities. But we should add the reality using the remainder of five
senses for lack of seriousness.

1 Introduction

PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) is highly portable, and can collect data in
anytime and anywhere [1]. The positioning data would become important for a
PDA. Location awareness from positioning data may improve the richness of the
communication.

GPS is useful equipment to get positioning data in the open air. The accuracy
of the GPS was improved last year. We could treat the positioning data flexibly.
The modification of positioning data would produce a new service of PDA.

Most of location-aware systems using PDAs have one-way communication
[2]. The two-way communication would be important in location-aware system.
The word of two-way communication means that clients of the system should
move freely and get and present positioning data of other clients easily.

I. Chong (Ed.): ICOIN 2002, LNCS 2343, pp. 40–49, 2002.
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The playing tag is a very popular game in Japan. This game has a two-
way communication in a sense. The game consists of runaways and chasers. If
chasers catch all runaways, then the game is over. The playing tag is known as
“onigokko” in Japan. Fox hunting (or radio direction finding) is a similar game,
but the game has a one-way communication basically.

We have developed an electronic playing tag support system. The system is
named E-ONIGOCO (the ElectrONIc playing taG suppOrt system for COop-
erative game). E-ONIGOCO is a two-way location aware system. The system
consists of a PDA, a GPS and a mobile phone. In Japan, we can use an elec-
tronic mail and a web browser by a mobile phone easily. We call the function,
for example, as “i-mode.” This system has a two-way communication using an
electronic mail and a Web browser. We applied it to the four types of playing
tag at two universities (Kagoshima Univ. and Wakayama Univ.).

First of all, runaways are one group and chasers are one group. We call it
one-to-one experiment. Secondly, runaways are one group and chasers are two
groups. We call it one-to-two experiment. Thirdly, screens of map do not rep-
resent accurate place of participants. We call it a blurred experiment. Last of
all, experiments are performed between Kagoshima Univ. and Wakayama Univ.
Runaways and chasers cannot see each other, because they are playing tag in dis-
tant places. But runaways and chasers seem to be existed at the same university
on the screen of a mobile phone. We call it virtual playing tag experiment.

This paper mainly describes the effectiveness of the mutual positioning data
for the playing tag, the effectiveness of its accuracy for it, the effectiveness of vir-
tual playing tag, and the new service which was introduced from the positioning
data.

2 Methodology

We propose three hypotheses about the electronic playing tag, which is based
for our experiments. We perform five types of the playing tag under a rule.

2.1 Hypothesis

Hypothesis 1 : If chasers will be two groups, runaways might be caught quickly
comparing with one group.

Hypothesis 2 : If the presentation of the position will be blurred, runaways
might not be caught easily.

Hypothesis 3 : If runaways and chaser exist between distant places and run-
aways and chasers cannot see each other, they might feel different impression
from other experiments.

2.2 Playing Tags

We performed five types of experiments. Four types are the electronic playing
tags and the remainder is a conventional playing tag. The contents of experiments
are shown below.
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1. One-to-one experiment
Runaways are one group and chasers are one group.

2. One-to-two experiment
Runaways are one group and chasers are two groups.

3. Blurred experiment
Screens of maps represent places of participants roughly.

4. Virtual playing tag experiment
Experiments are performed between Kagoshima Univ. and Wakayama Univ.
Runaways and chasers cannot see each other, because they are playing tag
in different places. But runaways and chasers seem to be existed at the same
university on the screen of a mobile phone. They do not know the information
of map on the other university. Participants know who are runaways or
chasers except for the virtual playing tag experiment.

5. Conventional playing tag without equipment
Runaways are one group and chasers are one or two groups. They do not use
electronic equipment.

2.3 Rules

We show the rules of electronic playing tag.

1. Runaways and chasers send information of their position by an electronic
mail every ten minutes. But runaways run away ten minutes before when
chasers start.

2. Runaways keep their position 2 minutes when they send the information of
their position by an electronic mail.

3. Participants are prohibited from running. They must move within the area
of a university.

4. If chasers catch runaways, or chasers and runaways seem to be the same
position, the game is over.

We performed five types of experiments. Four types are electronic playing
tags and the remainder is a conventional playing tag. The rule of the conventional
playing tag is basically the same as the electronic playing tag.

3 Electronic Playing Tag Support System (E-oNIGOCO)

E-ONIGOCO consists of the mobile system and the information processing sys-
tem for map.

3.1 Mobile System

The mobile system consists of a PDA (3Com, Palm III), a GPS (GARMIN,
etrex), a modem ( I·O Data, SnapConnect), and a mobile phone. The accuracy
of the GPS is 15 meters. The program of the mobile system was developed on
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Mobile
phone

GPS

PDA

Modem

Fig. 1. The mobile system.

a Macintosh using CodeWarrior for the Palm OS Release 5 (Metrowerks). Now,
the number of program lines is about 1700 lines.

Figure 1 shows the mobile system. If a participant wants to see the screen of
a mobile phone, he or she can lift up the phone from the box. The total weight
of the system is about 700g. Figure 2 shows a screen of a PDA. A participant
chooses his or her role (a runaway or a chaser) from a menu of a screen on a
PDA. If a runaway or a chaser pushes the start button, passing time is shown on
the button from the beginning. The latest longitude and latitude data of GPS
is presented.

The longitude and latitude data of GPS is also recorded every one minute in
the PDA. The data recorded every one minutes and the data of present time are
composed for the sending data. If we cannot collect a longitude and latitude data
from GPS, the data will be skipped. But the recent data was recorded within
every 5 seconds. So, we will be able to send a GPS data to the information
processing system for map surely.

Participants send information of their positions by an electronic mail of a
mobile phone. They can view maps by a Web browser of a mobile phone. URL
of the map is indicated by an electronic mail when the map is updating. The
mail also indicates who is renewed.

3.2 Information Processing System for Map

The information processing system for map processes the data from the mobile
system. Now, the number of program lines is about 17000 lines by HyperTalk
(Apple Computer). The system decides and makes a corresponding map from
longitude and latitude data.
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Time, latitude 
and longitude

Role 
(A runaway or a chaser)

Passing timeMail transmitting button

Fig. 2. An example of a screen on a PDA.

Figure 3 shows an example of a map on a mobile phone. A runaway or a
chaser is positioned the center of the map and marked as a kind of symbol
marks. The system also shows a locus, building name near their position, and a
scale of a map. If a runaway or a chaser is not presented within one map, they
are displayed on different maps.

The system has a blurred function. This function hides accurate place of
participants. That is, only adequate area (without symbol mark) around them
is displayed on a map. The size of an area is 87.5 meters on all sides.

This system also has a virtual playing tag function. Figure 4 shows an image
of the virtual playing tags. In figure 4, the runaway is existed in Wakayama
Univ. and the chaser is existed in Kagoshima Univ. But a runaway and a chaser
seem to be existing in the same university on the screen of a mobile phone.
This function transforms the positioning data of a GPS and corresponds to the
longitude and latitude data of both two universities. The longitude of a place (E
135◦9’1”) at Wakayama Univ. is corresponding to that of a place (E 130◦32’47”)
at Kagoshima Univ. The latitude of a place (N 34◦15’46”) at Wakayama Univ.
is corresponding to that of a place (N 31◦34’1”) at Kagoshima Univ. If the
difference between the position of a runaway and that of a chaser will become
below a certain fixed value at the same time, we decide that a runaway seems to
be arrested. Figure 5 shows a screen of the map information processing system
for the virtual playing tag. Figure 5 shows loci of a runaway and a chaser in
Wakayama Univ. The runaway walks the road around the building of Wakayama
Univ. The chaser, he walks the road of Kagoshima Univ. in reality, chases the
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A locus of 
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A scale of 
a map
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Updating 
time

A building 
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the position

Fig. 3. An example of a map on a mobile phone.

Wakayama Univ. Kagoshima Univ.

The Map of Wakayama Univ.

Internet

The Map of Kagoshima Univ.

Runaway Chaser

Fig. 4. An image of the virtual playing tag.

runaway on the screen. The chaser seems to be broken through the building on
the upper part of the screen.

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Experiments

We performed experiments 24 times from December 2000 to June 2001 at two
universities. Experiments were carried out in Kagoshima Univ. and Wakayama
Univ. The area of Kagoshima Univ. is about 480,000 square meters, which is
including 85 building and the area of Wakayama Univ. is about 100,000 square
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Fig. 5. The screen of the map information processing system for the virtual playing
tags.

meters, which is including 26 building. Runaways or chasers are consisted of one
to three persons (except for the virtual playing tag experiment).

The number of each experiments was indicated below:

1. One-to-one experiment: Three times in Kagoshima Univ. and four times in
Wakayama Univ.

2. One-to-two experiment: Three times in Kagoshima Univ.
3. Blurred experiment: Four times in Wakayama Univ.
4. Virtual playing tag experiment: Five times in both universities.
5. Conventional playing tag without equipment: Three times in Kagoshima

Univ. and two times in Wakayama Univ.

4.2 Results of Experiments

Table 1 shows the results of experiments. The value of Table 1 (from 1. to 8.)
is a 5-point scale (with answers “1: very bad”, “2: bad”, “3: neutral”, “4: good”
and “5: very good”) for participants to evaluate each item on the questionnaire.
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Table 1. Results of experiments.

Normal Normal Normal Blurred Virtual
Runaways and chasers One-to-one One-to-one One-to-two One-to-one One-to-one

Place
Kagoshima

Univ.
Wakayama

Univ.
Kagoshima

Univ.
Wakayama

Univ.

Kagoshima
Univ. and

Wakayama
Univ.

3.6 2.9 4.1 3.9 2.9

- 3.7 - 4.2 4.3
2.4 3.2 3.0 3.1 2.7
2.8 3.0 3.1 - 2.6

4.8 3.5 4.9 4.0 4.4

3.4 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.2

1.9 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.2

Required time (minutes) 80 24 23 20 66
110 21 29 36 39
90 14 48 14 107

30 64 34
28

Average (minutes) 93 22 33 34 55

Kind of experiments
Runaways-to-chasers One-to-one One-to-two One-to-one
Place Kagoshima Kagoshima Wakayama

1.Was it interesting? 3.8 3.5 3.5
Required time (minutes) 61 22 46

33 62
Average (minutes) 61 28 54

Conventional playing tag experiments

7.Was the screen of a mobile phone
small?

Kind of experiments

1.Was it interesting?

2.Was the location information useful?

4.Was the locus easy to see?

Electronic Playing Tag

3.Was the map easy to see?

5.Was the position display by the
character useful?

6.Was it easy to use screen operation of
a mobile phone?

4.3 Discussion

1. One-to-one experiment:
It takes over 80 minutes to catch in Kagoshima Univ. The area of Kagoshima
Univ. is five times as broad as that of Wakayama Univ. It seems too long
to catch. Participants were somewhat tired, but they felt interesting (The
estimation value of “interesting” was 3.6/5.0 in Table 1). But it seems to be
too short to catch about 20-30 minutes in Wakayama Univ. Participants felt
that the experiment was not interesting (The estimation value of “interest-
ing” was 2.9/5.0 in Table 1).

2. One-to-two experiment:
This experiment was estimated very high (4.1/5.0 in Table 1), because
chasers estimated the experiment very high. Participants were satisfied with
shorter the playing. The devised service based on the electronic playing tag
is estimated highly. They felt that they need strategy to catch in the ex-
periment. For example, each chaser communicates each other using mobile
phones and makes a plan to catch runaways.
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3. Blurred experiment:
This experiment was estimated considerably high (3.9/5.0 in Table 1). Par-
ticipants were satisfied with longer the playing. The devised service based
on the electronic playing tag is also estimated highly.

4. Virtual playing tag experiment:
This experiment was not good estimation (2.9/5.0 in Table 1). Most of all
participants could not feel the reality of the other party without real world.
Because their existence were only showed in the screen of the mobile phone.
We must add the rest of five senses, for example, sound or vibration, if the
other party will approach.

5. Conventional playing tag without equipment:
In conventional playing tag without equipment, runaways run away longer
time than in the electronic playing tag in Wakayama Univ. They took a plan
to run away from the other party, because they wanted to run away for a long
time. But runaways were caught relatively short time in Kagoshima Univ.,
because they did not feel good to carry out the playing tag without support
system. They did not satisfy the playing tag without equipment. So, these
results caused to suppose that location-awareness improved the richness of
the communication.

6. The overall electronic play tag and the conventional play tag:
Participants of playing tags were fond of mutual positioning information us-
ing a GPS. The estimation value of the “interesting” about the one-to-two
experiments is better than that of the conventional playing tag in Kagoshima
Univ. The estimation value of the “interesting” about the blurred experiment
is also better than the conventional playing tag in Wakayama Univ. So, the
electronic playing tag, which includes the devised services, was better estima-
tion than the conventional playing tag. The mutual positioning information
using a GPS was effective for the playing tags.
In Wakayama Univ., the mean value of the time to be arrested is 22 minutes
in the one-to-one experiment, 34 minutes in the blurred experiment, and 54
minutes in the conventional playing tag experiment, respectively. Judging
from these experiments, the time to be arrested is dependent on the accu-
racy of the GPS. But the time using the inaccurate GPS (i.e. the blurred
experiment: mean value is 34 minutes) did not exceed the playing time (mean
value is 54 minutes) of the conventional playing tag.

4.4 Related Work

The typical system of using a PDA and positioning information of a GPS is a
location-aware tourist guide system. The early work on developing a location-
aware tourist guide was Cyberguide [3]. The outdoor Cyberguide used a PDA and
a GPS unit. The GPS unit sends a position in latitude and longitude which was
then translated into a pixel coordinate representing the user’s current position on
the map [3]. In Japan, LOCATIONWARE was proposed and applied to a city
guide [4]. Both systems are using position information, but they are one-way
communication system.
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Tarumi et. al. proposed the SpaceTag and active SpaceTag [5]. SpaceTag
is also a location-aware system. SpaceTag is a virtual object that can be ac-
cessed only from limited location and period. SpaceTag objects will be able to
communicate with other objects or users. The system is said to be a two-way
communication system. But the system has not been applied and estimated yet.

5 Conclusion

We have developed the electronic playing tag support system. We performed
five types of experiments at two universities 24 times. Four types are the elec-
tronic playing tags and the remainder is a conventional playing tag. The results
of experiments were showed below. (1) The devised services based on the elec-
tronic playing tag support groupware were better estimation than that of the
conventional playing tag. The mutual positioning information using a GPS was
effective for the playing tags. (2) If the accuracy of a GPS decrease, we spend
a little more time to catch. But the time did not exceed the playing time of
the conventional play tag. (3) We can realize the electronic playing tag between
remote universities. But we should add the realty using the remainder of five
senses for lack of seriousness.

In the future, we will use the system for various experiments, and thus re-
peated evaluations will be required. Furthermore, the system will be improved
on the based on the results obtained in the present study.
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Abstract. In MPLS network multiple LSPs shares bandwidth of a physical link.
In order to perform a traffic engineering function it is necessary to estimate
allowed and available bandwidth within assigned virtual bandwidth for a LSP.
The paper suggests a novel algorithm to compute the expected period exceeding
assigned virtual bandwidth, which computes packet loss probability in transport
system shared with multiple LSPs in MPLS. The algorithm is based on the
discrete-time Markov BD process at burst level. And it uses the devised
concepts from first passage time, and it is efficiently applied to the computation
of packet loss statistics and call admission control in burst scale traffic model of
MPLS network.

1  Introduction

In MPLS network, a LSP(Label Switched Path) based on RSVP-TE (Resource
Reservation Protocol–Traffic Engineering) or CR-LDP (Constraints Routed Label
Distribution Protocol) may contain multiple traffic sources with the same traffic
characteristics, and reserves virtual bandwidth within physical transport link. Multiple
traffic sources with the same traffic characteristics are multiplexed into a virtual
bandwidth. In this case it is necessary to perform traffic engineering and to estimate
allowed and available bandwidth within assigned virtual bandwidth for a LSP since
multiple LSPs with FEC shares bandwidth of a physical link, particularly in ATM
based MPLS. The paper suggests a novel algorithm to compute the expected period
exceeding assigned virtual bandwidth, which the algorithm will be greatly useful to
compute packet loss probability in transport system shared with multiple LSPs in
MPLS.

In LSP with virtual capacity, traffic sources are modeled as periodic bursty on-off
sources, and a traffic has been characterized into packet level and burst level. In
bursty traffic, and packets are generated at a peak rate during burst (on) period, while
no cells are generated during silent (off) period. Define a frame as the inter-arrival
time of cells within a burst, namely D. If we consider the number of active sources
during frame period (D) at burst level, the state of arriving traffic sources is
characterized by discrete-time Markov birth-and-death(BD) process. A bursty traffic
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source is also described by the average burst length (1/µ) and average silence length
(1/λ). An additional parameter to characterize a bursty traffic source is the burstiness
(β = 1/µ/(1/λ+1/µ)), which is the ratio between a burst a burst length and a burst
cycle. If the number of sources that are on at any instant is larger than the frame
size(D), a system goes into an overflow period and the incoming cells are discarded.
The interval of time during which incoming cells are discarded is termed the loss
period. Let the state of the system be defined as the number of on sources at a frame
boundary. When k bursts from N traffic sources are in progress at frame, the system
changes from k to (k+1) in the next frame with probability of (N-k)λ. Similarly, the
transition rate from state k to state (k-1) is kµ. Define λ k = (N-k)λ and µk = kµ for
number of on sources.

The paper uses a discrete-time Markov BD process model and proposes a novel
concept derived from a conventional first passage time [3], which is a time duration
that state i reaches to state (i ≠j) in Markov BD process. The proposed passage time in
the paper is conditioned by initial state, and its transition path is diversified rather
than a conventional first passage time. The novel concept, which is a special case of
the first passage time, the first up-passage time (FUT) and the first down-passage
time(FDT), is introduced in this paper.

2  Revised Concept of Passage Time

The conventional first passage time is not sufficient to approximate a period lasting
the continuous upper state i or lower state i. The section introduces the novel concept
based on passage time lasting upper or lower state i. The algorithm introduced at this
section shows two novel concepts based on the discrete-time Markov BD process, the
first up-passage time (FUT) and the first down-passage time (FDT). They are
conditioned by restricted transitions from state i to j, while the conventional first
passage time takes a journey from one state to another state without restriction.
Before turning to the details of computations of FUT and FDT, the fundamental
properties of Markov BD process are reviewed.

[Definition 1]  First Up-passage Time (FUT):

The time duration until the starting state reaches a given state in BD process is called

the first-passage-time [3]. The first-up-passage time 
( ))(i

ijFUT
 is the time period to

reach a given state (j) from the initial state (i), such that any intermediate state (k) is

not smaller than the initial state i. FUT from state i to state j, 
( ))(i

ijFUT   (see Fig. 1) for
(i < j), can be expressed as

( ))(l
ijFUT = )},,)(())0(|)((:inf{ jklttktXandlXjtXt <≤<′=′==  (1)

Where, the superscript (i) means that the initial state is i and X(t) indicates the state at
time t ( tth frame period in discrete-time Markov BD process).
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Fig. 1. FUT: At an intermediate state, it must not visit a lower state than initial state.

[Definition 2]  First Down-passage Time (FDT): The FDT is the time period to reach
a given state (j) from initial state (i) for i > j, such that any intermediate state (k)
cannot be larger that the initial state. The FDT from i to j, FUT ij

(i) for (i > j), by

( ))(i
ijFUT = )},,)(())0(|)((:inf{ jkittktXandiXjtXt <≤<′=′==   (2)

Fig. 2. FDT: At an intermediate state, it must not visit a higher state than initial state.

3  Computation Algorithm of FUT and FDT

The number of active sources of FEC in LSP with virtual capacity will fluctuate by
going up and down in the intermediate state as shown in Fig. 2, but by definition 1, no
intermediate state is below the starting state. It characterizes the fluctuations of
number of active sources in increasing phase. The fluctuations in the number of active
sources during frame intervals are assumed to have only one step transition from i to
(i + 1) state, or from state i to (i − 1) in discrete-time Markov birth-and-death process.
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In particular, we introduce the discrete-time Markov BD process with finite
population (N). The number of active sources in discrete-time Markov BD process,
undergoes on increasing phase and decreasing phase, and state 0 is recurrent.

If we draw the transitions of the number of active sources at each frame interval
by a step function in a discrete-time BD process, it will go up down and finally return
to state 0. And after some period it will start an another fluctuation from state 0 to
state k, and finally go down to state 0. We call the fluctuations starting at state 0 and
returning to state 0 to Heap. We define a heap hk as the one which the number of
active sources increases from 0 to k and then decreases to 0. A heap hk is defined by a
maximum value k. One thing to remind is that the heap hk cannot be expressed by the
conventional first passage time but by FUT and FDT. Fig. 4 shows and example of
heaps generated by active traffic sources in the system. Since the change of state have
unit magnitude in a Markov BD process, FUT is divided into two parts as shown in
Fig. 1. (2) defines the FUT property to be used for the computation of FUT.

Fig. 3. An Example of Heap Generation in the LSP with Virtual Capacity

3.1  FUT Computation

FUT Property: Consider the initial state l in the first up-passage time. Given a heap of
maximum height h, suppose i < j, by the Definition 1 )(

,
l
jiFUT  can be expressed by

          ,)(
,

)(
,

)(
,

l
jk

l
ki

l
ji FUTFUTFUT +=      l ≤  i ≤  k < j ≤  h              (2)

Iterating for k = i + 1, i + 2, i + 3, ···, j − 1 yields

∑
−

=
+=

1
)(

1,
)(

, ,
j

ik

l
kk

l
ji FUTFUT                                (3)

where, FUTi, j

(l) passes through all possible paths between state l and state k + 1 after
starting state k as defined at Definition 1. One important thing to be reminded is that a
heap can be represented rather than a conventional first passage time. A first up-
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passage from i to j can be divided into two parts: the first transition out of state i (Si)
followed by a first passage from (i + 1) to j. That is,

,)(
,1

)(
,

l
jii

l
ji FUTSFUT ++=      l ≤  i < j                      (4)

Using (4) let Γk

(l) be the expected value of FUTk, k+1

(l) (l ≤  k < j )
( ) ( )[ ]l

ji
l

k FUT ,Ε=Γ                                   (5)

The superscript value l of (5) denotes the initial state. By the Definition 1 and the
homogeneity of Markovian birth-and-death process, we consider that FUTk, k+1

(l) will
have the following possible transition paths:
state k to state (k + 1) directly, or
state k → state (k − 1) → ··· → state l → ··· state k → state (k + 1) with transition
probability qk. The state below an initial state l (l < k) cannot be reached by the
definition 1.
Consider the above case 1 and 2 in the transition paths described in Fig. 3. By Markov
property, we consider the transitions from state k to adjacent k − 1 and state k + 1. In
the transition from state k to state k − 1, let qk denote the transition probability of
making a transition from state k to state (k − 1). They are given as

kk

k
kq

µλ
µ
+

=

By using .(5), we can obtain the following recursive relationship for initial state l
directly.

( ) ( ) ( )( )l
k

l
k

kk

k

kk

l
k Γ+Γ

+
+

+
=Γ −1

1

µλ
µ

µλ
  ( ) ( )( )l

k
l

kkk qS Γ+Γ+= −1 (6)

where,

kk
kS

µλ +
=

1

Similarly with a conventional first passage time, by using a next condition of
transition path, we can obtain a recursive equation of (4) from (5) and (6). But, a
transition of (6) has a restriction at the boundary barrier of starting state rather than a
conventional first passage time. That is, the next transition is not permitted for the
states below initial state. The boundary condition restriction will be used for defining
a heap in fluctuations of system state.
Especially, we can find out that the conventional first passage time from state i to
state j (j > i ) is a special case of )(

,
l
jiFUT  (l = 0, 1, 2, ···, i). That is, the conventional

first passage time from state i to state j is )0(
, jiFUT . The expected first up-passage time

(FUT) from i to j will be computed by using (6) as:
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   l ≤ I <j       (7)

When the initial state is 1, the general closed formula to compute 
)1(

iΓ  will be derived
as follows:
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And if we would like to include initial state l (including l =0 as initial state), the
equation of (8) will be as follows:
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 From (3), (8) and (9), the expected value of )0(
,0 mFUT  of a heap with height m (hm) is

computed as:
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We note that the (10) is a function of the first transition duration ( )jS  and , qk. Let

Xi,(0,m) be the duration occupied by state i within the ascending phase of a heap hm
(with height m). The expression of ][ )0(

,0 mFUTΕ  in (10) can be represented by Xi,(0,m)

since (10) is a function of iS
.
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 From (8) and (10), Xi(0,m) can be expressed in terms of iS , the general closed

expression of Xi,(0,m) is derived as:
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 And from (10), we can derive general formula of ][ )(
,
l
miFUTΕ  for l ≤  i < m as:
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As seen (12), the expected length of state k in FUT can be represented by two
important components, the average length of the duration of at state i ( )iS  and the

probabilistic occurrence frequencies of state k. This concept will be significantly used
for the computation of loss period and loss rate during the load period.
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3.2  FDT Computation

As mentioned in Definition 2, the FDT is the path length descending from the top
state k to state 0. The similar method used for FUT can be also applied to the
computation of the path length of FDT. A first down-passage from i to j (i > j) can be
also divided into two parts, the first transition of state i and a first passage from (i – 1)
to j, and its initial state is l. So, we can have a similar form of (4) for FUT as:
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Let Yi, (N,0) be the period occupied by state i within the period of [ ])(
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And it can be rewritten in terms of Yi,(N,0).
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And from (15) and (16), we can obtain the general form of [ ])(
,
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Again, we remind the difference between a conventional first-passage time and FDT
by using the results of (17) and the conventional approach in [3]. In the computation
of a first passage time in Markov BD process with N finite population model, the one-
step transition period of a conventional first-passage time from state i to state i – 1 is
expressed in terms of 

Nii SSS ,,, 1 L+
. On the other hand, (15) and (16) are conditioned

by the maximum state M as shown in (17), and is expressed in terms of 
Mi SS ,,1 �+

,

where M ≤  N. FDT is also an useful concept to denote descending phase in a heap.

3.3 Computation of Occurrence Probability of Heap Height i (Ui)

We define the observation period, that is Load Period (TR) , to compute the expected
load in the system. The expected load period is defined as:

( )∑
=

⋅+=Ε
N

i
iiiR UIWT

1

][

where, N is the total number of sources in the system and Ii is the idle period followed
by heap hi. We will compute the expected overpassing period to virtual capacity of
LSP from each heap occurrence probability. In order to capture the expected path
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lengths for all heaps in the system, it is necessary to estimate the probability that heap
hi occurs in the system as shown in Fig 3.
Let Ui be the probability that heap hi occurs in the system. Consider a discrete-time
Markov BD process having Markov chain with finite population (N) in the
computation of the heap occurrence probability Ui. In Markov BD process if the
process is currently in state i, then the next transition moves the process to either state
(i + 1) or ( i - 1).

Suppose the initial state, X(0) = i. Then the time to the first transition is obtained
by taking a random sample of a population with an exponential distribution having a
mean of 1/(λi + µ i) (see Theorem 3.1). The effect of transition is obtained by flipping
a coin which lands heads with probability λi /(λi + µ i). If the coin lands heads, then
the transitions is to state (i + 1), otherwise it is to state (i − 1). When the new state is
entered, these experiments are repeated with the appropriate parameters. This
procedure generates most BD process of interest [3]. Suppose that the system enters
state k and returns to state 0. This constructs various connected digraphs with
intermediate nodes. At each node, a coin is tossed to determine the path to go, and if it
goes back to initial state 0 it makes a connected digraph. In order to find the heap
occurrence probability Ui that a heap with maximum height k occurs in the system, we
consider the probability to obtain a connected digraph with maximum state k. Fig. 4
shows a connected digraph constructed by the available paths in Markov BD chain
with maximum N states and an example for the maximum height of 3.

Fig. 4. Struction of Digraph for h3 heap in Markov Chain

Let 
iΨ  denote the probability that a graph with maximum state i is created in the

system during state transition. The graph doesn’t contain state 0 at intermediate
transition nodes. In the computation of 

iΨ , it will be necessary to check whether the

transition time at each state affects the transition probability or not. This property is
based on the property of Markov BD process. A time period is required to reach the
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next state. The required time period will be computed by using the algorithms of FUT
and FDT. However, in the discrete-time Markov BD process, given the current state,
the identity of the next state visited is independent of the time required to get there.
Here, the procedure to compute probabilities for all possible paths in Markov BD
chains in shown. And let α i = p i q i+1.

1) At first, consider a digraph with maximum state 1. Its transition path is 0 → 1 → 0,
and the probability to obtain this graph is,

.0101 α==Ψ qp      (18)

2) For maximum state = 3, the possible paths in digraph chain 0 → 1 → 2 → 1→ 0,  0
→ 1 → 2 → 3 → 2 → 1 → 0, 0 → 1 → 2 → 1 → 2 → 1 → 2 → 3 → 2 → 1 → 0, 0
→ 1 → 2 → 3 → 2 → 3 → 2 → 3 → 2 → 3 → 2 → 1 → 0, ···. And in each path, the
term of α0α1α2 is common, and we can compute the sum of probabilities of possible
paths:
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3) For maximum state = 4, the sum of probabilities of possible paths in digraph chains

is computed similarly to the above. In order to express iΨ  simply, let define the

Combination Function, ),,,,( 121
)(

−m
m

iH ααα � , which denotes the combinations of

αi’s, 1 < i < m –1 with i different α variables. The superscript m indicates the
maximum state and subscript i does the number of a variables of Combination
Function. That is,
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For example, ),,,( 121
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For the maximum state = 6 , 6Ψ are shown, and its general formula is derived
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Finally, from (19) through (21), we obtain the general formula of MΨ  (M ≥ 4), and

it is as follows :
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and for M = 1, 2 and 3, MΨ  is as follows:
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In MΨ  for large M, if we are going to compute the exact values of all combination

functions, ),,,( 111
)( ααα �M

kH , the computational complexity is not neglectable. One

important feature of the combination function ),,,( 111
)( ααα �M

kH  is a function of

only user defined parameters ( λ, µ) and number of sources. And MΨ  is also a

function of only user define parameters and number of sources. Therefore,
),,,( 111

)( ααα �M
kH and MΨ  can be computed in advance and stored in table. The pre-

computation and tabulation of Hk
(M) and MΨ  should be eminent discovery in this

paper. The mechanism will be effectively used to approximate available resource of
system with real time. In order to minimize its computation cost for large M, [6]
indicates an algorithm to compute ),,,( 111

)( ααα �M
kH . Its computation cost shows

linear with k.
From, these results, we approximate the heap occurrence probability, Ui. The state

fluctuation in the heap with maximum height i is described as same with the digraph
with maximum state i, Therefore, equation (22) provides the formula to Ui for i ≥ 4:
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The equations, (22) and (23), show a close result with simulation as depicted at Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 shows the comparison between analytical and simulation results for the model
with N = 5, and indicates the comparison for the model with N = 8. In this simulation,
the steady state result of Ui requires very long simulation time, and the comparison
range in the number of sources is shown for N = 5 and N = 8.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between Analytical and Simulation for Ui (1/µ = 66 cells, 1/λ=267 cells,
burstiness (β) = 5)

4  Expected Overpassing Period Computation

The overpassing period to the virtual capacity of LSP in MPLS (particularly in ATM
based MPLS) is computed from the results, FUT and FDT and Ui,, obtained at
previous sections. The expected offered load period )(W is computed by using the
heap occurrence probability (Ui) and the property of probabilistic similarity in
expected path length computation.
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Define E[Wup] and E[Wdown] an expected upward-path length and an expected
downward-path length for all heaps, respectively. The upward-path length indicates
the total path length of when the number of active sources takes journey from state 0
to the top state k. There may be fluctuations going down and up, and the total length
of upward-path is a summation of those paths. The downward-path length is also the
total path length of while the number of active sources reach to top state from state 0.
First E[Wup] is rewritten by using (13), (15) and (23) as:
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From (25), we can see that E[Wup] is a function of ).1,,2,1( −= NkSk �  So, we can

rewrite (25) by )( kk SA  as:
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In the computation of E[Wdown],the similar procedure with E[Wup] will be applied. The
calculation of total downward-path length is done through the computation of FDT.
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As we see(29), E[Wdown] is also a function of 
kS  ( k=1,2,  ,N-1), (29) is

rewritten by Ak( kS ), which is the summation of Yk,(i,1).
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and
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As shown so far, the expected offered load period (W ) is expressed by the expected
path length )( iS  of each state. The expected offered cells during load period can be

computed by product of arriving cells at each state during one frame period (D). And
It will be noted that the expected Loss Period (E[Toverpass]) at this model is simply
calculated without any further computation labor. That is, from (33), the overflow
period is counted. The expected Loss Period (E[Toverpass]) is as follows:
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5  Conclusion

We have proposed the approximation algorithm to compute overpassing period of
LSP with virtual capacity in MPLS. In traffic engineering of MPLS, a estimation of
virtual capacity is very necessary to accommodate required quality of service. For
example, MPLS L2 or L3 VPN strongly requires to sustain a predefined bandwidth
during communication. When multiple VPN LSPs share a limited bandwidth a stable
bandwidth provision in the system is very important requirement in VPN QoS. In
order to sustain a minimum required bandwidth, a computation of overpassing period
to assigned virtual capacity of a VPN LSP is useful to define a regulation to keep the
user required or network bandwidth requirement.

Many approximation algorithms for bursty traffic sources have been proposed, but
they take limited applications in real world due to complexity in computation or due
to too much approximation. As shown in paper, the proposed approximation
algorithm provides a less computational cost for real-time application than the fluid
flow approximation approach.

In our approximation algorithm, )( 11 −− NN SA  and )( kk SB are used as function of λ, µ

and N. The values of )( 11 −− NN SA  and )( kk SB  can be computed and tabulated according

to input traffic parameters in advance. The tabulation is constructed as a function of a
number of sources. The approximation algorithm can make a table considering few
adjacent possible situations in advance, and it reduces the computation cost (e.g.,
O(n)) to estimate and reserve system resource for newly incoming traffic. It should be
useful approximate for LSP virtual capacity with fixed-sized packets, particularly
ATM based MPLS implementation.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a new multicast transport protocol, called the
Enhanced Communications Transport Protocol (ECTP). The proposed protocol
is currently being standardized in the ITU-T SG7 and ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 6. The
ECTP is designed to support tightly controlled multicast connections. The
sender is at the heart of one-to-many multicast group communications. The
sender is responsible for overall connection management such as connection
creation, termination, pause, resumption, and the join and leave operations. For
tree-based reliability control, ECTP configures a hierarchical tree during
connection creation. Error control is performed within each local group defined
by a control tree. Each parent retransmits lost data in response to retransmission
requests from its children. ECTP has been implemented and tested on Linux
machine, along with Application Programming Interfaces based on Berkeley
sockets.

1. Introduction

This paper proposes a new protocol for tight control of multicast transport
connections, named the Enhanced Communications Transport Protocol (ECTP).
ECTP operates over IP networks that have IP multicast forwarding capability [1].

ECTP is targeted for tightly controlled multicast services. The sender is at the heart
of multicast group communications. The sender is responsible for overall connection
management such as connection creation/termination, connection pause/resumption,
and user join/leave operations.
The sender triggers the connection creation process. Some or all of the enrolled
receivers will participate in the connection, becoming designated “active receivers”.
Any enrolled receiver that is not active may participate in the connection as a late-
joiner. An active receiver can leave the connection. After the connection is created,
the sender begins to transmit multicast data. If network problems (such as severe
congestion) are indicated, the sender suspends multicast data transmission
temporarily, invoking the connection pause operation. After a pre-specified time, the
sender resumes data transmission. If all of the multicast data have been transmitted,
the sender terminates the connection.

ECTP provides reliability control for multicast data transport, which has been
designed to keep congruency with those being proposed in the IETF [2]. To address
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reliability control with scalability, the IETF has proposed three approaches: Tree
based ACK (TRACK), Forward Error Correction (FEC), and Negative ACK Oriented
Reliable Multicast (NORM). ECTP adopts the TRACK approach, because it is more
similar to the existing TCP mechanisms and more adaptive to the ECTP framework.

The ECTP has been designed based on the preliminary works defined in [3], [4],
and so far standardized in the ITU-T SG7 and ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 6, as a joint work
item [5], [6]. The ECTP has been implemented over Linux machine and tested on the
Asia-Pacific Advanced Networks (APAN) testbed.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides overall operations of the
ECTP protocol. In Section 3, we discuss implementation details together with packet
format and the associated Application Programming Interfaces. Section 4 presents
some preliminary experimental results for ECTP and multiple TCP connections.
Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Protocol Overview

The ECTP is a transport protocol designed to support Internet multicast applications.
ECTP operates over IPv4/IPv6 networks that have IP multicast forwarding capability.

ECTP supports the connection management functions, which include connection
creation and termination, connection pause and resumption, and late join and leave.
For reliable delivery of multicast data, ECTP also provides the protocol mechanisms
for error, flow and congestion controls. To allow scalability to large-scale multicast
groups, tree-based reliability control mechanisms are employed which are congruent
with those being proposed in the IETF RMT WG.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the ECTP operations. Before an ECTP transport
connection is created, the prospective receivers are enrolled into the multicast group.
Such a group is called an enrolled group. The IP multicast addresses and port numbers
must be announced to the receivers. These enrollment operations may rely on the
SAP/SDP, Web Page announcement and E-mail. An ECTP transport connection is
created for the enrolled receivers.

ECTP is targeted for tightly controlled multicast connections. The ECTP sender is
at the heart of the multicast group communication. The sender, designated as
connection owner, is responsible for the overall management of the connection such
as connection creation and termination, connection pause and resumption, and the late
join and leave operations.

The ECTP sender triggers the connection creation process by sending a connection
creation message. Each enrolled receiver responds with a confirmation message to the
sender. The connection creation is completed when the sender receives the
confirmation messages from the all of the active receivers, or when a pre-specified
timer expires. QoS negotiation may be performed in the connection creation.

Throughout the connection creation, some or all of the enrolled group receivers
will join the connection. The receivers that have joined the connection are called
active receivers. An enrolled receiver that is not active can participate in the
connection as a late-joiner. The late-joiner sends a join request to the sender. In
response to the join request, the sender transmits a join confirm message, which
indicates whether the join request is accepted or not. An active receiver can leave the
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connection by sending a leaving request to the sender. A trouble-making receiver,
who cannot keep pace with the current data transmission rate, may be ejected.

After a connection is created, the sender begins to transmit multicast data. For data
transmission, an application data stream is sequentially segmented and transmitted by
means of data packets to the receivers. The receivers will deliver the received data
packets to the applications in the order transmitted by the sender.

To make the protocol scalable to large multicast groups, ECTP employs the tree-
based reliability control mechanisms. A hierarchical tree is configured during
connection creation. A control tree defines a parent-child relationship between any
pair of tree nodes. The sender is the root of the control tree. In the tree hierarchy, local
groups are defined. A local group consists of a parent and zero or more children. The
error, flow and congestion controls are performed over the control tree.

Connection Creation

ECTP
Connection

Lifetime

Multicast Data Transfer

Connection Termination

Tree-based Reliability Control

Tree Membership Maintenance

Late Join and Leave

Control Tree Creation

QoS Negotiation

QoS Monitoring

QoS Maintenance

Fig. 1. ECTP Protocol Operations

Figure 2 illustrates a control tree hierarchy for reliability control, in which a parent-
child relationship is configured between a sender (S) and a receiver (R), or between a
parent receiver (R) and its child receiver (R).

In the tree creation, a control tree is gradually expanded from the sender to the
receivers. This is called a top-down configuration [7]. On the other hand, the IETF
RMT WG has proposed a bottom-up approach, where the receivers initiate a tree
configuration. Those schemes may be incorporated into the ECTP as candidate tree
creation options in the future.
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Fig. 2. Control Tree for Reliability Control

Tree-membership is maintained during the connection. A late-joiner is allowed to
join the control tree. The late-joiner listens to the heartbeat messages from one or
more on-tree parents, and then joins the best parent. When a child leaves the
connection, the parent removes the departing child from the children-list. Node
failures are detected by using periodic control messages such as null data, heartbeat
and acknowledgement. The sender transmits periodic null data messages to indicate
that it is alive, even if it has no data to transmit. Each parent periodically sends
heartbeat messages to its children. On the other hand, each child transmits periodic
acknowledgement messages to its parent.

In ECTP, error control is performed for each local group defined by a control tree.
If a child detects a data loss, it sends a retransmission request to its parent via ACK.

An ACK message contains the information that identifies the data packets, which
have been successfully received. Each child can send an ACK message to its parent
using one of two ACK generation rules: ACK number and ACK timer. If data traffic
is high, an ACK is generated for the ACK number of data packets. If the traffic is
low, an ACK message will be transmitted after the ACK timer expires.

After retransmission of data, the parent activates a retransmission back-off timer.
During the time interval, the retransmission request(s) for the same data will be
ignored. Each parent can remove the data out of its buffer memory, if those have been
acknowledged by all of its children.

During data transmission, if network problems (for example, severe congestion),
the sender suspends the multicast data transmission temporarily. In this period, no
new data is delivered, while the sender transmits periodic null data messages to
indicate that the sender is alive. After a pre-specified time has elapsed, the sender
resumes the multicast data transmission.

After an ECTP connection is created, QoS monitoring and maintenance operations
are performed for the multicast data transmission. For QoS monitoring, each receiver
is required to measure the parameter values experienced. Based on the measured
values, a receiver determines a parameter status value for each parameter. These
status values will be delivered to the sender via ACK packets. Sender aggregates the
parameter status values reported from receivers. If a control tree is employed, each
parent LO nodes aggregates the measured values reported from its children, and
forwards the aggregated value to its parent via its ACK packets.

Sender takes QoS maintenance actions necessary to maintain the connection status
at a desired QoS level, based on the monitored status values. Specific rules are pre-
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configured to trigger QoS maintenance actions such as data rate adjustment,
connection pause and resume, and connection termination. Those rules are based on
observation that how many receivers are in the abnormal or possibly abnormal status.

The sender terminates the connection by sending a termination message to all the
receivers, after all the multicast data are transmitted. The connection may also
terminate due to a fatal protocol error such as a connection failure.

3. Implementations

3.1 Packet Structure

ECTP packets are classified into data and control packets. Data and Retransmission
Data are the data packets. All the other packets are used for control purposes.

Table 1 summarizes the packets used in ECTP. In the table, the transport type
‘multicast’ represents global multicast using a multicast data address, while the ‘local
multicast’ does local multicast using a multicast control address. The Retransmission
Data and Heartbeat packets are delivered from a parent to its children by local
multicast.

Table 1. ECTP Packets

Packet Transport
Type

From To

Creation Request Multicast Sender Receivers
Creation Confirm Unicast Child Parent
Tree Join Request Unicast Child Parent
Tree Join Confirm Unicast Parent Child

Data Multicast Sender Receivers
Null Data Multicast Sender Receivers

Retransmission Data Multicast Parent Children
Acknowledgement Unicast Child Parent

Heartbeat Multicast Parent Children
Late Join Request Unicast Receiver Sender
Late Join Confirm Unicast Sender Receiver

Leave Request Unicast Parent/Child Child/Parent
Connection Termination Multicast Sender Receivers

Each control or data packet consists of a header part and a data part, and the header
part can contain zero or more extension elements as illustrated in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Packet Structure

In the figure, ‘k’, ‘n’ and ‘PL’ represent the length of the fixed header, the header
part and the total packet.

3.1.1 Fixed Header
The fixed header contains the fields of the parameters frequently used in the protocol.
An example of the fixed header with 16 bytes is depicted below:

R Z SX TV US

payload length

destination port source port

sequence number

checksumnext element packet typeversion

reserved

Fig. 4. Fixed Header

- Next element indicates the type of the next component immediately following the
fixed header. The extension element also has the next element field, and thus the
header part can chain multiple extension elements.

- Version defines the current version of the fixed header usage. Since each
extension element has its own version field.

- Packet type indicates the type of the current packet. The maximum number of
packet types to be defined is 28 = 256.

- Checksum is used to check segment validity of a packet.
- Destination and source ports are used to identify the sending and receiving

applications. These two values, together with the source and destination IP
addresses in the IP header, uniquely identify each transport connection.

- Sequence number is the sequence number of a packet in a series of segments.
This sequence number is a 32-bit unsigned number that wraps back around to ‘0’
after reaching ‘232 – 1’.

- Payload length indicates the length of the data part in bytes following the
protocol header part. It can be used to indicate presence or absence of the data
part.

3.1.2 Extension Elements
The extension elements can follow the fixed header, and thus the header part of a
packet is composed of a fixed header and zero or more extension elements. Each
extension element has a next element field, as shown in Fig. 5, which indicates the
type of the next extension element. The header part can thus chain multiple extension
elements.
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Fig. 5. Structure of Extension Element

The next element field can be encoded to indicate which type of the extensions
element follows immediately. The next element field of the last extension element
must be encoded as ‘0000’, indicating “no further element”.

According to the extension element type, its next element field is encoded as
shown in Table 2. The next element field of the last extension element MUST be
‘0000’.

Table 2. Encoding table of the extension elements

Element Encoding
Connection Information 0001

Acknowledgment 0010
Tree Membership 0011

Timestamp 0100
QoS 0101

No element 0000

Each element specifies the following:
- Connection information element: This element contains information on generic

characteristics of the connection including the connection type, tree configuration
option, connection creation timer, and ACK bitmap size, etc.

- Acknowledgment element: This element can be used for acknowledgment of the
data packets and for report of the perceived connection status at the receiver side.
A bitmap is used to indicate the selective acknowledgements of the received data.

- Tree information element: This element describes information on the local group
defined by the control tree, etc.

- Timestamp element: This contains the timestamp information.
- QoS element: This extension element specifies QoS-related parameters:

throughput, transit delay, transit delay jitter, and packet loss rate.

3.2 Kernel Structure for Implementation

The ECTP is currently being implemented on Linux RedHat 7.0 platform, with the C
language. Some libraries are used such as LinuxThreads for ECTP Timer and Gtk+
for the ECTP applications with enhanced Graphic User Interface.

The current ECTP implementation is targeted to operate on top of UDP (UDP port:
9090 temporarily), with ECTP daemon process. Figure 6 shows the structure of ECTP
kernel. Each application is assumed to use IPC (Inter Process Communication) for
communications to ECTP.
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Fig. 6. ECTP Kernel Structure

3.3 Application Programming Interfaces

The ECTP API functions are designed based on the well-known Berkeley socket API
in the fashion that the Berkeley socket API functions are used as wrapping functions
in ECTP API. For indication of difference from the Berkeley socket functions, ECTP
API functions are named with a prefix ‘m’. The following API functions are invoked
by applications to communicate to ECTP:

- msocket(): This is used to create a socket for ECTP communications.
- mbind(): This function is to used to bind a pair of an IP address and a port to the

socket.
- mconnect(): This is used by sender to initiate the connection creation, or by late-

joiner to connect to the sender.
- maccept(): Each receiver waits for the connection creation indication signal from

the sender by invoking this function.
- msend(): This is used by sender to transmit the multicast data.
- mrecv(): This is used by receivers to receive the multicast data.
- mclose(): This is used by sender to terminate the connection, or by a receiver to

leave the connection.
- msetsockopt(): This is used to configure a set of socket options necessary for

ECTP communications.
- mgetsockopt(): This is used to obtain the currently configured socket options.

Figure 7 illustrates an example use of ECTP API functions in terms of the sender,
early and late joining receivers. Sender invokes mconnect() after mbind() and
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msetsockopt(). A receiver waits for the connection establishment message from the
sender. In case of late-joiner, it tries to connect to the sender by invoking mconnect()
function.

msocket()

Sender Receiver

mbind()

maccept()

mrecv()

mclose()

msend()

mclose()

msetsockopt()

mconnect()
CONN. ESTABLISHMENT

LEAVE

����

DATA

Receiver
(Late Joiner)

mconnect()

mrecv()

mclose()

msocket()

mbind()

msetsockopt()

LATE JOIN

CONN. TERMINATION

Fig. 7. Use of ECTP API

4. Experimental Results

This section shows some preliminary experimental results for the ECTP protocol
performance test. This test is mainly targeted to evaluate how much bandwidth gains
the ECTP provides over multiple TCP connections.

To test ECTP and TCP connections, we configure a test network consisting of one
sender and 10 receivers. The sender generates the data stream until totally 100, 200,
and 300 data packets have been generated. For each test instance, the total number of
data and control packets flowing in the network is calculated for the ECTP and TCP
connections.

Figure 8 shows the test results for ECTP and TCP connections, in terms of the total
number of data and control packets generated in the network. From the figures, we
see that the ECTP connection generates almost an equal number of data and control
packets, independently of the number of receivers. On the other hand, in multiple
TCP connection, the number of data and control packets generated gets larger, as the
number of receivers increases.
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5. Conclusions

This paper has discussed a new multicast transport protocol, ECTP. We presented the
protocol operations, implementation issues, and some preliminary results. The ECTP
is designed for tightly controlled one-to-many multicast transport connection. The
proposed protocol has been standardized in ITU-T SG7 and ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 6.

Differently from the IETF RMT WG approaches, the ECTP is designed to support
tightly controlled multicast connections. The sender is at the heart of multicast group
communication. The sender is responsible for overall connection management such as
the connection creation and termination, the connection pause and resumption, and
the join and leave operations. For tree-based reliability control, a hierarchical tree is
configured during connection creation. Error control is performed for each local
group defined by a control tree. Each parent retransmits lost data, in response to
retransmission requests from its children.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a fast and reliable fault recovery algorithm,
named a resource look-ahead algorithm, for Multiprotocol Label Switch
(MPLS) network. The proposed algorithm can alleviate the notification time ac-
cording to the number of hops, and improve the mean fault recovery time. The
algorithm uses a resource look-ahead table, which contains pre-reserved re-
source information. With using this table, a General Switch Management Proto-
col (GSMP) controller manages switches included in a given domain of open
network architecture. Thus, the propagation delay of reservation message deliv-
ery can be alleviated. The restoration time is also improved comparing to the
MPLS-based fault recovery.

1   Introduction

The MPLS network can support various protocols and integrated services with guar-
anteeing the Quality of Service (QoS) differing from existing best-effort services of
Internet. The IETF is establishing common agreements on a framework for MPLS to
integrate various implementations of IP switching that use an ATM-like “label swap-
ping” technique [1].
The programmable network requires an open signaling architecture, which separate
the control plane from the forwarding plane [2]. With the programmable network
services and products can be developed independently with Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) and device vendors [3]. Therefore, new contents can be not only immediately
standardized but also integrated easily with various lower layer devices.
In the programmable and MPLS network environment, a fast fault recovery mecha-
nism is needed in order to stabilize the turbulent network, especially for the guarantee
of QoS.
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This paper proposes a resource look-ahead [4]algorithm which can provide fast and
reliable fault recovery for the open Multiprotocol Label Switch (MPLS) network. We
believe the reliability and recovery time can be improved by using the proposed algo-
rithm for both data plane and control plane. It is assumed first of a hierarchical archi-
tecture in the open network to improve scalability and fast recovery time of central-
ized management. Traditional fault restoration mechanisms mainly depend on a cen-
tralized network manager to detect faults and reroute manually traffic to effected ar-
eas. The proposed recovery mechanism, however, is operated in hierarchical and cen-
tralized network. A GSMP controller manages such resources as LSRs with a central-
ized manner, and the controllers exist hierarchically for the scalable network.
Even if a controller in the assumed architecture is centralized, the proposed algorithm
can reflect network states for fault recovery in a distributed method [5]. In a switch
part, a GSMP [6] slave detects the fault alarm, and reports it to the controller with
both event message and state and statistics messages. We introduce a resource look-
ahead recovery algorithm for searching a backup path.
The algorithm uses a resource look-ahead table, which contains pre-reserved resource
information. With using this table, a General Switch Management Protocol (GSMP)
controller manages switches included in a given domain of open network architecture.
Thus, the propagation delay of reservation message delivery can be alleviated. The
restoration time is also improved comparing to the MPLS-based fault recovery.
Chapter 2 shows the proposed network architecture using GSMP open programmable
interface protocol. In Chapter 3, we introduce the resource look-ahead recovery algo-
rithm. Chapter4 analyzes the fault recovery for the open network architecture numeri-
cally and then presents the results. This paper is concluded in Chapter5.

2 GSMP Based Open Architecture in MPLS Network

2.1   Proposed Network and Architecture

An initial deployment scenario for the fault recovery is envisioned to the open signal-
ing architecture. We set up a hierarchical and centralized GSMP domain architecture,
which consists of more than one LSRs. A GSMP controller in this architecture man-
ages LSRs using a manager-slave based management model. The controllers commu-
nicate each other using an interface protocol, named cc-gsmp, of GSMP extension.
Fig. 1 shows the proposed open network architecture for the fault recovery.
The aspect that one GSMP controller manages mulitple switches in a domain is simi-
lar to the centralized control management network model. The controller is interfaced
with switches through virtual switch control (vsc). Although cc-gsmp has never been
established yet, communication among controllers in the proposed hierarchical envi-
ronment is needed. This is the same as the distributed control management network
model. All of the LSRs are controlled through the functions of connection manage-
ment, configuration management, resource reservation, and etc. The GSMP controller
commands LSRs directly in the MPLS network.  Existing functions of the GSMP
protocol has an ability to network management as well as connection management.
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We consider an extension of management function to fault management. The
GSMPv3 adjacency protocol is used for synchronization between a controller and a
LSR as well as controllers.

Fig. 1. An Architecture using GSMP on MPLS Network

2.2 Functional Architecture

In this clause, we introduce the functional architecture in GSMP protocol and apply
the proposed fault recovery algorithm to that. When a single link fault occurs, corpo-
ration of each functional block is described through a block diagram. There are con-
nection management, state and statistics, configuration, and event management blocks,
defined in GSMPv3, in the GSMP controller. We add a fault recovery block and a cc-
gsmp block in order to process fast fault recovery.
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Fig. 2. Block Diagram of Controller Architecture: (a) Controller Side and (b) Switch Side
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The fault recovery block performs backup path selection supported by other manage-
ment blocks. The backup path is stored in a reference table database, which is created
before occurring fault. (a) of Fig. 2 shows the relationship of management blocks,
database, virtual switches, and a neighbor controller for fault recovery.
In the switch side, there are mainly four blocks and one resource reference table. An
operational block has a role of processing the command from the controller side. The
state and statistics block is to store information of related LSR’s state and statistics
into a table.  The adjacency protocol block is important for synchronizing with the
controller. If synchronization is failed, any message is not transmitted without an
adjacency message. For fault recovery, the switch has an event block, which receives
fault alarm, reports fault notification, and acknowledges to controller. The reference
table includes such resource information as bandwidth etc.

3   Resource Look-Ahead Recovery Algorithm

Fig. 3 shows a controller processor model diagram for look-ahead fault recovery. The
GSMP switch in Fig.3 detects the link fault through hardware fault alarm, and then
sends a GSMP event message to a controller.
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Processor

Fault Recovery
Processor

Mesage Processor
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Connection
Management

Processor

Port
Configuration

Processor

GSMP Switch
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Fig. 3. Look Ahead Recovery Model through Processor Diagram.
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In the model, the message processor classifies sort of input messages. If a message is
an event message, the message processor sends it to the event message processor.
Otherwise the message processor sends to the related processor. The event processor
decides the necessary of fault recovery. If necessary, the fault recovery processor gets
the right to control. The fault recovery processor prosecutes a backup path by referring
several resource tables, state and statistics processor, and configuration processor. It is
important in the proposed resource look-ahead model that the fault recovery processor
looks for the availability of resource from referring resource table and reservation
table.
After selecting the backup path, the fault recovery processor sends the right to the
connection management processor, which sends Add Branch messages to all LSRs
related to the backup path in order to command to reroute.
Fig. 4 shows a reference table for the resource look-ahead algorithm.
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Fig. 4. Resource Look-ahead Reference Table

The fault recovery processor knows the affected LSP(Lable Switched Path)s by look-
ing up LSP tables. A LSP table has the LSP number, a series of LSR numbers, and
required bandwidth. The LSR table and the Backup LSP table help the fault recovery
processor to select a backup path, and the controller table is for the cc-gsmp interface
related to controller information. Controller information has LSR and LSP information
for its own domain. Finally, the reservation table is the key table for the resource look-
ahead recovery model. It has reservation ID, input port, input label, output port, and
output label. The backup path can be reserved with a reservation ID. When the Add
Branch message is delivered form controller to switch, the reservation ID is specified
inside of the message. Therefore, a reservation request message and a label mapping
message are not used in this recovery model.
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Fig. 5. Resource Look Ahead Fault Recovery Mechanism.

The fault recovery processor searches the backup table and looks ahead the reservation
table. We called the backup path searching mechanism as a resource look-ahead re-
covery algorithm. During the idle time, the controller requests for resource reservation
to LSRs for preparing link or node fault. Thus we can alleviate the propagation delay
for resource reservation and mapping time. Such an algorithm, however, requires that
the resource reservation table has to be established before occurring fault.

4 Numerical Results

Comparing to the MPLS-based fault recovery mechanism, we adapted equation of [7]
to our proposed recovery algorithm for obtaining numerical result. For this entire
recovery process, we are interested in the degree of restoration of a failed connection.
The failed connection is measured by the probability that a connection will be restored
within M attempts, PM, assuming that there are only M feasible backup paths. Restor-
ability may be expected to increase with larger M, which is a design parameter for the
network provider. Another performance metric of interest is the restoration time
measured in the mean time to complete the procedure, E(Tr), and mean number of
attempts, E(m).
We assume that a random probability of rejection q by an LSR cause of resource in-
sufficiency. The probability will vary between the first attempt and consecutive at-
tempts; the probability of success should presumably be higher on the first attempt if
the path selection algorithm is correct, but the analysis here will make the simplifying
assumption that each the probability q is the same on each attempt. The Probability of
rejection q will be complicated function of many factors such as active traffic load,
available bandwidth and buffers, requested QoS and traffic characteristics. In this
paper, we only determine the probability of q by bandwidth.
Additionally, we assume that each of M feasible backup paths will be h hops.  The
length of backup routes may range between 1 and H with uniform probability. For
analysis, we assume that a typical connection (called label switched path or LSP)
consists of H hops and a fault is equally likely with probability 1/H to the located at
any hop.
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An important metric of performance is the probability of successful restoration on the
first attempt:

                                                                                    (1)

Under the assumptions, each attempt has the same probability of success, and the
probability of eventual restoration within M attempts is clearly

                                                                         (2)

The mean number of unsuccessful attempts is therefore

              (3)

The mean delay experienced by fault notification message will be 2*Tp. In this case
Tp is message processing time. This delay must be constant of the number of hops
multiplied by packet processing time. The restoration time Tr for a successful attempt
is the sum of store and forwarding delay and processing delay at each LSR.
The mean total delay involved in each unsuccessful attempt is therefore

                                                       (4)

The probability of exactly m unsuccessful attempts before a successful restoration is

mPP )1( 11 − ,  Mm <≤0 , and the mean number of successful attempts is given by
(3) where P1 is now (1). Combining (3) and (4), the total mean recovery time includ-
ing fault notification message and failed attempts is

                                (5)

The restoration blocking probability caused by insufficient resource in each LSR is
reduced by the reattempt counts, M, increase. The following graph is drawn when the
reject probability of each LSR, q, is assumed 0.02. And fig. 6 shows the restoration
blocking probability to the reject rate caused by resource insufficiency.
The mean fault recovery time rises when the reject probability increases.  We can get
less mean recovery time comparing to MPLS based fault recovery in [7].  The reason
why we enhance the performance of mean recovery time is proposed model can re-
duces the propagation delay of resource reservation and resource availability.
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Fig. 6. The Behaviors of Mean Recovery Time

Fig. 7. The Behaviors of Mean Recovery Time

The mean fault recovery time rises according to the number of feasible backup path,
as shown in Fig.7. The difference between two graphs results from the resource look-
ahead mechanism. We obtain nearly two times of improvement of mean recovery
time. In addition, the recovery time is very acceptable comparing to requirement of 50
ms to recover.
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5 Conclusion

In the results, we verified that the proposed resource look-ahead recovery algorithm
can alleviate the time of selecting a backup path with a small propagation delay. It can
also make less of the control message volume and take less notification time according
to increment of the number of hops. Finally, we can obtain faster mean recovery time
through the proposed fault recovery algorithm.
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Abstract. For reliable multicast service, the mechanism based on hierarchical
control tree can be a promising solution to avoid well-known feedback
implosion. However, configuration of an efficient control tree is very difficult
for IP Multicast because it does not provide explicit membership and routing
topology information to upper layer protocol. If the transport layer tree and the
network layer tree are very different, it may take large cost to handle control
messages. Especially, when a node at a downstream link of the network routing
tree becomes a parent node of an upstream link at the control tree of transport
layer, the discrepancy between routing tree and control tree causes to waste
network resources by redundant messages. This problem can be solved if router
that knows the information on routing topology can support configuration of a
control tree and reliable delivery. However, the change of router function
embraces deployment problem. Thus, this paper proposed a very simple method
of router assist to minimize change of router functions. With this method,
routers are only required to recognize message types of control messages in
order to forward the messages to correct direction: upstream or downstream.

1. Introduction and Problem Statement

As current IP multicast[2] provides only best-effort service, reliable multicast
transport service should be implemented on it. Over the past several years, many
studies on the reliable multicast transport have been made[4], [7], [16], and of those
research works, the Tree-based ACK(TRACK) protocol is one of the promising RMT
protocols of which the error recovery, congestion control and other functionalities are
provided over a pre-configured logical tree[9], [15]. This mechanism is known to
provide high scalability as well as reliability[10] since it reforms a multicast group
into a logical tree rooted by a sender. It classifies its receivers into Service Nodes(SN)
and receivers. SNs are intermediate nodes which take charge of local retransmission,
while receivers only denotes leaf nodes of the tree.

As the performance of this mechanism may highly depend on the efficiency of the
control tree, many researchers have been making their efforts to build an efficient
control tree[9]. However, to configure a logical tree is difficult because IP Multicast
does not provide the information of explicit membership and routing topology to
upper layer protocols.
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Because of this problem, a transport layer tree may not be congruent with a
underlying routing tree, and in this case, reliable multicast services may take large
cost. The Fig. 1 shows an original multicast tree, and Fig. 2 draws a possible control
tree derived from it. We should notice that due to the lack of information on the
underlying network topology, node a would bind to f lying in its downstream link
rather than b placed on its upstream link, as f and b have the same hop distance from
a. It is also noticeable that f can choose c as its SN, while b and f have the same hop
distance. Let’s suppose that link e3 is failed for a moment. Children nodes of c
including d, e and f will request retransmission to c, while a, g, and h request the error
repair to f. The node c also sends repair request to b. In this situation, some links
should carry the same data on several times, because of the discrepancy between the
routing tree and the control tree.

For example, e8 should deliver the data three times for one repair, when b
multicasts the repair data, c repairs the loss for f, and f transmits the retransmission
data to a. The node a is put on the most severe situation among the receivers. It
undergoes redundant retransmission as well as long delay of repair. When we
deliberate the case of a, it could have been considerably reduced the overhead if it
bound to its upstream SN, b. It can be possible when it knows the underlying network
topology. Eventually, we can say that the best control tree is to match the underlying
multicast routing tree topology[14].

There have been some researches to support underlying routers to assist reliable
service like GRA [1] or PGM [4]. However, router functions should be modified in
order to apply the router assist mechanism, in which the process takes times to
deploy. It can be used as an assisted method when it is supported. So, an easy and
simple solution which helps to prompt fast deployment should be studied.

Fig. 1. Multicast Routing Tree                       Fig. 2. A Possible Control Tree

Thus, this paper proposes a simple router assist mechanism aimed at configuration
of a scalable, efficient, and robust control tree that keeps a close shape with multicast
tree. The proposed mechanism does not require the underlying routers to keep the
state information for reliable service unlike the previous works[4]. In addition, it does
not require routers to be aware of error recovery[14]. Routers simply provide the path
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for receivers to reach other receivers. We believe this simple way may facilitate router
to assist reliable service.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief summary of related
works and Section 3 describes the proposed scheme. The evaluation and analysis of
the proposed scheme are shown in Section 4. In Section 5, we conclude this paper.

2. Related Works

Addressable Internet Multicast(AIM) [11] is a scheme that uses forwarding services
that require routers to assign per-multicast group labels to all routers participating in
that group. AIM uses these labels to send a request towards the sender which get
redirected to the nearest upstream member. If data is available, the NACK receiver
responds with a retransmission which is also forwarded according to the router labels.
However, to keep the label information may cause scalability problem when the group
size grows.

PGM [4] peeks into transport headers to filter messages. NACKs create state at the
routers that are used to suppress duplicate NACKs and guide retransmissions to
receivers that requested them. PGM creates a hierarchy rooted at the source, but
provision is made for suitable receivers to act as Designated Local
Retransmitters(DLSs) if desired. However, this work requires that routers keep and
check the packet sequence number from transport layer. For this operation, routers
should maintain buffer and it may add overhead of routers.

LMS [14] proposes to use minimal router support not only to make informed
parent/child allocation, but also to adapt the hierarchy under dynamic conditions.
With LMS, each router marks a downstream link as belonging to a path leading to a
replier. A replier is simply a group member willing to assist with error recovery by
acting as a parent for that router’s immediate downstream nodes. Because repliers are
selected by routers, parents are always upstream and close to their children. The
forwarding services introduced by LMS allow routers to steer control messages to
their replier, and allow repliers to request limited scope multicast from routers.

Active Error Recovery(AER) [7] is very similar to LMS. In AER, each router that
has a repair server attached periodically announces its existence to the downstream
routers and receivers, and serves as a retransmitter of the lost data on the subtree
below it, or collects and sends NACKs upstream.

However, in these works, the function which routers select and maintain repliers
should be added in routers. It may not be easy to routers to be largely changed and
give some overhead to routers to function the operation.

Generic Router Assist(GRA) [1] gives guidelines to design router assist
mechanism for reliable multicast. It proposes to use minimal router support for loss
recovery. In these router assisted schemes, hierarchy construction is achieved by
routers keeping minimal information about parents for downstream receivers, then
carefully forwarding loss recovery control and data messages to minimize implosion
problem. With this approach, the constructed control tree can keeps congruency with
the underlying multicast routing tree topology. To do this, each GRA router collects
the routing tree information and delivers it to the downstream receivers for the
concerned multicast group. In the GRA, hierarchy construction requires little explicit
mechanism at the expense of adding router functionality. The proposed work would
be designed to keep the principles of the guidelines.
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3. The Proposed Router Assist Mechanism

The control trees are used for forwarding control information towards the root or data
towards the leaf nodes. A generic tree configuration of Reliable Multicast
Transport(RMT) proceeds in the order of session advertisement, SN discovery, and
binding to the best SN.

In the session advertisement, each receiver realizes the existence of a session and
the sender by using an out-of-band mechanism such as SAP[6], or Web
announcement. In this process, the receiver will obtain the multicast group address,
the sender’s address, and the other information needed for the construction of a
control tree. When the sender indicates creation of a control tree, each receiver begins
SN discovery process to find one or more candidate SNs that are active in the session.
Among the candidate SNs discovered, a receiver selects and binds to the best SN by
using a pre-configured rule such as TTL distance or IP address.

The message types used for control tree creation are BEACON, ADVERTISE (or
QUERY and QUERY-RESPONSE), BIND, and ACCEPT or REJECT. BEACON
message is multicast to the all group members to indicate a control tree creation.
When a BEACON message is transmitted to the group, SN discovery process will be
started. There is two ways to seek an SN for a receiver. One is that each SN seeks its
child receivers by sending ADVERTISE messages within a scoped area[12]. In the
other way, each receiver solicits its SN with QUERY messages as it widens the
message scope until it receives a response message(QUERY-RESPONSE)[16]. For
both of methods, each receiver who receives the message tries to bind to a SN with
BIND message, and each SN should respond with ACCETP or REJECT message
about the bind request.

This paper chooses the first method because it has shorter procedures of message
exchanging, and may guarantee less message overhead, because the message
overhead is not inclined to grow depending on the number of receivers unlike the
latter method which QUERY messages are used.

With the message exchanging scheme, the most important fact of control tree to be
efficient is that it should be congruent with underlying routing tree as possible as it
can, in order to reduce redundant control messages. As Fig. 2 shows, a control tree
would suffer from redundant messages if a downstream node becomes a parent SN of
an upstream node. To prevent from making such relationship, the proposed
mechanism configures a control tree as follows:

Step 1. The sender multicasts BEACON messages for indication of the tree creation
into the multicast session. Each router recognizes the input link of the message as
upstream link.

Step 2. Each SN sends ADVERTISE messages to invite receivers after a BEACON
message is indicated. It forwards ADVERSITE messages only to its downstream links.
For example, in the Fig.  1, we assume that the node b, c, f, and i are designated as
SNs. In this case, ADVERTISE messages from b are forwarded to all downstream
receivers, and ADVERTISE messages from c are forwarded to d, the messages from f
passes to g and h, and the messages from i are delivered to j.
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Step 3. Receivers now can explicitly send a BIND message to their closest parent.
Closeness is estimated by hop distance in this stage. RTT or other metrics can be
considered in later. In Fig. 1, node c, e, f, and i only receive ADVERTISE messages
from b, whereas node d receives ADVERTISEs >from b and c, g and h get from f, and
j receives them from b and i, respectively. Now, it is clear that c, e, f and i try to bind
to node b, and d will try to bind to c. The nodes g and h will try to bind to f, and j will
do to i as estimating hop distance.

Step 4. Each SN determines whether the BIND request must be accepted or rejected.
In the REJECT case, it should notify the reason.

Fig. 3 illustrates the forwarding process of ADVERTISE messages. We see that the
operation of tree configuration can be simplified with this router assist, as there is no
modification of router functions except choosing downstream or upstream by message
types. In this mechanism, we do not need to calculate Sender Distance1 and Neighbor
Distance2, or tree level of each node which is needed to select an SN and to avoid a
loop under no router assist mechanisms, which may add complexity in the process of
a control tree creation. Moreover, it can avert that a SN placed on a downstream link
from a receiver becomes the parent SN, which causes redundant data delivery and
inefficient link usages.

Fig. 4 shows the control tree established from Fig. 1 with the proposed router assist
mechanism. As we see, it maintains congruency from the underlying routing tree as
every parent is an upstream node of its children, where the link overhead for
exchanging control messages can be minimized.

When a receiver reports losses to its SN via ACK packet, the SN sends RDATA,
retransmitted data, corresponding the DATA packet. The only change for this router
assist mechanism is that each router forwards RDATA only to the downstream links.

With this mechanism, the TTL-scope, which is controversial of the stability on the
current Internet, is not needed. Furthermore, error request and repair processes are
efficiently performed because SN of each receiver is located in the close area on real
network topology.

For instance, if we suppose again that link e3 is failed for a moment. In Fig. 2,
children nodes of c including d, e and f will request retransmission to c, while a, g,
and h request the error repair to f. The node c also sends repair request to b. In this
case, each link should carry the same data several times, such as e8 should deliver the
data three times for one repair, when b multicasts the repair data, c repairs the loss for
f, and f transmits the retransmission data to a. The node a is put on the most severe
situation among the receivers. It undergoes redundant retransmission as well as long
delay of repair.

However, in Fig. 4, e8 only gets request of retransmission from f, and delivers
retransmitted data one time towards f, g, and h. We can obviously see how the case of
node a can be improved in the proposed scheme. It is simply served by b without
unnecessary transit path.

                                                          
1 Distance >from an SN to the sender
2 Distance from a receiver to a neighboring SN
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Fig. 3.  Forwarding path of the ADVERTISE message

Fig. 4. A configured control tree from Fig. 1

4. Evaluation and Analysis

In section 3, we insist that a parent SN always lies on upstream link or at least in the
same level of its children in the proposed mechanism. With the feature, we see the
configured control tree keeps congruent with routing tree and reduce inefficient usage
of network links We will evaluate the proposed mechanism with both of mathematical
evaluation and simulation.

4.1 Mathematical Evaluation

We will show that the proposed mechanism keeps congruency with the given routing
tree as we verify the following proposition:
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Proposition. A parent SN is always in the upstream link or at least in the same
network of its children.

To prove this, the notations below are defined first.

N = (V, E), where V = a set of node, and E = a set of link: N indicates network which is
illustrated by a directed graph.

eij = (vi, vj) ∈ V, where i ≠ j, vi ≥ vj which means vi is an upstream node of vj: link e implies a
path between vi and vj;

Cost(eij) : E → I+, where i ≠ j : link cost of e from vi to vj. The cost value is assigned as hop
counts between the two nodes;

G = {v1, . . . . . . , vk} ⊆ V : a set of multicast group members;

R = {r1, . . . . . . , rn} ⊆ G , where n ≤  k: a set of multicast group receivers;

SN = {sn1, . . . . . . , snm} ⊆ G : a set of SNs;

CSN(r)= {sn1, . . . . . . , snp} ⊆ SN : a set of candidate SNs for a receiver, r;

Child(sn) = {c1, . . . . . . ,cq} ⊆ R : a set of children for sn;

Deliver(eij) ∈ {0, 1} : Delivery vector of ADVERTISE messages, indicating if a message is
forwarded via the link. 0 implies no message delivery.

Now, we can define the following rules of SN measurement and selection.

r ∈ Child(snk),

iff  Cost(snk, r) = min (Cost(snm, r)),

where ∀ snk ∈ CSN, snm ∈ CSN, m= 1 to p, and 1 ≤  k ≤  m   

Cost(sni, r) < Cost(snj, r), ∀ sni < snj, iff  r ≤  sni�

Together with the above formulas we can prove the Assertion 1 as follow:

Proof.

We suppose that there is a receiver, {ri, rj} ⊆ R and CSN(r) = {snk, snl}, where ri < snk

< rj < snl, and we know that an ADVERTISE message is always forwarded by
downstream of a router. Then,

Deliver(snk, ri) = 1, Deliver(snl, ri) = 1, Deliver(snk, rj) = 0, Deliver(snl, rj) = 1  

From , CSN(ri) = { snk, snl}, and CSN(rj) = { snl}

Then, Cost(snk, ri) < Cost(snj, ri),

Thus,  ri ∈ Child(snk) from �and� , and rj ∈ Child(snj) because the snj is the only
SN available to rj.

Now, we see that both of ri and rj have their SNs with upstream nodes from themselves.
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Thus, we can say that the proposed mechanism guarantee the receivers choose their
parents among the upstream nodes.

4.2 Simulation Results

In order to estimate the performance of the proposed mechanism, we perform
experimental simulations by network simulator ns[9]. Control traffic overhead and
data recovery time are evaluated under conditions that 1024byte fixed sized packets
are generated with 10ms CBR(Constant Bit Rate) stream, a packet loss is forced to
occur in 3 consecutive packets, and it is supposed that every loss happens in only data
packets not in control packets.
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Fig. 5. Control traffic overhead                         Fig. 6. Data recovery time

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows the evaluation results of control traffic overhead and data
recovery time respectively.  ‘Transport only’ means a control tree built in transport
layer. We model HiRM[8] for our simulation. In both metrics, proposed mechanism
shows better performance. Especially, the gab between two mechanisms has become
bigger when the group size gets growing.

In short, these simulation results stand for stability and scalability of the proposed
mechanism, because the performance that this mechanism shows does not much
depend on the group size.

4.3    Relationship with Network Layer

The proposed mechanism is independent from a special network layer, but it will be
well-matched with SSM[5] or IPv6[3]. Current reliable multicast protocols targets
one-to-many multicast service, and SSM provides simple and efficient routing
mechanism for one sender based multicast service. It is well matched with the
proposed mechanism.

However, the router assist mechanism has a deployment problem. It is not easier to
be changed for already-existing routers. So, if we put this functionality into IPv6
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routers which is not much deployed yet, it can be smoothly deployed as the network
grows. In addition, its address scheme is hierarchically designed, so the each address
reflects in which network it belongs to. It is very useful to choose an SN when there
exists more than one SN in the same region.

5. Conclusions

In tree-based reliable multicast protocols, it is very important to design an efficient
logical tree. However, to configure a logical tree is difficult because IP Multicast does
not provide explicit membership and routing topology information to upper layer
protocols.

Thus, there have been some researches to use routers to build a control tree which
is to match the underlying multicast routing tree topology. However, it has
deployment problem, so an easy and simple solution to router to assist reliable
delivery.

This paper proposes a simple router assist mechanism aimed at configuration of a
scalable, efficient, and robust control tree that keeps a close shape with multicast tree.
The proposed mechanism does not require the underlying routers to keep the state
information for reliable service and to be aware of error recovery. Routers simply
provide the path for receivers to reach other receivers.

With this simple way, we see that the proposed mechanism guarantee that the
receivers choose their parents among the upstream nodes. In addition, the simulation
results show that this mechanism stably operates in different group sizes. We believe
this simple way may facilitate router to assist reliable service.

To evaluate the proposed mechanism more specifically, now we are simulating the
proposed scheme with various topology and metrics. In addition, we put our efforts to
enhance the mechanism.
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Abstract. This paper describes a scheme of network distribution that enables
innovative broadcast content delivery service over the next-generation
broadband Internet. The scheme enables producing diverse video/audio
contents customized according to the user’s specifications and delivering such
contents via streaming with guaranteed quality. The broadcasting of diverse
media contents results in a massive consumption of network resources. We
developed two multicast techniques, based on asynchronous and layered
multicasting. One is an algorithm for statistical traffic control based on
asynchronous multicasting that enables flexible bandwidth control to meet the
network bandwidth design requirement for QOS. The other is a technique for
the delivery of diverse media segments/objects based on a layered multicast
technique, improved for the delivery of media with different levels of quality.
We prove the implementability of the two techniques by designing network
models and protocols using the latest Internet technologies and show their
effectiveness by using numerical analysis.

1 Introduction

Recently a number of Internet broadcast services called Web casting [1] have been
developed, which may become the basis for the new application of the Internet. These
Web casting services provide live broadcasting and on-demand content delivery, and
they are usually used with real-time streaming transfer, and are resorted to in some
multicast or decentralized cache techniques to reduce the load on the network.
Meanwhile, a broadband infrastructure for content distribution based on Internet
technologies has been growing rapidly so that the quality of video/audio delivery may
soon become equal to or exceed that of current TV broadcasting. Some experiments
have shown that this may soon become a reality [2].

We have been trying to create new applications and propose new techniques on the
premise that the broadband infrastructure for content distribution will become a
reality. For innovative broadcast content delivery over the next-generation broadband
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Internet, we have proposed a scheme that enables producing diverse video/audio
contents customized to the user’s needs and delivering such contents via streaming
with guaranteed quality [3].

In this paper, we focus on a scheme for delivering content over the Internet. When
video/audio contents customized for each user are delivered by streaming with
guaranteed quality, a number of network resources are consumed. In this case,
multicast techniques can be used, however, such techniques cannot be easily applied
to the delivery of diverse video/audio content. Here, we take two multicast
techniques, an asynchronous multicast and a layered multicast technique, and try
adapting them to our proposed scheme. Then, we propose two new techniques. One is
an algorithm for statistical traffic control based on asynchronous multicasting that
enables flexible bandwidth control to meet the network bandwidth design
requirements for QOS. The other is a technique for the delivery of diverse media
segments/objects based on a layered multicast technique improved for the delivery of
media with different levels of quality. We prove the implementability of the two
techniques by designing network models and protocols using the latest Internet
technologies, and show the effectiveness of traffic retrenching in our techniques as
compared with the currently used unicast method by using numerical analysis.

2 Personalized Media Stream Delivery

In the future, both communication service and broadcast service will be unified on the
same infrastructure of the Internet. Based on the bilateral feature of the Internet, a
personalized broadcasting service will come to be offered providing the delivery of
individualized content at the time of the user’s own choosing. Personalized Media
Stream Delivery (PMSD) is a system endowed with the following features.
− A wide range of video/audio contents based on the user’s interests or lifestyle can

be produced;
− These contents can be delivered individually by streaming with an assured level of

quality.
Producing and delivering a diverse selection of video/audio content means, for
example, that several kinds of video segments (scenes) and objects prepared in the
server system are compiled based on the specific information about each user, and are
delivered with an assured level of quality based on the computational ability of the
receiver system to play back the content. PMSD will make broadcasting efficiency
and will enable the transmission of important information to the target user.

3 General Problems with Multicasting

The easiest way to enable ‘individualized-contents distribution’ and ‘on-demand
contents distribution’ is by using a unicast method in witch contents are carried to
each user in their own flows. But this method consumes a lot of network resources.
Therefore, other solutions are needed to save network resources even though
networks are becoming broadbanded.
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With a multicast method, the contents are carried to each user in a single flow that
is copied at appropriate network nodes depending on the location of the receiving
user. Therefore, a good deal of network resources can be saved, but it will not be easy
to apply real-time multicasting to PMSD because the same content must be delivered
at the same time to the same multicast-group members.

Some works have discussed a multicast technique for on-demand content delivery,
which is called asynchronous multicasting. Other works have discussed a multicast
technique for delivering content with a level of quality determined according to the
user’s processing ability. This technique is called layered multicasting. Here, we will
see if the two can be applied to PMSD, and if the two can function co-operatetively
(previously they have been studied independently). In addition, we will try to create a
way to implement them on the real Internet.

4 Related Works

4.1 Asynchronous Multicasting

The principle of asynchronous multicasting is that a portion of overlapping data in the
delivery of a certain content is aggregated into a multicast flow among users whose
requests are made at around the same time, and the data not included in the multicast
flow (i.e. the portion between the time when the multicast flow starts and the time
when a request occurs) are individually delivered by unicast flows. The data arriving
at the receiver system, which are aggregated into a multicast flow, are not played back
on the spot, but are buffered until the data delivered by a unicast flow is completely
played back.

Several methods have been studied for asynchronous multicasting. A fast-transfer
method is described in [4], [5], where the content are divided into small units of data
and the data are transmitted a few times as fast as they are played back. A stream-
transfer method has been proposed in [6]. In [7], the portion of data delivered by a
unicast flow is transmitted in a burst manner.

4.2 Layered Multicasting

Layered multicasting has been studied for the distribution of multi-layered coding
video. In layered multicasting, each piece of layered encoding data is mapped onto a
different multicast group, and the receiver system joins multiple multicast groups
according to its computational ability. There have been a number of works published
about layered multicasting. An experimental implementation to develop a standard is
reported in [9]. S.McCanne et al and others have proposed that receiver systems
dynamically change to obtain the number of multicast groups depending on the
network congestion.
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5 Multicast Techniques

5.1 Asynchronous Multicasting

Asynchronous multicast techniques have not been taken into consideration about
bandwidth control. Some traffic control is required for bandwidth allocation in the
network to guarantee QOS.

In [4], [5], [7], the premise is that every receiver system has a broadband interface.
Therefore, stream-based asynchronous multicasting reported in [6] can be used for
PMSD.

Here, we approach the relationship between the cycle of aggregating flows into a
multicast flow and the arrival rate of requests for delivery (and the length of the
content). We propose an algorithm for statistical traffic control for multiple flows,
which is based on the principle in [6], to derive the maximum effect of stream-based
asynchronous multicasting and perform flexible bandwidth control.

5.2 Layered Multicasting

Layered multicast techniques have been used to deliver content with different levels
of quality in multi-layered coding video. We extend this idea to the delivery of
diverse video segments and objects. A segment here means a unit that constitutes a
video program. An object here means a unit that constitutes a video picture (e.g. they
are called “background object” and “foreground moving objects”).

For the delivery of diverse segments, the segments being common among users are
aggregated, and each is mapped onto a different multicast group. The receiver
systems dynamically change to join the multicast groups and play back the segments
of their own choosing.

For the delivery of diverse objects, all objects that every user possibly needs are
contained in one segment mapped onto one multicast group. Objects to be played
back are chosen from all objects in the segment based on the user’s needs. This
method does not require complicated implementation such as grafting and pruning
multicast trees per object.

5.3 Algorithm for Statistical Traffic Control

Let’s consider the traffic intensity in stream-based asynchronous multicasting. We
assume that the provided content is transmitted at a constant bit rate, that its length is
h, and that delivery requests occur randomly (i.e. the average arrival rate of requests is

, the average arrival interval is 1/ ). Figure 1 shows that one delivery to a receiver
is made by multicasting as a shared flow, and subsequent deliveries to other receivers
are made by unicasting as an individual flow.

There are two ways to determine the length of individual flows: one is that we
make the length of every individual flow the same, which equals to the interval of
generation of shared flows; the other is that we make the length of each individual
flow correspond to a period of time between starting a shared flow and starting an
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individual flow. Figure 1 shows the latter. The latter can acquire more effect for the
traffic reduction instead of more complicated implementation.

The length of an individual flow can be expressed as the number of segments (or
subdivided segments) that is the same unit used for the delivery of diverse segments.
Therefore, the server and receiver systems do not require highly accurate time
processing to determine the length of individual flows.

Fig. 1. Asynchronous multicasting

Here, the generation rate of shared flows is expressed as (1/h ). In case
that the length of every individual flow is the same, it is equal to the interval of
generation of shared flows (i.e. 1/ ), so that the traffic intensity, , is
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In case that the length of each individual flow is different, the number of individual
flows between two shared flows is / 1, the length of each individual flow is
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In both equations above, )(τ=ρ f  is a downward convex curve, takes the

minimum value when h/λ=τ  in eq.(1), or  h2/λ=τ  in eq.(2). Hence, it is
possible to maintain the traffic intensity at a minimum all the time by updating  to
the most appropriate value according to the observed and h .

The average use of buffer memory at the receiver (the buffer is used for the data of
the shared flow and its size corresponds to the length of the individual flow) becomes
small as  increases. Therefore, in determining , there is a trade-off  between
minimizing the traffic intensity and reducing the use of buffer memory.

Provided that the upper bound of the traffic intensity (i.e. the available bandwidth)
is given as A,  is determined as follows. Hereafter, we describe the case of the
length of each individual flow is different.

In case of the observed h is below A, the traffic intensity does not exceed the
upper bound even if all contents are delivered by unicasting. Therefore,  is set to 
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(i.e. All contents are delivered as a shared flow), so that the use of buffer memory at
the receiver is zero.

In case of the observed h is greater than A and the minimum value of 
(i.e. ( ) 2/122/ −λ=λ hhf ) is smaller than A, is set to the largest value

satisfying Af )(τ . Here, the equation is
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and the solutions for  are
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The larger one is selected as .
In case of A is smaller than the minimum value of  (i.e. ( ) 2/122/ −λ=λ hhf ),

 is set to h2/λ  to minimize the traffic intensity.

5.4 Technique for Delivery of Diverse Segments

To enable the delivery of diverse segments, we must solve one problem. The receiver
system dynamically changes to join multicast groups and plays back their segments.
Then, the network must dynamically build multicast trees for each segment before the
server sends corresponding data. But there is no time to build the multicast trees
because each segment is transmitted at the same rate as it is played back and a series
of segments are played back continuously.

The nature of asynchronous multicasting can solve this problem. The server system
produces several patterns of a series of segments and relates them to user groups that
represent typical users. The server determines which user group the user requesting
content delivery belongs to. For the user that is determined to receive only the shared
flow in asynchronous multicasting (here, referred to as the first user), the server
system maps the same multicast-group onto all of the series of segments to be
delivered. For the users that are determined to receive both the individual flow and the
shared flow (here, referred to as the following users), the server system maps a new
multicast group onto only the segments that are different from those that already have
been determined to be delivered to previous users.

This means the following. For the first user, the transience of multicast groups is
not allowed while the content is being delivered because the user plays back the
received segment as soon as it arrives at the receiver system. For the following users,
the transience of multicast groups is allowed because there is some extra time
between the arrival of the segment at the receiver and its playback (i.e. segments in
the shared flow are buffered until all segments in the individual flow is completely
played back), which enables the network to build multicast trees.
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Fig. 2. The delivery of diverse segments and objects using MPEG-4

Figure 2 shows the delivery of diverse segments and objects using MPEG-4, which
is based on improved layered multicasting used in conjunction with asynchronous
multicasting. MPEG-4 video consists of video object sequences (VSs) that correspond
to segments. A VS consists of video objects (VOs). A VO consists of video object
layers (VOLs) that are layers of time-spatial resolution. A VOL consists of video
object planes (VOPs). Here, we stress that layers of resolution are determined per VS
rather than per VO.

6 Implementation

6.1 Requirements

A major premise in the delivery of video/audio content is that the network must
provide a consistent QOS while streaming all the data of the content. Policies like
those for best-effort forwarding in the network and quality manipulation at the
receiver system are not used here. This is because we assume that content delivery is
served with any charge or advertisement, like in current broadcasting TV services.

6.2 Basic Concept of Network Control

Generally, there are two network models for network control: ‘A concentrated
control’ and ‘A distributed control’ model. In the former, one specific control system
maintains the only database and executes routing and signaling functions to control
the whole network. In the latter, each network node autonomously exchanges
information about topology and resources, maintains the same databases and executes
routing and signaling functions collaboratively.

To guarantee the QOS of real-time streaming delivery, let’s consider two
strategies: ‘A provisioning based QOS guarantee’ and ‘A scrambling based QOS
guarantee’. The former guarantees QOS by estimating the statistical traffic for
multiple flows and overinvesting network resources. The latter guarantees QOS by
executing signaling (e.g. admission control and resource reservation) for each
delivery before sending data, where users scramble for network resources.
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6.3 Network Design

We described some models and design considerations in [3]. We believe that
concentrated network control would be easier at an early stage of implementation. In
core network where the traffic is concentrated, a multicast tree is statically
constructed and the provisioning based QOS guarantee is used. In access network
where there are limited resources, multicast trees are dynamically constructed and the
scrambling based QOS guarantee is used. In addition, the MPLS (Multi Protocol
Label Switch)[11] technology is used. MPLS enables high-speed forwarding by using
a cut-through mechanism for various granularities of the packet flow called FEC
(Forwarding Equivalence Classes) and it provides traffic engineerings by establishing
connections called LSP (Label Switch Path) for each FEC to meet various kind of
requirements such as QOS.

Our network model (Figure 3) consists of a single core network and multiple
access networks. Both type of networks are physically decoupled into a data-
forwarding plane and a control plane. RSs (Relay Server systems) are deployed at the
contact points between the networks. The S (Server system) initiates shared flows
only, and the RSs initiate individual flows and flows for differential segments (for the
delivery of diverse segments) and relay shared flows. Thus, the traffic in the core
network can be further reduced.

6.3.1 Core Network
The data-forwarding plane consists of LSs (Label Switch systems) that can execute
Diffserv (Differentiated Services)[10]. Diffserv provides a scheme of traffic control
within a closed network called a DS domain by setting a DSCP (Diffserv Code Point)
on every packet header, which indicates behaviors for forwarding packets on  network
nodes. Diffserv guarantees QOS by estimating the traffic for multiple flows as a unit
of service.

A static multicast tree is made by setting up a permanent LSP, and every shared
flow sent from the S is carried onto it. EF-PHB (Expedited Forwarding-PHB) is set as
the highest class of forwarding service. The EF-PHB is specified as a class to provide
the highest QOS (low-delay, low-jitter, low-loss) in ref. [13]. Every LS carries out
queuing control to minimize the queue length for this class, and the incoming rate at
ingress LS must be less than the minimum guaranteed outgoing rate configured at LSs
along the path.

The statistical traffic control for multiple flows (described in section 5.3) is
practical here. The S monitors the arrival rate of requests for delivery and
dynamically updates the appropriate generation rate of the shared flows to meet the
upper limit of the transmitting rate on the LSP, which is configured for EF-PHB.

In the control plane, an NC (Network Controller system) controls the policy of
utilizing the network, in particular, it constructs a static multicast tree and determines
the allocation of network resources. The TM (Traffic Manager system) maintains a
topology database with QOS parameters and performs admission control and resource
reservation for links and nodes. The AM (Address Manager system) manages
multicast addresses within local scope. The S obtains multicast addresses from the
AM and forwards them to the R (Receiver system) before sending any segments of
content. The PC (Path Controller system) distributes label information to the LSs
along the multicast tree to establish the LSP.
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Fig. 3. Network model

6.3.2 Access Network
An FEC is assigned per micro flow, be it a shared flow, an individual flow or a flow
for the differential segments (for the delivery of diverse segments), and an LSP is
dynamically set up by signals of the control plane whenever there is a micro flow. To
ensure the QOS, every LS grasps the utility of its links (available bandwidth) and
perform policing and shaping per micro flow. The CC (Call Control system) is
deployed in the control plane to process signaling functions that establish and release
LSP within the access network.

For the delivery of diverse segments, the RS does not send a differential segment
until a corresponding multicast tree is completely built. Therefore, the CC coordinates
the RS sending differential segments and the PC setting up LSPs .

To consistently guarantee the QOS in delivering the whole content data, the
bandwidth of the links along the tree for all multicast groups to which one R is
supposed to join must be secured beforehand. Therefore, the TM maintains a
resource-management database on a time axis, and  admission control and resource
reservation are made in a span of time rather than at a point of time.

6.4 Protocol Design

A basic sequence between end systems is shown in Figure 4. First, the R knows
presence of content and obtains the location of the S from a WS (Web Server). The R
requests the S to provide some basic information about the content (media type, etc).
Next, the R requests the S to set up transport functions, and the S selects sequence
patterns of segments (i.e. user group) based on the user’s specification and maps a
multicast address onto each segment and determines if the content will be sent by a
shared flow only or by both a shared and an individual flow. Then, the S sends these
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sets of information to the RS in a request to setup a relay point. The RS requests the
CC to perform admission control and the RS replies to the S if the task has been done.
The S return the response for the request of setting up transport functions to the R.
Next, the R requests the S to start transmitting data, and the S requests the same to the
RS, and the RS requests the CC to reserve resources and set paths, then, the CC
replies to the RS and the RS replies to the S. In case that the content is sent by a
shared flow only, the S return the response for the request of starting transmitting data
to the R and it transmits the streaming data by multicasting. In case that the content is
sent by both a shared flow and an individual flow, the RS return the response for the
request of starting transmitting data to the R and it transmits the streaming data by
unicasting.

A basic sequence among network node systems is shown in Figure 5. Having
received a request to set up a relay point, the RS requests the CC to establish a call,
and the CC requests the TM to compute the path route and perform admission control.
Having received a request to start transmitting data, the RS notifies the CC, and the
CC requests the TM to reserve resources and the CC provides the PC with path
information computed by the TM. the PC requests LSs along the path to establish an
LSP.

Fig. 4. Sequence between end systems
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Fig. 5. Sequence among network node systems

Table 1. Messages and parameters

Messages (meaning) Parameters

GetInfo_Req (Request program information) URL

GetInfo_Rply (Reply program information) Program descriptor, Media descriptor,

IOD (Initial Object Descriptor)

Setup_Req (Request to setup transport) Transport protocol, Unicast address, Port number,

User descriptor, System descriptor

Setup_Rply (Reply to setup transport) Scenario descriptor (Multicast address, Port number,

User-group, QOS class), Session identifier

RsSetup_Req (Request to setup RS) Scenario descriptor (Multicast address, Port number,

User-group, QOS class), Flow type, Session identifier

RsSetup_Rply (Reply to setup RS) Session identifier

Start_Req (Request to start) Session identifier, Period

Start_Rply (Reply to start) Session identifier,

The number of segments between the two flows

RsStart_Req (Request to start RS) Session identifier, Period

RsStart_Rply (Reply to start RS) Session identifier

SetCall_Req (Request to establish call) Session identifier, Time-scaled traffic descriptor

SetCall_Rply (Reply to establish call) Session identifier, Call identifier

Data_Req (Request to start sending data) Call identifier

Data_Rply (Reply to start sending data) Session identifier

Admis_Req (Request admission control) Call identifier, Time-scaled traffic descriptor

Admis_Rply (Reply admission control) Call identifier, Reservation Identifier

Reserve_Req (Request to reserve resouces) Reservation identifier

Reserve_Rply (Reply to reserve resouces) Call identifier, Path-node list descriptor

Distrib_Req (Request Distribution) Call identifier, Distribution sequence number,

Path node list descriptor

Distrib_Rply (Reply Distribution) Call identifier, Distribution sequence number

SetLabel_Req (Request to set labels) Node identifier, Flow identifier,

Forwarding cache entry, label

SetLabel_Rply (Reply to set labels) Node identifier, Flow identifier
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6.5 Receiver System Model Design

The receiver system model is based on a standard decoder model specified in MPEG-
4. Each ES (Elementary Stream) for media objects and the scene descriptor
corresponds to one RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) session [15]. Functions higher
than DMIF (Delivery Multimedia Integration Framework)[16] are the same as in the
standard model.

The received ESs in an individual flow are decoded and played back as soon as
they arrive. The ESs in a shared flow are buffered until all the ESs in an individual
flow are completely played back. A coordinate function called ‘asynchronous
multicast control’ is installed between the RTP and the DMIF. The time stamp used
for MPEG-4 is calculated from the time stamp in an RTP packet and the number of
segments between the two flows, which is a parameter included in the message
‘Start_Rply’ from the RS to the R.

Fig. 6. Receiver system model

6.6 Numerical Analysis

We calculated the traffic intensity in the core network and the access networks
implemented with an algorithm for statistical traffic control, and evaluated our
network design. We show the effectiveness of retrenching the traffic intensity at a
trunk link in the access networks and at trunk and branch links in the core network by
comparing the traffic intensity in our model with that in unicast delivery. Although
the length of individual flows is expressed as the number of segments (or sub-
segments), it is assumed that a segment is very small and the length of individual
flows can be flexibly changed. The number of access networks attached to the core
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network is expressed as m, the average rate of requests for delivery in one access-
network is expressed as .

In the access network, both shared flows and individual flows are transmitted.
When h2/λ=τ , the traffic intensity is the smallest. Substituting this into eq.(2), we
get the traffic intensity as,

]erl[2/12 −λ=ρ h (5)

In unicast delivery, the traffic intensity at the trunk link in the access network is h.
Therefore, the ratio of traffic intensity in our multicast technique to that in unicasting,
Rat , is
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In the core network, only the shared flows are transmitted, and the traffic intensity
at trunk and branch links is the same. When h2/λ=τ , the delivery is the most
efficient, so the traffic intensity is
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In unicast delivery, the traffic intensity at the trunk link is m h, and the traffic
intensity at the branch link is h . Therefore, the ratio of traffic intensity in our
multicast technique to that in unicasting at the trunk link, ct, and at the branch link,
Rcb, are
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Figure 7 shows the ratio of traffic intensity in our multicast technique to that in
unicasting in the core network and the access network. When m is 4 and the requests
are few ( h is below 8), the effect of retrenching the traffic is the opposite at the
branch link in the core network. But otherwise, the effect of retrenching the traffic
increases as the rate of requests gets higher. When h is 100, the ratio is only 7% at
the trunk link in the core network and 13% in the access network.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we described PMSD as a new broadcast content delivery service.
Focusing on the scheme for delivering the content over the Internet, we developed
multicast techniques and proposed an algorithm for statistical traffic control based on
stream-based asynchronous multicasting. We also developed a technique for the
delivery of diverse media segments/objects based on layered multicasting. Both
techniques enable effective distribution of diverse content with guaranteed QOS. To
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implement both techniques, we designed concentrated control based network models
and protocols by using MPLS technology and proved the implementability of the
techniques. Finally, we presented the effect of retrenching the traffic intensity on the
designed network models by using numerical analysis.

Fig. 7. Ratio of multicast traffic intensity in proposed technique to unicast traffic intensity

In our future studies of schemes to deliver video/audio content over the Internet,
we will explore the possibility of developing a scheme of resource management on
the time-axis. We will also explore the possibility of developing a method of profiling
to reflect users’ interests and lifestyles, and a method of gathering individual
information without encountering any legal problems such as copyright infringement.
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Abstract.  We propose a new delivery scheme for 1-to-N multicast applications
such as webcasting service used for the web-based broadcasting of contents
streams in Internet. The proposed scheme is based on the unicast transport from
a remote sender to a subnet host and the subsequent multicast transmissions to
the other receiving hosts within the subnet. The main design goal of this scheme
is to improve transmission efficiency over the existing unicast transports,
without help of multicast-capable networks. The proposed scheme has been
tested and compared with the unicast-only transports in terms of the amount of
traffic generated in the subnetworks. From experimental results, we see that the
proposed scheme provides a nearly same performance as IP multicasting does
in the subnetwork environments. Recognizing that IP multicast seems to be a
little more delayed, it is expected that the proposed scheme can be used as an
alternative short-term solution for one-to-many multicast services over the
unicast networks.

1. Introduction

Webcasting, as known as Internet broadcasting, has recently been focused as a
multicast killer application service. Webcasting literally means the web-based
distribution of multimedia contents to Internet users. Webcasting is expected to
realize a variety of the commercial multimedia services such as Internet TV and
movies, remote education, and stock tickers [1].

Recognizing that the webcasting service can be viewed as one-to-many multicast
application service for numerous users, it is reasonable to use IP multicasting, rather
than the replicated unicast transport to each of the webcasting users. Nevertheless, IP
multicasting has not yet been widely deployed in the public Internet [2]. Actually,
there still exist a lot of issues to be addressed for rapid deployment of IP multicasting,
as pointed out by Christope Diot, et al. in [3]. In reality, most of the current
webcasting services are being provided over the unicast networks. The recently
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focused Contents Delivery Networks (CDN) service is also dependent on unicast
transports in the networks [4].

In this paper, we proposed a new delivery scheme for one-to-many multicast
applications. The proposed scheme is based on unicast transport from a remote sender
(contents provider) to a subnet host (client) and the subsequent multicast
transmissions to the other receiving hosts located in the subnet. The proposed scheme
is designed to exploit the trivial multicast capability in a subnet environment which is
called subnet multicast [5].

The main design goal of the scheme is to improve efficiency of the replicated
unicast transports for webcasting services without modification of the current network
infrastructure. The study of the scheme is also motivated from recognition that a large
number of Internet users are usually located in the local area network (LAN)
environments, as shown in the examples of the private enterprise networks and Digital
Subscriber Lines access networks, in which the subnet multicast can easily be
achieved.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the webcasting service is briefly
presented as an example of one-to-many multicast application services. Section 3
describes the proposed scheme for the unicast transports with subnet multicast. In
Section 4, more detailed operations for subnet multicast transport are presented along
with the associated control messages. Section 5 discusses the analytical and
experimental results that have been performed for comparison of the proposed scheme
with the unicast-only transports. In Section 6, we conclude this paper.

2. Webcasting Services

Webcasting is a typical example of one-to-many multicast services and can be
considered as a multicast killer application service. The webcasting represents the
web-based distribution of streaming multimedia contents to Internet users. The
webcasting system established in contents providers roughly consists of the various
servers and storage equipments. Each client requests transmission of streaming
contents to the sender via the web server. The requested contents are delivered over
the network.

Figure 1 illustrates an example webcasting system that has widely been deployed.
The contents provider generates live or video on demand (VoD) data streams by
encoding raw audio/video materials. Some of those contents may be recorded into the
storage devices. Each client or user contacts a web server located at the contents
provider so as to request contents that it wishes to receive. The web server guides the
user onto a suitable media server. Then a connection is established between user and
media server to deliver the contents stream. The streaming data will be transmitted to
the user by unicast or multicast transport in Internet.

Most of the current webcasting systems use the replicated unicast transports for
contents delivery to numerous users. This incurs severe traffic overload at the
webcasting (processing) system as well as at the network access link. This
inefficiency gets severe, as the number of simultaneous access users increases. In this
paper, we discuss a simple and realistic delivery scheme so as to improve efficiency
of the current unicast-only transports.
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Fig. 1. Webcasting system

3. Unicast Transport with Subnet Multicast

In this section, we describe the scheme for the unicast with subnet multicast transport,
and also present the associated operational procedures for the webcasting service.

Differently from the unicast-only transport, the proposed scheme exploits the
multicast transmissions in a subnet. To do this, a new entity called ‘feeder’ is
introduced. One of the receivers located in the subnet is dynamically configured as
the feeder for the associated webcasting session. The feeder is a receiver and also
plays a role of relaying the webcasting contents received from the remote sender to
the other receivers in the subnet.

Figure 2 illustrates the unicast-only transport and the proposed delivery scheme. In
the unicast-only transport, as shown in Figure 2(a), the sender has to send a data
stream to each of the receivers by establishing multiple (replicated) unicast
connections. In the proposed scheme, as depicted in Figure 2(b), only a single feeder
receives the data stream from the remote sender, while the other receivers in the
subnet receive the same data stream from the feeder, not the remote sender.

A new receiver that wishes to join a webcasting session first checks whether or not
there is a feeder in the subnet. The first-joining receiver becomes the feeder for the
webcasting session. The feeder establishes a unicast connection to the remote sender.
The other late-joining receiver, after it realizes that there is a feeder in the subnet, will
receive the streaming data from the feeder in the same subnet over the subnet
multicast channel. The detailed operations related to the feeder configuration will be
described in the next section.

Figure 3 compares the connection setup procedures for webcasting. In the unicast-
only transport, as shown in Figure 3(a), each client downloads the requested contents
from the media server, just after it gets information on the stream data via web access.
In the unicast transport with subnet multicast, as illustrated in Figure 3(b), the first-
arriving client becomes a feeder in the subnet by way of the feeder configuration
process, and then establishes a unicast connection to the sender. The feeder relays the
data stream to the other late-joining clients in the subnet, if any.
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Fig. 2. Transport schemes based on unicast-only and unicast with subnet multicast

4. Subnet Multicast Transport

In the proposed scheme, each new receiver checks first checks whether or not there is
a feeder in the subnet, and the first-arriving receiver becomes a feeder in the subnet
for the webcasting session. After that, the feeder forwards the data streams received
from the remote sender toward the other receivers in the same subnet, if any. To do
this, a feeder needs to be configured and announced to the other receivers in the
subnet. The feeder reconfiguration is also required against the feeder release in the
event that the existing feeder leaves the webcasting session.

For configuration and maintenance of a feeder, three kinds of control messages are
employed: Feeder Solicitation (FS), Feeder Announcement (FA) and Feeder Release
(FR). Those messages are summarized in Table 1.

All the control messages are delivered within the subnetwork via a well-known
multicast address such as 224.0.0.x/24 or 224.0.1.x/24. Note that those addresses are
reserved by IANA [5] for the multicast delivery of control messages in the
subnetwork.
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 (b) Unicast transport with subnet multicast

Fig. 3. Connection setup procedures for webcasting

The data stream will be forwarded from the feeder to the other receivers by subnet
multicast. For this purpose, a multicast (IP class D) address is required. For the
scoping of the multicast traffic to the subnet, it is recommended to set the TTL (time
to live) of the corresponding IP packets to ‘1’.

Table 1. Control Messages used for Subnet Multicast Transport

Type Direction Contains
FS Receiver  � 224.0.0.x Sender’s address
FA Feeder     � 224.0.0.x

FR Feeder     � 224.0.0.x

Sender’s address
Feeder’s address
Data forwarding address

4.1. Feeder Configuration

Before establishing a unicast connection to the remote sender, each new receiver
sends an FS message to the subnet, and checks whether or not there exists a feeder for
the webcasting session in the subnet, as shown in Figure 4. The FS message includes
information on the IP address of the remote sender so as to indicate a webcasting
session (see Table 1). If there is no response for the pre-configured FS time, (i.e.,
there is no feeder in the subnet), then the receiver becomes a feeder for the
webcasting session. Otherwise, the receiver must receive an FA message from the
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existing feeder already configured in the subnet. In the example of Figure 4, the host
F becomes a feeder after the FS timer expires. The feeder then connects to the remote
sender and receives the data stream over the unicast connection.

If another receiver (host A in the figure) joins the webcast session by sending an
FS message, then the feeder (host F) responds with an FA message to the host A. The
FA message includes IP addresses for the sender, feeder and multicast data
forwarding, as shown in Table 1. The feeder now begins to forward the data stream to
the subnet. The other late-joining receivers such as host C will also receive the data
stream from the feeder, after exchanging an FS message with the corresponding FA
message. In case that there is no other receiver, the feeder does not need to forward
the data stream.

4.2. Multicast Data Forwarding

If one or more other receivers are detected in the subnet, then the feeder begins the
multicast forwarding of the data streams to the subnet. The destination address of the
forwarded IP data packets will be set to the multicast address, and TTL (time to live)
is set to ‘1’ for restricting propagation to the subnet only.

During the data forwarding, the feeder continues to check whether there still exist
the receivers in the subnet. If not, the feeder will not forward the data streams any
more. For this purpose, each receiver sends periodic FS messages every FS time. In
response to FS messages, the feeder sends the corresponding FA messages to the
subnet receivers. If no FS message has arrived for some time, the feeder stops
multicast forwarding of the data streams. Note that if a receiver has already sent an FS
message, the other receivers in the subnet may cancel their FS messages so as to
avoid implosion of the FS messages.

Fig. 4. Feeder Configuration and Data Forwarding
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4.3. Feeder Reconfiguration

If the current feeder releases the webcasting connection to the remote sender, then a
new feeder must be selected among the receivers in the subnet. To do this, the current
feeder first sends an FR message to the receivers in the subnet. When an FR message
arrives from the feeder, each receiver activates the ‘FR timer’. One of the receivers
will send the FA message, after its FR timer expires. The receiver that has first
responded with an FA message will be configured as a new feeder.

The new feeder then established a unicast connection to the remote sender. Once a
new feeder is configured, the other receivers cancel the FR timers. They now receive
the data stream from the new feeder. Figure 5 depicts the feeder reconfiguration. In
the figure, the host A is configured as a new feeder.

)HHGHU�$QQRXQFHPHQW�E\�1HZ�)HHGHU��+RVW�$�

)HHGHU�5HOHDVH�E\�2OG�)HHGHU

)HHGHU +RVW�'+RVW�$ +RVW�% +RVW�&

Fig. 5. Reconfiguration of a New Feeder

5. Numerical Results

Table 2 compares the proposed scheme with the unicast and multicast transports in
terms of the amount of traffic generated at the sender and receiver sides. In the table,
R and S represent the total number of the receivers and the number of the subnets
participating in the webcasting session.

Table 2. Comparison of the schemes in terms of the traffic amount generated

At Sender In a Subnet
Unicast  R  R
Multicast = 1 =  1
Proposed  S ≤   2

In the unicast-only transport, the traffic amount is proportional to the number of
receivers at the sender and receiver sides. In IP multicasting, the traffic amount is
fixed to one unit, regardless of the number of receivers. In the proposed scheme, the
traffic amount at the sender depends on the number of subnets including the receivers.
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The traffic amount generated in the subnet is reduced to one (for the subnet with only
the feeder) or two units (for the subnet with the other receivers as well as the feeder).

From the table, we see that the proposed scheme provides a nearly same
performance as the conventional IP multicasting in terms of traffic amount generated.
In particular, the proposed scheme does not require any modification of the network
infrastructure, and thus it can easily be deployed in the network. On the other hand,
the IP multicasting requires the multicast-capable routers and multicasting routing
protocols together with a reasonable control of multicast traffic in the network.

We implemented the proposed scheme on top of FreeBSD 4.1 Unix machines [6]
in the form of a user-level library. The corresponding Application Programming
Interface (API) was based on the Berkley socket Interfaces in the form of the
wrapping function, which was employed by the each host receivers in the subnet. The
API functional modules include the processing of the FS, FA, and FR messages, and
the forwarding and reception of application stream over multicast data address.

The proposed scheme is compared with the unicast-only scheme. To do this, two
subnetworks are configured, as shown in Figure 6. The number of receivers in a
subnet is increased from one to nine. In the figure, the sender generates a random
traffic stream. In Subnet A, after exchanging an FS with the corresponding FR
message over a multicast address (224.0.0.18), a feeder is configured and it then
begins to forward the data streams by subnet multicast. In Subnet B, the data stream is
transferred over the unicast connections between the sender and all the receivers.

Fig. 6. Test Networks

Figure 7 shows the amount of traffic generated in the subnetworks with four
receivers over a given time interval. On the average, the proposed scheme provides
three or four times bandwidth utilization gains over the unicast-only scheme. Note
that the sender temporarily stops transmitting data at the time of 40 and 50 seconds.

In Figure 8, the required network bandwidths for those two schemes are plotted for
the different number of the receivers. For each test subnetwork, the number of
receivers is increased by one, every 25 second, to nine. In the figure, we note that the
proposed scheme requires a relatively fixed amount of bandwidth independently of
the number of the receivers located in the subnetwork. On the other hand, the required
network bandwidth in the unicast-only scheme increases linearly to the number of the
receivers.
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Fig. 7. Comparison in terms of traffic generated in the subnetwork

Fig. 8. Comparison of the required bandwidth as the number of receivers increases

Figure 9 plots the traffic generated by feeder(s), when the feeder reconfiguration
occurs. In the figure, the feeder reconfigurations occurs at the time 50, 100, and 150
ms. In case of the first reconfiguration at the time 50 ms, the connection setup time
between a new feeder and the sender elapses larger than the feeder reconfiguration
time interval. At the time 100 ms, the connection setup time interval is smaller than
the feeder reconfiguration interval. On the other hand, for the third reconfiguration,
the connection setup time occurs exactly after the feeder reconfiguration, and thus
neither data losses nor duplications are made.
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Fig. 9. Traffic discontinuity during feeder reconfigurations

6. Conclusions

Until now, we have discussed a new delivery scheme for webcasting, which is based
on the unicast transport with subnet multicast. The proposed scheme has been tested
and compared with the existing unicast-only transport in terms of the amount of
traffic generated in the subnetworks. From the numerical and experimental results, we
have seen that the proposed scheme provides a nearly same performance as the IP
multicasting in the subnetwork environments.

It is noted that the proposed scheme does not require any change of the underlying
network infrastructure for IP multicasting and thus can easily be deployed in the
network. Recognizing that the IP multicasting still have much concern for the wide
deployment, it is expected that the proposed scheme is used as an alternative short-
term solution for one-to-many multicast application services.
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Abstract.  IP Multicast can efficiently provide enormous bandwidth savings by
enabling sources to send a single copy of a message to multiple recipients who
explicitly want to receive the information. But due to the complexity of IP
multicast and its fundamental differences from unicast, there are not very many
tools available for monitoring and debugging multicast networks, and only a
few experts understand the tools that do exist. This paper proposes a Multicast
Routing Debugger (MRD) system that monitor the status of a multicast
network. This system is aimed to multicast-related faults detection. In this
paper, first, we define the set of information that should be monitored. Second,
the method is developed to take out such information from multicast routers.
Third, MRD system is prototyped to collect, process information from
heterogeneous routers on a multicast network and to display the various status
of the network comprehensively. The prototype of MRD system is implemented
and deployed. We perform experiments with several scenarios. Experimental
results show we can detect various problems as information that we define is
monitored. The MRD system is simple to use, web-based and intuitive tool that
can monitor the status of a specific multicast network.

1  Introduction

The exponential growth of the Internet combined with multimedia content is
increasing the average size of the data transfers and pushing bandwidth constraints to
their limits. Unfortunately multicasting has been slow to catch on, except for the
research-oriented Multicast Backbone [1][2]. There are a variety of reasons for the
difficulties in widespread multicast deployment [12]. One of largest current barriers is
the difficulty in managing multicast traffic [13]. Due to the complexity of IP multicast
and its fundamental differences from unicast, there are not many tools available to
assist in monitoring the various status such as member-subnets, connectivity, statistics
and forwarding state in a multicast network in order to diagnose above problems. In
this paper,  Multicast Routing Debugger (MRD) system is introduced.
The primary goal was to create a simple to use, web-based and intuitive tool that can
monitor the status of a specific multicast network. The system would be able to
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collect information from heterogeneous multicast routers and process it online to give
a current snapshot of the multicast network. The MRD system was implemented and
deployed in the Asia-Pacific Advanced Network-Korea (APAN-KR)[3] research
network.

2  Related Work

2.1  SNMP-Based Tool

SNMP-based tools provide the information to be queried to SNMP-enabled router and
visualize it. This information should be defined in MIB of the router. Mstat[9] allows
an SNMP-enabled router to be queried for information, including routing tables and
packet statistics. Mtree[10] attempts to use cascading SNMP-enabled router queries to
determine an entire multicast tree rooted at a given router. Mview[11] is a tool for
visualization Mbone topology and monitoring and collecting performance
information. SNMP-based multicast tools have limited value outside a particular
administrative domain, because most multicast routers are not configured to respond
to public SNMP queries. As a result, mstat, mtree, and mview are only useful for
debugging and managing the local domain portion of a multicast group.

2.2  Multicast Route Tracing Tool

Mtrace[4] is a tool designed to provide hop-by-hop path information for a specific
source and destination. For a specific group, mtrace will tell a user hop-by-hop packet
loss, multicast path and round trip information. The utility of mtrace is often limited
by the multicast topology. Where multicast and unicast topologies are not aligned (as
is the case in many multicast-enabled networks) mtrace may not function. The mtrace
provides hop-by-hop path information between a source and a receiver, so several
mtraces are issued in order to know the network status.

2.3  Multicast Reachability Monitor (MRM)

The MRM[5] is a network fault detection and isolation mechanism for administering
a multicast routing infrastructure. An MRM based fault monitoring system consists of
two types of components: an MRM manager that configures tests, collects and
presents fault information, and MRM testers that source or sink test traffic. For
monitoring the network status, MRM has architecture involved by several routers and
hosts. But the packet loss information provided by MRM Test Receivers lacks for
more detailed fault detections.
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3  Model

Figure 1 illustrates overview of the proposed MRD system. A multicast router obtains
the routes information from its neighbor routers using the routing protocol and
updates its routing table.  And it obtains the group membership information from its
local hosts using IGMP or from neighbor routers by join/prune messages. It locates in
a regional network, local network or subnetwork i.e., in all levels of networks. A
collector gathers the multicast status information from one or more routers and locates
in one domain for reflecting the status of each domain in time. A storer stores the
status information gathering from one or more collector in a database and locates in
one or more regional networks. A viewer retrieves the status information from the
database system stored by the storer and displays it to users.

Fig. 1. System Overview

The system, as shown in Figure 2 is divided into four components based on
functionality. We describe four parts in more detail:

Backbone Router

Router

Viewer
Database

Storer

Collector Collector

Connectivity Cloud

Regional Network

Local Network

Backbone Router Backbone Router

Router Router
Router Router
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1. Status report module accepts request and provides the status information obtained
from a routing table and a forwarding table.

2. Collect module does a request for the status report to one or more routers and
gathers data from them.

3. Store module stores the status information col
database.

4. View module displays the multicast status base
demand.

Fig. 2. Basic Compo

4  Design and Implementation

MRD system consists of five programs, which 
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illustrates the process architecture of our system.
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The MRD program is responsible for doing request to MRD-capable mrouted
program and making it available to users on the local host and remote host. Its
functionalities are similar to Cisco’s IP Multicast Routing commands.
Now MRD-capable mrouted and MRD support five commands to users. :

1. show ip mroute
2. show ip mroute active
3. show ip mroute count
4. show ip mroute summary
5. show ip igmp groups

Fig. 3. Process Architecture

The MRDcollect program is responsible for collecting data from MRD-capable
mrouteds by executing MRD program and from Cisco’s router by executing Cisco’s
IP Multicast Routing commands. The MRDcollect is executed every 5 minutes. For
reflecting the status of multicast network in time, it locates in one domain.
The MRDstore program is responsible for storing data collected by MRDcollect
program in the database system. We use mSQL (Mini SQL) whose version is 2.0.11
made by Hughes Technologies[6] to make and query a database.
The MRDview program is responsible for displaying the status of multicast network
based on sql query of the database system.
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MRDcollect
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The MRDview is actually the set of Lite[6] scripts on W3-mSQL[6] in order to
display the result of mSQL query on Web pages.
The MRDview consists of three Lite scripts, session.msql, reception.msql and
forwarding.msql. The status which they display is as follows:

1. Session Announcement Status
2. Multicast Traffic Reception Status
3. Multicast Forwarding Status

5  Experiment and Analysis

5.1 Experiment

We perform an experiment to measure the effect of our system. We show MRD
usages based on scenarios and the various statistics. Based on our experimental
results, we compare the related works with our system.

Our testbed is an Asia-Pacific Advanced Network-Korea (APAN-KR). We choose
Seoul-XP, Seoul-AP, Taejon-AP which are the backbone routers of APAN-KR as
monitored routers. And the routers of Seoul National University (SNU[7]) and Korea
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST[8]) are selected since they
have the most traffic on APAN-KR. Figure 4 illustrates our testbed.

Seoul-XP

Taejon-AP

KAISTSNU

S-Collector T-Collector

Storer &
Viewer

Seoul-AP

Fig. 4. Testbed for experiments
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5.2 Experimental Results

MRD system is used to detect various multicast-related problems based on various
scenarios. These scenarios are as follows:

• “I can't see the IMJ-Channel 1.”
• “I have some traffic but ...”
•  “Where does traffic flow?”

The first scenario is to detect the session announcement problems. We could detect
the problem, the session information was not announced.
The second scenario is to detect the multicast traffic reception problems. We use the
example, IMJ-Channel 1 session is not announced at Seoul-AP for detecting this
problem. We could find the reason of traffic reception problem.
The third scenario is to detect the forwarding problems. When the bursty traffic
incomes, we wonder whether this traffic is justifiable or not.

5.3 Analysis

We compared the related works with MRD system based on experimental results. The
comparison factors are the required information mentioned earlier, portability and
scalability. Table 1 summarizes the result of comparison. SNMP-based tool provides
all required information except session information. Since SNMP-enable router is
required for SNMP-based tool, portability is middle. Scalability is also middle.
Multicast route tracing tools provides the routing and forwarding information from
source to receiver, hop-by-hop statistics. Since all routers support multicast route
tracing, portability is high. Scalability is middle since where multicast and unicast
topologies are not aligned (as is the case in many multicast-enabled networks)
multicast route tracing tools may not function. Multicast Reachability Monitor
provides packet loss information. Since Cisco's router supports Multicast Reachability
Monitor, portability is middle. Scalability is also middle. Multicast Routing Debugger
provides all required information. Since Cisco's router and MRD-capable mrouted
support Multicast Routing Debugger, portability is middle. Scalability is low, since
routers in the static domain are monitored.

6  Conclusion

By reviewing commonly encountered multicast problems, we could define the
information which should be monitored in order to detect the problems. Although
there exist several types of multicast management tool, any tool isn't satisfied with
these requirements. Our proposed system was designed to collect and process these
required information from heterogeneous routers.
Our proposed system gave the various status of a multicast network with an easy to
use, web-based and intuitive viewer tool. Since the status information was stored in a
database system, it was comfortable to maintain and manage it. We could detect
various multicast-related problems by using our system.
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Table 1. Comparison with related works
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Abstract. This paper presents a new framework for constructing appli-
cations for wearable computers. We do not consider wearable computing
merely as a single self-confined system. Rather, wearable computing can
be treated as a cooperative application with information surrounding a
person and various devices attached to him/her. We have developed a
framework of such wearable computing called “Wapplet.” Wapplet pro-
vides adaptation to the availability of devices as well as a systematic
scheme of constructing applications for wearable computing. In this pa-
per, we describe the design and implementation of Wapplet, and show
its prototype system.

1 Introduction

The popularity of personal digital devices has increased rapidly in the last few
years. The devices range from Personal Digtial Assistances (PDAs) to cellular
phones. Although they differ in sizes and styles, they share common character-
istics: wireless connectivity and limited computing capability. To fully employ
computing with these devices, two key techniques are required.

First, worn devices themselves need to be configured to be efficiently con-
nected together. These devices can be used to complement traditional comput-
ing systems to provide easier access method for resources of information such
as WWW, e-mails, and multimedia data. Generally, a mobile user holds several
devices simultaneously. Hence, if the worn device is connected together without
any configuration, the benefit of the user can increase beyond the limitation
of the capability of each device alone. Furthermore, it is important to provide
a communication mechanism among the worn devices and other non-worn de-
vices and appliances that are surrounding the user to fulfill a complicated user’s
demand.

Second, it is also necessary to adapt for changes of device availability because
devices that are currently worn by the user may change frequently due to user’s
activity. Especially, in case of using the appliances equipped with a room, they
may become unavailable when the user moves.

In this paper, we focus on such a cooperation of devices to access multimedia
data. We have designed and implemented a multimedia application framework,
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named Wapplet Framework, which aims at cooperation of devices and adaptation
for changes of environment. To realize the cooperation, we utilize a wearable
computer as a controller of devices, and we have adopted a centralized approach
to control devices and to obtain information about changes of environment for
adaptation. First, we address issues of this approach and our wearable computing
environment which is the basis of our framework. Second, we propose Wapplet
Framework as an application framework for a wearable applications. Finally, we
describe its implementation and compare our work with related works.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows; Section 2 shows design
issues of our research , and section 3 provides a brief overview about Wearable
Network. Requirements for applications are discussed in section 4. Section 5 de-
scribes design of Wapplet Framework in detail. The related work is summarized
in section 6.

2 Design Issues

Several researches have been done on building a framework to provide coopera-
tion of devices to access multimedia data. From the viewpoint of flows of data,
the methodology can be classified into two groups: centralized and distributed
approaches.

In centralized approaches, such as Universal Interaction[1] and Document
Based Approach[2], all multimedia data control data are maintained by cen-
tralized controller such as a PDA. These approaches can allow the system to
build a control mechanism easily. However, it does not provide the scalability in
accomodating aggregation of multimedia data such as video/audio stream.

In distributed approaches such as Hive[3], each device can behave and co-
operate with another device autonomously without having a central controller.
This approach provides scalable communications because a bottleneck node does
not exist. However, it is more difficult to achieve system-wide adaptation to a
user’s state and the availability of devices since decision making is done at each
node independently.

Considering the advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches, we
design a system on the principle of separation of control and data paths. The
control paths are centralized at a single node, wearable computer. The wear-
able computer collects all the information about devices and controls them. In
contrast, the data paths are distributed. Therefore there is no single bottleneck
node. This is desirable especially for multimedia data. With this approach, we
can expect both scalability of data stream and easy adaptation to changes in
environment.

3 Wearable Network

A wearable computer is not the only device a user wears. The user will carry
other small electronic devices such as a music player, PDA, and a cellular phone.
These devices can constitute a network in which they communicate with each
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other. Since these devices as well as the wearable computer are worn, we call the
network “wearable” network. 1 illustrates overview of the wearable network.

The key characteristic of the wearable network is the existence of a single
controller of all other nodes. However, as considered in the previous section, data
paths are distributed unlike control paths. This design principle is reasonable
because the wearable computer is always worn by the user but other devices
may change depending on situations. Thus we can design a system of wearable
computing by splitting concerned problems into one inside a wearable network
and one between the wearable network and the outer environment. Our goal is
to establish a suitable software framework for wearable networks.

Fig. 1. Wearable Network

Wearable Network architecture consists of several parts, this paper particu-
larly focused on its application framework, named Wapplet Framework. In the
next section, we describe the requirements for this application framework in
detail.

4 Requirements for Applications

In this section, we consider requirements for applications that run over a wearable
network. Based on the consideration, we will determine and design the system for
wearable networks. The requirements are summarized as follows: identification,
coordination, and adaptation.

4.1 Identification

In a wearable network, a single entity is responsible for controlling all other
devices. Therefore an application running over the network needs to identify the
status of the devices and the environment surrounding a user of the application.
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Although the information of the status may be only availability of devices, it
includes in general the sensed values of physical environments. All data should
be represented in a format that can be handled in computer software.

4.2 Coordination

Given the correctly identified information about the devices and the environ-
ment, the application needs to coordinate all the devices. The coordination spans
over a wide spectrum. The simplest side of the spectrum is creating a data path
between two different devices. Each device is associated with the capability and
kind of input and output; an audio input should be connected to an audio out-
put, and a JPEG output data should be converted when it is connected to a
GIF input. The other side of the spectrum is allocating limited resources such
as CPU execution time and network bandwidth.

4.3 Adaptation

The status of devices and the environment can change when a user of the wear-
able network moves. For instance, let us assume that the user is watching a
stream video in a small screen in a room where no other display devices are
available. When the user moves to a room where a larger screen is equipped,
then he can watch the stream video on the larger screen. Thus, the application
of the wearable network needs to adapt to the identified status.

5 Design of Wapplet Framework

In this section, we describe a system architecture of Wapplet Framework in detail
to satisfy all design goals.

Wapplet Framework consists of three components: Wapplet as application,
Mission Mechanism as a control mechanism of Wapplet and Service Providers
as the run-time of Wapplet on devices. Figure2 illustrates the outline of these
components and the relationship between them.

5.1 Wapplet

In Wapplet Framework, Wapplet uses multiple devices to accomplish a user’s
task. Hence, these devices should be integrated and their function should be
provided to the application. To realize this, we adopt a distributed application
method to build Wapplet in which, one application is separated into several
modules, named Wapplet module. They are scattered on the devices that are
required for the task. Each module is responsible for the task which should be
performed using the device where the module is located on.

Furthermore, in order to achieve adaptation, we have made the module as mi-
gratable object. When adaptation becomes needed, a module should move from
unavailable device to an alternative while preserving the state of the module.
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Fig. 2. Software Organization

Wapplet module can access only one data type which is defined in classes
of devices(See 1). Hence, one Wapplet module can handle several devices which
belong to an identical class.

Adaptation. We can divide changes of service availability into two cases. Wap-
plet Framework can handle both cases.

– a case in which an alternative service is available
In this case, another alternative service can be found although a service be-
comes unavailable. A Wapplet module is able to start using the new service.

– a case without an alternative service
In this case, no alternative can be found. A Wapplet module attempts media
translation to compensate the unavailable service. If the media translation
cannot be done properly, the task was using the service is guaranteed to be
suspended correctly.

Mission Mechanism decides which way to adopt. The decision and adaptation
are hidden from Wapplet programmers. Therefore, it is possible to build Wapplet
applications without considerating the changes of service availability in detail.

5.2 Service Provider

Service Providers are executed on each device to provide Wapplet modules with
both their execution environment and an interface to access a function of the de-
vice. Service Providers are classified from the viewpoint of providing an alterna-
tive service to Wapplet modules. Based on the top-level media-type of MIME[10]
definition, Service Providers are categorized by media types as shown in 1.

For example, a speaker and a headphone are considered to provide an iden-
tical interface, sound output. Therefore a Wapplet module can use these devices
alternately through one common interface.
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Table 1. Device Classes

class of devices example
media type I/O
video output display
video input video camera
image output display, printer
image input digital still camera
sound output speaker, headphone
sound input microphone
text output display, printer
text input keyboard, scanner

5.3 Mission Mechanism

Mission Mechanism is a middleware on the wearable computer and it has two
purposes: controlling a Wapplet and obtaining information about a device avail-
ability. For the first purpose, Mission Mechanism executes Configuration mod-
ule for each Wapplet to recognize required Service Providers and to notify the
changes of Service Provider. A Configuration module has functions to control
Wapplet modules and to register a list of Service Providers to Mission Mech-
anism. To realize this, Mission Mechanism should provide an execution envi-
ronment for Configuration module. Configuration module can be automatically
generated from a description of Wapplet which is written by a Wapplet pro-
grammer.

Mission Mechanism looks up Service Providers that are needed to execute the
Wapplet. If availability of a Service Provider has changed, Mission Mechanism
notifies the Wapplet module which is executed on the Service Provider to migrate
the module.

Configuration Module. Configuration module is a part of Wapplet, and it is
executed on Mission Mechanism. As described before, it is generated from the
description of Wapplet requirements and capability to allow Mission Mechanism
to obtain Wapplet information. Wapplet programmers can write a description
for Configuration module in XML[6] document which is based on a DTD we
have designed.

Furthermore, programmers can write information about adaptation in the
document, such as a module structure of the Wapplet and information about
Serivce Provider needed for execution.

Configuration module can communicate with Wapplet modules and conduct
them based on rules of adaptation written in itself. Mission Mechanism can
detect changes of environment, such as service availability and user’s state. In
this paper, we are not concerned about the user’s state but adaptation to service
availability.
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Regarding adaptation to service availability, Configuration module needs to
maintain the following information.

– Location of Wapplet modules
In order for Wapplet modules to communicate with each other, Configuration
module should maintain their location.

– Service Provider availability
Configuration module should obtain changes of Service Provider availability
for adaptation. Accordingly, Configuration module needs to receive the noti-
fication about Service Provider availability from Mission mechanism. When
availability has been changed, Configuration module conducts migration of
Wapplet modules.

Service Provider lookup. Mission Mechanism uses a directory service to
recognize Service Providers that can be used in the current environment. The
directory service can maintain Service Providers in a particular area , and it
replies to a look up request from Mission Mechanism. The Area that is main-
tained by the Service provider is decided by the administrator of the system or
network. However, we assume a directory service exists in each room or floor.

Each Service Provider should register its media type as an attribute to the
Directory Service in its proximity. Due to this registration, Mission Mechanism
can look up Service Provider by media type. Therefore, the look up does not
depend on a device name.

5.4 Wapplet Messages

Wapplet Framework need to handle several types of message to control applica-
tions and to achieve adaptation. We classify messages that are used in Wapplet
Framework into the following types.

Adaptation Message
This message is used to control Wapplet modules from Configuration module
on Mission Mechanism. this message causes migration of Wapplet to adapt
to a changes of service availability. It contains new service provider name,
which will be used alternatively.

Inter-module Message
This message is used to exchange information among Wapplet modules that
consititute one Wapplet to accomplish a task required to each application.
This message can be designed by a Wapplet programmer to realize appli-
cation behavior. Because Wapplet modules can migrate over several Service
Providers, the Wapplet module which desire to send a message need to know
the location of destination Wapplet modules. This location is maintained by
Configuration module of the Wapplet. Therefore, the Wapplet module re-
quests the location of destination before sending a message.
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Look up Message
This type of message is exchanged between Wapplet module and Configura-
tion module to solve location of the Wapplet module which is the destination
of the inter-module message. This messages contain the name of the Wapplet
module which is requested location and its reply contain the location of the
Service Provider.

A Wapplet programer must consider only application-specific data that is
implemented in the inter-module message. Other types of messages, adaptation
and look up messages, are maintain by Wapplet Framework to achieve adaptation
and coordination of modules.

6 Implementation

In this section, we describe the implementation of Wapplet, Service Provider
and Mission Mechanism. All components are written in Java using JDK 1.3.

We have implemented Java class libraries to provide API for building Wapplet
and Service Provider.

6.1 Wapplet

We have built class libraries to provide basic facility to switch devices and to
exchange several types of message that are described above. For building multi-
media applications, the API for handling media data is also provided.

Device Switching. In order to adapt to changes of device availability, Wapplet
modules should be migratable as described above. In our implementation, we use
object serialization and Remote Method Invocation(RMI) that are provided by
JDK. When adaptation is needed, the Wapplet module requests migration to
the Service Provider where it is executed on. Subsequently, the Service Provider
serializes the Wapplet module and sends the object to correspondent Service
Provider.

Wapplet API. Wapplet API is used for handling multimedia data by a Wap-
plet programmer. Furthermore, it is also used to build messages for exchanging
application-specific data. We have implemented the following two types of API.

Device Control API
We have implemented interfaces written in Java for each device type. The
following code represents an example of using an audio interface.
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Message Exchange API
Message Exchange API is used for handling inter-module messages. We pro-
vide the following two method to allow a programmer to handle the message.

public void sendMessage(WappletMessage msg, String wapplet_name);
// Method for sending the message
public WappletMessage ReceiveMessage();
// Method for reading the message from
// a queue assigned for this Wapplet

6.2 Service Provider

The current implementation of Service
Provider can support migration of Wapplet modules (including functions of re-
ceiving and executing Wapplet modules), media data handling, and cooporation
with directory service.

Migration of Wapplet module. Service
Providers need to provide the run-time for Wapplet modules and interface to
be requested for migration of Wapplet module. In our implementation, Service
Provider has facility to receive Wapplet module from another Service Provider or
Mission Mechanism. In addition it can assign several threads to execute module
for each Wapplet module.
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Media Data Handling. For handling multimedia data, it is possible to process
data which can be obtained through Real-time Transport Protocol(RTP) and
from files. Moreover, representation of multimedia data has been built by using
JMF2.1(Java Media Framework)[7], which provides javax.media package.

6.3 Mission Mechanism

Mission Mechanism, which should play a role of controlling Wapplet applications,
is executed on a wearable computer. It should also manage the current state of
Service Providers. Mission Mechanism can provide mainly two functions, looking
up Service Providers and execution of Configuration module to control Wapplet.

Service Provider Lookup. Mission Mechanism communicates with an LDAP
server as a directory service to look up Service Providers to search for required
devices to execute Wapplet. Media type, which is shown in 1 , can be used as
attribute for look-up. As a result of the look-up, Mission Mechanism can obtain
the name of Service Provider and its IP address that are used to migrate Wapplet
module. This information is notified to Configuration module, if it is necessary.
After this notification, Configuration module may decide where Wapplet module
will migrate.

7 Related Work

Hive[3] realizes a cooporation of various devices using an agent framework. The
agent can collaborate with each other using message exchange, and a middle-
ware named “Shadow” provides an abstracted interface to access device-specific
functions. As described before, this research adopts distributed approach, hence,
Hive can provide enough scalability. However, it is more difficult that all agents
are conscious of the changes of environment due to their autonomy.

Under Universal Interaction[1], the device can change its source of service
when the device moves into a new environment in order to continuously utilize
the facility of service. This research is similar to our system in that both system
uses various devices which are appropriate for the environment. However, our
framework separates control and data paths. Our system uses a wearable com-
puter to control devices in a centralized fashion. We assume that it may also
manage a situation infomation of a user. Hence our system geves better support
for the adaptive application.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a Wapplet framework, which enable programmers to
build multimedia application in Wearable Network environment.

Wapplet Framework can provide great flexibility and adaptability to changes
in environment using the wearable computer as control center. To realize the
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application in envirnment where various worn device are destributed, we pro-
pose the principle of separation of control and data paths. Finally, we described
current state of implementation of Wapplet Framework.
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Abstract. Recently, the mechanisms of multicast tree construction for
retransmission have been introduced. However, it is not appropriate so that such
mechanisms construct a multicast tree using complex metrics or receivers select
the designated node. Because all node know complex metrics to construct tree
or selection of intermediate node is accomplished through the choice of session
creator or receivers. This paper proposes construction mechanism for efficient
retransmission using link information and introduces architecture for reliable
multicast communication. This mechanism is called Level-limited Tree
Management Protocol (TMP). In this mechanism, the join message used to
construct a tree is a based on the ICMP extended message.

1 Introduction

In IP Multicast, each source’s data flow is delivered efficiently to all interested
receivers according to a multicast routing tree. In reliable multicast, the efficiency of
data delivery is of paramount importance. Multicast technologies have to provide this
efficiency by incurring lower network and end-system costs than typical unicast and
broadcast. In most of the current approaches to the multicast issue, the multicast
network is tree-structured. For reliable delivery of data, a sender retransmits data for
the failed receiver. If the sender retransmits to all receivers by multicast, successful
receivers will receive duplicated data. If a sender retransmits to each failed receivers
via unicast, a sender has to retransmit large volumes over large-scale network. Thus
we need a scalable mechanism for retransmission, i.e. an algorithm designed to reduce
the sender’s load.

This paper proposes an algorithm of multicast tree construction for retransmission
of data. This is a tree construction algorithm through the hop counts from sender to
receivers. That is, receivers wanting to join the multicast session send join messages,
including ICMP extended messages, to the sender. Senders receiving join message
from receivers are informed of hop counts from sender to receivers. The sender builds
hierarchical levels using hop counts and constructs a multicast tree for retransmission.
The configured tree by the multi-level get to decreases the number of intermediate
node (i.e. local server, LS). Also, each intermediate node has less processing overhead
for receivers.
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2 Overview

A sender must retransmit user data to unsuccessful receivers in reliable multicast
communication like as in unicast. However, multicast retransmission consumes much
bandwidth, as unicast retransmission requires heavy load to the sender. So, the
proposed tree algorithms decrease much bandwidth consumption by the multicast
retransmission and much load of sender by the unicast retransmission. Following is a
new definition for the proposed algorithm.

We redefined terminologies used in conventional reliable multicast.
� Local Retransmission Domain: Scope of partial Retransmission.
� Local Server (LS): When a sender configures multicast tree based on the hop

counts, designated router or host have to retransmit to one’s retransmission
domain.

� Secondary Local Server (SLS): When local server is faulty or leaves from the
session, a router or host has to retransmit data packet within retransmission
domain instead of the local server.

Figure 1 shows the overview of a multicast retransmission tree. One or more
routers may be exist both between sender(S) and local server(LS), and between local
server and local server.
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Fig. 1. Overview of multicast topology

3 Proposed Tree Construction Algorithm

This section describes detailed tree construction procedures. The creator must define
session characteristics before session creation. That is, the creator defines information
concerning each local retransmission domain (i.e. the maximum and minimum
number of member within retransmission domain). Because when the number of
participants is below the minimum number, the sender can transmit by unicast.
Therefore, the creator need not create multicast tree. Conversely, when the number of
participants greatly exceeds the maximum number as a result of many late joiners, the
creator has to adjust the number of participants within each domain to reduce the load
of the local server.
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3.1 Initial Construction of Multicast Tree

We assume that receivers know that they have to create an ICMP extended message
in order to join the multicast session. Also, we assume that the creator already knows
information concerning routers around the creator and can see inside received
messages. Initial trees are constructed by following procedure.
1. Receivers have to send a join message to the sender (creator) to join in the

multicast session. The extended ICMP message marks both back and forward link
information until it arrives at the sender.

2. Sender looks for the join messages received by the receivers and classifies
receivers by several levels according to the hop counts. Then, sender divides
receivers with the same hop counts.

3. The sender searches receivers with the same link information among receivers of
each level and binds them into a group.

4. After tree construction, the sender chooses the local server of each classified group.
At this time, secondary local servers are selected to provide reliability when local
servers leave the session or otherwise fail to retransmit.

5. The selected local server multicast to the receivers within its retransmission
domain to notify that it is the local server. It is instead of ACK message that you
can join session. At this time, multicast addresses to be used are determined
according to session characteristics. That is, it may be used as a SSM (Source
Specific Multicast) address, or as a defined address within each retransmission
domain by administratively IP multicast, ZAP (Zone Announcement Protocol).
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Fig. 2. Initial Construction of Multicast Tree

3.2 Reconstruction of Multicast Tree

The late join of receivers, the leave of session, or leave of the local server reconstructs
multicast trees. Following is the procedure of tree reconstruction.
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3.2.1 Late Join
Late joiners want to participate in multicast sessions send a join message, including
extended ICMP message to the sender. The sender receiving join messages observes
the hop counts and IP address of intermediate links, and selects a proper level and an
appropriate local server. In the case of an existing local server, the sender notifies the
IP address of the local server to the late joiner. In case where no local server exists,
the sender selects a new local server, and sends information about the parent (or child)
node.
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Fig. 3. Tree Reconfiguration by the Late Joiner

3.2.2 Session Leave of Receiver
Receivers want to leave from the multicast session send leave message to the sender.
At this time, the local server need not know about the leave of receiver within its
retransmission domain, because local servers retransmit using multicast. If the
retransmission domain has fewer members less the minimum number of the
retransmission domain after the leave of the receiver, the sender must combine with
an adjacent retransmission domain and re-select both the retransmission domain and
the local server.

3.2.3 Session Leave of Local Server
Local servers want to leave the multicast session send leave message to the sender.
The sender receives the leave message of current local server and notifies that the
secondary local server is new local server from now. Also the sender selects a new
secondary local server within the retransmission domain. The new local server
multicast to the receivers within its retransmission domain to notify them that it is
now the local server.

3.3 Flow of Tree Construction

When the sender has received join message from receivers, it operates a following
procedure for classification of link information (intermediate link address and hop
counts). Figure 6 shows a classification of the link information and a decision of
retransmission domain for the multicast tree construction. Sender finally compares the
receiver number of each final group with N and n, and determines the retransmission
domains.
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3.4 Protocol Stack for Reliable Multicast

Reliable multicast communications require functions concerned with multicast
session such as following; an initiation of the multicast session, management of the
multicast session, and reliable data retransmission for all receivers. Initiation function
of the multicast session defines session’s characteristics and allocates multicast
address. It also advertises the multicast session. Reliable multicast protocol has to
provide a reliable delivery service to all participants. Therefore, session management
function creates a multicast tree based on the participants to retransmit user data and
maintains participant’s status (i.e. late-join of non-participants, session leave of
participants, and re-join of leavers). The configured multicast tree could be used in
other protocols.

Figure 7 shows a protocol stack included above mentioned. Each protocol requires
information stored in the other function or relates with the other function. In this
paper, we propose an algorithm for a retransmission tree as part of the session
management. Efficient tree facilitates efficient management of resources, the database
and membership.

Each protocol is following:
� Initiation Control Protocol (ICP): ICP defines session’s characteristics and

allocates multicast address. It also advertises the multicast session.
� Membership Management Protocol (MMP): Multicast protocols need to have

changeable function according to dynamic members’ status so that information
about membership could change any time.

� Tree Management Protocol (TMP): Multicast tree for retransmission is created
based on the join message of receivers. TMP acts for initial construction and
reconstruction by the change of membership information.

� Reliable Multicast Datagram Protocol (RMDP): To provide reliable service,
RMDP function retransmits user data to failed receivers using multicast tree, which
were configured by the TMP.

� Information Exchange Protocol (IEP): Each protocol has to share information with
the other protocol about membership and the session. IEP stores management
information used in the session, and delivers the information to the other peer
protocol.
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Fig. 7. Protocol Stack for the Reliable Multicast
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4 Evaluation of This Mechanism

Reliable multicast protocol based on this tree construction places the responsibility for
ensuring reliable packet delivery on the receivers. This mechanism helps sender to
decrease sender’s processing load.

Table 1. Average message processing cost

Algorithm Message processing cost
This algorithm m � Havg + d � Havg

Centralized 2m � Havg

Jia’s 2m � havg

QoSMIC Centr. m(w � (w-1)(t-1) + c � havg) � x
QoSMIC Distr. m(w � (w-1)(t-1) + |T|) � x

In table 1, havg is the average hop count of join path from receiver to designated
node, while Havg is the average hop count from source to destination. Jia’s algorithm
only requires that message processing cost is 2m � havg. However, each message
actually contains the whole tree information, since intermediate nodes have all
information in a Jia’s algorithm. As a result, the load of intermediate nodes is equal to
that of the sender. The result for QoSMIC is from [1](the x factor is added to reflect
the fact that messages have to be processed by more than one node). For QoSMIC, w
is the average degree of a router; t is the maximum TTL used for search; |T| is tree
size; c is the number of candidates for BID-ORDER session(BID-ORDER is message
to join by a new member)[1].

5 Conclusion

The efficiency of data delivery is highly important. IP multicast supports efficient
multicast data forwarding through the use of multicast trees, but it guarantees only
best-effort delivery and can cause a feedback implosion at the multicast sender. So,
recently the mechanisms of efficient multicast tree for retransmission were
introduced. However such mechanisms construct a multicast tree using complex
metrics and the selection of the intermediate node (i.e. designated node) is not
appropriate, since selection is accomplished through the choice of session creator or
receivers.

In multicast communication, a sender accomplishes data retransmission. But we
select a local server and a retransmission domain for retransmission and delivery of
control message. That is, this algorithm is designed to reduce sender’s load. Also, it
defines including maximum number of member and minimum number of number
within retransmission domain. Because when number of participants is less than
minimum number, sender transmits by unicast, the creator cannot create a multicast
tree. And when the number of participants greatly exceeds the maximum number by
many late joiners, the creator has to divide the retransmission domain to reduce the
load of the local server. We can verify decreased processing overhead through our
simulation. Future work will add an algorithm to provide QoS and implement group
management protocol based on this algorithm.
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Abstract. Being accompanied by the recently widespread Internet,
computer networks are becoming an indispensable tool for communica-
tion. On the other hand, more and more devices other than computers,
such as Personal Digital Assistants(PDAs) or cellular phones are con-
nected to the Internet are as well as computers. Moreover, even cameras
to take real-time images have being connected to. This tendency seems
to grow stronger. Especially on the Next Generation Internet established
by IPv6 networks, more and more various devices could be connected to
the Internet as network devices with numerous global addresses.
This paper defines devices connected to the network and proposes a
system to realize complicated processing by combining these devices.

1 Introduction

With the Internet being developed, computer networks have become diversi-
fied and various infrastructures such as wired or wireless networks have been
established. Web servers and image distribution servers provide information at
clients’ request and distribute pre-accumulated images on demand. On the other
hand, making positive use of interactive networks enables remote devices to be
controlled and information to be obtained. A variety of researches for them
have been committed. The remote-controlled robot technology, which has been
researching from long ago, is expected to enhance its possibility by using the
Internet and its researches have been conducted actively. These remote devices,
however, are to control devices with single function by a specific application. On
the Next Generation Internet in the future, a number of remote devices could
be connected to because of providing numerous IP addresses by introducing
IPv6. These devices could realize more complicated processing by unifying each
device’s process through networks as well as realize given functions in advance.
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2 Motivation

2.1 Related Works

For the research by Kaplan et al.[1], the controller of an ordinary radio-controlled
car is connected to the IP link with 56kbps, the images out of the camera
equipped with the radio-controlled car are transferred to an image distribution
server by a transmitter, and the video is captured and IP transferred. A similar
system with ATM networks[2] has been developed at MIT.

However, in this case, the remote-controlled car merely moves on command
value and does not move once it loses control signals from the controller. To
cope with these problems, Simmons et al. developed the Xavier[3,4] that has
a function to execute the first given command by autonomous operation when
the control signals are lost as well as be operated with command values by
the interface of Web Screen. Though this function is necessary in the unstable
connection environment to the remote devices, to develop autonomous devices
adaptive to diverse environments is not easy because various sensors and control
functions to determine the movement should be installed. So the environment
for it should be specified to design and to develop. In the meantime, Paulous et
al. have developed the Web Blimp[5], an airship controlled by the interface of
Web screen. The camera equipped with the blimp could be referred on the Web
monitor.

Doherty et al. calls these remote-controlled devices Ubiquitous Telerobotic
Devices and describe their capability and applications that can be realized by
the devices[6]. The device called micronode, which accommodates active IPv6
networks, has already developed[7].

2.2 Proposed Capabilities

The remote device described previous chapter has already been available as a
complete function body, but data exchange with other remote devices or coor-
dinated operation has not been in consideration yet. On the Next Generation
Internet, however, more complicated processing becomes available by operating
these remote devices cooperatively because many of them will be connected to
the Internet.

To realize such objectives, data models that can combine network devices
would be needed on the condition that what is each network device is defined.
And how to let such devices as being very primitive and with no access to the
networks work as a network device is also one of important issues.

Considering all pre-mentioned issues, we defined the device connected to the
networks as the device with a function and one or more inputs or outputs, or
one or more inputs and outputs. In the same way, we defined the remote device
composed of multiple network devices as a network device. The network device
is named NAD, the Network Accessible Device. The NADIA, the Network Ac-
cessible Device on the Internet Architecture, is proposed as a system to manage
the NAD on the Internet environment.
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3 NAD: Network Accessible Device

3.1 Concept

Once such devices as cameras and microphones are connected to the network,
various information in the real world could be digitized and exchanged on line.
On the contrary, the digitized information could work with the real one for all
geographical distance. The devices, however, vary and the information and its
operating instructions are also in wide variety. For instance, the video camera
can obtain the image of the place where the camera is set up. The devices of
this kind measure the information in the real world and are passive to the real
world where the information is converted into digital data. In the meantime, the
devices such as motor work according to the indicated value and have active
function to approach real objects.

Each device needs to input data and output data in order to make use of the
device’s function. The camera mentioned above, for example, zoom value and
focus adjustment need to be input to the camera in addition to notifying the
start and end of filming. The obtained image would be output based on the input
data. Thus, the camera makes a device with both input and output functions.
As for a motor, it operates with pulse as an input value or a voltage value but
does not have an output value. However when frequency measurement is needed,
for the actual use, the motor’s frequency is measured with rotary encoders. The
rotary encoder does not have input data but frequency as an output. If such a
motor with a rotary encoder is considered a device, the motor makes a device
with both input and output functions. Thus, there are some complex devices
that realize one function when combined with other devices.

The NAD that is proposed in this research can be connected to the network
and can communicate over the network. On top of that, the NADIA is a system
that connects NAD to the Internet and makes it available.

3.2 NAD Element

The minimum units of logical data models that describe the NAD are the fol-
lowing three primitive elements; they are an element that defines input to the
device, an element that defines output from the device, and an element described
by the element that defines the device’s processing function. The following is de-
scriptions of each NAD element.

NAD Input Element. The NAD Input Element indicates the function to
receive input data from the network or the device. The NAD Input Element
receives data through the network and forwards it to the NAD Function Element.
It can also receive input data from the NAD Output Element and transfer data
between the NADs. The NAD Input Element has its name, ID, and connected
to that should be input as property values.
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NAD Output Element. The NAD Output Element indicates the function to
output data from the device to the network or other devices. The NAD Output
Element receives data from the NAD Function Element. It can also output data
from to the NAD Input Element and transfer data between the NAD elements.
The NAD Output Element has its name, ID, and connected to that should be
output as property values.

NAD Function Element. Each device has functions such as processing de-
pending on input data and providing the result that is obtained by prescript
processing. The NAD Function Element indicates the processing function of
such devices. The Element describes the processing function, input values, and
output values. When the device is used, the function processed by the element’s
property value, the parameters needed, and the output data can be available as
references.
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Fig. 1. NAD Elements

3.3 Basic NAD

Basic NAD is a minimum unit what is available as a NAD. In this paper, the
device connected to the network is defined as which has one and more Input
Element or one and more Output Elemnt or both of them, and has a Function
Element. The most fundamental device is called Basic NAD. The Basic NAD
includes ones called Input NAD, Output NAD, and Input-Output NAD. Unlike
the after-mentioned Composite NAD, the Basic NAD does not contain another
NAD.
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Input NAD. The Input NAD has one and more NAD Input Element and a
NAD Function Element. Users can know functions available and input parame-
ters based on the functions according to the descriptions in the NAD Function
Element. Once obtaining the information, users who can access the NAD Input
Element become able to operate the targeted Input NAD by specific a function
and inputting parameters. The motor that can be connected to the network is
one of the Input NAD.

Output NAD. The Output NAD has one and more NAD Output Element
and a NAD Function Element. Users can understand functions available and
output parameters based on the functions according to the descriptions in the
NAD Function Element. Being informed with procedures above, users who can
connect to the NAD Output Element would be able to access to the information
of the targeted Output NAD by reading functions sought for and parameters
out of the Output Element. The rotary encoder that can connect to the network
is one of the Output NAD.

Input-Output NAD. The Input-Output NAD has one and more NAD Input
Element, one and more NAD Output Element, and a NAD Function Element.
It has both characteristics of the Output NAD and the Input NAD. As for this
NAD, input value from the NAD Input Element is processed with the function
designated by the NAD Function Element and output value is read out of the
NAD Output Element. The camera when it specifies start and end of filming
according to command value and obtain the image as an output. Therefore, the
video camera is one of the Input-Output NAD.
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Function
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Fig. 2. Basic NAD

3.4 Composite NAD

To implement complicated processes, composite devices combined with more
than one device are set up. The composite device is described as a composite
NAD, which is a combination of NADs.
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There are two methods to configure Composite NAD. One is configuring it
with inner element of the NAD such as Input or Output Element which are
accessible from outside, and the other is configuring it as Function Elements are
exclusively used and access from outside is prohibited. When configuring it with
access from outside allowed, NAD, an element of Composite NAD, can be used
as NAD. When Configuring it with exclusive use, an element NAD cannot be
used as NAD from outside Composite NAD because no access from outside is
allowed and it is used through Composite NAD that includes appropriate NAD.
When no access to element NAD is allowed, the NAD looks like a Basic NAD
from outside.

3.5 Example of Composite NAD

As an example of Composite NAD, a network-controled car controlled by wire-
less network is taken up. For the network-control car, the device controlled by
network consists of a servo controller and a motor amplifier. The amplifier cor-
responds an accelerator of the network-control car to control output from the
motor. The servo controller corresponds a steering to control horizontal moves
of the front wheels. The figure 3 shows the NAD configuration of the network-
control car.
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Fig. 3. The NAD which constitutes network-controlled car

This example, however, is nothing more than a combination of just two de-
vices, a Servo Controller and an Motor Amplifier. In order to have elements
of Composite NAD, these devices should be added some functions to be oper-
ated cooperatively. For instance, operations named Steering Control and Speed
Control are provided as functions to operate the NAD shown in the figure 3
cooperatively. To control the NAD named Network Control Car, just using its
functions of Steering Angle and Speed Control is enough and there is no need
to know how to control Servo Controller and Motor Amplifier. Therefore, the
Network Control Car is described as a device of a Function Element that has
functions of Steering Angle and Speed Control and an Input NAD that has input
data from networks as shown in figure 4.
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With a camera installed in the network-controlled car, the car become a
Composite NAD, which consists of two devices: Network Control Car NAD and
Camera NAD. The Composite NAD, Self-Movable Car NAD can be used as a
self-movable camera with which users may control Network Control NAD while
monitoring the video sent from Camera NAD. Furthermore, a Chase Car NAD
that chases an objective can be configured after what to do as follows. First a
Searcher NAD that searches an objective from images filmed by the camera is
configured using Camera NAD and Image Analysis NAD. Then the Searcher
NAD is combined with Network Control Car NAD.
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Fig. 4. Network Control Car NAD
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4 Network Accessible Device on the Internet
Architecture(NADIA)

4.1 The Outline of NADIA

The NADs as described have various possible uses when connected to the Inter-
net. Once the Internet being available, numerous computers and devices around
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the world that are connected to the Net can be dealt with and be available from
anywhere in the world. By combining them, the system that has access to the
real world with a unified method and how to use the real world device can be
provided.

The NADIA is designed to enable direct access to any given NAD by allocat-
ing IP address to each NAD on the premise that the communications protocol is
IPv6. By allocating an IP address to each NAD, all NADs such as Basic NAD,
Composite NAD and element NAD included by Composite NAD have direct
unified way of access.

4.2 Access to NAD

As mentioned before, the NAD is described as a logical function device. And
some NAD consists of more than one device. In our research, the access to the
NAD will be given with URI. The NAD is specified in the host name and its
function is specified in the path name. It will be described as follows.

Specification of NAD. In NADIA, the name space the same as the one of ex-
isting DNS is used to identify NAD with host names and domain names. Aside
from Basic NAD, the NAD includes Composite NAD composed by a combi-
nation of more than one NAD. Thus, when the NAD configuration have the
hierarchical structure, Element NAD included by Composite NAD is specified
with <name of Element NAD><name of Composite NAD><domain name>.
A Motor Amplifier NAD, for example, is an Element NAD for Network Control
Car of APII and is described as “MotorAmplifier.NetworkControlCar.apii.net.”.

Use of the function which NAD has. As mentioned before, We consider
the device characteristic after specifying the NAD. For instance, We can specify
the Steerfing Control function of Network Control Car as “NetworkControl-
Car.apii.net/SteeringControl/?angle=30”. Element NADs configuring the NAD
can be accessed in the same way. If somebody want to watch the video image im-
age of Chase Car NAD mentioned before, they can be specified the functionality
“Camera.ChaseCar.apii.net/Moniter”. Presently, URI notation is a popular to
specify resources on the Internet. The NAD also can be accessed by URIs. There-
fore, users can access NAD and obtain the real-world access method through the
Internet in the same way of accessing conventional Internet resources such as im-
age, html and XML files.

4.3 Pseudo NAD

Converting various devices to IPv6 NADs, we can access to real-world usefully
using NADIA. However some network devices might be difficult to implement
IPv6 protocol and might be unsuitable because of the device consists of many
devices like a sensor. When these devices connect to the Internet, machines
implemented IP protocols mediate conventional devices between the Internet.
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The mediator gives pseudo IP addresses to devices and make them behave as
NADs. The NAD given pseudo IP address by the mediator calls Pseudo NAD.

Pseudo NAD is not only giving pseudo IP addresses to the conventional prim-
itive devices, but also giving IP addresses to the Internal devices of composite
devices because of useful access from the Internet. Attaching pseudo IP address
to internal device of composite devices, the device can be accessed independently
from Internet and used it as different Basic NADs or NAD elements of the other
composite devices.

5 Implementation

We developed a network contol car attached camera called “mini0”. mini0 is
modified a ordinary radio-controled car. The prototype is consist of single board
computer, programmable one-chip micro controller,IEEE802.11b unit and web
camera unit . single board computer have control software, receives control com-
mand via IEEE802.11b network and servo controller unit and motor amplifier
unit.

This prototype is a Composite NAD, consists of one Basic NAD(Network
Camera NAD) and Composite NAD(Network Control Car NAD). Network Con-
trol Car NAD also consists of two Pseudo NAD(Servo Controller NAD and Motor
Amplifier NAD). Servo Controller NAD can change front wheel direction of Net-
work Control Car NAD. Motor Amplifier NAD can control motor output power
to drive Network Control Car NAD .

Fig. 6. View of mini0

5.1 Composition

Configuration of mini0 shows figure 7. mini0 is a composite NAD,called Network
Camera Car NAD, which consists of Network Control Car NAD and Network
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Fig. 7. Consist of mini0

Camera NAD. Each NAD are connected by IEEE802.11b wireless LAN unit and
can be accessible from control computers via Network and the Internet.

Network Control Car NAD consists of Single Board Computer installed
Linux, one-chip Micro Controller (PIC16F84A),Servo unit and Motor Ampli-
fier unit. The CPU can send commands to the controller, which controls Servo
Controller and Motor Amplifier unit. The CPU gives pseudo IP adresses to servo
unit and motor amplifier and gives them Pseudo NAD functionality.

Camera NAD has functionality which can show front view and change camera
direction. Computers connected with network can access to Camera NAD and
browse its video image on web browsers or viewer programs and can change
camera direction.

mini0 has a composite functionality. The CPU of Network Control Car NAD
gives new function as Network Camera Car NAD. It operates servo unit and
camera direction together. Camera of Network Camera Car NAD can view the
running direction automatically. When users operate it as a Network Camera Car
NAD, camera direction of Camera NAD changes to running direction. However,
when they operate it as a Network Control Car NAD, the video image of Camera
NAD can be shown front view without changing direction.

To control Network Camera Car NAD and Network Control Car NAD, PC
attached Steering wheel and accelerator/brake pedal can communicate with Net-
work Camera Car NAD ,Network Control Car NAD and Network Camera NAD
and have interface to watch video image and to show NAD status.

When a user operate Network Camera Car NAD, other people cannot control
it as a Network Camera CarNAD. However, they can access to Camera NAD
directly and can watch driving video image.
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6 Conclusion

Connecting various devices with network which can sense real world status and
work on real world. The Next Generation Internet is constructed by IPv6 net-
work, which provide enormous numbers of IP addresses. The specification enables
network connection of various devices all around; therefore, it will becomes more
and more important to well-manage Internet-connected devices , especially, they
should be managed in the unified ways and decided standardization ways.

To use network device usefully, both users and other devices have to know
their specifications in some ways. Presently, we are designing and developing
NAD describe meta-language to describe specifications and configuration of
NADs. The language can describe device functionality, input-output data type,
network connection type and connection devices etc. Using our NAD specifi-
cation describe meta-language, we can understand the device specification and
author new network device as a Composite NAD such as XML content.

Furthermore, NADIA enables access to real world resources in the same way
of accessing to conventional digital resources stored in hard-disks. As a result,
we can develop a seamless information distribution system without distinction
between real-world resources and digitized information. We are discussing the
real information system used NADIA as a future work.
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Abstract. Efficient database design and construction is one of the most difficult
and hard tasks for constructing information systems. During the database de-
signing process, we have performed data modeling for understanding real world
and business process easily. There is E-R model using entity and relationship
between entities for supporting data modeling. Unlike E-R model, there is E-A
model using specific aspects. Both of these models define entities and are mod-
eling with relationship, so we have understood easily complex real world. E-R
model is good for defining entity and relationship, but restrict concepts of ab-
straction and inheritance. In this paper, we propose a database conceptual mod-
eling procedure, called I-ER modeling, through analyzing similarity and differ-
ence between E-A and E-R, applying abstraction concepts of E-A model. Using
the I-ER(Improved E-R) modeling we can understand easily real world com-
plexity for modeling entities and relationship.

1. Introduction

We live in information society. There is no place that information systems do not
reach on our society whole by the brilliant growth of information technology recently.
Software applications are repeating the brilliant development including hardware,
network new technologies. However, various business processing and data processing
of real world is so complex that the development of information technology does not
satisfied various needs because user’s information desire also enlarges exponentially.
Various information technologies are applied at many corporation's information proc-
ess, but it may be one of the most difficult and hard works that design efficiently and
construct database in information system construction actually. It is necessary that
modeling process performed by database designers for various information processing
and this result should be represented to data model even if the information technology
develops at high grade.

Database design technologies are one of the most essential factors in use of com-
puter and occupy the most important part of data processing in various corporations’
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businesses, whole industries [1]. In this way, a database should be designed efficiently
to support well corporation management and designed rightly according to actual
business process. Then, it becomes important information property that can manage
easily and supply good information applying the database[2]. Procedures that design
database are process that is modeling to represent to understand easily facts of present
real worlds or complicated business processing rules etc. conceptually.

There are many data models to support modeling real world, that wish to under-
stand by finding entities as information unit of existence and nonexistence style that
exist in real world, and represent complexity according to relation between these enti-
ties or particular viewpoint. Among those model for data representation, it is E-
R(Entity-Relationship) model that support modeling to describe more easily current
real world by extracting entities and defining relationship between these entities. The
other, called E-A(Entity-Aspect) model, defines entities in present real world and
approaches according to some particular aspects. And there is REA(Restricted EA)
model extended by a more applicable data model for improving E-A model[3]. These
models are modeling tool that wish to represent easily and understand complicated
current real world by defining all entities and defining relationships between these
entities.

E-R model is a good data model for defining entities and relationship but has some
restriction that it can’t represent generalization, specialization, aggregation, decompo-
sition and concepts of inheritance in many levels of abstraction. While, in E-A model,
it has some difficulties to represent relationship because of it's hierarchical structure
but it is good for supporting concept of abstraction and inheritance that can not repre-
sent variously in E-R model[4].

Ultimately, database design should be integrated data modeling that reflect current
real world just as it is and therefore, must be able to represent real world more defi-
nitely and need various data model for this. In this paper, we propose I-ER(Improved
E-R) model that applies advantage of various aspects of information representation
which is offered in E-A model through advantages and disadvantages analysis and
comparing representation methods with each component about E-A model and E-R
model. We can perform data modeling in advantage point of various abstraction as
well as relation definition or inheritance through I-ER model, and I-ER model can
support to understand complicated current real world more easily.

This paper is as following. In section 2, we introduce briefly about data modeling
and explain related works on data modeling and compare E-R model with E-A model.
In section 3, we examine approach for integrating E-A model and E-R model and
propose I-ER(Improved E-R) model applying various abstraction level of E-A model.
And examine I-ER model's property and strong point through comparison with current
E-R model. In section 4, explain I-ER modeling procedures and evaluate I-ER model's
practical use. Finally, in conclusion establish modeling assignment and plan future
works.
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2. Related Works on Data Modeling and Modeling Comparison

2.1 Related Works on Data Modeling

It may not be so easy work to represent definitely through direct observation because
real world is very complicated and various. However, we can do various data proc-
essing and simulation through using a model if we can represent some knowledge or
information using a suitable reasoning procedure or a detailed tool. Current real world
can be examined closely by some data processing entities and by relationship between
them that we have defined, and we can represent by using entities actions(behavior)
and specify the behavior even though not perfectly. It is data model that make specifi-
cation about phenomenon or real world that do not appear well in eye by some proce-
dures. Data modeling refers to procedure or process that represent current real world
to database[2].

Data model is that represent various information by using a modeling tool which
can change complicated current real world to entities and relations between the enti-
ties, support to understand easily states of present real world. A modeling tool that
represent knowledge or information of present real life had been studied variously and
can be classified by procedural model and declarative model procedure according to
modeling approach method. And declarative model is classified by logic based model,
graph based model and rule based model again[5]. In figure 2.1, express various mod-
els for knowledge and information representation, we can know all graph based entity-
oriented model at E-R and E-A model.

There had been many related works and researches on representing knowledge and
information of present real world, these are applied to many database/knowledge base
design more efficiently by defining structure of knowledge and information, and con-
sistently representing this with current real world[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].

In E-A model, represent knowledge and information by hierarchical data structure.
Therefore there are many complex problems such as probability of conflict created by
equal entities in top and bottom side, complexity of constructing support system for
the E-A model implementation. So, to resolve those problems there is REA(Restricted
EA) model that various aspects of entities is limited by 5 aspects, "IS-A", "A-PART-
OF", "Attribute", "Role" and "Operation" etc. for improving extensity of practical
use[3].

Also, there is related work on REA, propose READL(Restricted EA Definition
Language) that is the knowledge definition language to support REA (Restricted En-
tity-Aspect) modeling, and construct REAPS(Restricted EA modeling Prolog System)
that is knowledge base system that support dynamic alteration of knowledge structure
creating Prolog knowledge base using READL[4].

And there are many works, propose framework by analyzing various relationships
in E-R model that use for conceptual modeling[14], and work on clustering for large
size database design[15], and research for information representation on time
change(Temporal ER)[16].
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Knowledge Representation Model

Procedural Model Declarative Model
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State-oriented
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Entity-oriented
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(eq)
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…
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- higher order logic
- intention logic  …

(eq)
- Petri-Net
- Automata

…

(eq)
- ER Model
- Semantic Net
- Frame
- Script
- EA model

Fig. 2.1 Knowledge information representation model classification-taxonomy

2.2 E-A Model (Entity-Aspect Model)

E-A model applied concept of system entity structure as model that represent hierar-
chical structure and relationship of knowledge/information systematically and repre-
sent to component of entity, aspect, generalization, aggregation and multiplicity
etc.[4]. That is, E-A model is easy to understand structure of information systemati-
cally by representing hierarchy of knowledge and information as shown in figure 2.2.

There are components of EA model, entity type, aspect type, attribute and relation-
ship(relation link), support to various abstraction concepts, generalization, specializa-
tion, aggregation, decomposition and multiplicity.

But in E-A model many conflicts can be occurred in defining schema between en-
tity type and aspect type, and have difficulty of constructing E-A model because of
various aspect types. Also, E-A model have some difficulty to consistency because it
is very complex model represented in hierarchical structure, so there is related work
on REA(Restricted EA) model to overcome these difficulties that limits aspect type to
several types, "IS-A", "A-PART-OF", "Attribute", "Role" and "Operation" etc.[4].

2.3 E-R Model (Entity-Relationship Model)

E-R model focuses on representing entities and relationships between entities as graph
structure unlike E-A model representing a structure of knowledge/information. A
entity can be defined as independent information object of real world and understood
as conceptual storing place of data needed in a information system construction.
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entity A
B

Entity-1 Entity-1 Entity-1Entity-n Entity-n Entity-n

Entity-n

A B

: entity

: aspect

: aggregation

aspect-1 aspect-2 aspect-3

: generalization

: multiplicity

: attribute

Fig. 2.2  E-A Model’s components

To do data modeling using E-R model is process that understand more easily actual
problem by defining information composition of present real world by extracting all
entities and defining relationships between entities or information as figure 2.3.

Entity 1

: Entity

: Relationship

: Cardinality

relation -1

: Attribute

Entity 2

Entity 3 Entity n

relation-2 relation-n

Attr-1 Attr-2 Attr-n

1 N

1 N

1

N

N

N

Fig. 2.3 E-R Model’s components

As for E-R modeling step, top-down method, classify business areas according to
data modeling area, extract entities in the business areas, define relationships between
entities, make E-R model, specify attributes in each entities.
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E-R model’s component consists of entity, relationship and attribute, and only gen-
eralization abstraction concept can be provided applied unlike E-A model. Specially,
various business processing rule of complicated current real world is applied in defi-
nition of relationship by relation link numbers(cardinality) between entities[1].

However, E-R model is easy to representing knowledge and information as graph
structure and implementing the model comparatively in E-A model, but there are some
difficulty in E-R model because of lacks of abstraction supporting, that is, there is no
representation method about various aspect type, specialization, aggregation and de-
composition for representing entities differently, and there is difficulty to apply con-
cept of inheritance.

3. Approach for Integrating E-A Model and E-R Model

3.1 I-ER Modeling

When wish to do modeling that specify complicated and various current real world,
we usually follow procedure in detail to both way of top-down and bottom-up or gen-
eralizing. If a current real world is modeled in those methods, structure of knowledge
or information may be hierarchical.

Table 3.1 I-ER Model’s notation for integrating E-A and E-R

components(abstraction)

Entity

Relationship

Aspect

Attribute

Aggregation/Decomposition

Generalization/Specialization

Multiplicity

Cardinality

Connector 

S p S p

i �

E-A Model   E-R Model    I-ER Model

�

But, it is difficult to represent all structure of information hierarchical formally and
systematically and even though representing such as hierarchy, those model is high
complexity so another new problem will be occurred to manage or implementation.
Therefore, in this paper we presented procedure that solve shortcoming of the data
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abstraction that do not represent variously in E-R model applying E-A model. In ex-
tracting entities and defining relationships, we specified two relations. The one is
relationship of E-R model, the other is aspect type of applying E-A model. We pro-
pose I-ER(Improved E-R) modeling approach that apply both graph based relationship
type and frame based hierarchical aspect type.

First in I-ER model symbols, integrated notation is used in case E-R and E-A model
using equal notation as shown in table 3.1. General approach for notation of I-ER, it is
followed E-R model basically and integrate E-A model’s components. In case of colli-
sion, relationship and aspect type, we use notation of E-R model’s components so
aspect type is represented by round quadrilateral. Also, in case of generalization,
choose E-A model’s notation to represent various abstractions.

Entity-1

Entity-1 Entity-n

Entity-m

: entity

: relationship 

: cardinality

: generalization

: multiplicity

: attribute

: aspect

: aggregationS p

Aspect-1

Entity-2

Entity-1 Entity-n

Aspect-2

Relationship-1

Relationship-n

Entity-3

1

N

M N

attribute attribute

Fig. 3.1 I-ER(Improved E-R) Model’s components

Structure of information and knowledge of current real world generally is seems to
compounded structure of various abstract concept. The one, relationship that is graph
based structure in business rules between entities, the other, hierarchical structure in
generalization and specialization about entities. Therefore, in I-ER model, classify
relation into 2 divisions. We redefine as follows: the one is relationship between enti-
ties, "relationship", the other is hierarchy in entities, "aspect type" as shown in fig-
ure3.1.

In I-ER model, there is hierarchical structure of entity type and graph based struc-
ture of relationship between entities by abstractions, generalization and specialization,
aggregation and decomposition.
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3.2 Comparison of E-R Model and I-ER Model

I-ER model applied various abstract concepts that are represented difficult in E-R
model using application of E-A model and permitted various representations for com-
plex current real world through those concepts. The major characteristic is that diver-
sified relationship type, as follows 2 summarizing.

First, in case of defining relationship between entities, the relationships explain
cardinality between entities and essential/optional participation type of entities.

Second, in case of defining hierarchy in entities, the aspect type is modeled by ap-
plying generalization and specialization, aggregation and decomposition and inheri-
tance etc.

Table 3.2 Comparison of I-ER model and E-R model

Content E-R Model I-ER Model
Components Entity

Relationship
Attribute

Entity
Relationship
Aspect
Attribute

Abstraction
Concepts

Generalization Generalization
Aggregation
Multiplicity

Structure Graph
Structure

Graph-based Frame
Structure

Relationship
Representation

Network
Representation

Network-based Hierarchical
Representation

Inheritance None Support

As table 3.2, I-ER model include abstraction concepts that can’t represent in E-R
model. With components, can classify entity type by particular aspect variously so
model is more clear and become formalization in representing knowledge or informa-
tion by applying various abstraction concepts. Also, in representing structure or rela-
tionship, it has graph based tree structure and can support for inheritance.

4. Modeling Procedure for Integration

4.1 Data Modeling Procedure

I-ER modeling process to represent to understand easily complexity of present real
world can be approached in the way of two steps. The one is integrated modeling
method through defining relationship between entities and hierarchical information
structure using aspect type applying I-ER model as appear in figure 3.2, the other is
step by step procedure that represent entities and relationship through E-R model and
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perform I-ER modeling about each particular entities needed more abstraction as ap-
pear to figure 4.1.

Explain I-ER modeling procedure in detail. First, extract entities that is information
object in real world and define relationship between entities applying business process
rules. And extract attributes from relationships and entities so first E-R model is de-
fined. And apply more detailed abstraction about entity type of the E-R model so I-ER
model is completed with hierarchical information structure.

Entity-n

Entity-1 Entity-n

Entity-m

: entity

: relationship 

: cardinality

: generalization

: multiplicity

: attribute

: aspect

: aggregationS p

Aspect-1
Relationship-1

Relationship-n

Entity-n

1

N

attribute
Entity-1

Fig. 4.1 I-ER(Improved E-R) Modeling procedures

I-ER model is used as a tool for conceptual database design. Diagrams applying E-
R model includes partly abstraction concept like generalization but other abstraction
concept, that is aggregation or inheritance, is not supported. At that point, using I-ER
model is proper to representing abstraction and easy to understand real world com-
plexity by appropriate abstraction level.

4.2 An Example of Database Conceptual Modeling Application

Explain example of university management database to examine conceptual modeling
procedures using I-ER model. Suppose user’s data requirement that have been ex-
tracted as following and designed E-R model is drawn in figure 4.2.

1. A student is divided by 3 aspects, that is, first, student being in school and stu-
dent who stays out of school temporarily according to being in school, second, sepa-
rated by freshman and other student according to matriculation, third, composed of
under-graduate student and graduate student according to school course.
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: entity

: relationship 

: cardinality

: generalization

: multiplicity

: attribute

: aspect

: aggregationS p

Instruct

Taking a course

Course

N

Student
N

Professor

N

1

p �P p �� �

p �P p �� � {���

p �P p �� �

Fig. 4.2 University management database E-R model

2. Courses are separated to indispensable and selection, and divided to major, liter-
acy, optional course according to taking course.

3. A student applies taking a course.
4. A professor instructs several students.

: entity

: relationship 

: cardinality

: generalization

: multiplicity

: attribute

: aspect

: aggregationS p

Taking a course CourseStudent
N

p �P p �� � {��� p �P p �� �

N

in school out of 
school

being

freshman others

years

Under 
graduate

Graduate

school

Fig. 4.3 I-ER Modeling with student entity aspect type
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In figure 4.3 and 4.4, describe more abstract in detail applying aspect type among
entities that appear to E-R model and complete I-ER modeling procedure.

: entity

: relationship 

: cardinality

: generalization

: multiplicity

: attribute

: aspect

: aggregationS p

Taking a course CourseStudent
N

p �P p �� � {��� p �P p �� �

N

Indispensable option

option

Liberal 
arts

major

taking

optional

Fig. 4.4 I-ER Modeling with course entity aspect type

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown general concepts of modeling that wish to represent
model in order to understand real world’s complexity and we propose I-ER(Improved
E-R) model in these cases through approach for integrating E-R model and E-A model
that is used the most widely. Proposed I-ER model showed that it represent about
various abstraction concept of generalization, aggregation and inheritance that can’t
represent in E-R model. Also, we have shown I-ER modeling procedure that extract
entities and define relationship between entities and specify more detailed abstraction
about each entity. In this way, a modeling is a need and proper tool to represent cur-
rent real world clearly and these data models are transformed to physical database at
process of database design and construction. By using database designed well we can
understand flow and application of information efficiently and get advantage of com-
puter’s use.

In the future, we will further research to find integrated model. It is very important
that represent structure of information and knowledge more variously, and need re-
search to construct information system easily using various data models.
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Abstract.  We designed and implemented a VoIPv6 system supporting the
differentiated call processing using SIP (session initiation protocol) on the IPv6
network. The VoIPv6 system is generally divided into the call control and the
voice processing parts. We implemented the SIP6 which is better in simplicity,
extensibility, flexibility, scalability, and mobility than H.323 in controlling the
calls, as well as IPv6Phone for voice processing. Because our implementation is
based on IPv6, it can use QoS (Quality of Service) and security features of
IPv6. Particularly, the SIP6 proposed in this paper shows better performance
because it uses the differentiated service in the call processing.

1   Introduction

Due to the high speed network and the various Internet services, the number of
Internet users are increasing dramatically. But, the current Internet is not sufficient to
meet the demand of the users. Especially, there are problems such as duplicate
structures of networks (IP network and PSTN), the lack of address space, and QoS.
Currently, these problems are considered to be difficult to solve and the several
techniques such as VoIP, IPv6, and QoS are considered as solutions to these
problems.

In VoIP techniques, H.323 and SIP protocol are used for call control [9][10]. H.323
has been gained a popularity because of its stability and performance through the long
time research. However, when you consider it as a global Internet service, it has
various problems such as extensibility, mobility, scalability, simplicity, and flexibility
as the Internet. However, SIP can overcome these shortcomings [9][10]. Not only it
has the function to establish and control the sessions, but also it has a simple structure
and the good extensibility as a multicast-based protocol [1][2][9][10]. In addition, It
can support the user mobility and interaction with other protocols. As a result, these
features have made SIP as a standard in many fields such as 3GPP, VoIP, Messaging
systems, and ALL-IP system (next generation mobile system). However, SIP does not
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support the differentiated service for the call processing. However it is essential to
support differentiated call processing service since it is a default feature of VoIP
service [10].

It is likely that the current network system has been unified into a single IP-based
system, it leads to the lack of address spaces in IPv4. So it is imperative that IPv6
technologies be developed rapidly and the existing applications must be altered to
support the IPv6. IPv6 can retain the innumerable address spaces with 128 bit
addressing scheme. And it has an extensive header that supports the QoS and Internet
security [4]. Through these features of IPv6, We can expect to gain a performance
improvement when we use it in the applications related to the voice and video service.

In this paper, we provide a designed and implemented VoIPv6 system based on
IPv6. The SIP proposed by this paper is named as SIP6 as it supports IPv6. The SIP6
shows the better performance in call processing by using a differentiated call
processing service. We implemented audio tools including the SIP6 UA (User Agent)
for call request and accept.

This paper shows VoIPv6 architecture in section 2 and the result of implementation
in section 3. Finally, we present the conclusions and future research in section 4.

2   System Architecture

The VoIPv6 system shown in this paper consists of network server which control
session establishment and audio tools with SIP6 UA (SIP6 User Agent Server/Client).
For voice service, these two members exchange the information with each other using
SIP6 messages. Fig. 1 shows this system components and the following explains each
components.

Proxy 
server

Redirect 
server

Location server

Data Base

Web
server

sip6d 
Daemon

Registrar 
server

Web Registrar server

SIP6 
Configuration

file

IPv6Phone IPv6Phone

Fig. 1. VoIPv6 System Components
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The SIP6 daemon contains Proxy Server, Redirect Server, Location Server, and
Registrar Server. It is driven by referencing the configuration file. The Web Registrar
Server is responsible for registering the information of user location, It is associated
with user database through web interface. The database adds, deletes, or updates the
user information.

The IPv6Phone is an audio tool processing the voice service. This is divided into
three parts; SIP6 UA for requesting and accepting a session, RTP-UAs (RTP User
agent server/client) for audio session control, and CODEC for the voice processing.

2.1 VoIPv6 System Design

2.1.1 SIP6 Server Module Design
SIP6 Server supports the differentiated call processing service for a session
establishment through the IPv6 UDP socket interface. It also provides the services for
user registration, user management, user location, call-forward, and a call-redirect.
Fig. 2 is the SIP6 server structure suggested in this paper.

� Request Receive Module
This is an UDP receiver which receives SIP6 message producing the IPv6

UDP Socket interface. Those received messages are divided into Request and
Response message types and are sent to the Priority Message Parsing Module.

� Priority Message Parsing Module
It can sort SIP6 messages according to the service level suggested in this

paper and applies the differentiated call processing service (see Sect. 2.2.2). The
sorted messages are sent to the Method Processing Module for the proper work
of the method specified in the message.

Fig. 2.  SIP6 Server Module Structure

� Method Processing Module
For an INVITE message, the module calls Proxy/Redirect Server Module

according to the Server Action information.  In the case of REGISTER message,
it calls Register Server to register the user information. It also performs a proper
work for OPTION, BYE and CANCEL messages.
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� Proxy Server Module
This module manages the forwarding function for the received calls and the

other Response messages. Depending on the received methods, it invites a
session by forwarding an INVITE method after getting the information of user
location from the Location Server Module in the case of INVITE method. The
transmitted messages set the service timeout during which the Proxy Server
processes the message for a given period. When the timeout is occurred, it will
cancel the Request and send 487 Respond message. If it is ACK, ‘ACK’ method
is sent to the destination client.

� Redirect Server Module
It processes the redirect function for the received Call. When it receives an

INVITE method, it initializes the connection header for the Response message.
After setting the service timeout, it gets the information of user location. If it
receives the address as a domain, it will send URI (user id, host, port) to the
client who has requested INVITE after mapping the IP through the address
resolving function of the system.

� Location Server Module
This module is responsible for enrolling the user information and tracking the

user location. The following elements are required for managing and enrolling
the user information.

- Registrar is the registration gateway receiving the user enrollment.
- User Input table manages the user ID authorized for accessing the

system.
-       User Identity table is used to give different IDs per user. So there is an

unique User ID used in the session establishment in this table.
-      User Contact table manages the user’s current location.

User information from the Registrar can be transformed to the unique User ID
which can be found in the User Identity table and registered into the User
Contact table in the database. The registered data are used to serve the user
location requests from the Proxy and Redirect Server. The following is an
example of user entry information.

{User ID, SIP6 UA Port, Current URL, Server Action, Service Level}

2.1.2 Differentiated Call Processing
We applied the differentiated call processing in establishing the SIP6 session. We
define three different service levels for QoS.

Fig. 3 shows the Priority Call Processing Processor supporting the differentiated
call processing.

� Classify Processor
Those received messages are classified and stored at the High quality buffer,

Medium quality buffer and Normal quality buffer according to the service level
specified in the Flow Label field of IPv6 packet.
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In this paper, the service level is defined as follows;
- High quality : the message having a superior  priority, it supports the

fast session establishment and uses the High quality buffer.
-     Medium quality : the message having a middle priority, it uses the

Medium quality buffer.
-     Normal quality : the message having a low level priority. It uses the

Normal quality buffer.
� Priority Scheduling Processor

This processor continually examines the messages stored in the Multiple
buffers and applies the differentiated call processing service according to the
service level. It can dynamically process three buffers at a time when a message
is arrived. In the highest level priority buffer, processor directly calls the
Message Parsing Processor to process the message. After processing the
message, it looks for the buffer of next level priority. While processing the
message in the lower priority buffer, it can be stopped and handle the message of
the higher priority. By this mechanism, It can provide a differentiated call
processing service.

� Message Parsing Processor
In order to process the message received by the Priority Scheduling Processor,

it can be divided into several parts.
- Request Message Processing

To avoid the duplicate message, the Request message can be mapped
into an unique ID by hash function, and the message with the Request-
Uri, TO, FROM, Call-ID and Cseq must be stored in the „execution
buffer“. After confirming the uniqueness of the message, it can be
parsed to detect the errors. At last, Method Processing Module is called
for the suitable services for the matching methods of BYE, INVITE,
OPTIONS, and REGISTER.

- Response Message Processing
It performs a response processing for a received Request message

and a received Response message. In processing the Response message,
it sets up a Response status code for the Request message. And it then
generates a socket to send the Response message to the corresponding
client.

High quality buffer

Normal quality buffer

Medium quality buffer

Priority

Scheduling

processor

Multiple buffer 

…

execution buffer

Method
Processing

module

Classify
processor Message 

Parsing
Processor

Fig. 3. Priority Call Processing Processor
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2.1.3 IPv6Phone Module Design
IPv6Phone uses the IPv6 UDP socket interface. We proposed to a unified user
interface that is consisted of the SIP6 UA and RAT (open audio tool). Fig. 4 is the
IPv6Phone Module Structure used in our research.

IPv6Phone is has a GUI for user interface and SIP6 UA (SIP6 User Agent
Server/Client) for SIP6 session control, and audio tool.

GUI includes QoS marker for setting the service level and the unified GUI with
RAT and SIP6 UA. The SIP6 UA has a function to send and receive calls in order to
establish the sessions. The open software RAT is used to process the voice data and to
establish the RTP session.

Windows System ( IPv6 )

SIP6 UA Server

SIP6 UA Client

Windows socket API

Integration GUIQoS marker

RAT Module

Fig. 4. IPv6Phone Module Structure

2.2 Call Processing Procedure and Message

The VoIPv6 System suggested in this paper follows the call processing procedure and
message formats specified in IETF RFC 2543.

3   Implementation and Results

3.1   SIP6 Server Implementation

In this paper, SIP6 Server Module is implemented with C language on Linux Kernel
2.2.x supporting the IPv6. The programs are designed to compose the Proxy Server,
Redirect Server, Location Server, and Registrar Server Module. It is executed by the
daemon process named SIP6d.  Fig. 5 shows the operation of SIP6 Server by using
main functions.

When we start a SIP6 Server, it creates a thread that can open an UDP socket and it
receives an INVITE Request message. When SIP6 Server receives a message, the
message is classified by checking the service level specified in the Flow Label field of
the IPv6 header. SIP6 Server also creates another thread to process the classified
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request message sequentially using the service level proposed in this paper. Finally,
this thread selectively calls Proxy, Redirect, Registrar Server Module.
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Fig. 5. Procedure of SIP6 Server

Fig. 6 shows Registrar Server window on the web page. It is implemented with the
PHP programming language. This Registrar Server has various functions such as user
information registration, User Identity table update, and user location registration.

Fig. 6. Web SIP6 Registrar Server
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3.2   Differentiated Call Processing

We used the flow label field of the IPv6 header to specify the service levels in
applying the differentiated call processing scheme. Currently, the Flow Label field is
24-bit size to support QoS. But it has not been used yet. In this paper, we defined the
following code values for service levels.

Table 1. Code value for service levels

Service level Code value
High quality 1(hexadecimal)
Medium quality 2(hexadecimal)
Normal quality 0(hexadecimal)

In the implementation, the Flow Label field in IPv6 socket structure is used to
specify the code value for the service level.

struct  sockaddr_in6 {
uint8_t  sin6_len;
sa_family_t  sin6_family;
in_port_t                  sin6_port;
uint32_t           sin6_flowinfo;
struct  in6_addrsin6_addr;

}

When the session is established, SIP6 UA specifies a service level in in6_flowinfo
field of socket_in6 structure. If SIP6 Server receives an INVITE Request message, it
checks a service level in sin6_folwinfo field and dynamically process the INVITE
message using the service level specified by the user.

Fig. 7 and Fig 8 describe the functions MessageClassifyThread() and
PrioritySchedulingThread() in pseudo codes.

Fig. 7. The pseudo-code of  MessageClassifyThread()
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Fig. 8. The pseudo-code of PrioritySchedulingThread()
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3.3   IPv6Phone Implementation

IPv6Phone is implemented with TCL/TK language to support the user interface and
Winsock API to control the IPv6 messages.

(b) New session invite window (c) New register window

Fig. 9. IPv6Phone Running Figure

IPv6Phone includes RAT (open audio tool) for the voice service and SIP6 UA to
establish a session. Also, IPv6Phone implemented in this paper supports a unified
user interface integrated in RAT and SIP6 UA.

Fig. 9 shows the running IPv6Phone windows. In the new session invite window,
priority field for service level is included.

4   Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we designed and implemented the VoIPv6 using SIP6 protocol on the
IPv6 network. First, We implemented the SIP6 Server which is more powerful in
simplicity, extensibility, flexibility, scalability, and mobility than H.323, as well as a
IPv6Phone (Audio Tools) for voice processing. Because this implementation was
done on IPv6, it can use the QoS and the security features of IPv6 and resolve the lack
of address space on the Internet. We applied the differentiated call processing
technique to improve the performance.

In the future, we will analyze the various functions to increase the performance for
SIP6 and IPv6Phone.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new architecture of the global
communication networks, the Dynamic Net-working Architecture. In the
proposed architecture, a new functional layer called Flexible Network
Layer (FNL) is introduced between the application layer and the trans-
port layer to enhance the capabilities of communication networks by deal-
ing with various changes detected in human users, applications, platforms
and networked environment. To realize the FNL, we adopt an agent-
based computing framework as a software infrastructure to develop and
manage various components and related knowledge of the FNL. In this
paper we give an internal architecture and agent-based design of the
FNL. We also show an experimental application using the FNL, the Dy-
namic Flow Control Application, which performs the user-oriented flow
control, to discuss the characteristics and effectiveness of the proposed
architecture.

1 Introduction

In recent years, many useful communication services and applications have been
provided for users over the global communication networks such as the Inter-
net. The traditional network applications usually use the standardized transport
services such as TCP/UDP services directly, however, several limitations are
pointed out against the inflexible architecture.

One is the limitation come from a user-centered viewpoint. By using the
transport services, application services can be realized in a restricted way de-
pending on the provided services of the networks. This means that applica-
tions and users have to have many additional tasks, such as seeking logi-
cal network location of communication peer, connection establishment opera-
tions, user level QoS controls, recovery from faults and so on. Because these
burdened tasks are common among many applications, heuristic knowledge of
users/designers/operators can be utilized effectively in an intensive manner.

The other is the limitation from viewpoints of heterogeneity of the networked
environment. Many systems and protocols have been proposed for the dedicated
environment ranging from the mobile communication with personal digital de-
vices to the high speed and resource allocable networks. However, the mainte-
nance of consistency of systems, including networks, devices, and applications,

I. Chong (Ed.): ICOIN 2002, LNCS 2343, pp. 180–190, 2002.
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that have heterogeneous functions and different performances is not easy to at-
tain.

To overcome these limitations, a new network architecture is required based
on the user orientation and the software engineering perspectives. Therefore
we propose a new architecture of the global communication networks, the Dy-
namic Networking Architecture, based on the concept of Flexible Network[1]. In
the proposed architecture, a new functional layer called Flexible Network Layer
(FNL) is introduced as an adaptive middleware between the application layer
and the transport layer[2]. The dynamic functions of the layer enhance the ca-
pabilities of communication networks to deal with various changes detected in
human users, applications, platforms and networked environment.

We have been working on stepwise development, evaluation and improvement
of the proposed architecture by implementing some prototype applications based
on this architecture. The Dynamics Flow Control Application (DFCA) is one of
these prototypes, that allows us to evaluate the user orientation property of the
Dynamic Networking Architecture. The DFCA detects the user level priority
among network applications in run-time, and performs application oriented flow
control in FNL.

In this paper we introduce the concept, design, and one of the applications of
the Dynamic Networking Architecture. Firstly, we give an internal architecture
and agent-based design of the FNL. Subsequently, we show the detail of an
experimental application of the FNL, the Dynamics Flow Control Application,
to discuss the characteristics and effectiveness of the proposed architecture.

In the following sections, firstly, we give the concept and an architecture
of Dynamic Networking. In section 3, we describe an agent framework and a
design of FNL based on the framework. Then, in section 4, we explain the design
and implementation of DFCA. We also show some experimental results and
evaluation on the prototype system, and discuss the effectiveness of the proposed
architecture in section 4

2 Architecture of Dynamic Networking

An architecture of Dynamic Networking is shown in Fig. 1. A new functional
layer called Flexible Network Layer (FNL) is introduced as a middleware layer
placed between the application layer and the transport layer. By inserting the
middleware layer, network related functions used in common by applications
can be intensive in the layer. This means that applications can access to the
advanced network functions without understanding the underlying networked
environment’s complexity. On the other hand, another approach exists that uses
the powerful network-level functions provided by IPv6 and so on. These ap-
proaches are well studied but issues in scalability are still open. The middleware
approach can absorb the heterogeneity of network functions and can give a so-
lution to the scalability problem.

Compare to the traditional middleware for distributed computing[3], the FNL
has the following characteristics, i.e.,
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Fig. 1. FNL Architecture

(C1) Collect and accumulate knowledge regarding the global networked en-
vironment such as information of users, users’ requirements, functional
specifications of services, configuration of both platforms and networks
and so on,

(C2) Monitor the quality of service (QoS) at the user’s requirement level and
the application level in order to grasp the operational situations of the
networked environment,

(C3) Manage and control the QoS of the network functions,
(C4) Coordinate the interactions between the application functions and the

network functions in order to organize and reorganize the services provided
for users,

(C5) Provide an integrated way to access to the functions of heterogeneous
networks,

(C6) Assimilate and utilize new services/functions of both the applications and
the networks to enhance the capability of global networked environment,
and,

(C7) Tune the internal configuration of FNL automatically based on the plat-
form’s static/dynamic properties.

Based on these properties, the FNL consists of the following function units,
i.e., Middleware Service unit, High-level Communication unit, QoS Control unit
and Network Management unit, as depicted in Fig. 1.

(U1) Middleware Service Unit (MSU). The MSU maintains the multime-
dia service components such as video service, picture service and audio
service provided by the FNL. The most suitable components of MSU are
selected and configured in the runtime automatically. The applications
are also constructed dynamically using components of MSU as their com-
munication part.
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(U2) High-level Communication Unit (HCU). The HCU deals with the
high-level naming and the location maintenance. HCU has to keep tracks
of users’ logical locations over the networks, and establishes a associations
between a user and a service based on the location information. HCU
also maintains the associations’ intermittent connectivity under unstable
network environment such ad wireless communication networks.

(U3) QoS Control Unit (QCU). The QCU is responsible for the QoS con-
trols based on both the user requirements and the network status infor-
mation. QCU decides the allocations of resources for respective flows of
applications by using network information collected from various network
nodes.

(U4) Network Management Unit (NMU). The NMU manages the appli-
cation level connections defined over the transport layer of logical network.
NMU finds and selects the appropriate intermediate gateways defined in
the FNL and configures the application-oriented connections based on the
users’ requirements.

3 Agent Framework for Dynamic Networking

To realize the Dynamic Networking Architecture, flexible and robust software
infrastructure is required to enable the dynamic property of the architecture. In
addition to the basic capability of the infrastructure including facility of the in-
teraction among distributed software modules, the following technical requisites
are taken into consideration,

1. Component based computing: Dynamic connection of a set of small-size soft-
ware components in order to construct large-scaled distributed systems,

2. Legacy software connectivity: Effective reuse of matured and refined software
modules,

3. Programming model independency: Flexible selection of programming mod-
els compare to the single model architecture such as the Server/Client based
synchronous RPC model,

4. Service coordination: Task decomposition to the components, load balancing,
conflict detection and resolution, QoS monitoring, component place arrange-
ment and so on,

5. Service continuity: Effective reuse of case knowledge that is used in the past
sessions.

6. Design and development support: Cooperation among components that are
designed and developed by different people under different situations.

To accomplish these requisites, the whole system should consist of a unified
framework and behave in coordinative manner. Moreover each component of the
system should have intelligent processing capability such as cooperative behavior
and autonomy. From these points of view, the Dynamic Networking Architecture
should be constructed as a multiagent system.
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Many multiagent platforms have been developed by researchers and soft-
ware companies. From careful investigation of existing agent platforms based
on the requisites above, we decided to apply the ADIPS framework[4]. ADIPS
framework mainly consists of the following subsystems; i.e., 1) Workspace which
provides the agents’ operational environment on the distributed platform, and
2) Repository which manages the reusable agents and send them onto the
Workspaces specified by the users’ requirements.

Receiving a request from an agent on the Workspace, the Repository retrieves
reusable agents, creates an organization of agents which satisfies the request, and
sends them to the Workspace by using the ADIPS Organization/Reorganization
protocol (AORP). On the other hand, the agents on the Workspaces can com-
municate with each other by using the ADIPS Communication/Cooperation
protocol (ACCP) which holds a set of performatives customized on the basis of
KQML.

According to the agent framework given by the ADIPS framework, we have
designed an agent-based Dynamic Networking Architecture. We have two types
of Repository, i.e., AP-Repository and FN-Repository. AP-Repository contains
function components for applications in forms of agent (AP-func agents). FN-
Repository contains function components for FNL as FN-func agents as well. AP-
func agents and FN-func agents are created and registered by agent developers.
In this phase legacy software modules are also agentfied and utilized effectively
in the agent organization. On the other hand, the Application Layer (APL) and
the FNL are constructed as Workspaces.

When a user requirement is issued to the APL, it is transferred to both of the
repositories with additional information such as conditions of network and the
target platform on which the layer is working. According to these information,
agents in the repositories make agent organization based on the AORP, and
necessary and sufficient agents are instantiated to the APL and the FNL. In
APL and FNL, agents try to keep contract-based relationships to maintain the
functional and QoS requirements from users. The agents negotiate each other to
perform the service coordination tasks using the ACCP.

4 Application-Oriented Flow Control Mechanism

4.1 Concept of DFCA

IntServ[5] and DiffServ[6]are well known QoS reservation framework specified by
the IETF, which can guarantee bandwidth and delay required by applications.
However, implementation of signaling protocol such as RSVP[7] and the ability
of handling the DS field of each IP packet are required for all IP routers on
particular route. Therefore, a scalability problem is pointed out, i.e., network
environment on which these QoS mechanisms can be available is very limited
(P1). Moreover application is required to handle the signaling protocol or DSCP
setting to the DS field in order to use the framework. Consequently, another
problem from an aspect of application reuse is also pointed out, i.e., it is needed
to modify an application to make it able to use the framework (P2).
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Fig. 2. Comparison of QoS control models

To deal with above problems, we propose a Dynamic Flow Control Applica-
tion (DFCA), which is one of the services of FNL. DFCA is realized by close
cooperation between NMU and QCU of the FNL described in section 2.

IntServ and DiffServ control application flows in the logical network layer,
while DFCA controls application flows in the application layer. Since DFCA
can be used regardless of the availability of specific QoS guarantee techniques of
the network, it would solve the problem (P1). For instance, DFCA stores and
forwards application flow between the application layer and the logical network
layer using FCF, and controls frequency to take out data stream from each
queue according to priorities. As a result, DFCA does not depend on flow control
mechanisms of IP routers in the logical network layer and can be used in various
network environment.

Additionally, by using QCU of the FNL, DFCA can retrieve the status of
U/I window that a user is operating, and decides flow priorities based on the
status. As a result, DFCA solves the problem (P2). For instance, QCU watches
window status such as order of cascading application windows and geometry
of the windows. Based on the status, DFCA calculates priorities of application
flows. Thus, a user can control flow of each application without any modifications
of existing applications.

Fig. 2 shows a comparison of network QoS control model of proposed system
and existing systems such as Intserv/DiffServ. The remarkable advantage of our
QoS control model is that we put all functions needed for QoS control inside the
FNL, thus no special implementations are required for applications as well as
the underlying network.

4.2 Design of DFCA

In this section, we show the design and implementation of following three func-
tions to compose the proposed system DFCA, these are, QoS Requirement Re-
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Table 1. A representation of QoS parameters

QoS parameters
handle Window ID

classname Application ID
ratio Flow Priority ratio

trieval Function, Flow Resolution Function and Flow Regulation Function. Here,
the QoS Requirement Retrieval Function is an implementation of ’QoS Req Ac-
quisition’ part in QCU. The Flow Resolution Function is an implementation of
’Flow Resolver’ part in NMU, and Flow Regulation Function is that of ’Flow
Control’ part in NMU as well. Actually, these functions are implemented as a
single agent or multiple agents.

Design of QoS Requirement Retrieval Function. We assume that the
window I/F status on the display represents the user’s requirement to the ap-
plications precisely. This function obtains status of application windows to rec-
ognize the application priority preferred by the users. This function obtains the
following information: Window ID Application ID Z order of windows Window
size (geometry) Maximize and minimize status This information is forwarded to
the Flow Resolution Function.

Design of Flow Resolution Function. This function generates network QoS
parameters using window information obtained by QoS Requirement Retrieval
Function, and then informs the QoS parameters to Flow Regulation Function
described in next section. The window status and the network QoS parameters
are represented as shown in Table 1 and 2 respectively. Flow Resolution Function
has a flow resolution knowledge in the simple form of IF-THEN rules. There exist
window status in the condition part and network QoS parameters in action part
of a rule, respectively. The value of QoS parameters is represented by inter-
application priority ratio.

Table 2. A representation of window status

Window information
handle Window ID

classname Application ID
zorder Z order of window

width/height Window size
max/min Maximize and minimize status
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//Network Information//
(network_state :width low :delay normal :reliability high)

//Window Information//
(window_info :classname IEFrame :handle 8D5 :activity no

:zorder 2 :max no :mini no :width 223 :height 156)
(window_info :classname VTwin32 :handle D77 :activity yes

:zorder 1 :max no :mini no :width 303 :height 236)

//Rules//
(window_info :classname ?c :handle ?h :activity yes

:zorder 1 :max ?max :mini ?mini :width > 100 :height > 100)
(network_state :width low :delay normal :reliability high)
-->
(qos_param :classname ?c :handle ?h :ratio 0.8 ) //QoS Parameters//

Fig. 3. Example of network information, window information and QoS parameter rea-
soning rules

Fig. 3 shows network information, window information, and network QoS
parameter generating rules. Network information in Fig. 3 shows the network
environment information. The network QoS parameters are derived by applying
the reasoning, i.e., rule-based knowledge is dynamically activated by obtaining
network and window information.

Design of Flow Regulation Function. This function controls each applica-
tion data flow directly according to the network QoS parameters generated by
Flow Resolution Function. The function has queues for each application, and
manipulates individual application flow. Additionally, the function dynamically
changes the slice, which is a size of streaming data taken out from a queue at
one time. If quick response is preferred then it makes the slice smaller, otherwise
makes it larger. So that, it achieves flexible application flow control, not only for
throughput, but also for response time.

4.3 Implementation

According to the above design, we implemented a prototype of the proposed
system. We implemented the system with Visual C++, Java, and TAF[8] on
Microsoft Windows Me operating system. To retrieve application window sta-
tus, we used message hook API on Microsoft Windows. The Flow Regulation
Function is implemented as HTTP and Telnet proxy.

4.4 Experiments

To evaluate the proposed functionalities and efficiency, we have two experiments
using the prototype system.
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Fig. 4. Experiment environment

Table 3. The results of experiment1: response time

Response time
QoS control off 9.35[sec]
QoS control on Approx. 1.00[sec]

Experiment Environment. Fig. 4 shows the experiment environment. The
Client and the Gateway are PCs (each CPU is Pentium4 1.4 GHz and OS is Mi-
crosoft Windows Me). The Web Server and the Telnet Server are Sun Microsys-
tems Ultra SPARCStations (each OS is Solaris7). The Client and the Gateway is
connected by no QoS guaranteed network (Serial line PPP at 9600bps). On the
Client, a Web browser (Internet Explorer) and a Telnet client (TeraTerm) are
used as applications. Both applications do not support QoS control as they are.
We decided connection speed between the Client and the Gateway at 9600bps
so as to be much lower than backbone network.

Experiment1: Response Time. In this experiment, we examine response
time becomes faster by using the proposed system. We measured the Telnet
echo response time under condition that HTTP flow is dominated.
Experiment Conditions:

– A large file is being downloaded by HTTP, and HTTP flow occupies PPP
connection line.

– When QoS control by DFCA is activated, priority ratio of Telnet and HTTP
flows is 1:1.

– When QoS control by DFCA is activated, slice size to take out from queue
is 1 byte.

– Telnet character is sent by 1 character with enough interval.

Table 3 shows the results of this experiment. The results are mean time of
10 times trials. By the result, it is confirmed that when QoS control is turned
on, response time becomes faster than it is off. It means that Telnet and HTTP
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Table 4. The results of experiment2: throughput

Priority ratio(HTTP:Telnet) Telnet throughput
1:2 117.80[bps]
1:20 274.89[bps]

flows are transmitted at 1:1 by Flow Regulation Function, and response time of
the Telnet flow becomes guaranteed even though HTTP flow is dominated.

Experiment2: Throughput. In this experiment, we examine Telnet through-
put becomes higher according to the change of HTTP/Telnet flow priority ratio
from 1:2 to 1:20. To confirm the Telnet throughput, we measured time to down-
load a large file by Telnet.
Experiment Condition:

– A large file is being downloaded by HTTP, and HTTP flow occupies PPP
connection line.

– QoS control by DFCA is activated.
– Priority ratio of Telnet and HTTP flows is changed from 1:2 to 1:20.
– Slice size to take out from queue is 1 byte.

Table 4 shows the results of this experiment. The results show the average
throughput of 10 trials. By the results, when priority ratio is changed from 1:2
to 1:20, it is confirmed that Telnet throughput becomes higher (274.89bps). The
result shows that Flow Regulation Function of proposed system can control flow
ratio according to the QoS parameters calculated by Flow Resolution Function.

Evaluation. By the results of above experiment 1 and 2, even though net-
work and applications don’t have QoS guarantee mechanisms such as IntServ
or DiffServ, it is confirmed that our proposed system DFCA can controls each
application’s flow and the problems (P1) and (P2) are resolved.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new architecture of the global communication net-
works, the Dynamic Net-working Architecture. In the proposed architecture,
a new functional layer called Flexible Network Layer (FNL) is introduced be-
tween the application layer and the transport layer to enhance the capabilities
of communication networks by dealing with various changes detected in human
users, applications, platforms and networked environment. To realize the FNL,
we adopted an agent-based computing framework as a software infrastructure
to develop and manage various components and related knowledge of the FNL.
We gave an internal architecture and agent-based design of the FNL. We also
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showed an experimental application using the FNL, the Dynamic Flow Con-
trol Application, which performs the user-oriented flow control, to discuss the
characteristics and effectiveness of the proposed architecture.

In the future work, we will continue to develop rest of the Dynamic Net-
working Architecture, and to apply to the advanced applications such as virtual
reality environment and multimedia communication systems.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a new approximation algorithm
called OPSAM (Optimal Path Selection Algorithm for Multicast) for the
static multicast routing problem and the newly defined mobile multicast
routing problem. Given a graph with the cost and the delay associated to
each edge, a source node, a destination node set, and a delay time limit,
the first problem requires finding a multicast tree such that the total cost
is not only minimized, but also the delay along any path from the source
to a destination does not exceed its limit. OPSAM first extracts plural
path candidates for each destination to satisfy the delay constraint si-
multaneously. Then, it iteratively selects better paths among candidates
for finding a low-cost tree within a short computation time. The per-
formance of OPSAM is verified through simulations in Waxman model
and Tiers model, where OPSAM is better than the best existing algo-
rithm BSMA, especially for Tiers model instances. The second problem
requires finding a sequence of multicast trees to follow changes of mobile
user locations, such that the sum of total tree costs and the difference
between two consecutive trees is minimized. The simulation results show
the performance of OPSAM is better than BSMA.

1 Introduction

Recently, a number of multicast communication applications including Video-on-
Demand and videoconference have been studied among academics and industries.
The multicast communication transmits the same set of packets from one source
node to several destination nodes through the network. In order to realize many
multicast communication services simultaneously, the required network cost in
each session should be minimized. This significant problem of finding a multicast
routing tree to satisfy both conditions is called a multicast routing problem. This
problem is known to be NP-complete [1].

In the multicast routing problem, the topology of the network is described by
a graph. Each link is usually associated with two weights corresponding to a cost
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and a delay time respectively. Besides, a source node to initiate packets, a group
of destination nodes to receive them, and a delay time upper limit are given as the
input to the problem. Then, the static multicast routing problem requires finding
a multicast tree to satisfy both conditions above-mentioned for fixed locations
of destinations. When destination nodes move around dynamically, a sequence
of multicast trees should be composed to follow them. This problem is called
the dynamic multicast routing problem. In this paper, we formulate a special
case of this problem, where the same set of mobile users continuously changes
their locations. In order to minimize the packet loss through modifications of
multicast trees, the change of the trees must also be minimized, in addition to
the cost minimization of each tree. Actually, for the penalty of a tree change, we
consider the sum of delay times on the links, which are newly removed from the
tree, because the packets existing on such links are lost in the new tree. We call
it the mobile multicast routing problem in this paper.

Several heuristic algorithms have been reported for the static multicast rout-
ing problem. In [3], Parsa, Zhu, and Garcia-Luna-Aceves proposed BSMA (
Bounded Shortest Multicast Algorithm), which improves a least-delay tree by
iteratively replacing superedges in the tree. Among existing algorithms includ-
ing them, the performance comparisons in [4][9] showed that BSMA provides
the best solution quality. However, BSMA usually suffers from the large time
complexity and thus, requires a lot of computation time to solve large-scale
instances.

This paper presents a new approximation algorithm called OPSAM (Optimal
Path Selection Algorithm for Multicast) for the static multicast routing prob-
lem. OPSAM is a two-stage algorithm that is composed of the path candidate
generation stage and the iterative tree search stage. In the first stage, OPSAM
generates plural path candidates from the source node to each destination node
at the same time by modifying the k-path generation algorithm in [10]. OPSAM
composes an initial routing tree from generated path candidates. In the second
stage, OPSAM iteratively improves the multicast tree by selecting better can-
didates. The performance of OPSAM is evaluated through extensively solving
randomly generated instances with two types of topologies, Waxman and Tiers
model. As the performance reference, BSMA is also implemented with the mod-
ification for the mobile problem, and is executed for the same set of instances.

2 Static and Mobile Multicast Routing Problems

2.1 Static Multicast Routing Problem

The inputs to the static multicast routing problem are a directed connected
graph G = (V,E), a source node s, a set of destination nodes D = {di|1 ≤ i ≤
|D|} ⊆ V − {s}, and an upper limit on the delay time ∆. Each edge or link in
E(G) is associated with two weights. One weight to the link l is called a cost
C(l)(l ∈ E), which may represent the consumed network bandwidth on the link,
and another one is a delay time D(l), which represents the transmission time
through the link. The required output to this problem is a multicast routing
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tree T = (VT , ET ), which includes the source s and every destination node in
D. Then, the constraint of the problem is that the total delay time along the
routing path from the source to any destination does not exceed the given upper
limit ∆. It is described by ∑

l∈P

D(l) ≤ ∆ (1)

where P (s, di) ∈ T represents a routing path to the destination di. The objective
function of the problem is to minimize the sum of the costs associated to links
in the multicast tree T , which is given by

∑

l∈ET

C(l) → min (2)

2.2 Formulation of Mobile Multicast Routing Problem

In the mobile multicast routing problem, mobile users are moving around in the
network, and their locations are reported in a regular time interval called a time
slot. In each time slot, users’ closest nodes become the destination nodes, from
where packets are transmitted to users by radio communication. Since a set of
destination nodes is obtained at each time slot, a sequence of sets of destination
nodes is actually given for some time slots in this problem. Then, the output
is a sequence of multicast routing trees where each tree realizes the multicast
communication corresponding to each configuration of destination nodes. Here,
we note that the time slot interval may be sufficiently large to compute the
reconfigurations of multicast routing trees, because as in [13], mobile users are
usually migrating locally, and the local networks recently visited by users should
be active for a while. The objective function is slightly modified so as to minimize
the packet transmission loss due to changes of multicast routing trees, in addition
to the cost minimization. The objective function is given by

∑

t

{
∑

l∈ETt

C(l) +K ×
∑

l∈ETt−1
l/∈ETt

D(l)} → min (3)

where t represents a time slot, Tt does a multicast routing tree at time slot t, and
K does a constant coefficient to adjust the weight balance between two factors
respectively. In our simulations in Section 4, K is fixed to 3.

3 Proposal of OPSAM

3.1 Design Concept of OPSAM

In order to realize efficient computation of providing high quality solutions within
short time, OPSAM consists of two stages:
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1. path candidate generation stage, and
2. iterative tree search stage.

The existing BSMA applies the Dijkstra shortest path algorithm [11] in each
iteration to replace superedges. To avoid the repeated applications of the shortest
path algorithm, OPSAM finds plural path candidates for each destination in the
same run of this algorithm, and memorizes them in the first stage. Then, the
second stage iteratively improves the solution by replacing path candidates in
the tree.

3.2 Path Candidate Generation Stage

By modifying the k-path generation algorithm in [10], this stage generates Kdi

path candidates for the destination di such that any path candidate satisfies the
delay constraint of the problem. This number of path candidates Kdi is given by

Kdi = A× (
(number of nodes) + (number of destination nodes)

+ (distance between source and di)
)

(4)

where A is constant coefficients.
Usually, a destination can generate more than Kdi different path candidates.

Thus, OPSAM memorizes only Kdi path candidates to save computation time
and memory in ascending order of the selection function F :

F = (sum of costs on links along path)− α(sum of costs on links shared
by path candidates for other destinations) (5)

where α is constant coefficients.
In OPSAM, path candidates are extracted sequentially in descending order of

the minimum delay time to the destination node, because distant destinations
from the source may not have degree of freedom for path candidates due to
the delay constraint, while near destinations can have more freedom so that
they can trace existing path candidates. After path candidates are generated,
one candidate among them that minimizes the cost increase is selected for the
initial solution of the multicast routing tree. The detailed procedure of the path
candidate generation stage in OPSAM is as follows:

1. Find the shortest path from the source to the destination in terms of the
delay time, and find the minimum delay time by using Dijkstra algorithm
[11].

2. Execute the following procedure for each destination di ∈ D in descending
of the minimum delay time:
a) Generate Kdi path candidates in ascending order of F by using the k-

path generation algorithm.
b) Select one path candidate that minimizes the cost increase for the initial

solution.
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3. Memorize the initial solution T and the link cost CT =
∑

e∈T C(e) as the
best-found solution: Tbest = T and Cbest = CTbest

, where Tbest represents the
best-found multicast routing tree and Cbest does the corresponding link cost
respectively.

4. Check the possibility of closed path occurrence between any pair of path
candidates for different destinations.

3.3 Iterative Tree Search Stage

This stage iteratively improves the solution by replacing the path candidates
in the tree T . Actually in each step, after randomly selecting one destination,
OPSAM finds another path candidate, which leads to the minimum cost of the
tree among candidates different from the currently selected one, and replaces it
for a new tree. Then, if this new tree includes closed paths, the path candidates
for different destinations from the replaced one that compose closed paths are
replaced by other candidates so that the resulting tree has no closed path. The
following procedure describes the details of this stage:

1. Randomly select one destination di.
2. Find a new path candidate to minimize the tree cost, and replace it to

compose a new tree T .
3. Check the existence of closed paths in T , and if there exist, apply the fol-

lowing procedure to remove them:
a) Remove the path candidates except one in 2 that compose the closed

paths.
b) Select new path candidates to recompose a tree, which do not only make

no closed path but also minimize the tree cost among available candi-
dates. If any path candidate makes a closed path for some destination,
select path candidates minimizing the cost tree without considering a
closed path.

4. Set Tbest = T and Cbest = CT , if CT < Cbest.
5. Repeat 1–4 in L times, and then output Tbest and Cbest.

3.4 Time Complexity of OPSAM

Let n be the number of nodes in the network (n = |V (G)|), |D| be the number of
destination nodes, L be the number of iterations in the second stage, and K be
the maximum number of path candidates Kdi . Then, in the first stage, the path
candidate generation procedure requires O(|D|n2) [10] time, and the closed path
detection procedure does O(n|D|2K2) time. The second stage requires O(LKn)
time, because each iteration requires O(Kn) time. As a result, OPSAM requires
O(|D|n2 + n|D|2K2 + LKn) time. In our simulations, K and L in OPSAM are
proportional to n, and |D| is constant for each instance, while k in BSMA is
proportional to n. In this case, the total time complexity of OPSAM is O(n3),
which is better than O(n4 log n) for BSMA.
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3.5 Extension of OPSAM for Mobile Multicast Routing Problem

OPSAM can be applied to the construction of the initial multicast routing tree
in the first time slot without modifications. However, for tree modifications from
the second time slot, OPSAM needs to consider the following modifying points
because of changes of user locations:

1. new destination nodes may appear,
2. existing destination nodes may disappear, and
3. the objective function is modified.

The modified procedure of OPSAM for the mobile multicast routing problem
is as follows:

1. Find destination nodes from the initial user locations.
2. Apply OPSAM to obtain the initial multicast routing tree.
3. Repeat the following procedure in tslot times, where tslot is the number of

time slots:
a) Find destination nodes from user locations.
b) If existing destination nodes disappear, remove the corresponding path

candidates from the tree.
c) If new destination nodes appear, apply the following procedure:

i. Generate path candidates for the new destinations as in the first
stage in OPSAM, and check the possibility of closed paths between
any pair of path candidates for different destinations.

ii. Select one candidate among them, which minimizes the increase of
the objective function, and insert it into the tree.

d) Iteratively improve the tree as in the second stage.
4. Output the sequence of trees.

4 Simulation Results

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed OPSAM, both of OPSAM
and BSMA have been implemented on Pentium III 866 MHz with FreeBSD. The
solution quality and the computation time are compared between two algorithms.

4.1 Simulated Network Topology

Two types of random graph topologies, namely Waxman model [6] and Tiers
model [7][8], are adopted. In Waxman model, n node coordinates are randomly
generated on an n × n Euclid plane, and any pair of nodes, u, v, are connected
by a link with the probability:

P (u, v) = β exp(
−d(u, v)

αL
) (6)

where d(u, v) represents the Manhattan distance between u and v, and α and
β represent real numbers between 0 and 1 which control the link density of the
network.
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Tiers model has been known as a random graph model to well approximate
a real communication network topology. In this model, nodes and links are par-
titioned into three layers of WAN, MAN, and LAN, and connections between
different layers become fewer than connections inside the same layer.

4.2 Simulations for Static Waxman Model

Parameters to generate problem instances for Waxman model are selected by
following those in [3]:

1. Average node degree is 5.
2. Each link cost is given by the Manhattan distance between corresponding

two nodes.
3. Each delay time is given by (link cost) × (random real number between 0

and 1).
4. The source node and destination nodes are randomly selected without over-

lapping.
5. The delay time upper limit is given by dmax, dmax × 1.2, and dmax × 1.5,

where dmax is the largest one among minimum delay times for destinations.
6. The number of nodes n in the network is given by 25, 50, 75, and 100.
7. The number of destinations is varied by 18 different numbers between 4 and

50.
8. The number of instances generated with different random numbers per each

size is 100.

Besides, the number of path candidates k for BSMA, which is important to
determine the performance, is given by n/2.

The following parameters are empirically selected for OPSAM through sim-
ulations: α = 15, A = 0.2, and L = 200n. Table 1 shows the simulation results,
where average costs and computation times are summarized for the case of |D|
= 4–25 and for the case of |D| = 38–50. This table shows that the computa-
tion time for OPSAM is 1.6–8 times faster than that for BSMA. The solution
quality (costs) of OPSAM is better or comparable for smaller size instances of
|D| = 4–25, whereas that is 0.4–2.1 % worse for larger size instances of |D| =
38–50. The reason is that BSMA can generate new path candidates dynamically
by repeatedly applying the shortest path algorithm, whereas OPSAM generates
path candidates only in the first stage and they may not be sufficient for large
size instances.

4.3 Simulations for Static Tires Model

Network topologies are generated by the existing Tires model generation pro-
gram in [12]. The instance parameters are selected as follows:

1. Each link cost is given by the inverse number of occupied bandwidth gener-
ated in the program.

2. Each delay time is given by the delay time generated in the program
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Table 1. Simulation results for static Waxman model.

OPSAM BSMA
∆ |D| Cost Time(sec) Cost Time(sec)

dmax 4-25 474.6 0.239 476.4 1.957
dmax 38,50 1483.7 3.456 1471.9 9.215

1.2dmax 4-25 442.7 0.370 444.3 2.032
1.2dmax 38,50 1429.8 4.715 1412.9 9.621
1.5dmax 4-25 428.2 0.526 426.4 2.073
1.5dmax 38,50 1409.7 5.889 1380.7 9.633

Table 2. Simulation results for static Tiers model.

OPSAM BSMA
∆ |D| Cost Time(sec) Cost Time(sec)

dmax 4-25 1624.1 0.537 1637.3 6.531
dmax 38 2575.4 1.671 2605.9 10.345

1.2dmax 4-25 1498.8 0.689 1519.8 7.588
1.2dmax 38 2483.3 2.016 2537.0 11.523
1.5dmax 4-25 1497.1 0.813 1516.7 7.606
1.5dmax 38 2484.1 2.313 2534.4 11.565

3. The number of nodes is given by 130, 195, and 260.
4. The number of destinations is varied by 15 different sizes between 4 and 38.
5. The other parameters for instance generations are the same as those for

Waxman model.

The following parameters are empirically selected: α = 75, A = 0.04, and
L = 120n. Table 2 shows the simulation results. This table shows that the
computation time for OPSAM is 5–12 times faster than that for BSMA, and the
solution quality is 0.8–2.1 % better. For this model, BSMA may be easily stuck
at local minimum because superedges are limited due to the few connections
between different layers. On the other hand, OPSAM can find more variety
of path candidates for destinations to satisfy the delay constraint in the first
stage. Thus, OPSAM is considered the better algorithm for practical network
topologies.

4.4 Simulations for Mobile Multicast Routing

The instance parameters for network topologies follow those for Waxman and
Tiers models in the static multicast routing problem. User locations are gener-
ated by the following method:

1. Initial locations of users (x0
i , y

0
i ) (1 ≤ i ≤ |U |) are randomly generated on

the n×n Euclid plane with allowing overlapping. Moving velocities of users
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Table 3. Simulation results for mobile instances by Waxman.

OPSAM BSMA
Tree Objective Time Tree Objective Time

∆ |D| Cost change function (sec) Cost change function (sec)
dmax 4-25 2841.3 158.4 3316.5 0.631 2818.8 178.3 3353.7 6.617
dmax 38,50 8182.7 342.6 9210.3 5.585 8215.4 408.8 9441.9 28.886

1.2dmax 4-25 2673.6 149.5 3122.1 0.927 2658.4 162.4 3145.6 6.764
1.2dmax 38,50 7900.5 330.6 8892.3 7.471 7855.8 378.6 8991.7 29.209
1.5dmax 4-25 2606.7 143.6 3037.6 1.265 2565.2 153.2 3024.8 6.800
1.5dmax 38,50 7797.8 320.2 8758.5 9.218 7663.5 355.6 8730.4 29.531

vi are given by random integers between 1 and 5 for Waxman, between 50
and 200 for Tiers, and their moving angles to the horizontal axis θi are given
by random integers between 0 and 360.

2. Locations of users are updated by:

xt
i+1 = xt

i + vi × cos(θi × π/180), yt
i+1 = yt

i + vi × sin(θi × π/180) (7)

When any user moves out of the n × n plane, the moving angle is modified
by adding a random integer between 90 and 180 so that it can move to a
place inside the plane.

3. Moving angles is slightly modified by adding a random integer between -10
and 10.

The same parameter set for the static multicast routing problem is adopted
here except for L = 1/5 × (L for static problem) in tree modifications. Tables
3 and 4 summarize the simulation results, where the average of total tree costs,
tree changes, objective function values, and computation times are shown. These
tables show that the computation time for OPSAM is always 3–10 times for Wax-
man model and 12–22 times for Tiers model faster than that for BSMA. The
solution quality for OPSAM is 0.7–2.5 % better then that for BSMA except for
∆ = 1.5dmax for Waxman. BSMA needs to apply the shortest path algorithm
for every destination whenever new destinations are added. On the other hand,
OPSAM only needs to apply the shortest path algorithm for newly added desti-
nations. As a result, as the number of time slots increases, the difference in the
computation time also increases, and BSMA becomes impractical.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a new approximation algorithm called OPSAM for the NP-
complete static multicast routing problem, and the newly defined mobile multi-
cast routing problem. OPSAM consists of two stages for efficient computations.
We verify the performance of OPSAM through simulations for static and mobile
multicast routing problem where our algorithm finds better solutions in shorter
time and better solution quality than BSMA.
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Table 4. Simulation results for mobile instances by Tiers.

OPSAM BSMA
Tree Objective Time Tree Objective Time

∆ |D| Cost change function (sec) Cost change function (sec)
dmax 4-25 9242.4 2353.5 16303.0 1.853 9326.0 2356.8 16396.5 41.122
dmax 38 14883.2 5380.0 31023.1 4.547 15088.7 5399.0 31285.9 62.088

1.2dmax 4-25 8639.6 2340.0 15659.5 2.037 8787.0 2334.3 15790.0 43.968
1.2dmax 38 14353.6 5368.9 30460.2 4.834 14686.5 5367.4 30788.7 65.476
1.5dmax 4-25 8626.8 2338.6 15642.8 2.231 8770.2 2333.7 15771.2 44.104
1.5dmax 38 14347.3 5367.5 30450.0 5.343 14677.4 5366.4 30776.7 65.995
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Abstract. It has recently been shown that a combined input output queued
(CIOQ) switch with a speedup factor of 2 can exactly emulate an output-queued
(OQ) switch [1]-[6].  In particular, the maximal matching algorithm, named
Least Cushion First/Most Urgent First (LCF/MUF) algorithm presented in [6],
can be executed in parallel to achieve exact emulation.  However, the buffer size
at every input and output port was assumed to be of infinite size. This assump-
tion is obviously unrealistic in practice.  In this paper, we investigate via com-
puter simulation the performance of the LCF/MUF algorithm with finite input
and output buffers.  We found that, under uniform traffic, a CIOQ switch be-
haves almost like an OQ switch if the buffer sizes at every input and output
ports are 3 and 9 cells respectively.  For correlated traffic, to achieve similar
performance, the input and output buffer sizes have to be increased to about 7
and 11 times of the mean burst size, respectively.

1   Introduction

Over the years, many service scheduling algorithms have been proposed to provide
quality of service (QoS) guarantees in an integrated services network [7]-[10].  Most
of these algorithms were designed to be used at the output ports of an output queued
(OQ) switch.  The main problem of OQ switches is that the switching fabric of an
N×N switch must run N times as fast as its line rate in the worst case.  As such, OQ
switches have serious scaling problem because the advancement in memory band-
width is much slower than the advancement in transmission speed.  Consequently,
input queuing is unavoidable in building a large capacity switch.

On the other hand, input queued switches suffer from head-of-line blocking which
limits the maximum throughput to about 0.586 (under uniform traffic assumption)
[11].  It can be improved to approach 100% if cells are delivered from input ports to
output ports based on maximum matching [12].  However, the high computational
complexity of currently known algorithms prohibits maximum matching from being
used in a high-speed switch.  Although many maximal matching algorithms (e.g., PIM
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[13], LPF [14], and iSLIP [15]) have been proposed, none of these algorithms can
provide QoS guarantee even though the complexity is lower than maximum matching.
Another approach to improve the performance of an input queued (IQ) switch is to
speedup the switching fabric.  Because of speedup, an output port may receive cells
faster than it can transmit.  As a result, buffering at output is necessary and the switch
becomes a combined input output queued (CIOQ) switch.

Obviously, to obtain good performance in a CIOQ switch, one has to wisely
schedule the usage of switching fabric.  Several algorithms had been proposed to
achieve the goal.  It was shown that a CIOQ switch with a speedup factor of 2 and
well-designed matching algorithm can exactly emulate an OQ switch.  In particular, a
maximal matching algorithm named Least Cushion First/Most Urgent First
(LCF/MUF) was proposed in [6].  The LCF/MUF algorithm can be executed with a
parallel procedure of complexity O(N), where N denotes the number of input and
output ports.  It was proved that, using the LCF/MUF algorithm, a CIOQ switch with a
speedup factor of 2 can exactly emulate an OQ switch.  However, to achieve exact
emulation, the buffer size at each input and output port was assumed to be of infinite
size.  This assumption is obviously unrealistic in practice.  In this paper, we investi-
gate via computer simulations the performance of the LCF/MUF algorithm with finite
input and output buffers.  In our study, the input traffic is characterized by uniform or
correlated model.  With finite input and output buffers, the property of exact emulation
is lost.  However, simulation results show that, under uniform traffic, a CIOQ switch
behaves almost like an OQ switch if the buffer size at every input port and every out-
put port are 3 and 9 cells respectively.  For correlated traffic, to achieve similar results,
both input and output buffer sizes have to be increased to about 7 and 11 times of the
mean burst size, respectively.

2   The LCF/MUF Matching  Algorithm

In this section, we review the LCF/MUF matching algorithm proposed in [6].  Since
the switching fabric is speeded up by a factor of 2, there are two scheduling phases in
each slot, where a slot is defined as the time duration to transmit a cell.  In each
scheduling phase, the LCF/MUF scheduling algorithm matches each nonempty input
with at most one output, and conversely, each output with at most one input.  Cells are
then delivered to output ports based on the matching outcome.

Before describing the LCF/MUF algorithm, we introduce some definitions.  Let
xi,j denote a cell at input port i destined to output port j.
Definition 1   The cushion of cell xi,j at input port i, denoted by C(xi,j), equals the
number of cells currently residing in output port j which will depart the emulated OQ
switch earlier than cell xi,j.
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Definition 2   The cushion between input port i and output port j, denoted by C(i,j),
is the minimum of C(xi,j) of all cells at input port i destined to same output port j.  If
there is no cell destined to output port j, then C(i,j) is set to ��
Definition 3   The scheduling matrix of an N×N switch is an N×N square matrix
whose (i,j)th entry equals C(i,j).

The LCF/MUF matching algorithm is described below:
Step 1.  Select the (i,j)th entry of the scheduling matrix which satisfies C(i,j) =
mink,l{C(k,l)} (Least Cushion First).  If the selected entry is ��������	�
���������������
more than one entry with the least cushion residing in different columns, then choose
the most urgent cell xi,j among those input ports which correspond to the selected
entries (Most Urgent First).
Step 2.   Eliminate the ith row and the jth column (i.e., match output port j to input port i)
of the scheduling matrix. If the reduced matrix becomes null, then stop. Otherwise,
use the reduced matrix and go to Step 1.

3   System Model

As a benchmark with which the CIOQ switch we studied is compared, we assume
there exists a shadow OQ switch.  The traffic arrived at the CIOQ switch is identical
to that arrived at the shadow switch.  Our goal is to arrange for each cell to depart
from the CIOQ switch at exactly the same time it departs from the shadow OQ switch,
i.e., to exactly emulate the OQ switch with the CIOQ switch.

3.1   The Shadow OQ Switch Which Adopts Strict Priority Service Scheme

For ease of simulation and feasibility in implementation, we select the strict priority
scheme as the service discipline of the shadow OQ switch.  We assume that every
output port j maintains K FIFO queues named as Qj,k with priority 1 to priority K re-
spectively (priority 1 has the highest priority).  At each output port j, the strict priority
service algorithm is described below.

for k=1 to K {
if queue Qj,k is non-empty then

the head-of-line cell of Qj,k is served and break for-loop.
}

3.2   The CIOQ Switch We Studied

Fig. 1 illustrates the conceptual model of an N×N CIOQ switch with finite buffers.
Every input port maintains per output port, per priority queues.  In other words,
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Fig. 1. The CIOQ switch scheduled by LCF/MUF algorithm.

each input port i (1<=i<=N ) maintains a separate set of FIFO queues for each output
port j, named as VOQi,j for 1<=j<=N.  Therefore, there are N sets of VOQi,j queues at
each input port and each set of VOQi,j consists of K priority FIFO queues, named as
VOQi,j,k for 1<=k<=K.  As a result, there are N×K queues to be managed at each input
port.  A new arrival cell is placed at the tail of its appropriate queue.

Since the service discipline of the shadow OQ switch is assumed to be the strict
priority scheme, one can easily determine the service order of cells in the set of VOQi,j

queue.  In other words, the entries of the scheduling matrix for the LCF/MUF algo-
rithm can be easily determined.

4 Input Traffic Model

To evaluate switch performance quantitatively, we describe practical input traffic
models that will be sent simultaneously to both the shadow OQ switch and the CIOQ
switch in each simulation experiment. The following introduces two input traffic mod-
els  uniform and correlated models.

4.1 Uniform Input Traffic

The uniform input traffic model is used to characterize the interactive behavior of data
arrivals in computer networks [11]; there is no time correlation between arrivals.
Cells arrival on the N input links are governed by independent and identical Bernoulli
processes.  Specially, in any given time slot, the probability that a cell will arrival on a
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particular input port is r.  Each cell has equal probability 1/N of being addressed to any
given output port, and successive packets are independent.

Consider a particular output port (the “tagged” port) and define random variable
A as the number of cell arrival at the tagged port during a given time slot.  It follows
that A has the binomial distribution as shown in Equation 1 that can be used to esti-
mate the utility of output buffers.

4.2 Correlated Input Traffic

The correlated traffic model we studied is characterized by a 2-state Markov process
alternating between active and idle states with probabilities p and q, respectively
[16][17] (see Fig. 2).  This model is often used to describe IP packets fragmented into
ATM cells.  Based on this model, the traffic source will generate a cell every slot
when it is in the active state.  Note that there is at least one cell in a burst.  Define
random variable B as the number of time slots that the active period (burst) lasts.  The
probability which the active period lasts for a duration of i time slots (consists of i
cells) is

The mean burst length is given by

Similarly, define random variable I as the number of time slots which the idle period
lasts. The probability that an idle period lasts for j time slots is

Fig. 2.  The 2-state Markov chain process.
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And the mean idle period is given by

Given p and q, the offered traffic load �can be found by

We assume there is no correlation between different bursts and the destination of each
burst is uniformly distributed among the output ports.

5 Numerical Results

Our simulation experiments are divided into three parts.  In the first two parts, we
measure the latency of cells which are simultaneously fed to both the shadow OQ
switch and the CIOQ switch with infinite input buffer and finite output buffer under
uniform and correlated traffic models, respectively.  We define d(x) = dOQ(x)-
dCIOQ(x) as the deviation index of cell x. Here dOQ(x) and dCIOQ(x) denote, respectively,
the departure times of cell x for the shadow OQ switch and the CIOQ switch.  Given a
fixed d, we measure the percentage of cells that has a deviation index smaller than or
equal to d.  This percentage is denoted by Pd .  For example, Pd=0 equals 100% means
that the CIOQ switch exactly emulates the shadow OQ switch.  In the third part, we
study the effect of finite input buffer.  We measure the cell-loss probability (denoted
by Ploss) of a CIOQ switch with finite input buffer and finite output buffer.

Simulations are performed for N =4, 8, 16, and 32, with 4 priority levels under
both uniform and correlated traffic models. For correlated traffic, the mean burst
length = 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 are considered at the same time.  The statistics of about
one million cells are collected (over all queues in the switch) and thus loss probabili-
ties smaller than 10-6 are not measurable.

5.1 Results of Uniform Input Traffic

For uniform input traffic load, simulation results are shown in Fig. 3 to Fig. 5.  Fig. 3
shows that the CIOQ switch almost behaves like an OQ switch under moderate loads
if sufficiently many output buffers are installed.  For N =16 with infinite input buffer
(Bi = �) and finite output buffer Bo = 9 cells, the value of Pd=0  is larger than 90% for
the 1st priority traffic cells under an offered load up to 0.8.  Fig. 4 shows the values of
Pd=0 and Pd<=2 for all the four priority cells.  We observe that the performance behaves
similarly for all the four priority cells and the values of Pd<=2 are close
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Fig. 3.  Performance of the 16×16 CIOQ switch with Bi = �������Bo = 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 cells.

The curve is shown for the highest priority cells only.

Fig. 4.  Performance of the 16×16 CIOQ switch with Bi = ������Bo = 9 cells.  The curves show

the performance of values of the Pd=0 and Pd<=2  for all the four priority cells.
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Fig. 5.  Performance of the CIOQ switch with Bi = ������Bo = 9 cells. The curve shows the

performance of the highest priority cells as a function of the switch size N=4, 8, 16, and 32.

to 100% even under an offered load up to 0.8.  As is shown in Fig. 5, the performance
degrades as the number of ports increases.  But it degrades slowly when N is larger
than 8.  Based on these results, we conclude that a CIOQ switch performs like an OQ
switch if output buffer size is at least 9 cells.

Note that, the maximum queue length at all input ports is also estimated in these
simulations.  The input buffer size of 60 cells is sufficient under the uniform traffic
model.

5.2 Results of Correlated Input Traffic

For the correlated traffic model, results depend on the mean burst size .  In Fig. 6,
we show the results for  = 16 cells for N =16 with Bo = 5 , 7 , 9 , 11  and
13  cells.  The value of Pd=0 is larger than 90% for the 1st priority traffic under an
offered load up to 0.8 when Bo =11  cells are installed.  From Fig. 7, one can see that
the performances are roughly the same for various switch sizes.  In Fig. 8 we per-
formed similar simulations for other values of .  Our observation is that the per-
formance degrades as a function of the value of . But the degradation is became
slow once  is larger than 16.  Based on these results, we suggest to allocate Bo =
11  cells at each output port for correlated traffic.

Note that the maximum queue length at all input ports is smaller than 237 cells
(about 15  cells) which is also estimated in simulations.
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Fig. 6. Performance of the 16×16 CIOQ switch with Bi = �������Bo = 5 , 7 , 9 , 11

and 13  cells ( =16).  The curve is shown for the highest priority cells only.

Fig. 7. Performance of the CIOQ switch with Bi = ������Bo = 11  cells ( =16).  The curve

shows the performance of the highest priority cells as a function of the switch size N=4, 8, 16,

and 32.
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Fig. 8. Performance of the 16×16 CIOQ switch with Bi = �������Bo = 11  cells.  The curve

shows the performance of the highest priority cells as a function of the mean burst length  =

4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 cells.

5.3     Effect of Finite Input Buffer

In this sub-section, we study the effect of finite input buffer.  The output buffer size is
chosen to be 9 cells for uniform traffic and 11  cells for correlated traffic.  The
switch size and the mean burst length investigated in our simulations are N=16 and

=16.  We measure cell loss probability (Ploss) due to finite input buffer.  Fig. 9 shows
the curves of Ploss versus �for input buffer size Bi=2, 3, 5, 7 and 9 cells under uniform
traffic.   Fig. 10 shows the curve of Ploss versus � for input buffer size Bi=3 , 5 ,
7 , 9  and 11  cells under correlated traffic.  It can be seen that Ploss of the CIOQ
switch with Bi=3 and Bo=9 is smaller than 10-5 under the uniform traffic model for an
offered load up to 0.8.  For correlated input traffic, one can achieve similar perform-
ance with Bi=7  and Bo=11 .

Note that, based on our simulation results, the CIOQ switch needs to maintain a
buffer of 60 cells at each input port to achieve zero cell loss probability under uniform
traffic (or 15  cells under correlated traffic) for an offered load up to 0.9.

6 Conclusions

We have investigated the performance of a CIOQ switch with finite input and output
buffers. The LCF/MUF algorithm is selected as the matching algorithm to deliver cells
from input ports to output ports.  To implement the LCF/MUF algorithm, a switch has
to know the cushion of all cells and the relative departure order of cells destined to the
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same output port.  The complexity of cushion calculation strongly depends on service
discipline.  In this study, we choose strict priority service discipline because it allows
cushions to be easily calculated.  Based on simulation results, we found that a CIOQ
switch can mimic an OQ switch quite well for both uniform and correlated traffic up
to =0.8.

Fig. 9.  P
loss

 of a 16×16 CIOQ switch with Bi=2, 3, 5, 7, and 9 cells, and Bo=9 cells under uni-

form input traffic.

Fig. 10.  P
loss

 of a 16×16 CIOQ switch with Bi=3 , 5 , 7 , 9 , and 11 , and Bo=11  cells

( =16 cells) under correlated input traffic.
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Further applications may require a more complicated service discipline (such as
WFQ) than strict priority.  Unfortunately, a complicated service discipline may induce
dramatic complexity in cushion calculation.  Therefore, how to design a scheme which
simplifies cushion calculation and mimics the complicated service discipline is worth
to be further studied.
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Abstract. Many address lookup methods for an IP router have been
recently proposed to improve a packet forwarding capability, but their
performance prediction is very limited because of lack of considering
actual traffic characteristics. It is necessary to consider actual traffic
to predict more realistic performances on routers, specially in case of
layers 3 and 4 switches whose performances are more influenced by flow
characteristics. In this paper, we propose new methods for predicting
the router’s performance based on the statistical analysis of the Internet
traffic. We also present an example of its application to the existing
table lookup algorithms, and show that simulation results based on our
method can provide accurate performance prediction.

1 Introduction

A rapid growth of the Internet traffic with the spread of multimedia applications
such as streaming media leads to an explosive demand of high-speed packet
transmission technologies. For this purpose, it is necessary to improve the packet
forwarding capability at IP routers as well as to increase the link capacity. One
main task of routers is to determine the output interface for forwarding the
arriving packet according to the packet header information, e.g., the destination
address. Other information such as the source address, source/destination port
numbers, and protocol number may also be used for policy routing and/or the
layer 4 switching. IP routers perform the following two steps for every arriving
packet.

1. Look up the next-hop of the packet from the routing table.
2. Forward the packet to the outgoing interface determined by step 1.

Step 1 heavily influences the performance of routers because the longest prefix
matching [1] in Step 1 is complicated after CIDR (Classless Inter-Domain Rout-
ing) [2] is introduced. Therefore, an address lookup method easily becomes a
performance bottleneck at high-speed routers.

I. Chong (Ed.): ICOIN 2002, LNCS 2343, pp. 215–225, 2002.
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To overcome the performance bottleneck of address lookup, many approaches
have been proposed in recent years. See, e.g., [3,4]. However, performance studies
on their proposed methods are very limited. Roughly speaking, there are two
metrics for the performance evaluation of the address lookup algorithms; the
worst-case and the average-case (or actual-case). The worst-case performance is
easy to derive from the complexities of lookup algorithms, and by using them, one
can easily compare the proposed algorithm with other existing algorithms. The
worst-case performance is also a useful index to describe its basic capability. Most
of papers on the longest prefix matching thus use the worst-case performance
because of above reasons.

However, the actual performance is heavily affected by the time–dependent
behavior of destination addresses of arriving packets. Furthermore, the worst-
case performance is not always the best metric. It is likely that the design choice
according to the worst-case performance leads to very expensive algorithms.
A closer look at the performance behavior of the target method may allow a
more elegant solution. For example, we may be able to have a much cheaper
solution at the sacrifice of limited performance degradation (e.g., introducing
a small packet loss probability). For that purpose, we need a realistic address
generation method for evaluating the performance of IP routers while the past
researches only considered the simulation technique using the random address
generation [3]. Or, a small amount of traced data is used [4]. Since the amount
of the traced data is limited, the actual performance behavior is likely to be
missed. Furthermore, because traced data is very few in the public domain, the
simulation result is lack of generality.

In this paper, we propose performance prediction methods of address lookup
algorithms with consideration of characteristics of the actual traffic. We first
analyze the behavior of the address generation pattern based on the traced data
in Section 2. It is then used to generate the pseudo traffic using the mathematical
model. Results of simulation experiments are presented in Section 3 to compare
our proposed method with the trace–driven simulation method and we show
that it is possible to predict more realistic performance using our method. In
Section 4, we conclude our paper with future research works.

2 Statistical Address Generation Methods

In this section, we propose two performance prediction methods of address
lookup algorithms of IP routers. The one is for generating the destination address
of IP packets, i.e., for layer 3 routers. The other is for generating the flow, where
the flow duration (the number of packets contained in the flow) is obtained by
the statistical analysis of traced-data. Then, the destination address of the flow
is generated by the statistical model. See Figure 1 for an outline of our methods.

We will first introduce the model of the destination addresses in Subsec-
tion 2.1. The address generation method is then described in Subsection 2.2. It
is applied to the traffic generation method, which can be used for simulating the
table lookup algorithms.
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2.1 Modeling Destination Addresses

We use the approach of the address generation algorithm proposed in [5], where
the addresses are generated by a LRU (Least Recently Used) stack and ISGF
(Inverse Stack Growth Function).

For briefly summarizing ISGF, we introduce ti, denoting the arrival time
of ith packet (or flow). We define f(t, T ) as the expected value of the number
of distinct addresses of packets arrived during a period (t − T, t). Assume that
f(t, T ) is independent from time t, i.e., f(ti, T ) = f(tj , T ) for all i, j. Then,
f(t, T ) can be denoted by f(T ). This assumption is called a time–translation
invariance, and makes it for us to obtain the same value f(T ) whenever trace
data are gathered. ISGF is a power low function given by

f(T ) � Tα (T � 1) (1)

where α (0 < α < 1) is a constant value.
While ISGF was originally used for predicting the cache hit ratio of computer

architectures, the authors in [5] have found that the number of distinct destina-
tion addresses also satisfies ISGF. Namely, when we collect T packets from the
traced data, the number of distinct destination addresses can be estimated as
Tα. By using ISGF, it is possible to derive the probability that the destination
address of the arriving packet has already appeared. However, applying only
ISGF is insufficient in some situations.

Let us consider the sequence of packet arrivals for the TCP flow. Because
the TCP flow is divided into packets, the probability that the next packet of the
TCP flow arrives at the router tends to be decreased as the time passes. This
tendency cannot be modeled by ISGF solely. Therefore, an LRU (Least Recently
Used) stack model is applied to the probability structure as follows.

The probability ai is defined as

ai = {f(g(i − 1) + 1) − (i − 1)}
−{f(g(i) + 1) − i}, (2)

where g(T ) = f−1(T ). From Eq. (1), we have

ai = {((i − 1)
1
α + 1)α − (i − 1)}

−{(i
1
α + 1)α − i}. (3)
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2.2 Address Generation Method

In this subsection, we explain the procedure of destination address generation
based on ISGF. We prepare the set of distinct destination addresses of trace
data with their numbers of references from the traced data. Then, if Np packets
include Na distinct destination addresses, α is calculated from Eq.(1). Since
Eq.(1) holds when Np is large, we need to calculate α with the adequately large
number of packets. We use a least–square method to calculate α.

Moreover, we define a list of destination addresses as A(i) (i = 1, 2, . . . , Na).
The following procedure generates time–dependent destination addresses using
the above quantities; Np, Na, α and A(i).

1. LRU stack size S is set to Na.
2. Store A(1), A(2), . . . , A(Na) sequentially in the LRU stack.
3. Choose a random number p (0 ≤ p < 1).
4. Calculate the minimum k if p ≤ ∑k

i=1 ai.
5. Assign the address of a new access as k-th element of the LRU stack.
6. Move k-th element to the top of the LRU stack.
7. Return to Step 3.

The above procedure gives a series of destination addresses, which can be em-
bedded in the simulation program for packet generation. More specifically, either
of the following procedures is performed as a packet generator in the simulation.

– Address Generation per Packet (AGP)
1. A packet is generated according to, e.g., a Poisson process. A heavy-tailed

distribution may also be applied to determine the interarrival times of
packets.

2. The destination address of the generated packet is decided by the address
generation method described above.

– Address Generation per Flow (AGF)
1. Generates a flow, and determines the number of packets in the flow.
2. The destination address of the flow is decided by the address generation

method mentioned above.
3. Determines the interarrival times of packets during which the flow is

active. All the packets in the flow use the same destination address.

We note here that in AGF, the number of packets within the flow may be deter-
mined from the statistical analysis of the actual data. For example, in [6], the
entire flow duration can be well approximated by the log-normal distribution
while the tail–part has a heavy-tailed distribution. Thus, the combination of the
two distributions can be used for the flow duration and is used in our experi-
ments. To fit the combination of the two distribution function accurately, we es-
timate parameters using the maximum-likelihood-estimator (MLE) method [7].
Once the flow is accurately characterized, the packet interarrival times may be
modeled by a Poisson distribution [6].

On the other hand, AGP cannot model the heavy-tailed distribution for
representing the number of flows because the probability that the generated
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address would appear again in the future depends only on the position of the
LRU stack, not the number of references. However, AGP has some advantages.
It requires lower processing overhead and the smaller number of parameters than
AGF.

3 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of existing address lookup algo-
rithms by using our proposed methods. We use the Patricia Tree search [8] and
the pointer cache method proposed in [3].

3.1 Target Algorithms

We briefly summarize the Patricia Tree and the pointer cache method in this
subsection. At legacy routers, the longest prefix matching has been performed by
the binary tree. The Patricia Tree search [8] is a popular one, which eliminates
the node having only one child node. See Figure 2 for an example of the Patricia
Tree search. In this case, the nodes for the fourth and fifth bit of the destination
address are removed because the routing table has only the entries beginning
with 101001 when the fourth bit of the destination address is 0. The Patricia
Tree search is simple and hence easy to implement, but relatively slow because
the number of removable nodes becomes decreased when the number of entries
is increased. In the worst case, the Patricia Tree still requires up to 32 or 128
memory references in IPv4 or IPv6, respectively.

To resolve the problem, several algorithms have been proposed by using the
CAM (Content Addressable Memory), which can decrease the number of mem-
ory accesses (see [9] and references therein). The pointer cache method [3] is one
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of such CAM-based algorithms, combining CAM and the Patricia Tree. Figure 3
shows its composition. The pointer cache method first divides the Patricia Tree
into some parts by borders with predefined values as a prefix length of the Pa-
tricia Tree. Then the set of pointers to the root node of each part is stored into
CAM. The address lookup for the arriving packet is performed by the following
procedure;

1. Search the CAM for the pointer to the objective part which includes the
longest prefix matched entry for the destination address.

2. Look up the address from the part of Patricia Tree.

Because CAM is used like a cache memory for the Patricia Tree, the performance
of the pointer cache method depends on entries stored in CAM, which must
be strongly affected by the traffic characteristics such as the distribution of
addresses of arriving packets. This is why we choose the pointer cache method
as an example.

3.2 Traffic Models

Before evaluating the performance, we need to determine the parameters Na, Nd,
and A(i) from the traced data. We use one million packet headers gathered by the
traffic monitor (OC3MON [10]) at the gateway of Osaka University. Traced data
set includes 6,966 distinct destination addresses. Its BGP information (4,669
entries) are used to construct the Patricia Tree and CAM entries in the pointer
cache method. The data is collected on January 24th, 2001. The values α of
ISGF are 0.64 in AGP and 0.77 in AGF, respectively. For comparison purpose,
we also consider the following three kinds of address generation methods.
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Actual: A raw sequence of packet headers obtained by OC3MON is used.
Random: A randomly chosen 32-bit value is used as the destination address of

each packet.
Trace-Random: Randomly pick up the destination address of the packet from

the traced data.

3.3 Performance Metrics

In our experiments, we generate ten million packets according to the Poisson
process for the input to address lookup algorithms. Their destination addresses
are generated by five traffic patern mentioned above. “Trace-Random” traffic
case, AGP and AGF uses one million packet headers of the traced data. The
buffer size of the router is set to be 3,000 packets.

We define an address lookup delay S as the time required for a longest prefix
matching of an arrival packet. In the Patricia Tree search, S is given by

S = ts × dr, (4)

where ts is the number of times of lookup in Patricia Tree and dr is the delay for
read / comparison operations in RAM. Under the present circumstance, since
a read requires 5 nsec and a comparison requires 10 nsec in RAM, the value of
dr can be assumed to be 15 nsec. In the case of Figure 2, since two lookups are
required to determine the longest prefix entry of the packet, the value ts is 2
and then the value S is estimated as 30 nsec. An address lookup by using the
pointer cache method consists of a search for CAM and a lookup in the Patricia
Tree. Since an access to CAM is performed independently of an access to the
Patricia Tree, it can be improved by performing in parallel on the pipeline. An
arriving packet at the router first searches the longest prefix entry among all
entries stored in CAM. After the search has finished, the lookup of the packet
begins if no packets are being looked up in the Patricia Tree. Otherwise, it is
kept waiting for finishing the lookup in the Patricia Tree and a search of a newly
arriving packet for CAM does not start. In the present situation, the search for
CAM requires 15 nsec [11,12,13] and we used this value in our experiments.

We use the maximum throughput as the performance metric, which is the
reciprocal of the minimum average of packet interarrival time if no packet is lost
during the simulation. We also obtain the behavior of the time–dependent queue
length (the number of packets queued in the buffer).

3.4 Simulation Results

Patricia Tree. Table 1 compares simulation results of the Patricia Tree search
among five traffic patterns (AGP, AGF and three packet generation methods
described above). In Table 1, the second column is the maximum throughput
and the third column is the relative error ratio to the maximum throughput of
the “Actual” case. The table shows that the throughput of “Random” case is 1.8
times larger than the one of the “Actual” case. It is due to the characteristics
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Table 1. Maximum Throughput (Patricia Tree Search)

Input Traffic Maximum Throughput Error Rate
Actual 4.63 mpps —
Random 8.33 mpps 79.9%

Trace-Random 4.67 mpps 0.86%
AGP 4.63 mpps 0.00%
AGF 4.52 mpps 2.38%

of the destination address distribution. In the Patricia Tree search, the packet
lookup delay is decided by the prefix length of the matched entry in the routing
table. If the number of packets whose destination addresses match the longer-
prefix entries of the routing table, the average lookup delay becomes larger.
Furthermore, the prefix length of the entry shows the size of the organization
belonging to it. That is, the address space which includes the longer prefix entries
tend to include more organizations. Because the most popular traffic in the cur-
rent Internet is http, packets tend to access the destination address space which
includes more www servers. From the above reason, the “Actual” traffic case tend
to match the longer prefix entries, and the address lookup delay becomes larger.
On the other hand, the “Random” pattern generates uniformly–distributed ad-
dresses; the number of accesses of the entry is inversely proportional to the
prefix length. Namely, in “Random” case, the entry with the short prefix length
is preferably accessed. Therefore, “Random” case overestimates the performance
of Patricia Tree significantly, when compared with “Actual” case. In contrast to
“Random” case, results of “Trace-Random” case, AGF, and AGP provide good
estimations with low errors. Among three methods, AGP provides the best pre-
diction with respect to the throughput. Note that since the result of “Random”
case is far from other traffic patterns, we will not show the result of “Random”
case in the below.

Pointer Cache Method. To see the applicability of our proposed methods
to other algorithms, we next examine the pointer cache method [3]. Table 2
compares the maximum throughput. We can observe that the results are almost
same as the case of the Patricia Tree search, and our proposed methods can
provide good prediction.

We also show the behavior of the time-dependent queue length in Figure 4.
From Figure 4(a), it is observed that the behavior of “Actual” case has two
properties. Its fluctuation is low (below 50 packets). However, the queue length
sometimes increases significantly. It is caused by the characteristic of packet
arrivals. Due to the window flow control of TCP, traffic of the TCP connection
contains a burst of packets. Of cource, the continuos arrival of packet belonging
to the same flow is another reason. Then, a significant increase (called as spike
below) appears when the packets with the long-prefix-matched address arrive
bursty. On the other hand, other three methods show different results. In “Trace-
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Table 2. Maximum Throughput (Pointer Cache Method)

Input Traffic Maximum Throughput Error Rate
Actual 35.2 mpps —
Random 58.8 mpps 67.0%

Trace-Random 36.5 mpps 3.69%
AGP 35.0 mpps 0.57%
AGF 35.0 mpps 0.57%
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Random” case (Figure 4(b)), any spike does not appear during the simulation.
The behavior of AGP (Figure 4(c)) shows many spikes, but its whole fluctuation
is not so low, compared with “Actual” case. On the other hand, the result of AGF
(Figure 4(d)) shows some spike and its whole fluctuation is low, and its behavior
of the time–dependent queue length is similar to the one of the “Actual” case.
However, the overall queue length of AGF is longer than the one of “Actual” case.
This is because our proposed method cannot generate a new address (i.e., it does
not appear in the traced data) that will arrive, for “Trace-Random” traffic, AGP
and AGF are based on 6,966 distinct addresses gathered from one million traced
packet headers, while “Actual” traffic uses ten million traced packet headers.

This is the open issue of our generation methods that does not consider the
new address generation. One solution may be to set the index for each entry
of the routing table based on the number of accesses, and to generate the new
address according to the index of the entry. A proposal of new address generation
algorithm is one of our future research topics.

Recall that AGF explicitly models the flow characteristics (i.e., the number
of packets in the flow, interarrival times of flows, and the number of active flows).
Thus, AGF can be applied to flow classification algorithms (e.g., [14]) as well as
the address lookup algorithms. Its accuracy should be investigated as a future
research topic.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed performance evaluation methods of the address
lookup algorithms based on the statistical model obtained from the real traffic.
We have found out that through a packet driven simulation, we can evaluate
them accurately with our proposed method, AGF. As a future topic, we are now
developing the analysis approach to know the performance of address lookup
algorithms more quickly. Also, we need to validate the applicability of AGF to
the packet classification algorithm.
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Abstract. A packet-aware non-interleaving scheduling algorithm is proposed
and examined in this paper. The non-interleaving scheduling algorithm elimi-
nates the complexity of packet reassembly at the output queue. The characteris-
tics of packet latency and queue occupancies are investigated in comparison
with the cell-interleaving scheduling algorithm. The simulated results show that
the packet-aware non-interleaving scheduling could be a feasible or better
choice for packet switch implementations in the latency, output buffer require-
ment and implementation complexity viewpoints. The simulated results are ob-
tained using self-similar traffic generated based on the measured Internet back-
bone traffic that reflects the predominance of short packets.

1   Introduction

The rapid growth of Internet traffic coupled with the availability of fast optical links
cause a bottleneck at the switches and routers. Congestion in high speed backbone
networks make the real-time applications perform poorly on the Internet, and has
created a strong demand for very high speed switches and routers.

A lot of high performance switches or routers are developed to overcome the bot-
tleneck of the network node performance. Output queued switch architecture has been
a popular choice for high performance switch implementations, which make use of
simultaneous paths from inputs to an output or internal speed-up. But, the recent dras-
tic increase in line speed has made part of those architectures impractical or infeasible
[1], [2]. For this reason, input-queued switch using virtual output queue (VOQ) draw a
lot of interest these days, because VOQ with appropriate contention resolution scheme
can provide 100% throughput with the internal speed that is not higher than the line
rate of the connected link [3].

In this paper, we propose a packet-aware non-interleaving scheduling algorithm for
the input-queued switch with VOQ, and show that this approach could be acceptable
choice for practical implementations in packet latency and other point of view. Most
of the existing scheduling algorithms deal with cell level scheduling that is unaware of
any information about the packets from which the cells are segmented. The proposed
algorithm is distinguished in the fact that the algorithm is packet-aware and the cells
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from a packet are not interleaved with cells from other packets during the switch. This
eliminates the packet reassembly process at the output queue. The packet-aware
scheduling simplifies the complexity, and reduces related processing time of the reas-
sembly at the output buffer. Also, the simulation result shows that the amount of
buffer that is required for the output queue can be reduced. The performance of the
proposed algorithm is compared to that of the exemplary existing cell interleaving
scheduling algorithms. The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses VOQ and a brief summary on scheduling algorithms. The SOFNI
scheduling algorithm is explained in section 3. In section 4, simulation results are
shown. Finally, we conclude in section 5.

2   Background

In the input-queued switch model, arriving packets or cells are stored in FIFO buffers
which reside at the input port until they are signaled to traverse the switching fabric.
The scheduling algorithms are supposed to resolve the contention among the inputs
that may occur when multiple inputs try to transmit the cells to the same output. FIFO
queues of ordinary input-queued switches suffer from head of line (HOL) blocking
which is a phenomenon that a blocked cell at the head of a queue prevents other cells
behind it in the queue from being transmitted to other unused outputs. Consequently,
HOL blocking limits the overall switching throughput to just 58.6% [4], [5]. In Fig. 1,
the configuration of the VOQ is shown [2]. In what follows, subqueue(i, j) denotes the
j-th subqueue of input-i that is used for packets destined to output j. VOQ can entirely
eliminate HOL blocking by maintaining a separate queue for each output at an input
port. The performance of a VOQ switch essentially depends on its scheduling algo-
rithm. Many scheduling algorithms were presented in the literature and these can be
generally categorized into two classes: maximum size matching (MSM) and maxi-
mum weight matching (MWM). MSM finds a match containing the maximum number
of input-output pairs, while MWM finds a match so that the sum of weights of the
pairs is the maximum.

The most efficient known algorithm for solving the MWM problem takes

)log( 3 NNO , and it is too complex to implement in hardware [6]. Even the MSM

algorithm has the time complexity of )( 2/5NO . Thus, the practical implementations

usually approximate the algorithms.
Several algorithms approximate MSM and MWM to make them practical. PIM[7],

2DRR[8], RRM[9] iSLIP[10][11], FIRM[12] and WFA[13] are the examples of MSM
approximations. These reduce the time complexity down to )log( NNO  or

)log( NNiO ⋅  serial or )(log NO  parallel time from )( 2/5NO  at the cost of per-

formance degradation [6]. Several weighted algorithms, iLQF[9][14], iLPF[15],
iOCF[9], RPA[1] and SIMP[6], approximate MWM. iLQF and iOCF have a com-

plexity of )log( 2 NNO  with the suggested number of iterations and can be run on

parallel processors, while RPA, 2DRR and iLPF have a complexity of )( 2NO  and
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cannot be run on parallel processors[1]. SIMP approximates MWM by serializing the

search for the maximum of column weights with a complexity of )( 2NO  serial or

)log( NNO  parallel [6].

Input 1

Input N

Output 1

Output N

Scheduler

Crossbar switch

Fig. 1. A VOQ switch, managing N separate FIFO queues for storing arriving cells directed to
different output ports in every input port. The switch fabric between the inputs and outputs is
assumed to be non-blocking.

These algorithms all deal with the packet-unaware cell scheduling and switching. In
the packet-unaware cell scheduling and switching, the cell switching is independent of
the packet level. No information about the packets is delivered from packet level to
the cell switching level. This is advantageous in the fact that the two levels can be
implemented independently. However, the independency also means that the cells of
different packets and different inputs can be interleaved during the cell switching
through the fabric. Thus, the reassembly of the packets is necessary at the output, and
this increases the implementation complexity. Also, output buffer requirement may
increase.

On the other hand, in the packet-aware cell scheduling and switching, the informa-
tion about the packet boundary can be delivered to the cell switching level, so that the
cells of a packet may not be interleaved during the switching. This eliminates the
complexity of packet reassembly at the output. In this paper, we investigate the char-
acteristics of packet-aware non-interleaving cell scheduling algorithm. The simulation
results were obtained using self-similar traffic that reflects the Internet backbone traf-
fic characteristics [16].

3   Packet Switch Model and SOFNI Algorithm

In this chapter, the operation of the packet switch model that is assumed in this paper
is described. On the basis of the switch model, the proposed packet-aware scheduling
algorithm, SOFNI (Shortest and Oldest First Non-Interleaving) is also described.
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3.1   Packet-Aware Switch Model

This paper deals with packet-aware scheduling algorithm and considers packet level
latency characteristics. In Fig. 2, the packet level switch model is shown. The packet
level handles necessary packet processing, and segments the packets into fixed length
cells. It also provides the cell level with the information about packet length and the
boundary.

P

P

P

P

P

P

Cell Level
Packet Level

Scheduler

Packets Packets
P

P

P

P

P

P

Fig. 2. The packet-aware switch model assumed in this paper

3.2   SOFNI Algorithm

In Fig. 2, the packet switch model that is assumed in this paper is shown. Each input
maintains a separate queue for each output, so called VOQ. HOL blocking is elimi-
nated in this VOQ scheme since packets destined to different outputs are queued in
different queues. This provides the input-queued switches with the basis to achieve
100% throughput and overcome the 58.6% limitation [3], [4].

SOFNI is a packet-aware algorithm, thus cells of a packet is not interleaved with
cells from other packets during the cell switching to the output. This means that an
output is held by an input until all the cells of a packet are switched to the output, once
so scheduled. This eliminates the reassembly procedure at the output queue, thus sim-
plifies the implementation.

Priority scheme plays an important role in a scheduling algorithm. The priority
scheme between traffic classes is out of the scope of this paper, and will be dealt with
in our later publication. However, SOFNI uses the priority scheme to prioritize the
HOL packets of subqueues in an input. In this priority scheme, SOFNI algorithm
adopts the concept of the shortest packet first and the oldest packet first. For this pur-
pose, a priority is assigned to each packet according to its length when the packet
moves to HOL of a subqueue (VOQ) in an input.

The priority of a HOL packet of j-th subqueue in input i, ),( jiP is given by

}0  ),,(  -  ),(max{ ),( jiPjiPjiP WL= (1)
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The priority value, 0),( =jiP is the highest priority, and ),( jiPL  and ),( jiPW  are

given by as follows.

)),,((),( njiLfjiP HL = (2)

),( ),( jiNjiP WW = (3)

In (2), n  is the number of bits used to represent the priority, and ),( jiLH is the

length of the HOL packet of subqueue (i,j). ),( jiNW  is the number cycles(cell time)

that the HOL packet has waited at the HOL. Thus, when a new packet moves to HOL
position, the value of 0),( ),( == jiNjiP WW . Therefore, the initial priority for a new

HOL packet is ),(),( jiPjiP L= , which is determined by the length of the packet.

),( jiPW  is increased by 1 every cycle when the packet loses the contention in sched-

uling and wait for next cycle at the HOL. As ),( jiPW  increases, ),( jiP  decreases

according to equation (1), and as a result, the priority of the packet increases. Varieties
of mapping function can be used to determine ),( jiPL . For example, a kind of com-

panding function can be used to map the packet length to n -bit number [6]. In the
simulations of this paper, the following mapping function was used for the simplicity’s
sake.

}12 ),/),(min{int(),( −= n
HL kjiLjiP (4)

, where k is a constant number.

A cycle of scheduling procedure consists of iterations of 3-step operation like other
existing algorithms [2], [7], [11], [12].

In general, if the weights are used in REQUEST, then more abundant information
is available for the selection of GRANT and ACCEPT. That could enable the sched-
uler result in the optimum result or better approximation of the optimum result with
respect to its optimization object. The amount of the necessary information in the
weight and the algorithm that utilize it affects the complexity of the scheduler. Thus,
generally speaking, the tradeoff exists between the amount of the weight information
and the simplicity of the scheduler. The weight of SOFNI combines the packet length
and the waiting time.

The three step arbitration procedure of SOFNI can be described as follows:
1. Request : Every unmatched input makes requests to every output for which it has

a new packet at HOL of a corresponding VOQ. The inputs that are in the process
of sending cells of a packet that was scheduled earlier cycle do not send re-
quests. Every request carries the priority of the HOL packet.

2. Grant : Each output grants to the highest priority (the smallest one). The ties are
broken randomly.
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3. Accept : Each input selects one among the grants that has the highest priority.
Every unmatched subqueue in a VOQ updates its priority. Each input has a ac-
cept selection pointer, and the first minimum from the pointer is selected when a
tie exists. The pointer advances to the one position beyond the accepted one.

4. Repeat  step 1 - 3 for s iterations

Inputs

Step 2 : Grant

Step 1 : Request

Step 3 : Accept

Outputs

Fig. 3. Three step scheduling consists of request, grant, and accept phases. Many existing par-
allel MSM, MWM algorithms use the same mechanism.

In the grant select step and accept select step, we can apply different tie breaking
rules. First, the ties can be broken randomly. Secondly, the priority can be given in
round-robin fashion in which the highest priority advances by one every cycle. Other-
wise, pointers with specific update rules may be used as in step 3 and iSLIP, FIRM.
The round-robin scheme is simple to implement. Original random selection may not
be trivial, but we can make approximation with pseudo-random which can be imple-
mented easily. These two schemes may be simple to implement than the sophisticated
schemes; however, we could improve the performance slightly using the pointers. In
practical implementation, the random and the round-robin tie-breaking may be used
with slight loss of performance.

4   Simulation Results

To evaluate the performance of SOFNI, we compare the performance of SOFNI to
those of cell-interleaving (CI) iLQF, and FIRM algorithms. We call the latter algo-
rithms CI-iLQF and CI-FIRM, respectively, as distinguished from non-interleaving
(NI) algorithms. In the case of NI-iLQF, the length of each subqueue in cell unit is
used as weight. Also, packet-aware non-interleaving versions of iLQF and FIRM were
tested to make comparison with SOFNI. FIRM and iLQF are chosen for the compari-
sons since these two are known to show good performance among the existing algo-
rithms. FIRM was shown to improve the latency performance of iSLIP slightly espe-
cially for heavily loaded condition [12].
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Fig.  4. Probability distribution of packet length

The simulations were performed assuming 16x16 switch. The number of iterations
s =4 for all algorithm because log2 N iterations is known to be sufficient for NxN
switch to achieve the reasonable performance for high speed switch routers. In the
case of SOFNI, the number of bits used to represent the priority, is n=8 and k=2.

Since we compare the performance of packet-aware scheduling algorithms, a
packet stream is used as input arrivals. The packet stream is modeled by self-similar
traffic [16]. The packet inter-arrival time was modeled by Pareto distribution with
Hurst parameter, H=0.9.

The packet length distribution used in our simulation is as follows. The average
packet length is 389.5 bytes with peaks at the 44, 552, 576 and 1500 bytes. Packet
length probability, Pr is Pr[LP=44] = 0.5, Pr[LP =552] = 0.05, Pr[LP=576] = 0.03,
Pr[LP=1500] = 0.12, Pr[45 LP 551] = 0.25, Pr[553 LP 575] = 0.005,
Pr[577 LP 1499] = 0.035, and Pr[1501 LP 4300] = 0.01. Where LP is packet
length in bytes. This packet length distribution is from [17] which is an approximation
of measured Internet backbone traffic [18]. It reflects the fact of predominance of
short packets in the Internet backbone. In Fig.  4, the packet length distribution is
shown.
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Fig.  5. Average packet latency (a) and standard deviation of packet latency (b)
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It is assumed that the internal switching speed is aligned with the line speed. The
packets arrive cell by cell in consecutive cell time slots. The packet arrival time is the
instance that the last cell of the packet has arrived. Also, packet departure time is the
instance that the last cell of the packet has departed an output queue. The packet la-
tency is defined as the time between the arrival of a packet to an input and the depar-
ture of the packet from an output queue. A packet is input to an input queue when the
last cell of the packet arrives. Also, at the output queue, a packet can be transmitted
only when complete packet has been assembled.

Fig. 5 shows the average packet latencies and the standard deviation of packet laten-
cies. The average packet latencies of non-interleaving algorithms are more or less
lower than those of cell interleaving algorithms. The average latency of SOFNI is
similar to cell-interleaving (CI-) FIRM. It is slightly higher when the offered load is
low, but is lower than CI-FIRM as the offered load increases above 0.7. In the region
the offered load is over 0.7, the latency of SOFNI is lower than CI-iLQF, CI-FIRM,
NI-iLQF, NI-FIRM. Also, SOFNI shows better performance in terms of the standard
deviation of packet latency. Note that we deal with the packet latency, not the cell
latency, and the packets have variable lengths with the distribution of Fig.  4.
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Fig.  6. Average latency of short packets (44 bytes long) and long packets (1500 bytes long)

In Fig. 6, the latencies of the long packets (1500 bytes long) and short packets (44
byte long) are sampled and compared. The latency of short packets is plotted with
solid lines, while the latency of long packets is plotted with dot lines. It is shown that
the latencies of the long packets of the non-interleaving scheduling are lower than
those of the cell interleaving scheduling when the same algorithm is used. However,
the latencies of the short packets of the non-interleaving scheduling are greater than
those of the cell interleaving scheduling. This means that the cell-interleaving sched-
uling gives preferential treatment to short packets while penalizing the long packets in
terms of latency. We can observe that the performance of SOFNI is good in both cases
as compared with other scheduling algorithms.
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Fig.  7. Standard deviation of packet latencies: Short packets (a) and long packets (b)

The standard deviations of the latencies are compared in Fig. 7. SOFNI also has
relatively small standard deviation of long and short packets as compared to other
scheduling.
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Average occupancies of input queues and output queues are illustrated in Fig.  8. As
shown in the figure, the output queue occupancies of the cell interleaving algorithm
increase rapidly as the load increases. On the other hand, the increase of output queue
occupancies of non-interleaving algorithms due to the load increase is small. Thus, we
can anticipate that the output buffer requirement of cell-interleaving scheduling algo-
rithms will be much greater than that of non-interleaving scheduling algorithms, as-
suming the same packet loss probability.

5   Conclusion

We introduced a packet-aware non-interleaving scheduling algorithm, called SOFNI,
and investigated the characteristics in comparison with other cell-interleaving sched-
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uling algorithms and non-interleaving algorithms. The packet-aware scheduling algo-
rithm can be implemented using only the packet boundary and length information that
are given from the packet level. The non-interleaving operation eliminates the parallel
reassembly of multiple packets at the output queue. The simulation result shows that
the average packet latency performance of the SOFNI is good as compared to the
existing cell interleaving algorithms. SOFNI also showed good performance in terms
of latencies of the short packets and the long packets. On the whole, we could con-
clude that the non-interleaving SOFNI could be feasible choice for a practical imple-
mentation. Also, the result shows that the required output buffer size of non-
interleaving scheduling algorithms including SOFNI is much less than that of the cell-
interleaving scheduling algorithms. The simulation results are obtained using self-
similar traffic that reflects the predominance of the short packets in Internet backbone
to better grasp the performance of packet scheduling algorithms against packet level
traffic.
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Abstract. A packet-aware non-interleaving scheduling algorithm that has multi-
ple classes according to the packet lengths is proposed, and the latencies and
buffer requirement are investigated in comparison with other algorithms. The
non-interleaving scheduling algorithm eliminates the complexity of packet reas-
sembly at the output queue. The simulated results show that the packet-aware
non-interleaving scheduling inherently improves the latency of the long packets,
while the proposed multi-class scheduling complementarily improves the la-
tency of the short packets. The results show that the non-interleaving algorithm
is not only feasible for the practical implementation but may have better per-
formance in the latency, output buffer requirement, and implementation com-
plexity viewpoints, if appropriate scheduling algorithm is used. The simulated
results are obtained using self-similar traffic generated based on the measured
Internet backbone traffic that reflects the predominance of short packets.

1   Introduction

Output-queued switch has been a popular choice for switch architecture for a long
time. This is mainly because the output-queued switch can achieve 100% throughput.
However, an ideal output-queued switch needs N simultaneous paths from inputs to
each output, or the internal speedup rate of N, or the combination of the space and
time domain solution. The implementation of N simultaneous paths is impractical
when N is large due to the complexity associated with it. Thus, realistic output-queued
switches make compromise between the complexity and the throughput and/or cell1

loss rate. Internal speedup is a preferable solution if possible because of the low com-
plexity, but the line speed of the contemporary network is rapidly increasing, making
it unfeasible solution in the future [1], [2].

On the other hand, in this context, there are different approaches that focus on the
input-queued switch. The most popular approach is the input-queued switch architec-

                                                          
1 Switching by units of fixed-size is advantageous for the high-speed switch implementation,

and contemporary high-speed switches and routers use this cell switch technology resulting
from ATM [13]. We assume the cell switch fabric throughout the paper.
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ture with virtual output queue (VOQ) and scheduling algorithms. It is well known that
the throughput of original input-queued switch is limited to 58.6% due to the head-of-
line (HOL) blocking [3]. The approach of VOQ with scheduling algorithm resolves
the throughput limitation problem of input-queued switch. It was shown that input-
queued switch using VOQ and an appropriate scheduling algorithm can achieve 100%
throughput [4].

Most of existing VOQ scheduling algorithms deals with cell level switching. In this
paper, we investigate the packet level characteristics of input-queued switch with
VOQ and scheduler. We propose our multi-class packet-aware non-interleaving
scheduling algorithm, called multi-class (mc)-SOFNI (Shortest and Oldest packet First
Non-Interleaving). Generally speaking, from our earlier works, the non-interleaving
scheduling may improve the total latency of the packets and the long packets, but the
latency of the short packets tends to increase. The proposed mc-SOFNI improves the
latency of the short packets by using segregated queues according to the packet
lengths, while the non-interleaving scheduling inherently improves the latency of the
long packets. The performance of mc-SOFNI is compared to the well-known cell-
interleaving algorithm, iLQF [5] and non-interleaving (NI) version of iLQF that is a
modified by us to adapt to non-interleaving scheduling.

 The simulated performance is obtained using self-similar traffic [6] reflecting short
packet predominance in Internet backbone [7]. The structure of the paper is as follows.
Chapter 2 briefly overview related works in this area. We describe our proposed algo-
rithm in chapter 3. The simulation results are presented in chapter 4, and we conclude
in chapter 5.
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Fig. 1. In VOQ configuration, each input has N subqueues each of which is for one of N out-
puts. Thus, a VOQ for an output consists of N subqueues each of which is located in each of N
inputs. The switch fabric between the inputs and outputs is assumed to be non-blocking.

2   Related Work on Cell Level Scheduling

In Fig. 1 the configuration of the VOQ is shown [2]. The inputs and the outputs are
connected by an NxN non-blocking switch fabric. Each input has N subqueues each of
which is for each of N outputs. When a cell arrives at an input, the cell is queued into
the corresponding subqueue for its destination output. During every cell switching
time, an input sends at most one cell that is selected among HOL cells of the N
subqueues. During the scheduling, logically, N subqueues of each input make request
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to corresponding destination outputs, respectively. Consequently, N2 requests are sent
from input side to output side, however, each input can select at most one of its N
subqueues for switching. Thus, this is basically bipartite matching problem.

A number of algorithms exist to solve this kind of problems optimally. Those algo-
rithms can be categorized into two kinds, maximum size matching (MSM) and maxi-
mum weight matching (MWM). MSM algorithms find the matching so that the num-
ber of connections (input-output pairs or edges) is maximized. On the other hand, in
MWM, every edge is assigned a weight. MWM finds the matching so that the sum of
the all weights of matched connections is maximized. The weight can be chosen
among varieties of metrics to achieve the aim, for example, QoS (quality of service,
fairness, better throughput. Well known examples of weights are the queue length as
in iLQF[5], port occupation as in iLPF[8], waiting time as in iOCF[5], or specially
designed metrics on their purpose, and so on. In this context, MSM can be considered
as a special case of MWM, where the weight assigned for each edge is simply 1.

The optimal solutions for MSM and MWM have very high complexities. Thus,
most of the existing scheduling algorithms realize the approximation of optimal solu-
tions to reduce the time complexity and the hardware complexity at the cost of more
or less sacrificed performance. Some examples of MSM approximations are PIM[9],
2DRR[10], MUCS[11], iSLIP[12], [13], FIRM[14]. Although MSM is known to

take )( 2/5NO , these approximation algorithms reduce the time complexity to

)log( NNO  or )log( NNiO ⋅  serial or )(log NO parallel steps [15].  MWM takes

high complexity of )log( 3 NNO , and the approximation algorithms make compromise

between the performance and complexity. The examples are iLQF, iLPF, iOCF, RPA

[1], SIMP [15]. SIMP has a complexity of )( 2NO , and shows a latency performance

close to ideal maximum weight matching.
These algorithms all deal with the cell level switching scheduling. In the cell

switching level, the switching is independent of the packet level. No information about
the packets is delivered from packet level to the cell switching level. This may be
advantageous in the fact that the two levels can be implemented independently. How-
ever, the independency also means that the cells of different packets and different
inputs can be interleaved during the cell switching through the fabric. Thus, the classi-
fication of the cells and the reassembly of the packets are necessary at the output, and
this increases the implementation complexity. Also, output buffer requirement may
increase due to the simultaneous reassembly of multiple packets.

On the other hand, some information about the packet can be delivered to the cell
switching level, so that the cell level may recognize the packet boundaries and the
cells of a packet may not be interleaved during the switching. This will eliminate the
complexity of packet reassembly at the output. In this paper, we investigate the char-
acteristics of mc-SOFNI, a packet-aware non-interleaving cell scheduling algorithm
that complements the weak point of the ordinary non-interleaving scheduling. mc-
SOFNI utilizes the segregated queues for this different packet lengths group. This
enables mc-SOFNI to improve the latency of the short packets that could otherwise be
deteriorated with non-interleaving scheduling. The simulation results were obtained
using self-similar traffic that reflects the Internet backbone traffic characteristics [7].
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Fig.  2.  In the packet-aware switch model assumed in this paper, the packet level provides the
cell level with the information of packet boundary and packet length.

3   Packet Switch Model and mc-SOFNI Algorithm

In this chapter, the operation of the packet switch model is described. On the basis of
the switch model, the proposed packet-aware scheduling algorithm mc-SOFNI is also
described.

In Fig.  2, the packet level switch model is shown. The packet level handles neces-
sary packet processing, and segments the packets into fixed length cells. It also pro-
vides the cell level with the information about packet length and the boundary.

Fig.  3.  Each input consists of N subqueues, each of which is for the packets destined to one of
the N outputs. Also, each subqueue has c class-subqueues.

In Fig.  3, the packet switch model that is assumed in this paper is shown. A VOQ
for an output consists of N subqueues that are located in each of input queues. Each
input maintains separate queues for each output. In other words, an input has N
subqueues each of which is a component of a VOQ of an output, and buffers the cells
that are destined to the corresponding output. HOL blocking is eliminated in this VOQ
scheme since packets destined to different outputs are queued in different queues. This
provides the input-queued switches with the basis to achieve 100% throughput and
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overcome the 58.6% limitation [4], [16]. Also, in mc-SOFNI, we use multi-class
subqueue for each subqueue as shown in Fig.  3. That is, a VOQ consists of c class-
subqueues. The classes can be classified in varieties of criteria like QoS (quality of
service). QoS is out of the scope of this paper, and we only deals with the general
packet latency characteristics in this paper. The packets are classified into classes by
their lengths. The principal concept of this paper’s multi-class is shortest job first. The
shorter packets are assigned the higher initial priority. But, the long packets may expe-
rience starvation if only the predetermined length priority is used. Thus, the oldest first
concept is combined in mc-SOFNI.

mc-SOFNI is a packet-aware algorithm, thus cells of a packet is not interleaved
with cells from other packets during the cell switching to the output. That means an
output is held by an input until all the cells of a packet are switched to the output, once
so scheduled. This eliminates the reassembly procedure at the output queue, thus sim-
plifies the implementation.

Fig.  4. Three step scheduling consists of request, grant, and accept phases. Many existing
parallel MSM, MWM algorithms use the same mechanism. The differences are weights used in
communications between input and output side, the grant selection scheme, and the accept
scheme

A scheduling cycle consists of iterations of 3-step operation like other existing al-
gorithms as shown in Fig.  4 [2], [4], [8], [12]. Most of existing distributed MSM and
MWM algorithms use the 3-step procedures as shown in Fig.  4. The differences are
the schemes that the weights are assigned, the grants are selected, and the acceptances
are selected.

In general, if the weights are used in REQUEST, then more abundant information
is available for the selection of GRANT and ACCEPT. That could enable the sched-
uler result in the optimum result or better approximation of the optimum result with
respect to its optimization object. The amount of the necessary information in the
weight and the algorithm that utilize it affects the complexity of the scheduler. Thus,
generally speaking, the tradeoff exists between the amount of the weight information
and the simplicity of the scheduler.

mc-SOFNI uses the priority of each HOL packet as the weight for the approxi-
mated MWM. The priority of a HOL packet of k-th class in subqueue(i, j)
(subqueue(i,j,k)), ),,( kjiP is given by
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}0  ),,,(  -  ),,(max{ ),,( kjiNkjiPkjiP WL= (1)

The priority value, 0),,( =kjiP is the highest priority. ),,( kjiPL  and ),,( kjiNW

are given by as follows.

)),,,((),,( nkjiLfkjiP HL = (2)

In (2), n  is the number of bits used to represent the priority, and ),,( kjiLH is the

length of the HOL packet of class k of subqueue (i,j). ),,( kjiNW  is the number cy-

cles(cell time) that the HOL packet has waited at the HOL. Thus, when a new packet
moves to HOL position, the value of 0),,( =kjiNW . Therefore, the initial priority for

a new HOL packet is ),,(),,( kjiPkjiP L= , which is determined by the length of the

packet. ),,( kjiNW  is increased by 1 every cycle when the packet loses the contention

in scheduling and wait for next cycle at the HOL. As ),,( kjiNW  increases, ),,( kjiP

decreases according to equation (1), and as a result, the priority of the packet in-
creases. Varieties of mapping function can be used to determine ),,( kjiPL . For exam-

ple, a kind of companding function can be used to map the packet length to n -bit
number [6]. In the simulations of this paper, the following mapping function was used
for the simplicity’s sake.

}12 ),/),,(min{int(),,( −= n
HL dkjiLkjiP (3)

, where d is a constant number.
In the request step, one of the c classes that have new HOL packets is selected from

every subqueue. Thus, the weight for a subqueue that has one or more new HOL pack-
ets in the class subqueues is,

}1,...,0  ),,,(min{),( −== ckkjiPjiP (4)

, and the class-k that has a new HOL packet and has minimum ),,( kjiP is selected

for the request step. The three step arbitration procedure of mc-SOFNI scheduling can
be described as following.

1. Request: Each input selects at most one class from each subqueue that has a new
HOL packet and has the highest priority as explained above. Each input makes
requests with the weight to every output for which it has a new packet at HOL of
corresponding subqueue. The inputs that are in the process of sending cells of a
packet that was scheduled earlier cycle do not send requests.

2. Grant: The outputs that are receiving cells of a packet that was scheduled earlier
cycle do not participate in the grant procedure, and send no grant to any input.
Other outputs search the request that has the highest priority weight among the
requests. Ties are broken randomly.

3. Accept: The inputs that are sending cells of a packet that was scheduled earlier
cycle do not participate in the accept procedure, and send no accept to any out-
put. Each input selects the grant that has the highest priority weight, and sends
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accept to the corresponding output. Each input has an accept selector pointer,
and the first one from the pointer is selected when tie occurs..

4. Repeat 1, 2, 3 s iterations.
5. All HOL packets that lose the contention in the scheduling increase ),,( kjiNW ,

by 1, and consequently, the priority gets higher by 1.

The algorithm is basically different with the cell level scheduling in that the cells of
a packet is sent consecutively when the packet is once scheduled. The ties are broken
by the accept select pointer in step 3, but other selection scheme like random selection
or round-round selection can be used in practical implementation. These schemes are
shown to have similar performance in the packet level with the one described above in
our simulation.
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Fig.  5. Probability distribution of packet length

4   Simulated mc-SOFNI Scheduling Performance

Performance of mc-SOFNI scheduling has been simulated for 16x16 switch fabric.
Also, simulation results for cell interleaving (CI) iLQF and non-interleaving (NI)
iLQF have been also obtained, and compared with mc-SOFNI. The results were com-
pared in terms of the packet level latency. The number of iterations for all algorithms,
is s =4. The number of classes in mc-SOFNI is 2. The packets that consist of less than
or equal to 3 cells are classified into class-0, and the other packets that consists of 4 or
more cells are classified into class-1.

Since we deal with packet-aware scheduling algorithms, a packet stream is used as
input arrivals. The packet stream is modeled by self-similar traffic [6]. The packet
inter-arrival time was modeled by Pareto distribution with Hurst parameter, H=0.9.
The packet length distribution used in our simulation is as follows. The average packet
length is 389.5 bytes with peaks at the 44, 552, 576 and 1500 bytes. Let LP be the
packet length in bytes, then the probabilities are Pr[LP=44] = 0.5, Pr[LP =552] = 0.05,
Pr[LP=576] = 0.03, Pr[LP=1500] = 0.12, Pr[45��P�������� �	
��� �������P�������
0.005, Pr[577��P����������	�����������������P����������	��	���������������� ��
distribution is from [17] which is an approximation of measured Internet backbone
traffic [7]. It reflects the fact of predominance of short packets in the Internet back-
bone. In Fig.  5, the distribution of packet length is shown.
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Fig. 6. Average packet latency of scheduling algorithms.

It is assumed that the internal switching speed is aligned with the line speed. The
packets arrive cell by cell in consecutive cell time slots. The packet arrival time is
defined as the instance that the last cell of the packet has arrived. Also, packet depar-
ture time is the instance that the last cell of the packet has departed an output queue.
The packet latency is defined as the time between the arrival of a packet to an input
and the departure of the packet from an output queue. The cells of a packet are input to
a cell level input queue when the last cell of the packet arrives. Also, at the output
queue, a packet can be transmitted only when complete packet has been assembled.

In Fig. 6, the average packet latencies of the scheduling algorithms are shown. CI-
FIRM and NI-FIRM have similar total average delay. However, it is shown that the
average packet latency of CI-iLQF is quite greater than that of NI-iLQF. It is also
shown in the figure that mc-SOFNI outperforms other scheduling algorithm in terms
of average packet latency. There may be some other overhead in processing time in
scheduling like reassembly of cell-interleaving scheduling, but other processing times
except queuing and transmission delays are not counted in the results shown in this
paper.
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Fig. 7.  This figure shows the comparison of the average latencies of long packets (1500 bytes
long) and short packets (44 bytes long).
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In Fig. 7, the latencies of long packets (length: 1500 bytes) and the short packets
(length: 44 bytes) are sampled and compared. We can interpret the results as follows.
When the load is light, the queueing latency is very small and the switching time
(transmission through the fabric and to the output line) dominates the latency time
especially for long packets. However, as the load increases, the queueing latency in-
creases for both the short packets and the long packets. In the region that the load is
high, the latencies of the long packets increase drastically for the cell interleaving
scheduling. This is because more cells from other packets interleaves as the load in-
creases before the complete transfer of a long packet through the fabric. On the other
hand, we can observe the latencies of the long packets of non-interleaving algorithms
increase rather slowly.
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Fig.  8.  Average input queue and output queue occupancies of the algorithms are shown in this
figure.

Average Occupancies of input queue and output queues are compared in Fig.  8. As
shown in the figure, the output queue occupancy of the cell interleaving scheduling
algorithms increase rapidly as load increases. In contrast, the output queue occupan-
cies of non-interleaving scheduling algorithms increase smoothly with the load in-
crease. mc-SOFNI is a packet-aware scheduling algorithm, thus the cells of a packet is
not interleaved with cells of other packets during the cell switching. This not only
eliminates the reassembly of the packet at the output queue but also reduce the output
buffer requirement. In cell interleaving scheduling, multiple packets have to be reas-
sembled simultaneously at an output queue. The cells switched to the output have to
be identified and distributed to the corresponding temporal packet reassembly queues.
The amount of output buffer requirement of the cell interleaving algorithms is shown
to be higher than the packet-aware algorithms. The reason for this is that more output
buffers are occupied by the waiting packets for the reassembly as load increases.

5   Conclusion

We introduced a packet-aware non-interleaving scheduling algorithm, mc-SOFNI, and
investigated the characteristics in comparison with other non-interleaving and cell
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interleaving scheduling algorithms. The packet-aware scheduling algorithm utilizes
the information about the packet boundary that is given from the packet level. The
non-interleaving operation eliminates the reassembly of multiple packets in parallel at
the output queue. From the result of the simulation, the latency of the short packets in
cell interleaving scheduling is smaller than that of non-interleaving scheduling, while
the long packets are penalized by the interleaved short packets. mc-SOFNI classifies
the incoming packets into the classes according to their length, and give preferential
treatment to the shorter packets. This provides mc-SOFNI with the mechanism that
can reduce the latency of the short packets, while the non-interleaving scheduling
inherently improves the latency of the total packets and the long packets. The average
latency of the short packets in mc-SOFNI is comparable to best known cell interleav-
ing scheduling algorithm, and also the latency of  the long packets outperform other
scheduling algorithms. On the whole, we could conclude that the latency performance
of non-interleaving scheduling is feasible for the implementations if an appropriate
scheduling algorithm is used. Also, the result shows that the required output buffer
size of non-interleaving scheduling is much less than the cell-interleaving scheduling.
The simulation results are obtained using self-similar traffic that reflects the predomi-
nance of the short packets in Internet backbone to better grasp the performance of
packet scheduling algorithms against packet level traffic.
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Abstract. This paper proposes an architecture of Intermediate System-to-
Intermediate System (IS-IS)  for the ATM based Multiprotocol Label Switching
(MPLS) system. IS-IS is a link state routing protocol designed to provide rout-
ing in a network layer protocols with datagram service. IS-IS has favored scal-
ability in the aspect of minimizing storage and computing in level 1 routers.
Therefore, it is important to support IS-IS for the MPLS system used in back-
bone networks. We propose the architecture of IS-IS routing protocol and exten-
sions for traffic engineering in MPLS system. Also, we describe a packet trans-
mission scheme and a configuration procedure.

1   Introduction

The traffic carried by the Internet is rapidly increasing together with imposing requirements for
reliability, quality of service, and manageability. This trend forces the network technology to
come up with new approaches and solutions. MPLS has emerged as a technology that can
provide many of the functionalities associated with ATM[1]. In MPLS packets are encapsu-
lated, at ingress points, with labels that are then used to forward the packets along Label
Switched Paths (LSPs). These LSPs are virtual traffic trunks that carry flow aggregates gener-
ated  by classifying the packets into Forwarding Equivalence Classes (FECs). These flow
aggregates and explicit routing of bandwidth guaranteed LSPs enables service providers to
traffic engineer their networks. These LSPs are setup by a signaling protocol such as the Label
Distribution Protocol (LDP). The network layer routing protocol is responsible for providing
route information to LDP. Currently, IS-IS[2] and Open Shortest Path First(OSPF) are mainly
used for this purpose.

IS-IS and OSPF were both designed to support routing in a network layer protocol
with datagram service. OSPF was designed for Internet Protocol (IP) which is a network
layer protocol in the TCP/IP suite. IS-IS was originally designed for Connectionless Net-
work Layer Protocol (CLNP), the datagram network layer protocol in the International Or-
ganization for Standardization  (ISO) suite. However, It can support the Internet Protocol (IP)
network layer as well as the ISO network layer. IS-IS with the IP specific fields defined  in [3]
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is referred to as Integrated  IS-IS.  Integrated routing  means  the use of a single routing proto-
col  to support multiple network layer protocols.

OSPF[4] has favored optimizing routing, whereas IS-IS has favored minimizing storage
and computing in level 1 routers. That is, IS-IS is more scalable than OSPF. Also, IS-IS is able
to migrate parameters in a running network. These are important factors in the backbone net-
work. In this paper, we propose the architecture of IS-IS routing protocol and extensions
for traffic engineering in MPLS system of which the national ATM based Internet
backbone consists.

2   Overview of the ATM Based MPLS System

An MPLS domain consists of a kind of routers called Label Switching Routers (LSRs) having
label switching capability. Fig. 1 shows the MPLS over ATM based Internet backbone with
the edge LSR. The edge LSR consists of  MPLS controller block, non-MPLS network inter-
face block, MPLS network interface block, and ATM switch block including FE(Forwarding
Engine).

The MPLS controller block performs managing and controlling  the ATM switch as well as
establishing and releasing LSPs. This block has several modules as follows:

The traditional routing protocol daemon is OSPF/BGP and IS-IS modules. The OSPF/BGP
module is using IP encapsulation whereas the IS-IS module is using Layer 2  encapsulation.
These routing protocols generate Routing Information Base (RIB). Based on the RIB, the
Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) creates Label Information Base (LIB). The LDP is a set of
procedures and messages by which LSRs establish LSPs through a network by mapping net-
work layer routing information directly to data link layer switched paths. The LDP associates
an FEC with each LSP it creates. Incoming packets are mapped to an FEC.

Fig. 1. ATM based MPLS System Architecture
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This behavior is performed only once when packets enter an MPLS domain. Subsequently,
packets are processed and forwarded strictly according to their labels. The label is removed by
the egress LSR. The explicit routes are established by constraint based signaling module (CR-
LDP and RSVP-TE). An explicit route has specified all or some of the downstream nodes of
that route and provides some of the functionality needed for Traffic Engineering (TE). Also,
extensions of routing protocols deliver additional link state information for TE.

The resource manager keeps track of available bandwidth and VPI/VCI values for the
switch interfaces. The General Switch Management Protocol (GSMP) module allows the
MPLS controller to control the ATM switch. The GSMP is a rather simple master/slave proto-
col, with the slave running on the ATM switch and the master running on the MPLS controller.
Only the slave potion has to know anything that is specific to the ATM switch hardware. Only
for edge LSR, the layer 3 forwarding block is needed. This block is responsible for forwarding
unlabeled traffic.

3   Comparison between IS-IS and OSPF

IS-IS and OSPF have common characteristics as well as different those[5][9]. There
are two types of routing protocols in use in networks. The one is distance vector rout-
ing and the other is link state routing. Both IS-IS and OSPF are link state routing pro-
tocols. Therefore, two protocols basically have following properties. In a link state
routing protocol, each router is responsible for determining the identity of its neigh-
bors and constructing a special packet known as a Link State Packet (LSP). The LSP
lists the node’s neighbors, broadcasts the LSP to all routers, stores the most recently
generated LSP from each router, and computes routes to all destinations based on the
stored LSP database.

IS-IS and OSPF support a hierarchical routing architecture. Routers can only sup-
port a limited size network. If a network grows beyond the size that can be practically
supported by the router, the common technique is to add hierarchy to the network.
That means the network is partitioned into pieces known as “areas.” However, IS-IS
allows multiple levels whereas OSPF allows only two levels. IS-IS terminology is
slightly different from OSPF terminology. “Level 2” is called “backbone” in OSPF,
“level 1 routing” is “intra-area routing,” and LSPs are known as Link State Adver-
tisements (LSAs). In the remainder part of this chapter, we discuss the differences
between IS-IS and OSPF.

- Area Configuration
In IS-IS, an area can have multiple area addresses. Routers are part of one area

only. This serves to allow migrating an area from one address to another, merging two
areas, or splitting an area into pieces. The backbone area can be assigned any address.
In OSPF, each area has only a single address. Different interfaces of a router may
have different areas. Area boundaries fall within routers, rather than between routers,
as in IS-IS. The value 0.0.0.0 means the backbone area. OSPF does not have the abil-
ity to merge and split addresses dynamically as IS-IS has. Fig. 2 shows the example of
area configuration for IS-IS and OSPF.
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Fig. 2. Area Configuration

- Injection of Level 2 Information
In IS-IS, level 1 routers only know information about their own area. If a level 1

router receives a packet with an address not reachable within the area, this router for-
wards the packet to the level 2 router nearest to the level 1 router. In OSPF, level 2
information is fed into the area. Thus, OSPF yields more optimal inter-area routers
than IS-IS. The cost of providing more optimal routing is increased bandwidth usage,
memory, and CPU requirements.

- Neighbor Establishment
Both IS-IS and OSPF routers report holding time in its hello message. In IS-IS, the

holding time do not need to be the same on neighbors for them to be adjacent. The
receiving router uses the holding time in hello message as the hold time for the neigh-
bor. This enables each neighbor to use a different hello interval. This behavior differs
from that of OSPF, where neighbors must agree on the Hello interval and the hold
time. So, this scheme makes it difficult to change timers without disruption. In the
neighbor adjacecy establishment, OSPF uses complex, multistate process to synchro-
nize databases between neighbors, and IS-IS essentially uses its regular flooding tech-
niques to synchronize neighbors.

- Encapsulation
OSPF runs on top of IP. That means an OSPF packet is transmitted with an IP data

packet header. In contrast, an IS-IS packet is transmitted directly on top of the data
link layer.

- Packet Encoding
In IS-IS, LSPs lists all the neighbors of a node. OSPF issues a separate LSA for

each destination. Because each LSA requires its own sequence number and age, total
OSPF database will be bigger than the size of the IS-IS database required for the same
information. However, when a single destination changes, IS-IS requires that the en-
tire fragment containing the changed information be transmitted, whereas OSPF can
update just the single piece of information that changed. All fields in OSPF are of
fixed length and the packet formats specify which fields are present. Most fields in IS-
IS, however, are of variable length fields with type-length-value (TLV) format.

4   Design of IS-IS for MPLS System

In this chapter, we propose an IS-IS protocol architecture, a packet transmission
scheme, and extensions for TE to support IS-IS routing protocol for the ATM based
MPLS system.
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4.1   IS-IS Protocol Architecture

Fig. 3 shows the IS-IS protocol architecture. The IS-IS routing protocol consists of a
kind of databases, packet processing modules, and SPF algorithm. An administrator
specifies the area address and system identifier and registers the circuits on which the
IS-IS protocol is worked. The area address and system identifier may be automatically
allocated by the IS-IS protocol. The circuit information is stored in the circuit database
and managed. The elements in the circuit database are exchanged between routers
using hello messages. The router that receives hello messages initializes adjacencies
between neighboring routers and updates the adjacency database. This adjacency data-
base can be updated by the administrator as well as by the hello message.

Level 1 LAN IIH(IS to IS Hello) and level 2 LAN IIH are used to acquire the in-
formation of a neighboring router on broadcast network. Point-to-point IIH exchanges
the level information of a neighboring router on point-to-point network. The router
takes the other information through ISH (ISO 9542 Intermediate System Hello PDU).
The reachable address database contains the routing information except the neighbor
information specified by an administrator.

Fig. 3. IS-IS Block Architecture

LSPs deliver the elements in the adjacency database and the reachable address da-
tabase. The router receiving LSPs updates the link state database. The link state data-
base maintains the newest LSPs that are locally generated or received from other
routers. Level 1 LSP is generated by level 1 and level 2 router and propagated
throughout an area. The contents of level 1 LSP indicates the state of the adjacencies
to neighbor router and end system of the router that originally generated the PDU.
Level 2 LSP is generated by level 2 router and propagated throughout the level 2 do-
main. The contents of level 2 LSP indicates the state of the adjacencies to neighbor
level 2 router and to reachable address prefixes of the router that originally generated
the PDU.
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CSNP (Complete Sequence Number PDU) and PSNP (Partial Sequence Number PDU) are
used to synchronize LSPs information with neighboring routers. These PDUs describe the link
state database in a compact format so that neighbor routers can ensure that their database stays
consistent. They are never forwarded but transmitted only between neighbors. SPF algorithm
calculates the shortest path based the link state database. The route results are reflected in the
routing table.

4.2   Packet Transmission Scheme

The IS-IS PDUs are transmitted shown in Fig. 4. The PDUs that are received via the
ATM interface are decoded in Forwarding Engine[7]. The FEs purely support packet
forwarding. A FE receives and transmits labeled packets through the LSP or IP pack-
ets through the ATM connection using the IP packet forwarding path. However, there
are special cases that an FE could not process packets by itself;  packets corresponding
to exceptional conditions such as  mismatching, routing transients, and so on, and
packets being processed by MPLS System Controller(MSC). In that case, the FE must
transfer the packets to the MSC.

Fig. 4. Encoding and Decoding Procedure of the Forwarding Engine

Fig. 5. Encapsulation Packet Format in Forwarding Control Channel

When an FE receives the IS-IS PDU, it checks the AAL 5 PDU format and the link
layer headers for LLC/NLPID. If LLC/NLPID is 0xFEFE03/0x82, the FE transmits
the PDU to the IS-IS block in the RCP for processing ES-IS (End System to Interme-
diate System) protocol[8]. If LLC/NLPID is 0xFEFE03/0x83, the FE transmits the
PDU to the RCP for processing IS-IS protocol. The PDUs are transmitted through the
Forwarding Control Channel (FCC) with forwarding control frame format. The FCC
is a control path between the FE and the RCP to process the extension.
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Fig. 5 shows the frame format on the FCC. The AAL5 payload and trailer follow
the header part with a one octet type field, a one octet cause field, and  two octet
channel identifier field. ES-IS and IS-IS PDUs are encapsulated into the AAL5 pay-
load with LLC header value 0xFEFE03. This value means that a routed ISO PDU
follows.

4.3   Extensions for Traffic Engineering

The MPLS technology has many advantages for traffic engineering. However, MPLS
does not address the issue of how to find paths with constraints. So, the existing rout-
ing protocol must be extended for TE. To enable the computing of routes with con-
straints, the new extensions for IS-IS include features carrying additional information
about links and removing the 6-bit limit on link metrics. Link information contains
maximum link bandwidth, maximum reservable bandwidth, current bandwidth reser-
vation at each of eight priority levels, a default TE metric, and the resource class or
color of the link[6]. The default TE metric is provided so that the constraint-based
routing process is not restricted to using the metric used by the existing IS-IS routing
protocol for shortest path calculation. The color of the link is an administrative attrib-
ute assigned to the link to implement policy-based routing.

To serve these purposes, IS-IS extensions define three new TLVs. The TE router
id TLV contains the 4-octet router identifier of the router originating the LSP. The
extended IP reachability TLV describes reachable IP prefixes and the extended IS
reachability TLV describes link information. These new TLVs must replace the ex-
isting IP reachability TLV and IS neighbor TLV. Therefore, mechanisms and proce-
dures to migrate to the new TLVs are considered avoiding routing loops.

Fig. 6. Transition Scheme to Configure an IS-IS Network using New TLVs

We provide five states and two trasition schemes to migrate from old TLVs toward
new TLVs shown in Fig. 6. The old state and the new state generate and accept only
old TLVs and only new TLVs repectively. The transition state generates and accepts
both old and new TLVs. The old trasition state generates only old TLVs and accepts
both types of TLVs, and the new trasition state generates only new TLVs and accepts
both types of TLVs. If all routers want to use new TLVs, the administrator can con-
figure each router such as the old state to trasition state to new state scheme or the old
state to old trasition state to new transition state to new state scheme.

Fig. 7 shows the block interfaces for TE. The IS-IS extension block stores the local
TE link information configured by the administrator and advertises this link state da-
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tabase to neighbors. Also, TE link information in extended link state database must be
transferred to the constraint path computation block in the TE block. When the path
computation block receives the request of establishing constraint path from the ad-
ministrator, it computes the path based the TE link information. After the signaling
block establishes the computed constraint path by the triggering of the TE block, the
signaling block informs the resource manager block of the changed resource informa-
tion. The resource manager informs the IS-IS extension block of the amount of avail-
able bandwidth. Then, the IS-IS extension block advertises the updated link state data-
base.

Fig. 7. Interface Architecture for TE Extension

5   Summary

In this paper, we propose the architecture of IS-IS routing protocol for the ATM based
MPLS system. We describe the advantages compared with another prevalent link state
routing protocol. For developing IS-IS in the ATM based MPLS system, we suggest
the IS-IS protocol architecture, the PDU transmission scheme, and the extension ar-
chitecture for traffic engineering. Now, the ATM based MPLS system with the sug-
gested architecture has been implemented. We will gradually test and upgrade this
architecture for the efficiency and the stability. Also, we will provide new features for
supporting of generalized MPLS[10][11] and IPv6.
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Abstract. MSDP is the most practical inter-domain multicasting protocol. It

uses periodic broadcast to inform of source location. This periodic broadcast

not only consumes considerable network bandwidth but also causes potential 

delay for new subscribers who request the ongoing multicast service until inter-

domain routing path is setup. 

  This paper proposes an “On-Demand Source Active”(ODSA) method that

relies on broadcasting much less than MSDP. ODSA disseminates source 

location to the distributed database servers while multicast groups refer the

source location in response to customers’ request with no delay. Our simulation

shows ODSA saves more than half bandwidth for all cases we tested. 

   1 Introduction

A new type of point-to-multipoint transmission, called multicasting, has emerged

as multimedia technologies develop in modern networks. Multicast packets are sent

once in the source node, and are copied as many as needed in junction routers, and

finally arrives at tens or thousands of receivers simultaneously. Multicast is

beneficial because it enables a single server to handle even humongous users with

enormously reduced bandwidth.

If a  node wants to receive multicast packets, it has to join multicast group

according to Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP). Local multicasting

routers cast query message at intervals to the receivers in its domain. The nodes

that belong to the multicast group respond to the router’s message. Routers then

exchanges group information to its neighbor routers.

Multicast routing is the technology that provides the multicast tree along which

data and control packets routes. At primitive ages a  single domain constitutes a

whole network, and Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol (DVMRP) runs

over it. Sooner we are able to multicast in multi-domain networks.
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There are two ways of intra-domain multicasting. Dense Mode(DM) multicast 

protocols are designed to use when there are large receivers thickly distributed at

each domains. Sparse mode(SM) protocols such as Core Based Tree (CBT) and 

Protocol Independent Multicasting - Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) [1] are suitable to use

when small users scatter in wide area. We focus on sparse mode protocols, because

user distribution tends to be sparse and in wider range, and SM protocols have

better scalability.  

PIM-SM is the most common SM protocol. PIM-SM utilizes a central router

called Rendezvous Points (RP’s). PIM-SM includes the RP in multicasting trees 

along which multicast packets route. This constraint causes two problems of

triangular routing and the third party dependency. Triangular routing is named after 

long inefficient routing path established when source and receivers are all closely 

located but RP are far apart from them. The third party dependency points out the

problems caused by less responsible RP’s. As RP is determined by a mapping 

function, sometimes RP is chosen independently of source and receiver nodes. The

unluckily chosen router reluctantly saves bandwidth for the third-party multicasting 

source and receivers, because it should have been used for its customer nodes.

IETF has released various protocols for inter-domain multicasting protocol. 

Currently Multicast Source Discovery Protocol (MSDP) [2], which we mention in

depth in section II.1, is a practical solution. Also as a long-term solution Border

Gateway Multicast Protocol (BGMP) [3] were proposed. It distributes multicasting

addresses that are assigned hierarchically. We introduce a new inter-domain 

protocol as a middle-term solution - On Demand Service Active message (ODSA,

pronouncing “odyssey”). It modifies MSDP by reducing broadcasting messages 

and adding on-demand source verification commands.  

This paper consists of the following sections. Section two introduces the current 

standard MSDP. Section three proposes a new inter-domain protocol ODSA. In 

section two and three we observe how MSDP and ODSA behave differently for a

certain given condition and suggest the way to enhance the performance of MSDP. 

Section four describes assumptions of simulation and analyzes the simulation

results. Then conclusions follow. 

   2 Inter-domain Multicasting

Inter-domain multicast protocols perform multicasting in the wide area network

that is decomposed to subnetworks called domains. Currently PIM-SM, MBGP and

MSDP are used for this purpose. RP’s are selected to control over a  domain and

multicasting tree is established in accordance with PIM-SM at each domain. MSDP

merges separate trees built in each domain into a global inter-domain tree. MBGP

is also used to digress from routers that do not support PIM-SM or MSDP. We

focus on MSDP and analyze its behavior in this chapter.

   2.1 Behavior of MSDP

MSDP uses inter-domain channels between a pair of RP’s that have established
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peering relation through TCP connection. We define two kinds of RP’s. RPS is an 

RP which is responsible for the source domain to which source node belongs. RPR

is an RP that controls the receiver domain in which there are receiver nodes that 

receive the multicast packets. Be aware that this classification is per-service based. 

So an RP can be RPS for one multicast service as well as RPR for another at the 

same time. In MSDP RPS declares the source domain to all RPR using Source

Active messages, simply SA messages. 

SA messages are issued in two cases. When multicast first occurs or the source 

node changes to another, RPS issues SA messages to all RP’s instantaneously. We

represent this type of SA messages as SAtrg implying trigger. Second, each RP 

collects all multicast packets whose source nodes are in its domain and puts them

altogether into a long SA messages. We call this SA message SAprd meaning 

periodic. SAtrg is provided for all current receivers while SAprd is issued for the

nodes that try to join the on-going multicast service to notify the source domain.  

If an RPR is given request to begin a certain multicast service, it first checks

whether there is a routing tree in its domain that has delivered the requested 

service. If there is, the RPR completes its job by adding the requested node to the

tree. Otherwise, the following procedure is triggered. The RPR establishes a new

tree to connect from itself to the requested node in the domain. At the same time, 

the RPR waits for SAprd. When the RPR receives SAprd which includes the source

domain of the requested multicast, it establishes inter-domain tree to connect RPS

and itself.  

MSDP overcomes previously mentioned problems - triangle routing or the third 

party problem - which were left unsolved when PIM-SM was used alone, because

in MSDP RP is chosen in source domain or receiver domain. Thus RP is no more

third-party nor located in a long distance from them.

2.2 Analysis of MSDP 

This section points out the shortcomings of MSDP as to why it wastes away

considerable bandwidth with large service delay. First, it wastes much bandwidth in

broadcasting SA messages to announce the source domain to all RPR, but only a

few RPR’s need it. We are going to demonstrate the pitfalls of MSDP by 

mentioning how SAprd are issued for four transmission periods in Fig 1. 

Fig. 1 consists of two parts. At the upper part, the multicasting events are briefly

mentioned in both source domain and receiver domain. At below, full entries are

shown in the four SAprd messages called SA(1), SA(2), SA(3) and SA(4) issued at 

time t(1), t(2), t(3) and t(4) respectively. Both parts are drawn with a common

horizontal time axis. 

Fig. 1 considers two different points (RPS and RPR) of view. First look at it from

the RPS’s view. At every SA transmission periods RPS transmits SA messages that

include all sources in its domain. At just earlier than t(1), RPS’s domain had eight

sources whose multicast addresses are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12 and 20. At between t(3)

and t(4) a new source generates. In the first three periods, SA messages have seven 

entries. The SA message at t(4) includes an additional entry 25. To focus on SAprd, 
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Fig. 1 does not include the SAtrg message that is issued when new receiver (entry

25) generates.

Fig. 1. Operation example of SAprd messages in MSDP 

We move to the RPR’s view, and observe how broadcast entries are used in

RPR’s domain. Look at the receiver condition just below the time axis in Fig. 1. 

Initially domain RPR has received three multicast services (1, 3, 12) among eight or

nine services whose source domain is RPS. And then four services (11, 2, 4, 5) are

additionally required to receive. We can classify the received entries into three 

cases depending on how to use them. First, suppose RPR received the request to 

provide a new multicasting whose source domain is not known. The RPR has to

know the source domain and the wanted entry in SAprd messages solves its

question, thus SAprd is “useful.” The second case is the entry that RPR does not

have to serve multicasting and thus is “unnecessary.” The third is the case when the

entry contains the multicast service which is being served by RPR. This information 

is already “known” to the RPR. Fig. 1 marks boxes in SAprd that store entries in 

dark, slashed, or with no markings for the three cases. According to Fig. 1 only four

entries are useful out of thirty three issued entries, giving birth to about ten percents

of utilization ratio. In this way utilization rate of broadcast messages tends to be

very low. 
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The other problem in MSDP is inappropriately long join delay. If a node joins a

multicasting service which is already in service in the domain, the new node can 

get the service shortly after the request. Otherwise, the node at least has to wait 

until RPR receives SAprd. SAprd’s are issued at every period (one minute by default) 

and join requests occur independently of the period. So the first node to join in the

receivers’ domain waits for half of the SA transmission period in average (thirty

seconds if default value is used) until receiving SAprd. Consumers’ magazine

reported that most Internet users do not stick to a site if it does not respond for a

little more than a few seconds. Commercial service providers strongly eager for 

short service join delay in the range of a few seconds. 

3  On-Demand SA 

    3.1 Definition of ODSA

We propose a  new inter-domain multicast protocol called ODSA, and mention

how it solves the problem that MSDP has faced. ODSA disseminates SA messages

differently. It follows ODSA’s way in using SAtrg, but uses new types of SA - SAreq

and SArep instead of SAprd. 

ODSA adds a new component - RPD. RPD is an RP that has database to store 

source information. RPS broadcasts SAtrg especially to RPD and RPR sends SAreq to 

RPD. The major idea in ODSA is how RPS and RPR can choose the same RPD with

no conversation between them. ODSA uses predefined RPD calculation function to

be discussed later.

When a new multicast service begins or a new source occurs, RPS generates 

SAtrg and broadcasts as in MSDP. Instead, RPS includes the address of RPD to SAtrg

so that the appointed RPD stores the delivered information to its database. When 

RPR needs the location of source domain, RPR no longer waits for SAprd. It decides

RPD by pre-defined calculation and issues SAreq to the calculated RPD asking what

the source domain is. The RPD that receives SAreq searches for its own database and

transmits SArep to the requested RPR. After all, RPR reads SArep and notices the

source RP is RPS. The later procedure is identical to MSDP. 

3.2 Enhancements

 In ODSA, SAprd that is broadcast in MSDP is no longer used but SAreq and SArep

are tranceived in point-to-point manners. Owing to reduced broadcasting, ODSA

achieves short response delay and much savings in bandwidth. 

Fig. 2 shows how SArep’s are sent to RPD’s in ODSA. Fig. 2 assumes the 

identical traffic as in Fig. 1. (Readers easily notice that upper parts of both figures

are identical.) Fig. 2 only shows the entries that are classified as “useful” and 

represented in dark box in Fig. 1. In this way ODSA generates digested information 
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that is sure to use. Also the RPR’s job gets simpler, because it only checks less

number of delivered entries. Instead, ODSA requires RPD calculation once in

transmitting SAtrg and once in requesting SAreq As whole ODSA requires much less

work than MSDP due to simplified RPD calculation. 

Fig. 2.  Operation example of SAreq messages in ODSA 

The other advantage of ODSA is limited service delay. We measure the delay 

starting from that RPR begins to search the source domain until RPR finds it out. In

ODSA the worst-case service delay can be measured from sending SAreq until 

receiving SArep. This is simply turn-around transmission delay between RPR and 

RPD. Considering that all RP’s have peering relation on top of TCP connection, 

service delay is at most a few seconds. We can explain why ODSA is better from

the point of design policies. ODSA is receiver-oriented and event-driven, while 

MSDP is transmitter-oriented or information-providers-oriented and unidirectional. 

Lastly we mention two misunderstandings that readers may easily make. First, 

does ODSA still have another type of the third party problem because RPD is 

decided independently of RPS and RPR? No. What RPD does is to maintain a 

database and to reply to SAreq There is no data path to RPD, thus this is not third 

party problem. Second, should RPS additionally issue SAtrg to RPD for safe transfer 

when it broadcasts SAtrg? Negative. We do not need additional unicast of SAtrg, 

because what we call broadcasting is done on top of TCP connection between a pair 

of RP in peering, which is safe enough. 

3.3 RPD Selection Function

We represent iD as the IP address of RPD that will store the source domain of the

multicast service whose address is m. Then the RPD calculation function F is 

defined as below, 

iD = F(m). (1) 

Before introducing F, we partition all RP’s into n groups. n is a predefined

number known to all RP’s. For simplicity we use the modular function. RPD

belongs to the j’th group if the following condition satisfies. 
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4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Performance Factors
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The second factor is join delay. The real join delay may be the time lag from 

user’s service request until the service starting time. In our study we define the join 

delay in narrow sense to focus on the delay caused from inter-domain activity, and 

declare the join delay as the time interval from the time when RPR receives join

request until it knows the source domain and begins proper action for users’

requests. 

 4.2 Simulation

The simulation assumes that multicast source is always unique. There are two

cases. In multiple-sender case the initial sender changes to another during the

service. In single-sender case the initial sender continues to send throughout the

session. Simulation uses two networks. The ten-node network is derived from the

Asia-Pacific Advanced Network (APAN). It is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Two networks (T1 and T2) used in simulation.

To simplify the simulation model, we have a few assumptions as followings. 

- The SA message transmission period is 60 seconds.

- Each multicast service lasts for 60 minutes.

- There are 50 multicast groups in whole network.

- The size of SAtrg, SAreq, SArep SAprd header and an entry in SAprd are 60, 48, 
60, 40 and 20 bytes each.

- Each multicast has fixed number of service users throughout the session.

4.3 Simulation Results

Fig. 4 and 5 show the consumed bandwidth in three-node and ten-node networks

varying the number of multicast group from single member to 3, 9, 27, 81 and 243.

MSDP consumes bandwidth in sending SAtrg and SAprd. As we assume the sender is 

always unique, MSDP transmits fixed rate of SAtrg and SAprd independently of 

receivers’ join or leave rate. This makes MSDP curve straight in both figures. The 

T2T1 
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Single Change Cost (SCC) is the cost caused from a single SAtrg which is the 

theoretically minimum bound. So they locate the lowest position in both figures.  

Fig. 4. Consumed bandwidth in three-node network T1

Fig. 5. Consumed bandwidth in ten-node network T2

The results show that ODSA is always better than MSDP and that ODSA and

MSDP becomes similar when group members are small and join or leave rate is
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Fig. 5. Consumed bandwith in ten-node network T
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high. The latter rarely happens because small groups are closely related to each 

member and have low join or leave rate. Finally we conclude ODSA considerably

outperforms MSDP in all cases. 
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Fig. 6. Cumulative distribution function of Join Delay using MSDP in T1 and T2

Fig. 6 draws the cumulative distribution function to show the relation of join

delay versus probability when MSDP is used. MSDPT1 and MSDPT2 are obtained 

in network T1 and T2 respectively. Fig 6 indicates the probability that join delay is 

longer than ten seconds is 38% in T2 network and 17% in T1 network. T2 has more

general network topology than T1, the MSDPT2 curve may show more practical 

results. According to this result, users have to wait for a long time with

considerable probability even though multicast supported by MSDP becomes 

practical. The other simulation shows us the delay in ODSA is negligible within 2,

3 seconds in all cases.

   5 Conclusions

   This paper proposes a new multi-domain multicast protocol ODSA, which does

not use the source verification procedure defined in the current standard – MSDP.

ODSA reduces broadcasting with distributed database that stores the source

domains of the multicast service.

While MSDP broadcasts source verification messages at fixed interval, ODSA

provides more receiver-friendly service. If a new join message is issued in ODSA,

it triggers source verification procedure on demand without passively waiting for

broadcasting period.
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Throughout simulation we verified that ODSA is better in consumed bandwidth

and join delay. We expect ODSA performs much better in the future Internet

because its befit increases when multicasting is more common and multicasting

groups are distributed very sparsely. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a new traffic engineering technique for
dynamic constrained multicast routing, where routing request of traffic
arrives one-by-one. The objective we adopted in this paper is to mini-
mize the maximum of link utilization. Although this traffic engineering
is useful to relax the most heavily congested link in Internet backbone,
the total network resources, i.e. sum of link bandwidth consumed, could
be used when the acquired path is larger(in terms of number of hops)
than the conventional shortest path. Accordingly we find a multicast
tree for routing request that satisfies the hop-count constraint. We for-
mulate this problem as mixed-integer programming problem and propose
a new heuristic algorithm to find a multicast tree for multicast routing
request. The presented heuristic algorithm uses link-state information,
i.e. link utilization, for multicast tree selection and is amenable to dis-
tributed implementation. The extensive simulation results show that the
proposed traffic engineering technique and heurisitc algorithm efficiently
minimize the maximum of link utilization better than the shortest path.

1 Introduction

The dynamic traffic engineering problem in Internet is how to set up paths
between edge routers in a network to meet the traffic demand of a request while
achieving low congestion and optimizing the utilization of network resources.
In practice, the key objective of traffic engineering is usually to minimize the
utilization of the most heavily used link in the network, or the maximum of link
utilization. Since the queueing delay increases rapidly as link utilization becomes
high, it is important to minimize the link utilization throughout the network so
that no bottleneck link exists. It has been known that this problem of minimizing
the maximum link utilization could be solved by the multi-commodity network
flow formulation[11].

� This work was supported in part by the Brain Korea 21 project of Ministry of Edu-
cation, in part by the National Research Laboratory project of Ministry of Science
and Technology, and in part by Electronic Telecommunication Research Institute,
2001, Korea.
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However, the present traffic engineering technique assumes that the traffic
routing is done in unicast. We extend the scope of traffic engineering to multicast
environment. Therefore, the problem is to set up bandwidth guaranteed multi-
cast tree in a network for minimizing the maximum link utilization. Although
this traffic engineering scheme is useful to minimize the maximum link utiliza-
tion, it may require more total network bandwidth resources, i.e. sum of assigned
bandwidth at each link of the paths, than the single shortest path. Therefore,
the maximum hop-count constraint should be incorporated into multicast rout-
ing scheme in order not to waste bandwidth. We formulate this problem to
mixed-integer programming(MIP) problem but it is NP − hard problem. So,
this paper proposes a practical heuristic algorithm of polynomial running time
that finds hop-count constrained multicast tree to minimize the maximum of link
utilization for each traffic request, while satisfying the requested traffic demand.

We assume that the traffic request is composed of the source, the destinations
set and the traffic demand of multicast session. A traffic demand represents
the average traffic volume between edge routers, in bps. For Virtual Private
Network (VPN) application, the traffic demand may be the requested amount of
bandwidth reservation. Even though the traffic demand varies largely at nodes
near end users, it becomes quite stable for the backbone network with aggregated
traffic.

This problem is motivated by the need of service providers to quickly setup
constrained paths for multicast routing in their networks. An important con-
text in which these problems arise is that of dynamic label switched path(LSP)
setup in Multi-Protocol Label Switched(MPLS) networks. In Multi-Protocol La-
bel Switching (MPLS) networks[2] where IP packets are switched through the
pre-established Label Switched Path (LSP) by signaling protocols, a multicat
tree can be used to forward packets belonging to the same ”forwarding equiva-
lent class (FEC)” by explicit routing. We assume that quasi-static information
such as priorly known network topology. The only dynamic information available
to the routing algorithm is the link utilization which is provided by extension of
several routing protocol such as Open Shortest Path First(OSPF)[3] and Inter-
mediate System to Intermediate System(IS-IS)[4].

There are some requirements that a multicast tree setup technique must
satisfy in order to be useful in practice. Since the possibility of having new
routing request in the future cannot be excluded, the routing algorithm must
be an on-line algorithm capable of handling requests in an ”optimal” manner
when the requests are not all presented at once. Since all traffic requests are
not known in advance, the current maximum link utilization is not optimal.
To find the optimal maximum link utilization value, it is necessary that all the
established paths for the previous requests need to be re-optimized whenever a
new request arrives or the traffic characteristics change. However re-routing of
existing requests causes a lot of path disruptions and this should not be allowed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The related works are
introduced in section 2. The proposed algorithm is explained in section 3. The
results of the performance evaluation by simulation are discussed in section 4,
and section 5 concludes this paper.
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2 Related Work

The problem of computing the minimum cost tree for a given multicast group is
known as a Steiner tree problem. This Steineer tree problem is NP − complete.
Some recently approximation algorithm of this routing problem in directed net-
works is proposed in [5].
A minimal hop like algorithm for routing unicast flows which attempts to balance
the load of network traffic is proposed in [6]. This widest-shortest algorithm finds
a feasible minimal hop path between two node such that the chosen path maxi-
mize the residual capacity of the bottleneck link along the path. The enhanced
routing scheme for load balancing by separating long-lived and short-lived flows
is proposed in [8], and it is shown that congestion can be greatly reduced. In
[9], it is shown that the quality of services can be enhanced by dividing the
transport-level flows into UDP and TCP flows. However these works did not
consider path calculation problem.

For the MPLS network, a traffic engineering method using multiple multi-
point-to-point LSPs is proposed in [10], where backup routes are used against
failures. Hence, the alternate paths are used only when primary routes do not
work. In [11], the traffic bifurcation linear programming (LP) problem is for-
mulated and heuristics for the non-bifurcating problem are proposed. Although
[11] minimizes the maximum of link utilization, it does not consider the total
network resources and constraints. The authors further showed that the traffic
bifurcation LP problem can be transformed to the shortest path problem by
adjusting link weights in [16].

The dynamic routing algorithm for MPLS networks is proposed where the
path for each request is selected to prevent the interference among paths for
the future demands. It considers only a unicast routing and does not include
the constraint such as hop-count. [12] proposes a constrained multipath traffic
engineering for MPLS networks. Although this assumes unicast and multipath,
the traffic engineering with the constraint such as maximum hop count and path
count is formulated in mixed-integer programming problem and a heuristic algo-
rithm is proposed. In [15], a minimal interference based algorithm is presented
for dynamic routing of multicast request.

[17] proposes an adaptive traffic assignment method to multiple paths with
measurement information for load balancing, though this work uses multipath.
For differentiated services, finding the traffic split ratios to minimize the end-to-
end delay and loss rates is proposed in [13]. However, how to find the appropriate
multiple paths is not covered.

3 Hop-Count Constrained Multicast Traffic Engineering

3.1 Problem Definition

In this section, we define the hop-count constrained multicast traffic engineering
problem in mixed integer programming (MIP) formulation. For conciseness and
ease of terminology, we focus on finding label switched paths(LSPs) for multicast
in MPLS networks in the rest of this paper. The network is modeled as a directed
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graph, G = (V,E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of links. The
capacity of a directed link (i, j) is cij .

Each traffic demand (k ∈ K) is given for a node pair between an ingress
router (sk) and an egress router set(Tk) consisting of multicast group. Ingress
router (sk) is the source of the multicast connection, and egress routers (tk ∈ Tk)
are destinations. For each traffic demand, there is a maximum number of hop
count constraint, Hk.1 The variable Xk

ij(h) represents the traffic demand k that
flows through link (i, j), where j is h hops far from sk. The integer variable
Y k

ij tells whether link (i, j) is used or not for the multicast tree rooted at the
ingress router sk and reaching all egress routers tk. Let dk be a scaling factor
to normalize the total traffic demand from the source to 1. The mixed integer
programming (MIP) problem is formulated as follows.

Minimize α+ c ·
∑

(j,i)∈E

∑
k∈K

dkY
k
ij

Subject to

∑
j:(i,j)∈E

Xk
ij(h) =

{
1, k ∈ K, i ∈ sk, h = 1
0, k ∈ K, i /∈ sk, h = 1 (1)

∑
j:(i,j)∈E

Xk
ij(h+ 1) −

∑
j:(j,i)∈E

Xk
ji(h) = 0 (2)

, k ∈ K, i /∈ sk, Tk, 1 ≤ h < Hk∑
j:(j,i)∈E

Y k
ji = 1, k ∈ K, i ∈ Tk (3)

∑
k∈K

dkY
k
ij ≤ cijα,∀(i, j) ∈ E (4)

0 ≤ Y k
ij −

Hk∑
h=1

Xk
ij(h) < 1 (5)

where, 0 ≤ Xk
ij(h) ≤ 1, Y k

ij ∈ {0, 1} , 0 ≤ α, h ∈ Z

The objective is to minimize the maximum of link utilization, α. If there are
solutions with same maximum of link utilization, the optimal is to find one with
minimum resource utilization among them. Constraint (1) says that the sum
of total outgoing traffic over the first hop from the source is 1, and all nodes
over the first hop from the source never receive the traffic except the source
node. Constraint (2) is the hop-level flow constraint which means that for all
1 Hk = H + HMHk , HMHk is the minimum number of hop counts from sk to Tk for
traffic demand k. All destinations tk ∈ Tk are reachable from sk within HMHk hop.
H is additional hop-count that is added to HMHk .
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nodes except source and destination, the amount of total incoming traffic to a
node is the same as that of outgoing traffic from the node. Constraint (3) means
that all destinations must be connected from the source by using multicast tree.
Constraint (4) means that the maximum link utilization for traffic demand k is
α. Constraint (5) means that only the link (i, j) being used by multicast tree is
computed for the maximum link utilization. This problem is NP−hard because
it includes the constrained integer variable.

3.2 Proposed Heuristic

We propose a heuristic algorithm to find hop-count constrained multicast tree
for each traffic demand request between an ingress router and multiple egress
routers. The proposed algorithm consists of two parts: 1) modifying the origi-
nal graph to the hop-count constrained one [12], 2) finding a multicast tree to
minimize the maximum link utilization.

Step 1 : Conversion to hop-count constrained graph
The given network, G = (N,E), is converted to Hk hop-count constrained
graph, G′ = (N ′, E′), where N ′ and E′ are transformed as follows,

N ′ = ∪0≤m≤Hk
N ′

m,

N ′
0 = {sk},

N ′
m = {jm|(i, j) ∈ A, im−1 ∈ N ′

m−1}.
E′ = ∪1≤m≤Hk

E′
m,

E′
1 = {(sk, i)|(sk, i) ∈ E},

E′
m = {(im, jm)|im ∈ N ′

m−1, jm ∈ N ′
m, (i, j) ∈ E}.

An example of graph conversion is given in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 (a) represents the
original network topology. When a traffic demand request from node 1 to
node 4 which requires bandwidth of 3 Mbps with the hop-count constraint of
one additional hop and the path-count constraint of two arrives, the graph
in Fig. 1 (b) is derived after adding redundant nodes and links. It is easily
seen that any path traversed from node 1 to node 4 in Fig. 1 (b) does not
exceed three hop counts.

Step 2 : Finding multicast tree
On the modified graph G′, the link metric(cij) is given with the current
utilization ratio (allocated bandwidth / link capacity). We propose a way
of choosing multicast tree on the modified graph, G′ = (N ′, E′). For each
destination tk ∈ Tk, we calculate the widest path from sk to tk by using
Dijkstra’s algorithm.
– widest path

The widest path is selected in order to minimize the usage of the bot-
tleneck link, the link with the maximum utility. In this case, dist(i), the
cost of a node i, denotes the maximum link utility from source to the
node.

dist(i) = minj∈S(dist(i),max(dist(j), cji)).
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Fig. 1. Topology conversion example

, where S is the set of nodes whose shortest path from source is already
determined.

Next, we determines a destination rk obeying the following constraint.
– destination rk

(dist(tk)|tk ∈ Tk) ≤ dist(rk)

Then, we setup a path from sk to rk and reserve the bandwidth at each
link along this path. In multicast algorithm, it is important to minimize the
cost of the tree, especially network resources(like bandwidth). So we apply a
heuristic for the directed Steiner tree problem. After finding this path, we set
the cost of all the edges along this path to zero. Setting these edge costs to
zero encourages future runs of Dijkstra’s algorithm to use them. Until when
all destinations are reachable from the source sk, we repeat this process with
the destination set Tk excluding rk.

The detailed algorithm is explained in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 explains the simple result
of the multicast tree selection. It is seen that the proposed heuristic algorithm
constructs the multicast tree better than that using Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm. The proposed algorithm minimizes the maximum link utilization,
while the resource utilization of each algorithm is the same.

3.3 Complexity Analysis

Proposed algorithm consists of two nested loops, inner loop for computation of
widest paths, outer loop for each destination in the set of Tk. For each part,
time complexity is bound as follows. First, for the widest path problem, the best
known bound is O(nlogn) in a directed graph, where n is number of vertices in the
graph. Algorithm the complexity of inner loop is bound by O(n2logn), because
the maximum number of destinations(|Tk|) is n. The other remained code inside
outer loop is bounded by O(n). Second, the outer loop is executed maximum
n times. Hence, the worst-case time complexity of the proposed algorithm is
bounded by O(n3logn+ n2).
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Heuristic : Find hop-count constrained multicast tree
• Set dk to be the traffic demand of traffic request k
• Set sk to be a source of traffic request k
• Set Tk to be a set of destinations(tk ∈ Tk)
• Modify G to G′ satisfying Hk hops;
while(Tk is not empty)
for each(tk ∈ Tk)

• Run widest path algorithm from sk to tk;
• Set α(tk) to be the maximum link utilization
when this path is setup;

endfor
• Set rk to be the destination of maximum α(tk);
• Reserve dk to each link along the path
from sk to rk;

• Set the link utility of all edges along this path
to zero;

• Set Tk to Tk − rk;
endwhile

Fig. 2. The proposed Heuristic.

(a) Multicast tree using shortest path

(b) Multicast tree using heuristic algorithm 
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4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Simulation Environment

The network topology shown in Fig. 3 represents the abstract US backbone
topology[18]. In this network condition, we generate ten random requests of
traffic demands from one source. For each traffic request, the set of destinations
is randomly selected by two cases. In the first case, the multicast session consists
of small number of receivers (average 3.3 receivers per source). In the second
case, it consists of many receivers (average 7.7 receivers per source). So, we treat
both sparse and dense mode. Therefore, 240 requests are tested in total. The
duration of each traffic demand is exponentially distributed (ten seconds), and
the inter-arrival time is randomly distributed between zero and two hundred
seconds. The average traffic demand of each routing request is set to 5 Mbps.
Among the simulation, the optimal mixed-integer programing solution is solved
with CPLEX tool.

4.2 Simulation Result

The proposed heuristic algorithm is compared with the simple shortest path
algorithm(SP) and the optimal MIP solution(OPT). The maximum hop-count
constraint(Hk) is given as zero or more additional to that of the minimum hop-
count(HMHk

) between an ingress and an egress router set. Table 1 and Table
2 present the average and maximum of α in sparse mode and dense mode re-
spectively. The optimal solution not only almost halves the maximum of α than
the shortest path algorithm(SP), but also improves the average α, in the both
cases. Also, we can see that the proposed heuristic shows similar results to rel-
atively optimal solution. There is only a small difference below 3% between two
solutions.

Table 1. Maximum of link utilization (α) in sparse mode

SP OPT Heuristic
AVG 13.23 8.84 10.24
MAX 30 15.72 18.32

Table 2. Maximum of link utilization (α) in dense mode

SP OPT Heuristic
AVG 18.44 9.78 12.65
MAX 47.85 20.85 23.25
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Fig. 4 shows the normalized α which was obtained by dividing α of our algo-
rithm in Fig.2 by α of optimal solution of the MIP, simulated in sparse mode.
In Fig. 4, we can see that the proposed heuristic constrained on zero, one or
three additional hop performs better than the shortest path case. Although the
hop-count constraint is increased from one to three additional hops, the differ-
ence between (b) and (c) is slight. When the hop-count constraint is changed,
the solution of shortest path algorithm is not changed but the normalized α
is increased largely. It is shown that the α of optimal MIP solution is largely
decreased as the hop-count constraint is changed from zero to three.
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Fig. 4. Maximum of link utilization (α) with the hop-count constraints in sparse mode

Fig. 5 shows the result of simulation in dense mode. In dense mode, each
traffic request has a number of receivers relative to sparse mode. So total resource
utility is increased, but we can see that the proposed heuristic also performs
better than the shortest path case. Especially, Fig. 5 (b), (c) show the larger
performance gap between heuristic and the shortest path algorithm.

Both simulations show similar results that the proposed heuristic algorithm
efficiently minimizes the maximum link utilization, α than the shortest path one.
Lastly, the performance of both the optimal MIP and proposed heuristic algo-
rithm may not be more enhanced although the number of hop-count constraint
increases.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose dynamic traffic engineering schemes for multicast rout-
ing that minimize the maximum of link utilization, α by finding multicast tree
with the hop-count constraints. We formulate this problem as the mixed-integer
programming problem by using network flow model. Because finding solution
of this optimal MIP problem is NP−hard, we propose the heuristic algorithm
that calculates a constrained muticast tree in polynominal time. The simulation
results show that the proposed algorithm solves the problem of multicast routing
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Fig. 5. Maximum of link utilization (α) with the hop-count constraints in dense mode

with nearly same α as that of the optimal solution. Therefore, the proposed traf-
fic engineering scheme is practical and will be useful for reducing the probability
of congestion by minimizing the utilization of the most heavily used link in the
network.
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Abstract. We propose a new lightpath routing algorithm for WDM op-
tical networks that solves the routing and wavelength assignment (com-
monly known as RWA) problem dynamically and separately. The RWA
problem is partitioned into two subproblems, the routing and wavelength
assignment problems, and both of them are solved using the shortest
path routing technique. For solving the routing subproblem, an auxiliary
graph is created whereby the nodes and links in the original network are
transformed to the edges and vertices, respectively, and the availability
of each wavelength on the input and output links of a node as well as the
number of available wavelength converters are taken into account in de-
termining the weights of edges. Furthermore, for solving the wavelength
assignment subproblem, an auxiliary graph is also utilized and the cost
for wavelength conversion is taken into consideration in the edge weight
function. Simulation results show that our algorithm performs much bet-
ter than previously proposed algorithms in terms of blocking probability,
especially if the number of wavelengths is large while the number of con-
verters at each node is limited.

1 Introduction

Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) is emerging as the dominant technol-
ogy for the next generation optical networks [1,2]. Using WDM, multiple signals,
distinguished by their wavelengths, can be transmitted on a single fiber and each
wavelength operates at its peak speed. All nodes or a limited number of nodes in
a WDM-routed network may employ wavelength converters that can convert one
input wavelength into another different output wavelength in order to increase
the wavelength utilization. A route (a set of links) traversed by data between
a source-destination (s-d) pair forms an all-optical path with a wavelength as-
signed on each link and it is called a lightpath. In this paper, we consider that
a lightpath is assigned to a connection corresponding to each user connection

I. Chong (Ed.): ICOIN 2002, LNCS 2343, pp. 291–304, 2002.
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request for its entire duration. Given a set of connection requests, how to set
up lightpaths for them is called the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA)
problem [3,4,5,6]. The objective of an RWA algorithm is to set up lightpaths
and assign wavelengths in a manner which minimizes the amount of the request
blocking.

An RWA problem can be partitioned into two subproblems, the routing and
the wavelength assignment problems, and are solved separately. For the rout-
ing subproblem, the shortest path routing technique can be used to determine
the best route for an s-d pair [7,8]. For the wavelength assignment subprob-
lem, heuristic algorithms can be used [9]. A more complicated algorithm, called
TRWA in this paper, that considers both of the subproblems at the same time
is also possible[8]. This scheme yields good performance but the overhead cost
for constructing the auxiliary graph and computation is very high due to the
complexity of its auxiliary graph [8,10].

In this paper, we propose a heuristic algorithm that solves the dynamic RWA
problem efficiently. The proposed algorithm first solves the routing subproblem
and then the wavelength assignment subproblem. Both subproblems are formu-
lated as routing problems and solved using the shortest path routing technique.
For creating the auxiliary graph of the first subproblem (routing), the availabil-
ity of each wavelength on the input and the output links at a node as well as
the number of available converters are taken into account. The advantage of this
scheme is that the routing decisions can be made based on more accurate infor-
mation on the possible lightpaths between s-d pairs. For creating the auxiliary
graph of the second subproblem (wavelength assignment), the cost of wavelength
conversion at each node is taken into account. Under this scheme, if a lightpath
uses a converter at a node with less converter availability, it has to pay inevitably
higher cost.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic system model
of our wavelength-routed networks. Section 3 explains our proposed algorithm in
details. Section 4 presents the performance evaluation of our proposed algorithm
in comparison with other previous algorithms. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 System Model

A WDM-routed network can be modeled by a directed graph G(N,L), where
N and L denote the sets of nodes and communication links, respectively. For
simplicity, N and L are also used to denote the numbers of nodes and links,
respectively. The bandwidth of each optical fiber link is divided into a set of
W wavelengths as communication channels. A connection request of an s-d pair
is served by setting up a lightpath that is a series of channels belonging to
the immediate nodes along the path from the source s to the destination d.
The connection occupies the channels until it terminates. It is assumed that
connection requests arrive at each node independently and follow the Poisson
process. The occupation time of a lightpath by a connection is assumed to be
exponentially distributed.
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Besides transmitting and receiving signals, each node provides the optical
switching functions such as switching a wavelength of a connection from an input
end to an output end and converting an input wavelength to a different output
wavelength. Wavelength conversion allows one to resolve wavelength conflicts
and to reuse wavelengths, thereby improving network performance. However,
the number of converters in a node is usually limited due to the economic,
spatial, and efficiency reasons. It is therefore necessary to keep the performance
(blocking probability of connection requests) at a reasonable level while to use
as less converters as possible. In this paper, it is assumed that each node have
a limited number of converters that are shared in the node, as shown in Figure
1, and the wavelength conversion is full range of the waveband; i.e., a converter
can convert one input wavelength to any other output wavelength.
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DEMUX: Wavelength Demultiplexer
MUX: Wavelength Multiplexer
OSW: Optical Switch
WC: Wavelength Converter

Fig. 1. The wavelength-convertible switch architecture.

It is assumed that the routing and the wavelength assignment (RWA) algo-
rithm is decentralized; i.e., the routing and the wavelength assignment decisions
are made at each node autonomously. Each node dynamically broadcasts its
state on both the wavelength and the converter availability to all other nodes
in the network and receives the state information from other nodes. It then de-
termines independently the best route for each arriving connection request. The
routing decision for a new connection request is not allowed to affect the exist-
ing connections. Instead, an alternative route that utilizes the currently available
channels and converters in the network is selected. Given a network G(N,L) and
the wavelength conversion function, the objective of our algorithm under consid-
eration is to find the best route from the source to the destination of a connection
request, and also to assign the best wavelength on each link along the best route
so that the blocking probability of connection requests is minimized.

3 Proposed Solution

As mentioned earlier, the heuristic algorithm proposed in this paper consists
of two components: the routing algorithm and the wavelength assignment al-
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gorithm. The routing algorithm approximates a cost function as the sum of
individual costs due to using channels and wavelength converters and selects
the best route. The wavelength assignment algorithm considers another cost
function that sums up the individual costs of using the free wavelengths and
wavelength converters along the best route and selects the best wavelength to
set up a lightpath. The overall approach includes the following four steps.

1. Graph transformation for routing: Transform the original network to the
corresponding auxiliary graph.

2. Determination of the best route: Solve the routing algorithm using Dijkstra’s
algorithm to find the best route between the s-d pair. If no route with finite
length is found, reject the connection request; otherwise, go to Step 3.

3. Graph transformation for wavelength assignment: Transform the route in the
original network determined in Step 2 to its auxiliary graph.

4. Wavelength Assignment: Solve the wavelength assignment problem using
Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the best wavelength on each link in order to set
up a lightpath. If no lightpath can be set up, reject the connection request;
otherwise, accept the connection request.

In the following subsections, the proposed routing and wavelength assignment
algorithms are described.

3.1 Source-Destination Routing Algorithm

The auxiliary graph of the original network is created by considering the specific
characteristics of optical networks in order to determine the best route for an s-d
pair. Before constructing the auxiliary graph, two pseudo-nodes are added to the
s-d pair in the original network. The pseudo-nodes s′ and d′, called the pseudo
traffic input and output points, are connected to the source s and the destination
d with zero cost pseudo-links, respectively, as shown in Figure 2(a). The nodes
and links in the original network are respectively transformed to the edges and
vertices in the auxiliary graph as shown in Figure 2(b). A possible path through
an edge with or without wavelength conversion is called an edge-path of the edge.

Graph transformation. For a given network G(N,L) and an s-d pair, an
auxiliary graph G(V, E) is created, where V and E denote the sets of vertices
and edges, respectively. The procedures of the graph transformation can be listed
as follows.

1. For an s-d pair, add the pseudo-nodes, s′ and d′, as the pseudo traffic input
and output points and connect them respectively to the source and destina-
tion nodes with zero cost pseudo-links as shown in Figure 2(a).

2. Create nodes in the auxiliary graph to denote the links in the original net-
work. Note that the pseudo-nodes are treated as links in the original network.

3. Create edges in the auxiliary graph that denote nodes connecting two links
in the original network.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of graph transformation.

Determination of the edge weight. In a wavelength-routed network, a light-
path may not be able to pass through a node for lack of wavelength conversion
capacity, even though there are free wavelengths both on the input and output
links of the node. It is therefore necessary to consider the states of both the
input and output links of a node, i.e., the states of edge-paths of each edge in
the auxiliary graph, in routing decisions. In this paper, the states of the available
wavelengths on the input and output links at each node, the conversion capacity,
and the number of available converters are taken into consideration. In order to
introduce the edge weight function, the following notation is used.

C total number of converters at a node
W total number of wavelengths a link or a node handles
c number of converters available at a node
win number of wavelengths available at the input ends of a node
wout number of wavelengths available at the output ends of a node
w number of available edge-paths of an edge on the route of an s-d pair that a

lightpath can pass the edge without wavelength conversion
w′ number of available edge-paths of an edge on the route of an s-d pair that a

lightpath can pass the edge with wavelength conversion, i.e., w′ = min{win−
w, wout − w, c}.

The weight of each edge of the auxiliary graph is determined based on the
probability of the available edge-paths of an edge. By supposing that the proba-
bility of a free edge-path on an edge neither from the source nor to the destination
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at some time in future is
w + w′

W
, the probability that an edge-path will be oc-

cupied is given by 1− w + w′

W
. Therefore, the probability that all the edge-paths

will be used is given by
(
1 − w + w′

W

)w+w′
. Then, the probability that at least

one edge-path will be free on an edge i in future is given by

pi = 1 − (
1 − w + w′

W

)w+w′
.

The weights of edges originated from the source and targeted to the destination
are determined differently from others. By assuming that the probability of a
free edge-path on an edge originated from the source in future is wout/W , then
the probability that at least one edge-path will be available is given by

pi = 1 − (
1 − wout

W

)wout
.

On the other hand, since data can always arrive at the destination if its input link
is free, the probability that at least one edge-path on an edge to the destination
will be available in future is always 1; i.e., pi = 1. For the above three types,
the weight of an edge i, ρi, in the auxiliary graph is defined by the following
function as in [7],

ρi = − log pi.

The above equation implies that an edge with a higher probability of free edge-
paths has a lower value of the edge weight and that the edge weight becomes
infinity if there is no free edge-path. Note that ρi is determined by the current
status of both a node and a link, and is constantly changing.

Routing algorithm. Given an auxiliary graph G(V, E) and a connection re-
quest between the pseudo traffic input and output points, s′-d′ pair, Dijkstra’s
algorithm is used to search for the min-cost path corresponding to the route in
the original network. In order for the auxiliary graph to conduct an accurate
solution, one additional constraint is needed for the algorithm. In the auxiliary
graph, a route may pass through consecutively the same node twice while this
situation cannot occur in the original network. It is therefore prohibited in the
routing algorithm that the chosen route goes through two edges belonging to
the same node successively in the original network. For example, a route is not
allowed to pass from vertex 1 to 3 and then from vertex 3 to 4 in Figure 2(b).

3.2 Wavelength Assignment Algorithm

In this paper, three wavelength assignment schemes are considered. They are
First Fit Wavelength First (FFW), Least Converter First (LEC), and Least
Conversion Cost First (LCC). The first is quite simple but may not be efficient in
wavelength utilization. It is usually used for comparison purpose in the literature
[9]. On the other hand, the latter two approaches are proposed in this paper.
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First Fit Wavelength First (FFW). The source node attempts to find and
assign a free wavelength that is found first along the route determined by the
routing algorithm. This algorithm searches for a free wavelength on a link in a
predefined order and attempts to use a wavelength converter whenever a wave-
length conversion is needed. The connection request will be forwarded to the next
node along the route when the trial for finding a free wavelength succeeds. If the
request fails, the source node gets the feedback and a different wavelength will
be chosen. This process is repeated until there is one free wavelength available
or the lightpath cannot be set up.

Least Converter First (LEC). Since the number of wavelength converters at
a node may be much less than the number of wavelengths on a link, it is natural
to take this factor into account in assigning wavelengths. The LEC algorithm
treats the wavelength assignment problem as a routing problem and employs
Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the solution. An auxiliary graph is created by using
an approach similar to that in [8], but in LEC only the best route determined
by the routing algorithm needs to be considered.

The weight of a channel edge is determined similarly to that in [8]. That is, an
idle channel edge has weight f where f is a positive constant while an occupied
channel edge has weight of infinity. The weight of a converter edge is g and is
larger than the sum of any free path without wavelength conversion, i.e., g > nf
where n is the path length from the source to the destinatin. Furthermore the
weight of an edge corresponding to a switching operation without wavelength
conversion at a node is set to zero. The LEC algorithm therefore attempts to set
up a lightpath for a connection request with the lowest cost, i.e., with the least
number of converters. If no lightpath can be set up, then the connection request
will be rejected.

Least Conversion Cost First (LCC). This algorithm is implemented simi-
larly to LEC. However, the weight function of LCC is different from that of LEC
in the sense that LCC employs a nonlinear cost function for using converters. It
is assumed that using a free converter at a node where the converter utilization
is higher should pay higher cost (higher penalty). The cost function, ci(ui), for
using a converter at node i is defined as follows.

ci(ui) =
1

C − ui
,

where ui denotes the number of wavelength converters in use at node i. The
weight, ρi(ui), of an edge i corresponding to a switching operation with wave-
length conversion at a node is defined to be the differential function of the above
cost function; i.e.,

ρi(ui) =
dci(ui)

dui
=

1
(C − ui)2 ,

From the above equation, it can be seen that when ui is close to the converter
capacity the conversion cost becomes very high.
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4 Performance Evaluation

Simulation experiments are used to evaluate the proposed heuristic algorithm,
denoted by NEW in the figures, and compare it with other algorithms, Hop-based
(HW) and Total wavelengths and Available Wavelength (TAW) in [7] and Total
Routing and Wavelength Assignment (TRWA) in [8]. The routing algorithm in
HW attempts to set up a lightpath from the source s to the destination d using
the smallest number of hops. On the other hand, the routing algorithm in TAW
attempts to set up a lightpath with the smallest edge weight that are determined
by the available wavelengths and the total wavelengths on each link. The network
model used in the simulation is the NSFNET model (shown in Figure 3), i.e.,
there are 14 nodes and 21 duplex links. It is assumed that each link has the same
number of wavelengths W and each node has the same number of wavelength
converters C.

1
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14

11

Fig. 3. A wavelength-routed network.

Table 1. Computation times of the algorithms.

Computation time
Algorithm W = 8, λ = 3 W = 16, λ = 6 W = 32, λ = 10

FFW LEC FFW LEC FFW LEC
LCC LCC LCC

HW 30s 2m 50s 5m 1.3m 16m
TAW 40s 2.5m 1m 7m 1.5m 24m
NEW 50s 2.5m 1.2m 6m 1.7m 23m
TRWA 40m 4hrs 17hrs
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Table 2. Auxiliary graph complexity of the algorithms�

Complexity of the algorithms
Algorithm W = 8 W = 16 W = 32

# vertices # edges # vertices # edges # vertices # edges
HW (14, 37) (21, 101) (14,72) (21, 435) (14, 142) (21,1337)
TAW (14, 51) (21, 172) (14,98) (21,592) (14, 188) (21,2103)
NEW (21, 49) (49–53,161) (21,92) (49–53,538) (21,175) (49–53,1893)
TRWA 364 3720 700 13200 1372 49440

It is assumed that connection requests from a node to each of the others
nodes are generated with the equal probability and the request arrivals follow
the Poisson process with rate λ. The connection duration time is assumed to be
exponentially distributed with mean of 1 time unit. The number of wavelengths
W is varied as 8, 16, and 32. However, the results only for the case of 32 wave-
lengths are shown in the figures because of the space limitation. The wavelength
conversion factor, denoted by f , is defined to be the ratio of the number of con-
verters at a node to the number of wavelengths; i.e., f = C/W , and is changed
as 0, 10%, 20%, 50%, and 100%, where 0 means there are no converters whereas
100% means there are full converters. In each experiment, 200,000 connection
requests are generated and the performance metrics are shown as an average in
the figures. The performance metrics used are (i) the blocking probability of the
connection requests, and (ii) the execution time for running an algorithm.

Table 1 shows the simulation (execution) times of the algorithms under con-
sideration. It can be seen from Table 1 that the computation time of an RWA
algorithm using FFW is the faster than that using LEC or LCC because of its
simplicity. On the other hand, the computation time of TRWA is the longest
among the algorithms and increases sharply if the number of wavelengths in-
creases. The reasons of this result can also be supported by Table 1, which
shows the numbers of vertices and edges that the algorithms have to handle.

Figure 4 shows the probability versus traffic load with various wavelengths
when the conversion factor, f , is 20% and there are 32 wavelengths. As expected,
the TRWA algorithm performs the best among the algorithms, but its compu-
tation time is exhaustive as shown in Tables 1. It shows that TRWA may not
be practical for a real system, especially in a large network with a large number
of wavelengths. On the other hand, our proposed algorithm yields a blocking
probability close to that of TRWA while the computation time is close to that
of the other algorithms. It can be observed that the new algorithm outperforms
significantly both the HW and TAW algorithms over a wide range of traffic load
and that the improvement gain becomes obvious as the number of wavelengths
increases (e.g., over 40% when λ is below 14). Note that HW may behave bet-

� The two-tuples (x, y) in HW, TAW, and NEW denote the number of vertices or
edges in the first and the second subproblems, respectively. The numbers of vertices
and edges of the second subproblem in HW, TAW, or NEW are calculated using N̄ .
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Fig. 4. Blocking probability vs. traffic load with 32 wavelengths and 20% converters.

ter than TAW when the traffic load is high. This is because when the traffic
load becomes saturated, a route with the least hops yields less waste of system
resources and therefore provides better performance.

In addition to Figure 4, it can be observed from Figure 5 that LCC can im-
prove the performance further over FFW even though the performance gain de-
pends on the routing algorithms. Our proposed algorithm provides performance
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Fig. 5. Comparison of various wavelength assignment algorithms with 32 wavelengths
and 20% conversion ratio.

improvement large enough and therefore leaves little room to a wavelength as-
signment algorithm to acquire further performance improvement. Another ob-
servation is that a larger performance gain can be obtained for a longer route
from the source to the destination. In the NSFNET model under consideration,
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Fig. 7. Blocking probability of TAW vs. traffic load with 32 wavelengths and various
conversion factors.

for example, the average lengths of a route of HW, TAW, and NEW are 2.2, 2.9,
and 2.7, respectively, and TAW provides the largest performance gain.
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Figure 6 shows the blocking probabilities of the new algorithm with various
degrees of the conversion factor, f . It can be observed that the performance
(blocking probability) is sensitive to f when it is small (e.g., f = 10 or 20%);
but if f becomes larger (e.g., f = 50%) there is little room for any further
improvement over the performance. This trend can be observed clearly when the
number of wavelengths becomes large. This coincides with the fact stemmed from
the effectiveness of the new algorithm; i.e., only a small number of converters
is enough to provide good performance close to that with the full number of
converters. On the other hand, the TAW algorithm is much more sensitive to the
number of converters as shown in Figure 7 and provides performance comparable
to the new algorithm only when the full number of converters is used.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, an efficient lightpath routing algorithm for WDM-routed optical
networks is proposed. The algorithm is implemented by partitioning the routing
and the wavelength assignment into two subproblems so that the computation
time is reduced largely. In determining the best route for an s-d pair, the states
of the available wavelengths on the input and output links of a node along with
the number of converters are taken into account in the edge weight function.
Furthermore, in determining the best wavelengths to set up a lightpath along
the best route the cost for using converters is introduced in the weight function
of the auxiliary graph so that the selected wavelengths yields the least conversion
cost.

The simulation results show that the new algorithm is quite efficient and
outperforms significantly other algorithms with comparable computation time
in an NSFNET model. Furthermore, the results also show that the new algorithm
is specially effective when the number of wavelengths is large while the number
of wavelength converters is limited. For example, using the new algorithm the
performance can be improved over 40% on TAW or HW when the number of
wavelengths is equal to 32 and the conversion factor is 20%. The simplicity and
efficiency make our proposed algorithm a practical candidate for real systems.
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Abstract. We propose a new buffering scheme for wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) packet switching: the Electronic Partially Shared
Buffering (EPSB) scheme. This buffering scheme incorporates separate
buffers (i.e., electronic buffers) for all the outputs to share in addition
to a prime buffer (i.e., the fiber delay line (FDL) buffer) dedicated to
all the outputs. By using this EPSB scheme in cooperation with the
proposed outgoing data channel scheduling algorithm, a lower packet
loss probability can be achieved with fewer FDLs.

1 Introduction

Based on wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), all-optical networks are in-
creasingly becoming the technology of choice for high-capacity optical networks.
By carrying different wavelengths into one optical fiber, WDM has the potential
of delivering an aggregate throughput in the order of terabits per second. These
networks are likely to use optical packet switching (OPS) to provide flexible
bandwidth for internet traffic and to increase the transparency of optical net-
works. Therefore, WDM optical packet switching has been extensively studied
[1] [2]. When optical packets are switched from input fibers to output fibers,
however, contention may occur if more than one packet arrives from different
input fibers simultaneously destined for the same output fiber. To resolve these
contentions, optical buffers realized by FDLs are required. If contention occurs,
only one of the contending packets must be allowed to reach the destination and
the others must be buffered for later transmission.

FDL buffers have been studied in switching architectures designed for a fixed
packet length scenario, in both synchronous and asynchronous cases. To support
Internet traffic, however, an optical router should cope with asynchronous vari-
able length packets. The performance of FDL buffers in this case is fairly poor
even with intelligent scheduling algorithms [1] [2] to fill the voids due to the
discrete time delay of FDLs or inter-arrival time between packets. As a result, a
large number of FDLs would be necessary to achieve a low packet loss probabil-
ity. Because FDL buffers do not provide continuous time delay unlike electronic
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memory, they are very inefficient to fill the voids if the basic timescale unit to be
used for FDL buffers has a large value to increase buffering capacity. On the con-
trary, if the basic timescale unit of the FDL buffer has a small value to increase
time resolution and to fill voids efficiently, buffering capacity will decrease. Ob-
viously, there must be a trade-off between them to provide an acceptable optical
packet loss probability.

In this paper, a new buffering scheme named Electronic Partially Shared
Buffering (EPSB) is proposed where electronics and optics share the buffer-
ing. This buffering scheme is particularly suitable for the edge aggregate optical
packet switch (OPS) because of the ability to make use of electronic memory
already in place to perform the electronic router functionality [3]. An FDL buffer
(named as prime buffer) is used to form the vast majority of storage while elec-
tronic buffers are used to provide continuous time delays which the FDL buffer
does not support. Hence, the packets that failed to search the available output
channel are stored in the electronic buffer and retry to fill idle channels such as
voids (the vacant parts between two packets in a time domain) at continuous
time delay value.

Simulation results show that the EPSB scheme provides the advantages of low
packet loss probability with fewer FDLs (i.e., fewer buffer depth). In addition,
using an OPS to interface with electronic routers is expected to give us cost
savings in the network because the number of FDLs can be reduced with the
help of electronic buffers.

2 The Operation of an OPS for Asynchronous and
Variable Length Optical Routing

In this section, we describe the operation of an OPS for asynchronous and vari-
able length optical packets routing. Input packets arrive at many wavelengths
at many input fibers asynchronously. Their arrivals are sensed, the headers are
separated for processing from the payloads, and the packets are time-stamped.
Processing the header involves performing address look-up to determine the out-
put fiber, scheduling to determine the time and wavelength of departure, and
switch control for possible reconfiguration of the switch. After these processing
operations are completed, a packet is transported into the buffer by means of a
strictly non-blocking space switch. The packet is again transported out of the
buffer using a strictly non-blocking architecture [2]. The assumption made in our
study is that every packet within the buffer should have a distinct wavelength.
Thus, the number of wavelengths within the switch is larger than that of the
transport wavelengths.

We assume two packets with lengths l0 and l1 arriving at times t0 and t1
(t0 < t1), and contending for the same output. l1 will have to be delayed in the
FDL buffer for a duration i × D (a multiple value of basic timescale D) which
can only be ≥ t0 + l0 − t1. Fig. 1 shows the above situation. If the inequality
holds, the output distribution of the packets generates a gap or void between the
two packets as shown in Fig. 1 [2]. If nothing is done to fill that void, the process
of generation of voids in the output distribution results in an excess load. Thus,
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Fig. 1. A void generation process at the output of a 2× 2 switch with one wavelength
per fiber when the packet processing time is negligible.

for asynchronous and variable length optical packet switching operations, data
channel scheduling algorithms to fill voids are required to reduce the excess load.

In fact, the void is necessarily generated regardless of the structure of a FDL
buffer (i.e., degenerate or non-degenerate structure of a FDL buffer) because of
discrete delay characteristic of FDL. Though, the non-degenerate buffer operates
better in tandem with a void filling scheduling algorithm than the degenerate
buffer in terms of packet loss probability [4].

Data channel scheduling algorithms can be classified into two categories:
with void filling (FF-VF, LAUC-VF) and without void filling (FF, LAUC) [5].
Data channel scheduling algorithms without void filling have the high packet
loss probability because they do not try to access voids. However, although an
scheduling algorithm with void filling is used, we note that the discrete delay
characteristic of FDLs degrades performance of the scheduling algorithm in terms
of packet loss probability (i.e., it does not make optical packet to access voids
efficiently).

3 Electronic Partially Shared Buffering Scheme

3.1 The Purpose of the EPSB Scheme

For asynchronous variable length optical packet switching operations, data chan-
nel scheduling algorithms to fill voids are necessary to reduce excess load, which
results in the reduction of packet loss probability. Because FDL buffers do not
provide continuous time delays, however, packet loss occurs even when the void
size is larger than the packet size. In Fig. 2, although the void size is larger than
that of the packet that arrived at the current time τ , the packet that arrived at
current time τ will be lost when only the FDL buffer is used.

Table 1 shows the ratio of the number of lost packets corresponding to the
case of Fig. 2 to the total number of lost packets. Even when a void filling
algorithm is applied, over 70% of the optical packets is lost due to the discrete
delay characteristic of the FDL buffer. With the EPSB scheme, the packets that
fail to find the available output channel are stored in electronic buffers, while
the proposed data channel scheduling algorithm retries to fill idle channels such
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Fig. 2. One of the basic operations of the EPSB scheme.

Table 1. The ratio of the number of lost packets in fig. 2 scenario (void size≥packet
size) among the total number of lost packets when FF-VF algorithm is applied. (Num-
ber of channels per fiber=8, delay line length=5100, buffer depth=8)

Load 0.5625 0.625 0.6875 0.75 0.8125 0.875 0.9375 1

Ratio (%) 82 75 76 76 77 75 74 75

as voids. Thus, the arrival packet at the current time τ is delayed by as much
as δ and served at τ + δ. The EPSB scheme stores overflow packets that fail
to find an available channel in electronic buffers, and retries to fill voids, thus
minimizing the total void size as much as possible. Packets stored in electronic
buffers can be served at continuous time values when a void is discovered.

3.2 The EPSB Scheme Description

In this subsection we describe the basic concept of EPSB scheme. The scheme
uses electronic memory as a minority buffer for storing overflow packets. It still
maintains the transparency of optical packets because it can only contribute to
serving overflow packets that fail to find available wavelengths. For the EPSB
scheme, if two overflow packets that fail to search available wavelengths overlap
in the time domain, each packet has to be stored in a different electronic memory
to avoid receiver collision. Any electronic buffer structure is possible in the switch
if it can prevent receiver collision of the overflow packets to the electronic buffers.
In our study, we consider only one electronic buffer for storing overflow packets.

Since the EPSB scheme supports continuous time delays as converting over-
flow optical packets into electrical packets, it can contribute to the efficient filling
of voids in cooperation with the proposed data channel scheduling algorithm. The
proposed data channel scheduling algorithm for the EPSB scheme is presented
below.
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Fig. 3. The assumed switch architecture

Step 1: Create virtual wavelength queues per fiber.
Step 2: Check whether the current time τ is the arrival time of a new packet

or the starting time of a void (the serviced time of a packet in the virtual
wavelength queues)

Step 3: If the current time τ is the arrival time of a new packet, search an
available data channel by FF-VF algorithm [5]. If that packet fails to find
an outgoing data channel, it is stored in an electronic memory and time-
stamped. If receiver collision is detected (i.e., the packet that failed to find
an outgoing data channel overlaps with the previous packet that failed to
find an outgoing data channel in the time domain), the packet is dropped
without entering to switch.

Step 3’: If the current time τ is the starting time of a void (i.e., the serviced
time of a packet in the virtual wavelength queues), search a packet capable
of filling that void in the electronic memory. If we find an available packet to
fill that void in the electronic memory, that packet becomes the head packet
of the virtual wavelength queue corresponding to that void. If we do not
find an available channel, we add the time value by as much as 1 unit to the
queuing delay time for all packets in the electronic memory.

Step 4: If the queuing delay time of packets stored in the EPSB is longer than
our determined tolerance time value (ζ = 100 · T̄on) , that packet is dropped
out of the electronic memory. (This means that the electronic memory has
a finite buffer size)

4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the EPSB scheme in terms of
packet loss probability through simulation, and we compare it with the perfor-
mance of FF and FF-VF algorithms (defined as FF and FF-VF schemes in our
study) that are operated only on a conventional FDL buffer.

4.1 Simulation Models

We consider a switch architecture (8 × 8) in Fig. 3, incorporating an FDL buffer
with the degenerate buffer structure and assume a unique wavelength for each
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packet in the buffer [1] [2] [4] [6]. For the EPSB scheme, we have additional
electronic buffers in the assumed switch architecture. The traffic model for the
self similar traffic follows the conventional ON/OFF sources model where the
traffic is represented by alternating ON (packet presence) and OFF (inter-arrival
time) periods. The length T of each period is modeled according to the Pareto
heavy-tail distribution and is given by

Ton = Toff = �bytes/U 1/α�

where U is a uniform random variable on [0,1] and �� indicates the floor function
[1] [2]. Since a Pareto distribution is used, the result is an aggregate traffic
exhibiting self similarity with the Hurst parameter defined as follows:

H = (3 − α)/2

where H has a value on [0.5, 1] for self similar traffic. In our simulation, the
bytes = 400 parameter is chosen to represent packets with a minimum packet
length of 400 bytes. The parameter α expresses the heaviness of the tails of the
distribution, and for infinite variance it is necessary that 1 < α < 2. The traffic
is more self similar as H approaches 1 (i.e., α approaches 1) [1] [2].

4.2 Simulation Results

Fig. 4 shows the packet loss probability of three schemes according to the increase
of delay line length of the prime buffer when the Hurst parameter (H) and the
total offered load (ρ) are 0.9 and 0.75, respectively. In Fig. 2(a), the EPSB scheme
gives a lower packet loss probability than the other two schemes. Although the
EPSB scheme has a smaller buffer depth (B = 7) than those of two legacy
algorithms operated on only conventional FDL buffer (B = 8), the EPSB scheme
provides the lowest packet loss probability. Because the EPSB scheme supports
continuous time delay values by converting overflow optical packets into electrical
packets, it can contribute to the efficient filling of voids in tandem with the
proposed data channel scheduling algorithm. Note in Fig. 2(b) that the EPSB
scheme performs better when the number of channels per output fiber (i.e., 4)
is reduced. Although the EPSB scheme has a smaller buffer depth (B = 6)
than two legacy algorithms operated only on an FDL buffer (B = 8), the EPSB
scheme provides the lowest packet loss probability.

Fig. 5 shows the packet loss probability of the three schemes according to the
increase of total offered load. For three schemes, delay line length are determined
as values of having the minimum packet loss probability from the results of Fig.
2(a) and Fig. 2(b). As shown in Fig. 3(a), the EPSB scheme also gives the lowest
packet loss probability because electronic buffers supports continuous time delay
values in searching available channels for overflow optical packets. We also see
from Fig. 3(b) that the EPSB scheme performs better when the number of
channels per output fiber (i.e., 4) is reduced. Although the EPSB scheme is
operated on the smaller buffer depth (B = 6) than the two legacy algorithms
(B = 8), the EPSB scheme gives the lowest packet loss probability.
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Fig. 4. Packet loss probability as a function of delay line length. (Number of channels
per fiber: (a) 8, (b) 4)
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Fig. 5. Packet loss probability as a function of total offered load. (Number of channels
per fiber: (a) 8, (b) 4)

Note that the EPSB scheme can efficiently fill idle channels with overflow
packets that fail to find available channels, and contributes to the improvement
of packet loss probability, as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new buffering scheme (EPSB) suitable for an edge
OPS to interface with electronic routers for asynchronous and variable length
optical routing. Thanks to the statistical nature of packet arrival and the sup-
port of continuous time delay values for overflow packets stored in an electronic
memory, more efficient channel utilization could be achieved from the electronic
buffer resource. Therefore, a lower packet loss probability was produced without
increasing the buffer depth of the FDL buffer (i.e., the number of FDLs).
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Abstract. This paper proposes a multicasting and fault-tolerant optical
crossconnect (MFOXC) architecture that can support multicasting and fault
tolerance. First, a tap-based and two splitter-based MFOXC node architectures
are presented for wavelength routed all-optical networks.  Compared to the
traditional optical crossconnect, the proposed MFOXC node not only has the
advantage of multicast capability but also improves the capability of fault
tolerance. It could be assigned to critical point in networks to improve the
reliability and multicast performance. Furthermore, the communication patterns
considered in our algorithms include three general types covering almost all
current communication patterns. The MFOXC routing algorithms for point-to-
point, multicast and multiple multicasts are presented. We also propose a fault
model that is more complete than the existing ones by considering both the
active and passive faults. In addition to the fault model, a corresponding
restoration mechanism is also proposed.

Keywords: Wavelength Routing, Fault Tolerance, Multicast, All-optical
Networks, Wavelength Division Multiplexing.

1. Introduction

As the internet traffic continues to increase exponentially, a wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) network with terabits per second per fiber becomes a natural
choice as a backbone in the next generation optical internet. This results in the
introduction of wavelength routed all-optical networks (WRAON) [1].  For a
WRAON, circuit switching is preferred since the optical technology for implementing
the intermediate node buffering, header recognition and processing, which are
indispensable for packet switching networks, is not available yet [2-3]. In such a
system, network failures could interrupt a large number of communication sessions in
progress, such as voice and data.  As a result, the design of a WRAON must
incorporate mechanisms to protect against potential failures.  It is also desirable that
these failures should endeavor to be handled within the optical network layer, rather
than by higher layers.
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On the other hand, the multicast (for one-to-many or many-to-many
communications) is important and increasingly popular on the Internet (IP over
WDM). For a WRAON, the optical crossconnect (OXC) plays an important role to
realize switching. The OXC supports point to point connections, as has been
intensively investigated [4-6], and point to multipoint (multicasting) connections [7-
11] because a lot of future broadband services are multicasting ones.

For WDM multicast, a (optical) switch needs to have the light splitting
capability in order to be able to multicast data in the optical domain. To realize optical
multicasting, one can utilize optical power splitters [23]. A power splitter is a passive
device used to distribute the input signal to all outputs; thus providing multicasting in
the optical domain without buffering. In addition, cross-connects which are able to
provide all different multicast demands must be equipped with a splitter for every
wavelength on every input fiber link. The large number of splitters in a multicast
cross-connect has the negative implications of difficulty and high cost of fabrication.

There are many researchers who implemented OXC structures to support
multicasting [7-11]. Five classes of multicasting OXCs have been proposed. First, a
star coupler that has inherent multicasting capability is used to construct a class of
OXC [7]. But wavelength converters and tunable filters are required to work in a large
wavelength range. Second, two stage splitters and one stage combiners are used to
construct another class of OXCs [7-8]. Third, a splitter-combiner switch that has
inherent multicasting capability is employed to construct another class of OXC [9].
Fourth, a splitter-and-delivery switch (SaD) is proposed to build OXCs [10]. Fifth, a
Tap-and-Continue switch (TaC) [11] is also built to form OXCs with zero power
splitter. All of these OXCs support multicasting. Note that switches with splitting
capability are usually more expensive to build than those without. Due to this reason,
many researchers consider the constraints on the splitting capability of the switches in
a network [12], which means that only a subset of the switches in a WDM network
supports light splitting. These researches all focus on designing an OXC with
multicasting capability, but without fault tolerance.

The fault-tolerance is one of the most important quantitative measures in
optical Quality of Service (QoS). Hence, in order to achieve protection against
failures, spares must be provided for the corrupted traffic to be restored.  With the
advent of WDM techniques, it is possible to provide redundancy by means of spare
wavelengths (channels).  Several simple failure restoration techniques for WDM mesh
networks have been proposed in [13-15].  The required number of wavelengths to
guarantee a complete link failure restoration is often larger than that supported by
technology.  This situation becomes even worse in dynamic wavelength assignment
where the connection is set up one by one.  Although having multiple bi-directional
links between each node pair can overcome the problem of insufficient number of
wavelengths, an optical crossconnect will become more complex in order to handle
the extra links and the cost of links will also increase.  Therefore, in this paper we will
propose a series of multicasting and fault-tolerant optical crossconnect (MFOXC)
architectures and the corresponding fault tolerant wavelength routing algorithms
under the current technology constraint of limited number of wavelengths and the
assumption of a single bi-directional link between every node pair.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows.  Section II introduces the basic
architecture of the MFOXC. Two different types of MFOXC will be presented.
Section III describes the routing algorithm for connection establishment in terms of
point-to-point requests, multicast, and multiple multicast, respectively. Section IV
proposes the fault model and the failure restoration schemes for different fault
scenarios. Section V concludes this paper.

2. Node Architecture

2.1 Architecture

Fig. 1 shows a WDM all-optical network employing wavelength routing, which
consists of OXCs interconnected by optical links.  Each OXC node includes a
workstation (A, B,...,E) and an optical switch (1, 2, …,5).  Each link is assumed to be
bidirectional and consists of a pair of unidirectional physical links.

An optical crossconnect is a device capable of routing a wavelength on an input
link to any output link.  However, two input links with the same wavelength cannot be
routed simultaneously onto an output link, e.g. the link from node 4 to node 3 in Fig.
1.  If there are m wavelengths on each link, the OXC may be viewed as consisting of
m independent optical switches, one for each wavelength as shown in Fig. 2. Each
optical switch has N inputs and N outputs where N is the number of input/output links.
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Fig. 1. A WDM network with OXCs interconnected by fiber links.

The effect of wavelength converters on the signal quality bas been investigated
by adding converters to the OXC. Wavelength converters are often desired in the
OXC to make the network management much easier and reduce the blocking
probability because of their signal regeneration and noise reduction capabilities [16-
18]. Figure 3 shows an OXC with wavelength converters. The drawbacks of the
wavelength converter include not only the higher cost and complexity of the system,
but also a big drawback, the single fault problem.  If the central optical switch is
faulty, the whole OXC will fail if no redundancy is provided at the node level.  In
addition, the crosstalk problem can be serious when the number of wavelengths is
large.  In contrast, the OXC without converters in Fig. 2 can tolerate a single fault in
an optical switch.  This is because any optical switch can replace a faulty optical
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switch and the resulting OXC can still be functioning with all the wavelengths except
the wavelength used by the faulty optical switch.  As for fault tolerance capability, an
OXC without converters is superior to an OXC with converters.  But for network
performance (in terms of wavelength reuse), the reverse is true.  In order to design a
high reliability MFOXC, we adopt the MFOXC architecture with no wavelength
converters.

1
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Fig. 2. An OXC without wavelength converters.

On the other hand, mechanical switches usually have very good performance
regarding crosstalk and insertion loss, but are sometimes considered less reliable than
integrated optical switches, which instead suffer from larger loss and crosstalk.
However, owing to their treelike structure, integrated N×1  switches will only have

N2log dominant crosstalk terms which makes the total crosstalk less dependent on

the OXC size for interesting crosstalk values [20]. Hence the mechanical switches are
good choice for a large size OXC. In the following we will propose two different
types of MFOXC, Tap-based and splitter-based.
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Fig. 3. An OXC with wavelength converters.
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2.2   Tap-Based MFOXC

Fig. 4 shows an implementation of an NN ×  tap-based MFOXC. The tap-based
MFOXC is an OXC with multicasting and fault tolerance capability, which uses
wavelength-dependent optical switches (or mechanical switches). It uses a set of Tap-
and-Continue Modules (TCMs) on the right side of Fig. 4(a). In a TCM1 shown in
Fig. 4(b), an extremely small fraction of the input signal inP (e.g., (1/1000) inP [21]) is

tapped and forwarded to the local station. The remaining power of the order of 99.9%
is switched to any one of the other )1( −N  outputs. The tapping device used is fully

programmable so that the tapped signal power is determined by considering the signal
to noise ratio (SNR). To switch the signal to any of the )1( −N  outputs, switching

elements (SEs) are used. The SE can be realized using a photonic directional coupler
with electronic control [22]. A N×1 TCM module has  N2log stages where stage i has

twice the number of SEs as stage (i-1). Fig. 4(d) shows an example of a TCM8. An
input signal is tapped in using a tapping device. A small fraction of the signal power is
directed toward the local station, while the rest continues to a multistage network of
the SEs. By controlling the voltage on these SEs, the input can be connected to any
output port(s). Hence, the TCM8 module can support multicasting traffic in the
optical domain by controlling the voltage on these SEs. On the other hand, the 12 ×
SW element shown in Fig. 4(b) and the 13× SW element shown in the right side part
of Fig. 4(a) are used to select the alternative port of switch for normal operation, fault
tolerance or multicasting.

The TAPs shown in the left side of Fig. 4(a) are used to select switches in the
MFOXC. A small fraction of the signal power is directed toward the fault tolerant
switch, while the rest continues to a normal switch. The benefit of tap is that all the
signal power is directed toward the normal switches in normal operation mode. Only
little signal power is transferred to the fault tolerant switch. However, if the normal
switch is faulty, by controlling the taps, the signal power is directed toward the fault
tolerant switch.

In addition to routing and switching signals, the MFOXC also serves as a source
and sink of traffic in the network by an array of multi-wavelength transmitters and an
array of multi-wavelength receivers, respectively.  The source (sink) are the start (end)
of a connection.  Each inbound link and outbound link has its associated receiver (Rx)
and transmitter (Tx), respectively.  The bottom of Fig. 4(a) shows that each Tx or Rx is
realized by an array of multi-wavelength transmitters or an array of multi-wavelength
receivers, respectively. Each optical switch is extended with 1 additional port to
support inbound link and outbound link for multicast.  The resulting MFOXC has 2N
optical/mechanical switches with (N+1) inputs and (N+1) outputs as compared to N
inputs and N outputs in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. (a) Structure of tap-based MFOXC, (b) a TCM1 module, (c) a TCM4, (d) a TCM8
(consists of  N2log  stages).

2.3   Splitter-Based MFOXC

The Splitter-and-Delivery (SaD) is a cross-connect with multicast capability that was
proposed in [10]. A cross-connect consists of a set of SaD switches (see Fig. 5(a)) for
each wavelength. A SaD switch consists of an interconnection of power splitters,
optical gates (to reduce the excessive crosstalk), and photonic switches. Fig. 5(b)
shows the organization of a cross-connect based on the SaD switch. In addition to the
SaD switches, demultiplexers (multiplexers) are used to extract (combine) individual
wavelengths. In the following we will propose two types of splitter-based MFOXC.
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Fig. 5. (a) a SaD switch, (b) an NN × optical cross-connect based on the SaD.

Type I:
Fig. 6 shows an implementation of an NN ×  splitter-based MFOXC. Its architecture
is based on the SaD switch. In order to achieve robustness on the splitter for
reliability, we duplicate a splitter on each SaD switch. In Fig. 6(a) a fault tolerant and
multicasting (FTM) module is proposed. The input lightbeam is initially transferred to
one of the branches by controlling the SE. Each branch is split into n branches and
connect to a switch. Hence, any input of the splitter can be connected to any output
branch. Fig. 6(b) is a switch module equipped with N FTM modules and 12 ×
switches. Each branch is switchable to an associated output by a 21×  switch.
Therefore, any input can be connected to none, one, several or all the output ports.
This features a multicasting capability.

To implement the FTM module, four components, i.e., 2 splitters, optical gates,
12 ×  SW, and 21×  SE are integrated on a silicon board using planar silica waveguide

technology [4-6].
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Fig. 6. (a) an FTM module based on SaD, (b) an FTM SaD switch.

TYPE II:
Fig. 7 shows an alternative implementation of an NN ×  splitter-based MFOXC. Its
architecture is very similar to that of tap-based MFOXC. The main differences
between these two architectures are the splitter-to-n (SPn) module shown in Fig. 7(b)
and the SE element. The former is equipped with a N×1  splitter to be as a light-
splitter in order to support multicasting in the optical domain. The latter is for
selecting switches to operate for fault tolerance. Owing to the power spreading of
light splitter, the optical loss is assumed to be compensated with optical amplifier (e.g.
EDFA(Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers) or SOA (Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers))
properly located in the MFOXC(not shown in the figure). The SE can be realized
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using a photonic directional coupler with electronic control [22]. By controlling the
SEs and the switches, the input can be connected to any output port(s). Hence, the
SPn module can support multicasting traffic in the optical domain by controlling these
SEs and switches.
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Fig. 7. (a) Structure of splitter-based MFOXC, (b) a N×1  splitter-to-n module.

3. Connection Establishment

Connection establishment in wavelength-routed networks is routing. We present a set
of efficient routing algorithms for point-to-point requests, multicast, and multiple
multicast, respectively.

3.1   Multiple Point-to-Point Routing

Point-to-Point routing is the most fundamental routing problem. A general form of
Point-to-Point routing is routing for multiple requests: given r requests

)},(),...,,(),,{( 2211 rr tststsR = , we are required to establish a communication path
form is  to it for each request ),( ii ts , where ri ≤≤1 . Being able to route for
multiple requests is an essential ability of a communication network. We use a greedy
approach to design our algorithm that employs a modified shortest-path algorithm to
construct paths one by one in their length increasing order. Our modified shortest-path
algorithm for path establishment takes into consideration edge weights for edges on
the path under construction and uses source routing in which path establishment is
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initiated by the source node and a path is extended step-by-step from one node to the
next toward the destination. The multiple Point-to-Point routing algorithm has the
following structure:

Algorithm MPP( )  /* Multiple point-to-point algorithm */

{Construct a shortest path for each request ),( ii ts , where

ri ≤≤1 }

for 1=i  to  r  do

  Use Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute the length iL of the

shortest path from ii ttos  ;

  Insert iL  into the sorted list of increasing order

  },...,,{ 21 iLLL πππ
for 1=i  to  r  do

  Find the shortest path form ittos ππ1  using source routing;

3.2   Multicast Routing

Multicast requires transporting information from source s to a set of destinations
},...,,{ 21 gtttD = . Multicast can be realized by first constructing a multicast tree MT

rooted at s, including all nodes },...,,{ 21 gttt  in G, and then transmitting information
form the root to all destinations along the tree edges using appropriate wavelengths.
We are interested in finding an optical MT in which the total cost in terms of hops and
wavelengths for multicast is minimum. It is clear that finding an optimal MT is
equivalent to finding a minimum directed Steiner tree in G which is an NP-complete
problem. To overcome the complexity of the problem, the Minimum Path Heuristic
(MPH) [23] is proposed. In each iteration, the tree is extended by including a new
destination with the smallest shortest-path to some node. The process is repeated until
all destinations are included. The MPH algorithm is listed as follows.

Algorithm MPH( )  /* Minimum Path Heuristic */

Begin

Input: 1.Directed Graph H=(V,E).

2. Source s.

3. Set of destinations }{sVX −⊆ .

Output: Directed Steiner tree for session (s,X).

Let U be the nodes in the tree.

};{;;; sUXemainingRTU ←←←← φφ Let Path be an arbitrary

shortest path from s to any Xx ∈
While Remaining > 0 do

Uv ∈∀  do

  Xx ∈∀  do

   if (cost(ShortestPath(v,x)) < cost(path)) then
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          path ←ShortestPath(v,x)

   end if

  end ∀
end ∀

}{ pathinsdstinationallXX −←

}{ pathinedgesallTT ∪←

}{ pathinnodesallUU ∪←
Remaining X←
End while
Return T

End

3.3 Multiple Multicast Routing

When several groups of multicast wish to take place concurrently, a more general
communication pattern, the multiple multicast is formed. Given r groups of multicast

),( iii DsM = , where is  is a source and },...,,{ 21 gi
iiii tttD =  are the destinations,

ri ≤≤1 . Assume iM  can be realized by a multicast tree iMT . Let multicast forest

iMTMF ∪= . It is clear that several edges of different iMT  in MF may fall onto the
same edge of G and hence, attempt to use the same wavelength at the same node in
the network. This will possibly cause contention on a particular wavelength when
these requests arrive simultaneously at a node. Hence an important task in
implementing multiple multicast which is wavelength contention-free is to construct a
minimum cost MF. To achieve this, we take a greedy approach to find an approximate
optimal multicast tree for each multicast iMT  one-by-one employing Algorithm
MPH, where all edges of iMT  are marked with an infinitely large weight as soon as

iMT  is constructed, and therefore no wavelength contention can possibly occur.
However, in such case, some routing requests may be rejected for insufficient network
resource in terms of wavelength, port, and network connectivity, which is common in
circuit-switched networks. Our algorithm for multiple multicast is described as
follows:

Algorithm MM( )  /* Multiple Multicast algorithm */

Begin

Input: Multiple multicast for rMMM ,...,, 21 , where

),( iii DsM =
Output: Multicast forest iMTMF ∪=
Sort },...,,{ 21 rMMM into increasing size order },...,,{ 21 rMMM πππ

for i =1 to r do

  Construct multicast tree rMπ  for iM  using algorithm

MPH

For each )( iMTEe ∈  mark )(eweight  with weight ∞ .

End
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4. Fault Model and Failure Restoration

4.1 Fault Model

Many possible physical faults in a WRAON are depicted in [24].  Unlike previous
researches we consider all potential failures in the active/passive components of the
OXC and the fibers, and assume that some critical components (e.g. SE, tap) of the
MFOXC are reliable.  The fault model is in the following:

1) Channel fault: This fault can result from the failure of a designated transmitter or
receiver for a wavelength. In this case, only the failed wavelength on a link between
two OXCs can not be used for transmission and other wavelengths still work.
2) Link fault: This is typically caused by a fiber cut or an optical amplifier fault.
The channel faults in a link can also be emulated as a link fault if the number of failed
channels exceeds a threshold. Further, single link fault is assumed.
3) Switch fault: This is due to the failure of the power circuit or mechanical switch.
The failed switch also results in the failure of the corresponding channel on all the
associated input and output links of the MFOXC.
4) MFOXC node fault: This is the most severe fault, and may result from the power
outage of the controller in the MFOXC.  The optical switch faults in a MFOXC can
also be considered as a node fault if the number of failed optical switches exceeds
some threshold.

4.2  Failure Restoration

In this subsection, we present how the MFOXCs can be reconfigured to tolerate the
modeled faults and give an example for each case.  Assume that the fault detection
mechanism in [24] is adopted in the proposed MFOXC because it can differentiate
between a node fault and a link fault.  The restoration scheme has two phases: one is
link-based and the other is source-based.

a. Channel faults
The least cost solution for channel faults is to allocate some channels on each

link between MFOXCs as spare channels.  Upon detection of a channel failure, the
controller in the MFOXC redirects the lightpath from the failed channel to the spare
channel.  This solution can be extended to tolerate multiple channel failures if there is
more than one spare channel.  If the number of spare channels is insufficient, the
multiple channel faults can be divided into two classes.  One class is handled by the
link-based restoration, which still uses the spare channels.  The other is by the source-
based restoration that reestablishes the restoration path from the source node.

b. Link faults
We can use the line protection method to repair the lightpaths affected by a

single link fault locally with the designated spare channels.  Take for example the
lightpath in Fig. 8.  The original normal lightpath is from the source node to X and
finally to the destination node Z.  Assume there is a link fault between nodes X and Z.
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After detecting the failure, this lightpath must be able to re-route around the failed
link.  In our link-based restoration mechanism, the controller in node X informs node
Y the spare channel and the restoration path is X-Y-Z, and configures the optical
switch in X to re-route the failed lightpath. The link-based restoration path is
determined in advance based on the shortest path on the network without the failed
link. The controller in node Y informs the successor node Z (Z is the other end node of
the failed link) in the restoration path and the restoration path is Y-Z.  It also informs
node X that it has agreed on this restoration. If the restoration path stored in node X
can not afford to restore the failed lightpath due to insufficient spare channels, the
source-based restoration is performed and the original path is given up.

Y

Z

[

SY

Psjhjobm!mjhiqbui

Sftupsfe
mjhiuqbui

Gbjmfe!mjol

Fig. 8. Restoration from a link fault using a spare channel.

c. Switch fault
Upon detecting failure of the optical switch (mechanical switch), an example

restoration route is shown in Fig. 9. This example shows that when an optical switch
fails and there is an active lightpath passing through it, how the link-based restoration
is performed. In Fig. 9, if the switch within node Y fails, node Y uses the spare switch
S to operate. In this situation node Y needs not inform any other nodes in the path.
When there is more than one active lightpath passing through the failed switch or
more than one optical switch failure, the solution is also similar.
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Fig. 9. Restoration from an optical switch fault.

d. MFOXC node fault
Due to the high cost of a complete spare node, we do not suggest sparing at the

node level. In our fault model, the optical switch faults in a MFOXC can also be
considered as a node fault if the number of failed switches exceeds some threshold.
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However, in our proposed MFOXC, all the switches have spare ones to recover switch
faults. The MFOXC node fault can be handled by the mechanism for switch fault.

5. Conclusions

We have proposed a series of multicasting and fault-tolerant optical crossconnect
(MFOXC) architectures. First, a tap-based and two splitter-based MFOXC node
architectures were presented for wavelength routed all-optical networks. The tap-
based MFOXC is an OXC with multicasting and fault tolerance capability, which uses
wavelength-dependent optical switches (or mechanical switches). It uses a set of Tap-
and-Continue Modules (TCMs). The benefit of tap is that all the signal power is
directed toward the normal switches in normal operation mode. Only little signal
power is transferred to the fault tolerant switch. However, if the normal switch is
faulty, by controlling the taps, the signal power is directed toward the fault tolerant
switch. Second, a splitter-based MFOXC architecture based on the SaD switch was
proposed. In order to achieve robustness on the splitter for reliability, the splitter on
each SaD switch is duplicated. An alternative implementation of an NN ×  splitter-
based MFOXC is very similar to that of tap-based MFOXC. The main differences
between these two architectures are the splitter-to-n (SPn) module. Compared to the
traditional optical crossconnect, the proposed MFOXC node not only has the
advantage of multicast capability but also improves the capability of fault tolerance. It
could be assigned to critical points in networks to improve reliability and multicast
performance.

The communication patterns considered in our algorithms include three general
types covering almost all current communication patterns. The MFOXC routing
algorithms for point-to-point, multicast and multiple multicasts were presented,
respectively. Furthermore, we propose a fault model which is more complete than the
existing ones by considering both the active and passive faults. Unlike previous
researches we consider all potential failures in the active/passive components of the
OXC and the fibers, and assume that some critical components (e.g. SE, tap) of the
MFOXC are reliable. In addition to the introduction of a fault model, the
corresponding restoration mechanism was also proposed.  The methods and
architectures in this paper can be applied to any all-optical network.
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Abstract. This paper presents a performance assessment of wavelength routing
optical networks with nodal degrees of 2 and 3. It is shown that the traffic
performance of a network, with a random topology and an average nodal degree
of 2, is better than ring (degree 2) and some chordal ring (degree 3) networks. It
is also shown that the performance of a network, with a random topology and
an average nodal degree of 3, is better than chordal ring networks with
minimum diameter. This fact leads to the question of the existence of other
degree three topologies that outperform chordal rings. We have investigated
two new topology families with nodal degrees of 3 and an assessment of their
performance is presented.

1   Introduction

IP (Internet Protocol) networks based on WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing)
are expected to offer an infrastructure for the next generation Internet, since they
provide network solutions to support the traffic growth driven by Internet-based
services [1]-[6]. Actually, the worldwide deployment of WDM (Wavelength Division
Multiplexing) transmission systems, to satisfy the bandwidth requirements imposed
by the traffic growth, is seen as the first phase of optical networking. Recent
technology developments, such as the advent of Optical Add/Drop Multiplexers
(OADMs) and Optical Cross-Connects (OXCs), are enabling the evolution from that
point-to-point WDM links to wavelength routing networks. In Europe, up to some
time ago, research has mainly been directed to WDM ring architectures and their
possible evolution to interconnected rings and mesh topologies, due to the simplicity
of components and management functions required by the ring topology [7].
However, the restoration in the optical layer is more cost-effective in mesh networks
than in rings, especially in long-haul environments with rapid demand growth [8],
and, as a consequence, mesh networks are now being object of intense research,
particularly in the United States. In [9], it is presented a study of the influence of
nodal degree on the fiber length, capacity utilization, and average and maximum path
lengths of wavelength routed mesh networks. It is shown that average nodal degrees
varying between 3 and 4.5 are of particular interest.
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In this paper, we consider wavelength routing networks with low connectivity
(topologies with nodal degrees of 2 and 3). A well-known family of regular
topologies with degree 3 is the chordal ring topology. Chordal ring networks have
been proposed by Arden and Lee [10], in the early eighties, for interconnection of
multi-computer systems. Since then, some studies have been published concerning
properties of chordal rings [10]-[13]. Recently, Freire and da Silva [14] have
investigated the influence of the chord length on the traffic performance of
wavelength routing chordal ring networks. They have shown that the best network
performance is obtained with the chord length that leads to the smallest network
diameter. In [15], the same authors have shown that the performance of a chordal ring
network (which has a nodal degree of 3), with a chord length that leads to the smallest
diameter, is similar to the performance of a mesh-torus network (which has a nodal
degree of 4). Since a chordal ring network with N nodes has 3N links and a mesh-
torus network with N nodes has 4N links, the choice of a chordal ring with minimum
diameter, instead of a mesh-torus, reduces network links by 25%. Moreover, since
chordal rings have lower nodal degree, they require in each switch, a smaller number
of node-to-node interfacing (NNI) ports.

Here, we present an assessment of the traffic performance in wavelength routing
networks with random topologies of average nodal degrees of 2 and 3. It is shown that
the performance of a network, with a random topology and an average nodal degree
of 2, is better than the performance of rings and some chordal rings. It is also shown
that the performance of a network, with a random topology and an average nodal
degree of 3, is better than chordal rings with smallest diameter. This fact, lead us to
the following question: Is there a degree three topology that outperforms chordal
rings? To study this subject, we have generalized the concept of chordal ring topology
and we have investigated new degree three topologies.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes degree
three topologies, of which a chordal ring is a particular case. Section 3 briefly
describes the analytical model used to compute the path blocking probability in
wavelength routed optical networks. The performance assessment of wavelength
routing networks, with nodal degrees of 2 and 3, is presented in Section 4. Main
conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2   Degree Three Topologies

A chordal ring is basically a ring network, in which each node has an additional link,
called a chord. The number of nodes in a chordal ring is assumed to be even, and
nodes are indexed as 0, 1, 2, …, N-1 around the N-node ring. It is also assumed that
each odd-numbered node i (i=1, 3, …, N-1) is connected to a node (i+w)mod N,
where w is the chord length, which is assumed to be positive odd and, without loss of
generality, we also assume that w�N/2, as in [10]. For a given number of nodes there
is an optimal chord length that leads to the smallest network diameter. The network
diameter is the largest among all of the shortest path lengths between all pairs of
nodes, being the length of a path determined by the number of hopes.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of DTT(1,N-1,7) for N=36 nodes (chordal ring with a chord
length of 7).
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of DTT(1,N/2-1, 7), for N=36 nodes.
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of DTT(1, N +3, N +5), for N=36 nodes.

Here, we consider degree three topologies, of which a chordal ring is a particular
case. In each node of a chordal ring, we have a link to the previous node, a link to the
next node and a chord. Now, we assume that the links to the previous and to the next
nodes are replaced by chords. Thus, each node has three chords, instead of one. Let
w1, w2, and w3 be the corresponding chord lengths. We represent a general degree

three topology by DTT(w1, w2, w3). We assume that each odd-numbered node i (i=1,

3, …, N-1) is connected to the nodes (i+w1)mod N, (i+w2)mod N, and (i+w3)mod N,

where the chord lengths, w1, w2, and w3 are assumed to be positive odd with w1�N-1,

w2�N-1, and w3�N-1. In this notation, a chordal ring with chord length w is simply

represented by DTT(1,N-1,w).
In this paper we concentrate on the following topologies: DTT(1,N-1,w3),

DTT(1,N/2-1, w3) and DTT(1, N +3, w3). Such topologies are represented in Figs.

1, 2 and 3, for networks with 36 nodes.

3   Evaluation of Path Blocking Probability

To compute the blocking probability in optical networks with wavelength
interchange, we have used the model given in [16], since it applies to topologies with
low connectivity, has a moderate computational complexity, and takes into account
dynamic traffic and the correlation between the wavelengths used on successive links
of a multi-link path.

The following assumptions are used in the model [16]: 1) Session requests arrive at
each node according to a Poisson process, with each session equally likely to be
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destined to any of the remaining nodes. 2) Session holding time is exponentially
distributed. 3) The path used by a session is chosen according to a pre-specified
criterion (e.g. random selection of a shortest path), and does not depend on the state of
the links that make up a path; the session is blocked if the chosen path can not
accommodate it; alternate path routing is not allowed. 4) The number of wavelengths
per link, F, is the same on all links; each node is capable of transmitting and receiving
on any of the F wavelengths; each session requires a full wavelength on each link it
traverses. 5) Wavelengths are assigned to a session randomly from the set of free
wavelengths on the associated path.

In addition to the above assumptions, it is assumed in [16] that, given the loads on
links 1, 2, …, i-1, the load on link i of a path depends only on the load on link i-1
(Markovian correlation model).

The analysis presented in [16] also assumes that the hop-length distribution is
known, as well as the arrival rates of sessions at a link that continue, and those that do
not, to the next link of a path. The session arrival rates at links have been estimated
from the arrival rates of sessions to nodes, as in [16]. The hop-length distribution is a
function of the network topology and the routing algorithm, and is easily determined
for most regular topologies with the shortest-path algorithm. It is easy to find the hop-
length distribution for the (bi-directional) N-node ring network. However, for the (bi-
directional) N-node chordal ring with chord length w, it was not possible to obtain a
general expression for the hop-length distribution. We have found analytical
expressions for the hop-length distribution when the chord length is 3 (w=3), when
the chord length is maximum (w=N/2 or w=N/2-1), when the chord length is as close
as possible to the mean chord length (w=N/4), and for a chord length that leads to the

smallest network diameter (w= N +3). Concerning chordal rings, the analysis

presented in this paper is focused on the latter chord length (w= N +3), since it was
shown in [14], that this chord length leads to the best performance of chordal rings.

Concerning DTT(1, N/2-1, w3) and DTT(1, N +3, w3) topologies, we analyzed the

hop-length distributions of these topologies for 100 nodes. We have also found that,
in the range 3 � w3 � N/2-1, the DTT(1, N/2-1, w3) has two minimum diameters (for

w3=7 and w3=43), while DTT(1, N-1, w3) and DTT(1, N +3, w3) have only one

minimum diameter.
Concerning the analysis of networks with random topologies, we follow [16].

Although the assumptions used for random topologies make easy the analysis of the
hop-length distribution, the model does not ensure that the network is fully connected.

4   Assessment of Path Blocking Performance

In this section, we present a performance assessment of networks with nodal degrees
of 2 and 3. For the case of degree three topologies, we concentrate the analysis on the

following topologies: DTT(1, N-1, w3), DTT(1, N/2-1, w3) and DTT(1, N +3, w3).

Results presented here are for networks without wavelength interchange, except the
results of Fig. 7.
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Fig. 4. Path blocking probability versus load per node for networks with random and ring
topologies. N=100; F: number of wavelengths per link; b: average nodal degree.
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Fig. 5. Path blocking probability versus load per node for networks with random and chordal

ring (DTT(1,N-1,w3) topologies. For the chordal ring, chord lengths of 3, N/4 and N +3 have

been considered. N=100; F: number of wavelengths per link, b: average nodal degree.

Fig. 4 shows the path blocking probability versus load per node for networks with
random topology (which has average nodal degree of 2) and ring topology (which has
nodal degree of 2). As can be seen in this figure, the network with the random
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topology has a better performance. If we compare the performance of networks with
chordal ring (nodal degree of 3) and random (average nodal degree of 3) topologies,
the best performance is obtained with the random topology (see Fig. 5), even for the

chordal ring with smallest network diameter (w3= N +3). From Fig. 5, we may also

see that the random topology with average nodal degree of 2 leads to a better
performance than the chordal ring with chord lengths of 3 and N/4.
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Fig. 6. Path blocking probability versus load per node for networks with DTT(1,N-1, N +3)

(chordal ring with smallest network diameter), DTT(1,N/2-1,7) and DTT(1, N +3, N +5).
N=100; F: number of wavelengths per link, b: average nodal degree.

Fig. 6 shows the path blocking probability versus load per node for networks with

DTT(1,N-1, N +3) (chordal ring with smallest network diameter), DTT(1,N/2-1,7)

and DTT(1, N +3, N +5). For these topologies, we have considered for w3, the

chord length that leads to the smallest network diameter. In the case of the
DTT(1,N/2-1, w3), two values of w3 lead to smallest network diameter. However, in

Fig. 6, only the results obtained with w3=7 are shown, since the results obtained with
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w3=43 are exactly the same as the results obtained with w3=7. Moreover, we have

also observed that the performance of the three degree-three topologies with smallest
network diameter is the same (see Fig. 6). These results are confirmed in Fig. 7,
which shows the path blocking probability versus wavelength converter density. To
explain this observation, we have compared the network diameter and the hop-length
distribution. We have found that these network have i) the same minimum diameter
and ii) the same hop-length distribution, when the network diameter is minimum.
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Fig. 7. Path blocking probability versus converter density for networks with the following

topologies: DTT(1,N-1, N +3) (chordal ring with smallest network diameter), DTT(1,N/2-1,7)

and DTT(1, N +3, N +5). N=100; load per node: 0.5 Erlang; F: number of wavelengths per
link, b: average nodal degree.

In a further study, we have analysed diameters of each of the following families:
DTT(1, 3, w3), DTT(1, 5, w3), …, DTT(1, N-1, w3), DTT(3, 1, w3), DTT(3, 5, w3), …,

DTT(3, N-1, w3), …, DTT(N-1, 1, w3), DTT(N-1, 3, w3), …, DTT(N-1, N-3, w3), for
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N=100, and we found some interesting results. One of those results is concerned with
the diameters of the DTT(w1,w2,w3) families, for which w2=(w1+2)mod N or

w2=(w1-2)mod N. The diameter of a family of this kind, i.e. DTT(w1, (w1+2)mod N,

w3) or DTT(w1, (w1-2)mod N, w3), with 1�w1�99 and w1�w2�w3, is a shifted

version (with respect to w3) of the diameter of the chordal ring family DTT(1,N-1,w3).

We also observed that each family, whose diameter is a shifted version of the
diameter of the chordal ring, has four smallest diameters (which are 9, for N=100).
Moreover, we found that, for a family of the type DTT(w1, (w1-2)mod N, w3), those

four minimum diameters occur at w3=(13+w1-1)mod N, w3=(15+w1-1)mod N,

w3=(85+w1-1)mod N, and w3=(87+w1-1)mod N, while, for a family of the type

DTT(w1, (w1+2)mod N, w3), those four minimum diameters occur at w3=(15+w1-

1)mod N, w3=(17+w1-1)mod N, w3=(87+w1-1)mod N, and w3=(89+w1-1)mod N.

We have also analysed the path blocking performance of wavelength routing
networks with all DTT(w1,w2,w3) of smallest diameter and we found that, for N=100

nodes, all topologies of smallest diameter have exactly the same path blocking
probability of chordal ring with smallest diameter. We also found that all degree three
topologies with smallest diameter have exactly the same hop-length distribution.

5   Conclusions

We presented an assessment of the traffic performance in wavelength routing optical
networks with nodal degrees of 2 and 3. It was shown that the traffic performance of a
network, with a random topology and an average nodal degree of 2, is better than ring
(degree 2) networks and than chordal ring (degree 3) networks with chord lengths of 3
and N/4. It was also shown that the performance of a network, with a random
topology and an average nodal degree of 3, is better than chordal ring networks with

the chord length that leads to the best performance (w3= N +3). From these

observations arose the question of the existence of degree three topologies that lead to
a better performance than chordal rings. To study this subject, we considered a
general family of regular degree three topologies, represented by DTT(w1, w2, w3).

The performance analysis was focused on the following degree 3 topologies:

DTT(1, N-1, w3), DTT(1,N/2-1, w3) and DTT(1, N +3, w3). It was observed that

the performance of the three degree 3 topologies is the same when the network
diameter is smallest. Moreover, we observed that all DTT(w1,w2,w3) with smallest

diameter have the same smallest diameter (which is 9 for N=100) and the same hop-
length distribution, when the network diameter is smallest.
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Abstract. Calculating blocking probabilities in a network is hard work to do. 

Also transmission limitations and network upgrade strategies are all expected to 

mean that different links in a wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) network 

are expected to have different number of light channels per link. In this paper, 

we examine the new calculation method, Markov Random Field model, and 

compare it with other methods. However, the performance improvements 

depend on the number of wavelengths and fibers on each link regarding to the 

offered loads and the wavelength assignment scheme used. 

1   Introduction 

Recent advances in wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) and optical switching 

technologies such as MPλS and OBS make it possible to contemplate the deployment 

of wavelength-routing networks that will provide backbone connectivity at very high 

data rates. In WDM networks, each node has a dynamically reconfigurable photonic 

switch. In wavelength-routed all optical WDM networks, a lightpath is an “optical 

communication path” between two nodes, established by allocating the same 

wavelength throughout the route of the transmitted data. The requirement that the 

same wavelength must be used on all the links along the selected path is known as a 

wavelength continuity constraint. Two lightpaths can share the same fiber link, only if 

they use different wavelengths. If each intermediate node on a path is equipped with a 

wavelength converter, the wavelength continuity is not required. However, the 

technology of all-optical wavelength conversion is not matured yet. 1 

Much research has been done in obtaining the call blocking performance of single-

fiber WDM networks. A Markov chain (MC) model with the consideration of link-

load correlation in [3] is accurate, and has a moderate complexity. As pointed out in 

[2], the MC model is an approximate model, because the arrival rate varies with the 

stat of the Markov chain. A simple analytical model is developed in [4] for two-hop 
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and mulithop paths. A more general model that can be used in any topology is 

proposed in [5]. Since link-load correlation is not considered, the analysis may not be 

accurate for sparse network topologies. There has also been considerable interest in 

analyzing the blocking performance of multifiber WDM networks. The independent 

wavelength load model in [6] is extended to multifiber networks in [7]. The results of 

this model are not numerically accurate for Poisson traffic because of the assumption 

that the load on one wavelength is independent of those on the other wavelength on a 

link. However these independent models are not accurate. It overestimates the 

blocking performance for F = 1 and underestimates for F > 1 in a mesh-torus network. 

The blocking models for first-fit wavelength assignment in [8] and [9] are also 

proposed to be applicable in multifiber networks. However, both of these models 

require intensive computation due to their iterative procedure to solve the Erlang 

fixed-point equation. 

We study the effect on multiple fibers in circuit-switched all-optical WDM 

networks. Our study method is different from the ones used in [1], which assumes that 

traffic load of a network is approximated to a link network. We call it network 

correlation model. So we study the analytical model from network information 

matrices and use the Markov Random Field (MRF) model developed in [10]. In this 

model, calculation complexity of blocking probabilities in a network is partitions and 

approximated and we can use it with modest complexity. 

2   Multifiber WDM Network Models 

We consider the blocking probability models in WDM networks with two cases. First 

one is link correlation model and the other is network correlation model. This is based 

on the scope of calculation parameters; the former is on the line network and the later 

is network-wide one. The process can be divided into three parts. i) estimation of call 

state probabilities without wavelength constraint, ii) calculation of a route blocking 

probability with wavelength constraint. iii) last, network wide blocking can be 

estimated from the results in ii). 

2.1   Link Correlation Models  

We describe analytical model to compute the blocking performance of multifiber 

WDM networks in this session. In the analytical model, we assume call request is 

arrived on a route i as Poisson process with rate λi at each route and exponentially 

distributed call holding time with mean 1/µi and then the utilization factor with ρi = 

λi/µi. It is a big question that if the assumption of Poisson arrival is valid to the 

lightpath request process. But until more attractive process is found, we just use 

widely used assumptions for this paper. The arrival rate and service rate is based on 

the calls in specific route, so we let a route set R and its element ri follows pre-

assigned path, i.e. using fixed routing. A single fixed route is pre-selected for each 

source-destination (s – d) pair, and a wavelength assigned to a connection is uniformly 
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randomly selected from the set of free wavelengths on that path. Let Fi be the number 

of fibers on a link i, and Wi be the number of wavelengths per fiber of link i. We 

assume that the W is same for all fiber in the network, but F can be different, vice 

versa. We also assume that an incoming request on one input port can be switched to 

any output port using OXC as long as the output port has the same wavelength free 

regardless of which fiber it is on. If the wavelength is not free on all of the F fibers at 

the output, the request is blocked on this wavelength. No wavelength converter is 

available at any node. 

We define a light channel (LS) as a wavelength on a fiber on a link. A lightpath 

(LP) is a connection between a source-destination (s – d) pair using the same 

wavelength on all the links of a path. The LCs on a path may not be on the same fiber. 

Let a wavelength trunk (WT) wi be a collection of the LCs/LPs using wavelength wi as 

used in [1]. If there is F1 fibers in a link, each lightpath requiring wavelength wi can be 

use any fiber that have a free wavelength wi; zero to F1. This structure can be 

considered as the limited wavelength conversion capability. 

In the line network case, we just consider about link correlations with the routes 

that use links in the network. For two-hop path, each link can be composed with 

different number of fibers, i.e., F1 for first hop and F2 for second hop. We can 

consider three bi-directional routes for each call that is on the two 1-hop and on 2-hop. 

The sum of every call on each link cannot exceed the WF, that is C11 + C12 ≤  WF1 and 

C22 + C12 ≤  WF2. C is the number of progressing calls in a route. Also we assume that 

the bi-directional link case, but we specify the direction of a link whenever needed. 

Let’s assume that in 2-hop links, each link is composed of different number of 

wavelengths due to the different number of fiber on each link. Then the steady state of 

number of progressing call in each route with the consideration of limited wavelength 

conversion capabilities is shown in (1). 
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Note that the number of fiber at each link is different than that in [1], so we consider 

that in (1) thereby c22 cannot exceed Wmin(F1, F2). In [2], the normalization factor 

contains the number of available wavelength through the two-hop network. But to 

calculate the normalization factor, another approximation is needed to satisfy the time 

reversibility in Markov chain. The choice of normalization factor and state variable 

depends on the application to use or the calculation complexity. 

In (1) we can consider the link correlation in line network with 2-hop. So line 

network that have more than 2-hop is can be treated with the recursive form of (1) in 

[1], or decomposition technique that is described in [2]. For n-hop line networks, there 
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can be limited wavelength conversion capability due to multifiber configurations. 

With the considerations of multifiber effect that give a limited conversion capabilities, 

we should find the number of ways to arrange x calls in F fibers link given W 

wavelengths. Among the available light channels, given F fibers and W wavelengths 

for each fiber, the possible way to arrange the x calls on WF light channel is, as given 

in [1], 
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then the probability that k wave trunks are available along an h-hop route is given 

recursively by 

{1,..., 1}
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where F{1,…,h} is the set of wave trunks which have available wavelength λi exist on all 

links from hop 1 to hop h and F{⋅} is the number of usable wave trunks through the 

hops, and ph(x) is the probability that last h-th hop have x wavelength trunks. To 

calculate R(⋅), we can use (2) and (3) with combinational wavelength matching 

following wavelength continuity constraint to calculate the conditional probability.  

2.2   Network Correlation Model 

In case of network-wide correlation, we can use the link-correlation model in (1) or 

the independent model. It affects on the accuracy of the equations. Also, some papers 

propose network partitioning that decomposes the mesh network into several line 

networks. But these modes use Erlang fixed point approximation (EPPA) to find the 

steady state probability in segmented 1-hop or 2-hops line network. This is the method 

reducing the load of route when the route is congested. As given in (1), The link 

correlation model as well as the network correlation model can use the exact 

distribution that is given by G(C) 

1( ) ( )
!

rn

r R r

G C
n

ρπ −

∈

= ∏n  (4) 

, where n is the vector of each link state and G(C) is normalizing constant so that the 

distribution sums to unity. R is fixed (predefined) route set. Ideally the normalizing 

constant would be calculated by summing the distribution over every allowable state 

in S that possible value of n. However the state space for this process grows rapidly in 
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the number of links and wavelengths, thereby calculating exact determination G a 

formidable task. [10] In the viewpoint of network, many routes are correlated with 

links. So we can’t evaluate the exact Markov chain because there are too many state 

and normalization factors are hard to evaluate. To mention the network state, we will 

use some additional notations. 

A network can be represented by simple finite non-directed graph G = [V, J]. Let 

the set V whose elements are called node (vertex) and set J whose elements are pair of 

nodes (edges), called edges. If j = {s, d} is an edge of G, then nodes s and d are 

adjacent or neighboring. Also, we use R to denote the route set that is predetermined 

(fixed routing), respectively. A route of length l means a sequence of l edges r = (u1, 

u2, …, ul) such that edge ui has one common endpoint with ui-1 and a second common 

endpoint with ui+1 and such that two consecutive edges of the sequence are different. 

The link capacity set C = {cj | j = 1, 2, …, J} is matched with link j that means, in this 

case, the number of fiber on each link with number of wavelengths in each fiber (i.e. cj 

= Wj·Fj). The equivalence condition between two nodes is that a path between two 

nodes is exist with finite hops and we call the two nodes are accessible from each 

other. The equivalence class introduced on S from a partition of Si is  

' ' '
( ) { : ( ) , }

K K K K KR R R R R r Kn S r Rϕ = ∈ ∀ ∈n n  (5) 

and all node are accessible from other nodes. This equivalence class concept is used 

later in this paper. 

Actually, we want to know the blocking probabilities on arbitrary topology network. 

To do this, we can partition the network with line networks and star networks or just 

treat all partitions as star network. We shall use RK denote the set of routes which use 

a link in K ⊆ J, and �RK as the set out routes requiring links both within and outside of 

K. As described in section 2.1, calls requesting on route ri arrive as a Poisson stream 

of rate λi independent of every other route and independent of the networks state. A 

newly arriving call is blocked and lost if there is no circuit for the call duration, or if 

there are circuits, there is no wavelength that is continuous through the required route. 

A call arrival rate and the call holding times are same as the line networks case.  

Important thing we must consider is that, the process has spatial properties since it 

is the interactions between resources caused by competing calls on overlapping routes 

that makes the process difficult to analyze. In a recent paper, Zachary & Ziedins 

(1999) [10] describe a new approach, highlighting the application of Markov random 

field theory to the problem. They consider the equilibrium distribution as a finite 

random field on the set of resources (alternatively routes) and not that the process is 

Markovian with respect to various neighbor relations. The neighbor scheme between 

two nodes is that there exist the routes that contain two nodes in its path. And if two 

nodes, i and j, are neighbor, we simply write i ∼ j. Then that induces the graph in 

which the links are the nodes and two resources, s and d, are connected if they are 

used by at least on common route. Then the graph G = [J, ~] can be described by 

Markov Random Field. We will re-introduce some preliminary results given in [10]. 

The normalizing constant θK for marginal distribution of 
KRn  depends only on the 

number of calls active on the routes in the boundary set of K. Formally, 
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This gives a clue the Markov random field method. It partitions the exact distribution 

equation in (4) into sub-partition K. And the computational complexity to get 

( )
KK Rθ ∂n  is easier than G(C) in (4). Then when a sub-network, K, partitions the 

associated graphs external nodes (those not in K) into distinct groups, G1, G2, …, Gd, 

those are equivalence class described in (5), the normalizing constant has a product 

from with each group contributing a factor  

( )
1

( )
K K K
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K R i R R

i

θ θ∂ ∂
=

= ∏n n
h

 (7) 

Using (7), we can get the normalizing constant of sub-network K just regarding the 

routes that is in the set RK � RJ\K. This set means that only the routes across the K are 

considered in the normalizing constant.  

Let the neighbor routes mapping function 

' ' '
( ) { : ( ) , }

K K K K KR R R R R r Kn S r Rϕ = ∈ ∀ ∈n n  (8) 

, then by saying 
' '

( )
K K KR R Rϕ∈m n  we mean the components of 'KRm and KRn agree for 

all the routes they have in common. Consider the subsets of J, K' = {j, k}, and K = {j}, 

for any two links such that j ~ k. Then, from (7) 
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and finally the coefficient is shown in (10). 
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By using (9) and (10), we can calculate the normalization factor for the sub-network 

with route r that uses the links in K. It is the kind of network partitioning for the 

calculation of wavelength usage on each fiber, ( )π n . It is worth to note that the 

formula in (10) gives exact solution if the subcomponent, K, partitions other networks 

to be isolated, like the root node of a tree network. 

Another factor that effects on the blocking probability on WDM network is the 

wavelength continuity constraint. A route with several links may have available 

wavelength trunks. If there are some available wavelength trunks on the links along a 

route, we can check the existence of wavelength available for all links on the route r 

link by link and check them with between merged links and so on. Especially, in 

multifiber environment, the number of available wavelength trunks on each links can 

be different one by one. Then we just use the formula like (1) and (2) and the blocking 

probability, for a route r, can be described by the state probability of the number of 
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usable wavelength in the fiber on the route and the probability of a lightpath 

establishment with wavelength constraint. To capture the wavelength trunk concept, 

we check the number of usable wavelength by using the equation in (2), and then the 

probability of k wavelength trunks are available through the route is obtained with (3). 

To count the number of wavelength through a route, some pre-calculation is needed to 

find the F{⋅}.  

{1,..., 1}

( ) ( 1)

{1,..., 1} {1,..., }

' 0 0

( ) ( | , ', , ) ( ') ( )
h h

h

F F

h h

h h h h

k n

q k R k n k F F q k π
−

−
−

= =

= ⋅ ⋅∑ ∑ n  (11) 

So we can claim that the blocking with using two probability formulas, (6) and (11), 

described in previous, can be calculated for a call on a route or the network wide.  

3  Numerical Results 

We applied the MRF methods with n nodes ring topology. In case of the ring networks, 

we can partition the network with n sub-networks, K1, K2, …, Kn, with respect to the 

links �1, �2, …, �n. In a sub-network, we just consider the routes that use the link in the 

sub-network. In this case, a sub-network matches a link, one by one. 

 

 

In fig. 1, there are two types of route according to the number of hops they are using. 

Then we can calculate the blocking probabilities with regarding to the type of route. 

Now we should compare our method with other methods those are proposed in the 

papers. We consider the multifiber case to apply the model, so we just compare the 

result given in [1]. A ring network is considered and we choose the parameters 

following the one given in [1]. Also, to get the result, the number of nodes are actually 

set to 16 and the route is choose according to the SPF algorithms with the maximum 

physical hop fixed to 4 for all routes. The result graph is given in fig. 2. The traffic 

load, ρ, is 0.4 for all routes. 
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Fig. 1. Bidirectional Ring Network 
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The models considered in here are Independent mode given in [7], MLLC model 

given in [1] and our MRF model. As you can see in Fig. 2, MRF model is well done 

even the case that the number of fibers is increased. The gap between the simulation 

results and the MRF model is little larger in small number of fibers in each link. But 

as the number of fiber is increased, the gab is decreased. Also, the important factor, 

the computational complexity is given in [10].  

We still evaluate our methods to other parameters such as number of wavelengths 

on the fiber, number of nodes in ring, network, other network topologies, and so on.  

4   Conclusions 

We’ve studied the effect of link correlation in arbitrary topology network. Also we 

consider the WDM network model with multifiber configurations. To evaluate the 

blocking performance of such networks, we have introduced the MRF theory to the 

network and so we taking the network wide correlation into account by decompose the 

network such as star networks and ring networks. We have shown that the model is 
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accurate for variety network topologies by comparing the analytical results to the 

simulation results. Another consideration factor for us is the need of more accurate 

blocking probability model in WDM networks. We can guess that the more 

wavelength channel capacity is increased, the more we need to predict the network 

performance including the blocking probabilities. Also, as the number of fiber is 

increased in a network, we may want to get more accurate prediction to the better 

utilization of such huge network. The MRF model can be the one of the choice 

depending on the application. 
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Abstract.  Optical Border Gateway Protocol (OBGP) is an extension to Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) for the Optical Cross Connects (OXCs) to be
automatically setup and multiple direct optical lightpaths between many
different autonomous domains. With OBGP, the routing component of a
network may be distributed to the edge of the network while the packet
classification and forwarding is done in the core. However, it is necessary to
analyze the stable convergence functions of OBGP in case of lightpath failures.
In this paper, we first describe the architecture of OBGP model and analyze the
potential problems of OBGP, e.g. convergence behavior virtual BGP router in
the lightpath failure. We then propose an OBGP convergence model derived
from inter-AS relationship. The evaluation results show that the proposed
model can be used for setting stable OBGP routing policy.

1   Introduction

Currently, optical networks are primarily used for the interconnection of large
network domains such as enterprise networks, Internet Service Providers (ISPs),
GigaPOPs and so on. Most of these networks already use Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) to manage the interconnection of their respective networks. More importantly,
these large enterprise customers and ISPs are likely the first to use dark fiber and
operate Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) networks. Therefore,
routing protocols for inter-domain networking might also be useful for
interconnecting optical networks.

Instead, Optical BGP (OBGP) is a proposed extension to BGP for the manipulation
of Optical Cross Connects (OXCs) to permit them to be automatically setup and
configured as BGP speaking devices to support multiple direct optical lightpaths
among many different autonomous systems (ASs). With OBGP, the routing
component of a network may be distributed to the edge of the network, while the
packet classification and forwarding is done in the core. OBGP also allows customers
at the edge to control a subset of lightpaths within another network’s wavelength
cloud, so that customers can manage their own lightpath routing within that cloud.
With the large number of adjacencies possible using OBGP lightpaths themselves
may be used as a direct peering and transit mechanism between consenting ISPs. The
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proposed protocol extensions allow carrier free networks, where the customers at the
edge control and route lightpaths directly across an optical wavelength cloud [1][2].

These architectural approaches of customer empowered networks may require a
fundamentally different architecture from the traditional ones. For example, caching
and multi-homing can provide better reliability than fast restoration and protection on
individual optical link for enterprise customers. Interconnection and direct peering
also allow the enterprise or small ISP network to bypass the traditional hierarchical
carriers and ISPs to establish direct peering with destination ISPs. One possible
solution is to treat each OXC as a direct path between a pair of OBGP speakers.
However, this significantly increases the session complexity of the OBGP,
particularly for multiple parallel lightpaths. The alternative solution is to treat each
OXC as an independent virtual BGP router with one input and output port,
respectively. A virtual BGP router can then be set up for each OXC and separate
OBGP sessions are initiated with its peers. This approach is much more scalable as
each virtual BGP router configuration can be easily cloned from other virtual BGP
routers [2].

The key for OBGP to scale to a very large Internet lies in the stability of inter-AS
routing. If routes between ASs vary frequently — a phenomenon termed as flapping
— then the virtual BGP routers spend a great deal of time to update their routing
tables and to propagate the routing changes. Unstable inter-AS routing can cause
unstable end-to-end routing [3]. The analysis of both the topology of routing system
and the instability of routing system is important to evaluate network performance
between end users. Since the customers of each network are connected to domains
and provided various services, it is known that the instability of domains can severely
affect the performance of their customers. In this paper, we discuss a routing
convergence model to reduce the instability effectively in optical Internet.

2   Architecture of OBGP Model

OBGP is intended for the customers to control the routing of their lightpaths through
another entity’s optical wavelength cloud, as an overlay to an interior wavelength
management protocol. OBGP allows the customer’s topology to take precedence over
the carrier’s preferred topology as shown in Fig. 1. Large single domain wavelength
clouds become unmanageable and are too difficult to optimize for traffic engineering
purpose as a large single domain. The common solution is to break those single
domains into many small domains that individually can be optimized. In every
domain, as a more modest optimization mechanism, OBGP could be used [2].

OBGP requires a simple OXC switch as depicted in Fig. 2. OBGP routers with
multiple paths in OXC paths are given preference over any path that goes through an
electrical forwarding engine using standard BGP techniques for selecting shortest AS
path, local preferences, and others. To multiplex and demultiplex wavelengths, Router
B must use optical filters to separate out the individual wavelength. By using a simple
optical switch, the individual light path can be treated in effect as an alternative path
to router B. There are two ways to configure Router B. One is to treat each OXC as a
direct path between a pair of BGP speakers. However, this significantly increases the
complexity of any single BGP session, particularly, for many parallel lightpaths.
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Fig. 1. OBGP configuration in optical Internet

Another is to treat each OXC as an independent virtual BGP router with only one
input port and one output port. A virtual BGP router can then be set up for each OXC
and separate BGP sessions initiated with its peers. This approach is much more
scalable as each virtual BGP router configuration can be easily cloned from other
virtual BGP routers [2]. To date there has been little effort in addressing the
requirement for configuring, setup and managing wavelengths between domains, and
allowing enterprises to manage their own wavelength configuration across a
wavelength clouds. The conventional solution to date is for a carrier to operate a
wavelength cloud and offer a managed lightpath service to the customers at the edge
as shown in Fig. 2.

The main operations of OBGP consist of two phases. The first phase is the
lightpath reachability phase. During this phase, sites advertise the availability of the
optical lightpath to their sites through BGP. These announcements contain
information on the OXC and the available lightpath through the OXC. The
information is encoded using multi-protocol BGP extensions and extended
community. This first phase allows sites to build up a lightpath Routing Information
Base (RIB) that is used to determine if a lightpath is available across a number of
OXC in different sites. The second phase is the lightpath establishment. This phase
uses the information received from the lightpath reachability phase and then uses a
BGP UPDATE message to communicate the lightpath establishment with the OXC
sites on the path [1][2].

3   Potential Problems of OBGP with Virtual Router

The basic concept of virtual BGP routers is to treat each and individual OXC as a
separate BGP router. The virtual router advertises itself independently of Router B in
Fig. 2 with its own loopback address and its own set of IP address for its interfaces.
Contrary to a normal BGP multi-router configuration, the virtual BGP router does not
establish any Internal BGP (IBGP) connectivity even though it is within Router B’s
AS. It acts and behaves as an independent router by carrying its own set of routes,
metrics, and others. The use of a virtual router for each OXC allows us to use
standard BGP routing while no modifications are necessary to support optical
lightpaths. In fact, the virtual BGP router assigns its own private (or public) AS such
that AS path metrics are used for basic traffic engineering [2].
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Fig. 2. Virtual router for OBGP

By instantiating a virtual BGP router, at first the owner of the OXC can establish
OXC between neighbors that reduce the load on its electrical forwarding engine. Over
time it can reconfigure the virtual BGP router to interconnect with other neighbors if
traffic patterns change. More importantly, the owner of the OXC can establish OXCs
between neighbors automatically. More intriguingly the virtual BGP router can also
be easily reassigned into other router’s AS domains. The main purpose of the OBGP
OXC is to announce routes, perform route filtering, classify and provide standard
BGP traffic network engineering capabilities to OBGP peers. As there is only one
input and output port, there is no need to create a forwarding table within the OXC.

The loopback address for the virtual router used for OBGP connectivity is not
same as the data forwarding address of the OXC. As such, under normal
circumstances the virtual router does not aware any failures on the optical cross
connect link between Routers A and C in Fig. 2. Therefore, if the interface card on
either Router A or C detects a link failure, it immediately terminates the OBGP
session with the neighbor – the virtual router. Either router A or C can terminate the
session by sending an OBGP NOTIFICATION message to the virtual router. The
virtual router, then updates its routing information database and sends Network Layer
Reachability Information (NLRI) UPDATE messages to the other edge router
indicating that the those addresses are unreachable across the OXC. Once the problem
has been cleared, the router tries to re-establish the link across the OXC. To re-
establish the link, three routers can re-initiate the OBGP sessions between the virtual
router and routers A and C. The re-initiation of the BGP sessions start immediately
after the receipt of the NOTIFICATION message even before the link failure has been
cleared [2].

These processes demand OBGP update for topology information exchanged among
domains. OBGP updates contain the reachability information to destination IP address
prefix. Each OBGP UPDATE message can be classified into two types; route
announcements and route withdrawal. Route announcement describes that a router has
either learned of a new network attachment or has made a policy decision to prefer
another route to a network destination. Route withdrawal is sent when a router makes
a new local decision that a network is no longer reachable. Furthermore, each OBGP
update message contains AS_PATH list to store traversed domains. Each AS_PATH
is a list of identifiers for domains traversed by route [7]. Therefore the OBGP
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operation follows to keep the network reachability when the virtual router does not be
aware any failures on the optical cross connect link. This can give rise to routing
instability in OBGP by excessive update messages in case of the failure of virtual
router or OXCs.

3.1   Instability Propagation

Internet routing instability is an important problem currently facing the Internet
engineering community. High levels of network instability can lead to packet loss,
increased network latency and time to convergence. At the extreme, high levels of
routing instability have led to the loss of internal connectivity in wide-area networks
[3]. Since OBGP is not deployed in the global Internet, it is hard to experimentally
analyze the behaviors of OBGP. It is sufficient to evaluate BGP instead of analyzing
OBGP behaviors. In order to analyze the propagation behavior of OBGP routing
instability, we consider the instability propagation scheme based on inter-AS
relationship suggested by Gao [4]. In [4], two ASs that exchange traffic was classified
as one of customer-to-provider or peer-to-peer relationship.

Our analysis is based on BGP data collected in the global Internet for two years
since 1998. These data are provided by NLANR [5]. Fig. 3 depicts the mapping of
example inter-AS topology to leveled topology. Left side of figure and right side of
figure indicates example inter-AS topology and leveled topology, respectively.

The level of each domain is defined as follows.
• Level 0 domain means the source of BGP routing instability. Level 1 domain

represents the neighbor having peer-to-peer relationship with level 0. Level 2
domain depicts the neighbor having customer-to-provider relationship with level 0
or level 1 AS.

Fig. 4 shows Temporal Topology Variation (TTV) of one of the peer-to-peer AS of
AS1239. TTV denotes absolute value of degree difference between consecutive days.
AS1239 is identified most instable during 1998 [6]. According to our analysis, other
neighbors of AS1239 show similar behavior. As we can see in the Fig. 4, level 1 ASs
show rapid domain degree variation on 137th day (May 20 1998) same as AS1239.
From the figure, we assume that the high instability of certain AS can be generated by
the effect of peer-to-peer relation between AS pairs.

Table 1 summaries domain degree distribution of several neighbors ASs of
AS1239. These ASs have peer-to-peer relationships with AS1239. Namely, peer-to-
peer ASs of AS1239 shows rapid domain degree change. This behavior implies that
high BGP routing instability of certain AS can impact on the domain degree of its
peer-to-peer AS. Furthermore, with the results of Govindan and Reddy [9], we can
classify certain domain as backbone nodes if their degree is over 28, and can
understand that domains having peer-to-peer relationship with AS1239 are backbone
nodes.

Table 2 summarizes the analysis of domain degree distribution of ASs that are two
hop away (level 2) from AS1239. To analyze degree change of level 2 domains, we
select one of peer-to-peer domains of AS1239, then investigate the BGP peer ASs of
selected domain. In this paper, we choose AS2548 as an origin of level 2 AS. We
classify BGP peers of AS2548 into peer-to-peer and customer-to-provider AS.
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Fig. 3. Level architecture of inter-AS topology

Fig. 4. Temporal topology variation of level 1 domain

According to analysis results, 92% of level 1 ASs show the change of TTV, i.e. the
change of inter-AS topology, and 58% (or 92 customers) of level 2 ASs show the
change of TTV. Since, as shown in the Table 2 and Table 3, the origin of rapid
change of TTV on 137th day is the decrement of domain degree, we can interpret that
58% of level 2 AS experienced the decrement of domain degree on 137th day in 1998.
Furthermore, according to [9], customer (or stub) domains have degree 1 or 2.
Therefore, we can understand that the customer domains have lost the connection to
their providers, and that the high value of TTV at level 1 ASs was due to the
customers. In other words, the topology of backbone nodes having peer-to-peer
relationship with each other does not change in the occurrence of BGP routing
instability.
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Table 1. Temporal topology variations in level 1 ASs of AS1239

Domain degree (TTV)AS
Number May 19, 1998 May 20, 1998 May 21, 1998

1 205 (3) 153 (52) 201 (48)

701 802 (1) 514 (288) 806 (292)

1673 74 (0) 71 (3) 74 (3)

1740 101 (2) 92 (9) 103 (11)

2548 171 (7) 107 (64) 184 (77)

2914 137 (2) 125 (12) 135 (10)

3561 630 (6) 416 (214) 627 (211)

3847 48 (2) 35 (13) 51 (16)

Many researches on the topological characteristics of inter-AS routing system and
the origins of Internet routing instability were reported in [3][8]. But there is few
works about the propagation of Internet routing instability among domains and the
development of systematic model that can represent the propagation of BGP routing
instability. In this section, we analyze the propagation behavior of BGP routing
instability by using inter-AS relationships suggested by [4] and propose BGP routing
policy model to preserve stability in the inter-AS network during the occurrence of
high level instability. It is important to analyze the propagation of instability, because
it is possible to set up routing policy that can efficiently decrease the BGP instability
and fast converge to stable network based on systematic propagation model of
instability.

Table 2. Domain degree of level 2 ASs

Node Class
Number of

domains (%)

Number of domains
whose TTV is
nonzero (%)

Number of domains
whose TTV is zero

(%)

Backbone

(degree ≥  30)
13 (7.6) 12 (92.3) 1 (7.7)

Customer 158 (92.4) 92 (58.2) 66 (41.8)

Arnaud et al. [2] discussed several possible schemes in the failure of lightpath. The
following shows the approaches.
1. Static configuration at setup
2. Establish at configuration knowledge of the destination router
3. Use BGP UPDATE information such that Router A can make a dynamic decision
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4   Model Description for OBGP Convergence Policy

For the time being, an AS may change the nature of its relationships with its
neighbors. For example, a customer may grow large enough to renegotiate its
relationship with a provider, and the AS pair may transit to a peer-to-peer
relationship. As part of evolving to a new relationship, the two ASs may need to
change their import and export policies. Ideally, these changes would occur
simultaneously. However, in practice, each AS configures the routers independently
with others. As a result, the BGP system may go through a transition period where
one AS has changed its configuration and the other has not changed. Since these
changes occur on a human time scale, it is important to carefully study the influence
of the transition period on system stability.

In this section, we discuss OBGP convergence policy model based on state
automaton for reducing Internet OBGP routing instability and verify our model with
BGP data that are collected in the global Internet.

As proposed by [8], if AS_PATH in an OBGP routing information satisfies valley-
free condition, it is possible to classify inter-AS topology into peer-to-peer and
customer-to-provider relationships. On the other hands, these relationships translate
into rules that determine whether or not an AS exports its best routes to a neighboring
AS, e.g. normal export rules [4]. And the interaction of locally defined routing
policies can have global ramifications for the stability of the OBGP system.
Conflicting local policies among a collection of ASs can result in OBGP route
oscillation. To avoid local oscillation, we consider policy model in the theorem.

4.1   Policy Management for Stable Convergence

The transition between states happens while traversing inter-AS topology. According
to AS relationship between two ASs, there exist at most two possible transitions for
each state. The output is generated during state transition. Output indicates the
probability of pruning customer’s logical connection to provider. Output consists of
two values, 0 and ptr , where 0 means that the provider does not prune the connection
of customer that has customer-to-provider AS relation. ptr represents the probability
that the provider prunes connection of customer. Furthermore, while analyzing the
state transitions in the automaton, the conceptual model of topology reconfiguration
can be used to determine state transition probability ptr. As proposed [4], the state
transition probability ptr can be determined by experimentally, by statistical analysis
of large number of samples using inter-AS relationships.

Our proposed model can be applied to network topology as shown in Fig. 5. Let
AS1 be the source of BGP routing instability. AS the instability propagates from AS1
to its neighbors, each AS sets its routing policy according to the AS relationship with
its neighbor.

Namely, from the state automaton, the event �means that two ASs have peer-to-
peer relationship and  means that two ASs have provider-to-customer relationship. In
the above example, AS1 has one peer-to-peer AS (AS7) and two provider-to-
customer ASs (AS2 and AS3). Since AS1 has peer-to-peer relationship with AS7,
AS1 does not make a change of the edge for AS7. But in case of AS2 and AS3, the
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edge is provider-to-customer, so AS1 (provider AS) sets its routing policy to cut its
customers according to the probability ptr.

Therefore, by pruning its customers, AS1 can prevent customers from sending their
traffic to itself, fast recover from high instability and control the propagation range of
the instability. Furthermore, by choosing optimal ptr, the BGP routing instability
propagation range can be adjusted.

A S  5A S  4

A S  1 A S  7

A S  6
A S  3A S  2

P r o v id e r - t o - C u s to m e r
e d g e

P e e r - t o - P e e r  e d g e

trp ,β

0 ,α

0 ,α

trp ,βtrp ,β
trp ,β

trp ,β

trp ,β

Fig. 5. Example of BGP routing instability propagation

Sang-Jin et al. [8] showed that the event probability for fast convergence policy is
restricted by;

n

n
trp

domain n Level  withinconvergeP
2

)2(
1)(

−
−=

, where n is domain level and ptr is given.

(1)

4.2   Experimental Analysis and Discussion

According to the characteristics of virtual BGP router, it is not easy to implement
virtual BGP router. However, the virtual BGP router inherits the characteristics of
BGP router, it is possible to analyze the behavior of BGP [1][2]. Therefore, before
analyzing the proposed OBGP instability propagation model, we investigate the
correlation of the number of BGP UPDATE messages by using BGP data measured at
major IXPs in global Internet.

Since the data used in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 were gathered once for every midnight in
global Internet during two years, they show macroscopic behavior of BGP routing in
global Internet. As we can see in the Fig. 6, the variation of domain degree follows
regression line, i.e. it shows linearity in temporal domain.

Fig. 7 shows convergence rate according to various ptr, the probability of instability
absorption in provider-to-customer relationship, with respect to domain level.
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Fig. 6. Regression analysis of day-to-day distribution of domain degree in 1999

Fig. 7. Convergence rate versus domain level

From the figure, we can discover that the convergence rate of our proposed model
increases with respect to the level of domains. This behavior implies that the routing
instability decreases by propagating domains which have routing policy based on the
proposed model.

Therefore, by Fig. 6, and Fig. 7, we claim that our proposed model can be used for
setting up routing policy which converges to stable state of OBGP routing.

The propagation behavior of the instability can be used for setting up routing
policy in domain. Without considering the propagation of the instability, high levels
of routing instability in certain domain can cause the disconnection of its neighbor
domains. However, our proposed model can be used for setting up routing policy in
order to manage the propagation of routing instability.

The applicability of proposed model can be summarized as follows : when OBGP
routing instability happens, by pruning some of customer connections, i.e. virtual
BGP router peering, backbone domains reduce incoming customer traffic. Thus,
backbone topology can be preserved, although OBGP routing instability occurs. In
inter-AS routing system, it is possible to guarantee routing path between peer-to-peer
ASs.
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5   Conclusions

Internet routing instability is an important problem in the Internet engineering
community. It is known that high levels of BGP routing instability can lead to packet
loss, increased network latency and increased time to convergence. High levels of
routing instability may lead to the loss of internal connectivity in wide-area networks
at the extreme. However, there are few works on the propagation of the instability in
inter-AS network and on the routing policy that can preserve the reliability despite of
the occurrence of high level instability.

OBGP is an extension to BGP for the manipulation of OXCs to permit them to be
automatically setup and configured as BGP speaking devices to support multiple
direct optical lightpaths between many different autonomous domains. Since virtual
BGP router which connects BGP router and OXC is a process which inherits the
characteristics of BGP, the virtual BGP router is highly likely to show same behaviors
i.e. routing instability.

In this paper, we discussed the instability considered in OBGP and proposed
routing convergence model to reduce the instability in virtual BGP router. Moreover,
Our instability propagation model and its analysis conclude that effective policy
management scheme improves OBGP routing instability in case of lightpath failure.
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ðúþüõ% ;ú üûúþ ñ÷òòúñü üûú ìþôøü ùþó ÷øüôøü óùüù ëö÷ð öúùò þúü.÷öîõ% 'ûöúú
þúü.÷öî ñ÷þ5êøöùüì÷þõ ùöú øõúó ìþñòøóìþê #÷üû .ìöúó ùþó .ìöúòúõõ <3=õ% âõìþê
üûú ìþôøü ùþó ÷øüôøü óùüù ÷#üùìþúóý ñ÷ú$ñìúþüõ ÷ë üûú 378 ð÷óúò ùöú óúüúöï
ðìþúó øõìþê üûú òúùõüïõ,øùöú ðúüû÷ó% ;ú ìþ!úõüìêùüú û÷. ùññøöùüúòí üûú 378
ð÷óúò ñùþ öúôöúõúþü üûú ö÷øþóïüöìô üìðú óíþùðìñõ ÷ë üûú ÿþüúöþúü%

'ûìõ ôùôúö ìõ ÷öêùþì/úó ùõ ë÷òò÷.õ% ÿþ éúñüì÷þ "ý .ú õøððùöì/úõ öúòùüúó .÷öîõ
ìþ öúñúþü ôø#òìñùüì÷þõ% ÿþ éúñüì÷þ 0ý ù #òùñîï#÷- ùôôö÷ùñû ë÷ö ð÷óúòìþê üûú
ö÷øþóïüöìô üìðú óíþùðìñõ ÷ë üûú ÿþüúöþúü øõìþê üûú 378 ð÷óúò ìõ ú-ôòùìþúó%
ÿþ éúñüì÷þ >ý .ú óìõñøõõ õú!úöùò ðúùõøöúðúþü ðúüû÷óõ ÷ë üûú ö÷øþóïüöìô üìðúý
ìþ ôùöüìñøòùöý ë÷ö ñ÷òòúñüìþê üûú ìþôøü ùþó ÷øüôøü óùüù ë÷ö õíõüúð ìóúþüì5ñùüì÷þ%
éúñüì÷þ 2 õû÷.õ õú!úöùò ðúùõøöúðúþü ùþó ð÷óúòìþê öúõøòüõý ùþó óìõñøõõ û÷. ùñï
ñøöùüúòí üûú 378 ð÷óúò ñùþ ñùôüøöú üûú ö÷øþóïüöìô üìðú óíþùðìñõ% ÿþ éúñüì÷þ 4ý
.ú óìõñøõõ õú!úöùò ô÷õõì#òú ùôôòìñùüì÷þõ ÷ë ÷øö ùôôö÷ùñûý ë÷òò÷.úó #í ñ÷þñòøõì÷þ
÷ë üûìõ ôùôúö%

ÿ þýüûúýù ø÷öõô

ÿþ üûú òìüúöùüøöúý üûúöú ûù!ú #úúþ õú!úöùò ðúùõøöúðúþüï#ùõúó õüøóìúõ öúêùöóìþê
üûú úþóïü÷ïúþó ôùñîúü óúòùí *0ý >ý ?ý @+ ùþó üûú úþóïü÷ïúþó ôùüû ñûùöùñüúöìõüìñõ *2ý
áA+% ÿþ *0+ý üûú ùøüû÷öõ ûù!ú ú-ùðìþúó üûú úþóïü÷ïúþó ôùñîúü óúòùí ùþó ò÷õõ
#úûù!ì÷ö ìþ üûú ÿþüúöþúü øõìþê õðùòò âB) ôö÷#ú ôùñîúüõ% ÿþ *>+ý üûú ùøüû÷öõ ûù!ú
ú-ùðìþúó üûú ñ÷ööúòùüì÷þ #úü.úúþ ôùñîúü óúòùí ùþó ôùñîúü ò÷õõ ú-ôúöìúþñúó #í
ù ñ÷þüìþø÷øõïðúóìù üöù$ñ õ÷øöñúý #ùõúó ÷þ ðúùõøöúðúþüõ ÷ë ôúöïôùñîúü óúòùíõ
ùþó ôùñîúü ò÷õõ% ÿþ *?+ý ù òùöêú þøð#úö ÷ë '() ðúùõøöúðúþüõ ûù!ú #úúþ øõúó ü÷
óìõñøõõ ü.÷ úõüìðùüì÷þ ôö÷#òúðõC úõüìðùüì÷þ ÷ë üûú öúüöùþõðìõõì÷þ üìðúö ç7'èæ
ë÷ö ù '() ñ÷þþúñüì÷þý ùþó úõüìðùüì÷þ ÷ë üûú ù!ùìòù#òú #ùþó.ìóüû% ÿþ *@+ý üûú
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ICMP Echo 
Request

ICMP Echo
Reply

physical layer

network layer

ÿþýü ûü ÿþýü$ûú' ùþ"úýø÷ùûö ÷ûõü ýôúóõûòñ óñ #)#ð ñôñ÷üõ

ÿþýüûúù üÿ!ø ÷úøùøöýøõ ÿö ÿ÷÷úûÿôü ýû ôüÿúÿôýøúó/ø òûùù ÿöõ õøòÿñ ôüÿúÿôýøúóùýóôù
ûð ÿ ýúÿöùïóùùóûö òóöî #ÿùøõ ûö øöõíýûíøöõ ïþòýóôÿùý ïøÿùþúøïøöýù% ìö *2+ë ýüø
÷ÿôîøý õñöÿïóôù ûð ýüø ìöýøúöøý üÿ!ø #øøö ÿöÿòñ/øõ #ÿùøõ ûö ïøÿùþúøïøöýù ûð
ÿ#ûþý "AëAAA '() õÿýÿ ýúÿöùðøúù% ìö *êA+ë ýüø úûþýóöé #øüÿ!óûú ûð ýüø ìöýøúöøý
üÿù #øøö ÿöÿòñ/øõ #ÿùøõ ûö ïøÿùþúøïøöýù ûð ÿ#ûþý >AëAAA øöõíýûíøöõ ýúÿôøúûþýø
úøùþòýù% èû.ø!øúë ýüûùø ùýþõóøù ÿúø òóïóýøõ ýû ÿ ùýÿýóùýóôÿò #øüÿ!óûú ûð ýüø øöõí
ýûíøöõ ÷ÿôîøý õøòÿñù ÿöõDûú ÷ÿýü ôüÿúÿôýøúóùýóôù% ìö ûýüøú .ûúõùë ýüø õñöÿïóôù
ûð ýüø ÷ÿôîøý õøòÿñ ûð ýüø ìöýøúöøýë .üóôü óù ýüø ïÿóö ôûöôøúö ûð ýüóù ÷ÿ÷øúë üÿù
öûý #øøö óö!øùýóéÿýøõ%

3ùóõø ðúûï ÿöÿòñùøù ûð ýüø øöõíýûíøöõ ÷ÿôîøý õøòÿñë ÿöûýüøú ÿúøÿ ûð ïøÿùþúøïøöýí
#ÿùøõ ùýþõóøù óù úøéÿúõóöé ÿ #òÿôîí#û- ïûõøòóöé ûð ýüø öøý.ûúî ýúÿ$ô *êê1ê2+%
ìö *êê+ë ýüø ÿþýüûúù üÿ!ø ÷úû÷ûùøõ ÿ ýúÿ$ô ïûõøò ðûú .óõøíÿúøÿ '() ýúÿ$ô #ñ
ôüÿúÿôýøúó/óöé ùø!øúÿò õóùýúó#þýóûöù ûðë ðûú ø-ÿï÷òøë ýüø ÷ÿôîøý óöýøúíÿúúó!ÿò ýóïø
ÿöõ ýüø öþï#øú ûð #ñýøù ýúÿöùðøúúøõ% ìö *ê"+ë ýüø ÿþýüûúù üÿ!ø ÷úû÷ûùøõ ÿ ðÿùý
ÿòéûúóýüï ýû ôûöùýúþôý ÿ (ç7) æ(óúôþòÿöý çûõþòÿýøõ 7ÿýø )úûôøùùå ðûú ýúÿ$ô
ïûõøòóöé% ìö *ê0+ë (ç7) ÿöõ 37ç3 æ3þýûí7øéúøùùó!ø çû!óöé 3!øúÿéøå üÿ!ø
#øøö õóùôþùùøõ ÿù ÿ ýúÿ$ô ïûõøò% ìö *ê>ë ê2+ë ÿ ïøÿùþúøïøöýí#ÿùøõ ýûûò ðûú ýúÿ$ô
ïûõøòóöé ÿöõ ,þøþøóöé ÿöÿòñùóù üÿù #øøö õø!øòû÷øõë .üóôü þùøù (ç)) æ(óúôþí
òÿöý çûõþòÿýøõ )ûóùùûö )úûôøùùå ðûú ÿ ýúÿ$ô ïûõøò% 'üûùø ùýþõóøù ÿúø ôòûùøòñ
úøòÿýøõ ýû ûþú #òÿôîí#û- ïûõøòóöé ÿ÷÷úûÿôüë #þý ýüøúø óù ÿ ùóéöó5ôÿöý õóäøúí
øöôø% 'üûùø ùýþõóøù üÿ!ø ðûôþùøõ ûö ýúÿ$ô ïûõøòóöé #ÿùøõ ûöòñ ûö ûþý÷þýù æó%ø%ë
û#ùøú!øõ ÿïûþöý ûð ýúÿ$ôå% ãö ýüø ôûöýúÿúñë ýüóù ÷ÿ÷øú ðûôþùøù ûö ïûõøòóöé
ýüø úûþöõíýúó÷ ýóïø õñöÿïóôù #ÿùøõ ûö #ûýü óö÷þýù æó%ø%ë ÷ÿôîøý óöýøúíõø÷ÿúýþúø
ýóïøå ÿöõ ûþý÷þýù æó%ø%ë úûþöõíýúó÷ ýóïø !ÿúóÿýóûöå% ìö ûýüøú .ûúõùë ýüóù ÷ÿ÷øú
ðûôþùøù ûö üû. ýüø úûþöõíýúó÷ ýóïø ûð ÿ ÷ÿôîøý ùøöý ðúûï ÿ ùûþúôø üûùý óù ÿäøôýøõ
#ñ óýù ÷ÿùý ÷ÿôîøý ýúÿöùïóùùóûö ÷úûôøùù%

ÿ þýüûúùþø÷ öøõôýóòñ üòõ ðïîíôì ëõôòíóêûüíóøò

3ù õø÷óôýøõ óö &óé% êë ýüø öøý.ûúî ùøøö #ñ ÿ ù÷øôó5ô ùûþúôø üûùýë óöôòþõóöé þöõøúí
òñóöé ÷úûýûôûò òÿñøúù æø%%éë ÷üñùóôÿòë õÿýÿíòóöîë ÿöõ öøý.ûúî òÿñøúùåë óù ôûöùóõøúøõ
ÿù ÿ #òÿôîí#û-% ãþú éûÿò ûð ýüóù ÷ÿ÷øú óù ýû ïûõøò ÿ âìâã ùñùýøï õøùôúó#óöé ýüø
úûþöõíýúó÷ ýóïø õñöÿïóôùC ó%ø%ë ýüø úøòÿýóûö #øý.øøö ÿ ÷ÿôîøý ùøöõóöé ÷úûôøùù
ðúûï ýüø ùûþúôø üûùý ÿöõ óýù úøùþòýóöé úûþöõíýúó÷ ýóïø û#ùøú!øõ ÿý ýüø ùûþúôø
üûùý% Eäøôýù ûð ûýüøú ýúÿ$ô æó%ø%ë ÷ÿôîøýù ôûïóöé ðúûï ûýüøú üûùýùå ÿúø ïûõøòøõ
ÿù ÿþýüû% 3ù ýüø óö÷þý ýû ýüø ùñùýøïë .ø þùø ÿ úùø÷ûö ýÿöûõôóûúùõöòõû öýñû ðúûï
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ARX model
u(k) y(k)

input
(packet inter-departure time)

output
(round-trip time variation)

e(t)
noise

(other traffic)

ÿþýü ûü 789 ÿþýü$ %þû ÿþýü$úù' ûþ"ùýø
÷ûúö ÷úÿü ýõùôÿúóò

AR model
or

ARMA model

y(k)

e(t) noise

output
(packet arrival rate)

ÿþýü úü 78 ÿþýü$ þû 78ñ7 ÿþýü$ %þû
ÿþýü$úù' ùü÷0þûð ÷ûô.ó

ÿþý üûúùøý þûüÿC ÷%ý%ö ÿþý ÿ÷õý ÷ôÿýù!óò #ýÿ.ýýô ÿ.û øûôüýøúÿ÷!ý ñóøðýÿ ÿùóôüõ÷üï
ü÷ûôü îùûõ ÿþý üûúùøý þûüÿ% íüý ûî ÿþý ñóøðýÿ ÷ôÿýùïìýñóùÿúùý ÿ÷õý ÷ü üÿùó÷ëþÿï
îûù.óùì ü÷ôøý ÷ÿ ì÷ùýøÿòê óéýøÿü ÿþý ýôìïÿûïýôì ñóøðýÿ ìýòóê% 3ü ÿþý ûúÿñúÿ îùûõ
ÿþý üêüÿýõö .ý úüý ó ÿþýüûúùÿø÷ ùøöõ ôóÿøóùøþü õýóüúùýì #ê ÿþý üûúùøý þûüÿC
÷%ý%ö ÿþý ì÷éýùýôøý ÷ô ÿ.û øûôüýøúÿ÷!ý ùûúôìïÿù÷ñ ÿ÷õýü% ;ý øþûûüý ÿþý ùûúôìï
ÿù÷ñ ÿ÷õý !óù÷óÿ÷ûôö ÷ôüÿýóì ûî ÿþý ùûúôìïÿù÷ñ ÿ÷õý ÷ÿüýòîö óü ÿþý ûúÿñúÿ îùûõ ÿþý
üêüÿýõ% 'þ÷ü øþû÷øý ÷ü îûù ùýìúø÷ôë úôüÿóÿ÷ûôóù÷ÿê ûî ôû÷üý è÷%ý%ö ýéýøÿ ûî ûÿþýù
ÿùó$øç ûô ÿþý õýóüúùýì ùûúôìïÿù÷ñ ÿ÷õý ü÷ôøý ÿþý óëëùýëóÿýì ôýÿ.ûùð ÿùó$ø óÿ
ó ñóøðýÿïòý!ýò ÿ÷õý üøóòý ÷ü ôûÿ üÿóÿ÷ûôóùê *æ4+%

åô ÿþ÷ü ñóñýùö ÿþý 378 õûìýò ÷ü úüýì óôì ÷ÿü øûý$ø÷ýôÿü óùý ìýÿýùõ÷ôýì úü÷ôë
üêüÿýõ ÷ìýôÿ÷5øóÿ÷ûô *6+% &÷ëúùý " ÷òòúüÿùóÿýü ó îúôìóõýôÿóò øûôøýñÿ ûî úü÷ôë ÿþý
378 õûìýò îûù õûìýò÷ôë ÿþý ñóøðýÿ ìýòóê ìêôóõ÷øü% 'þý ÷ôñúÿ ÿû ÿþý 378
õûìýò ÷ü ó ñóøðýÿ ÷ôÿýùïìýñóùÿúùý ÿ÷õý îùûõ ÿþý üûúùøý þûüÿö óôì ÿþý ûúÿñúÿ
îùûõ ÿþý 378 õûìýò ÷ü ó ùûúôìïÿù÷ñ ÿ÷õý !óù÷óÿ÷ûô õýóüúùýì óÿ ÿþý üûúùøý þûüÿ%
Eéýøÿü ûî ûÿþýù ÿùó$ø è÷%ý%ö ñóøðýÿü øûõ÷ôë îùûõ ûÿþýù þûüÿüç óùý õûìýòýì óü
ÿþý ôû÷üý ÿû ÿþý 378 õûìýò% <ýÿÿ÷ôë ÿèþç óôì ýèþç #ý ÿþý ÷ôñúÿ óôì ÿþý ûúÿñúÿ
ìóÿó óÿ üòûÿ þö ÿþý 378 õûìýò ÷ü ìýîýôì óü

üèûç ýèþç F úèûçÿèþ ÿ ùÿç G øèþç èæç

.þýùý üèûç óôì úèûç óùý ë÷!ýô #ê

üèûç F æ G ÷ÿû
ÿÿ G ö ö öG ÷þÿû

ÿþÿ

úèûç F õÿ G õþû
ÿÿ G ö ö öG õþþû

ÿþþýÿ

åô ÿþý ó#û!ý ý,úóÿ÷ûôüö øèþç ÷ü úôõýóüúùó#òý ì÷üÿúù#óôøý è÷%ý%ö ôû÷üýçö óôì ûÿÿ

÷ü ÿþý ìýòóê ûñýùóÿûù: ÷%ý%ö ûÿÿÿèþç þ ÿèþ ÿ æç% 'þý ôúõ#ýùü ùý óôì ùü óùý ÿþý
ûùìýùü ûî ñûòêôûõ÷óòü% 'þý ôúõ#ýù ùÿ øûùùýüñûôìü ÿû ìýòóêü îùûõ ÿþý ÷ôñúÿ ÿû
ÿþý ûúÿñúÿ% &ûù øûõñóøÿ ôûÿóÿ÷ûôö ô ÷ü ÷ôÿùûìúøýì óü

ô F *ùýó ùüó ùÿ+ è"ç

åô ûúù øóüýö ÿèþç óôì ýèþç øûùùýüñûôì ÿû þïÿþ ñóøðýÿ ÷ôÿýùïìýñóùÿúùý ÿ÷õý óôì
þïÿþ ùûúôìïÿù÷ñ ÿ÷õý !óù÷óÿ÷ûô% 3òò øûý$ø÷ýôÿü ûî ÿþý ñûòêôûõ÷óòüö ÷þ óôì õþö óùý
ñóùóõýÿýùü ûî ÿþý 378 õûìýòö óôì óùý ÿû #ý ìýÿýùõ÷ôýì îùûõ ÷ôñúÿ óôì ûúÿñúÿ
ìóÿó úü÷ôë üêüÿýõ ÷ìýôÿ÷5øóÿ÷ûô% 7ýîýù ÿû *6+ îûù ÿþý ìýÿó÷ò ûî ÿþý 378 õûìýò%

äúù óññùûóøþ ûî ó #òóøðï#û- õûìýò÷ôë úü÷ôë ÿþý 378 õûìýò ÷ü ì÷üÿ÷ôøï
ÿ÷!ý îùûõ ûÿþýù #òóøðï#û- óññùûóøþýüö .þ÷øþ õûìýò ôýÿ.ûùð ÿùó$ø úü÷ôë ÿþý
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37 ÿ3þýüû7úùøú÷÷ö!úõ ôüóúò üø ýñú 37ð3 ÿ3þýüû7úùøú÷÷ö!ú ðü!öïù 3!úøîùúõ
ôüóúò *í0ì í6ì í?+% &öùþøú 0 öòòþ÷ýøîýú÷ î ýëêöéîò þ÷îùú üè ýñú 37 ôüóúò üø ýñú
37ð3 ôüóúò èüø ôüóúòöïù ïúý.üøç ýøî$é% (üôêîøöïù &öù÷% " îïó 0ì ýñú 378
ôüóúò ñî÷ ýñú öïêþý .ñúøúî÷ úöýñúø ýñú 37 ôüóúò üø ýñú 37ð3 ôüóúò óüú÷
ïüý% æï üýñúø .üøó÷ì üïòë ýñú 378 ôüóúò éîï øúêøú÷úïý ýñú óëïîôöé÷ì ö%ú%ì ñü.
ýñú êî÷ý öïêþý óîýî îåúéý÷ ýñú èþýþøú üþýêþý óîýî%

=üýú ýñîý ýñú 378 ôüóúò ñî÷ î óøî.#îéç öï ôüóúòöïù ýñú øüþïóûýøöê ýöôú
óëïîôöé÷: ö%ú%ì ýñú 378 ôüóúò ö÷ î òöïúîø ýöôúûöï!îøöîïý ôüóúòì ÷ü öý éîïïüý øöùû
üøüþ÷òë éîêýþøú ïüïûòöïúîøöýë üè ýñú øüþïóûýøöê ýöôú óëïîôöé÷% Hþý öý ÷ñüþòó #ú
ïüýúó ýñîý ýñú 378 ôüóúò ö÷ îêêòöéî#òú öï !îøöüþ÷ éüïýøüò úïùöïúúøöïù êøü#òúô÷%
'ñö÷ ö÷ #úéîþ÷ú ïüïûòöïúîø óëïîôöéîò ÷ë÷ýúô÷ üêúøîýöïù îøüþïó ýñú ÷ýî#òú êüöïý
éîï #ú .úòò îêêøü-öôîýúó #ë î òöïúîø ÷ë÷ýúô *6+% æï äúéýöüï 2ì .ú .öòò öï!ú÷ýöû
ùîýú ñü. îééþøîýúòë ýñú øüþïóûýøöê ýöôú óëïîôöé÷ éîï #ú óú÷éøö#úó #ë ýñú 378
ôüóúò%

'ñú ÷ë÷ýúô öóúïýö5éîýöüï êøü#òúô èüø ýñú 378 ôüóúò ö÷ èüøôþòîýúó î÷ î
ôöïöôö/îýöüï êøü#òúôì .ñúøú ýñú éü÷ý èþïéýöüï ö÷ ùö!úï #ë î òü÷÷ èþïéýöüï *6+%
Húéîþ÷ú üè ÷êîéú òöôöýîýöüïì üïòë ýñú üþýòöïú ö÷ ÷ñü.ï öï ýñö÷ êîêúøì îïó öïýúøû
ú÷ýúó øúîóúø÷ ÷ñüþòó øúèúø ýü *6+ èüø ôüøú óúýîöò%

<úý ÿ #ú î !úéýüø üè îòò éüú$éöúïý÷ îïó þÿýõ #ú î !úéýüø üè îòò êî÷ý üÿ üþýêþý÷
îïó üþ öïêþý÷ì øú÷êúéýö!úòë%

ÿ F *ûÿú ù ù ù ú ûýÿ ú øÿú ù ù ù øýþ +
ü ÿ0õ

þÿýõ F *ÿ÷ÿý ÿ íõú ù ù ù úÿ÷ÿý ÿ üÿõú

öÿý ÿ üû ÿ íõú ù ù ù ú öÿý ÿ üû ÿ üþõ+
ü ÿ>õ

ã÷öïù E,% ÿíõì ýñú üþýêþý èøüô ýñú 378 ôüóúò I÷ÿýþÿõ ö÷ ùö!úï #ë

I÷ÿýþÿõ F þü ÿýõ ÿ ÿ2õ

'ñú òü÷÷ èþïéýöüï õú ÿÿú ô
ú õ ö÷ óú5ïúó î÷ ýñú ÷þô üè îòò ÷,þîøúó êøúóöéýöüï úøøüø÷

èüø ó öïêþý îïó üþýêþý óîýî%

õú ÿÿú ô
ú õ F

í

ó

úÿ
ùþÿ

ÿ÷ÿýõÿ I÷ÿýþÿõõý ÿ4õ

.ñúøú ôý ö÷ ýñú êî÷ý öïêþý îïó üþýêþý óîýî óú5ïúó î÷

ôú F ýöÿíõú ÷ÿíõú ù ù ù ú öÿóõú ÷ÿóõü ÿ6õ

'ñú ÷üòþýöüï Iÿú ýñîý ôöïöôö/ú÷ ýñú î#ü!ú òü÷÷ èþïéýöüï ö÷ úî÷öòë ü#ýîöïúó #ë ýñú
òúî÷ý ÷,þîøú÷ ôúýñüóC

Iÿú F

þ
úÿ
ùþÿ

þÿýõþü ÿýõ

ý
ÿÿ

úÿ
ùþÿ

þÿýõ÷ÿýõ ÿ?õ

ÿ þýüûúùýøý÷ö þýöõôóû

&üø éüòòúéýöïù ýñú öïêþý îïó üþýêþý óîýî èøüô øúîò ïúý.üøç÷ì öý ö÷ ïúéú÷÷îøë ýü
÷úïó î ÷úøöú÷ üè êøü#ú êîéçúý÷ öïýü ýñú ïúý.üøçì îïó ýü ôúî÷þøú ýñúöø øú÷þòýöïù
øüþïóûýøöê ýöôú÷% &üø ÷úïóöïù êøü#ú êîéçúý÷ì üïú üè ýñú èüòòü.öïù êøüýüéüò÷ éîï
#ú þ÷úó%
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ÿ '() ÿ'þýüûúùûûùøü (øü÷þøö )þø÷øõøöô
ÿ óB) ÿóûòþ Bý÷ýñþýú )þø÷øõøöô
ÿ ð(ï) ÿðü÷òþüò÷ (øü÷þøö ïòûûýñò )þø÷øõøöô

ðü .îý÷ íøööø.ûì .ò ëùûõêûû ýë!ýü÷ýñòû ýüë ëùûýë!ýü÷ýñòû øí ÷îòûò éþø÷øõøöû íøþ
ûòüëùüñ éþø#ò éýõèò÷û ÷ø õøööòõ÷ ÷îò ùüéê÷ ýüë øê÷éê÷ ëý÷ýì ùü éýþ÷ùõêöýþì íøþ
ûçû÷òú ùëòü÷ù5õý÷ùøü%

'() îýû ý íòòë#ýõèæ#ýûòë õøüñòû÷ùøü õøü÷þøö úòõîýüùûúì .îùõî õøü÷þøöû ÷îò
éýõèò÷ ûòüëùüñ éþøõòûû íþøú ý ûøêþõò îøû÷ ýõõøþëùüñ ÷ø ÷îò õøüñòû÷ùøü û÷ý÷êû øí
÷îò üò÷.øþè% åùüõò ù÷ ùû ýü 3(Jæ#ýûòë éþø÷øõøöì ù÷ ùû òýûç íøþ ÷îò ûøêþõò îøû÷
÷ø úòýûêþò ÷îò þøêüëæ÷þùé ÷ùúò íøþ òýõî éýõèò÷% äø.ò!òþì '() ùû üø÷ ûêù÷ý#öò
íøþ ûòüëùüñ ý éþø#ò éýõèò÷ #òõýêûò øí ÷îò íøööø.ùüñ þòýûøüû% &ùþû÷ì íøþ ûçû÷òú
ùëòü÷ù5õý÷ùøü éêþéøûòûì ÷îò ùüéê÷ ëý÷ý ÿù%ò%ì ÷îò éýõèò÷ ùü÷òþæëòéýþ÷êþò ÷ùúòô
ûîøêöë õøü÷ýùü ëù!òþûò íþò,êòüõùòû% åø ÷îò .îù÷ò üøùûòì .îùõî ò,êýööç õøü÷ýùüû
ýöö íþò,êòüõùòûì ùû ÷îò ùëòýö ùüéê÷ ëý÷ý íøþ ûçû÷òú ùëòü÷ù5õý÷ùøü *6+% äø.ò!òþì ÷îò
éýõèò÷ ùü÷òþæëòéýþ÷êþò éþøõòûû øí '() .øêöë îý!ò öùúù÷òë íþò,êòüõùòû% åòõøüëì
úøû÷ øí ûçû÷òú ùëòü÷ù5õý÷ùøü ÷òõîüù,êòû ýûûêúò ýü ùüëòéòüëòüõò #ò÷.òòü ÷îò
ùüéê÷ ýüë øê÷éê÷ ëý÷ý% äø.ò!òþì #òõýêûò øí ý íòòë#ýõèæ#ýûòë üý÷êþò øí '()ì
÷îò éýõèò÷ ùü÷òþæëòéýþ÷êþò ÷ùúò ùû ëòéòüëòü÷ øü ÷îò éýû÷ þøêüëæ÷þùé ÷ùúòûì ûø
÷îò ùüëòéòüëòüõò ýûûêúé÷ùøü õýüüø÷ #ò ûý÷ùû5òë .ù÷î '()%

ãü ÷îò õøü÷þýþçì óB) îýû üø íòòë#ýõèæ#ýûòë õøü÷þøö% 'îò éýõèò÷ ùü÷òþæ
ëòéýþ÷êþò ÷ùúò øí óB) õýü #ò íþòòöç õøü÷þøööòë% äø.ò!òþì óB) ùû ý øüòæ.ýç
éþø÷øõøö% 'îò ëòû÷ùüý÷ùøü îøû÷ úêû÷ éòþíøþú ûøúò éþøõòëêþò ÷ø úòýûêþò ÷îò
þøêüëæ÷þùé ÷ùúò íøþ òýõî éýõèò÷ ý÷ ÷îò ûòüëòþ ûùëò% ãüò éøûûù#öò .ýç ùû ÷ø êûò
ÿþýü ûúùø÷öõø÷ôö óöòúõñðõïîú úòûûýñò ýû ùü ÷îò øòõñúòôíøú éþøñþýú *â@+% ;îòü
÷îò îøû÷ þòõòù!òû ý óB) éýõèò÷ ÷ø ýü êüþòýõîý#öò éøþ÷ì ù÷ þò÷êþüû ð(ï) Bòûæ
÷ùüý÷ùøü óüþòýõîý#öò úòûûýñò ÷ø ÷îò ûøêþõò îøû÷% 'îò ûøêþõò îøû÷ õýü ÷îòþòíøþò
úòýûêþò ÷îò þøêüëæ÷þùé ÷ùúò #ç ø#ûòþ!ùüñ ÷îò òöýéûòë ÷ùúò #ò÷.òòü ÷îò óB)
éýõèò÷ ÷þýüûúùûûùøü ýüë ÷îò þòõòùé÷ øí ÷îò õøþþòûéøüëùüñ ð(ï) éýõèò÷% äø.ò!òþì
ýû ûéòõù5òë ùü *"A+ì ñòüòþý÷ùøü øí ð(ï) Bòû÷ùüý÷ùøü óüþòýõîý#öò úòûûýñòû ùû öùúæ
ù÷òë ÷ø ý öø. þý÷ò% óûò øí ð(ï) Bòû÷ùüý÷ùøü óüþòýõîý#öò úòûûýñò ùû ÷îòþòíøþò
üø÷ ëòûùþý#öò ÷ø õøööòõ÷ ÷îò ùüéê÷ ýüë øê÷éê÷ ëý÷ý íøþ ûçû÷òú ùëòü÷ù5õý÷ùøü%

ð(ï) ùû ý éþø÷øõøö ÷ø ò-õîýüñò õøü÷þøö úòûûýñòû ûêõî ýû þøê÷ùüñ ùüíøþúý÷ùøü
ýüë üøëò íýùöêþòû *"â+% åùüõò ð(ï) îýû üø íòòë#ýõèæ#ýûòë õøü÷þøöì ÷îò ùü÷òþæ
ëòéýþ÷êþò ÷ùúò øí ð(ï) éýõèò÷û õýü #ò íþòòöç õøü÷þøööòë% 3öûø ù÷ ùû òýûç ÷ø
úòýûêþò ÷îò þøêüëæ÷þùé ÷ùúò ý÷ ÷îò ûøêþõò îøû÷ #ç êûùüñ ÿþýü ìñðô ëúêíúùø ýüë
ÿþýü ìñðô ëúéîè úòûûýñòûì ýû ùü ÷îò é÷öç éþøñþýú% 3ö÷îøêñî ý éýþ÷ øí üò÷.øþè
ëò!ùõòû îý!ò ý þý÷ò öùúù÷ý÷ùøü íøþ ÷þýüûúù÷÷ùüñ ð(ï) Eõîø úòûûýñòû *""+ì úýüç
üò÷.øþè ëò!ùõòû þòûéøüë ÷ø ð(ï) Eõîø úòûûýñòû% åø ÷îùû úò÷îøë õýü #ò êûòë
ùü !ýþùøêû üò÷.øþè òü!ùþøüúòü÷û%

ðü ÷îùû éýéòþì .ò ÷îòþòíøþò õîøøûò ð(ï) Eõîø úòûûýñò ýû ý éþø#ò éýõèò÷%
ïøþò ûéòõù5õýööçì ÷îò ûøêþõò îøû÷ ûòüëû ý ûòþùòû øí ð(ï) Eõîø 7ò,êòû÷ úòûûýñòû
÷ø ÷îò ëòû÷ùüý÷ùøü îøû÷ì ýüë ÷îò ëòû÷ùüý÷ùøü îøû÷ þò÷êþüû ð(ï) Eõîø 7òéöç
úòûûýñòû% ;ò îý!ò úøëù5òë ÷îò éùüñ éþøñþýú ÷ø ëçüýúùõýööç õîýüñò ÷îò éýõèò÷
ùü÷òþæëòéýþ÷êþò ÷ùúò ÿøþùñùüýööç 5-òë ý÷ øüò ûòõøüëô%

'îò ëò÷ýùöòë ýöñøþù÷îú ùû ëòûõþù#òë #òöø.%

åòüëòþ 3öñøþù÷îú ÿåøêþõò äøû÷ôC

þýü åòüë ð(ï) Eõîø 7ò,êòû÷ úòûûýñò øí âì2AA #ç÷òû ùüõöêëùüñ ð) ýüë ð(ï)
îòýëòþû% 'îò éýçöøýë øí ÷îò ð(ï) éýõèò÷ îøöëû ÷îò ÷ùúòû÷ýúé øí ÷îò éýõèò÷
÷þýüûúùûûùøü%
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ÿþý 7ÿþýüûúù ø÷üüöõ ô÷õ óÿøòõô ñþôõðïýõóÿðôîðõ ôñûõ íðüû ô÷õ õ-óüþõþôñÿú ýñöï
ôðñ#îôñüþ ñþ üðýõð ôü öø÷õýîúõ ô÷õ þõ-ô ì(ë) óÿøòõô ôðÿþöûñööñüþ%

ÿüý Kü ôü êé%

7õøõñ!õð 3úèüðñô÷û çêüîðøõ æüöôåC

ûúý ;ÿñô íüð ô÷õ ðõøõñóô üí ì(ë) Eø÷ü 7õóúù ûõööÿèõ%
ûþý E-ôðÿøô ô÷õ ôñûõöôÿûó íðüû ô÷õ óÿùúüÿý%
ûüý (ÿúøîúÿôõ ô÷õ ðüîþýïôðñó ôñûõ íðüû ô÷õ øîððõþô ôñûõ%
ûùý (ÿúøîúÿôõ ô÷õ ðüîþýïôðñó ôñûõ !ÿðñÿôñüþ íðüû ô÷õ óðõ!ñüîö ðüîþýïôðñó ôñûõ%
ûøý Kü ôü 7é%

'÷õ ýõöôñþÿôñüþ ÷üöô øüóñõö ô÷õ óÿùúüÿý üí ô÷õ ðõøõñ!õý ì(ë) Eø÷ü 7õ,îõöô
ûõööÿèõ ôü ô÷õ ðõôîðþñþè ì(ë) Eø÷ü 7õóúù ûõööÿèõ% '÷îöä ô÷õ ì(ë) Eø÷ü 7õï
óúù óÿøòõô øüþôÿñþö ô÷õ ôñûõöôÿûó óúÿøõý #ù ô÷õ öüîðøõ ÷üöô ÿô ñôö ôðÿþöûñööñüþ
ôñûõ% '÷ñö õþÿ#úõö óðõøñöõ ûõÿöîðõûõþô üí ô÷õ ðüîþýïôðñó ôñûõ ÿô ô÷õ öüîðøõ
÷üöô%

ÿ þýüûúùø÷ öõýô þûóòñõûü !óðó

÷öõôóòñ ðóïîíìòëõêóïé

;õ ÷ÿ!õ ûõÿöîðõý ô÷ðõõ öõôö üí ñþóîô ÿþý üîôóîô ýÿôÿ íðüû ô÷õ íüúúü.ñþè ô÷ðõõ
þõô.üðò øüþ5èîðÿôñüþö%

÷úý éAA ë#óö <3= .ñô÷üîô #ÿøòèðüîþý ôðÿ$ø
÷þý éAA ë#óö <3= .ñô÷ #ÿøòèðüîþý ôðÿ$ø
÷üý éé ë#óö .ñðõúõöö <3= ÿþý éAA ë#óö <3=

ìþ ô÷õ þõô.üðò øüþ5èîðÿôñüþ ÷úä #üô÷ ô÷õ öüîðøõ ÿþý ýõöôñþÿôñüþ ÷üöôö ÿðõ
ýñðõøôúù øüþþõøôõý ôü ÿ öñþèúõ éAA ë#óö ö.ñôø÷% Hõøÿîöõ üí ÿ ýñðõøô øüþþõøôñüþä
ô÷õðõ õ-ñöôö þü #ÿøòèðüîþý ôðÿ$øä ÿþý ô÷õ üîôóîô ýÿôÿ çñ%õ%ä ô÷õ ðüîþýïôðñó
ôñûõ !ÿðñÿôñüþå öîãõðö íðüû úñôôúõ ü#öõð!ÿôñüþ þüñöõ% '÷ñö þõô.üðò øüþ5èîðÿôñüþ
õþÿ#úõö îö ôü ñþ!õöôñèÿôõ ÷ü. ÿøøîðÿôõúù ô÷õ ðüîþýïôðñó ôñûõ ýùþÿûñøö øÿþ #õ
ûüýõúõý ñþ ÿ ÷ñè÷ïöóõõý ÿþý þüþïøüþèõöôõý þõô.üðò%

'÷õ þõô.üðò øüþ5èîðÿôñüþ ÷þ ñö ÿ éAA ë#óö <3=ä .÷ñø÷ øüþöñöôö üí 5!õ
éAA ë#óö ö.ñôø÷õö øüþþõøôõý ñþ öõðñÿú% '÷õ þõô.üðò øüþ5èîðÿôñüþ ÷þ ñö ÿ óðñï
!ÿôõ <3= ñþ üîð úÿ#üðÿôüðùä .÷õðõ ÿ#üîô 2A øúñõþô øüûóîôõðö ÿþý éA öõð!õð
øüûóîôõðö ÿðõ øüþþõøôõý% '÷õðõ ÿðõ 5!õ ö.ñôø÷õö #õô.õõþ ô÷õ öüîðøõ ÿþý ýõöôñï
þÿôñüþ ÷üöôö% êñþøõ ñþôõðûõýñÿôõ ö.ñôø÷õö óðüøõöö ôðÿ$ø íðüû üô÷õð øüûóîôõðöä
ô÷õ ðüîþýïôðñó ôñûõ ûõÿöîðõý ÿô ô÷õ öüîðøõ ÷üöô ûñè÷ô #õ ÿãõøôõý #ù õ-ñöôõþøõ
üí ô÷õ #ÿøòèðüîþý ôðÿ$ø% '÷ñö þõô.üðò øüþ5èîðÿôñüþ ñö íüð ñþ!õöôñèÿôñþè ÷ü.
ô÷õ #ÿøòèðüîþý ôðÿ$ø ýõôõðñüðÿôõö ô÷õ ÿøøîðÿøù üí ô÷õ 378 ûüýõú%

ìþ ô÷õ þõô.üðò øüþ5èîðÿôñüþ ÷üä ô÷õ ýõöôñþÿôñüþ ÷üöô ñö õ,îñóóõý .ñô÷ ÿ
éé ë#óö .ñðõúõöö <3= ñþôõðíÿøõ% '÷õ #ÿöõ öôÿôñüþ ñö øüþþõøôõý ôü ô÷õ þõô.üðò
øüþ5èîðÿôñüþ ÷þ% '÷õðõ ÿðõ 5!õ éAA ë#óö ö.ñôø÷õö #õô.õõþ ô÷õ öüîðøõ ÷üöô
ÿþý ô÷õ #ÿöõ öôÿôñüþ% ìþ ô÷ñö øÿöõä ô÷õ .ñðõúõöö <3=ä .÷ñø÷ ñö ûîø÷ öúü.õð ô÷ÿþ
éAA ë#óö <3=ä ñö ô÷õ #üôôúõþõøò% '÷õ ðüîþýïôðñó ôñûõ ñö õ-óõøôõý ôü #õ öñèþñíï
ñøÿþôúù úÿðèõð ô÷ÿþ üô÷õð þõô.üðò øüþ5èîðÿôñüþö%

ìþ õÿø÷ þõô.üðò øüþ5èîðÿôñüþä .õ ÷ÿ!õ øüúúõøôõý #üô÷ ô÷õ óÿøòõô ñþôõðï
ýõóÿðôîðõ ôñûõ ÿçþå ÿþý ô÷õ ðüîþýïôðñó ôñûõ !ÿðñÿôñüþ ýçþå îöñþè ô÷õ ÿóóðüÿø÷
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measured data
model output 

,ö- òüÿñ"øüö öÿûÿ ÿ,þ- ÿùö
ôðöü$ ð"ûõ"û ÿÿ,þ-

ÿþýü ûü 8üñ"$ûñ úù ùüû0ðøý þðù1'"øÿûúðù :î ,îíí òóõñ ;7: 0<ð =ÿþý'øð"ùö ìøÿ.þ-

ÿþýüûú#þÿ úù øþü÷úöù >% 'õþ ýöôûüþ õöý÷ ýþù÷ óAòAAA ñûö#þ ñðüïþ÷ý .ú÷õ ðù þ-î
ñöùþù÷úðííì ÿúý÷ûú#ô÷þÿ úù÷þûîÿþñðû÷ôûþ ÷úëþ% =ö÷þ ÷õð÷ íöý÷ ñðüïþ÷ý ðûþ ùö÷ úùî
üíôÿþÿ úù ÷õþ ëþðýôûþÿ úùñô÷ ðùÿ öô÷ñô÷ ÿð÷ð% êé ðíí úùñô÷ ðùÿ öô÷ñô÷ ÿð÷ð
üöííþü÷þÿò .þ ôýþ ÷õþ úùñô÷ ðùÿ öô÷ñô÷ ÿð÷ð öé óAA ñðüïþ÷ ýðëñíþý éöû üöþ$î
üúþù÷ý ÿþ÷þûëúùð÷úöù ðùÿ ëöÿþí !ðíúÿð÷úöù öé ÷õþ 378 ëöÿþí% èù .õð÷ éöííö.ýò
.þ ÿúýüôýý õö. ðüüôûð÷þíì ÷õþ ûöôùÿî÷ûúñ ÷úëþ ÿìùðëúüý üðù #þ ëöÿþíþÿ #ì ÷õþ
378 ëöÿþí%

ÿþýüûúù øû÷öõôúóýòû÷ ÿñ

èù ÷õþ ùþ÷.öûï üöù5çôûð÷úöùÿñò ÷õþ ëþðù ñðüïþ÷ úù÷þûîÿþñðû÷ôûþ ÷úëþ õðý #þþù
ýþ÷ ÷ö A%" ëýò ûþýôí÷úùç úù ÷õþ ð!þûðçþ ñðüïþ÷ ÷ûðùýëúýýúöù ûð÷þ öé >0%" æ#ñý
ðùÿ ÷õþ ð!þûðçþ ûöôùÿî÷ûúñ ÷úëþ öé A%? ëý% øõö.ù úù &úç% > ðûþ ûþýôí÷ý úù ÷õþ
ùþ÷.öûï üöù5çôûð÷úöù ÿñ éöû ÿ F *?þ ?þ ó+% 'õúý 5çôûþ ýõö.ýC åðä ÷õþ ñðüïþ÷
úù÷þûîÿþñðû÷ôûþ ÷úëþ ýåüäò å#ä ÷õþ ëþðýôûþÿ ûöôùÿî÷ûúñ ÷úëþò åüä ÷õþ ëþðýôûþÿ
ûöôùÿî÷ûúñ ÷úëþ !ðûúð÷úöù ûåüäò ðùÿ åÿä üöëñðûúýöù #þ÷.þþù ÷õþ ëþðýôûþÿ öô÷ñô÷
ÿð÷ð ðùÿ ÷õþ ëöÿþí öô÷ñô÷% æöûþ ýñþüú5üðííìò ÷õþ Lëþðýôûþÿ öô÷ñô÷ ÿð÷ðM úý
÷õþ ëþðýôûþÿ ûöôùÿî÷ûúñ ÷úëþ !ðûúð÷úöù ûåüäò ðùÿ ÷õþ Lëöÿþí öô÷ñô÷M úý ÷õþ
ýúëôíð÷þÿ öô÷ñô÷ éûöë ÷õþ 378 ëöÿþíò .õúüõ úý ÿþ5ùþÿ ðý

ûÿåüÿúä F ùÿÿ åüÿúä ú å@ä

.õþûþ

ùÿåüÿúä F *þûÿåü þ óÿúäþ ø ø ø þþûÿåü þ ÷þÿúäþ

ýåü þ ÷ý þ óäþ ø ø ø þ ýåü þ ÷ý þ ÷üä+ åóAä
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measured data
model output 

,ö- òüÿñ"øüö öÿûÿ ÿ,þ- ÿùö
ôðöü$ ð"ûõ"û ÿÿ,þ-

ÿþýü ûü 8üñ"$ûñ úù ùüû0ðøý þðù1'"øÿûúðù :6 ,îíí òóõñ ;7: 0< =ÿþý'øð"ùö ìøÿ.þ-

=ÿþý þüý ûúùýøý÷öý #ýþ.ýý÷ Iÿõþÿýô ó÷û ÿÿõþÿýô: ú%ý%ò Iÿõþô úñ ó ðïñþýî óüýóû îøýï
ûúöþúÿ÷ íøÿì þüý ìýóñëøýû ú÷îëþñ ó÷û ÿëþîëþñò .üýøýóñ ÿÿõþÿýô úñ ó ñúìëêóþýû
ÿëþîëþ ÿ÷êé íøÿì þüý ìýóñëøýû ú÷îëþñ óññëìú÷è /ýøÿ ÷ÿúñý% 'üýøý óøý ñý!ýøóê
þýöü÷ú,ëýñ íÿø öüýöçú÷è óööëøóöé ÿí þüý 378 ìÿûýê ÿ#þóú÷ýû #é ñéñþýì úûý÷þúï
5öóþúÿ÷ *6+% (ÿìîóøú÷è þüý ìýóñëøýû ÿëþîëþ ûóþó ó÷û þüý ìÿûýê ÿëþîëþ úñ ÿ÷ý
ÿí þüý ìÿñþ ú÷þëúþú!ý óîîøÿóöüýñ%

&úèëøý >õöô ñüÿ.ñ þüóþ þüý óìîêúþëûý ÿí þüý øÿë÷ûïþøúî þúìý !óøúóþúÿ÷ úñ !ýøé
ñìóêêò .üýøýóñ þüý îóöçýþ ú÷þýøïûýîóøþëøý þúìý ûé÷óìúöóêêé öüó÷èýñ% 'üúñ úñ
#ýöóëñý þüýøý úñ ÷ÿ #óöçèøÿë÷û þøó$ö #ýþ.ýý÷ þüý ñÿëøöý ó÷û ûýñþú÷óþúÿ÷ üÿñþñ%
3 ñêúèüþ öüó÷èý ú÷ þüý øÿë÷ûïþøúî þúìý .ÿëêû #ý öóëñýû #é þüý îøÿöýññú÷è ûýêóé
!óøúóþúÿ÷ óþ þüý üÿñþ ó÷ûDÿø #é ó þúìýø èøó÷ëêóøúþé ÿí þüý ÿîýøóþú÷è ñéñþýìò ñú÷öý
þüý ÷ýþ.ÿøç úñ ÷ÿþ ó #ÿþþêý÷ýöç ú÷ þüý ÷ýþ.ÿøç öÿ÷5èëøóþúÿ÷ ÿþ% &úèëøý >õûô
ú÷ûúöóþýñ þüóþ þüý 378 ìÿûýê öó÷÷ÿþ öóîþëøý þüý øÿë÷ûïþøúî þúìý ûé÷óìúöñ
ú÷ þüý ÷ýþ.ÿøç öÿ÷5èëøóþúÿ÷ ÿþ% =óìýêéò þüý ìÿûýê ÿëþîëþ ÿÿõþô úñ óêìÿñþ
ë÷öüó÷èýûò óêþüÿëèü þüý ìýóñëøýû øÿë÷ûïþøúî þúìý öüó÷èýñ% 'üúñ úñ öóëñýû #é
þüý .ýóç öÿøøýêóþúÿ÷ #ýþ.ýý÷ þüý îóöçýþ ú÷þýøïûýîóøþëøý þúìý ó÷û þüý ìýóñëøýû
øÿë÷ûïþøúî þúìý: þüóþ úñò ú÷ þüý ÷ýþ.ÿøç öÿ÷5èëøóþúÿ÷ ÿþò þüý øÿë÷ûïþøúî þúìý
úñ óêìÿñþ ú÷ûýîý÷ûý÷þ ÿí þüý îóöçýþ ú÷þýøïûýîóøþëøý þúìý%

ÿýüûúùø ÷úöõôóùòüñúö ÿð

&úèëøý 2 ñüÿ.ñ øýñëêþñ ú÷ þüý ÷ýþ.ÿøç öÿ÷5èëøóþúÿ÷ ÿð íÿø ü F *?û ?û ð+% æ÷ þüúñ
öóñýò þüý ìýó÷ îóöçýþ ú÷þýøïûýîóøþëøý þúìý üóñ #ýý÷ ñýþ þÿ A%4 ìñò øýñëêþú÷è þüý
ó!ýøóèý îóöçýþ þøó÷ñìúññúÿ÷ øóþý ÿí ð?%A å#îñ ó÷û þüý ó!ýøóèý øÿë÷ûïþøúî þúìý
ÿí ð%? ìñ% &úèëøý 2õöô ñüÿ.ñ þüóþ þüý óìîêúþëûý ÿí þüý øÿë÷ûïþøúî þúìý !óøúóþúÿ÷
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measured data
model output 

,ö- òüÿñ"øüö öÿûÿ ÿ,þ- ÿùö
ôðöü$ ð"ûõ"û ÿÿ,þ-

ÿþýü ûü 8üñ"$ûñ úù ùüû0ðøý þðù1'"øÿûúðù :î ,íí òóõñ 2úøü$üññ ;7: ? íìì òóõñ ;7:-

ÿþ ýüûúùû ø÷üö ø÷üø õô ø÷ù öùø.õûó òõö5úñûüøÿõö ÿþ% '÷ù ðüÿö ûùüþõö ôõû þñò÷ ü
ýüûúù üðïýÿøñîù .õñýî #ù ø÷ù ùíùòø õô ø÷ù #üòóúûõñöî øûü$ò: ø÷üø ÿþì ø÷ù ûõñöîë
øûÿï øÿðù øùöîþ øõ #ùòõðù ýüûúù .÷ùö ø÷ù öùø.õûó ÿþ òõöúùþøùî% êø òüö #ù ôõñöî
ø÷üø ø÷ù ðõîùý õñøïñø ÿÿéþÿýè üöî ø÷ù ðùüþñûùî õñøïñø ÿéþè ûõñú÷ýç òõÿöòÿîù
#ñø þýÿú÷øýç îÿíùû% '÷ÿþ ÿþ #ùòüñþù ø÷ù ðùüþñûùî ûõñöîëøûÿï øÿðù !üûÿüøÿõö ÿþ
îÿþøñû#ùî #ç õø÷ùû øûü$òì .÷ÿò÷ ÿþ ñöóöõ.ö þõ ø÷üø öõø ÿöòýñîùî ÿö ø÷ù ðõîùý
õñøïñø ÿÿéþè%

ÿýüûúùø ÷úöõôóùòüñúö ÿð

7ùþñýøþ ÿö ø÷ù öùø.õûó òõö5úñûüøÿõö ÿð ôõû ü F *?û ?û æ+ üûù þ÷õ.ö ÿö &ÿú% 4%
êö ø÷ÿþ òüþùì ø÷ù ðùüö ïüòóùø ÿöøùûëîùïüûøñûù øÿðù ÷üþ #ùùö þùø øõ æ"%A ðþì
ûùþñýøÿöú ø÷ù ü!ùûüúù ïüòóùø øûüöþðÿþþÿõö ûüøù õô @46 J#ïþ üöî ø÷ù ü!ùûüúù
ûõñöîëøûÿï øÿðù õô æ4%6 ðþ% &ÿúñûù 4éòè þ÷õ.þ ø÷üø ø÷ù üðïýÿøñîù õô ø÷ù ûõñöîë
øûÿï øÿðù !üûÿüøÿõö ÿþ ðñò÷ ýüûúùû éü#õñø æA ðþè ø÷üö ø÷ù ïûù!ÿõñþ òüþùþì ÿþ
üöîÿï% &ÿúñûù 4éîè ÿöîÿòüøùþ ø÷üø ø÷ù ûõñöîëøûÿï øÿðù îçöüðÿòþ ÿþ öõø òõûûùòøýç
ðõîùýùî #ç ø÷ù 378 ðõîùý% êø ÿþ ïûõ#ü#ýç #ùòüñþù ø÷ù øûüöþðÿþþÿõö îùýüç üø
ø÷ù .ÿûùýùþþ ýÿöó ÿþ þÿúöÿ5òüöøýç ò÷üöúùîì ûùþñýøÿöú ÿö ü ýüûúù ðùüþñûùðùöø öõÿþù%
&ûõð ø÷ùþù õ#þùû!üøÿõöþì .ù òõöòýñîù ø÷üø ø÷ù ûõñöîëøûÿï øÿðù îçöüðÿòþ òüö #ù
ðõîùýùî #ç ø÷ù 378 ðõîùý .÷ùö ø÷ù öùø.õûó ÿþ ðõîùûüøùýç òõöúùþøùî%

÷îúñíý úì ëúêýé èùêýùç òöê ÿóæ!ýù úì åòæ"éýç

êö ø÷ù ü#õ!ù ûùþñýøþì ø÷ù õûîùûþ üöî ø÷ù îùýüç õô ø÷ù 378 ðõîùý ÿþ 5-ùî üø
ü F *?û ?û æ+% êö úùöùûüýì ø÷ù üòòñûüòç õô ø÷ù 378 ðõîùý ÿþ îùïùöîùöø õö ø÷ù
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ÿþýü úü 8ÿ$þýüûú ùÿý0ÿÿú $ûøø %"ú÷ýüûú
þúö ýõÿ ûóöÿóø û% ýõÿ 789 ôûöÿ$

ÿþýüÿû ýú ùþû ýø÷ûøö õô÷ ùþû ÷ûóõò ýú ùþû 378 ñý÷ûóð õô÷ ùþû ôïñ#ûø ýú öõñîóûö
ïöû÷ úýø öòöùûñ ü÷ûôùü5ÿõùüýô% íù üö ùþûøûúýøû ÷ûöüøõ#óû ùý ÿõøûúïóóò ÿþýýöû ÿ õô÷
ùþû ôïñ#ûø ýú öõñîóûö ùý ñüôüñü/û ùþû óýöö úïôÿùüýô þÿ ìýü û

ÿ ë ìü%û%ð ùþû öïñ ýú
õóó ö,ïõøû÷ îøû÷üÿùüýô ûøøýøöë%

&üêïøû 6 öþý.ö ùþû øûóõùüýô #ûù.ûûô ùþû óýöö úïôÿùüýô úÿ ìýë õô÷ ùþû ôïñ#ûø
ýú öõñîóûö ïöû÷ úøýñ ùþû üôîïù õô÷ ýïùîïù ÷õùõ üô ùþû ôûù.ýøé ÿýô5êïøõùüýô
ÿþ% íô ùþüö 5êïøûð ùþû ýø÷ûøö õô÷ ùþû ÷ûóõò ýú ùþû 378 ñý÷ûó üö 5-û÷ õù ÿ F
*?ü ?ü è+ð .þüóû ùþû ôïñ#ûø ýú öõñîóûö üö ÿþõôêû÷ úøýñ >A ùý èAA% 'þüö 5êïøû
öþý.ö õ ùûô÷ûôÿò ùþõùð õö ùþû ôïñ#ûø ýú öõñîóûö üôÿøûõöûöð ùþû óýöö úïôÿùüýô 5øöù
÷ûÿøûõöûö õô÷ ùþûô êøõ÷ïõóóò üôÿøûõöûö% 'þû öüñüóõø ùûô÷ûôÿüûö õøû ý#öûø!û÷ üô
ýùþûø ôûù.ýøé ÿýô5êïøõùüýôö ÿý õô÷ ÿüð õóùþýïêþ ùþû øûöïóùö õøû ôýù üôÿóï÷û÷
þûøû%

;û ôû-ù öþý. ùþû øûóõùüýô #ûù.ûûô ùþû ýø÷ûøö ýú ùþû 378 ñý÷ûó õô÷ ùþû
óýöö úïôÿùüýô þÿ ìýü û

ÿ ë üô &üê% ?% 'þüö 5êïøû ïöûö èAA öõñîóûö úøýñ ùþû üôîïù
õô÷ ýïùîïù ÷õùõ üô ùþû ôûù.ýøé ÿýô5êïøõùüýô ÿþð õô÷ ùþû ýø÷ûøö ýú ùþû 378
ñý÷ûóð ùþ õô÷ ùýð õøû ÿþõôêû÷ úøýñ è ùý "Að øûöîûÿùü!ûóò% 'þüö 5êïøû üô÷üÿõùûö
ùþõù ùþû óýöö úïôÿùüýô üôÿøûõöûö õö ùþû ùý üôÿøûõöûö% çô ùþû ÿýôùøõøòð ùþû ÿþýüÿû
ýú ùþ þõö óüùùóû ûæûÿù ýô ùþû óýöö úïôÿùüýô%

3ôýùþûø üñîýøùõôù úõÿùýø üô ÷ûùûøñüôüôê ùþû ýø÷ûøö ýú ùþû 378 ñý÷ûó üö ùþû
þüêþûöù úøû,ïûôÿò ùþõù öþýïó÷ #û ÿõîùïøû÷ #ò ùþû 378 ñý÷ûó% =õñûóòð ùþû 378
ñý÷ûó üö õ#óû ùý ÿõîùïøû þüêþûø úøû,ïûôÿò ýú ùþû ýïùîïù ÷õùõ ìü%û%ð ùþû øýïô÷åùøüî
ùüñû !õøüõùüýôë .üùþ óõøêûø ùþ õô÷ ùý% äýøûý!ûøð ùþû 378 ñý÷ûó øû,ïüøûö ñýøû
ÿýñîïùõùüýôõó #ïø÷ûô õô÷ #ûÿýñûö óûöö öùõ#óû õö ùþû ýø÷ûøö üôÿøûõöû *6+% ãý ùþû
ýø÷ûøö ýú ùþû 378 ñý÷ûó öþýïó÷ #û ÷ûùûøñüôû÷ #ò ùõéüôê õÿÿýïôù ýú õ ùøõ÷ûåýæ
õñýôê õÿÿïøõÿòð ÿýñîóû-üùòð õô÷ öùõ#üóüùò%

" !ÿþýüþþÿûú ùúø #ûúý÷üþÿûú

;û ÷üöÿïöö öû!ûøõó îýööü#óû õîîóüÿõùüýôö ýú ýïø õîîøýõÿþ N ñý÷ûóüôê ùþû øýïô÷å
ùøüî ùüñû ÷òôõñüÿö ýú ùþû íôùûøôûù ïöüôê ùþû 378 ñý÷ûó% Bûùõüóö ýú ùþûöû ùýîüÿö
.üóó #û ÷üöÿïööû÷ üô ùþû úýøùþÿýñüôê îõîûøð #ïù üù üö .ýøùþ.þüóû ùý ÷üöÿïöö þý.
ýïø õîîøýõÿþ ÿõô #û õîîóüû÷ ùý !õøüýïö îøý#óûñö% 'þû 5øöù õô÷ öùøõüêþùúýø.õø÷
õîîóüÿõùüýô .ýïó÷ #û ùý ïöû ýïø õîîøýõÿþ ùý ÿþýüûúùøþý ùþû øýïô÷åùøüî ùüñû
÷òôõñüÿö ýú ùþû íôùûøôûù% ;û ÿõô õôõóò/û ùþû øýïô÷åùøüî ùüñû ÷òôõñüÿö ùþøýïêþ
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ÿþý 378 üûúýù% Hýø÷öõý ÿþý 378 üûúýù ôõ ûóý ûò <'ñ ð<ôóý÷ï 'ôüý ñó!÷ïôî
÷óÿí üûúýùõì !÷ïôûöõ ÷ó÷ùëõôõ ÿýøþóô,öýõ òûï <'ñ üûúýùõ ôó ÿôüýî ÷óú òïý,öýóøëî
úûü÷ôó ø÷ó #ý öÿôùô/ýú% 'þý õýøûóú ÷êêùôø÷ÿôûó .ûöùú #ý ÿû ÿþýüûúù ÿþý òöÿöïý
ïûöóúîÿïôê ÿôüý òïûü ÿþý 378 üûúýù% 3õ þ÷!ý õþû.ó ôó éýøÿôûó 2ì ÿþý ïûöóúî
ÿïôê ÿôüý ûò ÷ ê÷øèýÿ ôõ øûóõôúýï÷#ùë úôõÿöï#ýú #ë #÷øèçïûöóú ÿï÷$ø% æýóøýì ôÿ
ôõ úô$øöùÿ ÿû êïýúôøÿ ÿþý ò÷ï òöÿöïý ïûöóúîÿïôê ÿôüý% æû.ý!ýïì ÿþý 378 üûúýù
ø÷ó êïýúôøÿ ÿþý óý÷ï òöÿöïý ïûöóúîÿïôê ÿôüýì .þôøþ .ûöùú #ý öõýòöù ÿûì òûï ý-÷üî
êùýì åûé øûóÿïûùùôóç üýøþ÷óôõüõ% 3õ óûÿýú ôó éýøÿôûó äì ÿþý ÿþôïú ÷óú êûõõô#ùë
üûõÿ ôüêûïÿ÷óÿ ÷êêùôø÷ÿôûó .ûöùú #ý ÿû üýøû÷ö ÷ úýù÷ëî#÷õýú øûóçýõÿôûó øûóÿïûù
üýøþ÷óôõü% ãóøý ÿþý 378 üûúýù ø÷êÿöïôóç ÿþý ïûöóúîÿïôê ÿôüý ôõ û#ÿ÷ôóýúì
ôÿ .ûöùú #ý êûõõô#ùý ÿû ÷êêùë ÿþý ûêÿôü÷ù øûóÿïûù ÿþýûïë ÿû úýõôçó ÷ó ý$øôýóÿ
úýù÷ëî#÷õýú øûóçýõÿôûó øûóÿïûù üýøþ÷óôõü% (ûóçýõÿôûó øûóÿïûù ûò ÿþý ñóÿýïóýÿ
ôõ ÷ úô$øöùÿ êïû#ùýü #ýø÷öõý ûò ôÿõ øûüêùý-ôÿë õöøþ ÷õ þýÿýïûçýóýôÿë ûò !÷ïôûöõ
óýÿ.ûïè ýùýüýóÿõ ÷óú óûóîóýçùôçô#ùý êïûê÷ç÷ÿôûó úýù÷ëõ% æû.ý!ýïì .ý #ýùôý!ý
ÿþ÷ÿ øûü#ôó÷ÿôûó ûò ÿþý 378 üûúýù ÷óú ÿþý ûêÿôü÷ù øûóÿïûù ÿþýûïë .ûöùú þýùê
öõ ÿû úýõôçó ÷ üûïý ý$øôýóÿ øûóçýõÿôûó øûóÿïûù üýøþ÷óôõü% ;ý ÷ïý øöïïýóÿùë
.ûïèôóç ûó úýõôçóôóç ÷ úýù÷ëî#÷õýú øûóçýõÿôûó øûóÿïûù üýøþ÷óôõü òûï õÿïý÷ü
!ôúýû ÷êêùôø÷ÿôûóõ%

ñó ÿþôõ ê÷êýïì .ý þ÷!ý êïûêûõýú ÷ óû!ýù ÷êêïû÷øþ ÿû üûúýù ÿþý ïûöóúîÿïôê
ÿôüý úëó÷üôøõ ûò ÿþý ñóÿýïóýÿ öõôóç õëõÿýü ôúýóÿô5ø÷ÿôûó% 'þý ü÷ôó ôúý÷ ôõ ÿû
üûúýù ÿþý óýÿ.ûïèì õýýó #ë ÷ õêýøô5ø õûöïøý þûõÿì ÷õ ÷ ùôóý÷ï ÿôüýîôó!÷ïô÷óÿ 378
üûúýù% 'þý ôóêöÿ ÿû ÿþý 378 üûúýù ôõ ÿþý ê÷øèýÿ ôóÿýïîúýê÷ïÿöïý ÿôüý òïûü
ÿþý õûöïøý þûõÿì ÷óú ÿþý ûöÿêöÿ ôõ ÿþý ïûöóúîÿïôê ÿôüý !÷ïô÷ÿôûó üý÷õöïýú ÷ÿ ÿþý
õûöïøý þûõÿ% ;ôÿþ ÿþý ñ(â)î#÷õýú üý÷õöïýüýóÿ üýÿþûúì .ý þ÷!ý øûùùýøÿýú ÿþïýý
õýÿõ ûò ÿþý ôóêöÿ ÷óú ûöÿêöÿ ú÷ÿ÷ òïûü ïý÷ù óýÿ.ûïèõ% áõôóç ÿþý üý÷õöïýüýóÿ
ïýõöùÿõì .ý þ÷!ý úýÿýïüôóýú øûý$øôýóÿõ ûò ÿþý 378 üûúýùì ÷óú þ÷!ý ôó!ýõÿôç÷ÿýú
þû. ÷øøöï÷ÿýùë ÿþý 378 üûúýù ø÷êÿöïýõ ÿþý ïûöóúîÿïôê ÿôüý úëó÷üôøõ% ;ý þ÷!ý
òûöóú ÿþ÷ÿ ÿþý 378 üûúýù ø÷ó ø÷êÿöïý ÿþý ïûöóúîÿïôê ÿôüý úëó÷üôøõ .þýó ÿþý
óýÿ.ûïè ôõ üûúýï÷ÿýùë øûóçýõÿýú% ;ý þ÷!ý ÷ùõû òûöóú ÿþ÷ÿì .þýó ÿþý óýÿ.ûïè ôõ
óûÿ øûóçýõÿýú ûï ÿþý üý÷õöïýú ïûöóúîÿïôê ÿôüý ôõ óûôõëì ÿþý 378 üûúýù ò÷ôùõ ÿû
ø÷êÿöïý ÿþý ïûöóúîÿïôê ÿôüý úëó÷üôøõ%

3õ ÷ òöÿöïý .ûïèì ôÿ ôõ ôüêûïÿ÷óÿ ÿû !÷ùôú÷ÿý ýàýøÿô!ýóýõõ ûò ûöï üûúýùôóç
÷êêïû÷øþ òûï ÷ ÿþïûöçþ õýÿ ûò ôóêöÿ ÷óú ûöÿêöÿ ú÷ÿ÷ û#ÿ÷ôóýú òïûü !÷ïôûöõ
óýÿ.ûïè øûó5çöï÷ÿôûóõ% ;ý ÷ïý øöïïýóÿïë üý÷õöïôóç ÿþý ôóêöÿ ÷óú ûöÿêöÿ ú÷ÿ÷
ôó .ûïèôóç <3= ÷óú ;3= ýó!ôïûóüýóÿõ *"0+%

$ÿþýü%ûúùøú÷úýö

'þôõ .ûïè .÷õ õöêêûïÿýú ôó ê÷ïÿ #ë 7ýõý÷ïøþ òûï ÿþý &öÿöïý )ïûçï÷ü ûò O÷ê÷ó
éûøôýÿë òûï ÿþý )ïûüûÿôûó ûò éøôýóøý öóúýï ÿþý )ïû9ýøÿ Lñóÿýçï÷ÿýú =ýÿ.ûïè 3ïî
øþôÿýøÿöïý òûï 3ú!÷óøýú âöùÿôüýúô÷ 3êêùôø÷ÿôûó éëõÿýüõMðOé)éî
7&'&@67ä40Aäí%

õúôúóúýÿúò

ÿ/ 8/ þýüûú @7 ùø$ý÷öõýôøù ýóóòñýðï %ñò ðñû'øôîüñû ýíñüùýûðø üû üûîøòðñûûøðîøù ïøîö
øòñ'øûøñ"ô ðñìó"îøò ûøî0ñòëôúA ÿþý þüûúùø÷ö þüûûùõôóòøôüõ ñ÷ðô÷ïú íñ$/ ÿ>ú
óó/ êéBèÿú çðî/ ÿ>(>/
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6/ ;/ #/ =ÿþýüûú #/ 2/ ùCøþ$$÷öú þõô ;/ ;/ 3÷ó÷ÿòûõú @ñð3 D÷'þòE :÷0 ó÷ïîõíF"÷ò
%ûÿ ïûõ'÷òóíûõ ô÷ó÷ïóíûõ þõô þìûíôþõï÷úA íõ ÿþýüûûúùø÷ö ýõ ôóò ñðïóîòò íìëú
ëë/ 6êBéèú ùïó/ ç>>ê/

é/ æ/åð/ =û$ûóú @ðîþÿþïó÷ÿí4íõ' ÷õôåóûå÷õô ëþïý÷ó ô÷$þö þõô $ûòò íõ óî÷ )õó÷ÿõ÷óúA
êýéþøèç ýõ æù÷!"ñåûûú #ûäãýþ$öú ìû$/ 6ú ëë/ éäèBé6éú G÷ï/ ç>>é/

ê/ #/ =/ øûûõú æ/ H"ÿûò÷ú 3/ #ý÷$$öú þõô G/ ñû0ò$÷öú @ðûÿÿ÷$þóíûõ û% ëþïý÷ó ô÷$þö þõô
$ûòò íõ óî÷ )õó÷ÿõ÷óúA ó÷ïî/ ÿ÷ë/ú G÷ëþÿóü÷õó û% ðûüë"ó÷ÿ #ïí÷õï÷ú ãõíì÷ÿòíóö û%
øþòòþïî"ò÷óóòú ã#7ú æþõ/ ç>>(/

è/ D/ 3þ5òûõú @&õôåóûå÷õô )õó÷ÿõ÷ó ëþïý÷ó ôöõþüíïòúA íõ ÿþýüûûúùø÷ö ýõ ôóò ñðï"
óîòòú ëë/ çé>Bçè6ú #÷ëó/ ç>>â/

á/ I/ ùîòþýíú ø/ ø"ÿþóþú þõô I/ øíöþîþÿþú @øûô÷$íõ' ÷õôåóûå÷õô ëþïý÷ó ô÷$þö ôöå
õþüíïò û% óî÷ )õó÷ÿõ÷ó "òíõ' òöòó÷ü íô÷õóí1ïþóíûõúA íõ ÿþýüûûúùø÷ö ýõ ñûâûøäûûøä!
ðøäûþøèäùýøèç %ûçûäþè&ü óýø÷þûööú ëë/ çä6âBçäé(ú G÷ï/ 6ääç/

â/ ;/ ;J"õ'ú ñ'öäûá ùúûøäù(üèäùýø ) ä!ûýþ' õýþ ä!û éöûþ/ &õ'$÷0ûûô ð$í*òú :/æ/E
3ÿ÷õóíï÷ Iþ$$ú ç>(â/

(/ ø/ 7$$üþõ þõô D/ 3þ5ûõú @ùõ ÷òóíüþóíõ' ÷õôåóûå÷õô õ÷ó0ûÿý ëþóî ëÿûë÷ÿóí÷òúA
ôóò ñðïóîòò íììú ëë/ 6áéB6âêú 7"'/ ç>>>/

>/ 7/ 7ôþüòú ñ/ ="ú 8/ ðþï÷ÿ÷òú :/ G".÷$ôú ñ/ Kÿí÷ôüþõú æ/ Iûÿû0íó4ú K/ ;/ 3ÿ÷òóíú
#/ =/ øûûõú D/ 3þ5òûõú þõô G/ ñû0ò$÷öú @ñî÷ "ò÷ û% ÷õôåóûå÷õô ü"$óíïþòó ü÷þå
ò"ÿ÷ü÷õóò %ûÿ ïîþÿþïó÷ÿí4íõ' íõó÷ÿõþ$ õ÷ó0ûÿý à÷îþìíûÿúA ð*** óýááéøùüèäùýøöú
ëë/ çè6Bçè>ú øþö 6äää/

çä/ D/ 3þ5òûõú @&õôåóûå÷õô ÿû"óíõ' à÷îþìíûÿ íõ óî÷ )õó÷ÿõ÷óúA íõ ôóò ñðïóîòò
íì+ú ëë/ 6èBé(ú øþö ç>>á/

çç/ 8/ ðþï÷ÿ÷òú 3/ =/ Gþõ4í'ú #/ æþüíõú þõô G/ æ/øíó4÷$ú @ðîþÿþïó÷ÿíòóíïò û% 0íô÷åþÿ÷þ
ñð3<)3 ïûõì÷ÿòþóíûõòúA íõ ôóò ñðïóîòò íì,ú ëë/ çäçBçç6ú #÷ëó/ ç>>ç/

ç6/ I/ ðî÷ þõô #/å+/ ;íú @Kþòó þ$'ûÿíóîüò %ûÿ ü÷þò"ÿ÷ü÷õóåàþò÷ô óÿþ.ï üûô÷$íõ'úA
ð*** êýéþøèç ýø ñûçûüäûú ôþûèö ùø óýááéøùüèäùýøöú ìû$/ çáú ëë/ áç6Bá6èú æ"õ÷
ç>>(/

çé/ ;/ 7/ H"$ýþÿõí þõô #/å+/ ;íú @ø÷þò"ÿ÷ü÷õóåàþò÷ô óÿþ.ï üûô÷$íõ'E ïþëó"ÿíõ' íüå
ëûÿóþõó òóþóíòóíïòúA êýéþøèç ýõ ñäýü!èöäùü òýúûçú ìû$/ çêú õû/ èú ç>>(/

çê/ #/å+/ ;íú #/ 3þÿýú þõô G/ 7ÿíL÷ÿú @#ø7+E 7 ü÷þò"ÿ÷ü÷õóåàþò÷ô óûû$ %ûÿ óÿþ%å
1ï üûô÷$íõ' þõô F"÷"÷íõ' þõþ$öòíòú 3þÿó ) å ô÷òí'õ ü÷óîûôû$û'í÷ò þõô òû%ó0þÿ÷
þÿïîíó÷ïó"ÿ÷úA ð*** óýááéøùüèäùýøö òè÷è-ùøûú ìû$/ éáú ëë/ èáBáèú 7"'/ ç>>(/

çè/ #/å+/ ;íú #/ 3þÿýú þõô G/ 7ÿíL÷ÿú @#ø7+E þ ü÷þò"ÿ÷ü÷õóåàþò÷ô óûû$ %ûÿ óÿþ.ï
üûô÷$íõ' þõô F"÷"÷íõ' þõþ$öòíòú 3þÿó )) å õ÷ó0ûÿý þëë$íïþóíûõòúA ð*** óýááéøù"
üèäùýøö òè÷è-ùøûú ìû$/ éáú ëë/ ááBââú 7"'/ ç>>(/

çá/ M/ Nîþõ'ú D/ 3þ5ûõú þõô #/ #ïî÷õý÷ÿú @ñî÷ òóþóíûõþÿíóö û% )õó÷ÿõ÷ó ëþóî ëÿûë÷ÿóí÷òE
ÿû"óíõ'ú $ûòòú þõô óîÿû"'îë"óúA ó÷ïî/ ÿ÷ë/ú 7ð)8)ú øþö 6äää/

çâ/ ù/ 7íóåI÷$$þ$ú &/ 7$óüþõú þõô ñ/ =þòþÿú @7 ÿûà"òó íô÷õóí1ïþóíûõ þ$'ûÿíóîü %ûÿ
óÿþ.ï üûô÷$ò íõ ó÷$÷ïûüü"õíïþóíûõòúA íõ ÿþýüûûúùø÷ö ýõ ð*** ó.ó íììú G÷ï/ ç>>(/

ç(/ 7/ #þõ' þõô #/å+/ ;íú @7 ëÿ÷ôíïóþàí$íóö þõþ$öòíò û% õ÷ó0ûÿý óÿþ.ïúA íõ ÿþýüûûúùø÷ö
ýõ ð*** ð#/îóîò 0111ú ëë/ éê6Béèçú øþÿ/ 6äää/

ç>/ #/ Iþÿ÷òú @&òò÷õóíþ$ óûû$ò %ûÿ óî÷ ù#) )õó÷ÿõ÷óúA àû2éûöä õýþ óýááûøäö 3à/ó4
,56ëú K÷à/ ç>>ê/

6ä/ K/ =þý÷ÿú @8÷F"íÿ÷ü÷õóò %ûÿ )3 ì÷ÿòíûõ ê ÿû"ó÷ÿòúA àû2éûöä õýþ óýááûøäö 3à/ó4
,7,0ú æ"õ÷ ç>>è/

6ç/ æ/ 3ûòó÷$ú @)õó÷ÿõ÷ó ïûõóÿû$ ü÷òòþ'÷ ëÿûóûïû$úA àû2éûöä õýþ óýááûøäö 3à/ó4 6ì0ú
#÷ëó/ ç>(ç/

66/ #/ #þìþ'÷ú @#óíõ'E 7 ñð3åàþò÷ô õ÷ó0ûÿý ü÷þò"ÿ÷ü÷õó óûû$úA íõ ÿþýüûûúùø÷ö ýõ
8ñ*#ð9 ñ'áåýöùéá ýø ðøäûþøûä %ûü!øýçý÷ùûö èøú ñ'öäûáöú ëë/ âçBâ>ú ùïó/ ç>>>/

6é/ I/ ùîòþýíú ø/ øûÿíóþú þõô ø/ ø"ÿþóþú @ø÷þò"ÿ÷ü÷õóåàþò÷ô üûô÷$íõ' û% )õó÷ÿõ÷ó
ÿû"õôåóÿíë óíü÷ ôöõþüíïò "òíõ' òöòó÷ü íô÷õóí1ïþóíûõúA ò"àüíóó÷ô óû ä!û ñûüýøú
ð/ðÿ"%ó+ #ûäãýþ$ùø÷ óýøõûþûøüû 3#*%:îà;ð#ï 01104ú :ûì/ 6ääç/
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Abstract. Several gateway-based congestion control mechanisms have
been proposed to support an end-to-end congestion control mechanism
of TCP (Transmission Control Protocol). One of promising gateway-
based congestion control mechanisms is a RED (Random Early Detec-
tion) gateway. In this paper, we analyze the transient behavior of the
RED gateway when the number of TCP connections is changed. We
model both TCP connections and the RED gateway as a single feedback
system, and analyze the dynamics of the number of packets in the RED
gateway’s buffer when the number of TCP connections is increased or
decreased. Through numerical examples, we quantitatively show that the
transient performance of the RED gateway is quite sensitive to system
parameters such as the total number of TCP connections, the processing
speed of the RED gateway. We also show that control parameters of the
RED gateway have little impact on the transient behavior of the RED
gateway.

1 Introduction

Several gateway-based congestion control mechanisms have been recently pro-
posed to support an end-to-end congestion control mechanism of TCP [1,2].
One of promising gateway-based congestion control mechanisms is a RED (Ran-
dom Early Detection) gateway that randomly drops an incoming packet at the
buffer [1]. A number of studies on the steady state performance of the RED
gateway using simulation experiments have been performed [1,3,4]. Although
effectiveness of the RED gateway is fully dependent on a choice of control pa-
rameters, it is difficult to configure them appropriately. For example, the authors
of [1] have proposed a set of control parameters for the RED gateway, but this is
only a guideline acquired empirically using simulation experiments. On the other
hand, there are a few studies analyzing the characteristics of the RED gateway.
Stability and transient behavior of the RED gateway in the steady state have
been analyzed in [5,6,7,8] by assuming that the number of TCP connections is
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constant. It has not been cleared how the variation of the number of TCP con-
nections affects the transient behavior of the RED gateway. In an actual network,
the number of TCP connections changes frequently. When the number of TCP
connections is increased or decreased, either buffer overflow or buffer underflow
may occur, resulting in the performance degradation of the RED gateway. It is
therefore important to evaluate the transient behavior of the RED gateway by
taking account of the variation of the number of TCP connections.

In this paper, we analyze the transient behavior of the RED gateway by
extending the analytic results obtained in [5]. More specifically, we analyze the
dynamics of the number of packets in the RED gateway’s buffer (i.e., the queue
length) when one or more TCP connections newly start or terminate their data
transmissions. Showing numerical results, we reveal how control parameters of
the RED gateway affect its transient behavior.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain the algorithm
of the RED gateway in short. In Section 3, the analytic model of the RED
gateway is explained, which is used throughout this paper. In Section 4, we
briefly present the derivation of the average state transition equations, which
describe the dynamics of the RED gateway. In Section 5, using the average state
transition equations, we analyze the transient behavior of the RED gateway
when the number of TCP connections is changed. In Section 6, several numerical
examples are presented to clearly show how control parameters of the RED
gateway or system parameters affect the transient performance. In Section 7, we
finally conclude this paper and discuss future works.

2 RED Algorithm

The RED gateway has four control parameters: minth, maxth, maxp, and qw.
minth is the minimum threshold and maxth is the maximum threshold. These
thresholds are used to calculate a packet marking probability for every incom-
ing packet. The RED gateway maintains its average queue length q, which is
calculated from the current queue length using EWMA (Exponential Weighted
Moving Average) with a weight factor of qw. The RED gateway calculates the
packet marking probability pb for every incoming packet from the average queue
length. Namely, the RED gateway determines the packet marking probability pb

using the function shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, maxp is a control parameter
that determines the maximum packet marking probability. The packet dropping
mechanism of the RED gateway is not per-flow basis, so the same packet marking
probability pb is used for all the incoming packets.

3 Analytic Model

In this paper, we analyze the transient behavior of the RED gateway using the
analytic results obtained in [5]. We show our analytic model in Fig. 2. The
analytic model consists of a single RED gateway and multiple TCP connections.
We assume that all TCP connections have an identical (round-trip) propagation
delay (denoted by τ). We also assume that the processing speed of the RED
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Fig. 2. Analytic model.

gateway (denoted by B) is the bottleneck in the network. Namely, transmission
speeds of all links are assumed to be sufficiently faster than the processing speed
of the RED gateway.

We model the congestion control mechanism of TCP version Reno [9] at all
source hosts. We further assume that all TCP connections change their window
sizes (denoted by w) synchronously. Source hosts are allowed to send w packets
without receipt of an ACK (ACKnowledgement) packet. Thus, the source host
can send w packets during its RTT (Round Trip Time). In our analysis, we model
the entire network as a discrete-time system, where a time slot of the system
corresponds to an RTT of TCP connections. We define w(k) as the window size
of the source host at slot k. All source hosts are assumed to have enough data
to transmit; that is, the source host is assumed to always send the number w(k)
of packets during slot k. We define q(k) and q(k) as the current and the average
queue lengths (i.e., the current and the average number of packets in the buffer of
the RED gateway). We assume that both q(k) and q(k) will not change during a
slot [5]. For taking account of a TCP connections variation, the number of TCP
connections at slot k is denoted by n(k).

4 Derivation of Average State Transition Equations

In this section, we present the derivation of average state transition equations,
which describe the dynamics of the RED gateway [5]. Refer to [5] for the detail
of the analysis.

4.1 Derivation of State Transition Equations

Provided that the average queue length q(k) lies between minth and maxth, and
that the number n(k) of TCP connections is constant, pb(k) is given by

pb(k) = maxp

(
q(k)− minth

maxth − minth

)
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The RED gateway discards an incoming packet with a probability pa(k):

pa(k) =
pb(k)

1− count · pb(k)

where count is the number of unmarked packets that have arrived since the
last marked packet. The number of unmarked packets between two consecu-
tive marked packets, X, can be represented by an uniform random variable in
{1, 2, · · · , 1/pb(k)}. Namely,

Pk[X = n] =
{

pb(k) 1 ≤ n ≤ 1/pb(k)
0 otherwise

Let X(k) be the expected number of unmarked packets between two consecutive
marked packets at slot k. Xk is obtained as

Xk =
∞∑

n=1

n Pk[X = n] =
1/pb(k) + 1

2

The probability that at least one packet is discarded from w(k) packets, p, is
given by

p = min
(

w(k)
1/pb(k)

, 1
)

Therefore, by assuming that all TCP connections are in the congestion avoidance
phase, the window size at slot k + 1 is given by

w(k + 1) =
{

w(k)
2 with probability p

w(k) + 1 otherwise
(1)

Note that in the above equation, it is assumed that all packet losses can be
detected by duplicate ACKs [5]. The current queue length at slot k + 1 is given
by

q(k + 1) = q(k) + n(k + 1)w(k + 1)− B

(
τ +

q(k)
B

)

= n(k + 1)w(k + 1)− B τ (2)

The average queue length at slot k + 1 is given by

q(k + 1) = (1− qw)n(k)w(k)q(k) +
qw{1− (1− qw)n(k)w(k)}

1− (1− qw)
q(k)

4.2 Derivation of Average State Transition Equations

We derive average state transition equations that represent a typical behavior
of TCP connections and the RED gateway [5]. We introduce a sequence, which
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is a series of adjacent slots in which all packets from a source host have been
unmarked by the RED gateway (Fig. 3). We then treat the entire network as
a discrete-time system where a time slot corresponds to a sequence, instead of
a slot. Let s(k) be the average number of slots that consists of a sequence that
begins at slot k.

The average state transition equation from w(k) to w(k + s(k)) is obtained
from Eq. (1) as

w(k + s(k)) =
w(k) + s(k)− 1

2
(3)

Note that w(k) represents the expected value of the minimum window size.
Similarly, the average state transition equations from q(k) to q(k+sk) is obtained
from Eq. (2) as

q(k + s(k)) = n(k + s(k))w(k + s(k))− B τ (4)

The average state transition equation from q(k) to q(k + sk) is obtained as

q(k + s(k)) � (1− qw)X(k)q(k) + {1− (1− qw)X(k)}q(k) (5)

Average state transition equations given by Eqs. (3), (4), and (5) describe the
average behaviors of the window size, the current queue length, and the aver-
age queue length, respectively. An average equilibrium value is defined as the
expected value in steady state. Let w∗, q∗, q∗, and n∗ be the average equilib-
rium values of the window size w(k), the current queue length q(k), the average
queue length q(k), and the average number of TCP connections n(k), respec-
tively. Let us introduce δx(k) as the difference between the state vector x(k)
and the average equilibrium point.

δx(k) ≡




w(k)− w∗

q(k)− q∗

q(k)− q∗

n(k)− n∗
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By lineally approximating w(k), q(k), q(k), and n(k) around their average equi-
librium values, δx(k + s) can be written as

δx(k + s(k)) � Aδx(k) (6)

where A is a state transition matrix.

5 Analysis of Transient Behavior

5.1 Types of TCP Connections Variation

We assume that N TCP connections exist in steady state. We also assume that
all TCP connections are in the congestion avoidance phase. In this case, there
are four types of changes in the number of TCP connections.

The first case is that∆N (∆N < N) TCP connections ofN TCP connections
end their data transmissions (C1). In this case, N − ∆N TCP connections are
in the congestion avoidance phase and will reach the steady state again. The
second and the third cases (C2 and C3) are that ∆N TCP connections resume
their data transmissions after an idle period. In these cases, the behavior of these
∆N TCP connections depends on the length of the idle period. When the idle
period is short (C2), ∆N TCP connections operate in the congestion avoidance
phase with using their previous window sizes. In this case, there exist totally
N +∆N TCP connections in the congestion avoidance phase.

On the other hand, when the idle period is long (in general, longer than the
TCP’s retransmission timer) (C3), ∆N TCP connections operate in the slow
start phase with the initial window size. Moreover, the fourth case is that ∆N
TCP connections newly start their data transmissions (C4). In this case, similar
to the third case, there exist N TCP connections in the congestion avoidance
phase and ∆N TCP connections in the slow start phase. In this paper, we
analyze the transient behavior of the RED gateway in each case. We use two
different approaches for the cases that all TCP connections are in the congestion
avoidance phase (C1 and C2) and for the cases that some TCP connections are
in the slow start phase (C3 and C4).

5.2 Cases C1 and C2: Congestion Avoidance Phase Only

We consider the cases that all TCP connections are in the congestion avoidance
phase (C1 or C2). Let u(k) (≡ n(k) − n(k − 1)) be the difference of the number
of TCP connections from slot k − 1 to slot k. For instance, when the number of
TCP connections is increased by ∆N at slot i, u(k) is given by

u(k) =
{

∆N if k = i
0 otherwise

We analyze the effect of the TCP connections variation on the dynamics of
the current queue length of the RED gateway. The main idea is to treat the TCP
connections variation, u(k), and the current queue length, q(k), as the input to,
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and the output from the system formulated by Eq. (6), respectively. Namely, by
adding both the input u(k) and the output q(k) to Eq. (6), we have

δx(k + s(k)) = Aδx(k) +Bu(k)
q(k) = Cδx(k)

where B and C are defined by the following equations.

B = [ 0 0 0 1 ]T

C = [ 0 1 0 0 ]

Namely, the variation of the number of TCP connections, u(k), is added to the
number of active TCP connections, n(k), by B. And the current queue length
of the RED gateway, q(k), is extracted from the state vector by C.

Using such a SISO (Single-Input Single-Output) model given by Eq. (7),
the dynamics of the current queue length of the RED gateway can be precisely
analyzed. For example, the evolution of the current queue length, q(k), for a
given TCP connections variation, u(k), can be calculated by

q(k) =
k∑

i=0

u(i) δx(k − i) (7)

The great advantage of this approach is that various analytic techniques used in
the control theory can be directly applied. For example, if the number of TCP
connections is increased by ∆N at slot k, the input u(k) becomes the impulse
function [10]. Therefore, it is easy to analyze the dynamics of the current queue
length, q(k), by investigating the impulse response of the system. We can inves-
tigate the dynamics of the current queue length not only for an instantaneous
TCP connections variation but also for an arbitrary TCP connections variation.

5.3 Cases C3 and C4: Congestion Avoidance Phase and Slow Start
Phase

We next focus on the other two cases: when TCP connections resume their data
transmissions (C3) and when TCP connections newly start their data transmis-
sions (C4). Let u′(k) be the difference in the total number of packets from slot
k − 1 to slot k, which are sent from all TCP connections in the slow start phase.
More specifically, u′(k) is defined by

u′(k) =
∆N∑
i=1

(wi(k)− wi(k − 1))

where ∆N is the number of TCP connections operating in the slow start phase,
and wi(k) is the window size of ith TCP connection. In the slow start phase,
the window size is first initialized and then doubled every RTT. Thus, when
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∆N TCP connections newly start their data transmissions at slot i, u′(k) is
approximately given by

u′(k) �
{

∆N
n(k) × 2s(k)(k−si−1) if k > si

0 otherwise

Similarly to the previous subsection, the dynamics of the current queue length
of the RED gateway can be analyzed. Namely, the difference in the total number
of packets, u′(k), and the current queue length, q(k), are added to the system
given by Eq. (6) as the input and the output, respectively.

δx(k + s(k)) = Aδx(k) +B′u′(k)
q(k) = Cδx(k)

where

B′ =
[
1 0 0 0

]T

In the above equations, the window size of a TCP connection, w(k), is increased
by u′(k) by B.

6 Numerical Examples and Discussions

6.1 Performance Measures for Transient Behavior

Three performance measures called overshoot, rise time and settling time
are widely used for evaluating the transient behavior of dynamic systems
(Fig. 4) [11]. These are criteria for the damping performance (the overshoot), the
response performance (the rise time), and both the response and the damping
performance (the settling time). In this paper, we define the overshoot as the dif-
ference between the maximum and the equilibrium queue lengths. The rise time
is defined as the time taken for the current queue length to reach the 90 % of
the equilibrium queue length. The settling time is the time taken for the current
queue length to converge within 5% of the equilibrium queue length. In general,
all of these performance measures should be small for achieving better transient
behavior. However, there is a tradeoff among the overshoot, the rise time, and
the settling time. It is therefore important to balance these three performance
measures according to the desired transient behavior.

These performance measures have the following implications to the RED
gateway. A large overshoot means that the current queue length of the RED
gateway grows excessively when the number of TCP connections is changed.
Since the current queue length is limited by the buffer size, a large overshoot
sometimes causes buffer overflow at the RED gateway. Otherwise, it results in
a long queueing delay in the buffer. Hence, a small overshoot is desirable for
preventing buffer overflow and minimizing the queueing delay. In addition, the
rise time represents the convergence speed of the current queue length after
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a change of the number of TCP connections. As can be seen from Eq. (2),
the current queue length, q(k), directly reflects the window sizes w(k). So it
is possible to estimate the convergence speed of TCP connections from the rise
time. The settling time implies the convergence speed of the current queue length
to its equilibrium value after the number of TCP connections is changed.

6.2 Case C2: Congestion Avoidance Phase Only

Due to space limitation, we only show numerical examples for the case (C2):
when ∆N TCP connections resume their data transmissions in the congestion
avoidance phase after a short idle period. We use the equilibrium values, w∗, q∗,
and q∗, as the initial values for w(k), q(k), and q(k). We calculate the dynamics
of the queue length q(k) of the RED gateway using Eq. (7) when ∆N TCP
connections resume at slot 0; i.e.,

n(k) =
{

N if k < 0
N +∆N if k ≥ 0

Figure 5 shows performance measures for the transient behavior (the over-
shoot, the rise time, and the settling time) for different number N of TCP
connections in steady state, n∗. In the following figures, unless explicitly stated,
we use a set of control parameters of the RED gateway recommended by the au-
thors of [1]. We also use the following system parameters: the processing speed of
the RED gateway B = 2 [packet /ms], the propagation delay τ = 1 [ms], and the
number of resumed TCP connections ∆N = 1. Figure 5 shows that the current
queue length of the RED gateway changes more dynamically (i.e., a larger over-
shoot) when N is smaller. It is because when the number of TCP connections in
steady state, N , is smaller, the impact of the resumed TCP connection becomes
larger. The figure also shows that the overshoot is smaller than 1 [packet] when
the number of TCP connections, N , is greater than 4. It suggests that the buffer
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overflow at the RED gateway is not likely to happen when the number of TCP
connections is sufficiently large.

Shown in Fig. 6 is the case that the processing speed of the RED gateway,
B, is changed from 1 to 10 [packet/ms]. One can find from this figure that as the
processing speed of the RED gateway decreases, the overshoot and the settling
time becomes small and long, respectively. This implies that the effect of TCP
connections variation on the current queue length of the RED gateway sustains
for a long period if the processing speed of the RED gateway is small.

Figure 7 illustrates the effect of the (round-trip) propagation delay of the
TCP connection on the transient behavior of the RED gateway. In this figure,
the propagation delay of the TCP connection, τ , is changed from 1 to 6 [ms].
This figure clearly shows that the transient behavior of the RED gateway is
degraded when the propagation delay of the TCP connection is large. For ex-
ample, as the propagation delay increases, both the overshoot and the rise time
increase. This phenomenon can be understood by the fact that when both TCP
connections and the RED gateway are considered as a single feedback system, a
longer propagation delay corresponds to a longer feedback delay. In general, both
the stability and the transient performance of a feedback system are degraded
by a long feedback delay.

Figure 7 also shows that the settling time is minimized when the propagation
delay of the TCP connection, τ , is about 4 [ms]. It can be conjectured from this
phenomenon that the current queue length of the RED gateway will change
slowly when the propagation delay of the TCP connection is short, and that
the current queue length changes oscillatory when the propagation delay is long.
From this observation, it is expected that the operation of the RED gateway
becomes unstable if the propagation delay of the TCP connection is very long. In
most feedback-based systems, a small feedback delay improves both the stability
and the transient performance. However, in the congestion avoidance phase of
TCP, the window size of the source host is increased every its RTT. In other
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words, the congestion avoidance phase of TCP has a feedback gain, which is
dependent on the feedback delay.

We then investigate the effect of the maximum packet marking probability,
maxp, on the transient behavior of the RED gateway. Figure 8 suggests that
three performance measures — the overshoot, the rise time, and the settling
time — are slightly increased as maxp increases. Namely, the maximum packet
marking probability, maxp, has little impact on the transient behavior of the
RED gateway. The maximum packet marking probability, maxp, should there-
fore be configured by taking account of the steady state performance of the RED
gateway (e.g., the average throughput and the average queue length). Although
we do not include results due to space limitation, we found that two threshold
values, minth and maxth, also have little impact on the transient behavior of
the RED gateway.

We finally show the dynamics of the current queue length of the RED gateway
for a different number of resumed TCP connections ∆N . In this figure, ∆N is
changed from 1 to 10. It can be found from this figure that the current queue
length of the RED gateway changes more excessively with a larger number of
resumed TCP connections,∆N . This phenomenon can be intuitively understood.
Namely, when the number of resumed TCP connections is large, more packets
arrive at the RED gateway. It gives a larger impact on the transient behavior of
the RED gateway.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have analyzed the impact of TCP connections variation on the
transient behavior of the RED gateway by utilizing the average state transition
equations obtained in [5]. We have modeled the entire network including both
TCP connections and the RED gateway as a feedback system. We have investi-
gated the transient behavior (in particular, the dynamics of the current queue
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length) of the RED gateway when the number of TCP connections is changed.
We have quantitatively shown that the transient behavior of the RED gateway
is sensitive to system parameters such as the number of TCP connections in the
steady state, the capacity of the RED gateway, and the propagation delay of the
TCP connection. We have also shown that the control parameters of the RED
gateway have little influence on the transient behavior of the RED gateway.

As a future work, it is important to analyze the transient behavior of the RED
gateway in various situations since our analytic approach enables us to inves-
tigate the transient behavior of the RED gateway for realistic TCP connection
variation.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a window-based connection scheduling
technique for web server with static HTTP/1.1 objects. The method
is based on the shortest connection first principle and schedules web
documents dynamically according to the number of inlined-documents
of the shortest connection. The simulation study shows that the proposed
method greatly improves the server performance.

1 Introduction

A popular web site is concurrently accessed by many clients and the server
should process the connections in an efficient way since a web server can only
accept a limited number of connections simultaneously. There has been many
researches on the efficient scheduling of web connections. Previous researches
are typically classified into two categories, depending on the consideration of
document sizes being requested. By using the size information of the requested
documents, the average response time for connection can be improved as the
technique favors small documents. The connection scheduling technique such as
the shortest remaining processing time first (we call it SRPT-CS hereafter)[1] is
an example of this technique. SRPT-CS schedules connections according to the
amount of data to be served in the connection descriptor. It is a work conserving
scheduling method which minimizes average response time. In the case where the
document sizes are not known in advance, a typical approach is to use heuristic
schedulings to improve the performance of short objects. Another category of
connection scheduling is to assign priorities to clients or documents. [2,3] are the
examples of this technique. Bender[2] suggested the Stretch-so-far EDF schedul-
ing technique which assigns deadlines to the requested documents and processes
the one with the earliest deadline first. Lu[3] proposed a connection scheduling
technique with service delay feedback. With these techniques, however, there is
a possibility of connection starvation unless the scheduling policy is carefully
implemented.
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The problem of size-based web scheduling is that the overall response time
of each connection is not guaranteed if a connection requests multiple inlined-
documents at once. In this paper, we propose a window-based connection
scheduling technique for HTTP/1.1 server, called WCS, which provides a bet-
ter response time and fairness. The method is based on the shortest connection
first principle and schedules web documents using a scheduling window which
is dynamically determined by the number of inlined-documents of the shortest
connection. For clarity, the paper only focuses on serving HTTP/1.1 requests
for static contents whose sizes can be determined in advance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
proposed window-based web content scheduling technique. Section 3 analyzes the
performance of the proposed technique based on the simulation results. Section
4 concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1. The window-based connection scheduling model

2 Window-Based Connection Scheduling

Figure 1 illustrates the web server and connection scheduling model considered
in our work. When a connection requesting multiple inlined-documents in a sin-
gle document is created through pipelining, the connection scheduler stores the
connection information, such as how many and which inlined-documents are
requested, in the corresponding descriptor. The scheduler first sorts the connec-
tions by the total size of each connection and then apply scheduling rule based
on the scheduling window. The scheduling window is a moving unit with which
the scheduling is based on. It is important to decide the size of scheduling win-
dow, ∆. The scheduling window size can be determined in two ways. First, it
can be decided by the number of requested inlined-documents of a connection
in the head of the queue. We call this policy ∆p. Another method is to use the
average number of inlined-documents of the whole connections in the queues as
the scheduling window size. We call this policy ∆q. As will be shown in section 3,
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∆p provides better response time than ∆q and hence we use ∆p as a scheduling
policy in our work.

Now, we describe the WCS algorithm. The WCS scheduler sorts the con-
nection information according to the total size of the required document in the
queue (that is, the sum of the document size of multiple inlined-documents). The
smallest connection is located in the queue head. The WCS scheduler then sets
the scheduling window size ∆ as the number of the requested inlined-documents
of the connection in the queue head. The scope of connection scheduling is de-
pendent on the scheduling window size. For example, if three inlined-documents
are simultaneously requested in the connection in the queue head, ∆ is 3 and the
scheduler schedules the smallest three connections in the sorted queue. As the
connections are sorted according to the connection size, the current scheduling
scope is the first three connections. Within the scheduling scope the scheduler
schedules the connections by round-robin fashion. While the connections are
processed, they are not preempted by other connections which are out of the
range. After finishing the processing of all inlined-documents of a connection in
the queue head, the scheduler slides the scheduling window and adjusts its size
to the number of requested inlined-documents remained in the next connection.
If the connections in the scheduling window are finished prior to the connection
in the queue head, the scheduler includes the next connection located outside of
the scheduling window and starts the schedule. Table 1 shows the detailed WCS
algorithm.

Table 1. The WCS algorithm

Procedure WCS(queue)
∆ = c des[qhead].total req;
while (c des[qhead]->file is not NULL)
for (i=0;i<∆;i++)
if (c des[i]->file is not NULL)
read (c des[i]->file);
c des[i]->file = c des[i]->file->next;
c des[i].total req−−;
else
c des[i-1]->next = c des[i]->next;
remove (c des[i]);
expand window;

End Procedure

Lets explain the algorithm with an example. Table 2 details a sample web
site with 5 HTML documents (a.html, b.html, c.html, d.html and e.html) where
each document has multiple inlined-documents. Here, we refer the set of inlined-
documents in the document a.html as a.class. Similarly, the set of inlined-
documents in b.html, c.html, d.html and e.html are b.class, c.class, d.class and
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Table 2. Size of HTML and inlined-documents

HTML(bytes) Inlined-document(bytes)
a.html(3177) a1.gif(218) a2.gif(2234) a3.gif(20426) a4.gif(39358)
b.html(102) b1.gif(2223) b2.gif(13786)
c.html(1774) c1.gif(1956) c2.gif(13786)
d.html(2153) d1.jpg(15671) d2.gif(13786)
e.html(3638) e1.jpg(1356) e2.gif(10703) e3.jpg(135075)

e.class, respectively. 10 clients (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I and J) are requesting
web contents, where five of them (A, C, E, G, and I) request a.html, b.html,
c.html, d.html and e.html documents and the rest (B, D, F, H, and J) request
inlined-documents of a.class, b.class, c.class, d.class, and e.class in each HTML
document. The sizes of each HTML document a, b, c, d and e classes are 62236,
16009, 15742, 29457, 147134 bytes, respectively. The ordered array of these 10
clients by their document size is (C, E, G, A, I, F, D, H, B, J).

C E G A I F D H B J
Client
Queue
Head

b.html c.html d.html a.html e.html c1.gif b1.gif c2.gif b2.gif

  = 1  = 1 = 1 = 1 = 1 = 2

Fig. 2. Scheduling of HTML documents by WCS

The client C at the queue head requests one HTML document, and therefore
∆ is set 1 by the scheduler and b.html document of C client is then processed.
Similarly, E, G, A and I are scheduled one by one. Figure 2 illustrates the schedul-
ing steps. The next clients F, D, H, B and J in the queue changes ∆ as follows.
F, in the head of the queue, requests 2 inlined-documents(c1.gif and c2.gif), so
∆ is set 2 by the scheduler and the scope of scheduling ranges from F to D. Fig-
ure 2 shows the processing of inlined-documents requested by F and D clients
with round-robin. When all the inlined-documents requested by F are processed,
all the inlined-documents requested by D client are processed too. Thus, the
scheduling starts from the next one in the queue, H. Since H requests 2 inlined-
documents, ∆ is set 2 and the current scheduling scope is up to B client. When
all the documents requested by H are processed, two inlined-documents(a1.gif,
a2.gif) of total 4 inlined-documents requested by B client are processed and two
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inlined-documents(a3.gif, a4.gif) remain to be processed. Thus, ∆ is set 2 again.
The next scheduling range is from B to J and the documents are processed by
round-robin.

b.html a.htmlc.html d.html e.html c1.gif

b1.gif d1.jpgc2.gif b2.gif a1.gif d2.gif

a2.gif a4.gifa3.gif e1.jpg e2.gif e3.jpg

C(102)

J(281422)B(135644)

H(72270)D(42595)F(28809)

I(10844)A(7206)G(4029)E(1876)

Fig. 3. WCS scheduling

b.html c.htmla1.gif e1.jpg c1.gif d.html

b1.gif e.htmla2.gif a.html e2.gif c2.gif

b2.gif a3.gifd1.jpg d2.gif a4.gif e3.jpg

C(102)

J(281422)B(146347)H(86563)D(57106)

A(15193)

G(7559)E(3450)

I(18831) F(43320)

Fig. 4. SRTP-CS scheduling

Figure 3 illustrates the scheduling of 10 clients according to WCS in the
above example. The arrows in the figure represent the time when the documents
or all the inlined-documents requested by clients are processed completely. The
alphabet and the number above each arrow indicate the corresponding finishing
client and the amount of data processed by the web server until the time repre-
sented by the related arrow. Figure 4 shows the scheduling of the same clients
by the SRPT-CS algorithm. As with WCS, SRPT-CS is a scheduling technique
based on the document size. However, the difference is that WCS schedules doc-
uments according to the total size of documents or inlined-documents requested
by the connection whereas SRPT-CS schedules them by the size of each single
document or inlined-document. Furthermore, WCS uses the scheduling window,
SRPT-CS does not. As predicted with the amount of data processed by the
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server, the connection completion times of all clients by WCS are faster than
the completion times of corresponding clients by SRPT-CS, except the client C
which is the case where both algorithms have the same completion time.

3 Analysis

We have compared WCS with two well-known techniques: SRPT-CS[1] and
FIFO1. A modified version of Flash[5] web server is used to implement the
proposed WCS algorithm. The clients use getall method[6] to request var-
ious web documents. When the client requests HTML documents, the server
sends all inlined-documents to the client via a single TCP connection, which is a
persistent connection. The documents used in the experiments are generated by
SURGE[7]. That is, the document size follows the Pareto distribution and the
document requests follows the Zipf-like law[7]. The number of inlined-documents
also follows the Pareto distribution and therefore most of the HTML documents
have small number of inlined-documents.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of scheduling windows: ∆p and ∆q

Figure 5 shows the performance difference of two WCS scheduling policies,
∆p and ∆q. The documents used for simulations are generated by SURGE. As
shown in the figure, the average response time of ∆p is faster than that of ∆q.
∆p therefore provides better performance and is considered more efficient than
∆q. With ∆q the length of the sorted queue becomes longer as the connections
are processed and hence the scope of the scheduling becomes wider. With ∆p,
however, the size of scheduling window is decided by the number of inlined-
documents in the head of the queue. This means that the scheduling scope is
1 FIFO is used in Apache[4].
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Fig. 6. Average response time vs. document size (1KB - 10KB)

independent of the connection queue length and therefore the average response
time of ∆p can be faster than that of ∆q.
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Fig. 7. Average response time vs. document size (0.1KB - 1MB)

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the average response time of connections when
the distribution of objects varies and the number of clients is 1000. Figure 6 and
7 show the results when the size of document is 1KB˜10KB and 0.1KB˜1MB,
respectively. The document size and the average response time are, in Figure 7,
plotted as log-log scales to present both the small and large documents together.
The graphs show that the average response time of WCS is faster than SRPT-CS
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and FIFO. Also, it is shown that as the document size increases WCS and SRPT-
CS have little increase in their average response times, while FIFO becomes
slower in the average response time. In the case of SRPT-CS, since the scheduling
scope includes all the connections which are requested at the time, the prolonged
object scheduling may cause a delay in response time of each connection. FIFO
processes the documents in the order they arrive regardless of their sizes. FIFO
usually runs on round-robin principle and is affected by system scheduler in the
server. The scheduling range of FIFO is extended to the whole connections and
thus the processing of small documents can be delayed. The more the number
of connections increases, the more the server is overloaded. As a result, the
connection response time becomes longer.

Like other priority-driven scheduling algorithms, starvation of large connec-
tions can be the problem. Starvation is, however, not a concern when document
sizes follow heavy-tailed distributions which are the cases for many web request
distributions. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show that starvation even for the largest
little one percent of all documents is far lower in WCS than in FIFO. We fur-
ther experimented the algorithms with 2000 clients and noticed that the overall
performance characteristics are similar to the case with 1000 clients, but the
average response time of FIFO gets much worse than WCS and SRPT-CS.
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Fig. 8. Average response time vs. no. of connections (document size: 1KB - 10KB)

Figure 8 and 9 show the average transfer time when the number of connec-
tions increases. The figures show that WCS is generally faster in its average
response time than SRPT-CS or FIFO. WCS shows a better performance espe-
cially in the case when the range of size distribution is bigger and more docu-
ments are requested per connection. Figure 9 shows the result with a wider range
of document distribution. The performance improvement is distinctive in Figure
9 with wider range of document size. In the case of FIFO, the performance of web
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Fig. 9. Average response time vs. no. of connections (document size: 0.1KB - 1MB)

server is affected by the system scheduler as the system does not distinguish the
web server process from other application processes. When the documents with
different sizes are requested at the same time, SPRT-CS may cause a worst-case
result as the algorithm considers the size of each single document and each con-
nection is processed with round-robin fashion. With WCS, however, the worst
result would not happen as the scheduling is performed based on the scheduling
window. Based on these simulation results, we could conclude that WCS which
makes use of a scheduling window performs better than SRPT-CS and FIFO.

4 Conclusion

This paper presented a window-based connection scheduling algorithm to im-
prove the connection response time in HTTP/1.1. The priority in WCS is given
to a connection where the total size of requested inlined-documents is the small-
est. The scheduling scope of WCS is temporally restricted by the scheduling
window. The simulation results show that WCS performs better than SRPT-CS
and FIFO in terms of average connection response time. WCS especially shows
better performance in the case when the range of size distribution is bigger and
many documents are requested per connection. Future work includes dynamic
web content scheduling and load balancing for web clustering systems.
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Abstract. With the rapid expansion of the Internet, it has become pos-
sible for end hosts that are separated long apart to be connected through
high bandwidth links. This environment, called a Large Bandwidth De-
lay Network, poses a major challenge to the performance of the Internet.
A long-delay connection usually suffers from being treated unfairly when
competing with short-delay connections. A link, to avoid being under-
utilized, has to be equipped with an a buffer as large as the bandwidth
delay product of the longest connection.
TCP-Vegas is known as a potential solution to these problems. According
to a number of previous studies, it is said to fairly treat connections
with different propagation delays and avoid under-utilization even with
a buffer that is independent of the bandwidth delay product.
In this paper we show, from simulation and analysis, that the current
TCP-Vegas does NOT achieve high utilization in such a large bandwidth
delay network, because of its slow-start phase. Moreover, to avoid loss,
TCP-Vegas slow-start requires a buffer that is proportional to the square
root of the bandwidth delay product. We propose a solution to these
problems and analyze its performance.

1 Introduction

TCP is the protocol dominating the Internet[6]. TCP is a connection-oriented
transport protocol that provides reliable delivery service using the unreliable IP
network. There are several versions of TCP such as Tahoe, Reno, and Vegas.
Every TCP version except Vegas adopts the congestion-avoidance scheme de-
scribed in [1], whose basic idea is to slowly increase the number of packets in
the network until a loss occurs, and to halve it when a loss does occur. Each
version improves the performance of previous ones by revising behavior during
loss recovery. However, Vegas tries to gain performance improvement more fun-
damentally, in that it does not incur loss because it does not wait for loss when
reducing the number of packets in the network.
� This work was supported by Korea Science and Engineering Foundation under the
contract number 20005-303-02-2. It was also supported by the Brain Korea 21 Project
and National Research Laboratory Project of Korea.
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TCP has two phases: congestion-avoidance and slow-start. First, we need to
define two terms: window of a connection is the number of packets belonging
to the connection in the network; round-trip time is the time required for a
packet to traverse the network from sender to receiver and then back from re-
ceiver to sender. Slow-start doubles the window every round-trip time, whereas
congestion-avoidance increases the window by a packet every round-trip time. It
can be shown that slow-start effectively opens the window exponentially, whereas
congestion-avoidance opens the window with a speed increase slower than linear
with time.

Vegas has a new congestion detection formula1 known as dictating the per-
connection queue length in the bottleneck link[3]. Vegas applies this formula
to both congestion-avoidance and slow-start to avoid loss. Vegas congestion-
avoidance keeps the value of the formula within two thresholds α and β (α < β):
it increases the window (by one packet per round-trip time) when the formula
is below α, decreases the window (by one packet per round-trip time) when the
formula is above β, and keeps the window unchanged if the formula lies between
the two thresholds. Vegas slow-start stops its window doubling when the value
of the formula exceeds a threshold γ. The window is doubled only every second
round-trip time. In between, the window stays fixed. Let us define two terms:
the period of time during which the window is doubled is a doubling round2,
and the period of time during which the window does not change is a holding
round. The Vegas slow-start is characterized by periodic repetition of doubling
and holding.

This paper studies Vegas because it is a potential solution to be used in the
Large Bandwidth Delay Network. Vegas is known to achieve high link utilization
and low loss [3] [4]. In addition, [8] and [9] observed that Vegas has the virtue
of having a throughput independent of propagation delay. Moreover, [8] and [13]
argued that such a good performance is obtained with buffer requirement in-
dependent of propagation delay. These characteristics are substantially different
to those of Tahoe and Reno. In Reno, loss is inevitable, the link utilization is
highly dependent on the buffer size, throughput is a decreasing function of prop-
agation delay, and the buffer requirement should be at least proportional to the
bandwidth delay product (BDP) to achieve the same link utilization[14].

This paper studies the Vegas slow-start because it is the most important
part that affects the performance of Vegas, as shown by [12]. Although it is
important to study Vegas slow-start, there has been no reported research on it.
Every analytical study [8][13][9] favoring Vegas has only studied the steady state
congestion-avoidance phase. Their lack of study on the slow-start may be the

1 The inventor of Vegas used the term ’congestion detection mechanism’ when referring
to the whole process of calculating a formula and comparing it with thresholds to
decide whether or not to increase the window. By ’congestion detection formula’, we
mean the formula used in the congestion detection mechanism. We use this term for
the purpose of discussion in this paper.

2 Round is defined to be the time interval whose length is equal to the round-trip time.
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Fig. 1. Simulation Topology

reason for the discrepancy with some researchers’ reports that Vegas performs
poorly over either a gigabit network[5] or a long delay link[7].

This paper identifies that Vegas slow-start has two problems: 1) it is too con-
servative in utilizing the available bandwidth; 2) it can cause loss by overflowing
the buffer. The first problem was reported recently in [12], whereas the second
problem has been reported since its invention[3]. The first problem results in
long convergence delay because congestion avoidance has to take the role of in-
creasing the window. The second problem results in high maximum queue length
(or equivalently, buffer requirement for no loss). This paper calculates both the
convergence delay and the buffer requirement through analysis and confirms the
analysis by simulation. It is worth noting that the two problems become worse
as the network becomes a large bandwidth delay (LBD) network.

This paper proposes and evaluates a method to eliminate both problems. We
show that a kind of pacing, named Streak Doubling, makes buffer requirement
independent of the BDP of the connection and avoids the under-utilization.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe the problem and
analyze it in Section 2. We describe our solution to the problem in Section 3. We
show performance of our solution as the BDP changes in Section 4. A summary
of our work and future plans is given in Section 5.

2 Symptom

The two problems, under-utilization of the link and a high buffer requirement,
are apparent in the simulation. Figure 2 and Fig. 3 show the sending rate and
queue length evolution of a connection under the simulation topology of Fig.
1 with a packet size of 1000B. The connection delivers data from host S to
host R, through the bottleneck link G0-G1. The connection starting at 1 second
under-utilizes the 10Mbps bottleneck link until it reaches the steady state at 13
seconds.

The queue length before 2.2 seconds is characterized by surges occurring
every 0.2 second. Four surges are conspicuous, with heights of 2, 4, 8, and 16
packets. Given that each surge is twice as high as the previous one, the height of
the largest surge would increase as the surge count increases, which is the case
when the BDP increases as we show later in this section. Although the queue
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buildup during slow-start may not seem very high in this specific simulation
scenario, we can show that it is a monotonically increasing function of BDP,
whereas steady state queue length is independent of the BDP. We call the queue
buildup during slow-start as temporary because it disappears within a round-trip
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time. This is observed as every surge is followed by a one-packet queue buildup
in a round-trip time of 0.1 second.

Temporary queue buildup during slow-start, which is the cause of the high
buffer requirement, has long been identified by researchers. It is because slow-
start sends two packets on receiving an ack3. W/2 acknowledgments create W
packets with sending rate double the bottleneck bandwidth, which in turn create
queue length of W/2. The packet stream departing the bottleneck link now has a
rate equal to the bottleneck bandwidth. This is depicted in Fig. 4 where W = 8.
The horizontal unit is the packet service time and the vertical unit is packets.

The problem of under-utilizing the bandwidth is caused by a combination of
temporary queue buildup and the failure of the congestion detection formula.
We develop this story in the following two subsections. First, we show that
the congestion detection formula of Vegas measures temporary queue buildup.
Second, we show that the under-utilization becomes even worse as the BDP of
the connection increases, and that buffer requirement is no exception.

2.1 Failure of the Vegas Congestion Detection Formula

Vegas slow-start suffers from premature termination of slow-start, because it
overestimates Diff due to the overestimated RTT. In this subsection, we show
the reason of the RTT overestimation.
3 We use ack as an abbreviation of acknowledgment.
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Suppose tn is the beginning of the n-th round. The Vegas congestion detection
formula at time tn is as follows:

Diff �
{
1 − baseRTT

RTT (tn)

}
W (tn), (1)

where W(t) is window size at time t and baseRTT is the least of Round-Trip
Times (RTT) until then. We assume baseRTT = τ , where τ is the round-trip
propagation delay.

Vegas slow-start checks whether Diff > γ + 0.5 only at the beginning of a
doubling round. Thus tn and tn−2 are beginnings of doubling rounds, and tn−1
is the beginning of a holding round.

RTT (tn) is the average of the round-trip times experienced by the acknowl-
edgments received during [tn−1, tn). Figure 5 shows that these are sampled by
packets sent during [tn−2, tn−1). The solid line is the trajectory of a packet from
when it departs the sender (the vertical axis value is 0) until it returns to the
sender as an ack (vertical axis value is round-trip propagation delay τ). Through
its journey, the packet cannot stop except in the bottleneck link, located τ1 away
from the sender, where it waits for service in the queue.

RTT (tn) suffers from a temporary queue buildup, because tn−2 is the be-
ginning of a doubling round. Small arrows in Fig. 4 show the sampling times.
Suppose C is the bottleneck link bandwidth in packets per second, then i-th
packet (i begins at 1) in a round experiences a queueing delay of � i

2�C−1. The
average round-trip time the Vegas sender sees is

RTT (tn) = baseRTT +
W (tn−1)

4
C−1, (2)

which is higher than the correct round-trip time, baseRTT .
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Fig. 6. Slow-Start Efficiency for Various Bottleneck Bandwidths where Round-trip
Propagation Delay is 100ms and Packet Size is 1000B

2.2 Large Bandwidth Delay

The problem is that the termination of the Vegas slow-start does not extend in
proportion to the increase of the BDP of the connection. Moreover, the rate of
window increase during congestion-avoidance is indirectly proportional to BDP.
Hence, as BDP increases, under-utilization of the bottleneck link becomes ag-
gravated because the convergence delay increases.

Suppose W ∗ � Cτ is the ideal window size that fully utilizes the bottleneck
link, and the slow-start efficiency η is defined to be the ratio of the slow-start
termination window to the ideal window. The simulation result in Fig. 6 shows
that η decreases rapidly as bottleneck bandwidth increases. Increasing the prop-
agation delay or decreasing the packet size has the same effect. In general, as we
apply (2) to (1), while keeping in mind that window size assumes only integer
powers of 2, we have:

f (γN )
2

� η < f (γN ) (3)

where γN � γ+0.5
W ∗ and f (γN ) � γN+

√
16γN + γ2N . Note that f (γN ) is a strictly

decreasing 4 function of W ∗.
We have a long convergence delay if the slow-start efficiency is low and the

propagation delay is high. Let us define rise time Tr as the portion of con-
vergence delay other than the slow-start duration. Rise time is derived5 as
4 η is not a strictly decreasing function of W ∗. Occasional surges in Fig. 6 reflect that
the window size assumes only integer powers of 2.

5 This equation is a formulation of the fact that the window increases one packet a
round-trip time during the congestion-avoidance phase.
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Fig. 7. Packet Spacing of Vegas slow-start

Tr = ((1 − η)W ∗ + α) τ if the slow-start efficiency is below unity. We can see
that the rise time increases as the square of the propagation delay as we apply
(3) here.

We also have a high buffer requirement even if the slow-start efficiency is low.
The buffer requirement is given6 as Qmax = ηW ∗

2 , which increases as the square
root of BDP.

One would think that controlling γ might solve some of the problems. In
general, a higher γ results in a higher η, which means a lower convergence delay.
However, one cannot make η fixed to a desired value by controlling γ, because the
window can only assume integer powers of 2. The exact value of η is predictable
but not controllable, especially when γ is relatively high compared to BDP.

There are other ways to make η closer to unity, which we show in the next
section. However, high η always results in an enormous buffer requirement if two
packets are sent on the moment of the receipt of an ack. In general, we face the
following trade-off:

Tr

τ
+ 2Qmax = W ∗ + α. (4)

As BDP increases, either round count for convergence (Tr

τ ), or the buffer re-
quirement (Qmax) should be increased.

3 Solution

We consider a kind of pacing, named Streak Doubling, that strictly requires
packet spacing equal to ack spacing.
6 This is a formulation that W packets create queue length of W/2 if the sending rate
is double the bottleneck bandwidth. This was depicted in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 8. Packet Spacing of Streak Doubling

We depict the operation of this algorithm and that of normal Vegas in Figs.
7 and 8. We show three consecutive doubling rounds with windows of 2, 4, and
8. The square is a packet, whose area is the amount of data that can be served
by the bottleneck link during the horizontal side length of the square. Hence, the
bottleneck link can serve a single row of back-to-back squares without queueing.
A single column of double row packets means that the two packets are sent at
the speed of the access link, which is assumed to be at least twice as fast as the
bottleneck link in the figure. Normal Vegas slow-start, in Fig. 7, always sends a
double row of back-to-back squares, which results in a temporary queue buildup
as shown in Fig. 4. Conversely, pacing never sends a double row of back-to-back
squares, as shown in Fig. 8, thus avoiding a temporary queue buildup which
would lead to premature termination of the Vegas slow-start.

Streak doubling, in Fig. 8, has two periods: an active period and an inactive
period. The active period has a sending rate equal to the available bandwidth,
whereas the inactive period has a sending rate of zero. During the first half of
the active period, each packet is sent on receipt of an ack without increasing the
window. The latter half of the active period is a replica of the first half except
that a packet is sent by a timer-scheduled event of the window increase instead
of on receipt of an ack. The period of the scheduled event is the average packet
service time of the bottleneck link. In the beginning, it has to send two packets
as fast as possible in order to estimate the average packet service time. Streak
doubling has a maximum temporary queue length of two packets because of this.

Streak doubling provides constant maximum queue length and constant
round counts for rise time without regard to BDP: Qmax = 2 and Tr = ατf .
For comparison with normal Vegas slow-start, we show an equation that looks
similar to (4) and is different only in the right hand side: Tr

τf
+ 2Qmax = 4 + α.
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4 Performance

We see from Fig. 11 that the convergence delay Tc
7of streak doubling is pro-

portional to the propagation delay τ , whereas the convergence delay of normal
Vegas increases almost as the square of the propagation delay. For a propagation
delay of 1 second, streak doubling has only a one-hundredth of the convergence
delay of normal Vegas. Using a least squared error fit, assuming a good fit to
Tc = A(τ)B , we obtain the exponent of B = 0.996. 8 Applying the same fitting
to the normal Vegas results in the exponent of B = 1.80.9

We see from Fig. 12 that the maximum queue length during slow-start is a
constant of two packets for streak doubling, whereas that of normal Vegas is a
monotonic increasing function of propagation delay.

5 Conclusions

Some researchers have argued that Vegas is suited for large bandwidth delay
network because of its two merits in steady state: being fair irrespective of prop-
agation delay, and highly utilizing the bandwidth with buffer requirement irre-
spective of bandwidth-delay product.

7 The convergence delay Tc for the single connection case is the sum of the rise time
Tr and the slow-start duration Tss. However, it is acceptable to equate convergence
delay with rise time because the simulation result shows that the slow-start duration
is negligible.

8 τ is in msec and Tc is in sec. A = 0.040, σ[logA] = 0.040, and σ[B] = 0.018.
9 A = 0.0061, σ[logA] = 0.150, and σ[B] = 0.0677.
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Fig. 12. Maximum Queue Length During Slow-Start

We have shown that the current Vegas shows poor performance in a large
bandwidth delay network because of its slow-start phase. We identified two prob-
lems of Vegas slow-start: under-utilization and temporary queue buildup. The
under-utilization can lead to a lower throughput of Vegas in LBD. The tempo-
rary queue buildup requires buffer proportional to the square root of the BDP.
We have proposed a kind of pacing as the solution to solve the under-utilization
problem with a constant buffer requirement.

We are planning two areas of further study. First, we plan to further explore
whether Vegas is suitable for a large bandwidth-delay network. There are many
issues left unsolved, such as convergence delay in reaching steady state in the
multiple connections case. Second, we plan to implant the slow-start of Vegas
into the more popular Reno. We believe that it will improve the performance
because the initial slow-start of Vegas does not incur the coarse retransmission
timeout caused by burst loss. The lossless slow-start of Vegas is beneficial to its
employer as well as to the network, unlike the congestion-avoidance mechanism
of Vegas which is detrimental to its employer when competing with the more
aggressive connections such as Reno.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a queueing model including the control plane and
the switching buffer mechanism of a GMPLS switch for evaluating the perfor-
mance of a GMPLS switching architecture. With the proposed model, one can
select appropriate parameters for the label-setup policy and the label-release pol-
icy to match the traffic load and network environment. Key performance metrics,
including the throughput, the label-setup rate, and the fast path bandwidth utiliza-
tion can be obtained via the analytical results. Numerical results and simulations
are used to verify the accuracy of our proposed queueing model. The trade-off
among these performance metrics can be observed as well.

1 Introduction

In recent years, it has been a trend to provide a wide range of data services over the
same backbone network via newly adopted technologies such as Multi-Protocol Label
Switching (MPLS) [1] and Multi-Protocol Lambda Switching (MPλS) [2] to overcome
the scalability and complexity issues. Many other layer-3 switching technologies [3]
have also been specially designed to solve the dilemma of routing table scalability and
overload of routing processing. But these proposed technologies may not be compatible
with one another. In order to integrate these techniques, the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) proposes MPLS. The basic concept of MPLS is that packet forwarding
is based on a fixed short length label instead of longest matching search, which can
shorten packet transit time. There are two most popular approaches for connection setup
in MPLS. The traffic-driven method is to trigger label-setup according to traffic demand,
while the topology-driven system is based on routing information. In addition, by way of
Constraint-based Routed Label Distribution Protocol (CR-LDP) [4] or Resource ReSer-
Vation Protocol (RSVP) [5], it is possible to include QoS mechanism in MPLS. When
it is necessary to combine traffic engineering aspect of MPLS and bandwidth provision
capability of DWDM, MPλS [2] is found to play a major role. Meanwhile, consider-
ing that there are many different underlying data-link and physical layer technologies,
Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) [6,7] is thus suggested to extend
MPLS to encompass time-division, wavelength (lambdas) and spatial switching.

In order to control different switching operations under GMPLS, the label defined
for various switches is required to be of different formats [8], and related signaling and
� This work was supported by National Science Council, R.O.C., under Grant NSC 90-2213-E-
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routing protocols also need modifying [6,9]. However, the key operations of the control
plane of these various switching protocol suites are found to be similar. Although basic
functions of the GMPLS control plane have been discussed or defined in the literature,
operation procedures for efficient resource control have still being defined and their
impact on performance have still being investigated. Some papers [10]–[12] proposed
performance queueing models for MPLS or GMPLS, but most detailed operations of
the GMPLS control plane are not well covered. At the same time, it is often found
that a sophisticated queueing model which can evaluate the performance of the GMPLS
switching network is not easy to build. Therefore, a model embracing detailed operations
of the GMPLS control plane is thus strongly needed.

In this paper, we develop a queueing model to characterize the behavior of most
operations of a GMPLS switch. The aggregation of IP streams can save usage of la-
bels (or lambdas) and thus alleviate the processing load of the GMPLS controller. The
label-setup policy is based on the accumulated packets in the default path buffer. The
label-release policy is controlled by an adjustable label-release timer. Efficient resource
allocation mechanism is thus achieved by fine tuning the flexible label-setup policy and
the adjustable label-release timer. Although our queueing model is traffic-driven ori-
ented, the behavior of the topology-driven system can be approximately obtained via
extreme case of this traffic-driven model. Some key performance measures, such as the
throughput, the label-setup rate, and the path bandwidth utilization, can all be derived
in the proposed model.

The remainder of the paper is organized in the following. In Section II, the queueing
model for a GMPLS switch is described. In Section III, the analysis procedure is pro-
posed. In Section IV, three performance measures are derived. Numerical experiments
and simulation results are discussed in Section V. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

2 Queueing Model

In this section, a queueing model characterizing the behavior of an aggregated IP stream
passing through a GMPLS switch is proposed. The number of labels is assumed to
be enough for all incoming flows. The bandwidth allocated to each label (or a flow) is
fixed. Therefore, we can focus on investigating the steady-state performance of a GMPLS
switch without label contentions. For simplicity, we focus on the case that only one single
flow is included in this queueing model. The results can then be easily extended to the
general case. Regarding the traffic source, an aggregated stream (equivalently a flow) is
assumed to be consisted of N homogeneous IPPs (Interrupted Poisson Process), where
each IPP has an exponentially distributed on (off ) duration with mean equals 1/α (1/β)
and λ is the arrival rate in on state. Note that this traffic source model includes four
parameters to match most Markovian traffic patterns1

The queueing model for a GMPLS switch, GMPLS queueing model, is shown in
Fig. 1. The solid lines in Fig. 1 denote the paths that packets go through and the dotted
lines are the signaling paths. There are three major functional blocks in this model: the
GMPLS controller, the default route module, and the fast route module. The functions

1 Self-similar process is not considered in this paper.
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of the control plane are included in the GMPLS controller. The default route module
stands for the IP-layer (layer-3) and data-link layer (layer-2) on the default path. The fast
route data-link is represented by the fast route module. In this GMPLS architecture, the
label is used as a generic term. When GMPLS is used to control TDM such as SONET,
time slots are labels. Each frequency (or λ) corresponds to a label when FDM such as
WDM is taken as the underlying switching technology. When the switching mechanism
is space-division multiplexing based, labels are referred to as ports. Six queueing nodes
are included in this model: Default Route, Fast Route, Label Pool, Fast Route Setup,
Label Release, and Label Release Timer. Traffic served by traditional routing protocol
will be served by the Default Route node, whose buffer stores the packets which cannot
be processed in time by the IP processor on the default path. Meanwhile, the Fast Route
node serves packets whose stream has been assigned a label. The fast path buffer stores
the packets which can not be processed in time by the fast route. The Label Pool stores the
labels which represent the availability of the fast path and the fast path is available if there
is a label in the Label Pool. The Fast Route Setup node represents the time required to
set up an LSP (Label Switched Path) for an aggregated stream. The Label Release node
represents the time required to release a label. The Label Release Timer node represents
a label-release timer. This timer indicates the maximum length of idle period of an
aggregated stream before its label is released for other use. Once an aggregated stream is
granted a label, it is served with its own Fast Route node and uses its own label-release
mechanism. As a result, this model is used to examine the protocol efficiency instead of
label competitions. The assumed details of label operations over this queueing model
are described as follows.

When an aggregated IP stream arrives, two possible operations may occur. In the
first case, incoming traffic has been assigned a fast path. Then its packets will be directly
sent to the Fast Route node. In the second case, incoming traffic has not been assigned
a fast path. All the packets are continuously served by the Default Route node (via the
default path) during the label-setup operations under this situation. If the accumulated
packets in the buffer of the Default Route node have not reached the triggering threshold
(m), it is served by the Default Route node through traditional IP routing protocol.
However, if the accumulated packets in the buffer of the Default Route node reach the
triggering threshold, the flow classifier & label setup policy manager will trigger the
default route module to send a setup request packet through the Fast Route Setup node
to its downstream LSR (Label Switch Router) until the egress LSR for negotiating an
appropriate LSP according to the current network resources. The GMPLS controller will
set up a path called the fast path for this stream and assign it a label.

The label manager maintains an activity timer to control the label-release operation
of the flow. The label is released only if the activity timer indicating that the maximum
allowed inactive duration has been reached. Incoming packets will be blocked if the ac-
cumulated packets in the Default Route node exceed the buffer size of the Default Route
node but the stream has not been assigned a fast path, or if the accumulated packets in
the Fast Route node exceed the buffer size of the Fast Route node when the stream has
been assigned a fast path.
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Fig. 1. GMPLS queueing model.

3 Steady-State Analysis

We here propose a procedure to calculate steady-state distribution of a GMPLS switch
model as shown in Fig. 1. We adopt the following notations:

1/µ: packet length (bit per packet).
CD: default path capacity (bps).
CO: fast path capacity (bps).
µO = µCO: service rate of the Fast Route node.
Trel = 1

µP
: the average sojourn time of the Label Release Timer node, where µP is

the service rate of the Label Release Timer node.
µS : service rate of the Label Release node.
µF : service rate of the Fast Route Setup node.
TLSP : label-setup latency.
µD = µCD: service rate of the Default Route node.
n: buffer size of Default Route node.
t: buffer size of Fast Route node.
nI : the number of packets in the Default Route node.
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nS : the number of packets in the Fast Route node.
nT : the number of labels in the Label Pool (nT = 1, if the fast path is available;
nT = 0, otherwise).
nO: the number of IPPs in on state.
πT : the state of the Label Release Timer node (πT = 0, if the Label Release Timer
node is idle; πT = 1, otherwise).
πR: the state of the Label Release node (πR = 0, if the Label Release node is idle;
πR = 1, otherwise).
m: the triggering threshold which represents the minimum number of accumulated
packets that will trigger label-setup operation.

In order to avoid the state size explosion problem, we employ the technique of
state-aggregation approximation. The aggregated system state of the GMPLS queueing
model is defined as the number of IPPs in on state, and we use πk to denote the steady-
state probability, where k (ranging from 0∼N ) is the aggregated state. The aggregated
transition diagram is shown in Fig. 2. We then employ the state vector (a, b, c, d, e, f)
to represent the internal state of the aggregated state k of the GMPLS queueing model
when nI = a, nS = b, nO = c, πT = d, πR = e, and nT = f . The behavior of the
GMPLS queueing model can then be predicted by a Markov chain.

0 1
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β

(N-1)α

2β

k

(N-k+1)α

kβ

(N-k)α

(k+1)β

N-1

Nα

(N-1)β

α

Nβ

N

Fig. 2. Aggregated state-transition diagram of the GMPLS queueing model.

In this model, the service time is assumed to be exponentially distributed in all nodes.
At the same time, silence interval, burst length and IP packet size are also assumed to
be exponentially distributed. According to the above definitions, the global balance
equations in state k of aggregated state-transition diagram are listed as follows.

Pn,t,k,0,0,0 = (1 − µO − µD)Pn,t,k,0,0,0 + kλPn,t−1,k,0,0,0 (1)

Pn−i,t,k,0,0,0 = (1 − µO − µD)Pn−i,t,k,0,0,0 + µDPn−i+1,t,k,0,0,0

+kλPn−i,t−1,k,0,0,0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 (2)

P0,t,k,0,0,0 = (1 − µO)P0,t,k,0,0,0 + µDP1,t,k,0,0,0 + kλP0,t−1,k,0,0,0 (3)

Pn−i,t−j,k,0,0,0 = (1 − µO − µD − kλ)Pn−i,t−j,k,0,0,0 + µDPn−i+1,t−j,k,0,0,0

+kλPn−i,t−j−1,k,0,0,0 + µOPn−i,t−j+1,k,0,0,0 ,

1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ t − 2 (4)

Pn,t−j,k,0,0,0 = (1 − µO − µD − kλ)Pn,t−j,k,0,0,0 + µOPn,t−j+1,k,0,0,0

+kλPn,t−j−1,k,0,0,0 , 1 ≤ j ≤ t − 2 (5)

P0,t−j,k,0,0,0 = (1 − µO − kλ)P0,t−j,k,0,0,0 + µOP0,t−j+1,k,0,0,0

+kλP0,t−j−1,k,0,0,0 + µDP1,t−j,k,0,0,0 , 1 ≤ j ≤ t − 2 (6)
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Fig. 3. Detailed state-transition diagram in aggregated state k.

Pn,1,k,0,0,0 = (1 − µO − µD − kλ)Pn,1,k,0,0,0 + µOPn,2,k,0,0,0

+kλPn,0,k,1,0,0 (7)

Pn−i,1,k,0,0,0 = (1 − µO − µD − kλ)Pn−i,1,k,0,0,0 + µOPn−i,2,k,0,0,0

+kλPn−i,0,k,1,0,0 + µDPn−i+1,1,k,0,0,0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 (8)

P0,1,k,0,0,0 = (1 − µO − kλ)P0,1,k,0,0,0 + µOP0,2,k,0,0,0 + kλP0,0,k,1,0,0

+µDP1,1,k,0,0,0 (9)

Pn,0,k,1,0,0 = (1 − µD − µP − kλ)Pn,0,k,1,0,0 + µOPn,1,k,0,0,0

+µF Pn,0,k,0,0,1 (10)

Pn−i,0,k,1,0,0 = (1 − µD − µP − kλ)Pn−i,0,k,1,0,0 + µOPn−i,1,k,0,0,0

+µDPn−i+1,0,k,1,0,0 + µF Pn−i,0,k,0,0,1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − m (11)
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Pn−i,0,k,1,0,0 = (1 − µD − µP − kλ)Pn−i,0,k,1,0,0 + µOPn−i,1,k,0,0,0

+µDPn−i+1,0,k,1,0,0 , n − m + 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 (12)

P0,0,k,1,0,0 = (1 − µP − kλ)P0,0,k,1,0,0 + µOP0,1,k,0,0,0 + µDP1,0,k,1,0,0 (13)

Pn,0,k,0,1,0 = (1 − µS − µD)Pn,0,k,0,1,0 + µP Pn,0,k,1,0,0

+kλPn−1,0,k,0,1,0 (14)

Pn−i,0,k,0,1,0 = (1 − µS − µD − kλ)Pn−i,0,k,0,1,0 + µP Pn−i,0,k,1,0,0

+kλPn−i−1,0,k,0,1,0 + µDPn−i+1,0,k,0,1,0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 (15)

P0,0,k,0,1,0 = (1 − µS − kλ)P0,0,k,0,1,0 + µP P0,0,k,1,0,0 + µDP1,0,k,0,1,0 (16)

Pn,0,k,0,0,1 = (1 − µF − µD)Pn,0,k,0,0,1 + µSPn,0,k,0,1,0

+kλPn−1,0,k,0,0,1 (17)

Pn−i,0,k,0,0,1 = (1 − µF − kλ − µD)Pn−i,0,k,0,0,1 + µSPn−i,0,k,0,1,0

+kλPn−i−1,0,k,0,0,1 + µDPn−i+1,0,k,0,0,1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − m (18)

Pn−i,0,k,0,0,1 = (1 − µD − kλ)Pn−i,0,k,0,0,1 + µSPn−i,0,k,0,1,0

+kλPn−i−1,0,k,0,0,1 + µDPn−i+1,0,k,0,0,1 ,

n − m + 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 (19)

P0,0,k,0,0,1 = (1 − kλ)P0,0,k,0,0,1 + µSP0,0,k,0,1,0 + µDP1,0,k,0,0,1 (20)

where Pa,b,c,d,e,f is the steady-state probability of the state vector (a, b, c, d, e, f). The
detailed state-transition diagram corresponding to equations (1)–(20) is shown in Fig. 3.

4 Performance Measures

One key performance metric is the throughput. We define Td and Tf as the average
throughput at the Default Route node and Fast Route node respectively. Ttotal = Td+Tf

is the total throughput. Their formulas are given by

Td = µD{
N∑

k=0

n∑
i=1

t∑
j=1

Pi,j,k,0,0,0πk +
N∑

k=0

n∑
i=1

(Pi,0,k,1,0,0

+Pi,0,k,0,1,0 + Pi,0,k,0,0,1)πk} (21)

Tf = µO

N∑
k=0

n∑
i=0

t∑
j=1

Pi,j,k,0,0,0πk (22)

Since the label-setup rate is proportional to the required label processing load, it is
included as another key metric. The label-setup rate SR is defined as the average number
of label-setup operations in the Fast Route Setup node per unit time and given by

SR = µF

N∑
k=0

n∑
i=m

Pi,0,k,0,0,1πk (23)

Regarding the path bandwidth utilization we focus on the prediction of the ratio of
wasted bandwidth on the fast path. For the fast path, the time periods considered to be “re-
served” by an aggregated stream include the packet transmission time by the Fast Route
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node (with time ratio Bf ), the idle period waiting for label-release timeout (with time
ratio Bt) and the time required to release a label (with time ratio Br). However, only the
period that the packets are transmitted by the Fast Route node is considered effectively
utilized. Hence, the fast path bandwidth utilization UF is given by UF = Bf

Bf +Bt+Br
,

where Bf =
∑N

k=0
∑n

i=0
∑t

j=1 Pi,j,k,0,0,0πk, Bt =
∑N

k=0
∑n

i=0 Pi,0,k,1,0,0πk, and

Br =
∑N

k=0
∑n

i=0 Pi,0,k,0,1,0πk.
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Fig. 4. Label-setup rate as a function of normalized offered load with Trel = 1 ms and m = 3
under different TLSP .

5 Numerical Examples

In this section, we demonstrate the applicability of the queueing model and discuss ana-
lytical and simulation results of the proposed generic GMPLS switch. We also illustrate
the trade-off among key system parameters. Throughout this section, we set the num-
ber of IPPs (N ) to 5, the average silence interval (1/α) to 0.2 sec, the average burst
length (1/β) to 0.8 sec, the average IP packet size to 512 bytes, the fast path capacity
to 150 Mbps, the default path capacity to 100 Mbps, the average label-release latency
( 1
µS

) to 0.2 ms, the buffer size of Default Route node (n) to 50 packets, and the buffer
size of Fast Route node (t) to 30 packets. The normalized offered load is defined as

Nλ
(

α
α+β

)
/µD.

From Fig.s 4 and 5, one can observe that the longer the label-setup latency (TLSP ),
the lower the label-setup rate. In other words, when it takes time to set up an LSP due
to long TLSP , more traffic will go through the default path. Hence, a switch with very
large TLSP should not be considered a topology-driven system because almost all traffic
still goes through its default path. When traffic load becomes large, we also notice the
increase of LSP lifetime. As a result, the label-setup rate decreases as traffic increases.
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Although the total throughput is almost the same under different TLSP and label
release timer (Trel), the difference exists in the behavior of default path and fast path.
With our model, one can determine how much traffic is served by the fast path. We plot
the throughput as a function of normalized offered load with m = 3 under different
TLSP and Trel in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. From these two figures, one can find that the default
path throughput will increase with the increase of traffic load if total traffic load is light.
When most traffic starts to be switched to the fast path, the default path throughput
decreases. Additionally, one can observe that most traffic will go through the fast path
with larger Trel, even under different TLSP . Another phenomenon is that most traffic
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goes through the default path with small Trel and large TLSP in the range of small to
medium traffic condition.

The ratio of wasted bandwidth can be predicted by the fast path bandwidth utilization.
From Fig. 8, one can know that the fast path bandwidth utilization for smaller Trel is
always higher than that for larger Trel under arbitrary traffic load as long as Trel is set
sufficiently long. However, one can observe that the fast path bandwidth utilization with
small Trel (such as 1 ms) is lower than that with larger Trel (such as 10 ms and 50
ms) when traffic load is light or medium. The reason is that the time ratio waiting for
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label-release timeout (Bt) under smaller value of Trel will increase under such load.
When traffic is heavy, this phenomenon will diminish because Bt becomes small.

From the above results, one can know that when Trel is small, the system behavior
is traffic-driven oriented. However, in the case that Trel is extremely large, the system
behavior approaches a topology-driven GMPLS switch.

6 Conclusions

The queueing model for a generic GMPLS switching architecture is proposed. On the
basis of the approximated analysis and simulation results, one can effectively fine tune the
resource utilization level or label processing load. Furthermore, the trade-off between
the fast path bandwidth utilization and the label-setup rate can be observed. Hence,
an appropriate value of label release timer Trel can be carefully selected to meet the
requirement of both. For a network with large round-trip time and sufficient resources
in the fast path, if one uses a small value of Trel, most traffic will go through the default
path instead of the fast path. Therefore, choosing large value of Trel is preferred. For
a network with a small round-trip delay and insufficient resources in the fast path, it is
adequate to use the system with a small value of Trel.

Our study shows that the best performance of a GMPLS switch can be achieved
only when its control plane parameters are appropriately tuned. In the future, we will
investigate a mechanism to reduce the out-of-sequence problem due to dynamic path
changes in GMPLS.
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Abstract. TheWDM-based multichannel dual bus networks (MCDBN)
for high-speed LAN/MAN was proposed in the few years. When a sta-
tion requests to connect to another, the transmitter of source station and
the receiver of destination station must listen to a same channel (wave-
length). The problem of using minimal wavelengths for a set of requests
on MCDBN had been proved as NP-hard. Intuitively, the problem of
providing the multicast services over MCDBN is more complicated. In
this paper, we will analyze the random approach (RAND) and the Best
Effort Multicasting Approach (BEMA) which was proposed for multicast
packet transmissions on MCDBN. The derived analysis results are very
close to the simulation results.

1 Introduction

The dual bus topology for high-speed LAN/MAN was proposed in the few years
[11,12]. One of the major characteristics of such multi-access networks is that it
provides a low access delay even when the number of connecting nodes is large.
Several distributed protocols on optical bus networks, such as distributed queue
dual bus (DQDB) [11], had been proposed. However, the maximum network ca-
pacity is still bounded due to only one channel is available on the optical fiber
[3]. For solving this problem, the Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) [2,
14,15] is used to support a large number of transmission channels in parallel.
Several multi-channel photonic star/bus/ring networks with unicasting proto-
cols had been reported in which either node has tunable-transmitter(s) (TT)
and fixed-receiver(s) (FR) [1,3,5,6] or node has tunable-transmitter(s) (TT) and
tunable-receiver(s) (TR) [8,9,13]. In paper [10], the wavelength/receiver assign-
ment problem (WRAP) of unicast services is defined on a multi-channel dual bus
network (MCDBN) to assign a transmission wavelength and a receiver for each
of the request such that the network throughput is maximized and the number
of assigned wavelengths is also minimized. The paper also proves the WRAP is
NP-hard. Obviously, the problem of providing multicast services over MCDBN
is more complicated than that of supporting unicast services. For example, when

I. Chong (Ed.): ICOIN 2002, LNCS 2343, pp. 419–430, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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a node requests to transmit a packet to several multicast members, if it can not
find a channel which is listen by all these members, it must transmit the packets
over several different channels to complete this transmission. Therefore, how to
minimize the number of transmission times of a same packet is also a complicated
problem. So far, only few protocols have been proposed for multicast services on
MCDBN. In paper [16], we had proposed a simple and efficient protocol, named
as the Best Effort Multicasting Approach (BEMA), for multicast services. The
BEMA tries to minimize the transmission times and maximize the channel uti-
lization. In this paper, we will precisely analyze the average transmission times
of the proposed BEMA.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The architecture of WDM-
based multi-channel dual bus network (MCDBN) is introduced in Section 2. In
Section 3, we present the BEMA multicasting protocol. The detailed analyses
of the BEMA and random approach are addressed in Section 4. The simulation
models and simulation results are reported in section 5. Finally, some conclusion
remarks are given in Section 6.

2 The Architecture of MCDBN

The architecture of a MCDBN consists of two contra-directional optical buses,
which allow full duplex communications between any two nodes as shown in
Fig. 1 The network contains N stations. Each station has m TRs and n TRs.
The two buses are called Bus A and Bus B, respectively. For each bus, the entire
bandwidth is divided into C+1 channels {λ0, λ1, λ2, . . . , λC}, where channel λ0
is the dedicated control channel and others are data channels. For each channel,
fixed length slots are generated by the headend station (also called slot gener-
ator) periodically, passed to the downstream stations and is terminated by the
terminator.

3 The BEMA Multicasting Protocol

In this section, we will briefly introduce the proposed BEMA multicasting pro-
tocol for the MCDBN.

The data slot format of the MCDBN is the same as that of the DQDB. The
control signals are arranged in the payload field. Fig. 2 shows the format of
a control slot. A control slot includes three major fields: the multicast request
field REQ MULTICAST, the BROADCAST field and the RESERVATION field.
The REQ MULTICAST field contains four subfields: SRC, MDST, LEN and
SWAVE. The BROADCAST field contains SRC and UWAVE subfields. It is
used for each station to inform all stations the wavelength usage information.
The C-bit RESERVATION field, one bit for each wavelength, carries the requests
of slots issued from the downstream stations. Based on this protocol, within a
cycle time, each station can maintain the newly and correctly traffic information
of all stations in a traffic status matrix (TSM). The TSM is defined as follows:
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Fig. 1. The construction of a WDM-based dual bus networks.

– Traffic Status Matrix: M = {t(i, j)}N×N , i, j=1, 2,. . ., N, where t(i, j)=
k, k ∈ {1, . . . , C}. Each element t(i, j) = k(k > 0) indicates that wavelength
λk is used for station i to transmit packet to station j, and t(i, j) = 0
otherwise.

For illustration, consider the example shown in Fig. 3. The Traffic Status
Matrix of stations 8 is :

M8 =




0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



.

In [10], an efficient load balancing wavelength assignment algorithm (LB-
WAA) had been proposed for the unicast traffic on multi-channel dual bus net-
work. However, for a multicast packet, the number of transmission times for it
may be larger than one because that the number of tunable receivers equipped in
each station is small. In detail, it is possible that all TRs of multicast members
are assigned to listen on different channels. As a result, a multicast packet may
be required to transmit to all multicast members by different wavelengths. For
example, if there are any two multicast members do not tune their receivers into
a same channel at that time, the multicast packet must be transmitted twice
(one for each station). This causes the bandwidth wasted seriously. In the next
paragraphs, we will briefly describe the BEMA protocol.
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N 1 1Ni       

cycle cycle

   
Control channel    0
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SRC : source station.
MDST : multicast destination stations.
LEN : message length.
SWAVE : selected wavelength.
UWAVE : using wavelength.

Headend Terminator

MDST SWAVE UWAVE

HEADER REQ_MULTICAST BROADCAST RESERVATION

l

Fig. 2. The slot format on control channel.

 1

TR (Tunable Receiver) TT(Tunable Transmitter)

 2  3  4  5  6  7  8

1
2
3

Fig. 3. An example of MCDBN for C=3, T=2, R=2 and N=8.

Assume a multicast packet arrives in station s and let D = {d1, d2, . . . , dk}
(d1 < d2 < . . . < dk) denote as the multicast members of this multicast packet.
For simplicity, the number of the multicast members is denoted as |D| (|D| = k).
In BEMA, the way of selecting wavelengths for a multicast packet is divided
into three major steps: (1) The BEMA first finds the most shared wavelength
(say w) among these multicast members in set D, which is listened by the most
multicast members. The number of multicast members (NMi) which listen the
wavelength i can be calculated by the following equation

NMi =
|D|∑
j=1

N∑
k=1

f is(k, dj), (1)

where

f jk(p, q) =

{
1, if tj(p, q) = k,

0, otherwise.
(2)
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Therefore, the wavelength w can be easily determined by w = {k | NMk ≥
NMi,∀ i, k = 1, 2, . . . , C}. (2) For each multicast member (say di), the BEMA
checks whether the selected wavelength w is being used by any of receiver in it.
If it does, station di will be removed from set D (ie., D = D − {di}). Otherwise,
if there exists any idle receiver in it, an idle receiver will be selected and tuned to
this wavelength w. Similarly, di will be removed from set D. (3) If any member
is still left in D (|D| > 0), it will repeat steps (1) and (2) until all multicast
member are considered. As mentioned before, if set D only contains one member,
the LBWAA will be applied to further improve the network throughput. This is
performed in step (1) to find a proper wavelength instead of finding a random
wavelength.

4 Analysis of BEMA Protocol

4.1 Analysis of Random Approach

Before analyzing the BEMA, we first discuss and analyze the number of trans-
mission times in general cases which using random method to select wave-
length/receiver for each multicast packet. In detail, a source station will first
select a random wavelength to transmit. If there is any multicast member does
not listen to this wavelength, the source station will random select another ran-
dom wavelength (excluding the wavelength already selected) to cover the re-
maining stations. This process will be repeated until all multicast members have
received the multicast packet successfully. For simplicity, Let w and k denote
the total wavelengths and numbers of multicast members of stations in the net-
work, respectively. Moreover, let tt and tr represent the numbers of TTs and
TRs equipped in each station, respectively. For the sake of practice, the value of
tr is often less than or equal to the total wavelengths w.

We analyze all the different combinations and permutations that take just T
times to finish a multicast transmission. Now, the number of combination which
k multicast members with tr TRs connect in a network with w wavelengths is

(
Cwtr

)k (3)

There are two cases to consider for sender taking just T times to finish a
multicast transmission. At first, we consider a situation that a multicast member
cannot receive any packet before sender transmits the T -th transmission. In other
word, the receiver did not receive any information at the first T−1 transmissions.
Let S(w, tr, T ) denote the combinations of a multicast member receives packet
at the T -th transmission successfully. We have

S(w, tr, T ) = Cw−T
tr−1 . (4)

The second is that one multicast member may receive the packet before
the T -th transmission. Let F (w, tr, T ) denote the combinations of a multicast
member receives packet before the T -th transmission successfully. This case can
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be considered as a multicast member has TR(s) which connect to these (T − 1)
wavelengths that were selected by sender before. Thus, we have

F (w, tr, T ) = Cwtr − C
w−(T−1)
tr . (5)

For all k multicast members, the number of total combinations of sender
transmits T times to complete the transmission can be summed as follows:

Ck0S(w, tr, T )
0F (w, tr, T )k + Ck1S(w, tr, T )

1F (w, tr, T )k−1

+ . . .+ CkkS(w, tr, T )
kF (w, tr, T )0.

(6)

Substituting Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) into Eq. (6) leads to:

Ck0 (C
w−T
tr−1 )

0(Cwtr − C
w−(T−1)
tr )k + Ck1 (C

w−T
tr−1 )

1(Cwtr − C
w−(T−1)
tr )k−1

+ . . .+ Ckk (C
w−T
tr−1 )

k(Cwtr − C
w−(T−1)
tr )0,

(7)

which simplifies to

k∑
i=0

Cki (C
w−T
tr−1 )

i(Cwtr − C
w−(T−1)
tr )k−i

= (Cw−T
tr−1 + Cw−T

tr − C
w−(T−1)
tr )k − (Cwtr − C

w−(T−1)
tr )k. (8)

Thus, from Eq. (3) and Eq. (8), the probability Prandom(T ) of all multicast
members receive the packets after sender transmitted T times (with random
selecting wavelength) can be computed as follows

Prandom(T ) =

(
Cw−T
tr−1 + Cw−T

tr − C
w−(T−1)
tr

)k − (
Cwtr − C

w−(T−1)
tr

)k
(
Cwtr

)k . (9)

Since Cnr = Cn−1
r−1 − Cn−1

r , we have Cw−(T−1)
tr = Cw−T

tr−1 + Cw−T
tr . Thus, the

probability Prandom(T ) can be further reduced as

Prandom(T ) =

(
Cwtr − Cw−T

tr

)k − (
Cwtr − C

w−(T−1)
tr

)k
(
Cwtr

)k . (10)

Notice that when T ≤ w − tr + 1, the maximum number of transmission
times is w− tr+1 at the worst case. Now, we can derive the average number of
transmission times of a sender to complete a multicast service. That is,

EXPrandom = 1 × Prandom(1) + 2 × Prandom(2) + . . .+ w × Prandom(w)

=
w∑
i=1

i× Prandom(i).
(11)
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4.2 Analysis of BEMA Approach

To analysis the BEMA technique, we have to consider the number of TRs. We
note that the derived combination cases of a station equipped with one TR and
several TRs are quite different. Thus, we divide the conditions into two parts.

A Single Tunable Receiver. The transmission times in BEMA can be con-
sidered a Stirling number problem. To arrange n tunable receivers into r wave-
lengths, we can use S2(n, r) function to calculate the result.

The way to derive all possible onto mapping functions, say H, from dis-
tribute k distinct stations into w distinct wavelengths can be formalized as the
following generating functions. Since no wavelength is empty (by onto defini-
tion), each wavelength is listening by at least one station. Therefore, according
to the following two equations,

( x
1!

+
x2

2!
+
x3

3!
+
x4

4!
+ . . .

)w = (ex − 1)w

=
w∑
i=0

Cwi (−1)ie(w−1)x
(12)

and

w∑
i=0

Cwi (−1)i
∞∑
k=0

1
k!
(w − i)kxk =

∞∑
k=0

xk

k!

( w∑
i=0

(−1)iCwi (w − i)k
)
. (13)

We can easily derive H by the coefficient of xk/k! from above equations. Thus,
we have

H =
1
w!

( w∑
i=0

(−1)iCwi (w − i)k
)
. (14)

Since S2(k,w) = 1
w!

( w∑
i=0

(−1)iCwi (w − i)k
)
, we have

H = S2(k,w). (15)

From Eq. (15), the probability P 1
BEMA(T ) of all multicast members with one

TR receives the multicast packet just after sender transmitted T times can be
derived as following:

P 1
BEMA(T ) =

CwT T !S2(k, T )
wk

. (16)

Then we can get the expectation EXPBEMA by summering form above
P 1
BEMA(T ):
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EXP 1
BEMA(T ) =

1Cw1 1!S2(k, 1) + . . .+ wCwwSw(k,w)w!
wk

=

w∑
i=1

iCwi i!S2(k, i)

wk
.

(17)

In the case of k < w, the maximum transmission times of a multicast packet
should be less than or equal to k. Therefore, we obtain the generalized equation:

EXP 1
BEMA(T ) =

min(k,w)∑
i=1

iCwi i!S2(k, i)

wk
. (18)

The Multi-tunable Receivers. In a multi-tunable receivers model, a station
has a chance to connect several channels at a time. Therefore, increasing the
number of available receivers will reduce the transmission times. Let R = k · tr
be the total participation multicast members’ tunable receivers. And let ψ denote
the maximum transmission times of a multicast packet in the case of multiple
tunable receivers. Considering the relation between R and w, there are two
different cases:

– If R ≤ w ⇒ the maximum transmission times will be no more than ψ = k
times;

– Otherwise, R > w ⇒ the maximum transmission times will be no more than
ψ =

⌊
w
tr

⌋
times.

First, assume sender only transmits the packet over one wavelength to finish
the transmission, all multicast members must listen to a same wavelength. So
we can get the combinations as follows:

Cw1 (Cw−1
tr−1)

k. (19)

From Eq. (19), we want to finish the transmission time at the T -th time, the
total number of combinations is

Cw1 (Cw−1
tr−1)

k − Cw2 (Cw−2
tr−2)

k + · · · + (−1)tr−1Ctr
w(Cw−tr

tr−tr)
k

=
tr∑
i=1

(−1)i−1Cwi (C
w−i
tr−i)

k.
(20)

Thus, the probability of exact T times is

P trBEMA(T ) =

tr∑
j=T

(−1)j−TCwj (C
w−j
tr−j)

kT !S2(k, T )

(Cwtr)k
. (21)
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Obviously, from Eq. (21), the expectation value EXP trBEMA can be obtained
by the following equation:

EXP trBEMA = 1 × P trBEMA(1) + 2 × P trBEMA(2) + . . .+ ψ × P trBEMA(ψ)

=
ψ∑
i=1

iP trBEMA(i)

=

ψ∑
i=1

tr∑
j=i

i(−1)j−iCwj (C
w−j
tr−j)

ki!S2(k, i)

(Cwtr)k
.

(22)

5 Simulation Models and Results

For simplicity, we assume there are N stations are equally spaced on Bus A. Each
station is equipped with a TT and tr TRs. We assume that the distributions of
the multicast size and destination stations for all packets are uniform.

To measure the precision of analysis, for each simulation run (100,000 time
slots), the average of transmission times is calculated. In the first simulation
shown in Fig. 4, we compare the derived analysis result and the simulation
result of random approach (RAND) under different number of tunable receivers,
different channels and multicast sizes. We can see that the mathematical analyses
are very close to the simulation results of RAND approach. Fig. 5 shows the
comparisons of the derived analysis result and the simulation result of BEMA
approach under different number of tunable receivers, different channels and
multicast sizes. We also can see that the analyses are still very close to the
simulation results of BEMA approach.

The second simulation is shown in Fig. 6. In this simulation, we investigate
how the number of transmission times is affected by the network size. We note
that the multicast size (k) is equal to the network size (N). We can see that
a larger number of wavelengths or multicast size is, a larger transmission times
will obtain. Moreover, we can also find that the analyses are almost matching
the derived simulation results.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed the average transmission times of both random ap-
proach (RAND) and best effort multicast approach (BEMA) for providing multi-
cast service over WDM-based multi-channel dual bus networks (MCDBN). Sim-
ulations show that the derived analytical results are very close to the simulation
results.
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Fig. 4. Comparisons of analysis and simulation results obtained by RAND approach
under different number of channels (w), number of tunable receivers (tr) and multicast
size (k).
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Abstract. A window-based flow control is a sort of feedback-based con-
gestion control mechanisms, and has been widely used in current TCP/IP
networks. In the feedback-based congestion control, feedback delay of the
congestion information from the bottleneck node is one of the important
elements that affect the performance. Recently, the use of an explicit
congestion notification (ECN) mechanism as congestion indication from
the network to source hosts has been actively discussed in the IETF.
In this paper, we propose an enhanced marking strategy for ECN that
can reduce the transfer delay of congestion information of a router in
multiple-hop network environments. At a transit router, the proposed
method relays the congestion experienced (CE)-bit contained in an in-
coming IP packet to the head-of-line packet with a corresponding flow
which is waiting for transmission in the output buffer. Simulation results
showed that ECN with the proposed mark-relay strategy produced a su-
perior performance in terms of throughput and fairness between TCP
flows.

1 Introduction

The TCP protocol is extensively used on the Internet as a reliable data transfer
protocol. In TCP congestion control mechanisms, packet loss is used for feed-
back information of network status since packet loss implies the occurrence of
congestion in the network [1]-[2]. Therefore, until a packet loss occurs in the net-
work, TCP gradually increases its congestion window size. Namely, TCP begins
in slow-start phase, and its congestion window is doubled every round trip time
(RTT) until the window size reaches the slow-start threshold. After this thresh-
old, the window is increased linearly at a rate of one segment each RTT. When
the congestion window size exceeds the available bandwidth, excess packets are
queued at the buffer of the bottleneck router for some period. If the congestion
window size increases further, then the packets at the buffer of the router over-
flow, thereby leading to packet loss. If the source host detects the occurrence of
packet loss in the network using a time-out mechanism, then reduces its window
size to one and enters the slow-start phase. TCP Reno has another mechanism
called fast retransmission, which uses the receipt of duplicate ACK packets to
detect occurrence of packet loss. It reacts to the packet loss by halving its con-
gestion window and retransmitting the missing segment, without waiting for the

I. Chong (Ed.): ICOIN 2002, LNCS 2343, pp. 431–442, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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timer to expire. After the congestion window size is reduced, the congestion in
the network is relieved and the source host then increases its window size again.
Consequently, since the occurrence of packet loss in network is used as the signal
for congestion by the TCP congestion control mechanism, packet loss cannot be
avoided. And, packet losses introduce performance degradation, such as an in-
crement of traffic in the network and the addition of a significant transfer delay
as a result of packet retransmissions.

Accordingly, active queue management and the use of an explicit congestion
notification (ECN) have been proposed and discussed in the IETF to improve
the performance of TCP congestion control [3]-[6]. Active queue management
schemes attempt to detect congestion before the queue overflows, and then notify
the host node of incipient congestion status. As such, active queue management
can provide several advantages, including avoiding the undesirable synchroniza-
tion of packet loss across multiple flows and the reduction of unnecessary queue-
ing delays and packet losses. ECN is a mechanism for explicitly notifying source
hosts of congestion in a network using marked packets. A packet is marked at
a router, which uses active queue management such as a random early detec-
tion (RED) mechanism, by setting a congestion experienced (CE)-bit in the IP
header instead of dropping it when impending congestion is detected. The mark
gets echoed by the TCP receiver through setting an ECN echo flag in the header
of ACK and the TCP source host then reacts to the mark as it would do to
a dropped packet. The advantage of the ECN mechanism is that unnecessary
packet losses can be prevented if the source hosts respond to the ECN message
properly. In addition, ECN has been proven to be a better way of delivering con-
gestion information to the source host and improves the performance of TCP
[7].

The performance of feedback-based congestion control is generally affected
by the feedback delay involved in the congestion information reaching the source
host form the bottleneck node. Therefore, ECN inherits the bias against con-
nections with long RTTs. Hamann and Walrand proposed a new fair window
algorithm for ECN capable source hosts that correct the inherited bias of ECN-
TCP against connections with long RTT [8]. Liu and Jain suggested the use of
the mark-front strategy which marks the packet at the head of the output queue
in stead of marking the incoming packet [9].

The feedback-based congestion control requires the cooperation of three
parts: (1) congestion identification, (2) congestion notification, and (3) response
to congestion notification [10]. In the context of ECN, the first part may be re-
garded as finding an answer to the question of when to mark a packet, the second
part as identifying which packet to mark, and the third part addressing the ques-
tion how a source should react to a congestion indication from the network. In
general, the RED mechanism is used to decide when to mark a packet. Regard-
ing as which packet is marked, Floyd suggested marking the incoming packet [5],
while Liu and Jain presented the mark-front strategy [9]. For the third question,
Floyd presented a mechanism using the standard TCP congestion response [5],
while Hamann and Walrand suggested a new fair-window algorithm [8].
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In this paper, we concentrate on the first and second parts to resolve the
performance degradation of connections with long RTTs. Most ECN implemen-
tations use the mark-tail strategy. That is, when congestion is detected, the
router marks the incoming packets that have just entered the buffer of each
router. However, with this strategy, an incoming marked packet can experience
a queueing delay until all previously buffered packets will have been transmitted.
Thus, to reduce this queueing delay, the mark-front strategy was proposed where
a packet is marked at the time it is sent, thereby providing the faster congestion
information delivery and reflecting the up-to-date congestion information [9].
However, since a packet can still experience a queueing delay in the buffer at
each transit router, the congestion information contained in an incoming packet
from an upstream node cannot be immediately transferred to its destination.
Therefore, in existing marking strategies for implementing ECN, this additional
queueing delay is unavoidable and increases proportionally with the number of
routers the flow passes through.

Accordingly, this paper proposes a mark-relay strategy for ECN implemen-
tation that can significantly reduce the transfer delay of congestion information
from a router to its source host in a multiple-hop network environment. At each
transit router, the proposed method relays the CE-bit contained in an incoming
IP packet to the head-of-line packet with a corresponding flow that is waiting
for transmission in the output buffer.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some background on
ECN mechanisms and motivation for our research. In Section 3, we introduce
the proposed mark-relay strategy for ECN-capable router implementation. Sec-
tion 4 compares the performance of ECN in multiple-hop network environments
using simulation according to the marking strategy. Finally, Section 5 presents
conclusions and discusses future work.

2 Related Works

ECN enhances active queue management by detecting an impending congestion
status before a buffer overflows and drops packets probabilistically [3]-[4]. When
ECN is implemented, packets are marked rather than dropped. As such, conges-
tion information can be quickly transferred to the source host where the transfer
rate can be immediately adjusted without additional delay in waiting for a du-
plicated ACK or timeout. As a result, unnecessary packet drops can be avoided.
To support ECN, both the router and the end hosts are changed and operate as
shown in Fig. 1.

In the connection setup phase, the source and destination TCPs have to
negotiate their ECN capability. This is done by the sender setting both an ECN-
echo and congestion window reduced (CWR)-flag in the SYN packet and by the
receiver setting the ECN-echo flag in the SYN ACK packet. When this agreement
has been reached, the sender then sets an ECN capable transport (ECT)-bit in
the IP header of the data packets for that flow, to indicate to the network the
capability and willingness of the sender to participate in ECN.
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Fig. 1. Summary of ECN operation

When a router has detected congestion using active queue management, it
first checks the ECT-bit in the IP packet header. Then, it sets a CE-bit in the
IP header if an ECT-bit has been set. When the receiver receives a packet with
a CE-bit set, it sets an ECN-echo flag in the next outgoing ACK for the flow.
The receiver continues to do this in subsequent ACKs until it receives a data
packet from the sender with a CWR-flag set.

An ECN-capable sender reacts to an ACK with an ECN-echo flag set as a
lost packet, i.e. reduces its congestion window by half, yet without the need to
retransmit the marked packet. If a sender receives multiple congestion indica-
tions, including a timeout, duplicate ACKs, and ECN-echo ACK, it only needs
to react to the congestion once per RTT. After a sender has responded to a
congestion notification, it sets a CWR-flag in the next outgoing data packet
to tell the receiver that it has reacted to a congestion notification. An ECN-
capable router usually uses RED gateways with a modified algorithm to set the
CE-bit in the IP header. The difference is that the router marks packets in-
stead of dropping them. The RED algorithm detects incipient congestion before
the buffer overflows, based on an average queue length, and then marks packets
probabilistically.

Several researches presented the advantages of ECN over packet drops for
congestion control [5]-[7]. The advantages of ECN include reducing unnecessary
packet drops, and faster delivery of congestion notification instead of relying on
packet drops and the coarse granularity of the timer, which may add significant
delay in the source recognizing congestion in the network.

However, ECN still inherits the bias against connections with long RTTs.
Hamann and Walrand presented a new fair window algorithm for ECN capable
source hosts that correct the inherited bias of ECN-TCP against connections
with long RTT [8]. Their method prevents the connections with small RTT from
opening their congestion window too quickly, and allows connections with large
RTT to be more aggressive in opening their congestion windows. This is achieved
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by weighting the congestion window increment 1/cwnd by a window slope factor
Swnd which increases with the RTT of the connection.

Another important issue to consider is whether different packet marking
strategies will have an impact on ECN performance. The standard ECN uses
the mark-tail strategy. In ECN using the mark-tail strategy, the CE-bit of an
incoming packet is set according to the congestion status at the time it enters
the buffer of each router. Although this method is easy to implement, imposes
an additional queueing delay on the feedback of the congestion information to
the source host because after setting the CE-bit the incoming packet must wait
until all previously buffered packets will have been transmitted. Liu and Jain
suggested the use of the mark-front strategy which mark the packet at the head
of the queue in stead of marking the incoming packet [9]. As a result, mark-front
strategy avoids the additional queueing delay that can occur at a router in the
ECN with mark-tail strategy as explained above, and can reflect the up-to-date
congestion status of the router.

However, when using ECN with the mark-tail and mark-front strategies in
a multiple-hop network environment, an incoming packet with a CE-bit set can
still experience longer queueing delays at each downstream node. These delays
are particularly serious when the network becomes more congested. Theses ad-
ditional queueing delays at each transit node then cause a slower response to the
congestion status of the bottleneck link, resulting in packet loss and performance
degradation.

3 A New Mark-Relay Strategy for ECN

In ECN using the proposed mark-relay strategy, the transfer delay of the CE-
bit information contained in an incoming packet can be reduced by relaying
the information to the head-of-line packet with a corresponding flow waiting for
transmission in the output buffer of each transit router. The mark-relay strategy
can be easily implemented by adding a CE-bit relay function to the mark-front
strategy.

In the proposed mark-relay strategy, each router maintains a table in order
to store the CE-bit information relayed from the upstream node, as shown in
Fig. 2. This table then maintains a relayed CE-bit on a per-flow basis. The
Flow ID can be identified by its source and destination IP address tuple, or
can be defined according to the flow aggregation levels. As such, a table entry
for a particular flow is created upon the arrival of the first packet and then
maintained only as long as there is at least one packet waiting for transmission
for that flow in the buffer. The entry for a particular flow in the relayed CE-bit
table is removed when there is no longer a packet for that flow in the router
buffer. Meanwhile, when the router receives each incoming packet, it stores the
CE-bit information on the incoming packet in the relayed CE-flag in the table
related to the corresponding flow. If the CE-bit of an incoming packet is one,
the value is stored in the relayed CE flag in the table, then the CE-bit of the
incoming packet is reset. Thereafter, the CE-bit of the next outgoing packet is
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Fig. 2. ECN with the proposed mark-relay strategy

then set according to the congestion status, as determined by an active queue
management mechanism and the relayed CE flag for the corresponding flow.
Namely, the CE-bit of the outgoing packet is set to the value of the logical OR
between the congestion status of the current node and the relayed CE flag in the
table. As a result, the feedback delay of the congestion information to its source
host can be reduced considerably.

4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we compare the performance of the different marking strate-
gies for ECN implementation in a router. To compare the marking strategies,
simulations are performed using the OPNET simulation tool [11].

4.1 Simulation Configuration

Fig. 3 illustrates the multiple-hop network model used for the simulation [12].
In this model, SM is the TCP source host for the multiple-hop flows and DM

is its corresponding destination. In addition, the single-hop transit flows are
also considered as back-ground traffic at each hop. S1 - SN are the TCP source
hosts for the single-hop flows and D1 - DN are their corresponding destinations.
The dotted lines indicate the connection paths. It is assumed that SM and S1
consisted of two bulk file transfer sources, respectively. All bulk file transfer
sources are considered as infinite greedy sources. In addition, TCP source hosts
for the single-hop flows, S1 - SN , also consist of small-sized file transfer sources
that were used for generating bursty background traffic at each hop. Average
file sizes used for small-sized file transfer source are assumed to be 10KB and
100KB with the exponential distributions. And, we change the offered load of
background traffic form 20% to 80% of link capacity by changing the average
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Fig. 3. Simulation network model with N hops

transfer rate of files (files/hours). We evaluate the performance of the marking
strategies under the multiple-hop environment by comparing the throughput of
bulk file transfer flows.

The number of hops is varied to investigate the effect of the number of transit
routers. The delays at each link are assumed as shown in Table 1, to remove the
effect of any propagation delay difference between the single-hop and multiple-
hop flows, and the effect of the queueing delay on the transferring the congestion
information is investigated. In the Table 1, TA is the access link delay of each
sender and receiver host, and TH is the link delay between routers.

In the simulation, TCP-Reno is used for the TCP flows and each flow was fed
using an FTP traffic generator. The TCP timer granularity is set to 100msec,
and the maximum segment size (MSS) is set to 1024Bytes. The simulations are
continued for about 10 minutes in each case. The router uses the RED as the
active queue management mechanism and the parameters for each router are set
as follows:

• B = 100 [packets] : router buffer size
• Pmax = 0.1 : maximum marking probability
• maxth = 60 [packets] : maximum threshold level
• minth = 30 [packets] : minimum threshold level
• Wq = 0.002 : weighting factor for the queue length average

Table 1. Link delay values for simulation

Number of Hops 2 4 6 8 10

TH [msec] 50.00 25.00 16.67 12.50 10.00
TA[msec] 30.00 42.50 46.67 48.75 50.00
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4.2 Simulation Results

In this section, we investigate the performances of the mark-tail, mark-front and
mark-relay strategies for ECN-capable router implementation in terms of the
average throughput. The average throughput is defined as follows: The average
bits per second forwarded to the application layer by the TCP layer in the re-
ceiver. This result was to compare the performance of the bulk file transfer flows.

4.2.1 Performance Comparison Relative to the Number of Hops
First, we fix the offered load of background traffic to 60% of the link capacity,
and evaluate the performance of marking strategies according to changing the
number of hops.

Fig. 4 compares the average throughput of the bulk file transfer flows be-
tween the various marking strategies relative to an increase in the number of
hops. The average throughputs decrease for all the marking strategies as the
number of transit hops increases. This is because the additional queueing delay
involved in transferring the congestion information to the sender, which is expe-
rienced in the downstream routers, produces slower response to congestion. The
slower response to congestion then result in packet drops, packet retransmissions,
and link underflows. Accordingly, The feedback delay involved in returning con-
gestion information from a congested router to the sender causes degradation in
the throughput.
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Compared with the mark-tail strategy, although the mark-front strategy re-
duce the marked packet transfer delay at those nodes where marking occurred,
the additional queueing delay experienced at the downstream nodes can not be
eliminated. As a result, very little enhancements in performance are observed
with the mark-front strategy in multiple-hop network environments. In con-
trast, the mark-relay strategy provides a much faster congestion response than
the other two marking strategies in multiple-hop network environments. That
is, the mark-relay strategy is able to reduce the additional queueing delay for
transferring the CE information at each transit router by relaying the CE-bit
contained in an incoming packet to the head-of-line packet with a corresponding
flow. As such, the mark-relay strategy is able to reduce the throughput degrada-
tion, as the number of hops increases, and produces a relatively high throughput
compared with the mark-tail and mark-front strategies.

Fig. 5 compares the average throughput of the multiple-hop flows with that
of the single-hop flows connected to the first router. That is, the performance
degradation of the multiple-hop flows is measured using the average throughput
ratio of the multiple-hop flows to the single-hop flows. The results show that
the multiple-hop flows generally experience a higher performance degradation
compared with the single-hop flows, even though the end-to-end link delay of
the multiple-hop flows is set to be the same as that of the single-hop flows.
That is because of some more marking and the increased queueing delay for
transferring congestion information at the downstream nodes. And, performance
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difference among the marking strategies mainly causes by increased queueing
delay for transferring congestion information at the downstream nodes. Also,
more performance degradation can be seen relative to an increase in the
number of transit hops. However, the performance degradation ratio of the
mark-relay strategy is lower than that of the other two marking strategies,
thereby indicating an improved fairness between the multiple-hop flows and
the single-hop flows when the mark-relay strategy is used in the ECN-capable
routers.

4.2.2 Performance Comparison Relative to the Offered Load
Next, we fix the number of hops to 8, and evaluate the performance according
to changing the offered load of background traffic at each transit hops.

Fig. 6 compares the average throughput of the multiple-hop flows among the
marking strategies relative to an increase in the offered load of background traffic.
As we can expect, increased offered load can introduce the more queue build-ups
and queueing delay at each transit router. Accordingly, the relative throughput
degradation of multiple-hop flows increases as the offered load of the background
traffic increases, even though the number of transit hops is equivalent. And, the
very little enhancements in performance of mark-front strategy over mark-tail
strategy can be found in the multiple-hop environments as offered load increases.
However, mark-relay strategy relatively increases the throughput compared with
the other two marking strategies in any offered load conditions.
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Fig. 7. Performance degradations of multiple-hop flows compared with single-hop flows
relative to offered load of background traffic

In the Fig. 7, we compare the average throughput of the multiple-hop flows
and that of the single-hop flows connected to the first router. Similar to the
previous section, we can see that the performance degradation ratio of the mark-
relay strategy is lower than that of the other strategies. And, relative advantage
of the mark-relay strategy increases as the offered load of background traffic
increases. Accordingly, the fairness of mark-relay strategy between multiple-hop
flows and single-hop flows is relatively increased compared with that of the other
marking strategies, as the offered load of background traffic increases.

5 Conclusions

ECN with the mark-relay strategy was proposed, and its performance compared
with existing marking strategies for ECN-capable router using simulation. The
mark-relay strategy can effectively reduce the transfer delay of congestion in-
formation through transit routers in multiple-hop network environments. At a
transit router, the proposed method relays the CE-bit contained in an incoming
IP packet to the head-of-line packet with a corresponding flow that is waiting
for transmission in the output buffer. Simulation results showed that ECN with
mark-relay strategy produced a better performance than the existing mark-tail
and mark-front strategies in terms of throughput and fairness between TCP
flows.

In future work, the performance of marking strategies will be investigated un-
der more complicated scenarios with realistic traffic models, such as self-similar
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traffic model, compared to the simplified traffic source model used in this paper.
And, the effect of the congestion detection mechanisms of active queue man-
agement will be examined because fast and efficient congestion detections are
another key issues in feedback based congestion control.
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Abstract. Unfairness of the Internet has galvanized numerous stud-
ies toward fair allocation of bandwidth. Study of TCP-Vegas is one of
them. TCP-Vegas, although not perfect, at least enables bandwidth allo-
cation independent of propagation delay, which is radically different be-
havior from that of current Internet. In the current Internet, a long-delay
connection usually receives less throughput than short-delay connections.
Until now, two necessary conditions have been identified to make TCP-
Vegas achieve fair allocation of bandwidth: correct estimation of prop-
agation delay and finer control of window by adopting single threshold
rather than two.
In this paper, we propose three more fixes to achieve fair bandwidth
allocation. First, we provide a fix for packet size independence. Second,
we provide a fix regarding the reference value in the control. Third, we
provide a fix for reducing both the oscillation and the convergence delay.
We argue that fixes of ours and those of previous researchers constitute
the necessary and sufficient condition for fair allocation of bandwidth.

1 Introduction

TCP is one of the most widespread protocols in the Internet. TCP is a connec-
tion-oriented transport protocol that provides reliable delivery service using un-
reliable IP network. There are several versions of TCP such as Tahoe, Reno,
and Vegas. Every TCP version except TCP-Vegas adopts congestion avoidance
scheme described in [1] whose basic idea is slowly increasing the number of pack-
ets in the network until loss occurs and halving it down when loss occurs. Each
version improves performance of previous ones by revising behavior during loss
recovery. In contrast, TCP-Vegas tries to gain performance improvement more
fundamentally in that it does not incur loss because it does not wait for loss in
reducing the number of packets in the network.
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The principle of TCP-Vegas is to have per-connection queue length constant.
This allows fair bandwidth allocation as well as loss prevention. It is well known
that connections get the same throughput if all the connection have the same
per-connection queue length.1 Loss is prevented with a finite amount of buffer
if the number of connection is bounded. If the connections are too many or the
buffer is not large enough, TCP-Vegas resorts to TCP-Reno-like lossy behavior,
hence TCP-Vegas is always no worse than TCP-Reno.

We focus on the fairness of TCP-Vegas because its fairness is superior to that
of Tahoe and Reno. Tahoe and Reno are versions of TCP currently dominating
the Internet. Under TCP-Reno or Tahoe, a long-delay connection usually receives
less throughput than short-delay connections.

However, even TCP-Vegas has been known to be unfair for two reasons
[13][11]. First reason is that TCP-Vegas relies on correct measurement of prop-
agation delay, which is usually not met. A connection that incorrectly measures
the propagation delay steals more bandwidth. A connection gets the less cor-
rect measurement of propagation delay as it shares the link with the more other
connections. There has been no effective way2 to enforce correct measurement
of propagation delay. In this paper, we assume that every connection has cor-
rect propagation delay measurement. This may be implemented by giving SYN
packets higher queueing priority than other types of TCP packets.

Second reason is that TCP-Vegas actually does not try to make per-connec-
tion queue length constant. Instead, it tries to bound per-connection queue
length within a region marked by two thresholds, α and β, which are usually set
as 1 packet and 3 packets respectively. The known solution of this artifact is to
have both thresholds have the same value, which is adopted in this paper.

This paper shows that Vegas is still unfair even when the above two problems
are solved, because of its dependence on packet size3. In the current Vegas, the
connection with bigger packet gets more bandwidth. We propose three fixes as
a solution.

First, we propose to redefine the thresholds, α and β, which are set equal to
each other in this paper, as a byte count instead of as a packet count. We call
the byte count threshold as the reference. This fix constitutes the core of our
solution. The remaining fixes deal with the performance of this first fix.

Our second fix is about choosing the value of the reference. The first fix
alone exhibits a significant departure from the perfect fairness, if the reference
is not large enough. We show that a higher reference improves the fairness. We
can always make the bandwidth allocation fairer by increasing the reference.
1 This is the single bottleneck case. For the multiple bottleneck case, this type of
allocation can provide a proportional fairness, instead of max-min fairness.

2 [11] argued that using single threshold instead of two may solve this problem by
incurring oscillation, which is later disproved by [13]. [9] mentioned the possibility
of expiring fixed-delay measurement without any further development.

3 Precisely, we mean Path MTU(Maximum Transmission Unit) size when speaking
of packet size. MTU is the largest allowable payload size for link level frame. Path
MTU is the least MTU along the forward path. MTU ranges from 296B of SLIP to
65536B of Hyperchannel.
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Fig. 1. Simulation Topology

However, this comes at the price of an increase in both the convergence delay
and the buffer requirement.

Our third fix is to reduce the needed reference value in achieving the same
level of fairness. Specifically, we propose to upgrade the congestion detection
formula by adding a half packet. This improves the fairness when used under
the same reference value, in that it eliminates the preference of larger-packet
connections in the above two fixes.

Our last fix is to reduce the convergence delay when the reference value
is high. This is a departure from the traditional window control in that the
window change speed is not necessarily one packet a round. The window may
change either by multiple packets a round or by less than one packet a round.
We argue that this does not cause any harm on the stability of the congestion
control, by providing a proof.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe the problem in
Section 2. We describe the main fix in Section 3. We show the effect of the
value of the reference in Section 4. We show how to fully eliminate the packet
size dependence by upgrading the congestion detection formula in Section 5. In
Section 6, we present a faster window control, which shortens the transient state
without losing the stability. A summary of our work and future plans is given in
Section 7.

2 Vegas Throughput Is Dependent on Packet Size

We show that TCP-Vegas is unfair because connections with different packet
sizes receive different throughput in the steady state.

Fig. 2 shows that connection with bigger packet gets more bandwidth. There
are two connections sharing a bottleneck link under the topology of Fig. 1. One
connection has Path MTU of 1500B(limited by Ethernet or PPP), while the
other has Path MTU of 296B(limited by SLIP). For many graphs in this paper,
the legend of the graph means the packet size, and the vertical axis has no unit
because it is a ratio of two values of the same dimension.
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Fig. 2. Bigger Packet gets More Bandwidth
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Fig. 3. Equalizing the Formula in Byte

To show the effect of the current subject, we eliminated all the known causes
of unfairness. We have made them know their correct propagation delay. We set
two thresholds, α and β, equal to two packets.

3 Packet Size Independence

We can obtain much improved fairness by changing the semantic of the threshold
from a packet count to a byte count. Fig. 3 is when the reference byte count is set
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Fig. 4. Connection with Larger Packet Gets More Throughput When Competing with
Connection with 296B Packet

to 3kB, which is chosen to be twice as high as the largest MTU in this simulation
setting.

However, this improvement is still not perfect. We can observe that connec-
tion with bigger packet still gets slightly more bandwidth. We conducted a sim-
ulation of two connections, the Path MTU of one of them being changed, while
that of the other having 296B Path MTU. The reference byte count was 3000
bytes. Figure 4 shows that the error is too high to be ignored and is increasing
as the difference in packet size widens.

4 Reducing the Error by Raising the Thresholds

In general, the fairness can be made better by raising the threshold.
When the reference byte count is raised to 131070 B, which is chosen to be

twice as the largest possible MTU, varying the difference in packet size does not
cause difference of more than six percent in throughput.

However, there are two problems remaining in raising the reference.
The first problem is that the better treatment to connections with the larger

MTU is all the same, though somewhat mitigated.
The second problem is that raising the reference count increases both the

buffer requirement and the convergence delay. The increase in queue length is
inferred by considering the reference byte count as the mean queue length. The
increase in the convergence delay is shown in Fig. 6, where the steady state is
reached only after 420 seconds.

The first problem is dealt with in the next section, and the second problem
is dealt with in the section after the next one.
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5 Making the Error Independent of Packet Size

The results of the previous two sections suggest that the traditional interpre-
tation of the congestion detection formula may be incorrect. The congestion
detection formula has been known to mean the per-connection queue length. If
the per-connection queue length is all the same throughout the connections, the
connections should receive the same throughput. However, this is inconsistent
with what the previous two sections have shown.
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In this section, we show that the known interpretation of the congestion
detection formula is indeed incorrect. Our proposed fix is simple and is shown
to improve the fairness under the same reference byte count and to eliminate
the preference of larger-packet connections, thus possibly enabling lowered byte
reference count for the same level of fairness.

The fix is to add one half packet to the congestion detection formula. We
argue that the resulting value means the per-connection queue length. This is
because the packet arriving at the bottleneck queue fails to count itself when
measuring queueing delay.

Figure 7 depicts this phenomenon when per-connection queue length is two.
Just before a packet arrives, another packet of the same connection departs the
bottleneck queue. So every packet sees only one packet in the queue ahead of
itself, although there are always two packets in the queue.

There is yet another aspect remaining to be clarified: the figure says that
we should add one packet, whereas our fix is to add a half packet. In fact, as
shown by the proof in the appendix, the ideal fix is to add P

n , where P denotes
the packet size, and n is the number of connections. The reason for not using
this ideal fix is that it requires knowing the number of connections. Choosing
a fixed n results in both the preference of small-packet connections when more
than n connections share the bottleneck link and the preference of large-packet
connections when less than n connections share it. We chose n = 2 because of
the following two reasons: we want to make it impossible for the larger-packet
connection to get more throughput; we want to make the queue length error
as small as possible. The first reason suggests using either 1 or 2 as n, and the
second reason dictates that n = 1 makes the error too large when the number
of connections is large.

Fig. 8 shows that we can improve the fairness from Fig. 3 by adding a half
packet even when using a low reference of 3kB.

This fix can also improve the fairness when using a higher reference count
of 131kB, as shown in Fig. 9. This figure clearly shows that the fix makes the
dependency on the packet size unobservable when the number of connections is
two.

However, there is a shortcoming in this fix. It requires the reference count to
be greater than half the largest possible MTU. Otherwise, the connection with
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the packet greater than twice the reference count would receive poor bandwidth,
because adding a half packet would always result in a value above the reference,
which in turn forces to decrease the window.
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Fig. 10. After Using the Fast Control from Fig. 6

6 Reducing Both the Oscillation and the Convergence
Delay

In this section, we present a fast window control scheme designed to solve the
problem of long convergence delay, which is a consequence of raising the byte
reference count.

Our fast window control is to make the rate of window change proportional
to the error, which is defined as the difference between the reference and the
estimate of the per-connection queue length. The normal Vegas also compares
the estimate of the per-connection queue length with the reference. However,
this is only used in determining the direction of change, and has no influence in
the rate of the window change. The rate of the window change of the normal
Vegas can assume one of the following three: plus one packet a round, minus one
packet a round, or no window change during a round.

Our fast window control is sometimes slower than the normal Vegas, thus
eliminating the oscillation.

Figure 10 shows the application of our fast control on Fig. 6. The fast control
reduces the convergence delay from 390 seconds to 30 seconds.

Figure 11 shows how much the convergence delay is reduced by our fast
control. The simulation was carried out with two connections, where a connec-
tion with a controlled packet size competes with the other whose packet size is
65535B. The result indicates that, without fast control, the convergence delay
is indirectly proportional to the smallest MTU, and that the fast control makes
the convergence delay almost independent of the MTU size.

We argue that our fast control scheme is stable, based on the following ar-
gument: the fast control is stable if the normal Vegas is stable regardless of
the MTU size. A small-packet connection changing multiple packets of window
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a round is not different from a large-packet connection changing one packet a
round.

7 Conclusions

Vegas shows much improved fairness than Reno or Tahoe. Its bandwidth allo-
cation is independent of the propagation delay, whereas Reno or Tahoe give less
throughput to long delay connections.

This improved fairness results from its principle of congestion control: it
tries to keep constant number of packets in the bottleneck queue. In theory, this
principle implies the perfect fairness in throughput.

However, Vegas does not show perfect fairness, because of some implemen-
tation problems. Two such problems have been identified by previous studies: it
does not always obtain correct measurement of the propagation delay; it does
not actually equate the per-connection queue length among all the connections.

This paper explains another problem resulting from different path MTU sizes
among connections. To solve this problem, this paper proposed one main fix and
three subsidiary fixes. The main fix is that the Vegas should try to keep constant
number of bytes, rather than packets, in the bottleneck queue. The subsidiary
fixes answer the following three questions: how many bytes should be kept in
the bottleneck queue; whether the main fix is sufficient; what the side effect is
and how to solve it.

In doing this, we found that the Vegas implementation has yet another dis-
crepancy from its principle, in an aspect other than the data unit being packet
or byte. We found that the measurement of the per-connection queue length is
incorrect.
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We also proposed an improved window control, which allows the rate of the
window change to be much faster or much slower than the conventional rate of
one packet a round. A formal proof and a thorough validation on its stability is
our future work.
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A The Congestion Detection Formula Does Not Mean
the Per-connection Queue Length

In this section, we explain why the sender under-estimates its per-connection
queue length, and the motivation of our solution. The reason of the under-
estimation is that the queueing delay measurement is under-estimated and that
the queue length is only inferred by the measured queueing delay.
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First, we need to show how the per-connection queue length is inferred from
the queueing delay. This is done by the Vegas congestion detection formula. Sup-
pose tn is the beginning of the n-th round. At time tn, the congestion detection
formula is defined as follows:

Diff � τq ∗ λ, (1)

where the queueing delay is τq � RTT (tn)−baseRTT, and the throughput is λ �
W (tn)

RTT (tn) , W(t) is window size at time t, and baseRTT is the least of Round-Trip
Times (RTT) until then. We assume baseRTT = τ , where τ is the round-trip
propagation delay. RTT (tn) is the average of the round-trip times experienced
by the acknowledgments received during [tn−1, tn). The unit of queue length is
that of window used in this formula.

Second, we show a formal argument about the inevitable under-estimation of
the queueing delay. We have already tried to give an intuitive explanation of this
phenomenon, in Fig. 7. However, readers may not feel assured. This is driven by
the steady-state assumption. Under steady-state, the aggregate queue length is
the same and the per-connection queue length is the same. Thus if a packet of
size P arrives, a packet of the same size must have left just before. Hence the
larger the packet, the less bytes of queue are ahead of it in the queue. From this
reason, we can say that the queueing delay is more under-estimated with larger
packet size. Formally, the measured queueing delay is a decreasing function of
the connection i’s packet size Pi: QA−Pi

C , where the aggregate queue length is
QA �

∑
Qi, Qi is the actual per-connection queue length of connection i, and the

bottleneck bandwidth is C. Thus, the per-connection queue length of connection
i is under-estimated by λ

C Pi, if we combine this and the last paragraphs. If the
bandwidth is fairly allocated and there are n connections, this amount equals
Pi

n , because λ = C
n .

Using the above argument, we can infer that each connection should con-
sider its amount of under-estimation in choosing the target per-connection queue
length, in order to have the same per-connection queue length for every connec-
tion. When the per-connection queue lengths are actually the same, it is nat-
ural that the connection with bigger packet sees lower estimated queue length.
However, the current Vegas implementation tries to equate the estimated queue
length rather than the actual queue length. Our proposal is that a connection
with bigger packet should set its target queue length lower. More specifically,
when there are n connections, connection i should set its target as alpha − Pi

n .
However, the number of connections n is not available, thus a conservative ap-
proach is to set the target as alpha − Pi

2 . With this scheme, no connection with
bigger packet can steal the bandwidth.

This phenomenon is problematic when the packet size is heterogeneous. Note
that our proposed scheme does not cause any harm when every packet size is
the same.
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Abstract. GPRS is a packet switched access mode for GSM system to improve
wireless access to the Internet. In this paper, we study the design of radio
resource allocation for GPRS and GSM services by allowing guard channels to
be temporarily allocated to GPRS users to increase channel utilization. The call
admission controller and channel allocation controller are employed to achieve
good channel utilization and preserve the QoS of GSM services. Simulation
results show that at low voice traffic load, there is no need to apply admission
control to GPRS connections. While at high voice traffic load, applying call
admission control to GPRS connections can guarantee the performance of voice
service, but result in high GPRS connection blocking and low channel
utilization. Furthermore, the QoS of voice service not being affected by the
introduction of GPRS can be obtained by allowing voice arrivals to preempt the
ongoing GPRS connections.

1 Introduction

General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) [1], initiated in 1994, is an European
Telecommunications Standard Institute (ETSI) standard for packet data transmission
using the core GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) radio access
network. Consequently, GPRS shares the GSM frequency bands with telephone and
circuit-switched data traffic, and makes use of many properties of the physical layer
of the original GSM system. Since radio resources of a cell are shared by both the
GPRS and GSM voice services, how to efficiently allocate radio resources between
these two services and at the same time not degrading the QoS of voice service is an
important issue.

Brasche et al. [2] first introduced GPRS, described the GPRS protocol and
demonstrated its performance. Different scheduling strategies were proposed by Sau
et al. [3,4] to guarantee the QoS in GPRS environment. The performance analysis of
radio link control and medium access control (RLC/MAC) protocol of GPRS was
investigated by Ludwig et al. [5]. The performance of integrated voice and data for
GPRS was analyzed in [6,7]. However, the above researches focused on the
performance of GPRS traffic, none has discussed the impact of accommodating
GPRS traffic on the performance of voice services. In this paper, we will study the
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interaction of resource allocation between voice traffic and GPRS traffic and the
impact on the system performance.

Static guard channel scheme [8] is commonly used to prioritize GSM voice
handoff calls because of its low implementation complexity. These guard channels
can be temporarily allocated to GPRS to increase channel utilization, and will be de-
allocated to handoff calls when necessary.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we will briefly
introduce the radio interface of GPRS. The channel de-allocation and call admission
control mechanisms are described in section 3. Section 4 provides the simulation
results of the proposed scheme and section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Radio Interface

GPRS uses the same TDMA/FDMA structure as that of GSM to form physical
channels. Each physical channel can be assigned to either GPRS or GSM service. The
physical channel dedicated to packet data traffic is called the packet data channel
(PDCH). The basic transmission unit of a PDCH is called a radio block. To transmit a
radio block, four time slots in four consecutive TDMA frames are used [9]. Four
different coding schemes, CS-1 to CS-4, are defined for the radio blocks [10] and are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. GPRS coding schemes

Coding scheme Code rate Payload Data rate
(kbits/s)

CS-1 1/2 181 9.05
CS-2 ~2/3 268 13.4
CS-3 ~3/4 312 15.6
CS-4 1 428 21.4

Radio blocks can be sent on different PDCHs simultaneously, thus reducing the
packet delay for transmission across the air interface. The allocated channels may
vary by allocating one to eight time slots in each TDMA frame depending on the
number of available PDCHs, the multi-slot capabilities of the mobile station, and the
current system load [11]. With coding scheme and multi-slot allocation, higher date
rate can be achieved.

To support the packet-switched operation of GPRS, PDCHs are assigned
temporarily to mobile stations. The base station controller (BSC) controls the
resources in both the uplink and downlink directions. We will focus on the uplink data
transfer to investigate the radio resource allocation. To avoid access conflicts in the
uplink direction, the BSC transmits in each downlink radio block header an uplink
state flag indicating which mobile station is allowed to transmit on the corresponding
uplink PDCH.
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3 The Proposed Radio Resource Allocation Scheme

The proposed scheme employs the channel allocation and admission control
mechanism to guarantee the QoS and improve the channel utilization. Each GPRS
connection request can be associated with two bandwidth parameters: the requested
bandwidth (b_req Kbps) and the minimum required bandwidth (b_min Kbps). Each
GPRS connection request demands for a bandwidth of b_req Kbps, and the minimum
bandwidth to be guaranteed is b_min Kbps once this connection request is admitted.
The bandwidth allocated to each GPRS connection can vary between b_req and
b_min Kbps.

Upon the arrival of a GPRS connection request, the call admission controller has to
figure out the number of channels required. Let c_req denote the number of channels
allocated for GPRS to offer a bandwidth of b_req Kbps if it is admitted, and c_min
denote the minimum number of channels required to offer a bandwidth of b_min Kbps
for an admitted GPRS connection. Assume each PDCH can provide a bandwidth of I
Kbps. Then c_req and c_min can be obtained as follows:
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I

reqb
reqc
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the number of channels used by voice calls. Cgprs denotes the number of channels used
by GPRS connections. Cmin denotes the number of channels guaranteed for admitted
GPRS connections. The number of available channels for voice service denoted as
Cavail can be expressed as Cavail = C – Cmin .

3.1 The Channel Allocation Controller

The channel allocation controller is employed to dynamically adjust channels
allocated for both services to achieve better channel utilization. When the network is
congested, the channel allocation controller is responsible for de-allocating some
channels of the existing GPRS connections to fulfill the minimum bandwidth
requirement for the admitted GPRS connections and voice calls.

When a new voice call is admitted, the channel allocation controller will allocate
one channel to this voice call from the unused channels. If there are no unused
channels, it will try to de-allocate one PDCH from the existing GPRS connections
whose allocated bandwidth is larger than its minimum bandwidth requirement. The
remaining PDCHs should still provide bandwidth for the ongoing GPRS connections
to maintain their minimum bandwidth requirement. If a handoff call arrives and all
the guard channels are used up by voice handoff calls and GPRS connections, the
guard channels temporarily allocated to GPRS as PDCH must then be de-allocated for
voice handoff calls.

3.2 The Call Admission Controller

The call admission controller is employed to control the number of GPRS to
guarantee the QoS of voice service and admitted GRPS connections. A GPRS
connection request will be admitted under two conditions. Firstly, the admission of a
GPRS connection can still maintain the blocking probability of new and handoff calls
below Ptnb and Pthd, where Ptnb is the target blocking probability of new calls, and Pthd is
the target blocking probability of handoff calls. Secondly, the network should have
enough bandwidth to guarantee a bandwidth of b_min Kbps for this request, that is,
c_min ��C ��Cvoice��Cmin.

To find the blocking probability of new and handoff calls after having admitted a
GPRS connection, the traffic model for personal communication system [12] is used.
Fig. 2 shows the state-transition diagram for the static guard channel scheme. The
mean arrival rate of new call requests and handoff call requests are denoted as λn and
λh, respectively. The mean residence time of a mobile unit in a cell is denoted by 1/µ.
Having admitted a GPRS connection request, the system needs to allocate c_min
channels to guarantee its minimum QoS requirement. Then the number of available

channels for voice service, availC
~

, can be expressed as availC
~

=C – (Cmin + c_min).

Let i be the system state corresponding to the number of voice calls in the system.
P(i) denotes the steady-state probability of a total of i voice calls in the system, and
the probability can be easily obtained from the M/M/c/c queueing model as
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Fig. 2.  The state-transition diagram for the static guard channel scheme
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where λT = λn + λh. The new call blocking probability Pnb and handoff call blocking
probability Phb can be expressed respectively as
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The call admission controller then compares these two values with the target values
Ptnb and Pthb, respectively. If both Pnb and Phb are smaller than the target values
respectively, and the available channels are enough to guarantee the minimum
bandwidth requirement, the GPRS connection requests will be accepted. On the other
hand, GSM new call requests will be accepted if Cavail CG > 0, and handoff call
requests will be accepted if Cavail > 0.

4 Simulation Assumptions and Results

The total number of channels, C, is assumed to be 100. For simplicity, we assume the
arrival of new and handoff calls form a Poisson process with rate λn and λh,
respectively, and let λn = λh =λ. According to the study of the effect of different
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number of guard channels to voice call blocking probability for C =100, the number
of guard channel being 2 is chosen. Let the new call arrival rate be 0.20 calls/sec for
low voice traffic load and 0.23 calls/sec for high voice traffic load. The call holding
time, new or handoff, is assumed to be exponentially distributed with a mean of 180
seconds.

The arrivals of GPRS connection requests are assumed to form a Poisson process
with rate λgprs. In the simulation, CS-2 coding scheme is used and its corresponding
transmission rate is 13.4 Kbps per PDCH. Assume the packet length of each GPRS
connection is exponentially distributed with a mean of 2×13.4 Kbits, corresponding to
the mean service time of 2 seconds if one PDCH is allocated.

We also assume that the mobile station has the multi-slot capability and the
maximum number of PDCHs that can be allocated to one mobile station is 4. In other
words, 1 to 4 time slots per TDMA frame can be allocated to one mobile station. For
simplicity, the allocated channels are not restricted to be in the same frame. Referring
to the call blocking probabilities given in [13], the target new call blocking
probability Ptnb is chosen to be 0.05 and the target handoff call blocking probability
Pthb is 0.005.

To investigate the performance of the proposed scheme, three scenarios are
considered:

Scenario-1 :  GPRS traffic shares the radio resources with GSM voice traffic without
resource management.

Scenario-2 : GPRS traffic shares the radio resources with GSM voice traffic with
channel de-allocation mechanism, i.e., the channels of existing GPRS
connections will be de-allocated to voice calls when no resources are
available in the system.

Scenario-3 :  GPRS traffic shares the radio resources with GSM voice traffic, and
both channel de-allocation and call admission control mechanism are
employed.

Performance of the three scenarios with increasing GPRS mean arrival rate under
different voice traffic load are studied. Performance measures of interest are blocking
probability of new and handoff voice calls, GPRS connection rejection ratio, and
channel utilization. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the comparison of the blocking probability
of new voice call and handoff call respectively with GPRS mean packet size being
2×13.4 Kbits. It can be seen that accommodating GPRS without any resource
management, i.e., scenario-1, would severely degrade the performance of voice
service. Besides, at low voice traffic load, admission control on GPRS arrivals is not
necessary. Scenario-2 gives almost the same performance as scenario-3. At high voice
traffic load, the blocking probability of voice service for scenario-2 becomes worse
with increasing GPRS traffic load. The blocking probability of voice calls, new and
handoff call, for scenario-3 still maintains below certain value in despite of the
increasing GPRS traffic load. The reason for handoff call blocking probability
exceeds Pthb at high voice traffic load is that although the guard channels temporarily
used by GPRS connections can be de-allocated to handoff calls, the amount of
bandwidth of the de-allocated GPRS connection must still be greater than or equal to
its minimum bandwidth requirement. If all the GPRS connections are admitted with
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minimum required bandwidth and the guard channels have been used up by handoff
calls or GPRS connections, handoff arrivals would be blocked.

Fig. 3.  Comparison of new call blocking

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of GPRS connection rejection. It shows that scenario-
3 will suffer large connection rejection ratio, especially at high traffic load, compared
with the other two scenarios. This is because when the traffic load increases, a GPRS
connection request will most probably fail the admission control test, causing high
rejection ratio. On the other hand, scenario-1 gives the lowest GPRS rejection ratio
among the three scenarios.

Fig. 6 compares the channel utilization. At low voice traffic load, the channel
utilization of all three scenarios are almost the same when the GPRS arrival rate is
less than 3 calls/sec. With increasing GPRS arrival rate, scenario-2 will have the
largest channel utilization. At high voice traffic load shown in Fig. 6 (b), the channel
utilization has similar trend and characteristics as the low voice traffic load case.
Scenario-3 has the lowest channel utilization. This is because a large portion of GPRS
connection requests are rejected by the call admission controller at high traffic load.
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Fig. 4.  Comparison of handoff call blocking
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(b) high voice traffic load

       Fig. 5.  Comparison of GPRS connection rejection

           Fig. 6.  Comparison of channel utilization
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From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, it can be seen that the voice blocking probability will be
increased with increasing GPRS traffic load even if applying channel de-allocation
and call admission control mechanisms to GPRS traffic. Therefore we modified the
previous scheme to guarantee the voice blocking probability not to be affected by the
increasing GPRS traffic load. The modification is described as follows. When channel
de-allocation mechanism can not provide channels for the arriving voice call, new or
handoff, the network preempts an ongoing GPRS connection to service the arriving
voice call. In addition, when a GPRS connection request arrives and there are no
unused channels, the connection request is queued in the buffer. The preempted
GPRS connections will also be queued in the buffer and are given higher priority to
resume their services whenever there are channels available. Both kinds of
connections are served in a first come first served (FCFS) manner. In this part of
simulation, buffer size is assumed to be infinite to avoid the GPRS connection
request bein locked due to buffer overflow. We will investigate the mean packet
delay of GP
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Fig. 8.   The effect of multi-slot allocation

5 Conclusions

Since GPRS shares radio resources with voice service, how to allocate bandwidth
between the two services is an important issue. The introduction of GPRS service
should not degrade the QoS of existing voice services. Guard channels can be
temporarily allocated to GPRS connections to improve channel utilization. As voice
traffic load increases, the channels of some ongoing GPRS connections are de-
allocated to arriving voice calls. The de-allocation must still maintain the minimum
required QoS of the de-allocated connections.

Simulation results show that at low voice traffic load, there is no need to apply
admission control to GPRS connections. At high voice traffic load, the call admission
control guarantees the blocking probability of new and handoff calls to be below
certain value. But this will result in high GPRS rejection and low channel utilization.

To guarantee the QoS of voice service not to be affected by the introduction of
GPRS, voice arrivals are allowed to preempt the ongoing GPRS connections. The
mean packet delay of GPRS traffic can be effectively reduced with multi-slot
allocation at low GPRS traffic load.
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Abstract. In order to reduce the increasing packet loss rates caused
by an exponential increase in network traffic, the IETF (Internet Engi-
neering Task Force) is considering the deployment of active queue man-
agement techniques such as RED (Random Early Detection). While ac-
tive queue management in routers and gateways can potentially reduce
packet loss rates in the Internet, this paper has demonstrated the inher-
ent weakness of current techniques and shows that they are ineffective
in preventing high loss rates. The inherent problem with these queue
management algorithms is that they all use static parameter setting. So,
in case where these parameters do not match the requirement of the net-
work load, the performance of these algorithms can approach that of a
traditional Drop-tail.
In this paper, in order to solve this problem, a new active queue man-
agement algorithm called ARED (Active RED) is proposed. ARED com-
putes the parameter based on our heuristic method. This algorithm can
effectively reduce packet loss while maintaining high link utilizations.

1 Introduction

It is important to avoid high packet-loss rate in the Internet. When a packet is
dropped before its reaches its destination, all of the resources it has consumed
in transit have been wasted. In extreme cases, this situation can lead to conges-
tion collapse. Over the last decade, TCP and its congestion control mechanisms
have been instrumental in controlling packet loss and in preventing congestion
collapse across the Internet. Optimizing the congestion control mechanisms used
in TCP has been one of the most active areas of research in the past few years.
The problem of congestion collapse encountered by early TCP/IP protocols has
prompted the study of end-to-end congestion control algorithms in the late 80’s
and proposal such as congestion avoidance, which forms the basis for the TCP
congestion control in current implementations. The essence of this congestion
control scheme is that a TCP sender adjusts its sending rate according to the
rate (probability) of packets being dropped in the network (which is considered
a measure of network congestion). This algorithm is relatively well understood
and several models have been proposed and verified with increasing degrees of
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accuracy through simulation and Internet measurements. But end-to-end con-
gestion control mechanisms such as those in TCP are not enough to prevent
congestion collapse in the Internet (for starters, not all applications might be
willing to use them), and they must be supplemented by control mechanisms
inside the network. This has led the IETF to recommend the use of active queue
management in Internet router queue management [1,2,3,4].
In traditional implementations of router queue management, the packets are
dropped when a buffer becomes full in which case the mechanism is called Drop-
tail. More recently, other queue management mechanisms have been proposed.
The IETF has singled out Random Early Detection (RED) as one queue manage-
ment scheme recommended for rapid deployment throughout the Internet. RED
algorithm alleviate many of the problem found in other active queue manage-
ment algorithms such as random drop, early packet discard, and early random
drop in that they can prevent global synchronization, reduce packet loss rates,
and minimize biases against bursty sources using simple,low-overhead algorithm
[5].
But, while RED can potentially improve packet loss rates, we show that its ef-
fectiveness is highly dependent upon its operating parameters. In fact, in cases
where these parameters do not match the requirements of the network load, the
performance of the RED algorithm can approach that of a traditional Drop-tail
algorithm.
While RED algorithm can certainly outperform traditional Drop-tail algorithm,
our experiments show that it is difficult to parameterize RED algorithm to per-
form well under different congestion scenarios. In this paper, we propose a new
active RED algorithm to solve this problem. Section 2.1 first discusses active
queue management mechanisms such as RED for controlling the average queue
size and reducing unnecessary packet drops. Section 2.2 discusses for steady-state
operation of RED as a feedback control. Section 3.1 shows that the effectiveness
of RED is critically dependent upon the rate at which congestion notification is
provided to the source and the network load. In Section 3.2 we make recommen-
dations for RED configuration. Section 4 describes the design of an Active RED
algorithm that determines suitable operating parameters for a RED depending
on the traffic load. The simulation results are presented algorithmin Section 5.
Our conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2 Background

2.1 Active Queue Management

It has long been known that Drop-tail queue management can result in patholog-
ical packet-dropping patterns, particularly in simple simulation scenarios with
long-lived connections, one-way traffic, and fixed packet sizes. A more relevant
issue for actual networks is that with small-scale statistical multiplexing, Drop-
tail queue management can result in global synchronization among multiple TCP
connections, with underutilization of the congested link resulting from several
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connections halving their congestion window at the same time. This global syn-
chronization is less likely to be a problem with large-scale statistical multiplexing.
However, there is a fundamental tradeoff between high throughput and low delay
with any queue management, whether it is Active Queue Management such as
RED (Random Early Detection) algorithm or simple queue management such
as Drop-tail algorithm. Maintaining a low average delay with Drop-tail queue
management means that the queue will have little capacity to accommodate
transient bursts, and can result in an unnecessarily- high packet drop rate.
The main motivation for Active Queue Management is to control the average
queueing delay while at the same time preventing transient fluctuations in the
queue size from causing unnecessary packet drops. For environments where low
per-packet delay and high aggregate throughput are both important performance
metric, active queue management can allow a queue tuned for low average per
packet delay while reducing the penalty in unnecessary packet drops that might
be necessary with Drop-tail queue management can sometimes come at the cost
of a higher packet drop rate. In environments with highly burst packet arrivals,
Drop-tail queue management can result in an unnecessarily large number of
packet drops, as compared to Active Queue Management, particularly with sim-
ilar average queueing delays. Even if there is full link utilization, a higher packet
drop rate can have two consequences, wasted bandwidth on congested links be-
fore the points of loss, and a higher variance in transfer times for the individual
flows [5,6].
One might ask if unnecessary packet drops really matter, if full link utilization
can be maintained. Unnecessary packet losses result in wasted bandwidth to the
point of loss only if there are multiple congested links, where other traffic could
have made more effective use of the available bandwidth upstream of the point
of congestion. Paths with multiple congested links might seem unlikely, given
the lack of congestion reported within many backbone networks. However, even
with uncongested backbone networks, a path with a congested link to the home,
a congested link at an Internet exchange point, and a congested transoceanic
link would still be characterized by multiple congested links.
The second possible consequence of unnecessary packet losses even with full link
utilization can be a higher variance in transfer times. For example, small flows
with an unnecessary packet drop of the last packet in a transfer will have a long
wait for a retransmit timeout, while other active flows might have their total
transfer time shortened by one packet transmission time.

2.2 Steady-State Operation of RED

In this section, we combine TCP congestion control model with RED (Drop
module) control element and derive the state behavior of the resulting feedback
control system. We consider a system of n TCP flows passing through a common
link l with capacity c as in Figure 1.
We can view this system as a feedback control system with the controlled systems
being the TCP senders, the controlling element being the drop module, the
feedback signal – the drop probability, and the controlled variables – the TCP
sending rates.
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Fig. 1. An n-flow feedback control system

As discussed in [7], we have derived an expression for the long-term (steady-
state) average queue size as a function of packet drop probability denoted by
qave = T (p). If we assume that the drop module has a RED feedback control
function denoted by p = R (qave), where qave is an estimate of the long-term
average of the queue size, and if the following system of equations has a unique
solution (ps, qs), then the feedback system in Figure 1 has an equilibrium state
(ps, qs). Moreover, the system operates on average at (ps, qs), i.e., its long-term
average of packet drop probability is ps and average queue size is qs.
Figure 2 illustrates this result: the equilibrium point (ps, qs) is at the intersection
of the curves qave = T (p) and p = R (qave). This system may or may not
be stable around the equilibrium point, depending T and R.
Therefore, the feedback system we are about to model has a time lag of about
one RTT between the moment a signal is sent by the RED module (by dropping
or ECN marking) and the moment the controlled system (TCP sender) reacts
to this signal. The increase or decrease in the TCP sending rate produces an
increase or decrease in the instantaneous queue length at bottleneck link l, which
prompts the RED module to again change its drop rate, and the process repeats.
In this case, equilibrium state (ps, qs) converges into equilibrium point.

3 The Analysis of RED

3.1 The Action of RED

The RED algorithm uses a weighted average of the total queue length (size)
to determine when to drop packets. When a packet arrives at the queue, if
the weighted average queue length (avgq < −(1 − wq)•avgq + wq•q, where wq

is a fixed parameter and q is the instantaneous queue length) is less than a
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Fig. 2. Equilibrium point for a RED feedback system

minimum threshold value, minth, no drop action will be taken and the packet
will simply be enqueued. If the average is greater than minth but less than a
maximum threshold, max th, an early drop test will be performed as described
below. An average queue length in the range between the thresholds indicates
some congestion has begun and flows should be notified via packet drop. If the
average is greater than the maximum threshold value, a forced drop operation
will occur. An average queue length in this rang indicates persistent congestion
and packets must be dropped to avoid a persistently full queue. Note that by
using a weighted average, RED avoids overreaction to bursts and instead reacts
to longer-term trends. Furthermore, because the thresholds are compared to
weighted average, it is possible that no forced drops will take place even when
the instantaneous queue length is quite large. For example, Figure 3 illustrates
the queue length dynamics in a RED router (gateway) in simulation network
[5,8].
The early drop action in the RED algorithm probabilistically drops the incoming
packet when the weighted average queue length is between the minth and max th

thresholds.
In contrast, the forced drop action in the RED algorithm is guaranteed to drop
the incoming packet. In the case of early drops, the probability that the packet
will be dropped is dependent on several other parameters of algorithms. An initial
drop probability Pb = maxp (avgq-minth)/(max th-minth), is computed, where
maxp is the maximum drop probability and avgq is the weighted average queue
length (average queue size). Note that given a weighted average queue length,
the impact of minth is dependent on both maxp and max th. This mean that one
may find a value for minth that results in good performance, but it may only be
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Fig. 3. The queue length dynamics in a RED router

in combination with certain values of maxp and max th. In principle, this is the
case for all the parameters. The main control parameters for RED algorithm are
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. RED parameters

qlen The maximum number of packet that can be enqueued

minth Threshold which the average queue length must exceed
before any dropping or marking is done

max th Threshold which the average queue length must exceed
before all packets are dropped or marked

wq Weight for updating average queue length. Large values
increase the weight of more recent queue length data

maxp Maximum marking probability, Determines how aggres-
sively the queue drops or marks packets when congestion
occurs

3.2 Recommendations for Configuring RED

When support for ECN (explicit congestion notification) is not available, RED
must resort to packet drops to signal congestion [9]. This leads to an interest-
ing optimization problem where the RED queue must pick a maxp value that
minimizes the overall packet loss, including drops due to early detection and
packet drops due to buffer overflow. When extremely large values of maxp are
used, packet loss rates are dominated by drops due to early detection, while with
extremely small values of maxp packet loss is mostly due to queue overflow [10].
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In order to examine the performance of RED using packet drops to signal con-
gestion, we performed a set of experiments using the ns simulator [11]. Figure
4 shows the network topology used in these experiments. Note that each link is
full duplex, so acknowledgements flowing on the reverse path do not interfere
with data packets flowing on the forward path. In these experiments, the RED
algorithm is controlled using maxp.

Fig. 4. Network Topology

Figure 5 shows the loss rates for 32 and 64 connections in a Drop-tail and in
a RED queue for a range of maxp values. As the figure shows, RED algorithm
has only a marginal impact on the packet loss rates observed. For small values
of maxp, early detection is ineffective and the loss rates in the RED algorithm
approach loss rates in the Drop-tail algorithm. As maxp is increased, loss rates
decrease slightly since the RED queue is able to send congestion notification
back to the sources in time to prevent continual buffer overflow.
Finally, as maxp becomes large, the RED algorithm causes a slight increase in
packet loss rates over Drop-tail algorithm. Note that the value of maxp that
minimizes the loss rates is different in Figure 5. As more connections are added,
the optimal value of maxp increases.

4 Active RED Algorithm

From the discussion in the previous sections, it is clear that setting RED param-
eters based on traffic load. If maxp doesn’t match up to optimal value, the queue
length oscillates between 0 and full buffer size (B). In this case, equilibrium state
(ps, qs) doesn’t converge into the equilibrium point.
ARED algorithm proposed to solve the problem of existing RED algorithm,
which adjusts the value of maxpto converge into equilibrium state reducing
change rate of queue size depending on quantity of packets if possible. Figure 6
shows the proposed ARED algorithm.
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Fig. 5. Impact of maxp on RED algorithm

if (The change of Average Queue size is large 
&& ( W old_gain < margin1 * W current_gain))

maxp increased

if (Average Queue Size during T is reduced

&& (Average Queue Size < margin2 * max th ))

maxp decreased

if (maxp increased)
maxp = maxp + d1;

else if (maxp decreased)
maxp = maxp – d2;

 

Fig. 6. Active RED algorithm

This paper proposes the activity of ARED algorithm adjusts the value of maxp

to reduce range of change supervising ∆W (width), which is the value between
maximum length and minimum length of queue and the degrees, which is the
change of average queue length during any time ∆T. For example, if maxp is
not suitable for present network congestion situation, the change of queue length
is oscillated extremely. However, ARED is algorithm that adjusts the value of
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maxp based on observed queue length dynamics in the situation of network con-
gestion. So, ARED algorithm reduces the entire packet loss rate as reducing the
degrees of change of queue length.

5 Simulation and Evaluation for ARED

In order to evaluate the performance of our ARED algorithm, a number of
experiments have been performed on the basis of the ns (Network Simulator) of
LBNL (Lawrence Berkely National Laboratory) [11].

5.1 Simulation for Change of Queue Length

We first evaluated the performance of queue length oscillation on RED and
ARED algorithm. In the first experiment, each of 32 TCP flows sends on a
simple network configuration as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 7 shows the comparison of queue dynamics in the all-TCP experiment
with RED (maxp = 0.01) and ARED algorithm. From Figure 7, we can see that
the queue length is RED and ARED both fluctuate greatly, and the queue length
oscillation of ARED is smaller than that of RED.

Fig. 7. Queue length oscillation

5.2 Simulation for Packet Loss Rate

In order to explore the feasibility of the ARED algorithm, we ran another set of
experiments using the same network as shown in Figure 4. In this experiment, we
change the number of active connection. Figure 8 shows the loss rates observed
for 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 connections. The results in Figure 8 show that when the
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Fig. 8. Simulation result for packet loss rate

number of active connection increases, the packet loss rate increases. And we
can see that packet loss rate of ARED is smaller than that of RED.
The results show that ARED algorithm consistently outperforms RED algorithm
in packet loss rate. This is because the ARED is algorithm that adjusts the value
of maxp based on observed queue length dynamics in the situation of network
congestion.

6 Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper, the new active queue management algorithm, called ARED algo-
rithm, is proposed to improve the existing RED algorithm. Congestion is con-
trolled effectively using our algorithm. ARED is algorithm that adjusts the value
of maxp based on observed queue length dynamics in the situation of network
congestion. The simulation results show that ARED algorithm is able to effec-
tively reduce packet loss in congested networks.
Further work involves studying the performance of the algorithm under a wider
range of parameters, network topologies and real traffic traces, and considering
method of improving fairness about unresponsive flow.
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Abstract. In this thesis, an efficient traffic flow admission control
mechanism supporting DiffServ is proposed to provide QoS in MPLS
networks. We propose a dynamic and flexible flow admission control
for MPLS support of DiffServ to prevent the waste of resources. Ingress
LSRs may collect information to find out the congested area using
control messages exchanged in QoS routing. We exclude the congested
LSR from routing decision and LSP aggregation. Thus, the proposed
model realizes improved traffic engineering by efficient resource
utilization and traffic flow admission control while satisfying the MPLS
property of separating control and forwarding.

1 Introduction

MPLS(MultiProtocol Label Switching)[1], which is regarded as a core technology for
migrating to next generation Internet can support various high-speed and valuable
services by high-speed switching and traffic engineering. The goal of MPLS QoS has
been to establish parity between the QoS features of IP and MPLS, not to make MPLS
QoS somehow superior to IP QoS. One of the main reasons that MPLS supports the
IP QoS model is that MPLS, unlike IP, is not an end-to-end protocol[2].

IntServ(Integrated Services)[3] and DiffServ (Differentiated Services)[4] are the
methods that provide QoS in IP networks. Since both IntServ and MPLS use
RSVP(Resource ReSerVation Protocol)[5,6,7] as the signaling protocol to reserve
resources, supporting IntServ over MPLS is not difficult[8]. DiffServ dose not reserve
resources for each flow but classifies flows depending on their properties. It
determines the Behavior Aggregation (BA) for each class at edge routers and
forwards or drops the packets according to their BAs at core routers.

The DiffServ model is appropriate for MPLS, which makes routing decisions at
edge routers and forwards packets at core router. DiffServ defines traffic profiles that
have to be satisfies by packets being forwarded. For EF(Expected Forwarding)[9],
resources for the peak data rate are reserved whereas resources for the committed data
rate are reserved for AF(Assured Forwarding)[10]. In this paper, a traffic flow
admission control model that controls the amount of AF flows without reserving
resources for AF is proposed to prevent the wasting of resource that occur when
excessive resources are allocated for EF flows. Also, it saves the number of labels
used by aggregating LSPs and cuts down on the number of the dropped packets in
heavily-congested networks.
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Remainder of the paper is organized as follows: MPLS support of DiffServ is
presented in section 2 as related works. Section 3 describes the proposed traffic flow
admission control model. In section 4, performance evaluation is shown. Finally,
section 5 concludes the paper.

2  MPLS Support of DiffServ

First issue in supporting DiffServ over an MPL o
ensure that packets marked with various DSCPs t
at each LSRs in the network. However, the D d
LSRs do not examine them when they forward o
determine appreciate PHBs(Per Hop Behaviors)

The shim header for MPLS has a
3-bit field, EXP(see Figure 1), that is
reserved for an experimental use. The
problem with this field is that it is only
3-bit long and therefore, can only
express eight different values. The
DiffServ standards allow for up to 64
DSCPs. In a draft from IETF Working
Group, two methods are proposed to
solve this problem[11]:

• E-LSP (EXP-Inferred PSC (PHB
Scheduling Class) LSPs)
In figure 2, a single E-LSP is in use and m
different PHBs. The PHB to be applied to a
the EXP bits.

• L-LSP (Label-Only-Inferred PSC LSPs)
In figure 2, two L-LSPs have been establis
packets.  LSRs R2 and R3 know that pack
be default packets and should be queued ac
establishment time. The upper LSP carries
AF13. LSRs R2 and R3 use the label to 
packets and they examine the EXP bits to
value of y.

E-LSPs offer several advantages over
L-LSPs. Since more PHBs can be
supported on a single E-LSP, E-LSPs
reduce the total number of LSPs, which
may be helpful if label space is a limited
resource. The E-LSP model is most similar
to the standard DiffServ model: an LSR
just looks at bits in the header to decide
what PHB to apply to a packet. However,
L-LSPs also offer advantages, including
the ability to support an arbitrarily large
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number of PHBs, not just eight. In addition, because the L-LSPs provide one LSP for
each LHB or PHB scheduling class, they provide the possibility of engineering
different paths for different PHBs.

3  Traffic Flow Admission Control Model

Flow admission control and traffic control are essential requirements to reserve
resources and establish the connection in networks providing connection-oriented
services. Since Internet services were best effort service, Internet did not need flow
admission control and traffic control. But both of them became necessary as requests
for guaranteed QoS services increased.

IntServ provides the traffic flow admission control by accepting a new flow when
the required resources are reserved. Also, it provides traffic control in order to
observe its traffic profiles when packets are forwarded.

DiffServ forwards, drops or delays the packets of a flow according to the traffic
profiles of the class, which is a kind of traffic control. As flow admission control, it
reserves peak-data- rate resources for EF and committed-data-rate resources for AF.
Excessive resource reservation for EF is a critical drawback for DiffServ causing low
resource utilization, since MPLS, unlike IP, can provide the complete resource
reservation over the connection.

Therefore, we propose a dynamic and flexible traffic flow admission control in
order to efficiently provide DiffServ over MPLS while, at the same time, avoid
congestion. It adjusts the number of AF flows that exist in MPLS networks by
forwarding AF packets using left-over resources by EF. Using this mechanism,
reserving resources for AF id unnecessary.

Due to the class configuration difference between E-LSP and L-LSP over one LSP,
we apply our proposed mode to both E-LSP and L-LSP. Also, since the established
LSP allows aggregation of LSPs through its modification, which is proposed in
IETF[12],  an efficient LSP aggregation scheme is proposed.

3.1 EF Flow Admission Control

EF is the delay and loss-sensitive premium service and allocates the bandwidth as the
peak rate. Figure 3 shows the proposed flow admission control for EF class. It
consists of 3 modules as follows: the first module looks up the LSP that enables LSP
aggregation with a new flow. The second module decides whether more bandwidth
should be allocated for the selected LSP. According to the decision made, the third
model either requests a label for the new LSP or modifies the LSP with more
resource.

First of all, we are going to describe the LSP candidate selection procedure for
LSP aggregation, when a new EF flow arrives at a DiffServ-aware edge LSR. It
examines the LSP candidates whose properties are as same as those of the new LSP.
The properties that are considered in this process are the destination in MPLS
networks, DiffServ DSCPs and transferable classes over the LSP. As for the LSP
aggregation decision module, it is applied to the selected LSP candidates. It
determines whether more bandwidth for the new EF flow should be allocated. If it is
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Fig. 3. EF Flow Admission Control
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3.3 LAC (LSP Aggregation Candidate) Selection

In this section, we describe in detail LAC selection that is a part of flow admission
control. The goal of LSP aggregation is to increase resource utilization and to reduce
the number of entries in FTN(FEC to NHLFE)[1] table as well as the number of
routing decision processing. The succe ing
is done between EXP field values of We
describe the LAC selection for L-LSP a

• LAC Selection for L-LSP
L-LSP can distinguish between E ave

different drop preference among AFxy ard
flows for all the PHBs, one LSP for EF our
AFxs become necessary. Therefore, the me
destination information and traffic
profile for an incoming flow and it
is made to look for the LSPs that
have the same PHB and destination.
LAC selection for AF looks for the
LSPs that have been the same AFx
and destination information. Its
results are LSPs that are applicable
to LSP aggregation decision module
described in following section.
Table 1 shows the mapping between
EXP field values and PHBs.

Fig. 4. AF Traffic Flow Admission Control
ss of LAC selection depends on how mapp
 the LSP and DSCP values of DiffServ. 
nd E-LSP respectively.

F and AF as label values and PHBs h
s as EXP field values. When trying to forw
 and best effort classes and 4 LSPs for the f
 LAC selection for EF is given a flow-id, so

Table 1. The Mapping between L-LSP EXP

Field Values and PHBs

EXP Field Values PHB

000 AFx1

001 AFx2

010 AFx3
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• LAC Selection for E-LSP
E-LSP distinguishes PHBs as

EXP field values. The mapping
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is pre-defined. If all PHBs for AF
are considered, flows for EF, best
effort and two of AFxs may be
forwarded over the same LSP. In
this case, we confront a very
difficult problem of forwarding two
AFxys over the same LSP. We
forward the flows for EF, best effort
and one AFx over one LSP. Using
the LAC selection for EF, the LSPs
that have the same destination
information is found the LSP that
has the same AFx is found using
LAC selection for AF. Table 2 shows 
and PHBs used in this paper.
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link, io .
ionewb _
is the bandwidth required by traffic of new flow that goes toward the

outgoing-link, io . 
iotrb _
 is a measurement value for any flows that traverse outgoing-

link, io . 
ionewb _
 is determined as follows.

iii oconAFoconEFocon bbb ___ +=

ioconAFb _
is the sum of CDR for AF flows transferred toward outgoing-link, io .

ioconEFb _
is also the sum of CDR for EF flows transferred toward outgoing-link, io . If

AF traffic may be full in the queue of LSR i, it is limited by multiplying 
ioconEFb _
by

)1(>α �

3.4.2 Decision B: Reflection of Congested Link Information at Ingress LSR

Decision B uses the control information exchanged among network routers for
making routing decision such as LSA(Link State Advertisement) messages of
OSPF(Open Shortest Path First)[17]. The procedure of Decision B is as follows: if the
queue of LSR i is full, it sets the congestion bit in the control message and advertises
the fact at the next message exchange time.

LSRs that get the message classify LSR i as a congestion area and exclude the
path, including LSR i when making routing decisions. LSRs do not release LSR i
until they are given the next control message. In this paper, because we use the
routing algorithm proposed in [18], which does not exchange control messages
frequently, we prevent congestion by setting the congestion bit before congestion
occurs before the queue becomes full.

4  Performance Evaluation

This section evaluates the performance of the proposed flow admission control. It
consists of LAC selection modules according to L-LSP and E-LSP and LA Decision
modules according to Decision-A and Decision-B. Table 3 shows the simulation list
with their combination.

4.1 Simulation Evaluation

Figure 5 shows the topology of an ISP backbone network used in our study (also used
in [18]). For simplicity, all the links are assumed to be bidirectional and of the same
capacity, with C units of bandwidth in each direction. Flows arrive at a source node
according to a Poisson process with the rate λ. The destination node of a flow is
chosen randomly from all nodes except the source node. The holding time of a flow is
exponentially distributed with the mean 1/ µ.

Following [19], the offered load is given by ρ= λNh/µLC, where N is the number
of source nodes, L is the number of links and h is the mean number of hops per flow,
averaged across all source-destination pairs. Consider the case of traffic k types of
flows, each flow of type i having a mean holding time 1/µi and requesting bandwidth
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 on the network due to flows of type i, where the total

e consider the case of traffic with 2 types of flows in

 for EF, ρ1/ρ is equal to that of flows for AF, ρ2 /ρ. The
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ig. 5. ISP Backbone Network

Table 3. Simulation List
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First of all, we describe the blocking probability in figure 6 and 7. In figure 6 and
7, llsp+res that reserves the required
resources for flows of EF and AF has
the highest blocking probabilities of EF
and AF respectively. The blocking
probabilities of EF and AF in elsp+res
are similar to those in llsp+res. In
Figure 8, the bandwidth utilization
values of llsp+res and elsp+res are the
lowest among others. These show that
the required resource reservation of EF
and AF gives the bad effect to support
DiffServ in MPLS.

In figure 7, the blocking
probabilities of llsp+A and elsp+A
using Decision-A are higher than those
of llsp+A&B and elsp+A&B using
Decision-A and Dicision-B. In figure 8,
the bandwidth utilization of llsp+A is
lower than that of llsp+A&B and
bandwidth utilization of elsp+A is also
lower than that of elsp+A&B. It shows
that Decision-B that excludes the path
including the congested area gives a
good performance.

In figure 7 and 8, the results of
llsp+A and llsp+A&B are higher than
those of elsp+A and elsp+A&B
respectively while results of llsps and
elsps have little difference in figure 6.
In figure 7 and 8, the results of
llsp+nolmt and elsp+nolmt that do not
limit forwarding of AF flows are the
best until now.

4.3 LSP Aggregation

Figure 9 and 10 show the percentages of the LSP aggregation for EF and AF flows
respectively. In figure 9, the result of llsp+res is the lowest and the results of
llsp+nolmt, llsp+A and llspA&B are higher than those of elsp+A and elsp+A&B. In
figure 10, llsp+nolmt is the highest and the results of elsp+A, elsp+A&B is higher
than those of llsp+A, llsp+A&B and llsp+res. The results of elsps(elsp+A and
elsp+A&B) and llsps(llsp+A and llsp+A&B) are a little contrary to each other. The
proposed models show a little better results than the original scheme(llsp+res and
elsp+res).

Table 4. Traffic Model

EF AF1y AF2y AF3y

Required
bandwidth 3 1

Flow
duration

60 30

PDR 3 1

CDR 1 1

Fig. 6. The Blocking Probability of EF
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4.4 Delays and Drop Rates

First, we describe the average delays of packets for EF and AF flows. In figure 11, the
delays of packets for EF are 0 in res. However, the delays of packets for EF are 0 in
A&C while they are about 1 in A and nolmt. These results do not related to L-LSP and
E-LSP. Figure 12 shows the delays of packets for AF. llsp+A&B and llsp+res do not

Fig. 7. The Blocking Probability of AF

Fig. 8. Bandwidth Utilization
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cause additional delay while others cause very long additional delays. The Results
show that our proposed model using A&B satisfies the requirements of EF and AF.

Since drop rates of EF is 0, the graph is omitted. In figure 13, drop rates of
llsp+res is 0 and those of llsp+A&B are about 0, while those of nolmt are the highest.
We can explain that delays of lsp+A are longer than those of llsp+nolmt in figure 12
because many packets in llsp+nolmt are lost. The Results show that our proposed
model using A&B satisfies the requirements of EF and AF.

Fig. 9. The Percentage of LSP Aggregation for EF

Fig. 10. The Percentage of LSP Aggregation for AF
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5  Conclusion

Research and standardization
activities on policy-based resource
allocation and flow admission are
yet inactive in MPLS. Since they
require centralized servers in the
network such as IPOA (IP over
ATM), they result in overhead. As
a solution to the problem, a
mechanism that performs flow
admission for DiffServ traffic at
the edge of the MPLS network
without any help of the server is
proposed in this paper. It
dynamically adjusts the amount of
admissible traffic based on
transmittable capacity over one outgoing port(Decision A). It then transmits the traffic
while avoiding congested area resulting traffic loss(Decision B). Ingress LSR may
collect information to find out congested area if it uses control messages exchanged
that reflect QoS link states in QoS routing. Our proposed modes using Decision A and
B together shows good performance that the requirements of EF and AF are satisfied
and the weakness of resource reservation in DiffServ is overcome. Thus, the proposed
model realizes improved traffic engineering by efficient resource utilization and
traffic flow admission control.

Fig. 12. Delay of AF

Fig. 11. Delay of EF
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Fig. 13. Drop Rate of AF
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Abstract. Error propagation is the main problem in transmitting a real-
time interactive video over the Internet. A lot of work and research has
been done to solve this problem. Periodic FEC[4], proposed by Choi et
al., is a scheme that prevents error propagation with small redundant in-
formation. However, this scheme does not have an effective redundancy
control mechanism to adapt to network conditions. In this paper, an
ACK-based redundancy control mechanism is proposed to reduce the
amount of redundancy based on current network conditions. Also, we
propose a TCP-friendly redundancy control algorithm of Periodic FEC
to have a similar bandwidth with the TCP control mechanism. Through
simulations, we confirm that the proposed algorithm provides a good
PSNR when the network conditions are good and shares a similar band-
width with TCP.

1 Introduction

Development of technology of computers and the Internet has lead to many
interactive video applications such as video phones, video conferences, etc. But,
the transmission of realtime interactive video over the network is not easy or
challenging because of variable packet loss, delay and bandwidth of the Internet.
Most of video compression standards (MPEG I, MPEG II, H.261, etc) have high
compression efficiency by reducing spatial and temporal redundancy of frames.
Because these standards use motion estimation and compensation, a small loss
in a frame can severely affect quality. As well, the error can be propagated to
the subsequent frame and amplified.

Error propagation techniques have been proposed in many research papers[1].
The simplest approach is to transmit I-frame periodically, but this requires large
bandwidth. Another approach is the conditional replenishment method used in
NV[2] and VIC[3], which intra-codes and transmits only macro-blocks including
errors in a frame. Choi at al. classified these techniques for error propagation
prevention into codec-level and network-level schemes. The codec-level schemes
0 This work was supported by grant No. R05-2002-000-00345-0 from the Basic Re-
search Program of the Korea Science & Engineering Foundation.

I. Chong (Ed.): ICOIN 2002, LNCS 2343, pp. 494–503, 2002.
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such as ET(Error Tracking) and RPS(Reference Picture Selection) prevent er-
ror propagation in encoding and decoding time. The network-level schemes such
as FEC and Retransmission control the error during transmitting and receiv-
ing packets. These two schemes can be combined with each other to improve
the performance of the video applications. Periodic FEC[4] and RESCU[5] are
examples of the combined schemes.

The Periodic FEC scheme reduces redundant information and prevents er-
ror propagation effectively. However, because of its poor redundancy control
mechanism, Periodic FEC needs excessive bandwidth. We have to analyze net-
work conditions to prevent transmitting useless redundant information. When
network conditions are good, much redundant information is not required. How-
ever, when the network is overload, redundancy has to increase to protect the
periodic frames. A RTCP-based feedback mechanism can be used for redundancy
control of Periodic FEC. Since Periodic FEC uses the FEC mechanism to protect
only periodic frames, it is difficult and takes a long time for the RTCP-based
redundancy control method to collect feedback information of the receiver. In
this paper, we propose an ACK-based redundancy control scheme that adapts
to network states and determines the optimal amount of redundancy.

When the network loss rate is high, sending much redundancy to protect
the periodic frames may give rise to the problem of network congestion. TCP
controls a transmission rate using its AIMD(Additive Increase Multiplicative
Decrease) mechanism while UDP has no control mechanism. As UDP traffic
shares bandwidth with TCP traffic on the same path of the network, it can
have a higher transmission rate than TCP traffic[8]. To prevent unfairness of
bandwidth sharing like this, we consider TCP-friendliness to control redundant
information. In the simulations, the proposed scheme shows a fair bandwidth
share and a better performance when the network conditions are not good. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the overview of
Periodic FEC. Section 3 describes the ACK-based redundancy control algorithm,
and the TCP-friendly redundancy control algorithm is shown in section 4. And
next, section 5 shows the performance of the proposed schemes, and section 6
concludes this paper.

2 Periodic FEC

The purpose of Periodic FEC is to restrict error propagation within a period. It
divides video frames into periodic frames and non-periodic frames and proposes
two methods to prevent error propagation[4]. The first is the frame reference
method in the codec level. The other is the transmission method in the network
level.

2.1 The Basic Ideas of Periodic FEC

Fig.1 shows the references of the periodic frame and non-periodic frame. A pe-
riodic frame makes reference to its previous periodic frame, and a non-periodic
frame depends only on its previous periodic frame. It means that the effect of
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loss of non-periodic frame is limited to the period only if the periodic frame has
no error in the period. However, if the periodic frame is lost, the error propa-
gates to the next period. Therefore, a mechanism to protect the periodic frame
is required.

Periodic FEC transmits a periodic frame with redundant information to pro-
tect the periodic frame. That is to say, the nth periodic frame is transmitted with
redundant information of the (n− i)th periodic frames. The maximum value of i
is referred to as the order of the scheme[6]. The receiver recovers it using the re-
dundant information, when the packet of the periodic frame is lost. Fig.2 shows
an example of a media-dependant FEC scheme to protect the periodic frame,
in which the order is 2. The redundant information of the (n − 2)th periodic
frame is encoded using a lower quantization parameter than that of the (n−1)th
periodic frame.

Fig. 1. The PSNRs of each scheme depending on network loss rates

Fig. 2. The redundant information of Periodic FEC

2.2 The Problem of Redundancy Control

Bolot et al. proposed an adaptive FEC scheme in which the order value can be
controlled dynamically depending on the packet loss rate of the network[6]. In
this scheme, as the network is overloaded, the order value becomes larger and
the amount of redundancy increases so that the packet loss rate after recov-
ery can be decreased. But, because of redundant information for all the frames,
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the scheme requires a large amount of additional bandwidth. To save the band-
width, the Periodic FEC scheme sends redundant information only for periodic
frames, and needs an effective feedback mechanism to control the order val-
ues. The RTCP-based feedback information contains the average loss rate of all
the frames not just the periodic frames. When it uses a RTCP-based feedback
mechanism, it may get undesirable performance. The most important feedback
to control the redundancy is the loss information of periodic frames over the
network. The NACK-based feedback information offers a fast response but few
feedback packets in the case of low loss rate of periodic frames. It may result in
a lack of feedback about network conditions. The other is the ACK-based feed-
back mechanism that provides a fast response and enough feedback regardless of
network conditions. We propose an ACK-based feedback mechanism to control
the redundancy.

3 ACK-Based Redundancy Control

3.1 ACK-Based Feedback

Rejaie proposed RAP that controls the transmission rate according to ACK-
based feedback information[7]. The ACK packet contains valuable information
such as Acurr, N and Alast to show the current network state fast and effec-
tively. Acurr is the sequence number of the packet being acknowledged. N is the
sequence number of the last packet before Acurr that was still missing, or 0 if
no packet was missing. Alast is the sequence number of the last packet before N
that was receive, or 0 if was the first packet.

Similarly, Acurr, N and Alast of periodic frames are calculated and feedbacked
to the sender in the Periodic FEC scheme. Table 1 shows a series of ACK mes-
sages depending on loss patterns. In loss patterns, the digits are a number of a
periodic frame transmitted to the receiver successfully, and ” ” denotes a miss-
ing periodic frame. In the last ACK of the figure, Acurr is 11, N is 8 and Alast

is 6. These mean that the receiver has received frame 11, the packets between
frame 6 and frame 8 have lost, and packet 6 was received before the consecutive
packet losses. The length of the last consecutive losses Lloss burst is calculated
by (N − Acurr), and the length of the last consecutive successes Lsuccess burst,
which it means safe arrival of a packet, is calculated by (Alast − N).

3.2 The ACK-Based Redundancy Control Algorithm

Periodic FEC controls the redundancy by increasing or decreasing the order
value. When the order value is 2, it sends the main information along with
the redundant information of two previous periodic frames. It means that the
error recovery in the receiver is possible accept when three or more consecutive
periodic frames are lost. So, if three periodic frames were lost continuously, they
cannot be recovered. The higher the order value is, the larger loss burst can be
recovered. The most important factor of the network to control the order value
is not the packet loss rate but the length of the loss burst of the periodic frames.
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Table 1. A sequence of ACK messages depending on loss patterns

loss patterns Alast N Acurr Lloss burst Lsuccess burst

1 0 0 1 0 1
1 4 1 3 4 2 1
1 4 6 4 5 6 1 1
1 4 6 9 6 8 9 2 1
6 9 10 6 8 10 2 2

6 9 10 11 6 8 11 2 3

Procedure ACK based RC()
Begin Procedure

For (A new ACK message is arrived)
calculate Lloss burst and Lsuccess burst.
If (Lloss burst ≥ order) then order ← Lloss burst.
Else If (Lsuccess burst > Ti) then order ← (order − 1).
End If

End For
End Procedure

Fig. 3. The ACK-based redundancy control algorithm

If the order is always set to the length of the loss burst or more, the periodic
frame will be protected.

In this paper, we propose an ACK-based redundancy control algorithm to
adjust the order value whenever an ACK message is arrived. It calculates the
size of a loss burst Lloss burst and the size of a success burst Lsuccess burst. As
Lloss burst becomes larger, the algorithm increases the order value larger than or
equal to the last Lloss burst. As Lloss burst becomes smaller or Lsuccess burst grows
larger, it decreases the order value to reduce the useless redundant information.
Ti is the threshold of order i to decrease the order value. If there are few losses of
periodic frames, the consecutive ACK messages occur, and Lsuccess burst will in-
crease. When Lsuccess burst is larger than the threshold, the algorithm decreases
the order value by 1. If there are few losses after reducing the order,Lsuccess burst

will be larger because it has accumulated. Therefore, the lower the order is, the
higher the threshold value is needed. Fig.3 shows the ACK-based redundancy
control algorithm.

4 TCP-Friendly Redundancy Control

When network congestion occurs, TCP controls the transmission rate using its
AIMD(Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease) mechanism. However, UDP
or RTP doesn’t have any rate control mechanism. So, applications using UDP
or RTP should control the transmission rate by themselves, That is to say, RTP
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flows should be controlled in a method similar to the rate control mechanism
of TCP in order to share the network bandwidth fairly with competing TCP
traffic in a same network path[8]. Mathis et al. proposed a model that estimates
the transmission bandwidth of TCP using an average loss rate and delay of the
network[9]. Equ.(1) shows the model. M is the maximum packet length, tRTT is
the round-trip delay, l means the average loss rate and C denotes a constant
that is 1.22 or 1.36 in general.

rtcp =
C × M

tRTT × √
l

(1)

The algorithm of Fig.3 does not consider the competing TCP traffic when
controling the amount of redundancy. In the algorithm, as the packet loss rate
is increased because of network overload, the order value increases and the re-
dundant information becomes larger and larger, while TCP traffic reduces the
transmission rate by itself. This results in unfair bandwidth share. The TCP-
friendly algorithm estimates TCP bandwidth using Equ.(2) and control that the
amount of original and redundant data should be less than the estimated band-
width of TCP. It is necessary that the additional bandwidth due to the increase
of the order should be estimated. Table 2 shows the average additional band-
widths ABi and quantization parameter Qi of the order i, which are measured
through many experiments. In order to increase the order, Equ.(2) should be
satisfied. When the current transmission rate is rcurr and TCP bandwidth is
rtcp, the TCPfriendly redundancy control algorithm is shown in Fig.4.

rcurr +
Lloss burst∑

i=order

ABi > rtcp (2)

Table 2. The average amount of redundancy according to the order values

order Qi ABi(bytes)

0 10 -
1 13 315
2 16 225
3 19 150
4 22 123
5 25 105

5 Experiments

In order to evaluate the proposed scheme, it was compared to RTCP-based,
ACK-based and TCP-friendly redundancy control schemes. The transmission
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Procedure TCP friendly RC()
Begin Procedure

For (A new ACK message is arrived)
calculate Lloss burst and Lsuccess burst.
estimate rtcp.
R←∑Lloss burst

i=order
ABi.

If (Lloss burst ≥ order) and (rcurr + R < rtcp) then
order ← Lloss burst and rcurr ← (rcurr + R).

Else If (Lsuccess burst > Ti) then order ← (order − 1).
End If

End For
End Procedure

Fig. 4. The TCP-friendly redundancy control algorithm

Fig. 5. The topology of the NS-2 simulator

rate was measured to show the amount of redundancy, and PSNR was measured
to denote the quality of video. We used the NS-2 simulator to generate various
network traffics[10]. Fig.5 shows the topology of NS-2 for the simulation. We
used a simple type that all end users pass through the single bottleneck link of
500Kbps, while all other local links of 10Mbps are congestion-free. Propagation
delay of the bottle link is set to 50ms. Variable losses and delays are generated
as the number of TCP flows is changed from 1 to 100. We modified the tenelor
H.263 source to implement the schemes, and the packet size was 1024 bytes.

Fig.6 and Fig.7 shows the transmission rates and PSNRs of the schemes ac-
cording to various loss rates. The RTCP-based scheme doesn’t control the order
value fast and effectively. As shown in the figures, while the packet loss rate is
low, its transmission rate and PSNR are small. As the packet loss rate is high, its
amount of transmission increases. The ACK-based scheme shows a fast reaction
to network conditions. However, it may work poorly when the network is under-
loaded. Its transmission rate overall is higher than the RTCP-based scheme, and
so is PSNR. However, it sends much more data than TCP in overloaded sit-
uations. The TCP-friendly algorithm shows the similar amount of redundancy
to and the higher PSNR than the other schemes when the network loss rate
is around 10%. And, transmission data and PSNR decreases in the overloaded
situations (the loss rate is about 25%) because it controls the amount of re-
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Fig. 6. The average transmission rates of each scheme depending on network loss rates
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dundancy by considering competing TCP flows. Fig.8 shows TCP-friendliness
when the average loss rate is 25%. The RTCP-based scheme and the ACK-
based scheme send much more data than the estimated TCP bandwidth. The
TCP-friendly scheme has a similar transmission rate to the TCP bandwidth.
Consequently, the proposed scheme shows a fair bandwidth share and a better
performance when network conditions are good.
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Fig. 8. The transmission rates of each scheme when the average loss rate is 25%

6 Conclusion

The Periodic FEC scheme reduces the amount of redundancy and prevents er-
ror propagation effectively. It needs an effective redundancy control mechanism
that can adapt to network conditions and minimize the additional bandwidth
of redundancy. In this paper, we propose the TCP-friendly redundancy control
scheme, which utilizes the ACK-based feedback and control the redundancy us-
ing TCP-friendliness. Through the simulation, we confirm that the proposed
scheme provides a better performance as well as a fair bandwidth share with
TCP.
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Abstract. Recently the demand for multimedia services on the Internet has in-
creased. But, server based systems that offer multimedia data services are
mostly unable to satisfy the expectations of the users. In this paper we propose
SRTPIO (Special RTP Input/Output) module, that processes RTP (Real-time
Transport Protocol) data in the kernel with SIO (Special Input/Output) Mecha-
nism, as a solution to transport the multimedia data in the server based system
more efficiently. SIO mechanism improves the transfer speed because it reduces
the overheads which are generated in the process of data copying and context-
switching between the user mode and the kernel mode, taking place in the ker-
nel-level  of a general server based system. SRTPIO module which integrates
SIO mechanism and RTP data processing in the kernel supports efficient multi-
media data transfer architecture.

1   Introduction

Large scale MOD(multimedia-on-demand) servers, which are capable of providing
independent and interactive access to a vast amount of multimedia information to a
large number of concurrent clients, will be required to enable a wide spread deploy-
ment of exciting multimedia applications[1].

Large scale storage servers that can provide location transparent, interactive con-
current access to hundreds of thousands of independent clients will be an important
component of the future information superhighway infrastructure[2].

The RTP (Real-Time Transport Protocol)[3] is used for these requirements, but the
RTP does not control the subsystem which is made up of storage device and network
data link layer. Most of the RTP based multimedia applications need the elimination
of data and control passing overheads in the I/O process[4].

Most of the previous work in this area was concentrated on reducing data-copying
for network protocol processing[5], but did not provide Real-Time processing.

In this paper, we propose a scheme to realize SIO (Special Input/Output) mecha-
nism as a method to reduce the overhead to allow more efficient real-time multimedia
data transfer. SRTPIO (Special RTP Input/Output) module has been implemented on
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the Linux operating system as an instance of the scheme. We got performance en-
hancement of 12.5% compared with the transmission speed on the same platform used
in the existing Linux operating system. This paper is categorized into following sec-
tions: section 2 discusses related works about the RTP and the I/O subsystem. In sec-
tion 3 we propose a method to eliminate all the data-copying presented by user appli-
cations and to provide for real-time requirements. The implementation of SRTPIO is
described in section 4 and the basic performance using SRTPIO module is measured
and compared with that of the existing Linux system in section 5. Finally, section 6
presents our conclusions.

2   Related Work

This section is made up of RTP[3] and MARS system. RTP has gained widespread
acceptance as the transport protocol for voice and video on the Internet[6]. MARS[8]
project has rectified I/O sub system problems.

2.1 Multimedia Data Transmission Stack Using RTP

There has recently been a flood of interest in the delivery of multimedia services on
the Internet. The growing popularity of Internet telephony, streaming audio and video
services (such as those provided by Real Audio) and the Mbone are all indicators of
this trend. To support these applications, standards are being developed to insure
interoperability[6]. RTP is used by H.323 terminals as the transport protocol for mul-
timedia. But it doesn’t handle about resource reservation, timely delivery, QoS guar-
antee and reversed transmission prevention.

Multimedia applications transfer data between UDP and RTP at the very high rate.
Therefore, Data copying and context switching has been identified as sources of I/O
inefficiency. Recently there has been developed the researches on RTP transmission
speed enhancement and QoS guarantee [6, 7]. But existing RTP doesn’t consider
about shifting RTP protocol’s transmission stack to another Protocol layer. In this
paper, we propose the mechanism which shifts RTP protocol stacks to kernel areas.

2.2 Existing File I/O for Networked Multimedia and MARS

Fig. 1 shows the layered architecture used in the storage devices and the network I/O
systems of current LINUX operating systems. As shown in Fig. 1, existing file I/O and
network I/O has following limitations. We summarize the limitations to support net-
worked multimedia data in existing LINUX systems. Unnecessary data copying is a
performance penalty: Clearly, in a MOD server implemented in an user area, the data
transfer path from a disk to the network interface involves two memory copies: the
first copy is made by a read() call, which  moves data from the kernel buffer cache to
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an user area buffer. The second copy is made by a send() call, which moves the data
from an user area buffer into the mbuf chain in the kernel, on the socket layer. This
approach works well for small sized accesses in general purpose I/O, such as tradi-
tional text and binary file accesses. However, multimedia data such as audio, video
and animations do not possess any caching properties. That is, extra data copying
results in performance penalty. In the case of multimedia data files, the buffer cache
blocks can be reused only if several sessions are phase-locked each other in a small
(few tens of seconds) time interval in order to read the same file. Such behavior
among interactive clients is rare. Therefore, retrieving multimedia data through a
buffer cache does not provide any performance benefits. Also, any application initi-
ated data transfer from a disk file to the network requires the use of two different
buffer systems. These buffer systems cause excessive extra data copying and system
call overheads. Data copying from memory to memory not only requires processor
time but also consumes memory and system bus bandwidth[8].

Fig. 1.  General Data Transmission Mechanism of Server System

MARS[7] rectifies these limitations and proposes a new kernel buffer management
system called mmbuf (Multimedia Memory Buffer) which shortens the data path from
a storage device to network interface.

MARS presented the design of a new mmbuf buffering system[8]. But MARS has
following problems.
1. mmbuf is configured with two pointers’ list. Many pointer operations have to be

happened. These result in the inefficiency.
2. The memory allocation in the kernel using the new mmbuf’s structure is somewhat

excessive.
3. The coexistence with another device is not flexible because of building a new

mmbuf’s structure.
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In this paper, to transport multimedia data in the server system more efficiently, we
propose that SRTPIO (Special RTP Input/Output) module processes RTP data in the
kernel with SIO(Special Input/Output) Mechanism.

3  The SRTPIO Module That Processes the RTP Data

As described in section 2, RTP has some problems resulted from data copying and
context switching. MARS doesn’t provide coexistence with other NICs. It has a little
inefficiency from the standpoint of the pointer operation. This section proposes the
efficient transmission of multimedia data, the SIO mechanism and the SRTPIO mod-
ule in the kernel.

3.1. SIO(Special Input/Output) Mechanism

In this section, we propose the SIO mechanism, the interface between the kernel area
and the user area. The SIO mechanism provides the enhancements in the data trans-
mission.

Multimedia data such as audio or video are transmitted in the serial stream. When
the system transmits the multimedia data, the garbage copying and the overhead by
context switching arises in a general server system. If a system call would be in the
kernel area instead of the user area, the processing time on a system could be short-
ened.

Especially, these overheads are more serious in case of protocols that receive mas-
sive in-coming calls at the same time like UDP. Part (a) of Fig. 2 shows the UDP
transmission path on LINUX. A transmission path from the application to the network
interface via an UDP protocol is created as you can see in (a) of Fig. 2. The sendto
function is called by the Application of the user mode. An extra data copy is made by
the sendto function of the user mode.

The general process of UDP is: After establishing a socket to bind an UDP trans-
mission, the recvfrom function waits for the client’s connection. The sys_sendto called
by the sendto function calls the udp_sendto. This attaches a UDP header and calls the
network device interface through the ip_build_xmit function [11,12,13,14].

In case of using the transmission mechanism which is embedded the SIO mecha-
nism, the data copying is reduced. As shown in (b) of Fig. 2, the transmission process
is as follows. After establishing a socket and binding it to an UDP transmission, the
recvfrom waits for the client's connection. The sendto calls the sys_sio of SIO system
in the kernel area. After the sys_sio creates data from the client’s information and
parameter passed over by SIO system call, it is passed to the Network Interface Card
through the sys_sendto function in the kernel area. A UDP header is attached through
the udp_sendto function. Then the packets are transmitted by network device interface
through the ip_build_xmit function.
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Fig. 2.  The comparison of IP Packet Flow

Keeping this model compatible to all kinds of kernel mechanisms with minimum
modification, we decreases the amount of data copying. The following merits can be
concluded from comparing the SIO mechanism with the MARS mechanism.
1. The mmbuf manages two pointers’ list in MARS mechanism. So many pointer

operation is required. The SIO mechanism enhances the transmission speed by re-
ducing the procedures of pointer operation.

2. Compared with the MARS mechanism, high adaptability is guaranteed through
using existing buffer cache so that no excessive mmbuf's assignments is required.

3. SIO mechanism is more compatible with other devices than MARS mechanism.
Using advantages of this SIO mechanism, we propose SRTPIO module used by the

network interface in section 3-2.

3.2. SRTPIO Module Action Principle

SRTPIO module that we propose in this paper utilizes the SIO mechanism. RTP pro-
tocol is compatible with UDP based SIO transmission mechanism. Fig. 3 shows the
structure of SRTPIO integration module we propose in this paper.
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Fig. 3. SRTPIO Module Configuration

The transmission process of a general RTP based application is as follows. The
server system that receives a client’s request on a specific multimedia service searches
and locates the position of a multimedia data in response of the specific request for
service. The data from this allocated position are transferred from the buffer of the
kernel area to that of the application. A RTP packet is created from this received data
and passed as the UDP class. Iterative works are processed to service such requests.
That consequently results in continual data copying and context switching between the
user area and the kernel area.

But, the SRTPIO module informs the position and information of data, which is re-
quested by client services and received by the server system, of the kernel using a SIO
call. The sys_sio function creates RTP packets. It sends information and data to the
user area. The RTP header is attached in the kernel area. These packets are passed into
network interface. These continual processes are repeated from next packet to last
packet.

As shown in Fig. 3, We moved RTP protocol into kernel area. So, We reduced
much transaction between the kernel area and the user area. Also, the interface and
architecture of a video or audio based application can be simplified much more by
including RTP protocol in the kernel area. SRTPIO module offers a general perform-
ance improvement by using SIO system call in UDP based processing and in process-
ing of RTP packets. Criteria of performance improvements are as following.
1. Improvement of input/output: We Reduced garbage copying and context switching

by using SIO system call between kernel and application area. 
2. Enhancement of RTP packet process: In case of creating a RTP packet, the proc-

essing speed can be improved by having the module in the kernel area as stated in
this paper. Also, the interface of RTP application can be simplified.

3. Adaptation of kernel mechanism: Service of efficient multimedia data can be sup-
ported by correction of minimum kernel mechanism.
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4  The Implementation of SRTPIO Module

Presently there are no server systems that have a module such as that in Fig. 3. We
added and embodied a new SRTPIO transmission module in the kernel area of a
LINUX system that do not have suitable transmission mechanisms in multimedia data
transmission.

We loaded the RTP protocol in the kernel area of the LINUX system. As shown in
part (a) of Fig. 2 in section 3.1, In case of UDP there exists data copying and context
switching between the kernel area and the user area. We registered the SIO system
call that takes charge of UDP based RTP packet transmission in the kernel area to
avoid these disadvantages. The pseudo code of sys_sio system call is as follows.

Asmlinkage int sys_srtpio(fd, RTP_INFO)
{

sioread(fd, buf, len);
rtp_packet=

rtp_hdr_build(RTP_INFO, buf, len);
server_len= siosendto(rtp_packet);

if(success)flag == 1;
else flag == 0;
return flag;
}

The algorithm can be basically grouped into 3 parts. We coded/designed the multi-
media data transmission mechanism calling/embedding 3 functions; sioread,
rtp_hdr_build and siosendto, which are given the  information of RTP header that is
passed to the user area application. The flow of the process of SRTPIO module can be
shortly described as:
1. A request message from the client to server is passed.
2. Communication is established in server side.
3. Server application passes information of multimedia data to the kernel area using

SIO system call.
4. The sioread function searches the position pointer of data.
5. The rtp_hdr_build function builds RTP packet header in RTP header field.
6. After siosendto function receives RTP packet call by SIO mechanism in a way

presented in section 3.1, RTP packet is sent to the network interface.
The following algorithm shows how SRTPIO module of a server application can be

embodied.
_syscall2(setting parameter)
int main(void)
{

RTP_INFO setting;
socket setup;
protocol, address, port establishment;
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bind establishment;
start time;
n = sio(fd, RTP_INFO);
end time;
if(n)RTP Packet Service Success;
else RTP Packet Service Failed;
}

SRTPIO module that is kept in the kernel area calls the SIO system call. And SIO
system call sends the information of RTP packet with a pointer of a file that is to be
transmitted. RTP_INFO’s contents contain the data about the header that represents
important information of RTP packet. Version information and Sequence Number in
the module of SRTPIO is sent to the kernel area. Application is on standby mode
while the values are returned. SRTPIO module could reduce the number of times of
data copying between the user area and the kernel area.

5  Experimental Results

We compared SRTPIO module with general LINUX system. We estimated the per-
formance of only SIO mechanism that reduces route of general transmission step of
UDP base in section 5.1. Section 5-2 compares the performance of SRTPIO module
that has RTP protocol in the kernel area and SIO mechanism with a general LINUX
server system.

5.1. SIO Module Performance Evaluation

SRTPIO module that is kept in the kernel area calls a SIO system call. Linux System-I
transmits multimedia data packets as a server system and Linux system-II receives
these packets as a client system. Hardware specifications of the two systems are stated
in Table 1.

Table 1.  Testbed Hardware Specification

Linux System I (Server) Linux System II (Client)

Hostname netlab1.korea.ac.kr mullab3.korea.ac.kr

CPU PentiumIII 600MHz PentiumIII 600MHz
RAM 128M 128M

Kernel Version 2.2.12-20 2.2.5-15
GCC Version 2.91.66 2.91.66

Libc6 Version 2.1.1 2.1.1

Table 2 is showing data that is used in the SIO mechanism performance estimation.
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Table 2.  SIO Experimental Environment

Packet Total Size Transmission
Type

Data Type Data Generation

32 byte Continuous General Data Random

The detail about an experiment and achievement scenario is as following. Because
the existing LINUX system does not support RTP, RTP header file is built-in into the
kernel area according to the advice of RFC 1889[3].

We compared the transmission speed of a general LINUX with that of SIO mecha-
nism proposed in section 3.1. The processing outputs are as follows. We compared the
packet transmission time of a general LINUX with that of SIO mechanism LINUX.

Fig. 4. Transmission speed comparison

The server system that receives client’s requests transmitted packets in a period of
1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000. Afterwards, the outputs of this experiment were compared to
the transmission completion time in server side is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 shows the arithmetic mean of 100 times experiment. As shown in Fig. 4, the
transmission time of the LINUX of SIO mechanism is improved in the view of speed.
The number of transmission packet is much less(6% ~ 23%) than that of general
LINUX about each packet sink.

5.2. SRTPIO Module Performance Evaluation

We embedded RTP protocol into the LINUX kernel area and thereafter made an intro-
duction about how to improve SRTPIO’s performance by using the advantage of SIO
mechanism. The hardware specification of the performance estimation is same as
Table 1.

We composed a more generalized transmission scenario than the experiment in
section 5.1. In section 5.1 SIO mechanism did not take any considerations on packet
damage on the side of the recipient because it did not need to support real-time de-
mands. In this experiment we transmitted RTP packets in an interval of 30ms to imi-
tate the flow of audio stream. Also, we let 10 clients connect to the server system at
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the same time. Table 3 arranges the environment of a performance experiment of
SRTPIO module.

Table 3.  SRTPIO Experimental Environment

Packet
 Size

Transmission
 Duration

Concurrent Connection
Session Count

Packet Count
 by session

Result 32 bytes 30 ms 10 1000

We compared the time per session of a general LINUX with that of SRTPIO
mechanism proposed in section 3.2. The processing outputs are as follows. We com-
pared the time per session of a general LINUX with that of SRTPIO mechanism
LINUX.

Fig. 5. Transmission speed comparison per session

Fig. 5 shows the arithmetic mean of 100 times experiment. We could see that each
group of 10 sessions transmit 1000 packets at similar time rate. There were a perform-
ance elevation of about 12.5% when SRTPIO LINUX system handled packet trans-
mission with an interval of 30 ms compared to a general LINUX system.

We transmitted multimedia data in the kernel area of the LINUX environment
server system and showed performance elevation. Finally table 4 compares SRTPIO
module LINUX with others.

Table 4.  The comparison of Quality

Bare
LINUX

MARS
SIO
LINUX

SRTPIO
 LINUX

Read/Write Merit

Transmission Buffer Modification
Enhancement of Transmission Speed
RTP Packet Processing
Kernel Memory Spending
Flexibility with another NIC device
( :high, :Low, :None)
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6 Conclusion and Future Directions

Both data and user’s requests are increasing at a rate beyond the capability of a server
system. For example there are video-conferences, remote education and etc.

In this paper we proposed SRTPIO module for transmission support of multimedia
data to satisfy these requests. There is no need of data copying from user area to the
kernel area. And there is no necessity for scheduling the user area application.
SRTPIO shows a performance elevation of about 12.5% compared with that of bare
LINUX in the aspect of transmission speed. These approaches can be applied well in
the server environment that provides multimedia data service.

There are following things to be researched hereafter. SRTPIO module server could
not stop the transmission in the middle of streaming service. This problem can be
solved as follows. First, Clients’ application would be able to have the streaming data
information. Second, we could put identifier into the stream.

We would design the priority scheduler for SRTPIO module. If we would combine
SRTPIO with the scheduler as mentioned, we could apply these technologies to mul-
timedia server systems.
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Abstract. Transmission control protocol (TCP) has been designed and tuned as
a reliable transfer protocol for wired links. However, it incurs end-to-end
performance degradation in mobile environments. Recent years, many protocols
have been proposed to enhance the performance of TCP in mobile
environments. Although these methods simulate better than original TCP, but
they either need intermediaries (such as base station) to modify TCP, can not
handle the end-to-end encrypted traffic or do not perform well in both high bit
error rates and disconnections.  In this paper, we propose a protocol named
adaptive TCP, which is a combination of TCP HACK (Header Checksum
Option) and Freeze-TCP. By using the adaptive TCP, we can get a true end-to-
end TCP and improve the performance of TCP over mobile environments in
both high bit error rates and disconnections. We use OPNET to simulate our
proposal, the results have shown that our proposal performs substantially better
than original TCP in cases where there are bursty corruptions and long or
frequent disconnections.

1 Introduction

The integration of Internet and wireless communications is a trend to provide
multimedia services for both fixed and mobile users. Many applications are built on
top of TCP, and will continue to be in the foreseeable future. So the performance of
TCP in mobile environments has received much attention in recent years. TCP has
been designed, improved and tuned to work efficiently in wired network where the
packet loss is very small. Whenever a packet is lost, it is reasonable to assume that
congestion has occurred on the connection path. Hence, TCP triggers congestion
recovery algorithms when packet loss is detected. These algorithms work reasonably
well as the assumption on packet losses remains valid in most situations. However, in
mobile environments (e.g. Fig.1.), the bit error rate is much higher and a wireless
connection might be temporally broken due to a handoff  (e.g. in Fig.1, when the
mobile host moves from cell 1 to cell 2) or other temporal link impairment. As a
result, the assumption that packet loss is (mainly) due to congestion is no longer valid
and the original TCP cannot work well in a heterogeneous network with both wired
and wireless links.
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The challenges for TCP over mobile environments are:
(1) high bit error rates (BER) (2) long time disconnections (3) frequent

disconnections.

Fig. 1. Mobile environment

In the following, we first summarize the existing proposed solutions, indicating
their strengths and weaknesses. Then see why we propose the combination of TCP
HACK and Freeze-TCP mechanisms to enhance TCP in mobile environments and
identify its advantages and drawbacks.

2 Strengths and Drawbacks of Existing Solutions

Recently, many protocols have been proposed to alleviate the poor end-to-end TCP
performance in the heterogeneous network environments, these mechanisms include
Indirect TCP (I-TCP), Snoop TCP and New Snoop TCP, Mobile TCP (M-TCP),
Explicit bad-state notification (EBSN), TCP HACK and Freeze-TCP etc.

In the following, we will describe the mechanisms of these proposals and from
Table 1 we can see the strengths and drawbacks of each solution.

I-TCP [5] suggests that any interaction from a mobile host (MH) to a host on the
fixed network (FH) should be split into two separate interactions - one between the
MH and the Base Station (BS) over the wireless medium and the other between the
BS and the FH over the fixed network. The data sent to MH is received, buffered and
ACKed by BS. It is then the responsibility of BS to deliver the data to MH. The BS
communicates with the MH on a separate connection using a variation of TCP that is
tuned for wireless links and is also aware of mobility. By using I-TCP it can achieve
better throughputs than standard TCP, but it does not preserve end-to-end semantics of
TCP because the BS partitions the TCP connection.

The Snoop protocol [6] introduces a module, called snoop agent, at the base
station. The agent monitors every packet that passes through the TCP connection in
both directions and maintains a cache of TCP packets sent across the link that has not
yet been acknowledged by the receiver. The snoop agent retransmits the lost packet if
it has cached and suppresses the duplicate acknowledgments (ACKs). The Snoop
module performs extremely well in high BER environments and maintains end-to-end
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TCP semantics. But it does not perform as well either in the presence of lengthy
disconnections or in environment where there are frequent disconnections.

Table 1. Characteristics of various TCP proposed for heterogeneous network environments

The New Snoop protocol [7] was proposed to overcome the shortcomings of
Snoop protocol. It uses a two-layer hierarchical cache architecture cache scheme. The
main idea is to cache the unacknowledged packets at both Mobile Switch Center
(MSC) and Base Station (BS), thus forming a two-layer cache hierarchy. If a packet is
lost due to transmission errors in wireless link, the BS takes the responsibility to
recover the loss. If the loss/interruption is due to a handoff, the MSC performs the
necessary recovery. With this proposed hierarchical cache architecture, New Snoop
protocol can effectively handle the packet losses caused by both handoffs and link
impairments. But both Snoop protocol and New Snoop protocol need the intermediary
(Such as a Base Station) to do TCP modifications and New Snoop even needs the
MSC’s participation.

The M-TCP [8] has the same goals as I-TCP and snoop TCP: to prevent the sender
window from shrinking if bit errors or disconnection but not congestion cause current
problems. M-TCP wants to improve overall throughput, to lower the delay, to
maintain end-to-end semantics of TCP, and to provide a more efficient handover. It
splits the TCP connection into two parts as I-TCP does. An unmodified TCP is used
on the standard FH-BS connection, while an optimized TCP is used on the BS-MH
connection.  The BS monitors all packets sent to the MH and ACKs returned from the
MH. And it retains the last ACK. If the BS does not receive an ACK for some time, it
assumes that the MH is disconnected. It then shut down the TCP sender’s window by
sending the last ACK with a window set to zero. Thus, the TCP sender will go into

I-TCP M-TCP Snoop
New

Snoop
EBSN

Freeze-
TCP

TCP
HACK

Maintains end-
to-end TCP
semantics?

N Y Y Y N Y Y

Requires the
intermediate
node to modify
TCP?

Y Y Y Y Y N N

Handle
encrypted
traffic?

N N N N N Y Y

Need
symmetric
routing?

Y Y Y Y Y N N

Handle long
Disconnections
?

Y Y N Y Y Y N

Handle
frequent
disconnections?

Y Y N Y Y Y N

Handle high bit
error rate?

Y Y Y Y N N Y
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persist mode. The M-TCP approach does not perform caching/retransmission of data
via the BS. If a packet is lost on the wireless link, it has to be retransmitted by the
original sender. This maintains the TCP end-to-end semantics. But it still requires a
substantial base station involvement.

An explicit bad-state notification (EBSN) scheme [9] does not split the connection
in two connections, it uses two types of acknowledgments: one is a partial
acknowledgment informing the sender that the packet had been received by the base
station and the other is a complete acknowledgment which has the same semantics as
the normal TCP acknowledgment, i.e. the receiver (MH) received the packet. So it
can distinguish the losses on the wired portion from the losses on the wireless link.
Now the base station is responsible for retransmissions on the wireless link, while it
delays timeout at the sender by sending a partial acknowledgement. This idea is that
these explicit notifications prevent the sender from dropping congestion window. It
also requires an intermediate node to modify TCP.

Freeze-TCP [10] is to move the onus of signaling an impending disconnection to
the client. A mobile node can certainly monitor signal strengths in the wireless
antennas and detect an impending handoff; and in certain cases, might even be able to
predict a temporary disconnection (if the signal strength is fading, for instance). In
such a case, it can advertise a zero window size, to force the sender into the zero
window probe mode and prevent it from dropping its congestion window. It suggests
the receiver to start advertising a window size of zero just before a round-trip-time
(RTT) period.  When re-connectivity detects, the TCP will operate at exactly the same
point where it had been forced to stop. It offers a way to resume TCP connections
even after longer interruptions of the connectivity. But it is the insufficient isolation of
packet losses.

TCP HACK (Header Checksum Option) [12] is a solution based on the premise
that when packet corruption occurs, it is more likely that the packet corruption occurs
in the data and not the header portion of the packet. This is because the data portion of
a packet is usually much larger than the header portion for many applications over
typical MTUs. It introduced two TCP options: the first option is for data packets and
contains the 1’s-complement 16-bit checksum of the TCP header (and pseudo-IP
header) while the second is for ACKs and contains the sequence number of the TCP
segment that was corrupted.  These “special” ACKs do not indicate congestion in the
network. Hence, the TCP sender does not halve its congestion window if it receives
multiple “special” ACKs with the same value in the ACK field. With this scheme,
TCP is able to recover these uncorrupted headers and thus determine that packet
corruption and not congestion has taken place in the network. TCP HACK performs
substantially better than both TCP SACK and NewReno in cases where burst
corruptions are frequent. But it is not able to deal with the problems caused by
lengthy disconnections or by frequent disconnections.

3 Our Proposed Solution: Adaptive TCP

In this section, we will first analyze the problems of TCP in mobile environments,
describe the requirements for enhancing the performance of TCP, then give the
proposal of our solve.
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3.1 Problems of TCP in Mobile Environments

The TCP Tahoe detects missing ACKs via three duplicate acknowledgements or time-
outs. When high bit error rates or disconnections occur, it will be considered that
congestions have happened, it just could not distinguish between the congestion and
packet loss or disconnections. Then the TCP sender will trigger slow start mechanism:
it drop the congestion window down to 1, and first grows it by a factor of 2 each time
an ACK is received, until it reaches half of the threshold of the congestion window.
The wrong assumption drastically decreases the performance of TCP in those cases.

S/R

2S/R

4S/R

8S/R

time at sender time at receiver

RTT

Fig. 2. TCP timing during slow-start

Fig.2. shows the TCP timing during slow start. S means the MSS (maximum size
segment) is S bits; RTT is the round-trip time and R denotes the transmission rate of
the link from the sender to the receiver. So the idle time (approximate) of the sender
in slow start stage is given by:

Idle time=P[RTT]-(2P-1)S/R
In which P=min {Q, K-1}, K is the number of windows that cover the object and

Q is the number of times the sender would stall [15].
If the slow-start scheme is not triggered, then the number of extra packets can be

transferred is approximate given by [10]:
Extra Segments=W2/8+WlgW-5W/4+1;
W is the unACKed packets can be sent in a congestion window.
It should be noted that the upper two expressions are under the assumptions that

no corruptions in the traffic and ignoring all protocol header overheads.

3.2 Requirements for Enhancing the Performance of TCP

Our goal in developing a new TCP protocol is to provide a general solution to the
problem of improving TCP’s efficiency for mobile applications. Specifically, we want
to design a protocol that has the following characteristics:
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� It should preserve end-to-end TCP semantics. I-TCP and EBSN are not end-to-
end-semantics. So, if a sender receives an acknowledgement, it assumes that the
receiver got the packet. Receiving an acknowledgement now only means (for the
mobile host and a correspondent host) that the foreign agent received the packet. The
correspondent node does not know anything about the partitioning, thus a crashing
access node may also crash applications running on the correspondent node assuming
reliable end-to-end delivery.

� It should not require the intermediate node to do TCP modifications. I-TCP,
Snoop, New Snoop, M-TCP and EBSN all need the intermediate node to do TCP
modifications. So the intermediary will become the bottleneck and add the third point
of failure besides the endpoints themselves.

� It can handle encrypted traffic. As network security is taken more and more
seriously, encryption is likely to be adopted very widely. Finally, all efforts for
snooping and buffering data in the intermediate nodes may be useless if certain
encryption schemes are applied end-to-end between the correspondent host and
mobile host. Using IP encapsulation security payload the TCP protocol header will be
encrypted, so that the intermediate nodes may not even know that the traffic being
carried in the payload is TCP. Furthermore, retransmitting data from the foreign agent
may not work any longer because many security schemes prevent replay attacks and
retransmitting data from the foreign agent may be misinterpreted as replay.
Encrypting end-to-end is the way many applications go, therefore, it is not clear how
these schemes (I-TCP, Snoop, New Snoop, M-TCP and EBSN) could be used in the
future.

� It doesn’t need a symmetric routing. The protocols that need to modify TCP in an
intermediate node usually require that traffic to and from the end mobile host is routed
through the same intermediate node. But in some networks, data and ACKs can take
different paths, so these schemes based on intermediary involvement cannot be
accomplished and may result in non-optimal routing.

� It can handle long time disconnections. I-TCP, M-TCP, New Snoop, EBSN and
Freeze-TCP all can handle long time disconnections.

� It can handle frequent disconnections. I-TCP, M-TCP, New Snoop, EBSN and
Freeze-TCP all can handle frequent disconnections.

� It can handle high BER. I-TCP, M-TCP, Snoop, New Snoop, and TCP HACK all
can handle high BER.

From Table1 and the analysis above we can get a conclusion that none of the
existing mechanisms can satisfy all these characteristics. Then how about we combine
two of them? The protocols to be combined must satisfy the first four characteristics
above respectively. We can see that only the TCP HACK and Freeze-TCP can accord
with all the first four conditions. The Freeze-TCP can handle long time
disconnections and frequent disconnections while the TCP HACK can handle high
BER. So it will be a good solve to combine Freeze-TCP and TCP HACK. With the
combination of these two mechanisms, we can reach our goal perfectly.
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3.3 Our Solve: Adaptive TCP

Fig.3. shows the work flow of our proposal, We add TCP HACK to the original TCP,
it can work well when the BER is high. Once disconnections happen, the
Freeze-TCP will be triggered. Until the disconnections are all recovered, it will
continue work as TCP HACK.

Fig. 3. Work Flow of the proposed adaptive TCP

By using the proposed adaptive protocol, we don’t need to have any change in the
intermediate nodes, but we should make some modifications on the TCP sender and
receiver.

The main idea behind our adaptive protocol is to prevent the sender from
dropping its congestion window as in the mobile environment of bursty error or
disconnections. By our proposed protocol, if bursty error occurs, TCP HACK will
find that packet corruption but not congestion has taken place in the network in most
conditions by checking the TCP header, then the TCP receiver will send special ACK
to the sender, so the TCP sender can react appropriately, retransmitting the corrupted
packets, not dropping its congestion windows. While in long or frequent
disconnections, while the mobile host predicts an impending disconnection before it
happens, Freeze-TCP will be triggered. Then the receiver can send some zero window
acknowledgements to the sender in advance of the disconnection. When the sender
receives the zero window acknowledgements, it will stop sending and “freeze” the
current state of its congestion window and further timers. As the disconnection is
recovered, the sender can begin just at the same point where it had been forced to
stop. Because the TCP time simply does not advance, so there is no timers expire.

According to TCP HACK, we extend TCP by including two additional TCP
options. The first is Header Checksum option, contains the 16bit 1’s complement
checksum of the TCP header and the pseudo-IP header. The second option is the
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Header Checksum ACK option that is included in “special” ACKs generated in
response to packet corruption.

According to Freeze-TCP, if the receiver (Mobile Host) can sense an impending
disconnection, it should try to send out a few (at least one) acknowledgements,
wherein its window size is advertised as zero. The waning period prior to
disconnection is the round-trip-time (RTT). The author of [10] claimed that
Experimental data corroborates this: warning periods longer or shorter than RTT led
to worse average performance in most cases.

4 Performance Evaluation

We carried our experiments by using OPNET modeler 8.0 which was installed on the
computer with Celeron 800 CPU and 128M RAM. The simulation model is shown as
Fig.4. We ran our experiments by sending bulk data from the server to the client. The
connect link between the two routers is a wired link but has been configured by
different error bit rates to simulate the lossy wireless link and we deliberately stopped
the transmission to simulate the long and frequent disconnections. The experiments
over bursty errors and disconnections are run separately.

Server Client

������������	

Fig. 4. Simulation model

4.1 Bursty Errors

First, we ran experiments to compare the performance of our adaptive TCP and
original TCP in bursty error conditions. 5E-05 ~ 5E-01 packet error rate were
considered. The burst packets length is configured to 5 packets.

We assume that errors are only on the forward path; packets on the reverse path
(the ACK packets) are not corrupted.

From Fig.5. it can be seen that our proposal performs substantially better than
original TCP in the presence of bursty errors. Especially when the packet loss rate is
high, when the packet loss rate is less than 5.0E-05, the throughput of the adaptive
TCP and original TCP will be almost the same.
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Fig. 5. Throughput for various packet loss rates

4.2 Disconnections

We next performed experiments to compare the performance of our adaptive TCP and
the original TCP in disconnections. The server is on the “sender side” and the client
runs on the “receiver side” which emulates a mobile node implementing the Freeze-
TCP scheme. Disconnection time is ranging from 0.5ms to 3s. We do simulations to
get the transfer time of each protocol over different disconnection time. From Fig.6.
we can see that using the adaptive protocol can improve the performance of TCP over
disconnections.

0.5ms 1ms 10ms 0.1s 0.5s 1s 3s

200s
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80s

40s

20s

Transfer time

Disconnect time

Adaptive TCP

Original TCP

60s

Fig. 6. Transfer time for various disconnect time
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5 Drawbacks

There are some problems should be considered by using our proposed adaptive TCP:
� The software overload: Using adaptive TCP, more complex software will be on
the sender and receiver sides, but while memory sizes and CPU performance
permanently increase, the bandwidth of the air interface remains almost the same.
Therefore the higher complexity is no real disadvantage any longer as it was in the
early days of TCP.

� The Freeze-TCP needs the receiver to predict an impending disconnection.
However, if a disconnection cannot be predicted, the behavior and performance of the
adaptive protocol will be exactly that of TCP HACK only.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we summarized the existing protocols, indicating their strengths and
weaknesses, and analyzed the current status of TCP enhancements being considered
for adoption in future versions of TCP. We proposed an adaptive TCP, it is the
combination of TCP HACK and Freeze-TCP. By using this protocol we can get the
benefits of the original two mechanisms, and recover the TCP from both packet loss
due to corruption in lossy environment and long or frequent disconnections in mobile
computing.

Simulations have been done to test our adaptive protocol by using OPNET
modeler 8.0. The results proved that our proposed protocol performs much better than
original TCP in the cases that corruptions or disconnections are frequent.

In [10] the author suggested to use Freeze-TCP with the protocol suggested in
[14], and the performance of TCP over disconnections will be improved much more;
also in [12] the author suggested to run TCP HACK with the TCP SACK suggested in
RFC 2018[11] together, it will get a better result over bursty errors. But in our
simulations, we didn’t add these two protocols. Simulations will be done adding these
protocols to our adaptive TCP.

The TCP HACK can work well when the ACKs are not corrupted much. If the
ACKs are lost often, the efficient of TCP HACK will not be so prominent. So we
want to improve it by modifying the special ACK in TCP HACK. The main idea is in
the special ACK, it not only contains the sequence number of the packet that is just
received and data corrupted; but also it contains the sequence numbers of the other
packets in the same window that have been received but are data corrupted. It should
be mentioned that these sequence numbers of packets have been sent in the special
ACKs already, but the corresponding retransmitted packets have not been received
yet.

Works are being done to test the effectiveness of our proposal in situations where
ACKs are also susceptible to packet corruption. And we’d like to run the experiments
under the condition that congestion, corruptions and disconnections occur at the same
time.

Acknowledgements. This work was supported by Kyung Hee University.
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Abstract. The proportional delay differentiation model provides a consistent
packet delay differentiation between various classes of service. The waiting
time priority (WTP) scheduler is a priority scheduler in which the priority of a
packet increases in proportion to its waiting time, and it is known as the best
scheduler to achieve the proportional delay differentiation model. This paper
proposes an advanced WTP (AWTP) scheduler, modified from WTP, that
accounts for the packet transmission time. Simulation results reveal that when
the link utilization is moderate (60%~80%), this scheduler not only obtains
more accurate delay proportion than the WTP scheduler, no matter in short or
long timescales, but also reduces the average queuing delay (waiting time). The
effects of mean packet size and variance of packet size, on both schedulers’
performance are also examined. AWTP always outperforms WTP.

1  Introduction

Conventional Internet applications such as ftp, email, and telnet, all employ best-effort
service. However, many multimedia applications require some guarantee of the
quality of services (QoS). The best-effort service is not suited to such applications
because it can not promise any guarantee of packet loss, delay, or jitter.

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has developed Integrated Services
(IntServ) [1] and Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [2] to meet the QoS requirements
of multimedia applications. The IntServ approach employs the Resource Reservation
Protocol (RSVP) [1] to reserve the bandwidth in the router along the flow path by
setting up the flow state. The Diffserv approach guarantees the performance for each
service class by marking the Differentiated Service Code Point (DSCP) in the Type of
Service (ToS) field of the IPv4 or IPv6 packet header [3].

Diffserv has proceeded in two directions - absolute service differentiation and
relative service differentiation. The absolute differentiated service ensures that an
admitted user can enjoy certain and steady performance, while the relative
differentiated service ensures that users with a higher service class experiences better
performance than the users with a lower service class. The relative service
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differentiation can be classified into four models, namely, strict prioritization, price
differentiation, capacity differentiation, and proportional differentiation [4]. The first
three models suffer some shortcomings in achieving relative service differentiation,
and only the proportional differentiation model can perform the controllable and
predictable relative service differentiation [5]. That is, the proportional differentiation
model offers the network manager a means of varying quality spacing between
service classes according to the given pricing or policy criteria, and ensures that the
differentiation between classes is consistent in any measured timescale.

A packet scheduler, called the WTP (waiting time priority) scheduler, has been
proposed to yield the proportional delay differentiation model [4-9]. This scheduler
uses the waiting time of the HOL (Head-of-Line) packets to determine their priorities,
before one is selected and serviced. In this paper, we propose an AWTP (advanced
WTP) scheduler which uses the waiting times and transmission times of the HOL
packets to determine their priorities, supposing that one of them has been selected and
serviced.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the background,
including the proportional differentiation model and the waiting time priority
scheduler. Section 3 gives the newly proposed scheme – the AWTP scheduler. In
Section 4, some simulation results are shown and their implications are addressed.
Finally, some conclusions are given in Section 5.

2  Background

2.1 Proportional Differentiation Model

The main concept of the proportional differentiation model is that the performance
metric of each class should be proportional to its corresponding differentiation
parameter, which can be defined by a network manager.

Fig. 1. Proportional differentiation model

Figure 1 depicts the proportional differentiation model by considering N classes of
service. A queue is associated with each class of service, and a packet scheduler is
responsible for deciding which packet should be served next. Let Qi(t,t+τ) be the
measured performance of class i, over time interval (t,t+ τ), where τ is the measured
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timescale. For any arbitrary pair of classes, i and j, the following relationship is
maintained.
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where C1 < C2 < … < CN , are the quality differentiation parameters (QDPs) [5].
The queuing delay, packet loss, or jitter could be as the performance metric in this

model. Adopting queueing delay and packet loss, this model is called the proportional
delay differentiation model and proportional loss differentiation model, respectively.
This paper focuses on the proportional delay differentiation model. Let ),( τ+ttDi be

the average queuing delay of the class-i HOL packet during the time interval (t,t+ τ)
and let δi be the delay differentiation parameters (DDP) [5] in the order δ1 < δ2 < … <
δN. For all pairs of service classes, i and j, the proportional delay differentiation model
is specified by
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2.2 WTP Scheduler

The WTP scheduler is based on Kleinrock’s Time-Dependent-Priorities algorithm,
which is a priority scheduler in which the priority of a packet increases in proportion
to its waiting time [7]. For all classes of service, the WTP scheduler delivers the HOL
packet with the highest priority.

C. Dovrolis et al. found that the WTP scheduler can yield the proportional delay
differentiation when the network traffic load is heavy [4,5]. Let Wi(t) be the waiting
time of the HOL packet that is waiting in queue i, at time t. Accordingly, the WTP
scheduler can achieve proportional delay differentiation if the priority Pi(t) of a packet
at time t is set according to,

    Pi(t)=
i

i tW

δ
)(

.        (1 ≤ i ≤ N)                                            (3)

Hiroshi Saito et al. proposed a local optimal proportional delay packet scheduler to
maintain the delay ratio and reach an optimal decision when no further packets are
arriving [6]. Their proposed scheduler can more accurately approximate the delay
proportion than can the WTP scheduler, when the link utilization is light-load. K. H.
Leung et al. [9] theoretically calculated the achieved proportion using the link
utilization and DDPs. Thus these authors can ensure the consistency of delay ratio
between all pairs of classes, independently of link utilization.
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3  AWTP Scheduler

Packet sizes over the Internet are not identical. Y. Matsumoto et al. have stated that
the effect of the packet size cannot be neglected and have examined the effects of
packet size distribution on the system’s performance [8]. The AWTP presented here
accounts for the size of all HOL packets, rather than ignoring them, like the WTP
algorithm.

3.1 Algorithm

The difference between WTP and AWTP is that the former uses the waiting times of
the HOL packets to determine their priorities before one of them is selected and
serviced, while the latter uses the waiting times and transmission times of the HOL
packets to determine their priorities, under the assumption that one of them has been
selected and serviced.

In order to ascertain the condition after one HOL packet has been transmitted, the
proposed AWTP scheduler employs a pseudo-service. Let Wj(t) be the waiting time of
the HOL packet of class j and let Tj be its transmission time. When the pseudo-served
packet belongs to class i, our scheduler calculates its corresponding maximum
proportion (MPi) as,
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1
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j
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i

XtW

Nj
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δ
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≤≤
=     (Xi = 0, if j = i; Xi = Ti, if j i ),                    (4)

where Xi is the extra waiting time caused by transmitting the HOL packet of class i.
For any class i, its corresponding MPi is calculated. Then, the minimum value of all
MPi, and the corresponding index are given by,
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=                                                            (5)

The AWTP scheduler chooses the HOL packet of class C and actually transmits it.
When more than one MPi equals MMP, the AWTP algorithm randomly selects one of
them.

3.2 An Example

Consider three classes (N = 3) and let the current queuing delays of three HOL
packets be W1(t)=0.6, W2(t)=0.8, and W3(t)=1.0 time units. Their packet transmission
times are T1=0.6, T2=0.05, and T3=0.5 time units. The DDPs for the three classes are
δ1=1, δ2=2, and δ3=4. From Eq. (3), for WTP, the priorities of the HOL packets at time
t are P1(t)=0.6, P2(t)=0.4, and P3(t)=0.25; consequently, the WTP algorithm delivers
the HOL packet of class 1. By employing Eqs. (4) and (5), given in Table 1, the
AWTP algorithm calculates MP1=0.7, MP2=0.65, and MP3=1.1, represented by a
circle, and gives MMP=0.65 and C=2, marked by a double circle. Thus AWTP selects
the HOL packet of class 2 to transmit. The selections of the WTP scheduler (class 1)
and the AWTP scheduler (class 2) are clearly different.
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Table 1. Example for the AWTP algorithm

j=1 j=2 j=3

Pseudo-service of class-
1 HOL packet 0.6 0.7 0.4

Pseudo-service of class-
2 HOL packet 0.65 0.4 0.2625

Pseudo-service of class-
3 HOL packet 1.1 0.65 0.25

3.3 Characteristics of AWTP

The AWTP algorithm exhibits the following characteristics.
 Delay proportion is maintained. For each HOL packet of class i, the calculated
MPi is the maximum proportion, that is, the most over-proportional value. To keep
the average waiting times for all classes as proportional to the given DDPs, the
AWTP algorithm selects the packet which generates the minimum MP. Thus, the
AWTP algorithm can meet the target ratio as close as possible.

 Small packet is preferred. A large packet often leads to a large maximum
proportion. Thus, it is less likely to be selected and give the opportunity to a small
packet. A small packet only causes few differences between the pseudo waiting
time and the current waiting time, so its MP is typically small and it is more likely
to be selected as MMP. Therefore, the AWTP algorithm prefers small packets.
Reviewing the above example, the packet transmission time T2(0.05) is shorter
than T1(0.6) and T3(0.5), so ATWP selects the packet of service class 2, rather than
the packet of class 1 or class 3.

As well known, the shortest job first (SJF) algorithm yields the optimal
queueing delay. The preference for small packets causes ATWP to have a much
shorter delay than WTP. The most striking advantage of the AWTP scheduler is
that its efficiency in achieving proportional delay differentiation is drastically
improved.

 The packet of class 1 is preferred. WTP and AWTP all prefer the class-1
packet because of its lower DDP. However, AWTP more strongly prefers the
class-1 packet than does WTP. For AWTP, when the pseudo-served packet belongs
to class 1, its transmission time is divided by a larger DDP, giving a smaller MP1.
Thus, the class-1 packet is more likely to be selected. For example, when the
current waiting times of all HOL packets are in the ratio, 1:2:4, WTP randomly
selects a packet while AWTP selects the class-1 packet when all HOL packets are
of equal size.

 AWTP differs from WTP, even when all packet sizes are equal. AWTP does not
reduce to WTP when all packet sizes are equal. For AWTP, the extra transmission
time is divided by its individual DDP, and which result is then added to the
corresponding waiting time. Thus, the equal packet size does not ensure that both
schedulers make the same selections.    
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4  Simulation Results and Their Implications

The simulations presented here seek to compare the performance of the AWTP
algorithm with that of the WTP algorithm. These simulations are conducted in two
parts. First, the queuing delay ratio, the improved delay ratio, and the queuing delay
distribution are considered in a comparison of the performance of both schedulers.
Also, the delay ratios of AWTP under various different timescales are observed, to
understand its short and long-term behaviors. Second, the average packet size and its
variance are changed to determine their effects on the proposed AWTP scheduler.

In all simulations, three service classes (N=3) are assumed and the corresponding
DDPs are set as δ1=1, δ2=2, and δ3=4. The arrival of the packets in each class follows
a Pareto distribution with shape parameter 1.9, and the packet size distribution for all
classes is such that 40% of packets are 50 bytes, 50% packets are 500 bytes, and 10%
packets are 1500 bytes, corresponding to real network traffic. Thus, the mean packet
size is 420 bytes. The total bandwidth is 2520 bytes/sec and the buffer size for each
class is infinite, i.e., no packet loss. The traffic shares of all classes are equal (1/3). In
each simulation, at least 150,000 packets are generated for stability.

4.1 Case 1:

4.1.1 Queuing Delay Ratio

Figure 2 reveals the achieved delay ratios of class 3 over class 1 (R31) and class 2 over
class 1 (R21) under various link utilizations. According to DDPs, the delay ratio, R31

should be four and R21 should be two.
When the link utilization is heavy-load (over 85%), the AWTP and WTP schedulers

can reach the desired delay ratio in a long timescale. In such a case, the delay ratio
achieved by the AWTP algorithm is the same as that achieved by the WTP algorithm.
Moreover, both schedulers behave in the same way, that is, they select the same
packet to transmit, because the queuing delay of the HOL packet greatly exceeds the
transmission time. Thus, the original selection of the WTP scheduler is still not
changed by considering the transmission time of the HOL packet.

Under moderate-loaded link utilization (60%~80%), neither the AWTP nor the
WTP scheduler reaches the desired delay proportion. However, the delay ratio
achieved by the former is closer to the desired ratio than that achieved by the latter.
For example, when the traffic load is 70%, R31 is 3.14 by AWTP and 2.69 by WTP.
When the traffic load is moderate, the queuing delay is close to the packet
transmission time. Thus, the effect of AWTP is very obvious; that is, its selection
differs greatly from the selection of WTP. The mean queuing delay of class-1 packets
is greatly reduced due to the preference of AWTP for class-1 packets, resulting in
higher R31 and R21.

4.1.2 Improved Delay Ratio

To exhibit the queuing delay saved by AWTP, the improved delay ratio is defined as
follows,

  
W

AW −
,                                                               (6)
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where W and A are the queuing delays made by the WTP and AWTP schedulers,
respectively. Figure 3 plots the improved delay ratios for three classes under a
range of link utilization.

Fig. 2. Achieved delay ratios of AWTP and WTP

When the link utilization is heavy-load, the improvement of AWTP is zero because
both schedulers make the same selections, as stated above. In a moderate-loaded link,
the AWTP algorithm prefers small packets, so the queuing delays for the three classes
are reduced. Moreover, the AWTP algorithm prefers class 1, so the improved delay
ratio of class 1 is better than those of classes 2 and 3. For instance, when the traffic
load is 70%, the improved delay ratio of class 1 is around 24%, but those of classes 2
and 3 are approximately 12% and 9%, respectively.

Fig. 3. Improved delay ratios of AWTP
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4.1.3 Queuing Delay Distribution

Figure 4 plots the queuing delay distributions of all classes for AWTP and WTP
under 70% utilization. The figure shows that AWTP has a more low-delay packets
and a fewer high-delay packets, than WTP. This result also explains the reduction in
the mean queuing delay when the AWTP algorithm is adopted. More importantly, this
finding demonstrates that AWTP does not cause the starvation.

Fig. 4. Queuing delay distributions of AWTP and WTP

4.1.4 Timescale

The previous three investigations are based on long timescales. The achievement of
the desired delay ratio by the AWTP algorithm in short timescales remains an
important issue. In this simulation, the delay ratios between successive classes are
measured using five time intervals τ, i.e., 100, 500, 1000, 5000, and 10000 p-units,
where a p-unit is the average packet transmission time. After the delay ratios between
all pairs of successive classes are measured, all data for each time interval are
averaged to obtain the mean delay ratio.

Figure 5 shows five percentiles, 50%(median), 5%, 25%, 75%, and 95%, of the
average delay ratio when the link utilization is 70%. Both schedulers have broad
ranges in a short timescale and condensed ranges in a long timescale. Also, WTP has
the more concentrated ranges than AWTP, yielding more predictable behavior.
However, these concentrated ranges are far away from the target ratio. The AWTP
scheduler has broader ranges, but nearer the target, and this situation is preferred.
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Fig. 5. Five percentiles of the average delay ratios under various measured timescales

4.2 Case 2:

The effects of the average packet size and the variance of the packet sizes on AWTP
must be evaluated since the AWTP algorithm accomplishes proportional delay
differentiation by considering the packet transmission time.

4.2.1 Average Packet Size

The variance of the packet sizes is fixed to 100,000 and the average packet size
ranges from 200 to 550 bytes. In Fig. 6, the AWTP scheduler increases R31 and R21

with packet size while WTP keeps them stable. Thus, the gap between AWTP and
WTP becomes larger. When the average packet size increases, the effect of
considering transmission time is more obvious for the AWTP scheduler, yielding a
more correct proportion.

As mentioned above, AWTP prefers class-1 packets. AWTP will more strongly
prefer class-1 packets as packet size increases. The preference causes the queueing
delay of class-1 packets to fall and that of class-3 packets to rise. For class 3, the
improved queuing delay ratio becomes negative when the gain from the small packet
preference is less than the loss due to the class-1 packet preference. As the packet size
becomes larger, although the improved delay ratio of class 1 increases, the improved
delay ratios of classes 2 and 3 decrease, resulting in a decline in the overall improved
delay ratio, as shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6. Delay ratios for various average packet sizes

Fig. 7. Improved delay ratios for various average packet sizes

The simulation reveals that AWTP can give a more accurate delay ratio when the
packet size increases, but it can not increase the total improved delay ratio without
limit.

4.2.2 Variance of Packet Sizes

The average packet size is fixed at 600 bytes and its variance ranges from 100,000 to
350,000. In Fig. 8, the total improved delay ratio increases with the variance of packet
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size. When the variance of the packet size is increasing, the difference between the
packet sizes grows. The preference for small packets is an important characteristic of
the AWTP scheduler. Hence, a larger difference in packet size corresponds to a
greater benefit in using the AWTP. Normally, the individual improved delay ratio for
each class also increases.

Fig. 8. Improved delay ratios for various variances of packet sizes

5  Conclusions

This research presented the AWTP scheduler to achieve proportional delay
differentiation. The AWTP algorithm can maintain the delay proportion and reduce
the average queuing delay by considering the packet transmission time. The
simulation demonstrates that AWTP is the same as WTP when the traffic load is
heavy and outperforms WTP when link utilization is moderate. AWTP actually
achieves delay ratio near the target in long and short timescales, and reduces the
average queuing delay. Finally, the effects of the mean packet size and the variance of
the packet sizes, are examined to compare the performance of both schedulers. The
AWTP scheduler always outperforms the WTP scheduler.

The only shortcoming of AWTP is that its computation complexity is O(N2), greater
than O(N), the complexity for WTP. However, this problem is not serious for two
reasons. (1) In Differentiated Services, the flows with the same service degree are
multiplexed to a queue by marking packets with the same Differentiated Services
Code Point (DSCP). The limitation on the number of DSCP constrains the number of
service classes. Consequently, N is usually small and O(N2) does not far exceed O(N).
(2) Currently, the bottleneck of the network is typically caused by the limitation of the
link capacity, rather than the lack of the router’s computation capacity. Accordingly,
accelerating the transmission with some increase in computation time overhead is still
profitable and worthwhile.
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Abstract. As the traffic grows rapidly in the Internet, the QoS (Quality of
Service) guarantee of the flows and the traffic engineering problems have be-
come very important issues. MPLS (MultiProtocol Label Switching) has more
advantages to solve the problems than existing IP routing because of more free
using of multiple paths between the source and destination pairs. Particularly the
availability of Constraint-based Routing and explicit route in MPLS made the
problems referred above solved efficiently.  But the CSPF algorithm used in
Constraint-based Routing has the characteristic that it selects the shortest path of
all paths which meet the traffics’ QoS constraints. So, even though Best-effort
traffic which is only routed to the shortest path can be routed to alternative path,
it is dropped by the intermediate nodes during congestion period. Therefore, if
we reroute the best-effort traffic to the alternative path when congestion hap-
pens, the network resource could be used efficiently and the load on intermedi-
ate router in the path can be less. In this paper, we present the modified cost
function used in path computation for best-effort traffic and verify that the using
of that cost function make traffic engineering more effective through simulation.

1   Introduction

Traffic Engineering (TE) is the technique of controlling how traffic flows through
network in order to optimize network resource (for example, bandwidth) utilization
and network performance.

                                                          
* This work was supported by grant No. 1999-2-303-005-3 from the interdisciplinary Research

program of the KOSEF and LG, Co. Ltd.
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A major goal of Internet Traffic Engineering is to facilitate efficient and reliable
network operations while simultaneously optimizing network resource utilization and
traffic performance [1].

Traffic Engineering is needed in the Internet mainly because in today’s Internet,
existing IP routing is generally based on the destination address of the traffic and sim-
ple metrics such as hop-count or delay, and Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithm such
as dijkstra or bellman-Ford algorithm.  Though the simplicity of this approach allows
existing IP routing to scale to very large networks, the utilization of network resources
can be usually poor. Existing destination-based IP routing sometimes can result in
unbalanced traffic distribution by using shortest path between source and destination
pairs. And it made the satisfaction to QoS of traffic very difficult. Therefore, Traffic
Engineering has become an essential requirement to optimize the utilization of net-
work resources and, at the same time, to satisfy a desired QoS requirement of traffic.

In order to do Traffic Engineering effectively, the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) introduces Multi-Protocol Label Switching  (MPLS).

Basic MPLS concepts can be explained as follows :

(1) MPLS uses fixed length label to represent some information about packets
without using IP address

(2) A label is used to locally identify data packets that require equivalent forward-
ing

(3) The fixed-length label representation of forwarding information simplifies deci-
sions based on using an exact-match algorithm. This simplified forwarding
paradigm is called label switching.

(4) A router that takes part in label switching is a label switching router (LSR).

(5) Labels are added at an MPLS ingress node, swapped at intermediate LSRs (La-
bel swapping), and removed at an MPLS egress node. The path along which
this occurs for any particular starting label is called a label-switched path (LSP)

With MPLS, one can apply the traditional traffic engineering technique to compute
and set up label switched paths, and one can then assign traffic to these paths based on
the combination of destination address, source address, and possibly other information
such as port numbers by using extended Link-state routing protocol, Constraint-Based
Routing (CBR), explicit route, label distribution protocol [2][3][4][5]. The packets
entering the ingress node will be distributed toward the various paths according to the
specified patterns, leading to better network utilization.

In IP routing there is only one routing path computation algorithm (SPF) for traffic.
On the other hand, In MPLS, roughly speaking, there are two kinds of routing path
computation algorithms : Shortest Path  First algorithm which is the same method in
IP routing and Constraint-based Shortest Path First (CSPF) algorithm. In this paper we
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call this routing which use two different path computation algorithms “Constraint-
based Routing  (CBR)”

The SPF is for best-effort traffic and the other is for QoS traffic in MPLS.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 overview the Constraint-
Based Routing which includes SPF algorithm and CSPF algorithm. Section 3 displays
problem statement in CBR and Section 4 shows our proposal to distribute the traffic
when the congestion arises. Simulation and the result are illustrated in Section 5. And
the conclusion is given in Section 6.

2   The Overview of SPF and CSPF Algorithm in Constraint-Based
Routing (CBR)

Formally, Constraint-based Routing (CBR) is defined as follows. Consider a network
that is represented by a graph (V,E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of
links that interconnect these nodes.  Associated with each link is a collection of attrib-
utes.  For each pair of nodes in the graph, there is a set of constraints that have to be
satisfied by the path from the first node (ingress node) in the pair to the second one
(egress node).  This set of constraints is expressed in terms of the attributes of the
links and is usually known only by the node at the head end of the path (the first node
in the pair, namely ingress node).  The goal of constraint-based routing is to compute a
path from one given ingress node to a egress node, such that the path doesn’t violate
the constraints and is optimal with respect to some scalar metric.

Once the path is computed, constraint-based routing is responsible for establishing
and maintaining forwarding state along such a path using signaling protocol such as
CR-LDP or RSVP.

The main difference between conventional IP routing and constraint-based routing
is as follows.

Conventional IP routing algorithms aim to find a path that optimizes a certain scalar
metric (for example, minimizes the number of hops), while constraint-based routing
algorithms set out to find a path that optimizes a certain scalar metric and at the same
time does not violate a set of constraints. It is precisely the ability to find a path that
doesn’t violate a set of constraints that distinguishes constraint-based routing from
plain IP routing.

As we mentioned above, constraint-based routing requires the ability to compute a
path, such that the path :

(1) Is optimal with respect to some scalar metric (for example, hop count)

(2) Does not violate a set of constraints such as bandwidth, administrative policy
and so on.
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Constraint-based Routing (CBR) computes routes that are subject to constraints
such as bandwidth and administrative policy.  Because Constraint-based Routing con-
siders more than network topology in computing routes, it may find a longer but
lightly loaded path better than the heavily loaded shortest path. In the long run net-
work traffic can be distributed more evenly.

In general, the constraint-based routing problem is known to be intractable for most
realistic constraints. However, in practice, a very simple well known algorithm (in this
paper, we call this algorithm “Constraint-based Shortest Path First (CSPF) algorithm”)
can be used to find a feasible path if one exists:

Briefly speaking, CSPF algorithm consists of two steps.

    - First eliminate resources that do not satisfy the requirements of   the traffic trunk
attributes.

    - Next, run a shortest path algorithm on the residual graph.

Let’s compare CSPF algorithm with Shortest Path First  (SPF) algorithm used in the
traditional IP routing. For example in Figure 1, in case we use SPF algorithm, the
shortest path between node 1 and node3 is through link 1-3 with 1 hop. But when the
reserved bandwidth of link 1-3 is 100Mbps, and that of link 1-2 is 20Mbps, finally that
of link 2-3 is 30Mbps, we assume that a traffic enters Node 1 requiring the 60Mbps
bandwidth. In that case, that traffic was routed via Node2 by the CSPF algorithm
which was computed by ingress node Node1, because the shortest path (Node1-
Node3) does not meet the bandwidth constraint.

Fig. 1. The comparison of existing Routing using SPF algorithm and Constraint-based Routing
using CSPF algorithm

It should be noted that the reservable bandwidth of a link is equal to the maximum
reservable bandwidth set by network administrators minus the total bandwidth re-
served by LSPs traversing the link.  It does not depend on the actual amount of avail-
able bandwidth on that link.  For example, if the maximum reservable bandwidth of a
link is 150Mbps, and the total bandwidth reserved by LSPs is 100Mbps, then the re-
servable bandwidth of the link is 50 Mbps, regardless of whether the link is actually
carrying 100 Mbps of traffic or more or less.  In other words, CSPF algorithm does
not compute LSP paths based on instantaneous residual bandwidth of links.
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3   Problem Statement

As explained earlier, Constraint-base Shortest Path First (CSPF) algorithm in MPLS
network is used to find a path satisfying constraint of the incoming traffic to Ingress
node.  In this paper, we assume that the constraint is only bandwidth for simplifying
simulation environment.

Each Label Switched Router (LSR) within MPLS network uses SPF algorithm to
find a shortest path to each destination of the incoming traffics with only one metric
(ex, delay) cost function. When the shortest path between one source and destination
pair is congested by the increasing traffic, QoS traffic and simple best-effort traffic is
intermixed in that path, the best-effort traffic have no choice but to be dropped on the
way traversing the path.  The reason is why Ingress node reserves the resource of the
links along the path taken by using CSPF algorithm and the intermediate LSRs in that
path guarantee the bandwidth requirement of QoS traffic.  The LSRs in the path taken
by using SPF algorithm guarantee nothing for the best -effort traffic. When the short-
est path is uncongested, no problems happen. But, when the shortest path grows con-
gested and it was shared by best-effort traffic and QoS traffic, the performance of the
best-effort traffic was degraded even though there are alternative non-shortest paths to
the destination. And because CSPF algorithm is also a kind of SPF algorithm, even
though there are paths having more capacity than the shortest path, the shortest path
was used as long as it meets the constraints of the traffic.

4    Proposed Method to Get a Efficient Load Balancing Effect

Ingress node performs two kinds of algorithm - CSPF algorithm for QoS traffic and
SPF algorithm using Modified cost function for best-effort traffic. And LSRs in the
MPLS network performs only one algorithm - SPF algorithm using Modified cost
function for best-effort traffic. The modified cost function is as follows :

Fig. 2. Modified Cost Function for best-effort traffic suggested in this paper : where α is the
constant value (bias value) which made   part value be 0 or positive value but α can be se-
lected randomly by the network administrator and  X  = the greatest integer  less than or equal
to X. ie, 1.2 = 1.
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The second part of the cost formula considers the network congestion.

As the link bandwidth is reserved by QoS traffic, the link cost grows to increase and
each router finds the next hop different to the conventional SPF using cost function
considering only one metric such as delay.

If the second part   of the above cost function is omitted, cost function is equal to
that of the existing SPF.

Figure 3 shows the flow diagram of switching sequence of traffic incoming to
MPLS network in this paper.

Traffic input

QoS traffic or 
Best-effort traffic ?

QoS traffic 
Best-effort  traffic 

Traffic classifying at Ingress LER

Path computation 
regarding Constraint of traffic
Using CSPF algorithm in CBR

Signaling between the ingress LER
And the egress LER 

using CR-LDP or Extended RSVP

Path computation 
with SPF algorithm 

using Modified cost function

CBR 

Attatching label to the traffic
and

Switching the traffic to next LSR 

Modified Routing

Attatching label to the traffic
and

Switching the traffic to the LSP 

Switching the traffic 
using label swapping 

Fig. 3. The  switching sequence of incoming traffic in MPLS Networks

When the shortest path is congested, because the LSRs and Ingress node know the
reserved bandwidth information of the path, each router recomputes the shortest path
using SPF with modified cost function and reroutes the best-effort traffic to new com-
puted shortest path having lower cost.

Finally, we will get a load balancing effect and network optimization effect.

5   Simulation Result

We used Network Simulator version 2 (NS2) [6] and the MPLS module (MNS) intro-
duced in reference [7].
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The network topology used in our simulation was shown in Figure 4. It consists of
seven MPLS routers (from LSR1 to LSR7) and three IP nodes.

Fig. 4. Network Topology used for simulation

All traffic is the size equal to 200bytes/packet.

In this simulation, we regard the situation that a link was filled with 80% load as
“congestion” and use the delay metric of the cost function as hop count. In the other
words, the cost function of link is like this : cost of the link C = delay = hop count.

In the first simulation, Node 9 sends simple best-effort UDP traffic (350Kbps) des-
tined for node 10 at 0.3sec. At 0.7sec, Node 9 also send best-effort UDP traffic
(350Kbps). The two best-effort traffics are routed to the path node9 – LSR1 – LSR3 –
LSR5 – LSR7 – node 8. And after, node0 sends src0 (bandwidth requirement :
800Kbps) at 3.5sec and src1 (bandwidth requirement : 700Kbps) at 4.8sec and finally
src2 (bandwidth requirement : 600Kbps) at 6.0 sec. We assume that all traffics have
the same destination node (node 8).

The simple best-effort traffic is routed by simple SPF algorithm and the resulting
routing path is node9 - LSR1 - LSR3 - LSR5 - LSR7 – node8 because it is a shortest
path between node9 and node8. But when the QoS traffic src0 was entered the Ingress
node LSR1 (at 0.3sec), it is routed by CSPF algorithm and the resulting routing path is
the same path as the path taken by the simple best-effort traffic and the second QoS
traffic src 2 is routed  to node8 via LSR2 – LSR4 – LSR6 –LSR7 – node 8 as a result
of the CSPF computation at ingress node LSR1. The last QoS traffic src 3 is routed to
the same path of the first QoS traffic (src0) because that path has the sufficient band-
width to route (this situation can be called “congestion”).  During this period, the sim-
ple best-effort traffics are dropped by the intermediate LSRs which only guarantee the
QoS traffics (src0, src3). After the time interval 6.0sec and 17.5sec when the src3
stop, the bandwidth of the best-effort traffics increases to 350Kbps.

The result is shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Results using Normal CSPF (for QoS traffic) and SPF (for best-effort traffic) algorithm

As described earlier, Figure 5 shows that the bandwidth of the simple best-effort
traffics (UDP source 350Kbps) decrease from 350Kbps to about 100Kbps which is the
residual bandwidth after guaranteeing the bandwidth of traffic src0.

In the second simulation, the sequence of the simulation is the same as that of the
previous one. The only difference is that all the LSRs in the MPLS network use SPF
algorithm with modified cost function.

In this simulation, we also regard the situation that a link was filled with 80% load
as “congestion” and use α value as 1.25 to make   value of the cost function be
greater than 1.

For example, when the load of one link is 70%, the cost function value is equal to
delay value because 1.25 × 0.7 = 0.875 = 0, and when the load of one link is 80%,
the cost function value is equal to delay value + 1.25 × 0.8  =  delay value + 1 =
delay value +1 and so on.

And we use the delay metric of the cost function as hop count.
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   As the QoS traffic’s bandwidth reservation rate reaches to over 80% of the link,
each LSRs recomputes the shortest path according to the modified cost function. when
congestion happens, the shortest path becomes to be differ from the path computed by
simple SPF algorithm in the previous simulation.

   First, each simple best-effort traffic (350Kbps) at node 0 is sent to the node 8 at
0.3sec and 0.7 and QoS traffics (src0, src1, src2) is sent sequentially at 3.5sec, 4.8sec,
and 6.0. The best-effort traffics, src0, and src2 traffic are mixed in the path LSR1 -
LSR3 - LSR5 - LSR7 – node8 after 6.0sec.  The other QoS traffic (src1) are routed to
the same path as the path (node0 – LSR1 – LSR2 – LSR4 – LSR6 – LSR7 – node8)
satisfied with their QoS constraints in the first simulation.

In this second simulation, between the time interval 6.0sec-17.5sec (“congestion pe-
riod”), the LSRs compute new shortest path (LSR1 – LSR2 – LSR4 – LSR6 – LSR7 –
node8) with the modified cost function and reroute best-effort traffics to that path.

The result is shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Results using Normal CSPF (for QoS traffic) and Modified cost function in SPF (for
best-effort) when congestion happens

After src2 traffic (600Kbps) entered the ingress node LSR1(at 6.0sec), the band-
width of the best-effort traffic is transiently decreased owing to recomputation of
shortest path and after that short time interval, the bandwidth of each best-effort traffic
grow to original bandwidth and the other QoS traffics are guaranteed as earlier simu-
lation. The table below is the received packet number at node8.
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Table 1. The comparison of the received packet number at node8

Existing SPF Modified SPF

Src 0 7968 packets 7968 packets

Src 1 5957 packets 5957 packets

Src 2 4288 packets 4288 packets

SBT1 2514 packets 4156 packets

SBT2 2429 packets 4125 packets

As shown in the table, we know that in the second simulation destination node8 has
more packet than in the first simulation.

Finally, comparing the first simulation results with the second simulation results, in
the second simulation best-effort traffic has more bandwidth and the network resource
(link utilization) was used more efficiently than the first simulation.

6   Conclusion

In this paper we suggested the idea to reroute the best-effort traffic to optimize the
network capacity in MPLS network by using modified cost function. CSPF algorithm
works well for satisfying the QoS requirement of traffic in MPLS. But there exists
congestion situation mixed with QoS  traffic  and simple best-effort traffic. When
there are residual bandwidth after reserving bandwidth for QoS traffic in the Shortest
path, the bandwidth of the shortest path is always used for QoS traffic. In that case,
though there are alternative paths to route best-effort traffic, it can’t be routed to alter-
native paths only by using Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithm such as Dijkstra algo-
rithm. But, By using modified cost function proposed by us we can route or reroute
simple best-effort traffic (load-balancing) when congestion happens and thereby get
the optimization effect.
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Abstract. To satisfy the market need for voice over ATM (VoATM), ATM Ad-
aptation Layer Type 2 (AAL2) has been defined in the ITU-T Recommendation
I.363.2. AAL2 is designed with the capabilities to support multiple voice users
per ATM connection and to transport compressed/silence-suppressed variable-
bit-rate (VBR) voice traffic. Recently, there is a growing interest in the impact
of AAL2 trunking/switching on the digital telephone switching systems. This
paper analyzes the performance and the feasibility of AAL2 trunking/switching
for VBR voice transport when the traditional digital telephone switching system
is replaced by the AAL2 trunking/switching system.

1   Introduction

ATM technology has gained popularity as a key technology for implementing high-
speed backbone network that can efficiently transport data with different traffic char-
acteristics and service quality requirements. One of the questions that should be an-
swered for public network operators is the actual impact of ATM technology on voice
transport.

Basically, there are three standards-based methods that can be used for the transport
of voice traffic over ATM networks: unstructured and structured circuit emulation
using AAL1, and variable-bit-rate (VBR) voice transport using AAL2.

Unstructured circuit emulation allows the user to establish an ATM connection to
emulate a circuit, such as a full T1 (1.544Mbps) or E1 (2.048Mbps), over the ATM
backbone. Structured circuit emulation establishes an ATM connection to emulate N x
64 Kbps circuits, such as a fractional T1 or E1, over the ATM backbone. Voice trans-
port using AAL2 allows multiple users to share one ATM connection to transport
VBR voice traffic by taking advantage of statistical multiplexing.

In the development of ATM standards, AAL1 found its niche as a way to allow
ATM to replace Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) circuits at fixed rates such as T1
or E1. The use of AAL1 was subsequently extended to allow replacement of 64 Kbps
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circuits (or traditional digital voice circuits), providing a means to convey voice on
ATM backbones instead of TDM infrastructures. Although AAL1 was designed to
support time-critical constant-bit-rate (CBR) circuits used to transport voice applica-
tions, AAL1 was not developed to optimize bandwidth efficiency for voice applica-
tions. On the other hand, the cooperation between the ATM Forum, which identified
market needs, and the protocol experts at the ITU-T resulted in a new AAL that is
much better suited for voice-over-ATM (VoATM) applications: AAL2.

Recently, there is a growing interest in the impact of AAL2 trunking/switching on
the digital telephone switching systems. In this paper, we evaluate the performance
and the feasibility of AAL2 trunking/switching when the traditional digital telephone
switching system is replaced by the AAL2 trunking/switching equipment. The rest of
the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the key characteristics of
AAL2, and then Sections 3 and 4 present the performance and the feasibility of AAL2
trunking/switching in detail. Finally, Section 5 gives a brief summary of the paper.

2   ATM Adaptation Layer Type 2 for VBR Voice Transport

The basic functions of the AAL2 protocol are consistent with AAL1, in that both pro-
tocols enhance the service provided by the ATM layer to support the next higher layer
user. However, AAL2 goes beyond AAL1 by defining a structure that includes func-
tions supporting higher layer requirements neither considered nor possible within the
structure of AAL1.

AAL2 provides for the bandwidth-efficient transmission of low-bit-rate, short, and
variable packets in delay sensitive applications [4].

Cell
header

Cell payload

ATM cell (53 oct.)

STF CPS-PDU Payload

CPS-Packet

CPS-PH CPS-PP

CPS-SDU

SSCS-PDU
payload SSCS-PDU

Trailer (If present)

SSCS-PDU
Header 
(If present)

User Packet

AAL-SDU

S
S

C
S

A
A

L

C
P

S

ATM

CPS-PH: CPS-Packet Header
CPS-PP: CPS-Packet Payload
STF: Start Field

CPS-PDU (48 oct.)

CPS-PDU Payload

Fig. 1.  Data unit naming conventions for AAL2

Figure 1 shows the naming conventions of AAL2 data units. AAL2 is subdivided
into the Common Part Sublayer (CPS) and Service Specific Convergence Sublayer
(SSCS). Different SSCS protocols may be defined to support specific AAL2 user
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services, or group of services. The SSCS may also be null, merely providing for the
mapping of the equivalent AAL primitives to the AAL 2 CPS primitives.  Each user
information is mapped into a CPS-Packet at the CPS level. A CPS-Packet consists of a
3-octet CPS-Packet Header (CPS-PH) followed by a CPS-Packet Payload (CPS-PP).

Multiple user channels can be carried on a single ATM virtual circuit using AAL2
with varying traffic conditions for each individual user, or channel.  The structure of
AAL2 provides for the packing of short length packets into one (or more) ATM cells,
and the mechanisms to recover from transmission errors. AAL2 allows a variable
payload within the CPS-packet, which makes it possible to support various voice
users. This functionality provides a dramatic improvement in bandwidth efficiency
over either structured or unstructured circuit emulation using AAL1. Furthermore,
VBR voice services using compression and silence detection/suppression suggest
great potential for highly efficient voice transport over ATM networks.

In summary, compared with AAL1, AAL2 provides the following advantages:

� Support for compression and silence suppression

� Support for VBR voice services and high bandwidth efficiency

� Support for multiple user channels with varying bandwidth on a single ATM con-
nection

3   Performance Analysis of AAL2 Trunking

In this section, we analyze the performance and the feasibility of AAL2 trunking for
the digital telephone switching system.

3.1 Trunking Performance – Average Analysis

Figure 2 shows the system model for AAL2 trunking where compressed and silence-
suppressed CPS-Packets originated from multiple users are fed into a FIFO queue for
transmission via a T1 ATM trunk.

Fig. 2. System model for AAL2 trunking
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Fig. 3. AAL2 trunking performance (effect of compression and silence suppression)

Figure 3 illustrates the effect of applying both compression and silence suppression
to voice sources. The voice activity factor was assumed to be 0.35. The data rate of
voice source varies from 64 Kbps to 8 Kbps. As shown in the figure, AAL2 can real-
ize at least 90% more efficiency than its counterpart AAL1 due to silence suppression.
Note that the efficiency is given in terms of the number of channels which can be
supported over a T1 ATM trunk. Compression scheme makes the efficiency even
better. Therefore, AAL2 which can support compression and silence suppression is
definitely an attractive alternative to AAL1. In addition, we observe, from Figure 3,
that the more the source rate is reduced via compression, the more the utilization is
dependant on the packetization delay.

3.2  Trunking Efficiency – Uniform Arrival/Service Model

In this section, the number of voice sources that can be supported on a given ATM
trunk is analyzed using the “uniform arrival and service” model [1]. The multiplexing
system model used for our analysis is based on Figure 2, where there are N independ-
ent voice sources. Our source model is based on the assumption of the two-state, on-
off process. All voice sources are homogeneous, which implies that every source has
the same traffic distribution characteristics. Each voice source generates information
when it is ‘on’ at a rate of 1 unit of information per unit of time. The unit of time is
defined to be the average duration of a talkspurt. The duration of the average silence
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period is denoted by 1/�.  Thus, the voice activity factor can be calculated as �/(1+�).
The information generated by active sources is fed into the finite common queue or
buffer where it is served at a rate of c, the link capacity. The lengths of both on and off
periods are assumed to be exponentially distributed.

Let Pi (t,b), 0 ≤ i ≤ N, t ≥ 0, b ≥ 0, be the probability that i sources are active and
buffer content does not exceed b at time t, where N is the number of voice sources
multiplexed into a fixed-bandwidth trunk. The probability at time “t+∆t”, Pi (t+∆t,b),
can be expressed as follows:

( ){ } ( )P t t b N i tP t b i tP t bi i i( , ) ( , ) ( , )+ = − − + +− +∆ ∆ ∆1 11 1λ
( ){ }[ ] { }+ − − + − − +1 0 2N i i t P t b i c t tiλ ∆ ∆ ∆, ( ) ( )

where c is the trunk capacity. The first three terms on the right hand side correspond to
the contributions from the states of “on” and “off” periods, and no change.  By taking
limit ∆t → 0, and setting δPi / δt = 0, we obtain:

{ }( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i c
dF b

db
N i F b N i i F b i F bi

i i i− = − + − − + + +− +1 11 1λ λ

where Fi(b) is the steady state probability that i sources are on and the buffer content
does not exceed “b”. We can solve the set of differential equations to obtain each
Fi(b), and further derive the buffer overflow probability as:

G(b) = Pr (buffer content > b) = 1 – 1′F(b),     b ≥ 0

where 1 denotes the vector with unity for all its components and prime denotes trans-
position. Based on this formula, we can obtain CPS-Packet loss probability by ap-
proximating it as the buffer overflow probability G(b).

Figure 4-(a) shows the impact of voice activity factor on the trunking performance
given the computed packet loss probability. The number of voice sources supported
over a T1 ATM trunk ranges from about 33 to 100, and the voice activity varies from
0.2 to 0.4. CPS packetization delay is assumed to be 4 ms. An increase in the voice
activity factor indicates either an increase in the mean talkspurt length or a decrease in
the mean silence length. As shown in the figure, as the voice activity factor increases,
the packet loss probability increases. Therefore, given a maximum packet loss prob-
ability, the maximum number of voice sources carried over a T1 ATM trunk decreases
as the voice activity increases. In other words, the increase in the voice activity factor
causes a lower trunking efficiency.

Figure 4-(b) shows the relationship between the packet loss probability and packeti-
zation delay of CPS-packet. In the figure, the data rate of voice sources is 32 Kbps
(ADPCM). As shown in the figure, given a packet loss probability bound, the maxi-
mum number of voice sources supported over a T1 ATM trunk increases as the pack-
etization delay increases. Therefore, it is important to specify an appropriate user
requirement for the packetization delay to maximize the trunking efficiency while
meeting the desired packet loss objective.
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(a) Effect of voice activity factor and           (b) Effect of packetization delay

Fig. 4.  Packet loss  performance

4 Performance Analysis of AAL2 Switching

In this section, we analyze the performance of AAL2 switching. The desire to provide
seamless connectivity and to avoid double transcoder insertion is driving the AAL2
switching. Figure 5 shows AAL2 switching operations within an ATM (AAL2)
switching node. AAL2 switching is performed at the AAL level where packets that are
encapsulated within an ATM cell are switched based on their VPI/VCI/CID (Channel
Identifier) values. The traditional VPI/VCI table used for ATM cell switching is ex-
tended one more level by introducing CID entries to identify AAL type 2 connections.
An ATM cell received at an AAL2 switch is demultiplexed by retrieving CPS-Packets

Fig. 5.  AAL2 switching operations
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 (partial and full) that are encapsulated within the ATM cell. Any complete CPS-
Packet is then assembled into an outgoing ATM cell according to the entries found in
the VPI/VCI/CID table. The VPI/VCI/CID table entries are updated during the time of
AAL2 connection setup (AAL2 signaling). If an AAL2 connection is routed through
ATM switches, which do not support AAL2 switching then it is considered to be
AAL2 trunking and those switches support only ATM level switching.

4.1 Digital Switching System Hierarchy

In this section, we describe general digital switching system hierarchy which is used
as a reference model for our simulation in the paper. Calls through the North Ameri-
can network follow a hierarchical path. The search for a path through the network for
a long-distance call follows a hierarchy similar to that in Figure 6. After a call leaves a
class 5 switch, a path is hunted through the class 4 office followed by class 3, class 2,
and class 1. In addition, there are international gateway offices (extension of class 1)
which a central office calls to complete international-destination calls through cables,
satellite, or microwaves. Figure 6 also shows the different classes of switching system
in the North American switching network.

Fig. 6.  Digital switching hierarchy

The following describes the key characteristics of each switch which is replaced by
ATM/AAL2 switching equipment in the paper.
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� Local exchange (class 5). It is also referred to as the end office (EO). It interfaces
with subscribers directly and connects to tall centers via trunks. It records sub-
scriber billing information.

� Tandem and toll office (class 4). Most class 5 Central Offices interface with the
tandem offices. The tandem offices primarily switch trunk traffic between class 5
offices; they also interface with higher-level toll offices. Toll operator services
can be provided by these offices.

� Primary toll center (class 3). The class 3 toll center can be directly served by class
4 or class 5 offices, depending upon the trunk deployment. In other words, if the
normal number of trunks in these offices are exhausted, then traffic from lower-
hierarchy offices can home into a class 3 office. Class 3 offices have the capabil-
ity of storing, modifying, prefixing, translating, or code-converting received digits
as well as finding the most efficient routing to higher-level toll offices.

� Sectional toll center (class 2). It functions as a toll center and can home into class
1 offices.

� Regional toll center (class 1). It functions as a toll center and can home into inter-
national gateway offices.

� International gateway. These offices have direct access to international gateway
offices in other countries. They also provide international operator assistance.

The advantage of the hierarchical network is that it provides an efficient way of
searching for a path through the network. The disadvantage is that if the primary,
sectional, or regional toll center goes down, then large areas of North America may
become inaccessible. The above hierarchy is used as a reference network model for
our simulation in the next section.

4.2 Simulation Results

We performed simulations (we used OPNET) to analyze the performance of AAL2
switching. The simulation model is based on the results from the performance analysis
in Section 3. The key parameters for simulation and values of each parameter are as
follows. The number of voice sources is 50, and the data rate of each voice source is
64 Kbps. Voice activity factor is assumed to be 0.35, and silence is suppressed at the
AAL2 CPS level. The default service rate of class 3 switch is T3 (45Mbps), and the
default service rate of class 4 switch is T3 as well. Finally, the default service rate of
class 5 switch is T1 (1.544 Mbps), and the default value of Timer_CU (Composite
User) is 0.5 ms. At the CPS transmitter, Timer_CU is used to guarantee the maximum
waiting time for CPS-Packets which have been already packed but not transmitted
because the ATM cell has not been completely filled up.

Figure 7 shows a process model for each voice source. A voice source is ‘on’ when
the talker is actually speaking. Initially, voice source is ‘on’, and during ‘on’ periods,
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the voice source generates user packets at regular intervals (‘on’ state). During silence
periods, the voice source is inactive (‘off’ state) and generates no CPS-Packets.

Figure 8 shows the basic process model for ATM (AAL2) switches. Whenever any
user packet (AAL2 SDU (service data unit)) arrives at the ATM (AAL2) switch, it
creates CPS-Packets based on the user requirements, and the CPS-Packets are buff-
ered into CPS-PDU buffer (‘arrival’ state). When CPS-PDU buffer is full or
Timer_CU expires, the CPS-PDU is sent to ATM layer to create an ATM cell and the
ATM cell is transmitted over a physical link (‘svc_sta’ state and ‘svc_com’ state).

Fig. 7.  Voice source model

Fig. 8.  Process model for AAL2 switching nodes

Figures 9 and 10 show the basic node model for each class 5 (AAL2) switching
node and class 3/4 (AAL2) switching nodes, respectively.

Figure 11 shows our simulated network model for the North American switching
network, which consists of class 5 (Local exchange), class 4 (Tandem and toll office),
and class 3 (Primary toll center) AAL2 switches. As shown in the figure, there are one
class 3 switch, four class 4 switches, and 120 class 5 switches. Each class 4 switch can
accommodate 30 class 5 switches, and each class 5 switch can accept 50 voice
sources.  The number of voice sources and switching nodes is based on the analysis
results in Section 3.
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Fig. 9.  Node model for Class 5 (AAL2) switching nodes

Fig. 10.  Node model for Class 3 and 4 (AAL2) switching nodes
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Fig. 11.  Network model

Figure 12 shows the end-to-end delay of CPS-Packets when the link capacity be-
tween class 3 and 4 switches varies. Even if there are 30 T1 (~45 Mbps) links between
class 4 and 5 switches, approximately 26 Mbps for each class 4 switch is enough to
support 30 class 5 switches.

Figure 13 shows the end-to-end delay of CPS-Packets when the Timer_CU value
which determines the CPS-Packet transmission varies. Lower Timer_CU value gives
shorter delay, but very low Timer-CU value may degrade ATM cell utilization. If the
Timer_CU value is set to a large value, it takes long to fill up an ATM cell. Accord-
ingly, this causes a long waiting time until an ATM cell is sent to the ATM layer.
However, note that with the Timer_CU value which is longer than or equal to about
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0.5 ms, the end-to-end delay is not affected. This is because each traffic source gener-
ates CPS-Packets at the peak rate. In other words, even if the Timer_CU value in-
creases, incoming CPS-Packets will fill up an ATM cell before the Timer_CU expires.
The Timer_CU value for the saturation will be different if voice source rates are dif-
ferent.
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5  Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we analyzed the performance and the feasibility of AAL2 trunk-
ing/switching for the digital telephone switching systems. Specifically, we first ana-
lyzed the AAL2 trunking performance using uniform arrival/service model, and we
then presented simulation results on the performance of AAL2 switching, in particu-
lar, when the traditional digital telephone switching system is replaced by the AAL2
switching system. The analysis results showed that AAL2 can provide high trunk-
ing/switching efficiency using the key features of AAL2 including support for com-
pressed/silence-suppressed VBR voice and support for multiple voice users per ATM
connection.
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Abstract. The Java Card technology enables programs written in the Java
programming language to run on smart cards and other resource-constrained
devices. Smart cards represent one of the smallest platforms in use today. The
memory configuration of a smart card is limited. The greatest challenge of Java
Card technology design is to fit Java system software in smart card while
conserving enough space for applications. The solution is to support a subset of
the features of the Java language and to apply a split model to implement the
Java virtual machine and to optimize Java bytecode. In this paper, we describe
in detail the optimization algorithm of Java bytecode.

Keyterms : Java bytecode, Java Card, optimization, Java virtual machine

1  Introduction

The explosion of the Internet and of wireless digital communication has rapidly

changed the way we connect with other people. Businesses, the government and

healthcare organizations continue to move towards storing and releasing via networks,

Intranets, Extranets, and the Internet. These Organizations are turning to smart card to

make this information readily available to those who need it, while at the same time

protecting the privacy of individuals and keeping their informational assets safe from

hacking and unwanted intrusions.

The interest in smart cards is a result of the benefits they provide. One benefit is

their built-in computational power. Security, portability, and ease of use are the other

key advantage of smart cards. But, because smart card applications were developed to

run on proprietary platforms, applications from different service providers cannot

coexist and run on single card. Lack of interoperability and limited card functions

prevent a broader deployment of smart card applications.
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Java Card technology offers a way to overcome obstacles hindering smart card

acceptance. It allows smart cards and other memory-constrained devices to run

applications (called applets) written in the Java programming language. Essentially,

Java Card technology defines a secure, portable, and multiapplication smart card

platform that incorporates many main advantages of the Java language. But, because

of its small memory footprint, the Java Card platform supports only carefully chosen,

customized subset of the features of the Java language. Also, for reasons of small

memory footprint, it is essential to optimize Java bytecode[2,3,10].

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we simply

describe the characteristics of Java Card technology and optimization techniques. In

section 3, we describe the optimization algorithm of Java bytecode. In section 4, we

describe the result of test using the optimization algorithm. Finally, we conclude with

a summary in section 5.

2  Related Works

2.1  The Java Card Virtual Machine

The configuration of the Java Card virtual machine is related to production and

execution of the Java Card bytecode. A primary difference between the Java Card

virtual machine(JCVM) and the virtual machine(JVM) is that the JCVM is

implemented as two separate, as depicted in Figure 1[2,3].

Fig. 1.  Java Card virtual machine

The on-card portion of the Java Card virtual machine includes the Java Card

virtual machine includes the Java Card bytecode interpreter. The Java Card converter

runs on a PC or workstation. The converter is the off-card of the virtual machine.

Taken together, they implement all the virtual machine functions-loading Java class

files and executing them with a particular set of semantics. The converter loads and
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preprocesses the class files that make up a Java package and outputs a CAP(converted

applet) file. The CAP file is then loaded on a Java smart card and executed by the

interpreter. In addition to creating a CAP file, the converter generates an export file

representing the public APIs of the package being converted.

2.2  The CAP File Format

A Java CAP file consists of eleven component, such as Header, Directory, Applet,

Import, ConstantPool, Class, Method, StaticField, ReferenceLocation, Export,

Descriptor. Each component describes an aspect of the CAP file contents, such as

class information, executable bytecode, linking information, verification information,

and so forth. The JAR file format is used as the container format for CAP files, A

CAP file is a JAR file that contains a set of components, each stored as an individual

file in the JAR file[2,3,5].

The content of each component defined in a CAP file must conform to the

corresponding format specified. All components have the following general format:
component {
   u1 tag
   u2 size
   u1 info[ ]
}

2.3  Optimization Techniques

Loop Optimization
This technique is focused on identifying loop invariant and moving them out of the

loop to improve the performance of the Java programs. In the following example, the

loop condition k < A[0] + 3.2 – (2 * A[n-1]) and the assignment statement z = x – 4 *

n are invariants and should be moved out of the for-loop[9].

void foo(float[] A) {
float x = 3.5f;
int n = A.length;
float z;

    for( int k = 0; k < A[0] + 3.2 – (2 * A[n-1]); k++) {
float y = k * 3;
z = x – 4 * n;
System.out.println(k + “ “ + y);

  }
}
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Compression of Java Bytecode
This technique proposes to factorize recurring instruction sequences into new

instructions, yielding a more concise program that is executable on a Java virtual

machine with an extended instruction set. By expressing the new instructions as

macros over existing instruction, the Java virtual machine need only be extended to

support such general macro instructions, not instructions specific to any one

program[1,10].

3  Optimization Algorithm of Java Bytecode

Our approach is to make map file that represents the location information of “00” in

CAP file, because there are padding element such as “00” in CAP file to satisfy CAP

file format.

3.1  Map File Generation

To create map file that stores the location information of “00”, Our Mapfile generator
read CAP file as input. The basic process is as follows:

   Loop ( End of CAP file )
read 8byte in CAP file

      8 byte is assigned to Temp[ ] variable
      for each byte in Temp[ ]
          if ( each byte == 0 )

write location information in map file

After this process is done, two files are created. One file is output file that
removes “00” stream in CAP file. The other is map file that contains location
information about “00”.
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Fig. 2.  HelloWorld.CAP

Fig. 3.  HelloWorld.out and HelloWorld.map

Fig. 3. HelloWorld.out and HelloWorld.map

4  Evaluation

To test the effectiveness of our optimization algorithm, we applied many class files

and CAP files. Table 1 shows the original size of class files and the difference of the

original file size from generated file that output file removing “00” stream in class file

adds to map file containing the location information of “00” stream. We can observe

that, on average, the reduction is closer to 85% of the original size of each class file.

01 13 de ca ff ed 01 02 02 01
09 a0 62 03 01 0c 01 02 1f 00
13 1f 0b 36 0c 67 0a 13 09 6c
01 04 0b 01 01 07 a0 62 01 01
05 36 0d 02 06 80 03 03 80 03
01 01 06 01 03 80 0a 01 03 80
0a06 03 80 0a 07 03 80 0a 09
03 80 0a 04 03 80 0a 05 06 80
10 02 03 80 0a 03

:
:
:

0b 6c 01 01 01 03 02 1c 84  01
1e 11 01 09 14 30 09     07 01
1f 33 46 0d 1c 1e 1e ff ff 1e 1c
20 20 22 24 27 2a  2e 01 b0 01
10 01 40 02 41 03 44 10 04b4
41 06 b4 b4 44 02 44 04 b4 31
06 68 a1

40 23 81 55 55
5d f9 43 81 24
70 a7 10 76 00
00 00 00 51 1c
a1 08 90 44 04
20 04 20 02 02
01 04 42 2f fd
42 02 5e af 55
79 57 95 7d 51
55 55 00 00 00
30
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Table 1. Classic class file

No. File Name File Size

(Cap files) Original
Delete
Zero

Byte

Zero

Map
Difference

Size

*.cap *.out *.map
*.cap-

(*.out+*.map
)

1 ithmeticException 220 155 28 37

2 rayStoreException 220 155 28 37

3 Bitmap 745 545 94 106

4 Boolean 625 421 79 125

5 Button 1861 1348 233 280

6 Byte 982 696 123 163

7 yteArrayInputStream 1335 924 167 244

8 yteArrayOutputStream 1584 1165 199 220

9 Calendar 8849 6448 1107 1294

10 CalendarImpl 2036 1529 255 252

11 Caret 1136 782 143 211

12 Character 2062 1539 258 265

13 CheckBox 1491 1090 187 214

14 Class 1560 1317 207 126

15 ClassCastException 219 154 28 37

16ClassNotFoundException 216 151 28 37

: : : : : :

116 Writer 1230 856 154 220

Average Byte 1451.71 1065.
53

182.4
1 215.34

Size Effective Ratio 15%

Also, we can observe that, on average, the reduction is closer to 85% of the

original size of each CAP file in Table 2.

Therefore, we can confirm that this algorithm can be applied to optimize Java

bytecodes for devices with memory-constrained. But class loader have overhead to

compound generated output file and map file. It may bring about the delay of run-

time.
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Table 2. CAP file

No. File Name File Size

(Cap files) Original Delete Zero
Byte

Zero Map Difference
Size

*.cap *.out *.map
*.cap-

(*.out+*.
map)

1 HelloWorld.cap 2337 1779 293 265

2 JavaLoyalty.cap 2575 1948 322 305

3 JavaPurse.cap 6431 5244 804 383

4 NullApp.cap 2155 1616 270 269

5 SampleLibrary.cap 2138 1629 268 241

6 wallet.cap 2763 2098 346 319

Average Byte 3066.5 2385.67 383.83 297

Size Effective
Ratio 10%

5  Discussion

We think that Run-time overhead is negligible because of following linear increment

to input file size. Also, in case of finally generated mask file to install on card, our

optimization algorithm is no effect. The reason is that resolution is performed not by

index but by token-based linking. Therefore, finally generated file, masking file, has

not unnecessary elements.

Table 3. Masking file

No. File Name File Size

(Masking files) Original Delete Zero
Byte

Zero Map Difference
Size

*.c *.out *.map
*.cap-

(*.out+*.
map)

1 Mask.c 166K 165K 20K 185K

Average Byte 166K 165K 20K 185K

Size Effective
Ratio 10%

6  Conclusion

We have described optimization algorithm for Java bytecode. It reduces the overall

memory footprint of bytecode for memory-constrained devices to about 85% of their
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original size. But, to apply this algorithm may cause the execution time overhead.

Also, to execute generated files the existing Java virtual machine is modified.

We are studying to apply our optimization algorithm to the Java virtual machine. We

will design and implement the class loader subsystem of the Java virtual machine. In

case of the Java Card, we will modify installation program. Also, we currently

studying the issue related to Java bytecode optimization such as dependence analysis

of Java bytecode and compression.
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Abstract. With the opening of mobile internet age, concern of internet about

mobile device, which can access network anytime and anywhere, is improving.

Jini HomeNetwork in mobile based on Java platform is computing environment

using feature of Java. To support Jini, Java virtual machine has to be executed

and support RMI, but Java virtual machine of Java2ME CLDC couldn’t support.

In this paper, Java virtual machine which can access to HomeNetwork was

designed using Java2ME CLDC. Small-sized VM is not only a program to each

mobile device, but also support standard Java class file format, CLDC class and

environment of Accessing Jini. Consequently, This Java virtual machine can

support real networking of mobile device.

Keyterms : Java virtual machine, Jini, RMI

1 Introduction

Today, computing market has an interest in internet mobile device. For example,

mobile device such as cellular phone or PDA is being attracted by reason of

portability and mobility and makes a great change of computing environment. Java

and Jini are representative technologies which lead such change. Java is remarkable

by reason of  dynamic application download, compatibility of cross platform,

advanced experience of user, non-connectivity and security problem[1,6,7]. And, Jini

expanding features of java into environment of the whole network, is a technology to

realize all the components connected on the Internet[2,3,9,10,11]. But java technology

performed on desktop platform can’t be applied to mobile device such as a portable

digital device[12,13,14].

Because Java needs enough of resource in current system, the device with a

limited resource such as cellular phone or PDA can’t allow all the technologies of

Java[12,13,14].
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Sun Microsystems published K-Java Virtual Machine. As VM designed to be

suitable to a little memory, processing ability of CPU and limited wireless network, it

can’t connect to Jini because the VM eliminated RMI(Remote Method Invocation)

from JVM[12,13,16].

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. We simply describe the

architecture and execution order of small-sized VM in section 2, the structure and role

of small-sized VM connecting to Jini in section 3 and the implementation of small-

sized VM in section 4. Finally, we conclude with a summary in section 5.

2 Related Works

2.1 The Architecture of the K-Java Virtual Machine

Figure 1 represents Architecture of the K-Java Virtual Machine(K-JVM). The K-Java

Virtual Machine consists of class loader system, execution engine and runtime data

areas. The K-JVM is basically similar to existing JVM[1,6,7,12,13].

Fig. 1.  Internal Structure of K-Java Virtual Machine

But K-JVM validates classfile through the pre-verification step before loading

classfile into class loader subsystem. Runtime data area in the K-JVM doesn’t have

native method stack to support native method function.[12,13,14]
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2.2 Verification of the K-Java Virtual Machine

The verification is executed in the class loader subsystem to load classfile.

Verification checks whether loaded data type obeys semantics of the Java language or

is satisfied with the internal format of classfile[1,6,7].

K-JVM and JVM have the same execution process but are somewhat different from

execution method[12,13].

Fig. 2.  Verification step of K-Java Virtual Machine

2.3 Reflection

Reflection is a technology that java program gets the information about object’s

member or class in execution through class, object, method, field, thread, the number

of execution stack, contents of the stack and other execution structure in internal VM,

then allows to work on the member of class using the information. It is applied to

Object Serialization or RMI[5,8,9].

A VM supporting CLDC doesn’t have the reflection function and can’t support

RMI and object serialization. Therefore, K-JVM can’t support lookup service and join

service that Jini supports[2,3,12,13,14].
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Fig. 3.  Java reflection environment

2.4 Jini

Jini based on java technology is object oriented-distributed network architecture that

expands java application environment into the whole network and connects all

electronic devices, software and service[2,3].

Fig. 4.  Jini System Component

Figure 4 shows Jini system components. This system consists of service user(Jini

Client), service provider(Jini Service) and service administrator(Lookup Service).

Each component communicates with each other using Discovery, Join and Lookup

protocol. Also, communication between service user and service provider take

advantage of Java RMI(Remote Method Invocation)[2,3].
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2.5 Jini HomeNetwork and K-Java Virtual Machine

Jini HomeNetwork is a kind of distributed system based on Java. It needs at least Java2SE 1.2.2

version to support a right performance because all the services in Jini use RMI. Jini is able to

invoke method of remote object using lookup and join service. So if user wants various

services, Jini obtains and uses the necessary object flexibly in remote system. Java platform

supporting RMI connects to Jini and uses service. But, KVM being used in branch of mobile

removed the reflection function because of restricted resource(e.g. power, memory, cpu, and so

on). So KVM doesn’t support RMI that allows to connect to Jini and to receive the

service[2,3,5,8].

3 Small-Sized JVM Connecting to Jini

3.1 System Organization Applied to Jini and Small-Sized JVM

Jini, one of the distributed system architectures based on Java, consists of service,

client and lookup service. Figure 5  shows system organization. The mobile device

must embed small-sized VM for a client a to interact with Jini system.

Fig. 5.  System Organization
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3.2 System Component

Figure 6 shows components of the small-sized VM. The source code is organized into

loader step, initialization step and execution step like KVM of Java2ME.

Fig. 6.  System Components

3.3 Verification at the Linking Step

Shown as Figure 7, verification of small-sized VM checks if information of pre-

verification is in the loaded classfile. If the information exists, VM performs

verification step based on Java2ME specification. Otherwise, verification is omitted

in execution of vm because the loaded class file format differs from Java2ME.

Fig. 7.  Verification at the linking step
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3.4 Class File Reflection

Shown as Figure 8, reflection consists of message analysis module and object creation

module of class/interface. The message analysis module analyzes data received from

lookup service. The object creation module of class/interface creates object to invoke

object of service and class method of service.

Fig. 8.  Reflection component

Fig. 9.  Object Creation Module of Client/Interface

Shown as Figure 9, this module gets information about class of object,

constructor, field and method. Then it allows small-sized VM of client to create object

and invoke method of object in the JVM of server.
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3.5 Reflection Processor Module

The processReflection module creates object  to support RMI in the VM.

• Class Creation Module

Used to create object after obtaining class information from object’s class.

Object is created by VM.

• Super Class Creation Module

Get super class information from class information about object.

• Constructor Creation Module

Get constructor information from class information about object

• Method Creation Module

Get name for class method and information about attribute(return type, argument

type) related with the class method.

• Field Creation Module

Search and extract type information for specific field of class or interface from

class information about object.

• Class Object Creation Module

Create object which can invoke method using the above information about class

at the execution time.

4 Implementation Issue

4.1 Major Module

Instead of implementing JVM, it is implemented with released source code based on

KVM of Sun Microsystems. The execution sequence of KVM and standard JVM is

similar.

• InitializeClassPath : Initialize classpath needed for class loading

• InitializeThreading : Create first execution thread and initialize VM registers.

• InitializeJavaSystemClasses : Load the standard Java system classes needed by

the VM

• InitializeVerifier : Initialize the bytecode verifier.

• checkStackMap : After loading a class, it checks the existence and non-existence

of verification information through class file. If verification information exists,

vm performs verification. Otherwise, it does not perform verification.

• getClass : Find a class with the given name, loading the class if necessary.

• getSpecialMethod : Find a specific special method (<clinit>, main) using a simple

linear lookup strategy.
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• initializeClass : After loading a class(java.lang.System, java.lang.String,

java.lang.Thread, java.lang.Class), it must be initialized by executing the

possible internal static constructor ’<clinit>’. This will initialize the necessary

static structures. This function sets up the necessary Class.runClinit frame and

returns to interpreter.

• Interpret : Translate and execute the bytecode of class file

Fig. 10.  Major module list of small-sized VM

5 Conclusion

In this paper, small-sized Virtual Machine checks format of class file and executes. It

is able to interoperate between Java2 platform by supporting execution of Java2ME

CLDC class file and Java2SE standard classfile. Also, it has the necessary RMI

function to interact with Jini HomeNetwork based on java by adding reflection. If

mobile device or digital device embedding small-sized VM connects to network

without procedure such as installation or handiwork, it is possible to process various

tasks over network
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If program embedded in mobile device or digital device is written from Machine

language or C language into Java language, there is no need for programmer to write

program which is fitted in each mobile device. Also it provides a little more

convenient program environment for programmer.
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Abstract. As the Internet and home networking technologies are de-
veloping rapidly, more users want to control their home appliances from
a remote location, i.e. from outside the home via the Internet. However,
some problems hinder them from doing so. First, an IP address is allo-
cated dynamically to a subscriber to utilize the limited resources by the
network service providers. As a result, it is difficult for users to make
connections from outside the home to the home network. Secondly, for
security, firewalls or proxies may be installed on the home network. This
causes similar problem, too. In this paper, we propose a new approach to
solve these problems and present our implementation. We built an Inter-
net Home Server (IHS) outside the home, not inside of it, and it provides
similar functions to those of the home server. Through IHS, users can be
guaranteed to connect to home appliances from a remote location.

1 Introduction

The future computing environment will be ubiquitous [1]. We can recognize this
from the fact that information appliances are replacing traditional appliances.
These information appliances communicate with each other by connection to
a home network. For the physical connection, many kinds of standards, such
as HomePNA, HomeRF, PLC and Wi-Fi, have been issued [6, 7]. Also, some
standards, such as Jini, Havi, UPnP and etc., have been developed to provide the
inter-operability between them [8]. Here, inter-operability means the ability of an
application running on an in-home appliance to detect and use the functionality
of other appliances that are connected to the same network [12].

So far, a good amount of research about home networking has been concen-
trating on cooperation among multimedia devices such as PC, TV, VCR, etc.
[2, 3]. However, few studies have been done on typical home appliances, espe-
cially kitchen appliances. Nowadays, technical improvements grant them new
facilities in information appliances. For instance, kitchen appliances provide not
only their traditional functions but also new services like displaying messages
received from the network or being controlled from a remote location.

I. Chong (Ed.): ICOIN 2002, LNCS 2343, pp. 581–588, 2002.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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Generally, a user accesses the home server located on a PC and then makes
use of GUIs similar to the real control panel. A home server is an application
which maintains and manages the status of the information appliances connected
to network as well as provides the interface between them. People can easily
access the Internet thanks to the development of network technologies. Also,
they have been increasingly requesting a way of accessing the various information
appliances which are link to the home network from outside the home through
the Internet. However, they have some difficulties in doing that using PC, PDA
and WAP-enabled mobile phones.

First, the network service providers allocate available IP addresses to sub-
scribers in a way as to use the limited number of IP addresses efficiently. This
means that a user from outside the home should access the information appli-
ances which have dynamic IP addresses.

Secondly, if the home network has a firewall for security, a user may not be
able to access the home network neither.

To overcome these problems, we developed a new application called by the
Internet Home Server (IHS). This has a similar functionality to that of a home
server but is located outside the home to guarantee accessibility among them.
The home gateway is a residential application which makes a connection to the
IHS and a home appliance .

After making a connection from the home gateway to the IHS, the latter per-
mits a user to control his/her home appliances using web and/or mobile inter-
faces. When he/she accesses the IHS, a logical communication channel is created
between him/her and the home appliance via the home gateway. Finally, he/she
can control the appliance and receive the results of actions through the channel.
In the view of accessibility, the user can always control his/her appliances using
the IHS as he/she does at home.

We construct the IHS in the development of a new LG Electronics’s wash-
ing machine, which is already being sold on the market. The Remote Control
Server (RCS) is the name of LGE’s Internet Home Server. And LG Ln-gate (LG
Living network Gateway) is the name of LGE’s Home Gateway [10]. Details are
explained in Section 5.

In the following sections, we will describe our approach in detail. We will
also present the background of our approach and the reasons for developing the
Internet Home Server.

2 Home Network : Home Server and Home Gateway

2.1 Home Server

A home server which resides on the home network has the ability to control home
appliances connected to the home network. There are digitalized and network-
enabled appliances such as washing machines, refrigerators, microwave ovens and
air conditioners. A user can obtain the information on appliances from the home
server since it also manages information about those appliances.
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In addition, it offers graphical user interfaces (GUIs) similar to those of real
appliances in order for a user to control them. These user interfaces of appliances
should be put together at the home server. A user can control home appliances
through these interfaces at the home server.

In the information appliances middleware area, although many de facto stan-
dards are being spread without a dominating one, many are based on the Java
platform. In May, 2000, OSGi (Open Services Gateway initiative) standard was
announced which can be used for controlling home appliances. OSGi is inde-
pendent of platforms and applications, supports multi service and many home
network techniques, and can coexist with other standards [9].

2.2 Home Gateway

As shown in Fig. 1., a home gateway can be defined as a device that connects
the home network to the Internet. It has a network interface card (NIC) which
connects to the Internet outside the home and has a routing ability to access
home appliances on the home network. Therefore, a home gateway can transfer
a received message from the Internet to a designated appliance.

Fig. 1. A traditional home network including both a home server and a home gateway

As you see in Fig. 1., a traditional home network for residential information
appliances, especially kitchen appliances, includes both a home server and a
home gateway. A user can control and/or monitor his/her appliances through
this home server. Whenever a user tries to control an appliance from outside
the home using a web browser or an Internet-accessible mobile phone via the
Internet, he/she has to access the home server through the home gateway. To
guarantee his/her accessibility to the desired appliance via the Internet, the home
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gateway preserves the connection between the home network and the Internet.
If the connection is not guaranteed, it is hard to control the appliance via the
Internet.

3 Difficulties in Communication between the Internet
and the Home Network

A few information appliances have built-in NICs which enable them to connect
to the Internet directly. In this case, they need the TCP/IP protocol and appli-
cation-level software which allow a user to control them. If they had the ability
to directly connect to the Internet with the NIC, the home network could be
constructed more easily. However, this causes some problems such as increasing
the cost because of the NIC and developing a new application to control the
product [4, 5].

All devices which connect to the Internet must have an individual Internet
Protocol (IP) address. Currently, the assignment of IP addresses to Internet-
accessible devices follows the Internet Protocol version 4 or IPv4 which uses
32-bit system results in the limited number of IP addresses. The total number
of IP addresses are not enough to cover all devices connected to Internet. To
avoid this limitation, network service providers assign an available IP address
to a subscriber dynamically. A subscriber who wants to use a static IP address
pays more than a subscriber who uses a dynamic IP address.

In order to use the Internet at a low cost, most households subscribe to a
network service provider and use a dynamic IP service. An IP address changes
whenever customers use the Internet. As a result, it is difficult for a user to access
a home network from outside the home through an IP address. This problem is
caused by the fact that a user doesn’t know what the IP address of the home
gateway is. If making a connection from the Internet to the home gateway is not
guaranteed, the access via the Internet using a web browser or a mobile phone
has no meaning.

The IETF has announced a new standard, the Internet Protocol version 6 or
IPv6, in which an IP address is constructed with 128 bits. There is less of a lim-
itation on IP addresses than that on IPv4. Therefore, if the home gateway has a
device which follows the IPv6 standard, it can have a static IP address. However,
only few devices follow the IPv6 standard in the experimental environment. It
is hard to predict when IPv6 is going to spread. Even if IPv6 starts spreading,
it will still be difficult to connect to the home network from the Internet when
firewalls or proxies are on the home network.

In addition, if the home server resides on the home network, the cost of man-
aging the home network will increase. Furthermore, it is hard for most house-
keepers to operate the home server easily because they are not familiar with.
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4 Internet Home Server (Virtual Home Approach)

An Internet Home Server (IHS) is a server through which a user can control
an appliance at home. The IHS plays a similar role as home server in the view
of allowing a graphic user interface to access and control the home appliances.
The difference between the IHS and the home server is that the IHS resides
on outside the home, not inside of it. The home gateway resides on the home
network and it connects the IHS with an appliance on the home network. The
scenario is as follows: a user accesses to the IHS to control an appliance.

Fig. 2. Virtual Home using Internet Home Server

A user connects to the IHS and sees the interface looks like a real appliance’s
control panel. When he/she chooses what to do and clicks a start button, a
message is sent to the IHS and the IHS transfers it to the home gateway. Next,
the home gateway transforms it into a form which an appliance understands and
sends a transformed message to the appliance. The appliance operates according
to the message and sends the result of its operation back to the IHS. Finally,
the IHS displays the reply from the appliance to the user. In this scenario, the
user can treat it as if he/she is controlling a real appliance at home. As shown
in Fig. 2., we call this Virtual Home including the IHS, the home gateway, the
home network and the information appliances.

As mentioned previously, due to the dynamic IP address problem, it is very
difficult to access an appliance at home from the Internet. Our approach has the
same problem since a user cannot access the home gateway from the Internet.
To overcome this problem, we choose the method that the home gateway makes
a connection to the IHS and preserves the connection. In this way, a user can
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control a home appliance in spite of the dynamic IP address problem, firewalls
and proxies. Even if the connection is broken, the home gateway automatically
reconnects to the IHS. As a result, the connection is always preserved.

The IHS provides web and mobile user-interface. Therefore, the members of
a household may access one appliance at the same time. The situation as seen
in Fig. 2., which describes how a father controls a washing machine using a web
interface while a mother controls the same appliance using a mobile interface
simultaneously, may cause unpredictable status.

This would not be an exceptional situation, but a usual one. To manage multi-
user access, the IHS creates a logical communication channel through which only
one user can control an appliance. Until the user finishes his/her operations, the
IHS manages this channel and prevents another user from controlling the same
appliance. Furthermore, the IHS informs the user who is prevented that another
user is already controlling it.

5 Case Study : Internet/Mobile-Controlled Washing
Machine

Both the IHS and the home gateway were realized during the development of
LGE’s Internet/Mobile-controlled washing machine, which is being sold on the
market. As shown in Fig. 3., the IHS has 5 representative modules. A web server
provides the Internet and mobile interface to the user. A Remote Control Server
Daemon (RCSD) is connected with the Home Gateway, LG Ln-gate. In addition
to this, the Authentication server, Data server and SMS module cooperate with
the web server and the RCSD for performing functions of IHS as follows.

– preserving a connection between the RCSD and the Ln-gate
– authenticating the Home Gateway’s connection
– authenticating Internet or mobile access
– providing web control interface
– providing mobile control interface
– managing appliances’ information
– notifying the user of what has happened
– storing the messsages for future analysis

There are two access points at the IHS. (A) is where a user connects using a
web browser or mobile phone. (B) is where the Home Gateway connects. When
both access points are connected to, a logical communication channel can be
made. A user can control a washing machine through the control panel interface
on a Web page which looks like a real one. When a user chooses a washing
course and clicks the start button on the Web control panel to operate the real
washing machine, a message is sent to the RCSD. The RCSD can transfer this
message to the Ln-gate, since the RCSD already has a communication channel
with the Ln-gate. The Ln-gate then transforms the received message into LnCP-
based order codes and sends it to the washing machine [11]. Now the washing
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Fig. 3. Internet Home Server with a logical communication channel

machine actually runs according to the user’s commands. When the washing 7
machine starts its operation, it informs the Ln-gate of its status. The result of
its operation is sent to the Web server via the Ln-gate and the RCSD. Finally,
a user recognizes it on the Web control panel.

At present, the IHS is able to manage appliances, i.e. a washing machine. We
expect it to be adapted to various kinds of appliances in the near future.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new approach to communicate between a user and
a home appliance via the Internet. To overcome the difficulties of accessing a
Home Server such as a dynamic IP address problem, firewalls, and proxies, we
developed the Internet Home Server outside home. We adapted our approach
to LGE’s Internet washing machine, which is being sold on the market. We are
also convince that a user can always connect to a washing machine through our
Internet Home Server.

In the future, we will extend the IHS in order to manage various kinds of
appliances made by different vendors. In advance of doing this, we need to make
the standards of the protocols dealing with remote control of home appliances
and messages between the IHS and the home gateway.
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Abstract.  In this paper, we represent the HG-iPhone Service, based on H.323
protocol, which is one of the service functionalities of the Home Gateway sys-
tem. Internet Phone services are currently capable of offering inexpensive tele-
phone services over IP networks, although with a lower quality of service in
comparison to that available through public switched telephone networks
(PSTNs). IP telephone services have other limitations as well: for example, end-
users should make the phone calls manually, and the service equipment (i.e., the
user’s personal computer) should be turned on. To overcome these limitations,
our approach focuses on the minimization of additional procedures. Our ap-
proach benefits the user financially as well. This paper offers a model of the
HG-iPhone Service that could be provided as an embedded system in our Home
Gateway system.

1   Introduction

In the last few years, there are an increasing number of uses for services utilizing
VoIP (Voice over IP) technologies. The most well-known application amongst them is
Internet Telephony, so-called “IP Telephony”, which provides a voice service through
packet switch systems. Thus, both voice and data can be transmitted using an inte-
grated mechanism as well as media [1],[2],[3].

The remarkable development of IP telephony started in 1995. VocalTec was a pio-
neer in the IP telephony market with PC-software which provides a voice connection
between PCs over IP-based networks. The product was ideally suited for the Internet.
Shortly after that, several other competing software packages were launched consecu-
tively. In 1996, early inter-networking trials between IP networks and PSTNs were
conducted. In 1997, the Delta Three launched the first phone-to-phone service for
commercial use.
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Currently IP telephony offers inexpensive rates. However, IP telephony calls lack
certain qualities when compared to calls over PSTNs. People are not willing to tolerate
a reduction in quality due to packet losses, delay and jitters, deteriorated voice quality,
etc. for a reduction in price.

In this paper, we propose the HG-iPhone Service, which provides both a cost effec-
tive service and satisfactory playback quality for end-users. To provide the functional-
ity of Internet Phone service, we use the Home Gateway system as the base system.
The reasons are as follows:

First, we can make use of the characteristics that the Home Gateway system [4] is
always on. Second, because the HG-iPhone Service functionality is provided as one of
the basic services in the Home Gateway system, user does not need to purchase any
additional equipment such as an IP Phone or a PC system.

2   Internet Telephony

2.1   Internet Telephony Services

Internet Telephony provides a telephone service, which means a transmission of pack-
etized voices over an IP network such as the Internet. Namely, it transforms analog
voice signals into 64Kbps sampling and compresses the digitized data through an
encoding algorithm (e.g., G.723.1, GSM6.10). The encoded data is transmitted over
the IP network, using a standard protocol such as H.323 [1],[2].

There are several types of Internet Telephony including PC-to-PC, PC-to-Phone,
and Phone-to-Phone according to the terminals used or connection schemes [2]. Most
recently, the PC-to-fax, fax-to-fax and Unified Messaging System (UMS) services
have also emerged as new areas of application for Internet Telephony services.

2.2   Trends in Internet Telephony Standards

The leading signaling protocol ‘standard’ for IP telephony network is based on H.323.
The network architecture of the H.323 consists of four types of network elements:
terminals, gatekeepers, gateways, and multipoint control units (MCU). The minimal
configuration consists of two terminals connected to a local area network (LAN)
[5],[6],[7].

H.323 defines the system, control procedures, media descriptions, and call signal-
ing. H.225.0 defines media packetization, stream synchronization, control message
packetization, and control message formats. H.245 defines negotiation of channel
usage and capabilities exchange. It is used for opening and closing of channels for
audio, video, data, and camera mode requests. RAS (registration, admission, status) is
used for communication between a terminal and a gatekeeper. An optional data chan-
nel can be supported with the T.120 series of ITU standards. Codecs needed for
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speech and video coding are defined by G.711, G.722, H.728, H.723.1, G.729, H.261,
and H.263, respectively.

The venders (ex. MicroSoft, Netscape, and Intel, etc.) which lead in the field of PC
Client Applications for personal computers, adopted H.323 as the Internet Telephony
standard [6]. On the other hand, VoIP Forum and IMTC (International Multimedia
Teleconferencing Consortium) use the G.723.1 algorithm as the codec algorithm,
because the G.723.1 algorithm has the higher compression rate although it is more
complex than others. Therefore, considering compatibility with other products, the
proposed service in this paper also uses the H.323 protocol and G.723.1 codec.

3   HG-iPhone Service

3.1   Features

When customers use the Internet Phone service within the Home Gateway system, the
HG-iPhone Service can provide the follow benefits to them:

• Fast and simple connection
In order to use Internet Phone services generally, users may have to turn on the

proper software program or connect the system to the Internet. These procedures can
cause user inconveniences. However, HG-iPhone Service uses the Home Gateway
system which is always powered on. In other words, when users want the Internet
Phone service, it can provide the service to them as soon without delay. It also allows
uses to follow a simplified procedure to connect to the service.

• The convenient UI(user interface)
The VoIP service applications such as DialPad, Wowcall, and Net2phone require

users to turn on the PC and then execute the proper program or connect the site. How-
ever, HG-iPhone Service uses a telephone unit, so it can provide a convenient and
easy way of connecting to the Phone service communication.

• Cost effective
When making Long Distance Calls, the service can benefit users by reducing tele-

phone charges as it transmits the calls over the Internet instead of commercial PSTNs.

 • QoS(Quality of Service) support
This service reduces the bandwidth by transmitting compressed audio data using

G.723.1 codec. Furthermore, to reduce delays caused by encoding and decoding, it
supports the hardware codec algorithm.
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• Point-to-point connection model
This proposed service has a point-to-point model that directly connects a caller and

a callee.

Fig. 1. IP Telephony service model using the HG-iPhone Service of Home Gateway system

3.2   Functionalities

The HG-iPhone Service allows service between a subscriber using a computer (IP-
voice) and another using a phone on a PSTN by using the VoIP gateway located be-
tween the Private Branch exchange (PBX) and a TCP/IP network. It also allows serv-
ice between two users on an IP network.

Figure 1 shows an IP Telephony service model providing the HG-iPhone Service
within Home Gateway system.
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of HG-iPhone Service. The functionalities of each
module in the architecture are outlined as follows:

• System Control module
controls the entire procedure of the HG-iPhone Service modules such as H.323

Protocol module, Audio Data processing module, and UI module.

• User Interaction module
detects On/Off hook event and DTMF signal from telephone unit. And, when a user

connects or disconnects the peer user, it sends dialing and ring or ringback tone to the
user.
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• H.323 Protocol module
consists of several protocol modules, including H.225.0-Q.931 for call control,

H.245 for bearer controls, and RTP/RTCP for voice data transmission.

Fig. 2. The architecture of HG-iPhone Service

• Telephony Device Driver module
generates dial, ring, and ringback tones. Also, it transmits encoding audio using

G.723.1 codec to Audio Data Processing module, and decodes audio data received
from Audio Data Processing, then sends the decoded audio to the Telephone device.

• Audio Data Processing module
receives the encoded data from Telephony Device Driver module. Also, it rear-

ranges the audio data received from RTP module in the playback buffer, and then
sends the data to Telephony Device Driver.

3.3   Call Flows

This subsection describes the call procedure flows of the HG-iPhone Service proposed
in this paper.

3.3.1   Call Connection Procedure
Figure 3 illustrates the flow of the call connection procedure between User1 and
User2. The action begins with User1.
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Fig. 3.  Sequence flow for connecting a call

1) At the first, when User1 picks up the phone in order to make a call to User2, the
UserInteraction module in the HG-iPhone Service of U1 detects the off-hook event.
Subsequently, the module sends a dial tone to User1’s handset.

2) User presses the IP address of User2 using the keypad.
3) The UserInteraction module of U1 transforms the DTMF signals inputted from

the keypad into an IP address and then, delivers it to the SystemControl module of U1.
Using the IP address, the SystemControl module performs TCP connection processing
for exchanging an H.225.0-Q.931 message.

4) After TCP connection processing, an H.225.0-Q.931 signaling procedure is per-
formed [5],[7]. The SystemControl module of U1 sends a Setup message which con-
tains information (CID=N, conferenceGoal=create). The SystemControl module of
U2, when it receives the message, sends Alerting or Call Proceeding messages. In this
case, the telephone of User2 is ringing and then, if User2 takes it off the hook, the
SystemControl module of U2 sends a Connect message to the HG-iPhone Service of
U1.

5) When it receives the Connect message, the HG-iPhone Service of U1 performs a
H.245 control procedure using the IP address and Port number included in the Connect
message. At the first, the HG-iPhone Services of U1 and U2 exchange the Terminal-
CapabilitySet and TerminalCapabilitySetAck messages in order to negotiate the ter-
minal’s capability. And then, both HG-iPhone Services perform a H.245 master-slave
determination procedure. Lastly, both HG-iPhone Services open RTP/RTCP channels
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for the audio transmission from exchanging OpenLogicalChannel and OpenLogical-
ChannelAck messages [5],[7].

6) When the connection processing is complete, the users can talk with each other
through RTP channels that transmit voice packets.

Fig. 4. The procedure for releasing the call

3.3.2   Call Release Procedure
When one of the users hangs up, the SystemControl module detects on-hook state and
closes all connected sessions, then it enters into its initial state. Figure 4 illustrates the
procedure for the disconnection after User1 and User2 hang up.

3.3.3   Call Rejecting Procedure
In case a callee is busy or rejects the call, after receiving a Setup message, the callee
sends the ReleaseComplete message including the information of the call-rejected. In
this case, the User1’s phone gives a busy tone signal.

3.4   QoS Support

To achieve a perceived quality and to compensate the realtime sensitive factors such
as jitter and end-to-end delay and packet loss, our system uses buffering and redundant
data transmission mechanisms.

• Audio codec
The HG-iPhone Service uses the G.723.1 codec (6.3 kbps). This codec is more

complex than other codecs. However, because it has higher compression rates, it has
been used on several IP Telephony standards. Therefore, it is used in this proposed
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service and also, it is provided as a hardware codec in order to minimize the process-
ing delay for encoding/decoding and the required bandwidth for the network.

• Buffering mechanism
The HG-iPhone Service sets the play buffer size to be 480 bytes. So, the play buffer

can include 20 frames, in other words, the initial playback latency is about 0.6 sec-
onds. The determination for buffer size is subjective, and needs more objective analy-
sis. With the play buffer, the proposed service achieves both the compensation for
jitter and delay and the rearrangement for out of sequence packets.

 • Redundant data transmission mechanism
In the real time sensitive applications, the packets that don’t arrive within a re-

stricted time boundary are considered as lost packets. These cases can occur in the
Packet Network such as the Internet. So, in this case, an appropriate recovery mecha-
nism is required because the buffering is impossible for recovery the lost packets.
Therefore, the HG-iPhone Service used the redundant data transmission mechanism
[8].

4   Simulation and Conclusion

The HG-iPhone Service proposed in this paper was developed over Linux operating
system (OS) (kernel ver2.2.16). The InternetPhoneJack PCI Card produced by Quick-
net Co. was used as a Telephony Interface. And linux-ixj-1.0 source code was used as
a Device Driver. H.323 protocol module developed by our laboratory has H.225.0-
Q.931, H.245, and RTP/RTCP protocols, except for the RAS function. It used the
G.723.1 codec.

To test the compatibility of HG-iPhone Service, we used the experimental set up as
shown in Figure 5. In these experiments all the machines were connected via Ether-
nets.  One of them consists of the HG-iPhone Service Application and Linux OS.
Another consists of the MS-NetMeeting Application and Win98 OS. We could ob-
serve the test that was performed very well. Furthermore, the audio quality between
the caller and the callee was satisfactory. However, further objective experimental
results are necessary. Therefore, we are now experimenting with several well-know
tools designed for voice transmission over the Internet, namely DialPad [9], and
OpenPhone [10].

In this paper we proposed the HG-iPhone Service in order to provide an Internet
Phone service functionality in the Home Gateway system. The HG-iPhone Service is
composed of G.723.1 codec, H.323 module, and Phone Device Interface module, and
also has the appropriate mechanism [8] to recover packet losses and to compensate for
limitations such as jitters and delays. We observed the compatibility by testing several
Internet Phone Applications such as MS-NetMeeting and Dialpad. In order to apply
this service to the market, the critical factor is QoS. Therefore, continuous study in the
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QoS is necessary. In particular, more objective and various experimental results are
needed for the performance of the HG-iPhone Service.

Fig. 5. Experimental set up for compatibility test
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Abstract. The slot division access method is suggested as an efficient method
of transmitting variable length packets through Slotted ALOHA channel.
Variable length packets are divided into two groups according to division
parameter p, and synchronized their transmission at the beginning or at the
end of a coming slot. By this method, the maximum throughput reached a
value of 0.26. In addition, variable length packets are divided into four groups
according to three division parameters ,  and , and synchronized their
transmission to two different slots. This method increased the throughput
value to 0.35, and also showed an improvement in average delay performance.
Finally, we proposed a contention access scheme by combining a reservation-
slot to the aloha-slot, where we can expect an increase in throughput value and
improved delay performance.

Keywords: Variable length packets, division parameter, reservation ALOHA
access scheme.

1   Introduction

In Slotted ALOHA system, transmitted packets are assumed to be fixed-length and
synchronized their transmission at the beginning of a coming slot. Collision in S-
ALOHA channel happened when more than one packet tried to access a slot, but for
variable length packets, collision also occurred as the slot’s length is set to the
packet’s maximum length. This led to the decline in transmission efficiency. Here we
proposed a model where packets are divided into certain groups according to the
slot’s division parameter, and expect an increase in throughput value and
improvement in delay performance. We also examine the effect on throughput and
delay value when reservation ALOHA access scheme is added to this method. In
addition, we will evaluate the performance from both simulation analysis and
theoretical interpretation.
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2   An Efficient Access Method for Variable Length Packets

2.1   Division in Slot Access Scheme

During transmission, variable length packets are divided into two groups, one
synchronized its transmission at the beginning of a coming slot, while the other at the
end of a slot. It is later shown that the throughput value can be derived from the
packets maximum collision length. Let the packet length be ),..,2,1( miii =×= ττ
and assumeτ =1. As to maintain packet’s generality let the packet’s maximum length
m where ),..,2,1(2 lkm k == . Let all assumptions be dimensionless in time as to
simplify calculations.

Fig. 1.  Division in slot access model

Fig.1 is the model of division in slot access scheme. Packet of length 1 to
]2[ kp × is defined as short packet Ls while packet of length ]1)2[( +× kp to k2 is

defined as long packet Ll . As shown in Fig.1, Ls packet is synchronized at the
beginning of a coming slot while Ll is synchronized at the end of a slot. The same
argument continues even when Ls and Ll  replaced each other.

Here we define p as the parameter of dividing the packets. By calculating the
packet length combination patterns for a successful transmission, p is the value when
the total cumulative packet length for a successful transmission reached its maximum
value. (Refer to Appendix A).

2.2  Two Slots for Four Groups of Variable Length Packets Access Scheme

Here we suggested that variable length packets are divided into four groups according
to three division parameters α , β and γ . As shown in Fig.2, we prepared a frame
containing two slots, named Slot A and Slot B. Packet of length 1 to ]2[ k×α  is
defined as packet Ls, ]2[~]1)2[( kk ×+× βα as Ls’, ]2[~]1)2[( kk ×+× γβ as L

O
’ and

]2[~]1)2[( kk +×γ as L
O
. Ls packet and L

O
�packet synchronized their transmission at

the front and end of Slot A, while Ls’ and L
O
’ packet synchronized their transmission at

the front and end of Slot B. As to enhance transmission performance, we suggested
that when packets for Slot A are not there to be transmitted during a time, Slot A can
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be used as Slot B and vice versa. By using this method we can expect an increase in
throughput value and improved delay performance. The division parameters α , β and
γ can be derived in a similar way as in Appendix A. Results showed that the
throughput value for two slots for four groups access method reached its maximum
whenα  = 0.09, β = 0.39 and γ = 0.70.

Fig. 2.  Two slots for four groups access model

2.3 Deriving the Theoretical Values

The theoretical values of division in slot access and two slots for four groups access
method can be derived from packet’s maximum collision length. Packets with length
i arrived with uniform distribution f (τ i) = 1/m which followed the independent and
identical Poisson process at rate σ . The probabilities that packet of length i  is
successfully transmitted (i.e. no collision occurred) can be obtained by calculating the
maximum collision length Tij as given below;
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Here we write λ i = σ f (τ i ) = σ /m , therefore the value of λ i  depends on m. The
maximum collision length Tij  can be defined as the same value of the slot’s length
when packet τ i  collided with packetτ  j . Below are the examples of successful and
unsuccessful transmission in division slot access scheme when m=1024. Fig.3(a) is an
example of successful transmission where no collision occurred between packets and
the sum of τ i  and τ j  do not exceed the slot’s length. Therefore in this case Tij

becomes 0. But for Fig.3(b), Fig.3(c) and Fig.3(d), when collision occurred in the slot,
the value of Tij equals to the slot’s length Tij=1024.
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Fig. 3.  Maximum collision length in ALOHA slot

The average number of packets transmitted to the channel can be calculated as below;
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Transmission delay can be calculated as
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K : Average number of slots needed for retransmission
Li : Slot’s length required for i  length packet

As for two slots for four groups access method, the average traffic can be
calculated the same way as in Eq.(2). But the average throughput is the total value of
throughput in Slot A and Slot B, leading the equation to be
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S
AA

 : Throughput of Slot A
S

BB 
: Throughput of Slot B

S
AB

 : Throughput of Slot A when used as Slot B
S

BA
 : Throughput of Slot B when used as Slot A

p
a
   : Probabilities of no packets for Slot A are transmitted

p
b
   : Probabilities of no packets for Slot B are transmitted

p
A 
  : Probabilities of no packets for Slot A is waiting in front of Slot B

p
B 
  : Probabilities of no packets for Slot B is waiting in front of Slot A

 The transmission delay for two slots for four groups access method can be calculated
as below;
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From Eq.(2) to Eq.(6), we can plot the calculated result and compare it with the
simulation result. In simulations, random sample numbers are used to produce packets
and fixed back-off algorithm is applied during transmission of unsuccessful packets.
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Fig. 4.  Traffic-throughput characteristics for ALOHA access scheme

From Fig.4 we can see that the simulation plot draw near to the calculation plot. For
division in slot access method, the maximum throughput value is 0.26,while for two
slots for four groups access method the maximum throughput value is 0.35.
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Fig. 5. Throughput- delay characteristics for ALOHA access scheme

Fig.5 showed the result for  transmission delay for both access scheme. The
calculation plot draw near to the simulation plot, and two slots for four groups access
showed an improved value compared to division in slot access method.
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3 Reservation ALOHA Access Scheme

As shown in Fig.6, we prepared a frame consisted of an ALOHA slot and reservation
slot. ALOHA slot is for variable length packets, while reservation slot is for fixed
length packet. Packets length varies from 1 to 2k+1 [bit]. Packet of length 1~2k is called
short packet GS, while packet of length (2k+1)~2k+1 is called long packet G

O
��

Furthermore packet G
O
��is cut off into fixed length packet 2k (which equals to the half

of the frame’s length) and to another short packet group (we called this group as GS’,
as to distinguish it from GS ).

Fig. 6.  Reservation ALOHA access scheme model

Fig. 7.  Maximum collision length for reservation ALOHA access scheme

Fig.7 showed the maximum collision length patterns occurred in reservation
ALOHA access scheme. Fig.7(a) is an example of a successful transmission, where
there is no collision between GS and GS’ packets in ALOHA slot. As for Fig.7(b),the
sum of GS’ packets are larger than 512, and the fixed length packet can only be
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transmitted to the reservation slot if GS’ packets are successfully transmitted, therefore
T584,992 = 1024. But in Fig.7(c), GS’ packets are successfully transmitted and produced
two fixed length packets. One fixed-length packet is to be transmitted to the
reservation slot, while the other one begin its transmission to the next coming frame.
Therefore the maximum collision length correspond with the reservation slot’s length,
T584,912 = 512.

Now we can calculate the average throughput for ALOHA packets as below;
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While the throughput of fixed length packets can be calculated as below;
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As to enhance transmission performance, if the reservation slot is vacant,(i.e. no
fixed length packet is transmitted) the reservation slot can be used as an ALOHA slot.
As we observe the packets from an infinite number of transmissions, the throughput
of variable length packets accessing a vacant reservation slot can be calculated as
below;
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 When packet GS or GS’ are transmitted successfully in the vacant reservation slot,
we can expect that the transmission of fixed length packets are increased at the same
time. The amounts of increased fixed length packets are;
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Therefore the overall throughput can be calculated as
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The overall traffic when reservation slot is used as an ALOHA slot is
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Lastly, since we have known the traffic and throughput value, we can apply it to
calculate the theoretical value of transmission delay D. Since a vacant reservation slot
can be used as an ALOHA slot, we can expect a decrease in transmission delay value.
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Fig. 8.  Traffic- throughput characteristics in reservation ALOHA access scheme

Fig.8 showed that for traffic and throughput value, the simulation plot draw near to
the calculation plot. We can also see that the reservation ALOHA access scheme
increased the division in slot access method’s maximum throughput value from 0.26
to 0.40.
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Fig. 9.  Throughput-delay characteristics of reservation ALOHA access method
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As for transmission delay, the simulation plot draw near to the calculation plot. We
can also see that the reservation ALOHA access scheme improved the transmission of
fixed length packets.

4   Conclusions

We have proposed the idea of grouping the variable length packets in slotted ALOHA
channel with division parameters and gained an improvement in both throughput
value and delay performance. Furthermore, by adding a reservation slot to an
ALOHA slot, we could expect an increase of fixed length packets throughput and
reduced transmission delay. To analyze the basic characteristics, end-to-end
propagation delay is disregarded as to simplify the network model. The throughput
value and transmission delay’s validity is checked from both and theoretical
assumptions.
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Appendix

Derivation of the optimum division parameter in slotted ALOHA channel for
variable length packets.

As shown in Fig.1, variable length packets are divided into two groups LS and L
O

and their length varied as below;

)1(

)1(
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1

miL

mimL

S ≤≤=
≤≤+=

l

(A.1)

LS packet synchronized its transmission at the front of a coming slot, while L
O
�packet

synchronized its transmission at the end of a coming slot. The slot’s length is equal to
the packet’s maximum length m. Let LS’s length be x and L

O
’s length be y. When the

total of myx ≤+ , it means no collision occurred between packets. For example,

when packet’ maximum length m = 256, the number of combination patterns which x
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and y can take when the rate of packets occupying a slot myxz /)( += , is shown

in Fig.A.1.

Fig. A.1. Number of combination patterns for a pair of packets vs. Z

Moreover, the total cumulative packet length T calculated from Fig.A.1 is expressed
in Fig.A.2

Fig. A.2. Total cumulative packet length of successful packets vs. division parameter p

We can see from Fig.A.2, when p = m1 / m = 0.38, it showed the largest value of total
cumulative packet length for successful transmission.

The division parameters for two slots for four groups access method can be derived
similarly as in Appendix A. The total cumulative packet length for successful
transmission showed the largest value when division parameters α = 0.09, β = 0.39,

γ = 0.70
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new channel assignment scheme, which is
a hybrid of the channel reservation scheme and the channel carrying scheme. It
is designed to efficiently carry out handoffs in wireless mobile networks. We
evaluated our scheme with a two-cell model using both Markov analysis and
computer simulation. The analytical and simulation results indicate our scheme
may offer better performance than the conventional reservation scheme and
channel carrying scheme in terms of handoff blocking probability and channel
utilization.

1   Introduction

Handoff is one of the most challenging technical issues the evolving and next-
generation wireless networks pose. In general, to be successful, the handoff should be
completed while the mobile station is in the overlap region. Another important issue
to consider is the minimum reuse distance among cells for which the use of the same
channel produces an acceptable co-channel interference level. With some approaches,
a channel can be allocated to a cell even if co-channel interference is present [2]. A
handoff call may be blocked if there is no free channel for the next cell. Since
blocking a handoff call is less desirable than blocking a new call, specific schemes
have been developed to prioritize handoff calls [1]. Two schemes are briefly
described below.

1.1   Channel Reservation Scheme

The channel reservation scheme offers a generic means of improving the probability
of successful handoff by simply reserving a number of channels exclusively for
handoffs [7]. In each cell, the channels are divided into two subsets which are
reserved for the new calls and the handoff calls. Some channels are allocated for the
new and handoff calls while others are allocated for the handoff calls only. Specially,
in each cell a threshold is set, and if the number of channels currently being used in
the cell is below that threshold, both new and handoff calls are accepted. However, if
the number of channels being used exceeds this threshold, incoming new calls are
blocked and only handoff calls are admitted.
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The advantage of this scheme is its simplicity in implementation. However, since
fewer channels are granted to the new calls, it runs the risk of inefficient spectrum
utilization and reduction of the total carried traffic.

1.2   Channel Carrying Scheme

This scheme is to allow mobile terminal to carry its current channels into the next cell
not to be blocked the handoff request. Due to channel movement, however, it shortens
the reuse distance and may violate the minimum requirement of the reuse distance.
We let δ be the minimum reuse distance. This scheme uses (δ+1)-channel assignment
scheme to ensure the minimum reuse distance requirement is not violated [1]. In
addition, in order to ensure the same channels do not get closer than δ, this scheme
restricts channel movement in the following way: if the configuration of cellular
system is assumed to be hexagonal, channels in a cell is divided into six groups.
Channels of each group can be carried into a particular cell. Detailed procedures of
the channel carrying scheme can be found in [1]. The disadvantage of this scheme
basically requires fewer channels than other schemes because its minimum reuse
distance is δ+1.

In this paper, we propose a new channel assignment scheme for handoffs, which
stems from the channel reservation scheme and the channel carrying scheme to
improve performance of the existing approaches discussed thus far.

2   Our Scheme

In our scheme, we first divide channels into two types as shown in Fig. 1. The normal
channels are assigned for both new calls and handoff calls. However, the handoff
channels are exclusively allocated to handoff calls. The way handoff channels are
allocated depends on whether the next cell has a channel for the incoming handoff
call. If the next cell doesn’t have a channel, the handoff call is assigned an idle
channel of NC channels in the current cell. If there is no available channel in the next
cell during handoff, the mobile station is allowed to carry its handoff channel in the
current cell.

for carrying
(NC)

…

Normal Channel (NNEW) Handoff Channel (NHO)

Fig. 1. Allocation of Channels in Our Scheme

In our scheme, when a new call arrives at the cell Ci, an idle normal channel is
assigned if a free normal channel is available. Otherwise, the new call is blocked.
When a handoff call request is received from the adjacent cell Ci-1, the normal channel
is first scanned into Ci and assigned if available. Otherwise, the handoff channel is
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then scanned to find a free handoff channel in Ci. Finally, the handoff call is accepted
into Ci if a free handoff channel is available. If there is yet no available handoff
channel in Ci, the subscriber requesting the handoff checks for the possibility of being
able to carry his currently occupying channel to Ci-1. If the subscriber has been using a
normal channel in Ci-1 and there is an idle handoff channel of NC channels in Ci-1 at
the same time, then he exchanges his current normal channel with the handoff channel
and carries it to Ci. On the other hand, if the subscriber has been using a handoff
channel in Ci-1 and there is an idle handoff channel of NC channels in this cell, then he
exchanges his current channel with it, and carries it to Ci. Finally, if the subscriber
fails to find a channel, then the handoff cannot be accomplished.

When a call using a normal channel is terminated in Ci, the normal channel is
replaced by the carried handoff channel if there is a carried handoff channel being
used by other subscribers in Ci. Following this, the released normal channel is
returned to the cell that originally assigned it.

It should be noted that there could be co-channel interference in our scheme.
Suppose that there are two cells, CA and CB, and both cells have the same channel set.
If call X and call Y are ongoing in cells CA and CB, respectively, then co-channel
interference occurs if call X moves towards cell CB and call Y has been already using
the same channel occupied by call X. This happens when the following two events
simultaneously occur:
1. The handoff call carrying a channel occurs in more than one cell.
2. The same channels of NC channels are used in cells CA and CB

3   Performance Evaluation

In this section, we first present a Markov model to obtain the blocking ratio of the
new and handoff calls, PN and PH, respectively. These are the most important QoSs
(Quality of Services) in which we are interested.

i j

iµ jµ

λn λn

λh λhλh

λh λhλh

CA CB

Fig. 2. Network Model

It is impossible to solve the analysis of the entire planar system. In general,
performance analysis is done using one cell [6]. However, the one-cell model does not
accurately capture the features of this scheme. To reduce disadvantages with a one-
cell model, we consider a two-cell model [1], as shown in Fig. 2. We modeled data
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traffic using an ON/OFF process [5,6] where the durations of the ON and OFF are
exponentially distributed; voice packets during the ON period are generated
periodically. We made some assumptions for analysis:
1. Traffic is assumed to be symmetrically distributed over all the cells.
2. New call requests arrive according to the Poisson process with rate λn, and are

homogeneous among all cells.
3. Handoff calls arrive according to the Poisson process with rate λh.
4. A call duration time is assumed to be exponentially distributed with a mean 1/µ.
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Fig. 3. Markov chain for our scheme using the two-cell model

Let N denote the total number of distinct channels available. We assume that the
values of NNEW and NC in a cell are h and c, respectively. Let NA∈{0, …, M} and
NB∈{0, …, M} be the number of available channels in cell CA and cell CB,
respectively. In addition, let NA→B be the number of carried channels whose value
ranges from {0, …, c}. Now, the factor (NA, NB, NA→B) is the state of the Markov
chain, as shown in Fig. 3, whose description is similar to [1]. Let Pi,j,k denote the
steady state probability of the state {NA=i, NB=j, NA→B=k}. We obtain these
probabilities by exploiting the symmetrical property and by applying standard
numerical Markov chain techniques. The equilibrium equation for the state occupancy
probabilities, Pi,j,k ,can be written
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We also define some inclusion functions as follows:
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The handoff rate λh in the two-cell model is actually dependent of new call rates.
Over all the states, λh is given by

nh ωλλ = (2)

Since Pi,j,k depends on λh, we iteratively solve the Markov chain. Having
determined Pi,j,k, we can obtain PN and PH by summing over the appropriate states,
which are defined as the probability that all channels are active. Therefore, PN and PH

are given by
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Similarly, we developed a Markov chain model of the channel reservation scheme
published in [1]. Since no channel movement is allowed in this scheme, the pair (NA,
NB), NA∈{0, …, M}, NB∈{0, …, M}, suffices to characterize the state of the two-cell
model. Since Pi,j depends on λh, we iteratively solve the Markov chain. PN and PH can
be obtained by
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Similarly, we developed a Markov chain model of the channel carrying scheme
published in [1]. In this scheme, the channel reuse distance is given (δ+1) to ensure
the minimum reuse distance requirement is not violated. Therefore, the number of
channels in a cell is smaller than other schemes. PN and PH can be obtained by
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Next, when we let MS denote the average number of mobile stations in a cell. The
channel utilization, U, is defined by

M

M
U s=

(9)

Now, we can obtain using the state occupancy probabilities by
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The co-channel interference probability, cP , is defined by
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N
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(13)
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where Ncall represents the average number of channels for the new calls and the
handoff calls, and Ncoll represents the average number of collided channels in a cell.

Now, we can typically obtain PH and U by
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We carried out simulation to verify our analytical Markov model. The same
assumptions were also used in the simulation. Simulation was done for a 10*10 cell
cellular system. Average call duration time was assumed to be 180 s. N, δ, ω and µ
were assigned 600, 4, 0.3 and 1, respectively. Two different values, 0.8 and 0.7, were
used for NNEW / M, which is hereafter denoted by T.
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Fig. 4. Blocking Ratio of Handoff calls

Fig. 4 shows the blocking ratio of handoff calls. In this figure, we can see our
scheme favors handoff requests over new calls by giving more opportunities for
channel access. In addition, we can clearly see our scheme performs much better than
the channel reservation scheme and the channel carrying scheme over all traffic loads.
Our scheme offers a lower handoff blocking ratio than the channel carrying scheme.
This is because the number of occupied channels in a cell is greater, compared to the
channel carrying scheme, since its minimum reuse distance is δ instead of (δ+1). In
addition, our scheme may offer a lower handoff blocking ratio than the channel
reservation scheme due to a channel carrying.
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Fig. 5. Blocking Ratio of New Calls

Fig. 5 shows the blocking ratio of the new calls. In this figure, we can see the new
call blocking ratio of our scheme is very close to the other two schemes. This is
because if the number of occupied channels in a cell in our scheme reaches NNEW, the
new calls are blocked.
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Fig. 6. Channel Utilization

In Fig. 6, we plotted the values of the channel utilization as the call arrival rate
varies. As shown in this figure, our scheme offers a higher channel utilization than the
channel reservation scheme under all traffic loads. The channel exchange of our
scheme may improve the channel utilization due to a higher channel reuse. The
channel reservation scheme requires a small value of T to maintain the constraint on
the handoff blocking ratio, thus resulting in low channel utilization.

In our scheme, on the other hand, the handoff channels need not be reduced much
to maintain the constraint on the handoff blocking ratio since the channels can be
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carried to the next cell. Finally, from Figs. 4, 5 and 6, we can see the simulation
results are in sound agreement with the numerical results obtained from Markov
analysis.

4   Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a new channel assignment scheme for efficient handoffs in
wireless networks. Our scheme uses two types of channels: normal channels for both
new and handoff calls and handoff channels exclusively for handoff calls. If the
number of channels currently being used in the cell is below the number of normal
channels, both new and handoff calls are accepted. However, if the number of
channels being used exceeds the number of normal channels, new calls are blocked
and only handoff calls are admitted. The way handoff channels are allocated depends
on whether the next cell has a channel for the incoming handoff call. If the next cell
doesn’t have a channel for the incoming handoff call, the handoff call is assigned an
idle channel of handoff channels for carrying in the current cell. Thus, if there is no
available channel in the next cell during handoff, the mobile station is allowed to
carry its handoff channel in the current cell.
We evaluated our scheme with a two-cell model using Markov analysis and computer
simulation. The results indicate our scheme may offer a higher channel utilization as
well as a lower handoff blocking ratio than the channel reservation scheme and the
channel carrying scheme under all traffic loads.
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Abstract. An interesting relationship between the throughput of CSMA and a
connection ratio which reflects a density of a PRN, which is shown in this paper,
motivate us to derive equations giving a number of hidden stations as a function
of connection ratio. A new method of computational experiment through this
equation is also presented which allows us to evaluate effects of hidden terminals
on PRNs easily.

1 Introduction

It is obvious that, if we consider a contention based media access control (MAC) protocol,
a packet radio network (PRN) contains hidden terminals [1] unless it is fully-connected.
In other words, if we let density of a fully-connected graph be 1.0, graphs with densities
below 1.0 always have hidden terminals. Note that, we do not have to conclude that
throughput of contention based MAC protocol on a PRN with density below 1.0 is
always less than the one on a PRN with density 1.0, because, as is pointed out in [2], it
has a possibility to make parallel transmissions1 in a PRN with density below 1.0. This
implies that, when we intend to consider the throughput of MAC protocol on PRNs with
densities below 1.0, we should analyze combination of two factors, (i) hidden terminal
and (ii) parallel transmission. It follows that the throughput performance evaluation of
MAC protocol is not an easy task, then, we are motivated to investigate the relationship
between density of a PRN and throughput of an MAC protocol on the PRN.

As far as we have investigated, many arguments about hidden terminals have been
made without giving the precise definition of hidden terminal. Then, in this paper, we will
give the formal definitions of “hidden station” and “hidden station ratio” for developing
discussions in an analytic way.

1 In [2], “simultaneous transmission” is used for representing the same meaning as “parallel
transmissions” in this paper.
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In Section 2, we firstly introduce the definition of connection ratio of a PRN and
present an experimental result which shows an interesting relationship between the
throughput of CSMA and connection ratio of a PRN. This result brings out our motivation
to investigate the relationship between the connection ratio and the number of hidden
stations.

Section 3 exposes the relationship between the existence of hidden stations and
connection ratio by deriving the equation which gives the number of hidden stations
as a function of connection ratio of a PRN. Furthermore, in this section, the result
of computational experiment is also presented, which supports the correctness of the
derived equation.

In Section 4, we discuss about the contribution of this paper to the evaluation method
of MAC protocols. Concretely, a new computational experiment on MAC protocol eval-
uation becomes possible, since, by using the formula in this paper, we can save much
time for producing PRNs with fixed ratio of hidden stations.

2 Effect of Connection Ratio on Throughput of CSMA

This section considers a simple question; “How do structural properties of PRNs reflect to
the throughput of CSMA ?” In this section, we introduce connection ratio as a parameter
of structural properties of PRN which reflects a density of PRN. Next, we present a
result which implies an interesting relationship between the throughput of CSMA and
the connection ratio of a PRN.

Definition 1. (connection ratio) For any node v in the node set of a graph G =
(V, E), if the number of nodes which are adjacent to the nodev is α(|V |−1) (0 ≤ α ≤ 1),
it is said to be that the graph G has a connection ratio α.

An example of graph whose connection ratio is 0.4 is presented in Figure 1

Fig. 1. Example of a graph with connection ratio 0.4
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Fig. 2. Throughputs of CSMA with various connection ratios(a=0.1)

Figure 2 shows a result of computer simulation where the effect of connection ratio
on throughput performance of CSMA is presented. This simulation is performed on
the assumption that PRN consists of 50 terminals which randomly send packets to
neighbor terminals. The value a in Figure 2 represents the ratio of propagation delay to
packet transmission time. If for some reasons such as packet collision, a station fails to
transmit a packet, it sets a random value to the timer and begins to decrement the value,
retransmitting the packet when the timer expires.

In Figure 2, we can observe that throughputs of connection ratios 0.8 and 0.6 are
lower than the throughput of connection ratio 1.0, however, interestingly, throughput
of connection ratios 0.4 and 0.2 are higher than the throughput of connection ratio 1.0.
From this experiment, we can conclude that throughput of CSMA is much affected by
the density of the PRN.

3 Hidden Stations and Connection Ratio

It can be considered that there are two effects on the throughput of CSMA caused by
connection ratio, one is positive effect and the other is negative effect;

Two effects can be considered as causes of effecting connection ratio on the through-
put of CSMA, one is positive effect and the other is negative effect;

Positive. In a PRN which is not fully connected, parallel transmission is available (Fig-
ure 3). Several investigations have been made for proving positive effect of parallel
transmission, [3,4,5,2].

Negative. Two terminals are within transmitting/receiving range of some terminals, but
they are out-of-range each other, two such terminals are said to be “hidden”. It is well
known that existence of hidden terminals degrades the performance of contention
based media access control protocols such as CSMA and MACA rapidly [6].
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P

Q R

S

Fig. 3. Parallel transmissions

We focus attention on the negative effect of hidden terminals on the throughput of
CSMA.The main purpose of this paper is to expose the relationship between the existence
of hidden stations and connection ratio of PRN.

In many papers, discussions on hidden terminals were developed with ambiguous
definition of hidden terminal, for example,

– Two terminals can be within range of the stations but out-of-range of each other; or
they can be separated by some physical obstacle opaque to UHF signals. Two such
terminals are said to be “hidden” from each other [1], and

– Two vertices (stations) i and j can generate a hidden terminal interference if and
only if they are two hops away, namely when dij = 2. [7].

These descriptions about hidden terminal are not satisfactory for our discussion, since,
according to these descriptions, for any arbitrary terminal T , we can not identify hidden
terminals of the terminal T .

On the other hand, although the term “hidden station” is used instead of the term
“hidden terminal”, a precise definition about hidden terminal is given in [8]. We follow
this description in [8] and give the formal definition of hidden station and the definition
of hidden station ratio which are required in the following discussion.

Definition 2. (hidden station) For any terminal T in a PRN, a terminal at a distance of
2 hops from the terminal T is called hidden stations of T .

Definition 3. (hidden station ratio) For any graph G = (V, E), hidden station ratio
H(V ) is defined by the following formula;

H(V ) =
1

|V |
∑

v∈V

hv

|V | − 1

where
hv = {v ∈ V | for all u ∈ V such as v �=u , the distance
of the shortest path between v and u is 2}.

3.1 Derive the Number of Hidden Stations as a Function of Connection Ratio

The number of edges |E| of the graph consisting of n nodes and whose connection ratio
is α is given by

(n − 1)αn × 1
2
.
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This formula can be also expressed as follows;

α =
|E|

(n−1)n
2

=
|E|
nC2

. (1)

Since nC2 represents the number of edges of a fully connected graph with n nodes,
the connection ratio α can be considered as the density of edges of the graph G.

For any node v ∈ V , let Di(v)(⊆ V ) be a set of nodes whose distance from the
node v are i(i ≥ 1), and let Di≤(v)(⊆ V ) be a set of nodes whose distance from the
node v are greater than or equal to i(i ≥ 1). Furthermore, for any set S ⊆ V , we define
the sets Di(S)(⊆ V ) and Di≤(S)(⊆ V ) as follows (See Figure 4.);

S D1(S) S D2 (S)

Fig. 4. Examples of sets D1(S) and D2≤(S)

Di(S) = {v ∈ V | for all u ∈ S, the distance between
nodes v and u is i } and
Di≤(S) = {v ∈ V | for all u ∈ S, the distance between
nodes v and u is greater than or equal to i }.
Then, the following lemma holds.

Lemma 1. Consider a graph G = (V, E) of the connection ratio α(0 ≤ α ≤ 1). Then,
for any two disjoint sets P, S ⊆ V (P ∩ S = φ), the following formula holds;

|D2≤(S) ∩ P | = |P |(1 − α)|S|. (2)

Proof. For any node v ∈ S, the number of nodes in the set P whose distances from the
node v are greater than or equal to 2 can be expressed as follows;

|D2≤(v) ∩ P | = |P |(1 − α).

By noting that the above formula holds for any node in S independently, it is easy to see
that the lemma holds.

✷
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Theorem 1. Consider a graph G = (V, E) of the connection ratio α(0 ≤ α ≤ 1). Then,
for any node v ∈ V , the number of nodes whose distances from the node v is 2 can be
expressed as follows;

|D2(v)| = (|V | − 1)(1 − α)[1 − (1 − α)α(|V |−1)]. (3)

Proof. For any node v ∈ V , it is obvious that |D2(v)| is given by the following formula;

|D2(v)| = (|V | − 1) − |D1(v)| − |D3≤(v)|. (4)

By noting that the node v or a node in D1(v) should not be included in the set
D3≤(v), the set D3≤(v) can be expanded as the following formula;

D3≤(v) = D2≤(D1(v)) ∩ D2≤(v)

Since the sets D1(v)(⊆ V ) and D2≤(v)(⊆ V ) are disjoint, from Lemma 1, we can
get

D3≤(v) = D2≤(D1(v)) ∩ D2≤(v)

= (|V | − 1)(1 − α)(1 − α)(|V |−1)α.

where |D1(v))| = (|V | − 1)α and |D2≤| = (|V | − 1)(1 − α),
Thus,

|D3≤(v)| = |D2≤(D1(v)) ∩ D2≤(v)|
= (|V | − 1)(1 − α)(1 − α)(|V |−1)α

This completes the theorem. ✷

Note that, if nodes in a PRN correspond nodes of a graph G = (V, E), from Definition
1, |D2(v)| in Theorem 1 can be considered as the number of hidden stations of the node
v.

Figure 5 shows behaviors of H(V ) with changing connection ratio of V in case of
the graphs of 16, 32, 64, and 128 nodes. From this figure, we can observe the following
interesting facts;

1. The ratio of hidden stations are inversely as the connection ratio from some fixed
connection ratio which varies according to the number of nodes of a graph.

2. Let β be a ratio of hidden stations. Then, the formula α + β = 1 holds while the
relation of inverse proportion is kept between α and β.

3. Let αmin be the lowest point of connection ratio at which αmin + β = 1 holds.
Then, the value of αmin becomes smaller in proportion as the number of nodes of
PRN increases. In other words, the range, in which inverse proportion between α
and β holds, becomes wider in proportion as the number of nodes of PRN increases.

The last item listed above implies that α+β = 1 holds if |V | is infinite. The following
corollary proves that this conjecture is true.
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Corollary 1. Consider a graph G = (V, E) with no isolated node of connection ratio α.
For any node v ∈ V , suppose that (1) α|V | nodes in the node set V are adjacent to the
node v, and (2) the value β (0 ≤ β < 1) exists such that β|V | nodes are located at a
distance of 2 from the node v. Then, α + β = 1 holds if |V | → ∞.

Proof. From the equation (3) in Theorem 1, β can be described as follows;

β =
|D2(v)|
|V | − 1

= (1 − α)[1 − (1 − α)α(|V |−1)]

From the assumption that we only consider a graph with no isolated node, it is obvious
that the case of α = 0 never happens. Then, the following calculation leads to the
completion of the theorem.

β = lim
|V |→∞

(1 − α)[1 − (1 − α)α(|V |−1)]

= (1 − α) ✷

Fig. 5. Relationship between ratio of hidden station and connection ratio

3.2 Computational Experiment

For obtaining the conviction that our derivation described above is well performed,
we made the following computational experiment on computing the number of hidden
stations in graphs with 16, 32, 64, and 128 terminals.

1. Fix a connection ratio, produce randomly 10 graphs with that connection ratio, and
perform the following procedure for these 10 graphs.

2. For a node v in the graph, count the number of hidden stations of the node v. Repeat
this for all nodes in the graph, and take an average of hidden stations.
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Figure 6 shows a result of computational experiment in which the above procedure
is executed with connection ratios in decreasing order at intervals of 0.05, that is, 1,
0.95, 0.9 ,0.85, 0.8,... The experiment is terminated when connection ratio reaches the
value with which no graph can be produced. We can see that the graphs in Figure 6 agree
well with the graphs in Figure 5. Rough behavior of the graph of 16 terminal due to an
insufficient number of nodes for computational experiment.

Fig. 6. Result of computational experiment

4 Easy Computational Experiment Method Evaluating Hidden
Stations Effect

Careful consideration have been paid to hidden terminal problem in constructing con-
tention based media access control (MAC) protocol such as CSMA [9] and MACA
[10].

Many protocols have been proposed for coping with the hidden terminal problem in
the literature [11] [4] [3] [12] [13] [8] and effectiveness of these proposed protocols were
verified through computer simulations. With a viewpoint of using graphs appropriate
to performing the aimed simulation, we can classify the methods of these computer
simulations into the following two types ;

1. Designing graphs adequate to the evaluation of proposed protocol [12] [13] [8], and
2. Producing graphs randomly with some constraint such as the number of nodes [11]

[4] [3].

Investigating an influence of hidden terminals on a PRN is an important issue of
evaluating the proposed MAC protocol.

If we use the first method for this purpose, we can make such evaluation by designing
graphs with various arrangements of hidden terminals on a given PRN. However, the
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problem of this method is that much number of graphs should be designed for making
a good experimentation.

On the other hand, it is needless to say that much number of graphs can be produced
quickly with the second method, but arrangements of hidden terminal in these produced
graphs should be identified later. The problem is that algorithms for obtaining such
arrangements seems to require plenty of computational time.

In Theorem 1 of this paper, we presented a formula which gives the number of hidden
stations as a function of connection ratio of a PRN. By using this formula, we can easily
obtain graphs with various hidden station ratios by the following procedure.

1. Fix a hidden station ratio H with which evaluation of aimed protocol will be per-
formed,

2. Determine enough number of terminals for making experimentation according to
graphs depicted in Figure 5. (Note that sufficient number of terminals becomes larger
as the experiment requires larger ratio of hidden stations, because only the linear
part of graphs in Figure 5 can be used for this experiment.)

3. Obtain the connection ratio C for the intended experiment by the corresponding
graph of terminals determined in above step (Note that any graph with any number
of terminals can be depicted through the formula (3) in Theorem 1), and

4. Produce graphs of connection ratio C as many as necessary.

This procedure allows us to make computational experiments for investigating effect
of hidden terminals on a PRN easily.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we discussed about the relationship between a connection ratio and a
ratio of hidden terminals in a PRN. Our main future task is to investigate throughput
performance of various MAC protocols in terms of hidden station ratio based on the
computational experiment newly introduced in this paper.
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Abstract. Many researchers have addressed issues of performance man-
agement based on network elements, however, little attention has so far
been given to issues of the scalable performance management framework
uniformly applicable to heterogeneous network environment. To address
this deficiency, this paper proposes a CORBA-based performance man-
agement framework for multi-layer network environments, such as ATM,
Frame Relay (FR) and Internet. The framework includes a generic net-
work model that can uniformly be applicable to such environments and
performance metrics for each network. In addition, this paper describes
the inter-relationship among heterogeneous networks in terms of per-
formance management and network resource management scheme as a
result of performance data collection and analysis. A system architecture
is also proposed, including pro-active and re-active performance manage-
ment, which is implemented through CORBA objects and provides IDL
interfaces. It orchestrates network resource reconfiguration through the
methods of performance measurement, policy management, and analysis.

1 Introduction

The performance management of telecommunications networks has undertaken
on a network element (NE) basis in an uncoordinated manner, which requires
sophisticated human expertise for relatively trivial tasks. Different performance
management schemes are needed for each heterogeneous network element be-
cause the management interfaces or protocols provided by network elements for
controlling the performance vary from vendor to vendor. The networks become
increasingly diverse and complex, and the demands upon them likewise increase.
To address this situation, the authors propose a distributed hierarchical perfor-
mance management framework that can commonly be applicable for heteroge-
neous networks, not at network element level but at network management level.
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Attention is focused on the heterogeneous network environment composed of
ATM, Frame Relay (FR) and Internet. ATM and FR networks take the role of In-
ternet access by providing QoS guaranteed path between subscriber routers and
network service provider’s backbone routers. The scalable network model that
can also be applicable to heterogeneous network without modification or adapta-
tion is described. The network is designed through the technology of Rumbaugh’s
object modeling technology (OMT) [7] for maximizing modularity, which corre-
sponds to the managed information base (MIB) in terms of TMN management
concept [13,14].

On the other hand, it is very difficult for network service providers to manage
the heterogeneous network elements because these have their own proprietary
management protocols and managed objects. To solve this problem, the unified
element management interface using CORBA IDL [6] is proposed. It gives a
unified view of the management protocols and managed objects of heterogeneous
network elements to the proposing performance management framework.

In the proposed multi-layer network model, there is client/server relationship
between Internet and ATM or FR because the routers in Internet are connected
with ATM VP PVCs, FR PVCs or ATM/FR inter-working PVCs. Therefore, the
PVCs in ATM or FR serve as links in Internet for connecting routers. The reliable
performance management in ATM and FR network affects the reliable Internet
service provision. There are two levels of performance management. One is in
terms of client/server relationship between Internet and ATM or FR, and the
other is in terms of federation between ATM and FR for providing reliable data
transfer path with ATM/FR inter-working [9,10,11]. The performance metric for
each network is identified and the inter-relationship to orchestrate the overall
performance management of the heterogeneous networks is defined.

There are two kinds of performance management approaches: pro-active and
re-active. The pro-active approach adjusts resources of server network before
the request or complaint of subscriber or client network is received. The re-
active approach adjusts resources of server network after receiving the request
or complaint of subscriber or client network. Both approaches are implemented
because they are significant.

Under the multi-layer network environment, the functional module of hierar-
chical performance management framework is designed and implemented using
CORBA [8]. CORBA is a very useful middleware in deploying the geograph-
ically distributed large-scale network management system by providing object
interaction, location and migration transparencies. Following is a description
of the detailed implementation model composed of several CORBA objects for
performance management under multi-layer networks, and the scenarios for per-
formance data collection, analysis and metric correlation method and network
resource reconfiguration based on the two approaches.

The next section presents the hierarchical network model that can uniformly
be applicable to multi-layer network without any modification and can guarantee
scalability. Section 3 tackles the performance management framework, including
metrics and their relationship among multi-layer networks; performance data
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Fig. 1. Multi-layer network environment composed of ATM, FR and Internet

collection and analysis scheme; two approaches of performance management; and
resource management scheme. Section 4 describes the implementation model and
the scenarios for performance management under the multi-layer networks and
Section 5, the merits and issues of the proposed hierarchical framework as well
as the conclusion to this paper.

2 A Scalable Network Model

In order to deploy large-scale multi-layer networks, the layering and partitioning
concepts of ITU-T G.805 [5] are very useful in describing the generic transport
network architecture. The layering concept defines the network boundary that
can transfer specific information without adaptation medium or functions. The
proposed network is composed of three layer networks of ATM, Frame Relay
(FR) and IP (Fig. 1). The ATM layer network is logically divided into ATM
virtual path (VP) layer network and ATM virtual channel (VC) layer network.
The former takes the role of the service provider for ATM VC and IP layer
networks because the ATM VP PVCs serve as logical links in connecting the
logical VC switching nodes in VC layer and the routers in IP layer network.
There is a federation relationship between the ATM VC layer network and the
FR layer network for supporting ATM/FR service and network inter-working
service. On the other hand, there is client/server relationship between the IP
layer network and the federated FR and ATM VC layer networks because the
ATM/FR inter-working PVCs serve as logical links in connecting routers in
IP layer network. Even if the VC and IP layer networks are constructed with
the ATM VP PVCs by VP layer network, their customers are different. The
customers of VC layer network are the users of connection-oriented applications,
while those of IP layer network are the users of connectionless applications. In
this regard, the two networks are defined separately.

The partitioning concept of ITU-T G.805 is used to determine the internal
structure of a layer network from the perspectives of administrative, restoration
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and routing domains [5]. A layer network can be partitioned into a smaller scope
of subnetworks that can be managed by their own policy. The subnetwork can
be further partitioned until it is mapped to a single switching element, such as
ATM switch, FR switch and router.
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Two fragments are defined in this paper to describe the transport network
not specific to a vendor’s technology and a specific single layer network. These
are topology and connectivity fragments (Fig. 2). The first represents the topo-
logical structure of a transport network, which is composed of layer network
(LNW), subnetwork (SNW), link and link termination point (LTP). A LNW
describes the generation, transport and termination of a particular information.
A SNW represents an inter-connected group of network elements and an ad-
ministrative or management domain. A subnetwork can be further partitioned
into subnetworks and links. A link is a logical or physical transmission path
inter-connecting two network elements or subnetworks. A link is supported by
a trail in the server layer network according to the client/server layer network
relationship. The link termination point (LTP) represents the near or far end
points of a link.

The connectivity fragment describes the logical or physical connection stream
traversing the objects of the network fragment, which is composed of trail, trail
termination point (TTP), subnetwork connection (SNC), link connection (LC)
and connection termination point (CTP). A trail represents the logical end-to-
end connection within a layer network. TTP describes the near or far end point
of a trail. A link connection (LC) is capable of transferring information transpar-
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ently across a link. It is delimited by LTPs and represents the fixed relationship
between the ends of the link. A subnetwork connection (SNC) is capable of
transferring information transparently across a subnetwork. It is delimited by
connection points at the boundary of the subnetwork and represents the associ-
ation between these connection points. A connection termination point (CTP)
represents the end point of subnetwork connections or link connections. A trail
is composed of a number of nmlSNC and LC. And the nmlSNC contained in a
Trail is composed of a number of smaller emlSNCs and LCs, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Struct GPMO { 
 lnw_t   lnwType; // VP, VC, FR, IP 
 gpmoType_t  gpmoType;  
 unsigned long  gpmoValue; 
 targetObjectTypeSeq_t targetObject;  
 interval_t   collectionInternal; 
 tcaCriteria_t  tcaCriteria;  
 gpmoMode_t  gpmoMode;  
}; // end of GPMO definition 
typedef GSMP gpmo_t; 
module NPMS { 

interface PmPolicyMgr_If{ 
 result_t  setGpmo(in gpmo_t gpmo); 
}; 
interface PmAnalysisRuleMgr_If { 
 result_t setAnalaysisRule(in lnwType_t lnwType; 

in gpmoType_t gpmo; 
      in analysisRule_t analsysisRule); 
}; 
interface PmCollectorMgr_If { 
 result_t  setFileSystem(in gpmoType_t gpmoType; 
         in string  fileLocation; 
         in unsigned long filesize; 
         in duration_t retainDuration); 
 result_t  setLogProperty(in gpmoType_t gpmoType, 

in logManipulation_t logManipulation, 
out partition_t partitionInfo); 

 void oneway notifyTca(in gpmoType_t gpmoType; 
         in objectName_t targetObject; 
         in tcaStatus_t tcaStatus); 
 void oneway notifyPmData(in gpmoType_t gpmoType; 
    in unsigned long filesize); 

}; 
interface ConfigMgr_If { 
 result_t  setConfigRule(in lnw_t  lnwType, 
        in gpmoType_t gpmoType; 
        in configRule_t configRule) 
}; 

}; // end of NPMS module 

Fig. 3. System architecture and IDL Interfaces of NPMS

3 Distributed Performance Management Framework

Fig. 3 shows the system architecture of network performance management sys-
tem (NPMS) that is composed of four components: performance policy manager
(PPM), topology configuration manager (TCM), performance analyzer (PA) and
performance data collector (PDC). All of these system components are defined
and implemented using CORBA objects.

3.1 Generic Performance Managed Object (GPMO)

A GPMO represents the performance metric in terms of PNMS. A GPMO pro-
vides the unified performance metrics for a multi-layer performance management
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because it encapsulates the discrepancy among the different vendor’s MIBs and
layer networks. A GPMO is applied to physical links and ports and connectiv-
ity objects such as ATM PVC, FR PVC, ATM/FR inter-working PVC and IP
session. The GPMO and its management interface of PmPolicyMgr If is shown
in Fig. 3.
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A GPMO is defined through IDL structure having such attributes as lnwType,
gpmoType, gpmoValue, targetObjects, collectionInterval, tcaCriteria and gpmo-
Mode. The lnwType indicates a network type, such as ATM, FR and IP. Accord-
ing to lnwType, a network operator provides different performance metrics. The
gpmoType represents a performance metric that is different according to the layer
network type of ATM [2,8,13], FR [9,10,11] and IP [3,4]. The gpmoValue has the
accumulated cells on the gpmoType during the named performance data collec-
tion period indicated by the collectionInterval . The targetObjects represents a set
of topological or connectivity objects at which the performance data collection is
done. The gpmoMode indicates whether EPMS collects the performance data col-
lection or not. EPMS issues the alarm representing the performance degradation
in line with tcaCriteria. The tcaCriteria has upper and lower thresholds. Let us
assume that gpmoType is input cells, collectionInternval is fifteen minutes, targe-
tObject is uLTP, upper threshold is 850,000 cells and lower threshold is 530,000
cells. As a result of performance data collection at the named uLTP for fifteen
minutes, the accumulated input cells (gpmoValue) are greater than the upper
threshold, EPMS issues threshold crossing alert (TCA) to network management
system (NMS) for indicating the performance degradation at the named uLTP.
EPMS notifies TCA to performance data collector (PDC) by calling the noti-
fyTca() operation of PmCollectorMgr If . On receiving TCA notification, PDC
stores it in a performance data log (PDL) for persistency. This information is
used to analyze performance by PA.
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The GPMO is defined by taking into account the characteristic and man-
agement policy of a network. It is provided using the setGpmo() operation
in PmPolicyMgr If of performance policy manager (PPM). On receiving the
GPMO, PPM stores it to performance policy base (PPB) for persistency. The
network operator provides the adaptation rules between vendor specific MIBs
and GPMO, which is downloaded to an element performance management sys-
tem (EPMS) using FTP (see Fig. 4). Therefore, the adaptation function between
specific MIBs and the GPMO is done by EPMS. Each vendor’s network element
has its own MIBs, such as ATM-MIB [2], ATM2-MIB [1] for ATM and IF-MIB
[4] and MIB-II [3] for Internet. If a NPMS controls hundreds of different vendor-
specific MIBs, its management overhead will be high as much as it nearly goes
down. Therefore, the adaptation function is allocated between private MIBs and
GPMO to EPMS to distribute the processing overhead.

Fig. 4 shows the overall structure of EPMS. It manages several network
elements provided by the same vendor and having the same private MIBs. The
management protocol between EPMS and NE can be SNMP, CMIP, TL1, etc.
The private MIBs and GPMO are downloaded to EMPS via FTP. On the other
hand, NMS designs the adaptation rule between private MIBs and GPMO and
downloads it to EPMS via FTP at the designed location. However, EPMS has
two CORBA interfaces for performance management such as privateMibMgmt If
and gpmoMgmt If . The privateMibMgmt If provides the CORBA operation to
PPM of NPMS for managing the property of private MIBs, such as vendor
name, MIB type, and the manipulation modes of private MIB, such as activate,
deactivate and removal using the setPrivateMib() operation. On the other hand,
the performance data collection can be selectively controlled on certain GPMO
using the setGpmo() operation. The performance data collection of GPMO can
be activated or deactivated, and the properties of GPMO can be adjusted.

3.2 Performance Data Collection

Each EPMS provides the collected performance data in ASCII format to PDC in
NPMS by FTP in line with its performance data report within a certain period.
PDC parses the ASCII performance data propagated by EPMS and stores them
into PDL for persistency. There are two logs: PDL, that retains the collected
data for one month for short-term performance analysis and performance his-
tory log (PHL), that retains the collected data for three months for long-term
performance analysis. The internal system component of PDL is shown in Fig.
5.

Each EPMS opens a socket session per GPMO with PDA to transmit col-
lected performance data to PDA. Just before performance data transmission via
FTP, EPMS calls notifyPmData() operation of PmCollectorMgr If to notify the
performance data transmission with file size.

The fileHandler manages the file system, and receives the file size and name
from EPMS. It compares the file name and size with the file system informa-
tion. If there is a difference, it will get the performance data file from EPMS via
FTP. The pdScheduler daemon monitors the file system whether there is any
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performance data or not. If pdScheduler detects there are some data, it creates
pdLoader thread that parses the ASCII file format and stores the parsed infor-
mation into PDL for persistency. The pdScheduler can create up to six pdLoader
threads in the case of ATM layer network, as shown in Fig. 5.

The pdManager manages the logs of PDL and PHL using Oracle database.
The network operator manages the performance data table and tale partition
of Oracle database using the setLogProperity() operation of PmCollectorMgr If .
In addition, pdManager dumps PDL to PHL per month.

3.3 Performance Data Analysis and Reconfiguration

There are two kinds of performance data analysis schemes: pro-active and re-
active. The former is used to find the performance degradation and to make some
complementary actions to compensate for it prior to the recognition of network
operator, subscribers or client layers. There are client/server and federation re-
lationships among Internet, ATM and FR layer networks. From the perspective
of client/server relationship, the client layer network serves as consumer and the
server layer network serves as supplier. Hence, the pro-active scheme encapsu-
lates the performance degradation within a layer network without its recognition
of other layer networks.

The re-active scheme is used as follow-up measure to compensate for the per-
formance degradations on the request of client layer network, network operator
or customer. This mode is initiated by the subscriber’s complaint. This makes it
not favorable because the purpose of the performance management is to maintain
the whole network and not to violate the subscriber’s QoS requirements.
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The performance management criteria of each layer network differ under
the multi-layer network environment. For example, the performance criteria of
Internet are different from those of ATM or FR networks. The re-active scheme
is very useful in a multi-layer network environment because the performance
criteria of a client layer network are normally stricter than those of a server
layer network.

When there is performance degradation at any portion of a network, com-
plementary actions are taken to compensate for it. The most normal and easiest
way is to reconfigure the network resource where the degradation occurred. The
ConfigMgr If of TCM (Fig. 3) provides the network resource reconfiguration
interface. If PA decides to reconfigure the network as a result of performance
data analysis, this will be done in line with the guidelines maintained in PPB
to TCM by calling the ConfigMgmt If .

The NPMS can be commonly applicable for ATM network, FR network and
Internet without any adaptation or modification. Allocating the adaptation func-
tion between GPMO of NPMS and vendor-specific MIB to each EPMS, the
scalable performance management can be supported in terms of management
processing overhead and the large number of managed elements, such as ATM
switches, FR switches and routers.

4 Concluding Remarks

This paper proposed the unified network model that can commonly applica-
ble multi-layer networks such as ATM, FR and Internet. In addition, we defined
GPMO that is unified network performance metric applicable for multi-layer net-
works and proposed the inter-relationship among multi-layer networks in terms
of performance management. We descried a CORBA-based performance man-
agement framework focusing on the network management layer and element
management layer of TMN functional layering. To do this, we defined system
architecture of NPMS and EPMS and their management interface with CORBA
IDL. In addition, we illustrated the detailed performance data collection scheme
and two performance analysis and reconfiguration schemes of pro-active and
re-active schemes.

This CORBA-based performance management framework can be applicable
for multi-layer networks such as ATM, FR and Internet without any modification
and adaptation. Allocating the adaptation function between GPMO of NPMS
and vendor specific MIB to each EPMS, we can support the scaleable perfor-
mance management in terms of management processing overhead and the large
number of managed elements such as ATM switches, FR switches and routers.
In addition, we can provide efficient network resource utilization with the unified
network model and maintain network in optimized by network resource recon-
figuration as a result of performance analysis.
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Abstract. Feature interaction is a kind of inconsistent conflict between
multiple communication services. In this paper we present an automatic
method for detecting feature interactions in service specifications. This
method is based on symbolic model checking which can perform verifica-
tion by symbolically representing the search space with binary decision
diagrams. Experimental results show that the method outperforms a
previous method based on explicit state traversal, in terms of time and
memory required for detection.

1 Introduction

Feature interaction is a kind of inconsistent conflict between multiple communi-
cation services, which was never expected from the single services’ behavior. In
practical service development, the analysis of interactions has been conducted
in an ad hoc manner by subject matter experts. This leads to time-consuming
service design and testing without any interaction-free guarantee.

To tackle this problem, we propose a formal approach for detection of feature
interaction. The detection process checks if interactions occur or not between
given multiple services. The proposed approach uses symbolic model checking as
its basis.

Model checking is a powerful technique for verifying systems that are modeled
as a finite state machine. In model checking, the properties to be checked are
expressed in temporal logic. For realistic designs, the number of states of the
system can be very large and the explicit traversal of the state space may become
infeasible. Symbolic model checking has proven to be successful for overcoming
this problem. This method uses Boolean functions to represent the state space.
Since Boolean functions can be often represented by Ordered Binary Decision
Diagrams (OBDDs) very compactly, the symbolic model checking method can
reduce the memory and time required for analysis. By manipulating the Boolean
functions, the method can determine whether or not a system meets a given
property that is specified using CTL [1], a branching time temporal logic.

I. Chong (Ed.): ICOIN 2002, LNCS 2343, pp. 641–651, 2002.
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In this paper, we investigate how we can detect feature interactions by us-
ing SMV, a well-known symbolic model checking tool. We propose a systematic
method for translating given specifications of telecommunication services into
the input language of SMV. Using this method, automatic detection of feature
interactions can be carried out. To illustrate the effectiveness of the approach,
we show the results of applying it to the specifications of practical telecommu-
nication services.

Plath and Ryan [10] also proposed the use of SMV for feature interaction
detection. Their work considered more detailed specifications than ours, but it
entails describing different CTL formulae by hand, depending on the services
and properties to be checked.

In contrast, our method adopts a more abstract model, thus allowing us to
represent four major types of feature interactions by only two formulae. The
downside of adopting a high level model is that only non-subtle interactions can
be detected, which might easily be resolved in a low-level design by, for example,
prioritizing services. We think, however, that the method is still useful, since
knowing the possibility of such interactions can help identify error-prone parts
of the design.

2 Preliminaries

In order to formalize the feature interaction detection problem, we present fun-
damental definition in this section.

2.1 Services

For the formalization, we have to first prepare the services. From ITU-T recom-
mendation [11] (ITU-T Recommendations Q.1200 Series - Intelligent Network
Capability Set 1 (CS1)) and Bellcore’s feature standards [12] (Bellcore - LSSGR
Features Common to Residence and Business Customers I,II,III), we have se-
lected the following seven services (features):

Call Forwarding (CF): This service allows the subscriber to have his incom-
ing calls forwarded to another number. Suppose that x subscribes to CF and
that x specifies y to be a forwarding address. Then, any incoming call to x
is automatically forwarded to y.

Originating Call Screening (OCS): This service allows the subscriber to
specify that outgoing calls be either restricted or allowed according to a
screening list. Suppose that x subscribes OCS and that x puts y in the OCS
screening list. Then, any outgoing call to y from x is restricted, while any
other call from x is allowed. Suppose that x receives dialtone. At this time,
even if x dials y, x receives busytone instead of calling y.

Terminating Call Screening (TCS): This service allows the subscriber to
specify that incoming calls be either restricted or allowed according to a
screening list. Suppose that x subscribes TCS and that x puts y in the TCS
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screening list. Then, any incoming call from y to x is restricted, while any
other call to x is allowed. Suppose that y receives dialtone. At this time, even
if y dials x, y receives busytone instead of calling x.

Denied Origination (DO): This service allows subscriber to disable any call
originating from the terminal. Only terminating calls are permitted. Suppose
that x subscribes to DO. Then, any outgoing call from x is restricted. Even if
x offhooks when the terminal is idle, x receives busytone instead of dialtone.

Denied Termination (DT): This service allows subscriber to disable any call
terminating at the terminal. Only originating calls are permitted. Suppose
that x subscribes to DT. Then, any incoming call to x is restricted. Even if
another user y dials x, y receives busytone without calling x.

Direct Connect (DC): This service is a so-called hot line service. Suppose
that x subscribes to DC and that x specifies y as the destination address.
Then, by only offhooking, x is directly calling y. It is not necessary for x to
dial y.

Emergency Call (EMG): This service is usually deployed on police and fire
stations. In the case of an emergency incident, the call will be held even
when the caller mistakenly onhooks. Suppose that x is a police station on
which EMG is deployed, and that y has made a call to x and is now busy
talking with x. Then, even when y onhooks, the call is on hold without
being disconnected. Followed by that, if y offhooks, the held line reverts to
a connected line and y can talk with x again. In order to disconnect the call,
x has to onhook.

2.2 Specifications

To formalize the feature interaction detection problem, we have to describe ser-
vices in a certain way. There are a number of researches concerning service de-
scription to formulate the interaction problem. In this paper, we adopt a variant
of State Transition Rules (STR) [5,9], a rule-based service specification language.
Other examples of such a language include, for example, declarative transition
rules [3].

Notation. First, we define the syntax notation of the specification. A service
specification S is defined as S = 〈U, V, P,E,R, s0〉, where
(a) U is a set of constants representing service users.
(b) V is a set of variables.
(c) P is a set of predicate symbols.
(d) E is a set of event symbols.
(e) R is a set of rules.
(f) s0 is the (initial) state.

Each rule r ∈ R is defined as follows:

r : pre−condition [event] post−condition.
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Pre(post)−condition is a set of predicates p(x1, . . . , xk)’s, where p ∈ P ,xi ∈ V
and k is called arity which is a fixed number for each p. Especially, precondi-
tion can include negations of predicates such as ¬p(x1, . . . , xk)’s which implies
p(x1, . . . , xk) does not hold. Event is a predicate e(x1, . . . , xk), where e ∈ E,
xi ∈ V .

Figure 1 shows an example of a specification. This specification represents the
Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS). Additional communication features, such
as those described in the previous subsection, can be described by modifying
this specification (for example, adding rules or predicate symbols).

U = {A, B}
V = {x, y}
P = {idle, dialtone, calling, path, busytone}
E = {onhook, offhook, dial}
R = {

pots1 : idle(x) [offhook(x)] dialtone(x).
pots2 : dialtone(x) [onhook(x)] idle(x).
pots3 : dialtone(x) , idle(y) [dial(x, y)] calling(x, y).
pots4 : dialtone(x) , ¬idle(y) [dial(x, y)] busytone(x).
pots5 : calling(x, y) [onhook(x)] idle(x) , idle(y).
pots6 : calling(x, y) [offhook(y)] path(x, y) , path(y, x).
pots7 : path(x, y) , path(y, x) [onhook(x)] idle(x) , busytone(y).
pots8 : busytone(x) [onhook(x)] idle(x).
pots9 : dialtone(x) [dial(x, x)] busytone(x).
}

s0 = {idle(A), idle(B)}

Fig. 1. Rule-based specification for POTS.

State Transition Model. Next, we define the state transition specified by the
rule-based specification.

Let S = 〈U, V, P,E,R, s0〉 be a service specification. For r ∈ R, let x1, . . . , xn

(xi ∈ V ) be variables appearing in r, and let θ = 〈x1|a1, . . . , xn|an〉(ai ∈ U)
be a substitution replacing each xi in r with ai. Then, an instance of r based
on θ (denoted by rθ) is defined as a rule obtained from r by applying θ =
〈x1|a1, . . . , xn|an〉 to r. We represent pre-condition, event and post-condition of
rule r as Pre[r], Ev[r] and Post[r], respectively.

A state is defined as a set of instances of predicates p(a1, . . . , ak)’s, where
p ∈ P , ai ∈ U . We think of each state as representing truth valuation where
instances in the set are true, and instances not in the set are false.

Let s be a state. We say that rule r is enabled for θ at s, denoted by en(s, r, θ),
iff all instances in Pre[rθ] hold at s (i.e., all instances are included in s). Let
P̂ re[rθ] be the subset of Pre[rθ] that is obtained by removing all negations of
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instances of predicates from Pre[rθ]. When en(s, r, θ) holds, the next state, s′ of
s, can be generated by deleting all instances in P̂ re[rθ] from s and adding all
instances in Post[rθ] to s; that is,

s′ = (s\P̂ re[rθ]) ∪ Post[rθ]

At this time, we say a state transition from s to s′ caused by an event Ev[rθ] is
defined on S.

Example 1. Suppose that r = pots4 in Figure 1, θ = 〈x|A, y|B〉 and s= {dialtone
(A), dialtone(B)}. At this time, Pre[rθ] = {dialtone(A),¬idle(B)}, Post[rθ] =
{bustytone(A)} and en(s, pots4, θ) holds. If subscriber A dials B, then a state
transition occurs, thus resulting in s′ = {busytone(A), dialtone(B)}.

2.3 Feature Interactions

In this paper, we focus primarily on the following three types of interactions.
These are very typical cases of interactions and are discussed in many papers
(e.g., [2,3,4,6,9]):

– deadlock: Functional conflicts of two or more services cause a mutual pre-
vention of their service execution, which result in a deadlock.

– loop: The service execution is trapped into a loop from which the service
execution never returns to the initial state.

– violation of invariant: The invariant property, which is asserted by each
service, is violated by the service combination.

Example 2. (Deadlock) Suppose that both A and B subscribe to EMG and are
talking to each other. Here, if A onhooks, the call is on hold by B’s EMG. At
this time, if A offhooks, the call reverts to the talking state. On the other hand,
if B onhooks, the call is also held by A’s EMG without being disconnected.
Symmetrically, this is true when B onhooks first. Thus, neither A nor B can
disconnect the call. As a result, the call falls into a trap from which it never
returns to the idle state.

Example 3. (Violation of invariant) Suppose that (1)A is an OCS subscriber
who restricts the outgoing calls to C, and (2)B is CF subscriber who sets the
forwarding address to C. At this time, if A dials B, the call is forwarded to C,
so A will be calling C. This nullifies A’s call restriction to C.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 SMV Programs

SMV (Symbolic Model Verifier)[7] is a software tool for symbolic model checking;
it is publicly available and has been especially successful in verifying hardware
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systems. In this section, we describe how we can use SMV to detect feature
interactions.

In SMV, services (features) are described in a special language called the
SMV language. We refer to a service description written in the SMV language
as an SMV program.

An SMV program describes both the state space and the property to be
verified. The property is expressed in a temporal logic called CTL (Computation
Tree Logic). The model checker extracts a state space and a transition system
represented as an OBDD from the program and uses an OBDD-based search
algorithm to determine whether the system satisfies the property. If the property
does not hold, the verifier will produce an execution trace that shows why the
property is falsified.

MODULE main
VAR request:boolean;

state:{ready, busy};
INIT state = ready
TRANS (state = ready & request)

& next(state) = busy
SPEC AG(request -> AF state = busy)

Fig. 2. An SMV program.

Figure 2 shows an example of an SMV program. The keyword VAR is used
to declare variables. The variable request is declared to be a Boolean in the
program, while the variable state can take on the symbolic values ready or
busy.

The property to be checked is described as a formula in CTL under the
keyword SPEC. The SMV model checker verifies that all possible initial states
satisfy the CTL formula. In this case, the property is that invariantly if request
is true, then eventually the value of state is busy.

In this example, the transition relation is specified directly by a Boolean
formula over the current and next versions of the state variables. Similary, the
set of initial state is specified by another Boolean formula over the current version
of state variables. These two formulas are accomplished by the TRANS and INIT
statements, respectively.

The initial states are a set of states where the Boolean formula defined in the
INIT statement holds. The transition relation is a set of the pairs of the current
state and the next state that satisfy the Boolean formula defined in the TRANS
statement. The expression next(x) is used to refer to the variable x in the next
state.
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3.2 Translating Service Specifications into SMV Programs

In this subsection, we show how to translate a given service specification into an
SMV program. This process consists of three steps.

First, necessary variables are declared. Basically, we use one Boolean variable
for each instance of a predicate. The variable represents whether or not the
corresponding instance of the predicate holds. For example, suppose that P =
{idle(x), path(x, y)} and U = {A,B}. Then the variable declaration part will be

VAR idle_A : boolean; idle_B : boolean;
path_A_B : boolean; path_B_A : boolean;

The second step is to produce the INIT part. In this part, the initial state is
specified by a Boolean formula over the variables that evaluates to true exactly
for the initial state. For example, when s0 = (idle(A), idle(B)), the INIT part
will be

INIT idle_A = 1 & idle_B = 1 & path_A_B = 0 & path_B_A = 0

The third step is to specify the transition relation by giving a Boolean formula
over the variables and the next version of the variables.

The formula is expressed by a disjunction of many subformulas each of which
represents an instance of each rule. Given an instance i of a rule, its corresponding
formula Fi is

∧

p∈Pre[i]

p ∧
∧

p∈Post[i]

p′ ∧
∧

p∈P̂ re[i]\Post[i]

¬p′ ∧
∧

p�∈P̂ re∪Post

(p ↔ p′).

where p′ denotes the next version of an instance p of a predicate. In the SMV
language, this formula must be expressed as a formula over the declared vari-
ables. For example, consider rule idle(x) , ¬idle(y) [dial(x, y)] path(x, y) and
substitution (x, y) = (A,B). Then the above formula is represented in SMV as

idle_A = 1 & idle_B = 0
& next(idle_A)=0 & next(idle_B)=idle_B
& next(path_A_B)=1 & next(path_B_A)=path_B_A

Thus the formula that represents the transition relation is
∨

i

Fi ∨ (
∧

i

¬Fi ∧
∧

p

(p ↔ p′))

The subformula
∧

i ¬Fi∧
∧

p(p ↔ p′) is necessary, since the transition relation
must be total; that is, the next state must be specified for any states. This
requirement stems from the fact that both the CTL semantics and the CTL
model checking algorithm depend on this assumption. Intuitively, the subformula
signifies that if no transition is possible, then the next state will be the same as
the current state.
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3.3 CTL Formulas

The property to be verified by model checking must be described in CTL. CTL
is a branching time temporal logic. Here we only use two temporal operators:
AG and EF .

The formula AG p holds in state s iff p holds in all states along all sequences
of states starting from s. Clearly, the invariant property is expressed in CTL as
AG I where I is an invariant property intended to be satisfied.

EF p holds in state s iff p holds in state s if p holds in some state along
some state sequence starting from s. Thus, the freedom from deadlock and loop is
described as CTL formula AG EF initial state, where initial state represents
the initial state.

4 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conducted
the experimental evaluation through interaction detection for practical services.
For comparison purposes, we used two methods: the proposed method, which
analyzes the state space symbolically, and a previous method[4], which searches
all reachable states explicitly from the initial state.

For each of the seven services prepared in the previous section, we have
created a rule-based service specification. In the following, we attempt to provide
a reasonable invariant property intended to be satisfied. We let IX denote the
invariant property for service X.

CF: There is no invariant property respected for CF. Therefore, we give an
invariant formula ICF = true.

OCS: A reasonable invariant property is considered to be “If x puts y in the
OCS screening list (denoted by OCS(x, y)), x is never calling y at any time”.
Therefore, we give an invariant formula IOCS = ¬OCS(x, y)∨¬calling(x, y).

TCS: A reasonable invariant property is considered to be “If x puts y in the
TCS screening list (denoted by TCS(x, y)), y is never calling x at any time”.
Therefore, we give an invariant formula ITCS = ¬TCS(x, y)∨¬calling(y, x).

DO: A reasonable invariant property is considered to be “If x subscribes to DO
(denoted by DO(x)), x never receives dialtone at any time”. Therefor, we
give an invariant formula IDO = ¬DO(x) ∨ ¬dialtone(x).

DT: A reasonable invariant property is considered to be “If x subscribes to DT
(denoted by DT (x)),, y is never calling x at any time”. Therefor, we give an
invariant formula IDT = ¬DT (x) ∨ ¬calling(y, x).

DC: There is no invariant property respected for DC. Therefore, we give an
invariant formula IDC = true.

EMG: There is no invariant property respected for EMG. Therefore, we give
an invariant formula IEMG = true.

In the experiment, we put the following assumption.
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Table 1. Result of interaction detection.

Service Spec. Unsafety Violation
EMG Detected None
CF+DC None None
CF+DT None Detected
CF+DO None None
CF+OCS None Detected
CF+TCS None Detected
DC+DT None Detected
DC+DO None None
DC+OCS None Detected
DC+TCS None Detected
DT+DO None None
DT+OCS None None
DT+TCS None None
DO+OCS None None
DO+TCS None None
OCS+TCS None None

(a) All users can subscribe to all services.
(b) At the initial state, all users are idle and no user subscribes to any service

yet.

This assumption is quite reasonable for telecommunication services. In order
to achieve Assumption (a), a pair of rules for the subscription registration and
its withdrawal is added to each service specification.

The experiments have been performed on a Linux workstation with a 700
MHz Pentium III processor and 512MByte memory. We varied the number of
users from three to five.

4.1 Results of Detection

First, we check if each of the seven specifications is safe, that is, free from
deadlock and loop. As a result, we have found that all services except EMG
are safe, while EMG contains the loop states as shown in Example 2 which is
interaction of EMG itself. Next, we have combined each pair of the remaining
six services, then tried to detect the interactions between any two services.

Table 1 summarizes the results. In this table, the column ‘Unsafety’ shows
whether deadlock or loop states are identified (detected) or not (none), and
the column ‘Violation’ shows whether violating invariant properties states are
identified (detected) or not (none). The results were the same regardless of the
number of users.
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Table 2. Times required for detection (in seconds)

Service Proposed method Previous method
Spec. 3 users 4 users 5 users 3 users 4 users 5 users
EMG 0.59 118.46 N/A 0.55 13.01 298.00
CF+DC 11.01 N/A N/A 258.68 N/A N/A
CF+DT 5.83 825.75 N/A 141.66 N/A N/A
CF+DO 5.94 1066.58 N/A 62.58 N/A N/A
CF+OCS 6.93 942.96 N/A 518.22 N/A N/A
CF+TCS 6.88 931.91 N/A 516.64 N/A N/A
DC+DT 0.84 12.74 514.94 10.27 1371.97 N/A
DC+DO 0.61 11.13 544.26 8.56 1125.81 N/A
DC+OCS 1.00 20.95 11131.60 39.62 N/A N/A
DC+TCS 1.07 20.89 3239.47 39.43 N/A N/A
DT+DO 0.48 5.31 75.61 2.37 67.63 1877.40
DT+OCS 0.64 8.81 929.61 15.84 N/A N/A
DT+TCS 0.65 8.80 760.80 15.87 N/A N/A
DO+OCS 0.58 9.34 N/A 9.64 1767.65 N/A
DO+TCS 0.59 9.26 N/A 9.64 1767.82 N/A
OCS+TCS 1.02 16.42 4429.52 63.31 N/A N/A

4.2 Performance

Next, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method. For each of the two
methods, we investigate how much time is needed to perform the interaction
detection. The measurement was performed in the same setting in the previous
experiment of detection quality.

Table 2 shows the results. In this table, an N/A indicates that data was not
collected because of memory shortage.

In this table, one can see that for all combinations of each pair of six specifi-
cations, CF, DC, DT, DO, OCS, and TCS, the proposed method outperformed
the previous method, in terms of time and memory required to perform the in-
teraction detection. For example, consider the case of DT+TCS. In this case,
the proposed method completed the detection process within around 13 minutes
when the number of users is five. In contrast, the previous method was not able
to carry out detection even when the number of users is four.

Exceptionally, the previous method outperformed the proposed method for
specification EMG. This can be explained as follows. The number of reachable
states is quite small for the case of EMG. Thus, the previous method can com-
plete detection with very small amount of time. In symbolic model checking,
however, an OBDD that represents the transition relation must be constructed
before state space traversal. In this case, the OBDD is very large, thus its con-
struction consumes long time, in spite of the small reachable state space.
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed to use symbolic model checking to detect feature
interactions in telecommunication. We present a method for translating service
specifications into the input language of the SMV system. We implemented this
method and, by applying it to practical services, showed the effectiveness of the
proposed approach. Future research includes, for example, the examination of
other model checking techniques. Specifically, the use of symmetry and partial
order equivalence for state space reduction has already proven to be effective
when explicit state representation is used [8]. We think that combining these
techniques with the proposed approach deserves further study.
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Abstract. Network managers are currently making use of expensive, vendor-
specific management consoles to view and manipulate management informa-
tion. And more and more systems are transferred to web environment. There-
fore, Network managers want to manage the system at anywhere, anytime. This
requires an access of management information to be unified, cost-effective, and
easy-to-use. This paper presents the design and implementation of an XML-
based universal network management system (XMAN), which provide multiple
internet devices for a management console. XMAN has 3-tire architecture, and
the implementation is based on an extensive use of Web, XML, and Server-side
Java technologies. And we have experimented on our XMAN with WAP simu-
lator for verifying that can support WAP-enabled mobile device.

1   Introduction1

In recent years, Internet and Web-based technologies make a great change in network
management field. Internet provides excellent environment to develop all kinds of
applications and changes the development method from Client/Server architecture to
multi-tire architecture. If we want to change or add some new management function in
the traditional network management systems, we will need to update the whole sys-
tem. It will cause a serious version control problem and waste a lot of update cost.
But, all business logic in network management system with multi-tier architecture is
dependent on the processing of the manager separated from the user browser [1].
Therefore, even if one tier is updated, other tiers can still function properly. And even
if a critical error occurs, it is localized to a single tier.

Because more and more systems are transferred to web applications, network
managers want to get information at anywhere, anytime. Web-based technologies are
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easy to use and independent of operation system. But, each Internet device has  its
different technology to display information, so that, it is hard to develop a single net-
work management system that can serve each device[1]. In the near future, network
management systems will be also managed with mobile terminals like Personal Digital
Assistant (PDA) and cellular phone.
Therefore, we design and implement an Extensible Markup Language(XML)-based
universal network management system (XMAN). Because XMAN has 3-tier archi-
tecture model, system developers can update it efficiently. Because XMAN is fully
equipped for multiple Internet devices, network managers can access it from mobile
phone such as PDA. The implementation of XMAN is based on an extensive use of
Web, XML, and Server-side Java technologies, such as Extensible Stylesheet Lan-
guage (XSL), XSL Transformations (XSLT) [8], Document Object Model (DOM) [7],
Wireless Markup Language (WML) [14], Java servlet [5], and Java Database Connec-
tivity (JDBC) [6]. The use of XML in XMAN reduces program complexity and mini-
mizes the coupling between the program and its data. XML has great potential to
make a complete change in data interchange, presentation, and search on the Internet
and Intranet.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of our XMAN
architecture. The implementation of details and the experience of our XMAN system
are described in section 3. Finally, section 4 contains the conclusion of this paper.

2   XMAN Architecture

Our XMAN is a 3-tire architecture system, which is divided into client tier, middle
tier, and third tier. Figure 1 shows the overview of XMAN system.

Fig. 1. Overview of XMAN system.

The client tier provides a user interface for the network management application.
The middle tier is the manager system, which acts as a server on clients through Web
server. And the middle tier implements business logic to manage network and presen-
tation logic to present the information data to client browser. The third tier is repre-
sented as the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)-based agent, which can
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perform the management operations on the managed element. The management re-
quests of network manager are delivered to the agent through the middle tier and the
responses are vice versa.

2.1   Client Tier

The client tier is composed of all web browser and WAP device. To access the man-
agement application, the client needs to know only the URL address and the port
number of the Web server. Once the connection is established, the client is authenti-
cated by a password in order to control the access to the management services, and
thus prevent unauthorized accesses. This capability is particularly important in the
open Internet context to protect critical management data and to restrict the manage-
ment operations [2]. Because the middle tier implements business logic and presenta-
tion logic for XMAN, the client system is only the user interface system.

2.2   Middle Tier

The main module of the middle tier is the Web server, listening continually on its
communication port for the requests issued from the browsers. The management
service modules handle the requests from clients locally or direct them to the agent
using SNMP for management services. The XML converter is used to retrieve data
from database and transfer data into an XML documents in a reverse way. WAP
gateway takes responsible for converting WML request to HTML request format, so it
can communicate with Web server and perform the request of a service.

The middle tier also  takes responsible for presenting data to the client. The mid-
dle-tier receives the data from the database or the agent, and then transforms the data
into a suitable representation for the client. In other words, the middle tier transforms
the XML data into the HTML or WML document, which is then presented to the cli-
ent. Figure 2 illustrates the distinct modules involved in the Web server module, the
management service modules, and XML converter module, being located on the man-
ager system.

Fig. 2. The detailed architecture of XMAN
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2.2.1 Web Server
The Web server module constitutes the core of the manager. The Web server acts as
the container of Java servlets. The servlet container allows Java servlets to respond to
requests from the clients. The Web server module is a Java program based on multi-
threading and hence can handle several requests simultaneously [2].

2.2.2 XML Parser, XSL, and XSLT
We use a DOM-based parser for parsing the XML document. A DOM-based parser
exposes the DOM API that allows data in an XML document to be accessed and
modified by manipulating the nodes in a DOM tree [3]. XSL is used to format XML
documents and XSLT is used to transform an XML document from one form to an-
other. An XML parser converts a source XML document into a source tree, and then
the XSLT processor walks the source tree starting from the root node, and attempts to
match each node to the template rule of an XSL file. If such a match is made, the
template is copied into the result tree, and processing continues until the source tree
has been completely traversed [7, 8].

2.2.3 Java Servlets
Java servlets are used to receive the managers’ input from client browser, and retrieve
the management information from database through JDBC or SNMP agent through
SNMP interface, and then the result is stored in database, and generate an XML
document dynamically. Because each Internet device hase its own presentation format,
Java servlets convert original XML document into client specific browsing type ac-
cording to user’s browser type. There is only one content document on the Web
server. It can save a lot of manpower that people do not need to write specific brows-
ing type for each Internet device [1]. Figure 3 shows how XML content is converted to
HTML or WML.

Fig. 3. How XML content is converted to HTML or WML

To achieve this goal, we use several converters, such as XML-HTML converter,
and XML-WML converter. All converters are written in Java servlet. XML-HTML
converter and XML-WML converter use XSL style sheet to transform an XML docu-
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ment into HTML document or WML document with the XSLT processor. For devel-
oping an XML-based universal network management system, Java servlets use an
XML parser, the XSL style sheets, the XSLT processor, JDBC, and SNMP interface.

2.2.4 JDBC
JDBC is the Java SQL wrapper that provides portable and cross-platform database
access for Java programs. JDBC eliminates the need for a gateway program for data-
base access, as it handles connectivity to relational databases, fetching query results,
committing or rolling back transactions, and converting SQL types to and from Java
program variables [6][15]. Because Java servlets use JDBC API, even if database
management system (DBMS) is exchanged, servlet codes don’t need to be changed.

2.2.5 SNMP Interface
SNMP interface module is existed between the Java servlets and the SNMP agents. It
is invoked by Java servlets to handle SNMP requests. The information received from
the agents is stored in the database and/or sent to the client after XML-HTML or
XML-WML transformation is performed.

2.3 Third Tier

An agent receives SNMP messages to retrieve and/or modify management data and
sends responses to these messages. An agent sends SNMP messages as event reports.
In the architecture of  XMAN, an agent using SNMP is the third tier. In the future, we
will extend the third tier to the extensible SNMP agent with XML MIB.

3 Implementation

In current, the implementation of the XMAN system focus on the middle tier acts as
manager system. To allow for extensibility and portability, Web technologies, XML
technologies, and the Java language have been selected to implement our XMAN
modules [16].

SNMP-based communication can be implemented easily by using Java. AdventNet
provides SNMP v2c API written in Java. It allows the developers of network man-
agement applications to develop management applications by simplifying SNMP
interfaces.

Java platform offers an elegant and efficient solution to the portability and security
problems through the use of portable Java bytecodes. The portability, security, and
reliability of Java are well suited for developing server objects that are robust, and
independent of operating systems, Web servers and database management servers.
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3.1 Implementation Architecture

The implementation architecture of our XMAN is illustrated in Figure 4. Based on the
architecture presented in section 2, we have realized an XML-based universal network
management system. The implementation architecture is composed of Web server to
receive the management requests from clients, XSLT processor to transform XML
into HTML or WML, JDBC to access database, SNMP interface to communicate with
agents, and so on.
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Fig. 4. Implementation Architecture of XMAN

The Web server is implemented by a Jakarta Tomcat [10]. Jakarta Tomcat is a
free, open-source implementation of Java servlet and JavaServer Pages (JSP) tech-
nologies developed under the Jakarta project at the Apache Software Foundation. We
use  version 3.3. It is the current production quality release for the Servlet 2.2 and JSP
1.1 specifications. Because Jakarta Tomcat uses 8080 port, the URL is composed of
the address of the Web server and the number of 8080 port.
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+init()
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Fig. 5. The main class diagram of XMAN
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Each Java servlet retrieves the management data from database through JDBC or
SNMP agent through SNMP interface, and generate an XML document dynamically.
And then Java servlets transform the generated XML document into a new HTML
document or WML document with the XSLT processor. Java servlets use an XML
parser, the XSL style sheets, the XSLT processor, JDBC, and SNMP interface.

Figure 5 is the main class diagram of XMAN implementation module. Servlet
Loginservlet handles user requests to log in to the network management system. Class
XMLCreator is a utility class we use to create XML documents using Apache’s Xer-
ces Java DOM-based parser [11]. Class Processor applies an XSL style sheet to trans-
form an XML document using Apache’s Xalan XSLT processor for Java [12]. Class
Database is used to connect to the database and execute queries to retrieve and update
data using JDBC. Servlet GetInformationServlet generates XML containing the in-
formation of a specific managed node from the element database and Servlet GetCon-
figServlet generates XML containing the information of managed node’s configura-
tion from the element database.

3.2 An Example of Implementation

The following example shows how GetInoformationServlet creates an XML content
and converts to WML page with class XMLCreator and class Processor.

package xman;
...
public class GetInformationServlet extends HttpServlet {
   private Database database;

   public void service( HttpServletRequest req,
     HttpServletResponse res )throws ServletException,
       IOException {
     try {
       ...
       String hostID = req.getParameter( "hostID" );
       String query = "SELECT * FROM Hosts "
         + "WHERE hostid= " + hostID;
       ResultSet rs =  database.get( query );
       rs.next();
       XMLCreator xmlCreator = new XMLCreator();
       Node hostNode = xmlCreator.initialize( "host" );
       Node informNode = xmlCreator.addChild(
         hostNode, "inform" );
       xmlCreator.addTextNode( xmlCreator.addChild(
         informNode,"hostid" ), rs.getString( "hostID" ) );
       xmlCreator.addTextNode( xmlCreator.addChild(
         informNode,"hostname" ), rs.getString( "name" ) );
       xmlCreator.addTextNode( xmlCreator.addChild(
         informNode,"ipaddr" ), rs.getString( "ipaddr" ) );
       xmlCreator.addTextNode( xmlCreator.addChild(
         informNode,"status" ), rs.getString( "status" ) );
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       xmlCreator.addTextNode( xmlCreator.addChild(
        informNode,"location"), rs.getString("location") );
       ...
       res.setContentType( "text/vnd.wap.wml" );
       PrintWriter output = res.getWriter();
       Processor processor = new Processor();
       processor.process( xmlCreator.getDocument(),
        "D:/jakarta-tomcat/webapps/xman/information.xsl",
         output );
     }
      ...
   }
}

Servlet GetInformationServlet queries the database element.mbd for the informa-
tion of specific hostID. Once the information has been retrived, GetInformationServlet
use class XMLCreator to create the XML dynamically. The following XML document
will be produced in GetInformationServlet when a network manager successfully
attempts to retrieve the information of specific managed node. This XML document,
the XSL file information.xsl and the PrintWriter object output are passed as arguments
to class Processor’s process method. Recall that class process applies a style sheet to
an XML document. The XML is used with style sheet information.xsl to generate a
WML page for GetInformationServlet to display.

<host>
    <inform>
        <hostid>3</hostid>
        <hostname>infotel3</hostname>
        <ipaddr>128.134.64.32</ipaddr>
        <status>normal</status>
        <location>INFOTEL</location>
        ...
    </inform>
</host>

The following style sheet information.xsl is applied to this XML to generate
WML. When this style sheed is applied to the XML generated in GetInoformation-
Servlet, a WML document is generated.

...
<xsl:template match = "/">
   <wml>
      <card>
         <xsl:apply-templates/>
      </card>
   </wml>
</xsl:template>
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<xsl:template match = "inform">
   <do type = "accept" label = "Back">
      <go href = "xman.GetConfigServlet"/>
   </do>
   <do type = "options" label = "LogOut">
      <go href = "xman.LogoutServlet"/>
   </do>
   <p>___ XMAN ___</p>
   <p>Host: <xsl:value-of select = "ipaddr"/></p>
   <p>HostID: <xsl:value-of select = "hostid"/></p>
   <p>SysName: <xsl:value-of select = "hostname"/></p>
   <p>Status: <xsl:value-of select = "status"/></p>
   <p>Syslocation: <xsl:value-of select = "location"/></p>
   ...
</xsl:template>
...

3.3 Experimental Results

We have experimented with UP.Simulator [13] for verifying that XMAN can support
WAP-enabled mobile device. An UP.Simulator is an WAP simulator of Openwave
[13]. An UP.Simulator allows us to connect to our XMAN through URL. In this ex-
periment, our XMAN system has executed on Windows 2000 system and made use of
a Microsoft Access 2000 to store management information. Figure 6 shows how
XMAN for WAP looks from the simulator.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the design and implementation of an XML-based
universal network management system (XMAN), which provides multiple internet
devices such as desktop computer, PDA, and cellular phone for a management con-
sole. XMAN provides network managers with a unified, cost-effective, and easy-to-
use access to management information. Because XMAN has 3-tire architecture, and
the implementation is based on an extensive use of Web, XML, and Server-side Java
technologies, it provides extensibility and portability for network operators, and allows
system developers to update it efficiently.

In the future, we will develop our XMAN system into a component-based service
management system based on J2EE platform. Therefore, we would like to combine
JSP, Java Beans, Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB), and other J2EE technologies into our
XMAN system.
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Fig. 6. WAP simulator screenshots
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Abstract. Policy Based Network Management (PBNM) for network security
has been paid much attention as a solution to consistent and unified management
of security systems including IDS (Intrusion Detection System) and Firewall. In
this paper, we define NSPIM (Network Security Policy Information Model) as a
framework of representation, edition, store, and reuse of policies for intrusion
detection and response in the PBNM. NSPIM forces each component of PBNM
for network security to be flexible and extensible. NSPIM induces the opera-
tional structure of PMT (Policy Management Tool) and the data schema of PR
(Policy Repository). In addition, policy provisioning objects between PDP
(Policy Decision Point) and PEP (Policy Enforcement Point) can be defined
based on NSPIM.

1  Introduction

As Internet plays a critical role in industry, its area of service is widely broaden and its
number of users is explosively growing. However, security weakness of TCP/IP is
more distinctly known and cyber attacks through Internet become more numerous and
sophisticated.

Thus, a great deal of research has been devoted to development of security systems
like IDS (Intrusion Detection System) or Firewall [1,2]. However, those systems cur-
rently available are not generally interoperable because each system has its own spe-
cial functionality and management mechanism. This fact provides big bothersome to
operators who has to manage one or more networks including many security systems.
Thus, it has become a hot issue to effectively manage different security systems or to
easily control them in a unified way.

Meanwhile, PBNM (Policy Based Network Management) is paid attention as a so-
lution to effective and easy management of various network devices. PBNM delivers
consistent, unified, and understandable view of a network without implementation
detail. This benefit of PBNM grows more highly as the network becomes more com-
plex and offers more services. RAP (Resource Allocation Protocol) WG (Working
Group) in IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) defines general-purpose objects
that facilitate the manipulation of policies and provisioned objects available through
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COPS (Common Open Policy Service) [3] and COPS-PR (COPS -policy provision-
ing) [4].

Based on the standardized PBNM of IETF, NS-PBNM (Network Security PBNM)
has been suggested [5, 6]. NS-PBNM follows the architecture of PBNM that is com-
posed of PMT (Policy Management Tool), PR (Policy Repository), PDP (Policy Deci-
sion Point), and PEP (Policy Enforcement Point). The previous work of NS-PBNM
clarifies functionalities of each components and protocols among the components.
However, policy information model has not provided as a framework of representa-
tion, edition, store, and reuse of policies in NS-PBNM. Flexible and extensible infor-
mation model for security policy is required for the design of each component of NS-
PBNM.

Meanwhile, Policy Framework WG in IETF defines policy information model in a
vendor-independent, interoperable, and scalable manner. PCIM (Policy Core Informa-
tion Model) of the WG has been standardized into RFC3060 [7]. In addition, an update
version of RFC3060 is now being prepared [8]. Although PCIM is so generic to be
extensible for any application, only QoS (Quality of Service) and IPsec (IP SECurity
protocol) have their extension of PCIM [9,10]. The other applications require a non-
trivial extension of PCIM. In other words, PCIM is not directly applicable to NS-
PBNM because it has no classes for network-based intrusion detection/response.

In this paper, we define flexible and extensible information model by extending
PCIM for network security policy. We call it NSPIM (Network Security Policy In-
formation Model). We give the inheritance hierarchy of NSPIM and define each class
of NSPIM. We also describe NSPIM implementation in NS-PBNM. PMT and PR
structure of NS-PBNM are designed based on NSPIM. In addition, policy provisioning
objects between PDP and PEP can be defined based on NSPIM.

2  Definition of NSPIM

In this section, we define NSPIM by extending PCIM. In Section 2.1, we categorize
policy rules of NS-PBNM in order to define NSPIM. Section 2.2 shows the inheri-
tance hierarchy of NSPIM. Section 2.3 explains the classes of NSPIM with several
examples.

2.1 Policy Rules of NS-PBNM

In this section, we categorize policy rules of NS-PBNM in order to define NSPIM.
The categorization is achievable by analyzing the rules of NS-PBNM that are origi-
nated from network-based security systems like IDS and Firewall. IDS has different
objectives and functionalities from Firewall. However, IDS and Firewall have simi-
larity in rules that their operations are based on. Their rules generally have the fol-
lowing form: “if the current incoming packet(s) satisfies some constraints, then do a
predefined action(s)”. In the case of IDS, the predefined action is alerting of intrusion.
In the case of Firewall, the action is blocking or permitting of the packet(s). Note that
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the condition “if the current incoming packet(s) satisfies some constraints” should be
defined for each intrusion pattern detected by IDS. In addition, the condition should be
defined for each blocking/permission pattern of service/host in Firewall.

We focus our explanation on the conditions because of the amount limit of this pa-
per. The condition can be categorized into three as follows:

-   “If the current incoming packet matches a specific pattern,”
-   “If the number of packets of a specific pattern incoming during a given time in-
terval is greater than a bound,”
-   “If the current sequence of incoming packets matches a specific pattern.”

The first category is the most frequently used condition in commercial IDS and
Firewall. It is a condition to check the header and/or payload of an IP packet. For
example, the condition of the following rule belongs to this category: If an incoming
packet of UDP with a destination address 129.254.122.00/24 includes a hexadecimal
“|0A 68 65 6C 70 0A 71 75 69 74 0A|” in its payload, show and store the message
"System scan try using Web Trans".

The second category is a condition to check the header and/or payload of several IP
packets. It is different from the first category because it should count the number of
packets of specific pattern during a time interval. This condition is evaluated to true if
the counted number is greater than a given bound. For example, the condition of the
following rule belongs to this category: If more than twenty packets that has a desti-
nation address 129.254.122.00 and a ICMP type eight come for two seconds, show
and store the message "Attack try of Denial of Service using smurf".

The third category is a condition to check the header and/or payload of multiple IP
packets to find a specific pattern. This category is different from the second one be-
cause its pattern consists of a sequence of different packets. For example, the condi-
tion of the following rule belongs to this category: “For two sequential packets with
the same IP IDENTIFACATION, if one packet with MF flag set has a larger OFFSET
than that of the other packet with MF flag unset, show and store the message “Tear
Drop Attack.”

2.2 Class Hierarchy

In this section, we show the inheritance hierarchy of NSPIM. Conditions and actions
representing the rules of NS-PBNM should be basically extended from the classes
PolicyCondition and PolicyAction of PCIM [7]. However, since the classes Com-
poundPolicyCondition and CompoundPolicyAction of PCIM [8] provide flexible
compounding functionality, conditions and actions of NSPIM are extended from them.
Fig. 1 illustrates the inheritance hierarchy for several structural classes of NSPIM.
This figure omits many NSPIM classes that are originally defined in PCIM [7,8].

In NSPIM, instances of structural classes are associated with association classes.
The hierarchy of several association classes of NSPIM is in Fig. 2. This diagram omits
many NSPIM associations that are originally defined in PCIM [7,8].
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ManagedElement (abstract) [7]
|
+--Policy (abstract) [7]
|  |
|  +---PolicyCondition [7]
|  |   |
|  |   +---CompoundPolicyCondition [8]
|  |   |   |
|  |   |   +---PolicyPacketCondition (abstract)
|  |   |        |
|  |   |        +---PolicyOnePacketCondition
|  |   |        +---PolicyLinearPacketCondition
|  |   |        +---PolicyRepeatedPacketCondition
|  |   |
|  |   +---PolicyComparisonCondition (abstract)
|  |       |
|  |       +---PolicyTwoVariableComparisonCondition
|  |       +---PolicyVariableValueComparisonCondition
|  |
|  +---PolicyAction [7,8]
|  |   |
|  |   +---CompoundPolicyAction[8]
|  |      |
|  |       +---PolicyIntrusionResponseAction (abstract)
|  |          |
|  |          +---PolicyAlertAction (abstract)
|  |          |    |
|  |          |    +---PolicyAggregatedAlertAction
|  |          |    +---PolicyMessageStoreAction
|  |          |    +---PolicyMessageShowAction
|  |          |    +---PolicyWindowPopUpAction
|  |          |    +---PolicyEmailAction
|  |          |
|  |          +---PolicyBlockAction (abstract)
|  |          |    |
|  |          |    +---PolicyPacketDropAction
|  |          |    +---PolicySessionDropAction
|  |          |
|  |          +---PolicySessionEventLogAction
|  |          +---PolicyTraceBackAction
|  |          +---PolicyICMPUnreachableMessageSendingAction
|  |
|  +---PolicyVariable (abstract) [8]
|  |   |
|  |   +---PolicyImplicitVariable (abstract) [8]
|  |       |
|  |       +---PolicyPayloadVariable
|  |       +---PolicyICMPTypeVariable

Fig. 1. Class Inheritance Hierarchy for NSPIM
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[unrooted]
|
+---PolicyComponent (abstract) [8]
|   |
|   +---PolicyConditionStructure (abstract) [8]
|   |   |
|   |   +---PolicyConditionInPolicyCondition [8]
|   |       |
|   |      +-PolicyOnePacketConditionInLinearPacketCondition
|   |      +-PolicyOnePacketConditionInRepeatedPacketCondition
|   |
|   +---PolicyVariableInComparisonCondition
|   +---PolicyValueInComparisonCondition

Fig. 2. Association Inheritance Hierarchy for NSPIM

2.3 Class Definition

In this section, the classes of NSPIM are explained. The classes defined for only
NSPIM are roughly grouped into five: packet monitoring conditions, comparison con-
ditions, intrusion response actions, IP header variables, and associations. Packet
monitoring conditions represent the conditions to check the header and/or payload of
IP packets. Comparison conditions represent the conditions to compare two variables
or to compare a variable and a value. Intrusion response actions represent the actions
in response to detected intrusion or attack. IP header variables represent each field of
IP header.

We focus our detailed explanation on packet monitoring conditions because of the
length limit of this paper. Packet monitoring conditions has an abstract super class
PolicyPacketCondition. This class is extended from CompoundPolicyCondition [8].
The difference between this class and CompoundPolicyCondition is that this class has
a narrower meaning than CompoundPolicyCondition. PolicyPacketCondition has three
subclasses PolicyOnePacketCondition, PolicyLinearPacketCondition, and PolicyRe-
peatedPacketCondition. Each of the following subsections explains each of the three
classes.

PolicyOnePacketCondition. The class of one packet condition is extended from
PolicyPacketCondition. The difference between this class and PolicyPacketCondition
is that this class has a narrower meaning than PolicyPacketCondition. This class
represents a condition to check the header and/or payload of an IP packet.

Fig. 3 shows an instantiation example of PolicyOnePacketCondition. Fig. 3 shows a
rule: “if a packet has a source address of 134.250.17.0/24 and a destination port of 80,
then drop the packet”.
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PolicyRepeatedPacketCondition. The class of a condition for repeated packets is
extended from PolicyPacketCondition. This class represents a condition that is
evaluated to true if the number of packets of specific pattern during a time interval is
greater than a bound.

The interval of time and the bound of number are represented as properties of this
class. The pattern of the packets to be counted is specified by an instance of PolicyO-
nePacketCondition. Thus, any instance of this class PolicyRepeatedPacketCondition
should be associated with an instance of PolicyOnePacketCondition. Fig. 4 shows an
instantiation example of PolicyRepeatedPacketCondition. Fig. 4 shows a rule: if more
than twenty ICMP packets of a destination address 129.254.122.00 and a ICMP type 8
come for two seconds, show and store the message "Attack try of Denial of Service
using smurf”.

PolicyLinearPacketCondition. The class for a condition of sequential packets is
extended from PolicyPacketCondition. This class represents a condition that is
evaluated to true if a sequence of packets matches a specific pattern.

The pattern should be specified by two or more instances of PolicyOnePacketCon-
dition. Thus, an instance of this class should be associated with the instances of Poli-
cyOnePacketCondition. PolicyLinearPacketCondition has a non-negative integer as its
property representing the number of packets to be matched. This number should be
equal to the number of instances of PolicyOnePacketCondition associated with the
instance of PolicyLinearPacketCondition. In other words, the number of instances of
PolicyOnePacketCondition should be the number of packets that compose the pattern.

Note that each aggregation connecting this class and PolicyOnePacketCondition has
GroupNumber as its property. GroupNumber indicates the sequence of the instances
of PolicyOnePacketCondition. In other words, the smaller GroupNumber indicates
that the corresponding instance of PolicyOnePacketCondition should be applied to
earlier incoming packet.

PolicyVariableValueComparisonCondition
Operator : "=="

PolicyIPv4AddrValue
IPv4AddrList : {134.250.17.00/24}

PolicyVariableValueComparisonCondition
Operator : "=="

PolicySourceIPv4Variable PolicyDestinationPortVariable PolicyIntegerValue
IntegerList : {80}

ConditionListType:CNF
PolicyPacketDropAction

PolicyRule

PolicyActionInPolicyRule

PolicyConditionInPolicyCondition PolicyConditionInPolicyCondition

PolicyVariableInComparisonCondition

PolicyConditionInPolicyRule

PolicyValueInComparisonCondition

PolicyVariableInComparisonCondition

PolicyValueInComparisonCondition

PolicyOnePacketCondition

Fig. 3. Example of PolicyOnePacketCondition
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3 Implementation of NSPIM

In this section, we describe NSPIM implementation in NS-PBNM. NSPIM is imple-
mented as operational structure of PMT and data schema of PR in NS-PBNM. In
addition, policy provisioning objects between PDP and PEP can be defined based on
NSPIM.

3.1.  PMT Structure Based on NSPIM

PMT (Policy Management Tool) has the functionalities of policy presentation, edition,
rule translation, rule validation, and conflict resolution. All of the functional compo-
nents of PMT would have flexibility and extensibility if they are designed based on
NSPIM. However, we focus our explanation on the component of policy presentation
and editing. This component is composed of four blocks: retrieval, insertion, deletion,
and update. Each block consists of sub-modules corresponding to each class of
NSPIM. An abstract diagram of the components is in Fig. 5.

Each sub-module has a workflow of dealing the properties of the corresponding
class with optional calls to the other sub-modules. For example, a sub-module “Poli-
cyRule Insertion” optionally calls nine sub-modules as in Fig. 6: PolicyOnePacket-
Condition Insertion, PolicyLinearPacketCondition Insertion, PolicyRepeatedPacket-
Condition Insertion, PolicyPacketDropAction Insertion, etc.

PolicyVariableValueComparisonCondition
Operator : "=="

PolicyIntegerValue
IntegerList : {_ICMP}

PolicyVariableValueComparisonCondition
Operator : "=="

PolicyIPProtocolVariable PolicyICMPTypeVariable PolicyIntegerValue
IntegerList : {8}

PolicyOnePacketCondition
ConditionListType:CNF

PolicyAggregatedAlertAction
ShortDescription:"Attack try of Denial of Service using smurf"

PolicyRule
PolicyRulename:"Smurf"

PolicyActionInPolicyRule

PolicyConditionInPolicyCondition PolicyConditionInPolicyCondition

PolicyVariableInComparisonCondition

PolicyConditionInPolicyRule

PolicyValueInComparisonCondition

PolicyVariableInComparisonCondition

PolicyValueInComparisonCondition

_ICMP:=1;

PolicyVariableValueComparisonCondition
Operator : "=="

PolicyIPv4AddrValue
IPv4AddrList : {129.254.122.00}

PolicyDestinationIPv4Variable

PolicyConditionInPolicyCondition

PolicyVariableInComparisonCondition PolicyValueInComparisonCondition

PolicyMessageShowActionPolicyMessageStoreAction

PolicyActionInPolicyActionPolicyActionInPolicyAction

PolicyReapatedPacketCondition
TimeInterval:2

BoundOfNumberOfPackets:20

PolicyOnePacketConditionInRepeatedPacketCondition

Fig. 4. Example of PolicyRepeatedPacketCondition
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3.2. LDAP Schema Based on NSPIM

Flexible and extensible PR structure of NS-PBNM can be induced from NSPIM. In
order to get the PR structure, NSPIM should be mapped to a schema of PR. Fig. 7
shows an example of mapping NSPIM into LDAP schema. When mapping to an
LDAP schema, the structural classes of NSPIM can be mapped more or less directly.
However, the association classes must be mapped to a form suitable for directory
implementation. Classes not existing in NSPIM can be also added to the LDAP
schema to improve the performance of retrieval of large amounts of policy-related
information.

PCIM classes used for NSPIM can be mapped to LDAP schema according to the
standard of IETF [11]. Most of the classes defined for only NSPIM are mapped to
auxiliary classes as in Fig. 7 in order to fully utilize a reusable container[11].

3.3. PIB/MIB Based on NSPIM

COPS-PR or SMNP [12] can used in NS-PBNM to exchange policy information be-
tween the policy server (Exactly PDPs) and its clients (exactly PEPs). These two pro-
tocols focus on the mechanisms and conventions used to communicate provisioned
information between a server and clients. Thus, the protocols need a virtual data store
of policy information whose structure is shared by the server and clients. The data
store is called PIB (Policy Information Base) and MIB (Management Information
Base) in COPS-PR and SNMP, respectively.

SMI (Structure of Management Information) and SPPI (Structure of Policy Provi-
sioning Information) describe the structure for specifying policy information in PIB
and MIB, respectively [14,15]. Even though a set of PRCs (Policy Provisioning
Classes) and MOs (Managed Objects) has been defined for QoS(Quality of Service)

PolicyGroup Retrieval

PolicyRule Retrieval

PolicyOnePacketCondition Retrieval

PolicyPacketDropAction Retrieval

. .
 .

. .
 .

Retrieval

PMT (policy presentation and editing)

PolicyGroup Deletion

PolicyRule Deletion

PolicyOnePacketCondition Deletion

PolicyPacketDropAction Deletion

. .
 .

. .
 .

Deletion

PolicyGroup Insertion

PolicyRule Insertion

PolicyOnePacketCondition Insertion

PolicyPacketDropAction Insertion

. .
 .

. .
 .

Insertion

PolicyGroup Update

PolicyRule Update

PolicyOnePacketCondition Update

PolicyPacketDropAction Update

. .
 .

. .
 .

Update

Fig. 5. Functional components of policy presentation and editing
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for COPS-PR and SNMP, respectively [16,17], network-based intrusion detection and
response has not been considered in the previous work of PBNM. NSPIM provides a
framework for the PRCs and MOs of NS-PBNM. Flexible and extensible PRCs and
MOs can be defined from NSPIM for network security management by transforming
and merging NSPIM classes.

4 Conclusion

We define NSPIM for NS-PBNM. We give the inheritance hierarchy of NSPIM and
define each class of NSPIM. The classes are conditions and actions representing the
policy rules of NS-PBNM. We also show that how NSPIM induces flexible and exten-
sible design of PMT, LDAP, and PIB/MIB objects of NS-PBNM.

Fig. 6. Insertion of PolicyRule
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Further work of this paper is to extend the current NSPIM for future rules of NS-
PBNM. The future rules includes the rules for intrusion pattern not yet known and the
rules not bounded to each individual PEP. Rules for various cooperating PEPs should
be formulated and modeled for sophisticated security management. NSPIM is ex-
pected to activate the research and standardization of network-based security man-
agement.

Top
|
+--ManagedElement (abstract)
|   |
|   +--policy (abstract)
|   |   |
|   |   +--policyVariable(abstract)
|   |   |  +--policyImplicitVariable(abstract)
|   |   |  |  +--policyIPProtocolVariable(auxiliary)
|   |   |  |  +--policySourceIPv4Variable(auxiliary)
|   |   |  |                             .
|   |   |  |                             .
|   |   +--policyValue(abstract)
|   |   |  +--policyIntegerValue(auxiliary)
|   |   |  +--policyIPv4AddrValue(auxiliary)
|   |   |  |                     .
|   |   |  |                     .
|   |   +--policyVariableComparisonConditionAssociation(structural)
|   |   +--policyValueComparisonConditionAssociation(structural)
|   |   |
+--policyConditionAuxClass (auxiliary)  [11]
|   |
|   +---CompoundedPolicyCondition(auxiliary)
|   |   +---PolicyPacketCondition(auxiliary)
|   |        +---PolicyOnePacketCondition(auxiliary)
|   |        +---PolicyRepeatedPacketCondition(auxiliary)
|   |        +---PolicyLinearPacketCondition(auxiliary)
|   +---policyComparisonCondition(auxiliary)
|   |   +---policyTwoVariableComparisonCondition(auxiliary)
|   |   +---policyVariableValueComparisonCondition(auxiliary)
|   |
+--policyActionAuxClass (auxiliary) [11]
|   +---CompoundPolicyAction(auxiliary)
|   |   +---PolicyIntrusionResponseAction(auxiliary)
|   |   |   +--PolicyAlertAction(auxiliary)
|   |   |   |  +--PolicyAggregatedAlertAction(auxiliary)
|   |   |   |  +--PolicyMessageStoreAction(auxiliary)
|   |   |   |                       .
|   |   |   |                       .
|   |   |   |
|   |   |   +--PolicyBlockAction(auxiliary)
|   |   |   |  +--PolicyPacketDropAction(auxiliary)
|   |   |   |  +--PolicySessionDropAction(auxiliary)
|   |   |   |
|   |   |   +--PolicySessionEventLogAction(auxiliary)
|   |   |   +--PolicyTraceBackAction(auxiliary)
|   |   |   +--PolicyICMPUnreachableMessageSendingAction(auxiliary)

Fig. 7. LDAP schema based on NSPIM
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an architecture of measurement system
which can measure IETF’s IP Performance Metrics (IPPM) such as one-way
delay, one-way packet loss and packet delay variation in the Internet. As the
synchronization among measurement systems is very important in one-way de-
lay measurement, we used the Global Positioning System (GPS) to synchronize
the measurement systems and provided the precision up to one micro-second.
To improve the accuracy of one-way delay measurement, the proposed system
employs timestamps at the Ethernet frame level. We carried out measurements
on the real Internet with the implemented system. It is seen that delay differs
largely between path directions. Through these measurements, we present the
need of one-way delay measurement.

1   Introduction

We need one-way measurement of the Internet in order for us to grasp the exact state
of the Internet, which is asymmetric [1]. The IETF’s IP Performance Metrics (IPPM)
Working Group suggested one-way metrics and architecture for one-way measure-
ment [2]. Metrics are one-way delay, one-way packet loss, instantaneous packet delay
variation, etc [3-5]. One-way measurement is a kind of active measurement, which
injects measurement packets in a path to measure and observes how the packets are
served. With measurement data obtained through active measurement, the network
management can be performed effectively. For example, we can conjecture that some
problems happened in the network if we have observed the network for a long time
and have found that one-way delay increased much more than at ordinary times.
Through the analysis of measurement result that we have obtained through long obser
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vation of network, we can find what is the problem of the network (e.g., bottleneck
path) and then can solve it by relocating resources, increasing link capacity, changing
network configuration (e.g., routing configuration) and upgrading routers. In the re-
sult, we can improve the performance of the entire network.

The system for the active measurement that provides us with the necessary infor-
mation for effective network management should provide operator with user interface
with which operator can control the system easily and efficiently. It should also be
able to measure the network stably for a long time and have functions of trouble-
shooting, which are to find the troubles that can happen in measurement system or
network during measurement and to solve them automatically without operator’s in-
tervention.

In this paper, we suggest an architecture of measurement system (AMT: Active
Measurement Tool) that can perform one-way measurement efficiently and stably;
AMT has been designed and implemented so that it may measure one-way metrics
stably for a long time and be expanded easily in the point of the number of measure-
ment systems. We present the analysis of result that we have measured in the Internet
with AMT. This paper is organized as follows; Section 2 presents related work. In
section 3, we explain the architecture of the suggested measurement system (AMT),
the components of the system, the procedure of measurement, and the visualization of
measurement result. We also evaluate the result of one-way measurement in test net-
work. Finally, in section 4, we conclude this paper and present future work.

2   Related Work

Many measurement systems were implemented for active measurement. We introduce
two representatives among the systems; (a) Skitter and (b) Surveyor.

2.1   Skitter

Skitter is a measurement system that Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analy-
sis (CAIDA) Group has implemented [6]. Skitter was made for analysis of Internet’s
topology and performance. It injects measurement packets in Internet and observes
how the packets are served. Main functions are as follows; (a) Measurement of For-
ward IP Path, (b) Measurement of RTT, (c) Trace of Routing Change, and (d) Visuali-
zation of Network Topology. Skitter provides users with easy and convenient user
interface but has a demerit that it can not measure one-way metrics.

2.2   Surveyor

Surveyor is a measurement system that Advanced Network & Services Group has
implemented that can measure one-way metrics [7, 8]. The one-way metrics are based
on IETF’s IPPM. Surveyor consists of two systems; (a) Measurement System and (b)
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Central Control System. Two systems use One-Way Delay and Packet loss protocol
(OWDP) [9, 10]. Because Measurement Systems are synchronized with one another
by GPS, they can perform one-way delay measurement accurately. Central Control
System controls Measurement Systems and gathers measurement data from the Meas-
urement Systems. To improve the accuracy of one-way measurement, Surveyor
stamps the time information in Ethernet device driver. It is one of the most popular
systems for one-way measurement.

3   Active Measurement Tool (AMT)

AMT is an infrastructure that can measure various one-way metrics suggested by
IETF’s IPPM Working Group. AMT is a PC-based system that uses FreeBSD and
MySQL as operating system and database management system respectively [11, 12].

3.1   Consideration for Implementation of One-Way Measurement

3.1.1   How to Synchronize Measurement Systems
There is no need to synchronize measurement systems in order to measure RTT which
means two-way delay. However, when it comes to measurement of one-way delay, we
should synchronize measurement systems for the exact measurement. Fig. 1 shows
how to synchronize systems by using GPS satellites. Through GPS satellites, the exact
time information can be provided for measurement systems, which can maintain their
system time correctly with it. Hardwares that are used to receive time information
from GPS are as follows; (a) Oncore Remote Antenna and (b) Oncore GPS UT Re-
ceiver, which are the products of Motorola [13]. Network Time Protocol (NTP) Dae-
mon (i.e., ntpd [14, 15]) modifies the kernel time with time information received from
GPS. The time information encoded in Pulse Per Second (PPS) format can be pro-
vided for ntpd through either serial port or parallel port [14]. Device driver of the port
transforms the PPS into binary format and provides ntpd with the time information
formatted as binary. The ntpd updates the kernel time periodically with the time in-
formation. In this mechanism, all measurement systems are synchronized with GPS.

3.1.2   Timestamp
To improve the accuracy of measuring one-way delay, the measurement system has to
timestamp on the field for time information in the payload which is one of fields in the
Ethernet frame just before transmitting the Ethernet frame to the network interface
card as well as just after receiving the Ethernet frame from the network interface card
like Fig. 2. In this way, we are capable of reducing the delay which can occur through
the protocol stack at end hosts [8, 16].
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3.2   Architecture of AMT System (AMT)

AMT consists of two kinds of systems ; (a) Control System (CS) and (b) Measurement
System (MS). While MS performs one-way measurement, CS controls and manages
the MS’s. Fig. 3 describes the architecture of AMT. Fig. 1 describes the procedure of
measurement which is performed by CS and MS’s.

3.2.1   Control System (CS)
CS, main system of AMT, receives commands sent from Control Shell (CSH), with
which operator controls and manages AMT. CSH is console-based user interface. CS
has three processes like Fig. 3; (a) Control Server (CSV), (b) Storage Server (SSV)
and (c) DB Server (DBS).

Control Server (CSV): CSV receives commands from operator, parses the commands,
and then processes the commands. CSV consists of three threads; (a) Main Thread
(MAT), (b) Measurement Thread (MET) and (c) Polling Thread (POT). MAT re-
ceives command from CSH and processes it. MET initiates a measurement and POT
checks the health of measurement systems and network.

Fig. 3. Architecture of AMT System
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Storage Server (SSV): SSV collects measurement data from local database (Local DB)
of each MS after the measurement and stores the data in the central database (Central
DB). It is forked by CSV when preparing the collection. The collection is performed
with the aid of Delivery Agent (DA) of each MS.

DB Server (DBS): DBS analyzes the gathered raw data and stores them into Central
DB.

3.2.2   Measurement System (MS)
MS has four processes like Fig. 3; (a) AMT Daemon (AMTD), (b) AMT Sender
(AMTS), (c) AMT Receiver (AMTR) and (d) Delivery Agent (DA).
AMT Daemon (AMTD)

AMT Daemon (AMTD): After AMTD, main process of MS, first registers itself in CS,
it receives all the control messages from CSV, processes them and sends the result to
CSV. For example, when CSV sends the measurement preparation message to the
registered AMTD of each MS, AMTD receives the message to prepare measurement.
It forks AMT Sender (AMTS) and AMT Receiver (AMTR) which will perform actual
measurement. All the control messages from CSV to AMTS or AMTR of each MS are
sent to AMTS or AMTR via AMTD of the MS. The reason that we designed AMT
system for all the control message messages between CSV and AMTS or AMTR to go
via AMTD is that we tried to make AMTS and AMTR be light-weighted processes
that can run stably for a long time.

AMT Sender (AMTS): AMTS is forked by AMTD when CS starts measurement. After
AMTS receives a measurement start message, it generates measurement packets. The
packets are generated in Poisson process by a pseudo-random number generator.
AMTS sends every packet to all the AMTRs which are joining in the measurement.

AMT Receiver (AMTR): AMTR is forked by AMTD when CS starts measurement.
After AMTR receives a measurement start message, it opens Local DB file to be
ready to receive measurement packets. Whenever it receives a measurement packet, it
stores the record of the packet in Local DB. The record consists of 5 fields; (a) Se-
quence Number, (b) Sender IP Address, (c) Sent Time, (d) Receiver IP Address, and
(e) Received Time. ‘Sequence Number’ is 4-byte sequence number field. ‘Sender IP
Address’ is 4-byte IP address field of AMT sender that sent the packet. ‘Receiver IP
Address’ is also 4-byte IP address field of AMT receiver that received the packet.
‘Sent Time’ is 8-byte timestamp field in which the timestamp is written by Ethernet
device driver just before packet’s being sent into network interface card. The type of
this field is struct timeval { u_long tv_sec; u_long tv_usec }. ‘Received Time’ is also
8-byte timestamp field where the timestamp is written by Ethernet device driver just
after packet’s being received from network interface card.
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Delivery Agent (DA): DA is forked by AMTD when CS gathers measurement data
from each MS. After DA receives a gather start message, it opens Local DB and de-
livers the measurement data stored in it to SSV of CS.

3.3   Procedure of Measurement

The procedure of measuring one-way delay is described as shown in Fig. 4.

Step 1. Initialization of AMTD for measurement
CSV sends all the AMTDs that take part in measurement a ‘measure-ready’ message
indicating that they have to prepare a measurement. The control packet including the
message provides them with a system parameter (i.e., lambda value for Poisson proc-
ess) and a list of IP addresses of all the participating AMTDs together with the mes-
sage.

Step 2. Fork of measurement processes
When AMTD of MS receives the ‘measure-ready’ message, it makes control channels
that will be used to communicate with AMTS and AMTR that are implemented in
UNIX domain stream socket. It forks AMTS and AMTR and then forwards the
‘measure-ready’ message to them through the control channels.

Step 3. Establishment of control channel
Just after AMTS and AMTR have been forked by AMTD, they establish control chan-
nel that is used to communicate with AMTD. AMTS and AMTR obtain the system
parameter such as the list of IP addresses of participants from control packet including
the ‘measure-ready’ message. When AMTS and AMTR are ready to measure, they
report the readiness to AMTD through the control channel.

Step 4. Confirmation about readiness from AMTD
When AMTD receives the report from both AMTS and AMTR, AMTD sends CSV a
‘measure-ready-ack’ message indicating that MS is ready to measure.

Step 5. Start of measurement
When CSV has received the report from all participating AMTDs, CSV sends them a
‘measure-start’ message indicating that they have to start measurement.

Step 6. Start of actual measurement
When AMTD receives the ‘measure-start’ message, it forwards the message to its
child processes; AMTS and AMTR.
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Step 7. Injection of measurement packets
AMTS generates measurement packets in Poisson process. The packets are sent to all
participating AMTRs except AMTR in the same host through UDP socket.

Fig. 4. Procedure of Measurement

Step 8. Storing of measurement records
When AMTR receives a measurement packet, it
stores into Local DB a record that consists of the following fields; (a) Sequence Num-
ber, (b) Sender IP Address, (c) Sent Time, (d) Receiver IP Address, and (e) Received
Time. The record is stored in binary format, not ASCII format in order to reduce the
size of record.

3.4   Visualization of Measurement Result

AMT Visualizer (AMTV) can provide operator with the result of measurement
through web like Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. AMTV receives the following inputs; (a) Sender
IP, (b) Receiver IP, and (c) Date. The combination of three input fields means that we
want to get the result from the measurement packets which MS with ‘Sender IP’ ad-
dress generated and sent to MS with ‘Receiver IP’ address on ‘Date’.

We present an example with Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The meaning of input in Fig. 5 is that
we want to get the result from measurement packets that MS with IP address
147.46.14.69 sent to MS with IP address 203.232.127.20 on November 28, 2000. The
output of the result is the graphs of one-way delay, one-way loss, and delay jitter dur-
ing the day. Fig. 6 shows the one-way delay on November 20, 2000 as the result of the
query of Fig. 5. Fig. 7 describes the procedure of visualization. When operator sends a
query requesting measurement result between two end hosts on a specific day with
AMTV, the query is transferred to CGI Module called as Measurement Analysis
Agent (MAA) via Web Server (httpd). MAA processes the query with Central DB and
returns the result to AMTV via httpd.
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3.5   Performance Evaluation

We measured one-way delay in Internet including Korea Commercial Network
(KORNET) and evaluated the result of measurement.

3.5.1   Test Environment
Fig. 8 shows the topology of test network. Measurement System1 (MS1) of which IP
address is 147.46.14.69 is located in a subnet of Seoul National University and Meas-
urement System2 (MS2) of which IP address is 203.232.127.20 is located in a subnet
of KORNET. Control System (CS) of which IP address is 147.46.15.203 is located in
a subnet of Seoul National University. Router 1’s IP address is 147.46.14.65, Router
2’s IP address is 147.46.15.2 and Router 3’s IP address is 203.232.127.14. Router 1 is
adjacent to Router 2 as shown in Fig. 8.

3.5.2   Evaluation of Measurement Result
We measured one-way delay during a day from 0 AM on 2000/11/28 to 12 PM on
2000/11/28. We generated measurement packets in the frequency that the lambda of
Poisson process is 2.

Fig. 9 shows one-way delay from MS1 to MS2 (Delay1) and Fig. 10 shows one-
way delay from MS2 to MS1 (Delay2). X-axis of graph is time. The unit is 5 minutes.
Y-axis is one-way delay. The unit is 1 micro-second (us). As representative values, we
selected (a) Minimum delay, (b) 95th percentile and (c) Maximum delay in the period
of 5 minutes. Because percentile is the most reasonable among three representatives,
we compare two figures (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10) by 95th percentile. We can see that 95th

percentile of Delay1 is from 100148[us] to 539724[us] and that 95th percentile of De-
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lay2 is from 7923[us] to 16344[us]. As a result, we can see that the one-way path from
MS1 to MS2 (Path1) has bigger and more variable one-way delay than that from MS2
to MS1 (Path2).

Fig. 9. One-way Delay from MS1 to MS2

Fig.  10. One-way Delay from MS2 to MS1
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Fig. 11. One-way Loss from MS1 to MS2

Fig. 12. One-way Loss from MS2 to MS1

Fig. 11 shows one-way loss from MS1 to MS2 (Loss1) and Fig. 12 shows one-way
loss from MS2 to MS1 (Loss2). X-axis of graph is time. The unit is 5 minutes. Y-axis
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is one- way loss. The unit is the number of lost packets. We computed one-way loss
by RFC 2680 [5]. We decided loss-threshold as 1[sec]. We consider a packet that has
bigger one-way delay than loss-threshold as a loss. We can see that Loss1 is from 0 to
295 and that Loss2 is from 26 to 180. As a result, we can see that the one-way path
from MS1 to MS2 (Path1) has more variable and more one-way loss than that from
MS2 to MS1 (Path2).

Through the above measurement, we can infer that Path1 may be more loaded than
Path2 or that Path1 may have some problems (e.g., problem related to routing configu-
ration). We can not find the above fact with ‘Ping’ that measures RTT between two
end hosts. Like this, through one-way measurement we can get much useful informa-
tion to grasp the state of network well for efficient network management

4   Conclusion and Future Work

One-way measurement is to be a kind of active measurement where measurement
packets are injected in the path and are observed how they are served. With the meas-
urement data obtained through active measurement, the network management can be
performed effectively.

When we consider that the Internet is asymmetric, we can do active measurement
better with one-way measurement tool such as Surveyor in order to grasp the state of
network accurately than with two-way measurement tool such as Ping. One-way met-
rics that the IETF’s IP Performance Metrics (IPPM) Working Group suggested are
popularly used in one-way measurement. There are many cases where one-way meas-
urement is useful. For example, if we have observed the network for a long time and
have found that one-way delay increased much more than at ordinary times, we can
guess that some problems have happened in the network. We can cope with the prob-
lems by resource relocation, load balancing through modification of routing configu-
ration and so on.

In this paper, we suggested an architecture of measurement system (AMT: Active
Measurement Tool) that can perform one-way measurement efficiently. We also de-
scribed the procedure of measurement. We presented the analysis of result that we
have obtained through measurement in the Internet including Korea Commercial Net-
work (KORNET).

AMT is expected to be deployed in Korea Commercial Network (KORNET) and
Asia Pacific Advanced Network (APAN) for the active measurement such as per-
formance measurement at experiment related to QoS (e.g., DiffServ) and performance
measurement of VoIP. We will also add some functions to AMT as follows; (a) En-
hancement of function for self-troubleshooting, (b) Control of Control Server through
Web, (c) Upgrade of AMT for IPv6 one-way performance measurement.
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Abstract. As Internet traffic is unexpectedly and rapidly growing, a single-link
failure in networks can cause critical problems, especially, survivability.
Because it can lead to the failure of all paths traversing the failed link, and thus
result in significant loss of traffic. In this paper, we propose the end-to-end
protection and restoration algorithm considering shared links and then analyze
it in terms of restoration time, blocking probability and bandwidth efficiency in
the IP over WDM network.

1  Introduction

Survivability, the ability of a network to withstand and recover from failures, is one of
the most important requirements of networks. The techniques that have been proposed
and used for survivability can be classified under two general categories: protection
and restoration as shown in Table 1. Protection is predetermined failure recovery
[2,3,4,5,8,11] where, resources may be dedicated on a specific working path such as
1+1 and 1:1 protection, or shared like m:n protection. While, restoration dynamically
discovers a backup path from spare resources in a network after failure is detected
[2,8,9]. A backup path is searched with network information and should be disjoint
with the failed link on a working path.

Nowadays there are recent efforts to research on sharing links on between backup
paths or between working paths and backup paths, called SRLG (shared risk link
group). The study in [12] describes the various physical and logical resource types
considered in the SRLG concept. The proposed model focuses on the inference of
SRLG information between the network physical layers as well as logical structures
such as geographical locations. The authors in [13] propose a pool-based-channel-
reservation scheme to avoid associating particular channels with particular lightpaths,
thus saving from the SRG-diversity constraint.

While, there recently come out many researches on protection and restoration
simplifying network architecture toward a two-layer architecture that transports IP
traffic directly over the optical network, called IP over WDM [1,2].

This paper will show the IP over WDM network architecture based on an
integrated model in section 2. In section 3 we propose the end-to-end protection and
restoration algorithm. In section 4 we analyze restoration time, blocking probability
for protection and restoration schemes and compute bandwidth required for protection
schemes. In section 5 we show our numerical results. Finally, our conclusion is
presented in section 6.
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Table 1. Comparison of End-to-End Protection and Restoration

Recovery Model

Protection

Restoration

Recovery Type

1+1, 1:1

m:n

Recovery
Setup Point

before failure

after failure

Restoration
time

fast

medium

Resource
Efficiency

low

high

medium

path slow

2  The IP over WDM Network and Node Architecture

In this paper we consider an integrated model in IP over WDM network architecture
as shown in Fig.1. In this model we assume the followings: all nodes have uniform
control plane and participate in a distributed protocol. Link bundling is not concerned.
And the relationship between logical SRLG and physical SRLG is mapped in one-to-
one.

In the model in Fig.1, network elements have some different functionalities
according to protection and restoration schemes. In 1+1 protection, a source node
duplicates traffic flow and simultaneously transmits it to both a working path and a
backup path. After receiving a failure notification via intermediate nodes, a
destination node immediately switches over to a backup path. In m:n protection, a
source node pre-establishes n disjoint paths for m working paths when it establishes
working paths. When a failure on a working path is notified to a source node the node
switches over to a backup path. In path restoration, when a failure on a working path
is also notified to a source node, the node searches for a backup path which is disjoint
with the working path with reconfiguration of virtual topology and then establishes
the backup path. A destination node is usually responsible for terminating the
established working or backup path.
Fig.2 shows the IP/WDM node architecture for two wavelengths. The architecture
consists of two components: IP router and OXC(optical crossconnect). The OXC
performs wavelength routing and wavelength space switching from one port to
another. The IP router statistically multiplexes traffic flow to a high capacity
wavelength. Traffic flow is either switched from an input port to an output port
without O/E/O(optical/electrical/optical) conversion, or converted into electrical at the
local IP router and dropped if this is the final destination or converted into electrical
and groomed with another traffic flow and sent out at the corresponding output port.
Each IP router is equipped with some transmitters and receivers [1, 6].

IP / M P LS  o v e r  W D M  N e tw o r k

S o u r c e
 N o d e

 I n te rm e d ia te
N o d e  1

 In t er m e d iate
N o d e 2

 I n ter m e d iat e
N o d e 3

 In t er m e d ia te
N o d e  4

D es tin a tio n
 N o d e

Fig. 1. The IP over WDM Network Architecture based on an integrated model
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IP
router

Local
drop

Local
add

D eM ux M ux

1λ

2λ

Fig. 2. The IP over WDM node architecture

3  The End-to-End Protection and Restoration Algorithm

Fig.3 shows a flow diagram of our proposed end-to-end protection and restoration
algorithm in the IP over WDM network. In this algorithm we adopt a hybrid
approach: periodically and globally optimize the network by using offline method,
and dynamically select a backup path to fine tune between offline calculations by
online method. In order words, we use both online approach and offline approach.

In the algorithm, the source node checks whether shared backup paths exist upon
receiving a flow recovery request at a source node. If there is a pre-established backup
path that doesn’t belong to the same SRLG with the failed link on a working path, the
node switches over to the backup path from the working path. If not, the source node
computes a backup path satisfying flow’s bandwidth and not belonging to the same

Compute a backup path.
(satisfying bandwidth
requirements and not

belonging to the SRLG
with the failed  link on a

working path.)
no

yes

yes

no

Failure recovery request

Existing
backup paths?

SRLG with
the failed link

on a working path?

Switch over to
the backup path.

Directly setup ligthpath.
(RWA, in an optical layer)

Route the backup path.

no

yes

50ms recovery?

Compute lightpath.
(in an IP layer)

Setup lightpath.

Fig. 3. The flow chart of our proposed end-to-end protection and restoration algorithm

SRLG with the failed link on a working path. If the source node cann’t find a backup
path that satisfies the conditions, the source node repeatedly perform a process of
searching a backup path.
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If the requested flow is mission-critical or has high priority it is routed to the
backup path after a direct setup of lightpath in the optical layer. If the flow isn’t
urgent, the source node computes suitable lightpath in the IP layer. Note that the
computation is performed under topology information of both IP layer and optical
layer in offline approach. If finding lightpath available, the source node setups it and
then routes flows to the lightpath. Note that we assume lightpaths be enough in this
algorithm in spite of limited lightpaths in the network.

4  Numerical Analysis

Notations deployed in our analysis are the following:

• 11+r , nmr : , and pathr : restoration time of 1+1 protection, m:n protection, and

path restoration, respectively.
• P : propagation delay on each link.
• T : time to process at a node. We suppose that the queueing delays of

messages at a node be included in the processing time.

• 11+C , nmC : , and pathC : the sum of failure detection time and switching over

time, the sum of failure detection time, routing table lookup time, backup
path selection time and SRLG check time, and the sum of failure detection
time, backup path search time and check time of requirement of 50 ms
recovery, respectively. Lightpath computation time may be included in

pathC .

• nmS : , and pathS : time to configure, test, and setup a cross-connect.

Wavelength reservation time is included in pathS , not in nmS : .

• 11+n , sn , nmn : , and pathn : the number of node from a destination node of a

failed link to a destination node in a working path, from a source node of a
failed link to a source node in a working path, from a source node to a
destination node in a backup path in m:n protection, and from a source node
to a destination node in a backup path in path restoration, respectively.

4.1  Restoration Time Analysis

In 1+1 protection as shown in Fig.4(a), when a link failure occurs, nodes adjacent to
the failed link detect a failure. The destination node of the failed link sends the
destination node of the connection a failure notification message. When the
destination node receives it the node switches over the backup path corresponding to
the working path. When the connection is switched over to the backup path, the
recover procedure is completed. Finally, we get restoration time in 1+1 protection:

111111 )( +++ ++= CnTPr (1)
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In m:n protection as shown in Fig.4(b), nodes adjacent to a failed link detect the
failure. The source node of the failed link sends the source node of the connection a
failure notification message. When the source node receives the message, it lookups
routing-table, selects a backup path, and then checks whether it belongs to the same
SRLG with the working path. If the source node checks that the backup path doesn’t
belong to the same SRLG with the working path, it sends the destination node a setup
message to configure the cross-connects at each intermediate node along the backup
path. And then the destination node, upon receiving the setup message, sends a
confirm message back to the source node, if possible. Finally, we get restoration time
in m:n protection:

++−+++−= nmnmnmnmssnm TnnPnSTnnPr ::::: 2)1(2)1( nmC :
(2)

In path restoration as shown in Fig.4(c), when a link failure occurs, nodes adjacent
to the failed link detect a failure. The source node of the failed link sends the source
node of the connection a failure notification message. The source node searches for
the backup path that satisfies bandwidth requirements and doesn’t belong to the same
SRLG with the working path from the source node to the destination node. And then
it checks whether the requested flow has requirements of 50ms recovery. If the flow
has no requirements of it, the source node computes lightpath in virtual topology. The
source node sends a setup message to the destination node along the backup path. The
destination node, upon receiving it, sends a confirm message back to the source node,
if possible. Where, wavelengths are reserved and the cross-connects are configured at
each intermediate node along the backup path. Finally, we get restoration time in path
restoration:

pathpathpathpathpathsspath CTnnPnSTnnPr ++−+++−= 2)1(2)1( (3)

4.2  Blocking Probability Analysis

We commonly assume that each failure arrival be independent and the failure arrival
process to the queue be Poisson with mean of failure arrival rates, λ . We also
assume the failure recovery process get a general distribution with mean of restoration
times which we’ve analyzed in section 4.1 for each protection and restoration scheme.

4.2.1  Blocking Probability Analysis in 1+1 Protection
When a failure on a working path occurs in 1+1 protection, the failed path is
immediately recovered to the backup path corresponding to the working path. The
restoration time of 1+1 protection, 11+r  is calculated in equation (1). Upon a failure on

a working path, there is no other choice to recover it except the backup path of the
working path. Thus, we can assume that a 1+1 protection system be analyzed a
M/G/1/1 model with a composite queue as shown in Fig.4(a):
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(a) Recovery procedure and its composite queue in 1+1 protection system
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(b) Recovery procedure and its composite queue in m:n protection system
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(c) Recovery procedure and its composite queue in path restoration system

Fig. 4. Recovery procedure and its composite queue in (a) 1+1 protection system, (b) m:n
protection system, and (c) path restoration system

For analysis of the M/G/1/1 queueing model, we let iP  be the probability of i

failure arrival in a composite queue given by :
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where, { }[ ] 1)0(ˆ11 −−−= pc ρ  and 11+= rλρ  . And for )0(p̂ , the probability of

having no failure arrival in the M/G/1 system, some approximations are often used. A
popular approximation, called diffusion approximation [15], is:
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ρ−= 1)0(p̂ (5)

Finally, the blocking probability is equivalent to 1P , since there is only one backup

path to recover a failure of a working path.

4.2.2  Blocking Probability Analysis in m:n Protection
In m:n protection system, m number of working paths can be recovered by n number
of backup paths upon a failure. The restoration time of m:n protection, nmr :  is

calculated in equation (2). We assume that the number of working paths be equal to
the population m and the number of backup paths be equal to the number of buffers n.
Thus, we can assume that a m:n protection system be analyzed a M/G/1/n/m model
with a composite queue as shown in Fig.4(b). Where, note that a M/G/1/n/m queueing
model can be analyzed in a similar way of a M/G/1/1 queueing model [7] and the
details are out of scope in our analysis.

  For analysis of the M/G/1/n/m queueing model, we let jP ={j failure arrival in a

composite queue} , the probability of j failure arrival in the queue is given by [15]:
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σ  is the variance of nmr : .

  In case of nm ≥ , the blocking probability due to buffer overflow is equivalent

to the probability of the system being full, nP .

4.2.3  Blocking Probability Analysis in Path Restoration
In path restoration system, whenever residual resources are available between a
source node and a destination node, a backup path or more is researched. Thus, a
failed path can be recovered to one of backup paths. The restoration time of path
restoration, pathr  is calculated in equation (3). We assume that the number of working
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path with single-link failures be equal to the population m’ and the number of backup
paths be equal to the number of buffers n’. Thus, we can assume a path restoration
system be analyzed a M/G/1/n’/m’ model with a composite queue in Fig.4(c). The
M/G/1/n’/m’ queueing model has already been analyzed in section 4.2.2 with
replacement of n with n’ and m with m’. The probability of j  failure arrival in the

composite queue in Fig.4(c) is expressed as equation (6).
Therefore, in path restoration the blocking probability due to buffer overflow is

nP ′ .

4.3  Bandwidth Efficiency Analysis

We simply calculate bandwidth efficiency in protection schemes. Especially, in m:n
protection we consider that the number of backup paths, n, is equal to 1, 5, and 10.
Bandwidth efficiency can be expressed as the following equation:

efficiency =
required total bandwidth for connections

required bandwidth for working connections (8)

5  Numerical Results

In this chapter, we present our numerical results based on the network with 23-nodes
and 33-links shown in Fig.5. We assume the followings in the network: The control
channel is reliable. All nodes participate in a distributed protocol upon a failure. And
all links are an 80 kilometer-length.

Where, we assume parameters: 11+C =3ms, nmC : =15ms, pathC =20 ms ,

P =400 sµ , nmS : =500 sµ , pathS =800 sµ ,and T  =1 ms .

We show restoration times according to the number of node up to 10 in Table2 and

blocking probabilities according to the increase of the number of node, nms nnn :11 ,,+ ,

and pathn , and the number of backup path from Fig.6 to Fig.12 for

Fig. 5. A network with 23-nodes and 33-links

the protection and restoration systems, respectively. Also, we compare bandwidth
efficiencies for protection systems in percentage in Table3.
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Table 2 shows that restoration time is strongly dependent on the number of node
passing by on a path. In 1+1 protection it takes the fastest restoration time among
other schemes. In m:n protection and path restoration, it takes shorter time to recover,
as a failure occurs near the source node of the connection. But path restoration has
longer restoration time than m:n protection. Because restoration time of path
restoration is affected not only by the number of node from the source node of the
failure to the source node, but also by the time to search for a disjoint backup path
with the working path after the failure.

Fig.6 shows that the blocking probabilities increase, as the number of node from
the destination node of the failure to the destination node increases and failure arrival
rate increases in 1+1 protection.

Fig.7, Fig.8, and Fig.9 (Fig.10, Fig.11, and Fig.12) show that the behaviors of
blocking probability according to failure arrival rate increase in m:n protection (path
restoration). Especially, Fig.9 and Fig.12 show that the blocking probability
decreases, as the number of backup path increases. This is because there are limited
backup paths to recover working paths failed simultaneously. Where, note that the
number of backup path is always larger than the number of failed working path.

Table 3 shows the behaviors of bandwidth efficiency in percentage in protection
schemes as the number of working path increases. As the number of working path
increases and the number of backup path decreases, bandwidth efficiency in m:n
protection becomes efficient. While, 1+1 protection has always 50% bandwidth
efficiency and thus inefficient in resource in spite of vary fast restoration.
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Table 2. Restoration time vs. number of node in protection and restoration schemes

number of
node

m:n protection[ms]1+1 protection
[ms]

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

4.4

12.8
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Table 3. Comparison of bandwidth efficiency in protection schemes

number of
working path

m:1 protection
(%)

m:5 protection
(%)

m:10 protection
(%)

1+1 protection
(%)

10

15

20

25

30

35
40

45

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

90.91

97.83

97.56

97.22

96.77

95.24

93.75

50.0066.67

96.15

98.04

87.50

85.71

83.33

80.00

75.00

90.91

90.00

88.89

81.82

80.00

77.78

75.00

71.43

66.67

60.00

83.33

6  Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed the end-to-end protection and restoration algorithm
with consideration of sharing links in IP over WDM network. And we analyzed it in
terms of three factors: restoration time, blocking probability, and bandwidth
efficiency. From our results based on the network with 23-nodes and 33-links, we
respectively showed restoration time according to the number of node up to 10 and
the blocking probability according to failure arrival rate with the increase of the
number of node and the number of backup path in end-to-end protection and
restoration. And we have compared bandwidth efficiency according to the increase of
the number of backup path in protection schemes. Where, we can know that 1+1
protection has a potential advantage in restoration time in the order of a few
milliseconds. But its blocking probability is higher and bandwidth efficiency is lower
than any other scheme. Path restoration is the lowest blocking probability among
other schemes. But it has disadvantage in that it takes time to compute backup paths
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and thus results in slow recovery. While, m:n protection has compromise results in
terms of the three factors among other schemes.

Especially, the concept of SRLG enables the number of backup path to be
computed as many as possible. Thus, we need to analyze our end-to-end protection
and restoration algorithm according to link-share in detail.
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Abstract.  As the Internet is quickly evolving from best-effort networks to a
very critical communications infrastructure that requires higher quality Internet
services and the delivery of such communications services become competitive,
large-scale NSPs or ISPs have to concern much more on the performance and
efficient resource usages of their networks.  This situation naturally leads the
providers to seek a possible solution from traffic engineering (TE)
methodologies.  In this paper, we propose a TE server solution for a large-scale
MPLS-based IP autonomous system, which addresses these TE requirements
such as the measurement, characterization, modeling and control of Internet
traffic.

1. Introduction

As the Internet is quickly evolving from best-effort networks to a very critical
communications infrastructure that requires higher quality Internet services and the
delivery of such communications services become competitive, large-scale NSPs or
ISPs have to concern much more on the performance and efficient resource usages of
their networks.  This situation naturally leads the providers to seek a possible solution
from traffic engineering (TE) methodologies.

Although TE has been a part of the everyday network operations for large-
scale NSPs and ISPs, they have been depending on legacy TE mechanisms such as
IGP metric-based TE and overlay network approach.  The former can solve parts of
the TE problems but has some drawbacks such as “Blame Shifting” problem, lacks of
granularity and instability.  By changing OSPF or ISIS cost metrics, a congested flow
can be moved into a newly calculated path.  But this shifts the problem into the new
path instead of solving the fundamental congestion problem.  Also this solution
doesn’t provide global optimization and, thus, causes instability again.  The latter was
used quite often for ATM and frame relay networks but has problems such as full
mesh overhead, cell tax and lack of integration.  Besides the above-mentioned
drawbacks, traditional TE solutions lack the capability to meet end-users service
quality requirements.
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MPLS was introduced to address these shortcomings and to provide
predictable, reliable and efficient TE solution [1].  Mechanisms such as Label-based
packet forwarding, constraint-based explicit path selection and signaling are supposed
to solve the problems.  Practically speaking, however, the existing MPLS
implementations exposed a number of issues to be resolved.  Almost everything but
signaling standard might be different and the obvious result may be unpredictable
operations when more than two heterogeneous products are used in a network
domain.  Online path calculation considers only one LSP at a time and causes lack of
global optimization.  Also, since there is no standard way of defining a traffic trunk, it
gives another burden to network administrators to come up with its own policy.
Finally, the traffic measurement, analysis and configuration management is purely left
up to the service providers.

According to [2], Internet TE is defined as that aspect of Internet network
engineering dealing with the issue of performance evaluation and performance
optimization of operational IP networks. It encompasses the application of technology
and scientific principles to the measurement, characterization, modeling and control
of Internet traffic.  In this paper, we propose a TE server solution, Wise<TE>, for a
large-scale MPLS-based IP autonomous system, which addresses these requirements.
Even though TE is the most effective when applied end to end, our initial objective is
for intra-domain and inter-domain issues are left for our future work.  Some of the
core functionality in the server is described below.  Wise<TE> stands for Traffic
Engineering server for wise Internet service engineering.
• LSP Configuration Management and Quasi-realtime Monitoring:  Wise<TE> can
provide unified and consistent configuration panels for LSP management, even if the
target network is comprised of heterogeneous routers and switches. Configuration
panels are designed to be simple and intuitive, fully compatible with related RFCs,
and various router OSes.  Configured and enforced LSPs are monitored by quasi-
realtime based polling or notification mechanisms by COPS [3], SNMP [4], or router-
specific CLI, and those results are logged and informed to network administrators via
GUI.
• Versatile Views of IP, MPLS, and Routing (OSPF and BGP) Topology:  Not only a
topological view of IP layer, MPLS and routing protocol specific views are essential
for network administrators to efficiently understand and respond to network and
routing behaviors.  For the sake of user’s requirements, MPLS views contain several
sub-views such as a bandwidth allocation view, an LSP traffic statistics based link
utilization view, a link affinity view, and a forwarding adjacency LSP view.  Another
important function of Wise<TE> is to render a view of global routing topology and
routing behaviors.  Such views can manifest how those protocols are configured, and
along which paths flows are routed.  Since OSPF link-state database and BGP path
attributes are also analyzed, network administrators can diagnose a suspicious routing
behaviors resulted from a misconfiguration.
• TE Policy Management:  Network administrators can easily edit, modify, save,
enforce, schedule, and withdraw various policies for managing MPLS TE. During
such processes, illogical policy conflicts are automatically detected and resolved by
the server.
• IP Traffic Measurement and Analysis for MPLS:  Wise<TE> provides traffic
measurement and analysis capability for LSPs in a quasi-realtime basis, so that
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network administrators can easily detect and diagnose LSP and link utilization,
congestion, etc.  Besides, when routers support flow-based traffic sampling functions,
Wise<TE> can measure and analyze per-flow traffic statistics which play a very
important role for understanding the trend of traffic demand between routers, subnets,
and even adjacent ASes.
• Intelligent Path Computation, Recommendation, and Various Simulations:  Since
Wise<TE> possesses the same Constraint-based Shortest First (CSPF) algorithm [5],
which is being used by most MPLS routers and switches, it can precompute a path for
a given LSP and check its availability before, the LSP is even enforced to a network.
Utilizing this mechanism in conjunction with measured traffic demand and LSP
statistics, Wise<TE> can simulate link/node failures, and global optimization.

This paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 provides an overview of the server
architecture and design principles, requirements and decisions.  Section 3 describes
subsystem details on their architectures and functionality.  Our implementation
experiences are noted in Section 4.  Finally, we conclude the work and itemize some
of important future research issues.

2. System Architecture and Design

2.1. Overall System Architecture

Fig. 1 shows a high-level view of Wise<TE> architecture. The brief functionality
description of each functional block is given below.  The functional details will be
explained in Section 3.

Fig. 1.  Overall architecture of Wise<TE>

Wise<TE> consists of a Common Service Interface (CSI), a GUI, a policy
Server (PS), a resource monitoring server (RMS), a traffic measurement & analysis
server (TMS), a routing advisor for traffic engineering (RATE) and a proxy agent.
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CSI is service interfaces common to all servers.  Its functionality includes global
configurations, MPLS TE specific configurations, topology management and traffic
measurement & analysis.  These common functionality is designed as CORBA IDL
[6] interfaces to make the system scalable, extensible and interoperable with other
related systems like network management systems (NMSs).  Design details are
described in the section 2.2.

PS follows the architecture defined by IETF’s policy framework working
group. [7]  It handles network-wide MPLS TE policy decisions, policy rule conflict
resolution and admission control for MPLS networks.  It uses COPS protocol to
transmit MPLS TE policy and resource information to/from a proxy agent or COPS-
enabled network devices.  It automates complex MPLS TE configuration processes
across the entire managed network domain.

Network resource and traffic data are gathered and processed by two servers.
RMS collects network resource information such as interface statistics, topology data
and LSP configuration information.  TMS gathers traffic measurement data such as
adjacent AS traffic matrix & prefix traffic matrix and analyzes them.  They are stored
in RMS & TMS DB respectively for further processing by other servers.

RATE performs simulation tasks based on the monitored, measured and
analyzed data.  Simulations supported are LSP path availability check, LSP path
modification result analysis, failure scenario and global optimization.

Also communication between subsystems utilizes international and de facto
standard protocols such as COPS, SNMP, CORBA, LDAP [8] and SQL to facilitate
interoperability.

Integration of these functionality enables Wise<TE> to automate policy-based
MPLS TE configurations including traffic trunk identification and corresponding
LSPs provisioning, to monitor, measure and analyze network and traffic behavior, to
maintain optimized network operations and to provide analyzed data for future
capacity planning.

2.2. Design Principles, Requirements, and Decisions

The main design principle of Wise<TE> is object-orientation.  With this principle, we
can make our system more scalable, extensible, and interoperable.  Given a target
managed network, appropriate object classes and their relationship modeling and
object instance management provide system scalability.  System components can be
added without modification of the existing system.  It also allows smoother
integration with other management systems due to the principle of object-orientation.

Fig. 2 illustrates a part of CSI interfaces for managing MPLS topology and
measurement data.  It shows required object classes and their relationships.  All
classes specified with a capital letter C serve for configuration purpose and ones with
a letter M serve for measurement.  TtM and LspM implement interfaces to set and
retrieve respective measurement data.  For example, LspM class has methods to get
LSP statistics of daily, weekly, monthly or yearly basis.  Node and Interface classes
include associated classifications classes based on its type.  Node can be an IP node,
an MPLS node, an OSPF node or a BGP node.  Similarly, an interface can be an IP
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interface, an MPLS interface, and so on.  Although a node or an interface can be
physically the same one, it serves different functions logically depending on
situations.

Fig. 2.  Object Model for Common Service Interfaces

Life cycle of each object is managed by its corresponding manager class.
Servers can communicate with these manager classes for the management of objects
of interests such as creation, modification, deletion, searching for a particular object,
etc.  By modeling MPLS configuration and measurement functionality into common
interfaces, all servers in Wise<TE> can access the necessary information if required.
This allows our system more scalable and extensible.

Our design enables representation of various topological views such as IP,
MPLS, OSPF and BGP.  It can also represent measured statistics data over each
topology.  For example, IP link statistics, MPLS LSP statistics can be captured over
corresponding logical topologies.  This design approach allows Wise<TE> to be
easily extended to add additional functionality such as TE for optical networks.

Besides CSI, all other subsystems are also designed based on object-
orientation principle.  They are realized using CORBA technology.

3. Sub-system Architecture and Functionality

3.1. Policy Server

Policy server consists of a policy manager (PM), a policy decision module (PDM) and
a policy repository (PR).  Fig. 3 shows details of each sub modules.  PM interacts
with GUI, other PS or Network Management System (NMS) and PR.  It receives a
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policy rule, checks validity and stores in the repository.  PDM further encodes it into a
COPS message and transfers it into the appropriate policy targets and processes any
feedback events.  The details are described as follows.

• PDM Management Module:  To handle complex policy domain, each policy domain
can be divided into a number of groups.  Each group is managed by a PDM.  When
there are more than one PDM, this module maintains information on each PDM and
finds appropriate PDM when a policy needs to be enforced.
• Conflict Detection Module:  Before a policy is enforced, conflict(s) should be
checked against the existing ones.  A policy rule is composed of conditions and
actions.  This module checks the requested policy’s conditions and verifies that any
actions conflict with the existing ones.  There are two types of policy conflicts: one
with reflecting the current network state (e.g., available bandwidth, utilization, etc)
and one without reflecting it.  The conflict checks for the latter can be performed
relatively easily but ones for the former involve admission control decisions and other
optimization issues.  This module works closely with the admission control module
when an admission control decision is required.

Fig. 3.  PS Architecture

• Admission Control Module:  A policy rule can’t be enforced without understanding
underlying network resource availability.  This module checks resource status and
returns an admission decision for the requested policy rule with the help of network
monitoring, measurement and analysis functional blocks. [9]
• Target Management Module:  One PDM manages one or multiple policy targets.  It
maintains a number of connected policy targets into groups.  This requirement is
essential to provide scalability in managing a large-scale network, which typically
consists of more than several hundreds of routers.  We solve this problem by thread
based module design
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• Policy Processing Module:  When a new policy rule is created or an existing rule is
modified, this module manages its enforcement schedule.
• DB and LDAP Client API:  It provides an API to read or write into LDAP or Policy
Information Base (PIB) [10] DB repository.
• Format Conversion & COPS Server Modules:  They encode and decode policy
rule(s) into /from a COPS message and transfer it to/from appropriate policy targets.

Policy target is a network element where the enforced policy rules are to be installed.
Most of the current network elements, however, are not fully policy-based
management enabled.  We need a proxy approach in such a situation.  Our policy
target architecture is designed to be flexible enough to deal with both COPS-enabled
network elements and legacy ones.  It provides transparency in managing multiple
heterogeneous network elements (NEs) via a NE independent API.  Network element
specific configuration interfaces are mapped to this common API so that the cost and
efforts for development and management of the policy target can be reduced.

3.2. Resource Monitoring Server

RMS collects network’s physical and routing configuration information, performs
auto-discovery of a target network topology and simple resource statistic like IP
interface In/Out octets.  Topology is not limited to IP layer but includes routing
protocol specific and MPLS layers.  MPLS topology is further divided into four sub-
views: bandwidth allocation view, LSP traffic statistics based link utilization view,
link affinity view and forwarding adjacency LSP view.  With such diverse topological
views, network administrators can efficiently understand and respond to network and
routing behaviors.

For network topology auto-discovery, RMS first collects system, interface and
link information from MIB II [11] via SNMP polling and invokes the topology
builder methods in CSI topology classes.  This method then triggers in sequence
creation and registration of corresponding nodes, links and interfaces via node and
link manager classes.  During this process, various types of nodes, links, and
interfaces are identified given the information from the system & interface MIBs and
other configuration information.  For example, a particular interface of a node can
only support plain IP forwarding, MPLS forwarding or both.  Found objects are
created accordingly.  Once the initial step of topology building process is done, it
registers newly discovered nodes and interfaces into RMS and TMS servers for
periodic statistics collection.

Since the various topologies are known after auto-discovery process, RMS can
perform and initiate statistics monitoring processes such as interface inOctet/outOctet
data and MPLS LSP statistics collection.  Not all monitoring can be performed by
SNMP because some MIBs are not supported by the network device vendors yet.  For
instance, many MPLS related MIBs are not supported by the most vendors yet.
Command line interface (CLI)-based monitoring is used as a temporary alternative in
such a case.
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3.3 Traffic Measurement and Analysis Server

Traffic Measurement, characterization and analysis is one of the most important
function in traffic engineering.  TE can be efficiently realized based on correctly
measured, analyzed and historical traffic data.  Thus, TMS is the core engine of
Wise<TE>.

Besides polling-based monitoring, TMS also depends on other mechanisms to
collect and process raw measurement data such as cflowd [12], Cisco’s Traffic Matrix
System (TMS) [9] and Juniper’s MPLS statistics file [13].

The TMS manages three kinds of traffic information: prefix matrix, adjacent
AS matrix and LSP statistics.  The prefix and adjacent AS matrix are collected by
cflowd mechanism.  Cflowd consists of cflowd mux, cflowd and cflowd collector.
Cflowd mux is responsible for handling raw data from Netflow-enabled network
devices and making it available to clients on the local host.  Cflowd is responsible for
maintaining per-input-interface tabular data for each device, and passing it back to a
central collector.  Finally, cflowd collector retrieves tabular data from instances of
cflowd and writes data in ARTS files [14].  The TMS uses these tools with minor
modification to extract prefix matrices and adjacent AS matrices.

LSP statistics are also very important data to be collected and analyzed.  This
statistics data collection is tightly coupled with the network element vendors.  Some
support MIBs and others only allow CLI-based access to the data.  Thus, we decided
to use currently available method to collect these data across multi vendor network
devices, that is, CLI-based data collection.  When related MIBs are widely available,
Wise<TE> can easily be modified to accommodate MIB-based data collection.  We
also use other network element specific mechanisms such as Cisco’s TMS and
Juniper’s LSP statistics file selectively for the accuracy of the data in addition to the
CLI-based data collection.

Fig. 4.  TMS Architecture

Fig. 4 shows sub-modules of TMS, relationships with other Wise<TE>
functional blocks and mechanisms used for interactions.  Cflowd directly interacts
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with routers and CLI-based collection is via a proxy agent.  The table illustrates how
we process the measured raw data.  We store raw data into four tables: day, week,
month and year tables.  Each table has different measurement intervals from 5
minutes to 1 day.  These statistics data is conveyed to its potential users (e.g., GUI,
PS, etc.) in two different ways.  LSP statistics data is a part of M classes in CSI and,
therefore, directly written by TMS to CSI’s corresponding M classes such as
LspTunnelM and TtM via CORBA when this data is available after CLI-based
polling.  Prefix/adjacent AS matrix data is accessed by its users via TMS wrapper
classes via CORBA again.  TMS, then, retrieves requested data from TMS DB and
converts it into CORBA data types, which is returned as method call return value.
We will explain how this data is used and visualized to network administrators in
section 3.5.

3.4. Routing Advisor for Traffic Engineering

RATE performs routing control functions and various simulations to assist the
network administrators for consistent policy provisioning in a managed network
domain.  The network administrators need to know available routing path(s) for given
constraints and network resources status (e.g., utilization of links) when particular
link’s attribute(s) are modified, a new LSP is created or an existing traffic trunk is
moved from one path to another.  Also, it is very useful to visualize what happens
when a node or a link fails.  For a long-term capacity planning purpose, a global path
optimization simulation in a whole managed network domain overcomes the
limitation of per-LSP online path calculation.

Path availability check functionality enables efficient way of an LSP setup.
Our server resident constraint-based shortest path (CSPF) algorithm can be used to
compute the availability of the LSP path with desired constraints before actual
enforcement. Server-based CSPF can extend its scope to add additional constraints
besides what online CSPF allows.  This feature is one of big advantages that offline
TE server can provide.

Path attribute modification simulation allows the network managers to see the
side effects of the modification such as link utilization changes.  The attribute changes
range from simple single attribute change (e.g., affinity value) to an entire path for an
LSP tunnel change.  This simulation helps the network managers to create a detour
route when a particular link is congested and see the link state changes in real-time.
Since this feature is integrated with real-time policy-based MPLS configuration
server, it can serve as a very powerful tool to remove such congested link.

Link/Node failure simulation depends on online protection & recovery
mechanism and visualizes its effects.  There are four cases:  two for whether a
primary is explicit or dynamic and two for whether a secondary is explicit or
dynamic.  Depends on the situation, the simulation can just visualize the result or
calculate a path using server resident CSPF algorithm and then visualize it.

Global optimization simulation is performed by the algorithms that we have
developed.  These practical algorithm can find near optimal paths that satisfy the
given traffic demand under constraints such as user bandwidth requirement, measured
traffic volume between an ingress and an egress routers,  maximum hop count, and
preferred or not-preferred node/link list. The mixed integer programming formulation
also calculates the traffic split ratio for the multiple paths. For easy implementation at
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network nodes, the split ratio is chosen among discrete values (0.1, 0.2 etc.). The
proposed algorithms are applied to the MPLS networks that permit explicit path setup.
The paths and split ratio are calculated off-line, and passed to RATE for explicit
label-switched path (LSP) setup recommendation to network administrators.  For
more details, please refer to the paper. [15]

3.5.  Topology and Traffic View Manager

RMS and TMS collect traffic data and analyze them into meaningful information as
described in the previous sections.  These information can be much more useful when
they are visualized in organized manners.  Topology and traffic view manager does
this role.Fig. 5 illustrates three different traffic statistics view: an adjacent AS matrix
view, a prefix matrix view and an MPLS statistics view.  The adjacent AS matrix
view represents traffic utilization between the managed AS and neighbor ASes in
terms of Mbps.  Each link is divided into two parts, each one represents traffic
direction originated from the AS that the link is attached to.  And traffic volume is
denoted by different colors.  The prefix matrix view shows similar traffic utilization
between pairs of network prefixes of interests.  Unlike the AS matrix that shows inter-
domain traffic volume, the prefix matrix is aimed to provide managed network
domain internal traffic statistics.  Thus, the prefix represents AS internal network
addresses.  Also prefix level aggregation is supported to provide flexibility and
unnecessary information filtering.  The MPLS statistics view shows MPLS layer
view.  This means that both layer two links and MPLS LSP tunnel links are shown in
the same topology diagram.  This helps the network administrators identifying which
one is a logical MPLS tunnel.  The bloon help in the diagram provides this
information.  It shows whether it is an LSP tunnel, the actual layer 2 path and traffic
volume of that particular LSP tunnel.  Note that the link color represents utilization in
percentile not in volume.  When more details about the link need to be represented
(e.g., the number of LSPs that belong to this link), table format link details can be
retrieved from the corresponding DB.

Fig. 5.  Traffic statistics view
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Besides these views, a bandwidth reservation view visualizes
available/reserved bandwidth on links.  Link color (affinity) view visualizes links’
colors in a “traffic light” form with a color palette.  Link & tunnel view visualizes L2
links in one color & LSP tunnels in another color.

4. Implementation

Currently, we have almost finished prototype implementation of Wise<TE> based on
the design principles described in this paper.  The complete prototyping will be done
by the end of the third quarter of this year. System development is underway on Sun
solaris platform.  MICO [16] is used to implement CORBA interfaces of CSI and
other server modules.  RMS polling engine and other server internal functionality are
implemented in C++ language.  COPS is built from the scratch based on IETF’s
COPS-PR specification [17] with C++ language.  COPS server and client protocol
engine are designed and built with object-oriented methodology to be scalable for
future extension.  POSIX thread is used to handle a large number of multiple policy
target clients and maximize the system computation resources.  Various traffic data
are stored in relational DB(s) to reduce performance burden.  Although Solaris is the
development OS environment, other OS types such as Linux and FreeBSD will be
supported as well.  We use Java for GUI development for the obvious reason, that is,
the portability.

Fig. 6.  A Snap Shot of Main GUI

Fig. 6 shows a snapshot of our main GUI interface.  The tree control shown on
the left-hand side can be used to create, modify and delete MPLS policy rules. User-
friendly policy rule editing wizards are used for the ease of a configuration process.
Once the rules are created and stored, you can enforce the rules either directly into a
specific network element of your choice or by a role-combination.  The policy-based
network management architecture by IETF recommends using role-based
enforcement only but target specific one can be practically useful tool by network
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administrators who know the network topology well.  The topology view canvas on
the right-hand side depicts auto-discovered network topology from various viewpoints
such as IP layer, OSPF, BGP and MPLS view.  It also shows traffic utilization status
in colors.  Simulations are visualized in the separate window to compare the existing
network status with modified view by simulation.

Currently, we have setup a test-bed to evaluate validity of our system.  It
consists of eight commercial backbone routers (three 7000 series Cisco routers and
four M series Juniper routers and one MPLS edge router developed by a Korean
company, RAONET [18]).  Various interface types are supported such as Fast
Ethernet, Giga Ethernet, 155 Mbps POS and OC-3 ATM.  They are almost fully
connected so that we can test diverse scenarios.  We haven’t started full-scale field
test yet but are planning to launch that very soon.  We expect that some test results
can be incorporated into our next version of the paper.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

MPLS was proposed as a standard TE solution by IETF to address traditional TE
problems but practical problems during deployment process have been identified.  In
this paper, we proposed a powerful TE server solution, Wise<TE>, to overcome these
limitations.  Yet, we have to add additional functionality to make it more useful tool.
Traffic statistics reporting function is very important in the real operation scenario.
MPLS-based VPN configuration and monitoring are another areas we have to deal
with.  Current MPLS TE is for a single aggregated class type but QoS-based services
require class type aware TE.  Wise<TE> can be extended to incorporate server-based
DiffServ-aware MPLS TE. [19]  As mentioned in introduction section, end to end TE
is the ultimate goal for true traffic engineering.  However, there are many challenges
associated with this research arena.  We will look into this problem very carefully.
Lastly, optical network is becoming the choice of the backbone network for large-
scale service providers.  Our next long-term step is, naturally, to research and develop
a solution for an optical backbone network based on our Wise<TE> architecture.
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Abstract. One of main issues in mobile wireless networks is how to deal with
moving terminals. As the movement implies a change of access point, the
wireless network must be able to determine the location of moving terminals in
order to set-up a connection and route incoming messages. Location manage-
ment is for tracking and locating the mobile terminal. In this paper we propose
a novel location management scheme with which the amount of signaling traffic
required for location update can be significantly reduced compared to earlier
schemes. It is achieved by employing the partial virtual layer approach on top
of the overlapping [6] approach, which effectively avoids the oscillation effect
occurring when a mobile user travels along the boundary of two adjacent LA’s.
Besides, the scheme reduces the number of VLRs.

Index terms: base station, location management, mobile terminal, paging, vir-
tual layer.

1      Introduction

In personal communication systems (PCS), a mobile terminal performs location up-
date whenever it enters a new location area (LA), while an LA consists of several
clustered cells managed by a mobile switching center (MSC). When a call arrives, the
MSC locates the destined terminal by paging. Both the location update and paging
process, therefore, require signaling between MSC and mobile terminals.

The main problem in location update and paging is that the traffic for them can be
excessive, especially at the base stations near to the LA boundaries. Note that avail-
able radio resource is still limited while the amount of traffic volume has been signifi-
cantly increased in the PCS network. Even though microcell approach can improve the
system capacity especially when the user density is high, small size cell increases the
frequency of location updates of mobile terminal. Reduction of signaling traffic is
currently one of main issues in mobile system design.

In this paper we focus on signaling for location update since its traffic is much
higher than the traffic for paging. Several effective location update schemes with
respect to reducing signaling traffic have been published such as update upon entering
another cell [3,4]/new group [5]/a reporting cell, dynamic update scheme based on
distance /movement/time, forward pointer strategy [2,3], and overlapping scheme [6].

* This work was supported in part by Brain Korea 21 project and grant No. 2000-2-30300-004-3
from the Basic Research Program of Korea Science and Engineering Foundation. Dr. Youn is
the corresponding author.
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One important observation in the movement pattern of mobile terminals is that they
move back-and-forth repeatedly between two adjacent LA’s, which cause frequent
location updates. The recently proposed overlapping scheme [6] significantly reduces
the location update signaling traffic by overlapping the LA’s and thus avoiding the
update traffic. In this paper, we propose a novel location update scheme, which further
reduces the signaling traffic for location update by employing virtual LA’s on top of
the overlapped LA’s. The virtual layer consists of virtual LA’s, each of which is man-
aged by an MSC. The proposed scheme makes the mobile terminals moving around
the boundary cells of adjacent LA’s become to move within either a virtual LA or an
overlapped region. This greatly reduces unnecessary location update traffic, and dis-
tributes the traffic to several cells. The traffic was concentrated to only some small
number of cells in earlier designs. Besides, the proposed scheme reduces the number
of VLRs compared to the conventional schemes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the PCS net-
work architecture and existing location management techniques. Section 3 presents the
proposed scheme. The proposed scheme is evaluated and compared with the overlap-
ping scheme and a full virtual layer scheme in terms of average location update rate
per user in Section 4. Section 5 provides conclusion and suggestions for future re-
search.

2      Background and Previous Works

In this section the PCS is first briefly described. Then the issues related to location
update are discussed.

2.1  PCS Network

The basic design of PCS network consists of a wired backbone network and wireless
mobile units. The current PCS networks adopt a cellular architecture as shown in
Figure 1. Here the entire service area is covered with cells, and several cells are
grouped into an LA. A cell is serviced by a base station (BS), and several BSs are
wired to a base station controller (BSC) which is connected to a mobile switching
center (MSC). An MSC provides typical switching functionality, coordinated location
registration, and call delivery. It is connected to the backbone wired network such as
public switching telephone network (PSTN) and signaling network such as SS7 [7].

In a fixed environment of common telephone network, traffics are routed from a
source to a destination having a static address. However, in mobile environment, the
endpoint of a connection is unknown by the source. To trace the location of mobile
terminals, the network is equipped with location registers that are accessed by relevant
network entities. Mobile communication network holds two types of registers. Visit
location register (VLR) temporarily stores the service profile and location information
of mobile terminals roaming in its area. It is associated with an MSC, which is geo-
graphically adjacent to it. Home location register (HLR) permanently stores the in-
formation on the mobile terminals currently roaming. In the entire network, only one
HLR exists.
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Fig. 1. The cellular architecture in PCS networks.

The current location management schemes employing the two-type registers are
mostly based on a two-level data hierarchy. The location registers are updated for
tracking the mobile users when they change the LA’s. Figure 2 shows the two opera-
tions - Groupfind and Groupupdate - involved in location update. The movement of
every mobile unit is recorded in the VLR of the corresponding LA as well as the HLR.
For example, IS-41 (AMPS cellular phone system) is a well-defined tool for location
update and mobile tracking in wireless system. IS-41 and GSM are the two standards
established for location management.

GroupFind( )
{
Call to PCS user is detected at local switch;
if the called party is the same RA then return;
switch queries called party HLR;
HLR queries called party current VLR, V;
VLR V returns called party location to HLR;
HLR returns location to the calling switch;
If (the called party is found) return;else search the remaining N-1 cells for the called party;
}
GroupUpdate( )
{
The mobile terminal detects that it is in a new Group;
The mobile terminal sends a registration message to the new VLR;
The new VLR sends a registration message to the user HLR;
The HLR sends a registration cancellation message to old VLR;
The old VLR sends a cancellation confirmation message to the HLR;
The HLR sends a registration confirmation message to the new VLR;
}

Fig. 2. The algorithms involved in location update

2.2 Location Update

Location update of a mobile terminal is performed by transmitting its current location
information to the network. When a call to a terminal arrives, paging is started by the
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MSC sending a page message to all the cells within its territory. When a terminal
responds to the page message, the network sets up a connection to that terminal.

In cellular systems handling a large number of subscribers, the traffic required for
location update needs to be minimized. In order to solve this problem, several location
update schemes have been developed. They are update upon entering another cell or
reporting cell, dynamic update based on distance, movement, or time, forward pointer
strategy, and overlapping scheme. However, as far as the location update is LA-based,
the traffic due to location update is very high at the boundary cells of each LA.

The group method divides all the cells into groups, and as a result it reduces the up-
date rate to  )3/)14( NN −  from N of the basic method where N is the number of

cells [5]. The group method performs the update task only when a mobile user enters
another group. The system has to search for the mobile user only within the group
when a mobile user is called. The group method is thus simpler and more effective
than the other schemes mentioned above because it does not need to arrange reporting
cells while restricting the search scope to a group.

Fig. 3. The overlapping scheme.

The overlapping scheme [6] prevents a mobile user moving along the border of two
LA’s from causing increased location update traffic due to short term switching.
Overlapping LA’s can reduce the traffic as shown in Figure 3. Observe that the two
LA’s do not overlap in Figure 3(a), while they overlap in Figure 3(b) and (c). Here,
w  indicates the degree of overlapping which is actually the number of rows of over-
lapped cells. Without overlapping as in Figure 3(a), everytime a mobile user crosses
the LA boundary, the location needs to be updated. If the adjacent LA’s are over-
lapped as in Figure 3(b), only the users crossing the overlapping region cause location
update. In other words, a user needs to fully cross a cell to cause location update. Note
that it just needs to cross the boundary line to cause location update when the LA’s do
not overlap but abut against each other. When the overlapping is more significant as in
Figure 3(c), the users need to cross several cells (here it is 2) to cause location update.
This scheme thus significantly reduces the signaling traffic due to location update
compared to non-overlapping scheme. The shortcomings of the overlapping scheme
above is, however, that the cells in an LA are not overlapped uniformly. As a result,
the location update process is complex. Also, since the LA’s are overlapped, more
number of MSCs (and thus VLRs) are required than nonoverlapping schemes. We
next present the proposed scheme which can effectively reduce the location update
rate without such overheads.
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3      The Proposed Scheme

In this section the proposed scheme is presented. First, the basic structure based on the
virtual layer concept is introduced. Then the detailed operation mechanism is ex-
plained.

3.1      The Basic Structure

Microcellular structure is used for current PCS network. Thus the concept of microcell
is adopted to improve system capacity in places with high user density. However,
small cell size increases the frequency of location updates of mobile terminals and the
resultant signaling traffic related to the mobility management. Due to this, previous
approach partitions the entire service area into many disjoint LAs, each having a
unique identifier (ID). Each LA consists of a cluster of cells, and each cell in the
service area belongs to exactly one LA. In mobile networks, location of a user is iden-
tified by the LA it resides. Base stations continuously broadcast the identity of the LA
they belong to. When a mobile terminal detects a change in the LA, it sends a location
update message to the network.

Fig. 4. The proposed virtual layer architecture.

The group method performs the update tasks when the mobile unit crosses the
boundary of group. Hence, the cost of update is saved if mobile unit crosses only the
cell boundary. However, the major problem with this strategy is that location update
and paging signaling traffic can be excessive, especially at those base stations that are
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near LA boundaries. Also location update messages generated by a number of mobile
users result in considerable amount of signaling traffic. To cope with the problem of
excessive traffic due to frequent location update, a number of effective location update
schemes have been published in the literature. Among them, the overlapping scheme
can reduce the location update traffic for the most. As shown in Figure 3, the reduc-
tion is due to a decrease in the average number of mobile users who are in the bound-
ary cell of a given LA and who registered to this given LA. In this paper, we consider
a novel location management scheme based on overlapping LA and partial virtual LA
structure. Using the virtual layer design, the same objective can be accomplished
much more effectively.

One of important facts motivating the proposed design is that the cost of location
update for HLR is much higher than that of VLR. Thus, HLR is a critical entity in the
IS-41 location management system. There exist several disadvantages with the cen-
tralized location management scheme such as the one used in IS-41. One disadvantage
is that since every location request as well as location registration are serviced through
the HLR, in addition to the HLR being overloaded with database lookup operation, the
traffic on the links leading to the HLR is heavy. Therefore, the traffic required for
updating HLR needs to be minimized, and the principle employed in the proposed
scheme is to distribute the signaling traffic headed to HLR to VLRs.

The enhanced location management scheme proposed in this paper employs virtual
layer in part as shown in Figure 4. Observe that the entire area is partitioned into nine
LA’s (LA_1 ~ LA_9) which are drawn by dotted LA boundary lines. Three neighbor-
ing LA’s are combined as an expanded cluster in the original layer, called expanded
LA. Each LA has an associated SubMSC. This original layer of LA’s is called Layer-1
and then this expanded LA’s are overlapped each other. The LAs represented by thick
lines are in virtual layer, and we call it Layer-2. Each LA of Layer-2 also has an MSC.
Each virtual LA, which is of equal size, is laid upon the center of combined three
LA’s of each expanded LA. As a result, the mobile terminals moving around the
boundary cells of adjacent LA’s become to move within either a virtual LA or an
overlapping region. SubMSCs manage the whole area, while MSCs manage the virtual
layer of partial areas. In what follows, we denote LA_i, j the LA i of Layer-j. For
example, LA_3,2 consists of part of LA_7,1, LA_8,1, and LA_9,1. The MSC of an
LA of Layer-2 is connected to three SubMSCs representing the LA’s of Layer_1. For
example, MSC_2 which is connected to VLR_2 is connected to SubMSC_4, 5, and 6.
The proposed structure effectively avoids the oscillation effect occurring when a mo-
bile user travels along the boundary of two adjacent LA’s, and distributes the location
update signaling traffic over many cells using the virtual layer. Besides, this scheme
reduces the number of VLRs compared to the conventional schemes.

3.2      Operational Mechanism

We here employ the same environment as in all previous schemes developed for PCS
networks. Each terminal monitors the broadcast message from the base station. If the
current LA is different from the LA registered last, the mobile terminal initiates loca-
tion update to inform the system of its new LA. When an incoming call arrives for the
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mobile terminal, the system performs paging operation to locate it. The proposed
scheme can be implemented by assigning a unique ID to each LA of Layer-1 and 2.
Note that the proposed scheme covers the service area with homogeneous LA’s. The
original LA’s are partially overlapped with the LA’s of the virtual layer, and expanded
clusters combining three neighboring LA’s in the original layer are overlapped each
other. As shown in Figure 4 and 5, each cell is covered by different number of LA’s.
The cells in Layer-1 are covered by one, two, or three LA’s, while the cells in Layer-2
are covered by two or three LA’s. Even though each cell belongs to one, two, or three
LA’s, the mobile user in a cell registers to only one LA at any moment.

The selection is made according to the distance from the residential cell to the cen-
ter cells of the two or three LA’s. Among the two or three, the LA whose distance is
smaller is selected. When the distances are same, a random selection is made. For
example, a mobile user in Cell-A belongs to both LA_1,2 and LA_3,1, but it registers
to LA_1,2 since it is closer to the center cell, ‘a’ of LA_1,2 than ‘b’ of LA_3,1. Simi-
larly, the user in Cell-B registers to LA_3,1. Location update occurs when a user
leaves the LA currently registers to, and in order to avoid the oscillation effect occur-
ring when a mobile user travels along the boundary of two adjacent LA’s, it always
registers to the LA in the different layer from the previous one within the expanded
cluster. Note that the oscillation effect between the expanded clusters is avoided by the
overlapping region. For example, when a user registered at LA_3,1 arrives at G from
C, the system registers the location of it at LA_1,2, and when a user registered at
LA_3,1 arrives at H from D, the location is registered at LA_1,2. Refer to Figure 4.
Assume that a user residing in Cell-B (who registered to LA_3,1 belonging to Layer-
1) moves to Cell-G through Cell-A, which belongs to both LA_2,1 and LA_1,2. It
does not register to LA_2,1 but LA_1,2 belonging to Layer-2. The reason why this
approach is taken is to avoid continuous location update due to the users moving
around the boundary cells. Assume again that the user arriving at Cell-E registers to
LA_1,1 and then soon comes back to Cell-F. It will then require another location up-
date since Cell-F belongs to LA_3,1. Whenever the user moves back and forth be-
tween Cell-E and F, location update is necessary. Meanwhile, if it registered to
LA_1,2 as suggested in the proposed scheme, no location update is necessary since
both Cell-E and F belong to LA_1,2. Also, overlapping scheme has been applied to the
area between Cell-D and I to reduce the location updating signaling traffic. The re-
duction is due to the decrease in the average number of mobile users who are in the
boundary cells of a given LA and registered it. As we see from this example, the pro-
posed scheme greatly reduces the frequency of location update compared to other
schemes including the overlapping scheme not employing virtual layer.

The functionality of a SubMSC includes switching mobile terminals in the LA of
Layer-1. The Three neighboring SubMSCs connected to an MSC are simple switches.
MSC does not require a connection to each base station in the virtual layer, because
they are connected to SubMSC. As an example, MSC_3 in Figure 4 is connected to
SubMSC 7, 8, and 9. MSC and SubMSCs manage the traffic in the LA’s of Layer-1
and Layer-2, respectively. A VLR communicates with the MSC connected to three
SubMSCs. As far as a mobile user moves within three adjacent LA’s managed by a
MSC, no location update occurs except in few cells. Owing to exceptions happened in
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the expanded cluster, HLR is not affected by location update. Therefore, the proposed
location update with SubMSCs can significantly reduce the traffic to HLR. This is
verified by performance evaluation in Section 4. Also another important benefit of the
proposed scheme is that the number of switches is slightly decreased, which include
MSC and SubMSC.

Fig. 5. The overlapping rates in an expanded cluster.

Figure 6 shows an example of travel path of a mobile terminal. At first, the mobile
terminal is located at A, and thus registers to the VLR of the MSC managing LA_4,2
and HLR. While it moves from A to D through B and C, the system does not update
either HLR or VLR since the locations are all inside LA_4,2. Upon arriving at E, the
VLR is updated for the change made from MSC to SubMSC. Until it reaches H, no
update is necessary. Table I lists the movements along with the registered LA and
updated register when a mobile user moves from location A to location O. Here 5
VLRs and 2 HLRs were needed to be updated. Note that 8 VLRs and 8 HLRs need to
be updated if the proposed virtual layer scheme is not employed.

Fig. 6. An example of travel path of a mobile terminal.
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Table I. The registered LA and updated registers for mobile user of Figure 6.

Path Registered
LA

Updated
register

 Åa LA_14.1 HLR, VLR

aÅb LA_14.1 None

bÅc LA_15.1 HLR, VLR

cÅd LA_15.1 None

dÅe LA_6.2 VLR

eÅf LA_16.1 VLR

4      Performance Evaluation

4.1      Preliminaries

In this paper we assume that PCS network consists of hexagonal cells as shown in
Figure 3. Each cell thus has six neighboring cells. This model is suitable for the mo-
bility model in which mobile users can move in any azimuthal direction. An LA de-
notes a set of cells locating within the update boundary. We employ the concept of
rings discussed in [6]. The size of an LA is represented by the number of rings of cells
forming the LA, d, where the center cell is ring-0 and the outermost ring is ring-
( 1−d ). The average location update rate per user adopts the concept of dwell time.
When the dwell time, Td, expires in its current cell, a mobile user moves to one of the
neighboring cells with a probability of 1/6. We evaluate the location update rate for a
target cell and its six neighboring cells. Assume that the movement of a mobile user is
probabilistically independent, and thus statistical equilibrium exists. We develop ana-
lytical models of overlapping scheme, fully virtual layer scheme, and the proposed one
to compare them. The following are the notations used in the models.

Notation
K: The average number of mobile users in a cell.
d : The size of an LA.
w: The amount of overlapping (w < d) (See Figure 3.)
Td: The average dwell time, while the dwell time is exponentially distributed.

Path Registered
LA

Updated
register

 ÅA LA_4.2 HLR, VLR

AÅB LA_4.2 None
BÅC LA_4.2 None
CÅD LA_4.2 None

DÅE LA_10.1 VLR

EÅF LA_10.1 None

FÅG LA_10.1 None

GÅH LA_11.1 HLR, VLR

HÅI LA_11.1 None

IÅJ LA_11.1 None

JÅK LA_3.2 VLR

KÅL LA_3.2 None

LÅM LA_3.2 None

MÅN LA_7.1 VLR

NÅO LA_7.1 None
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N: The total number of mobile users in an LA.
RLA: The average location update rate per an LA.
RMS: The average location update rate per a user.
��N�: The number of mobile users in cell-i of Layer-j (j = 1, 2).
NC: The number of cells in an LA, which is 1+3−3 2 dd .

4.2      The Model for the Proposed Scheme

As we can see from Figure 4, MSC_2 and its neighboring SubMSCs_4, 5, and 6 are
connected to VLR_2. Therefore, location update for the four LA’s, LA_2,2, LA_4,1,
LA_5,1, and LA_6,1 is handled by VLR_2.  An example is shown in Figure 7. The
figure represents only one expanded cluster indicated by triplicated lines. Since an
expanded cluster in the proposed scheme has partitions that are not equal sizes, each
cell is assigned a unique number instead of the coordinates. Cells in an LA of the
proposed scheme are numbered as shown in Figure 7. Here the intact and underlined
numbers at each cell represent the cell numbers for Layer-1 and 2, respectively. Also
notice that the cells in an LA are numbered diagonally starting from the upper corner
cell. Three LA’s of an expanded cluster in Layer-1 is treated as a cluster. Because the
number of cells (Nc) in an LA of d = 3 is 19, the total number of cells in an expanded
cluster is 57. One equation for each cell needs to be manipulated. In Figure 7, adding
the number of mobile users in cell-15 of LA_10,1 and that of cell-5 of LA_4,2 results
in K.

Kuu =+ 1,152,5
, Kuuu =++ 1.551,172,7

, Kuu =+ 1,392,19
                    (1)

We can apply the same rule for other cells. Refer to the complete report [8]. The
number of mobile users in a cell of each layer is represented as follow.

1u = ( )1.51.41.26

1
uuu ++⋅                                                 (2)

2u = ( )1,61,51,31,16

1
uuuu +++⋅

Others are obtained similarly and the complete lists of the equations are in [8]. The
average number of mobile terminals in an LA is

( )










−+−⋅= −−

+−⋅

−
∑ cellsredundantlayerlayer

dd

i
i

d

NNNu
T

N _21

1333

1

2

1                                (3)

Here, N
layer-2

 is the total number of mobile users in an LA of layer-2 and, N
layer-1

 is the
number of users within Layer-1 which piled up to Layer-2. Also N

redundant_cells
 are the cells

overlapped three times in Layer-2.
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Fig. 7. Cell numbering in the proposed scheme.

The average location update rate for a given LA is

RLA = ( ) ( ) ( )γβα
6

1

3

1

2

1 ++                                                   (4)

)( 1.571.551.431,501.341,191,81,31,1 uuuuuuuuu ++++++++=α

)

(

1.561.541.511.49

1.482.421,351.34,271,261,181,131,121,71,41,2

uuuu

uuuuuuuuuuuu

++++
+++++++++++=β

)( 1,471,201,17 uuu ++=γ

The average location update rate per user is

N

R
R LA

MS =                                                             (5)

4.3      Numerical Results

As in other papers, the average number of mobile users in a cell is assumed to be 100.
To consider various speeds of mobile users in a cell, we assume that the dwell time,
Td, is 1, 2, 4, and 8 minutes. We compare the proposed scheme with the overlapping
scheme without virtual layer in terms of average location update rate per user. Figure
8 shows that the proposed scheme significantly outperforms the overlapping scheme
for all the cases studied. Also notice that the rate decreases as the size of LA increases.
This is an important fact since the size of LA in typical PCS network is expected to
grow as the communication technique and equipment get improved.
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Fig. 8. Average location update rate per user when d=3.

In the overlapping scheme, the update rate decreases as overlapping increases.
However, the number of MSCs and VLRs also increase. For example, refer to Figure
8 where d=3 and w=2. When the number of cells is 1419, the overlapping scheme with
d=3 and w=1 needs almost 111 MSCs and 111 VLRs since all area is overlapped.
With 1096 cells, the proposed scheme needs only 22 MSCc, 66 VLRs and 66
SubMSCs. Note that SubMSC is a much simpler switch than regular MSCs, and the
VLRs and the corresponding connections also require some significant resources.
Therefore the overhead of the proposed scheme is much smaller than the overlapping
scheme. Moreover, the proposed scheme reduces the traffic to HLR. Another advan-
tage is that the signaling traffic concentrated to some limited number of boundary cells
in the overlapping scheme is distributed to many cells in our scheme.

5      Conclusion

In this paper we have presented an efficient location update scheme employing partial
virtual layer to reduce the update signaling traffic in cellular systems. The scheme
employs a two-layer architecture consisting of homogenous LA’s. Conceptually, the
proposed scheme is a combination of grouping, overlapping, and local updating in
VLR. This scheme yields a significant performance improvement over the overlapping
and fully virtual layer scheme in terms of the average location update rate per user.
Moreover, the proposed approach offers considerable enhancement in utilizing the
network resources which otherwise will be wasted by the mobile users causing fre-
quent update in the conventional scheme. The signaling traffic concentrated to the
boundary cells in the conventional scheme is also distributed to many cells.

In addition to the mobile users at the boundary cells, location update needs to con-
sider other factors such as movement pattern, dwell time, call to movement ratio, etc.
We will investigate the relationship between the factors, and include them in the
model of the update rate. This will provide us with a good measure by which efficient
location management policy can be assessed.
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